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PART ONE

INTRODUCTION





INTRODUCTION

In the Introduction to Volume Three of this Encyclopedia,
where Advaita Vedänta philosophy prior to the times dealt
with in the present Volume was reviewed, an attempt was
made to characterize the basic tenets of Advaita (cf. pp. 6-7 of
that Volume). To remind the reader, we repeat that list of
Advaita propositions here:

1. The purpose of philosophy is to point the way to
liberation {moksd) from the bondage of rebirth (samsära).

2. Bondage is a product of our ignorance {avidya)\ the
true Self [atman) is not bound, does not transmigrate, is
eternally liberated.

3. Bondage is beginningless and operates with regularity
as long as ignorance is not removed.

4. Since bondage depends on ignorance, liberation is
manifested upon the removal of ignorance by acquiring its
opposite, namely knowledge (yidya).

5. The operation of ignorance consists in its creating
apparent distinctions (bheda), though none actually exist.

6. Therefore, knowledge involves the awareness that all
distinctions are false, especially the distinction between the
knower and the known.

7. This awareness, which constitutes liberating
knowledge, which is free from subject-object distinctions, is
pure, immediate consciousness [cit, anubhavd).

8. The true Self is just that pure consciousness, without
which nothing can be known in any way.

9. And that'tru« Self, pure consciousness, is not different
from the ultimate world Principle, Brahman, because if
Brahman were conceived as the object of Self-awareness it
would involve subject-object distinction and, as said above,
differences are the product of ignorance.

10. The real is that which is not set aside as false,
not sublated (bädhä), in contrast to products of ignorance,
which are eventually sublated.

11. Assuming the above criterion of reality, it follows that
Brahman (the true Self, pure .consciousness) is the only
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Reality [sat), since It is untinged by difference, the mark of
ignorance, and since It is the one thing that is not sublatable,
for sublation itself depends on there being consciousness.

12. Pure consciousness is experienced during deep sleep;
since we awake refreshed, it is inferred that pure
consciousness (reality, Brahman, the true Self) is also the
ultimate bliss.

By implication, all the philosophers whose works were
summarized in Volume Three were assumed to hold views in
accordance with those listed above. In particular, it was
assumed that Samkara's two most well-known students,
Padmapäda and Suresvara, accepted these twelve views.
Furthermore, if the kind of Advaita Vedänta taken to be taught
by Samkara consisted of these same twelve views, one would
assume that later Advaitins who view themselves as followers
of Samkara and adhere to his interpretations of the Upanisads
would also accept these twelve views.

Nevertheless, one finds that, when we turn to
developments, classed as Advaitin, that take place over the
next two or three centuries and which are now to be surveyed
in the present Volume, the philosophers to be covered are
constantly being classified by tradition and by Advaita scholars
as being divided into two or three "post-Samkara schools". The
tenets ascribed to members of these several schools differ quite
markedly from each other, and it will be the task of this
Introduction to briefly review those differences and assess
what they suggest about the development of Advaita during
this period.

Readers of Volume Three will, it is hoped, recall that it
was made quite clear there that Samkara's views were not the
only ones that flourished prior to the ninth century and made
claim to representing the views promulgated in the Upanisads.
For one thing, there were the traditional Pürvamlmämsakas
who viewed the Vedas, including the Upanisads (=Vedänta)
as consisting essentially of injunctions iyidhi; niyogd), so that
the purport of the Vedic corpus consisted of advice to us as to
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how we should act. To be sure, they construed knowing as one
kind of acting, so that on their account the Vedas no doubt
told us how things are (i.e., what we should know), but the
way in which they tell us this (so the MImämsakas claim) is
solely through providing authoritative commands guiding us
to appropriate activity, including how to think correctly. In
effect this reflects the ancient understanding of the Vedas as
the authorless, beginningless authority governing the
distinction between right and wrong as well as between true
and false.

Secondly, there were various philosophers, most of whose
writings have been lost (though some passages are available
as quoted by others), who became known as
"Bhedäbhedavädins", philosophers such as Bhartäprapanca,
who preached a "combined-path" view, construing the Vedas
and Upanisads as advising us how things are as well as how
to act.

And thirdly, there were those, the Advaitins, who took
the Vedas as providing knowledge, knowledge of principles
such as are represented in the twelve-fold list given above.
This third group included Samkara himself, but also included
Mandana Misra, whose type of Advaita assumes, unlike
Samkara's, that even after liberation meditation
(prasamkhyäna) is still required for the liberated one to
remove the remnants of his ignorance. (See Volume Three, pp.
47-61, for a review of some of the features of these distinct
positions.)

One might suppose that during the period to be surveyed
in the present Volume some of the implications and influences
of these several positions will continue to play a part, and
indeed so it has been claimed in several cases which will be
duly noted. Nevertheless, it is standardly assumed, first, that
all the philosophers whose works will be surveyed in this
Volume are members of the third group, and second, that their
works constitute explanations and further development of
Samkara's position.
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That last assumption has been questioned in recent times.
A number of modern interpreters1 of Advaita have written
passionately to the effect that the views of one of Samkara's
pupils, Padmapäda, misinterpret Samkara and that only
Suresvara (another of Samkara's pupils) properly and correctly
understands the master's real position. Padmapäda has come
to be associated with the "post-Samkara school" known as the
Vivarana school (named after the title of a commentary,
Prakäsätman's Vivarana, on Padmapäda's Pancapädika). The
Vivarana school is nowadays regularly counted as one of two
(or three) post-Samkara "schools", a second being the Bhämati
school (named after the title of Vacaspati Misra's commentary
on Samkara's Brahmasütrabhäsya). It is not clear (to this
writer at any rate) how far back into Advaita history this
division of post-Samkara schools goes, or for that matter
whether it properly consists of a twofold rather than a
threefold distinction, with an unnamed "school", stemming
from Suresvara, counting as the third. In any case, such
distinctions constitute a standard part of attempts to
understand the history of the development of Advaita over the
centuries since Samkara's time. Yet, from the point of view of
these "modern interpreters" of which I speak, only Suresvara
interprets his teacher correctly. Since by and large the
"Suresvara interpretation" is represented in the Advaita
literature only by Suresvara and his (rather few)
commentators, this means that these modern interpreters are
implying that most Advaitins after Samkara's time are
confused and basically mistaken, and that 99% öf the extant
classical interpretive literature on Samkara's philosophy is off
the mark.

include S. Vittala Sastri in Sri Shankara's Adwaitha
Siddhantha (Mysore 1980) and Satchidanandendra Sarasvati, The
Method of the Vedanta (London 1989). Others may be guessed by
consulting the titles of books and articles listed in the Bibliography
(this Encyclopedia, Volume I).
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This is clearly a remarkably radical conclusion. Yet, there
is good reason to think that it may well be true. Certainly,
doubts on that score are not out of place. In the remainder of
the present Introduction we shall survey the innovative theses
of Padmapäda and Väcaspati Misra, the "founders" of the
Vivarana and BhämatI schools respectively, and try to assess
to what extent they depart from Samkara's and/or Suresvara's
positions. In the course of this we hope to review many of the
most important, and in any case the most controversial,
interpretations of the philosophers whose works are surveyed
in the present Volume.

We take as our point of departure a section1 of
V.N.Seshagiri Rao's little book entitled Väcaspati 's Contribution
to Advaita (Mysore 1984), of which Chapter VII concerns
"Väcaspati's Distinctive Contributions to Advaita". As will be
seen, Seshagiri Rao not only tells us which are Väcaspati's
contributions, but also which are the contrasting Vivarana
school interpretations and, in some cases, what Samkara's and
Suresvara's positions are on those topics as well.

"(i) According to Väcaspati, the locus {äsraya) of
avidyä..As the individual self (jiva) and Brahman is its content
(yisayd). In maintaining this emphatic view, Väcaspati closely
follows Mandana and parts company with Samkara who
avoids asking the question."

"This view on the problem of the locus of avidyä...is
opposed to the view of the Vivarana school which maintains
that Brahman is both the locus and content of avidyä. Both the
Vivarana and Suresvara maintain that the jiva cannot be the
content of avidyä inasmuch as the former is a modification of
avidyä. To say that jiva is the locus of avidyä, they point out,
is to commit the fallacy of mutual dependence {any ony äsraya
dosa). That is, without avidyä its effect, viz. jiva, cannot be
explained."

"Thus the Vivarana School does not admit any distinction
between the locus (asraya) and the content (yisaya) of
avidyä."
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"Both Mandana and Vacaspati do not agree with this view
of the Vivarana School. There cannot be the defect of mutual
dependence, they point out, as the series (viz., of jiva and
avidyä) is beginningless like that of the sprout and the seed
(bijänkura nyäyä). In fact Mandana explains away this
difficulty by pronouncing that since avidyä is indeterminable,
all inconsistencies become meaningful. Vacaspati here closely
follows Mandana and replies to the objection with Mandana's
standard answer."

"Thus Vacaspati and Mandana have shown that it is the
jiva that is the locus of avidyä and not Brahman, since from
the standpoint of Brahman no avidyä is possible. By no stretch
of imagination could there be even a tinge of ignorance in
Brahman-points out Vacaspati. He fights shy of such a
position."

"(ii) Further, according to Vacaspati, avidyä differs from
individual to individual. It is positive and specific to each jiva.
In fact there are as many avidyäs as there are jivas. He thus
believes in a plurality of even müla-avidyäs. This is a
remarkable view of Vacaspati that is opposed to the Vivarana
School, which postulates only one avidyä that is common to all
the jivas but has different modes or potencies (saktis) to bind
the jiva."

"Further, Vacaspati recognises two kinds of avidyä: (1)
Müla avidyä or primal ignorance (kärana avidyä) and (2) Tula
avidyä or derivative ignorance (kärya avidya). Both are
beginningless. If the derivative avidyäs, in his view, are
sublatable by cognition of the content to which they refer, the
primal ignorance is removable only by the knowledge of the
supreme reality."

"As already said, the distinctive feature of Väcaspati's
version of Advaita is that he recognises a plurality of even
mülävidyäs. This he postulates in order to show the distinction
between the bound and the released and thus to avoid the
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paradox 'ekamuktau sarvamukti prasangah',1 which is the
inevitable outcome of the avidyäväda of the Vivarana School."

"(iii) Again, if avacchedaväda2 is Vacaspatfs most
advanced and pet theory, pratibimbaväda3 is advocated by the
Vivarana school to the exclusion of avacchedaväda''

"(iv) If the Bhämati school advocates a plurality of jivas
through its postulation of many avidyäs, the Vivarana school
moves to reconcile the plurality of the jivas with the singleness
of avidyä by postulating many powers (sakti) for the one and
the only one avidyä"

"(v) Again the views of the two schools on sabda or Vedic
testimony differ from each other. The questions that raise their
heads here are: Is sabda or testimony {sruti) an instrument of
knowledge? If so, what is the nature of the knowledge arising
from sabda? If sruti is an instrument of knowledge, is it a
direct or an indirect instrument? What is its place and
significance?"

"Väcaspati's view is that sabda...gives only indirect and
mediate knowledge. It is to be made direct and immediate
through constant practice of rational contemplation (manana)
and meditation (nididhyäsana) which is the direct cause of
realisation. This view is technically termed 'prasamkhyäna"
which is fully upheld by Mandana and Väcaspati. Thus
according to Väcaspati the knowledge arising out of the
Upanishadic texts like 'tattvamasi' is indirect and

lMWhen one is liberated, everyone is!"

translated as "limitationism" in Volume III of this
Encyclopedia, this is the interpretation that favors the pot-space
analogy in interpreting the relation between Brahman and the
world.

translated as "reflectionism" in Volume Three of this
Encyclopedia. Its favored analogy to illustrate the relation of
Brahman to the world is that of a reflection to its protoype.
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mediate...Vaeaspati is of the view that when sästrajnäna
(repeated reflection on, e.g., "I am Brahman {aham
hrahmäsmi)) is continued relentlessly it ends up in self-
realisation and this experience of the self removes all avidyä"

"The knowledge of reality obtained from the sruti
according to Vaeaspati is thus not a direct realisation of it but
indirect cognition. This has to be strengthened and intensified
through incessant practice of meditation if it is to lead to
Brahman-realization."

"Thus for the school of Mandana and Vaeaspati the
internal organ (manas) is a sense-organ. It intuits the Real
aided by knowledge gained through Vedic testimony (sahdd)
and reasoning thereon. It generates in the conditioned self the
immediate psychosis of "I", resulting in direct perception
(pratyaksd) of the self. Thus, according to Vaeaspati
nididhyäsana is the principal organum of the knowledge of self
whereas sravana and manana are secondary."

"The Bhämati school thus holds that 'the final intuition
cannot be effective in destroying ignorance which is immediate
unless it is itself immediate, that the immediacy can come only
from the functioning of a sense organ, and that this sense
organ is the mind...1"

"This view of Vaeaspati is diametrically opposed to the
view of the Vivarana School, according to which sravana is the
principal incentive towards the realisation of Ätman and
manana and nididhyäsana are subservient to it
(phalopakäryanga). The manana and nididhyäsana, in other
words, only effect the concentration of the mind. The mind is
not an instrument here for the realisation of Brahman. And the
Vivarana would simply quote the Chändogya sruti, which says
that by mere instruction immediate knowledge is effected..."

"To this view of the Vivarana Vaeaspati would react by
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saying that the intuition ('thou art the tenth')1 results only
from the sense organ as aided by that statement. The
statement 'thou art the tenth' produces no intuition except
through the mind. The cognition remains mediate because of
the nature of the instrument (verbal testimony) and is not
delusive..."

"(vi) For the Bhämati school manas, as already said, is a
sense organ (indriya) and it is a percept of the witness
(säksin). The knowledge of happiness, misery, etc. are valid
since they are generated by the manas which is a sense organ.
In general, according to Vacaspati, all sense-generated
awareness is valid. Väcaspati's argument is that manas is the
instrument for internal perception and therefore it is a sense
organ. When it transcends the finest, it enjoys the state of
transcendental reality. Vacaspati as already noted rejects the
view that the Upanishadic texts can directly produce intuitive
insight. On the other hand, he emphasises the need for
contemplation or nididhyäsana. Manas, for him, is a sense
organ and knowledge of Brahman (Brahmajüäna) arises
through manas. But on this account, it should not be
interpreted that Brahmajfiäna is mental awareness, as
Brahman according to Vacaspati is not the content of the mind

^eshagiri Rao, p. 171: "The story runs thus: There was once a
party of ten fools who happened to cross a river. After crossing the
river, they wanted to know whether their number was intact or not,
to ensure that all of them were quite safe. So each one of them
started enumerating. Each enumerator, leaving out himself from the
counting, reckoned up the total number as nine. They were sorrow-
stricken, as they thought that they had "fatally missed one of their
companions. Then there came an outsider and pointed to the
enumerator as 'thou art the tenth'. Then there arose the full and
immediate certitude of his being the tenth man and that the whole
party was safe." (Suresvara, Naiskarmyasiddhi III, 64-67 and
Brhadäranyakopanisadhhäsyavärttika 206-216)
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that is impure. Brahman, on the other hand, is the content of
the vrtti that removes the obscuration of ignorance. Thus
according to Väcaspati pure manas (vrtti that removes the
obscurations of ignorance) originates Brahman-knowledge. It
is the instrument in giving rise to the knowledge of the
identity of Ätman and Brahman."

"But Padmapäda points to the possibility of one's being
aware of oneself without the instrumentation of mind. In the
view of the Vivarana, immediate cognition may result even
from verbal testimony without the functioning of a sense
organ, internal or external, and...the mind is not a sense
organ. Padmapäda argues that consciousness itself is of the
nature of illumination, it does not need mind to illuminate it,
even as one lamp does not need another lamp to show it. Thus
for the Vivarana manas is not a sense organ..."

"(vii) Again the Bhämati and the Vivarana schools differ
as to what is said to be the intuition of pure Brahman and*
what is said to be the intuition of conditioned Brahman.
According to Väcaspati, what is veiled by ignorance is the
conditioned Brahman, inasmuch as the unconditioned is
flawless; it cannot be veiled, nor can it be revealed. What is
revealed by final intuition must, therefore, concludes
Väcaspati, be conditioned Brahman."

"But according to the Vivarana school pure Brahman,
unenveloped by any adjunct (upädhi) is an object of a mental
awareness (manovrtti). That is, it is the nondelimited Brahman
that is the object of akhandäkäravrtti"

"Väcaspati does not accept this. According to him, pure
Brahman cannot be the content of any awareness. It is self-
effulgent. The conditioned Brahman alone is the content of
realization..."

"(viii) Again, there is a difference between the Bhämati
and the Vivarana schools with regard to the discussion
whether or not the Upanishadic pronouncement 'The self is to
be seen, to be heard, to be reflected and contemplated
thereon' constitutes an injunction (yidhi). According to the
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Vivarana school self-realisation, the ultimate aim of life, is
possible only through such an injunction (to see, hear, reflect,
i.e., to study).. It is at the root of studying and understanding
the Vedänta."

"But Vacaspati is of the view that hearing, thinking and
contemplating are not the contents of any injunction, but are
only objects of factual statement (yihitänuvädakd). These
belong to the realm of pure knowledge (jfiäna) which is
completely devoid of any injunctive force. Vacaspati goes on
to say that knowledge arises as soon as the conditions of it are
fulfilled, and for this no injunction is necessary. Thus seeing,
hearing and reflecting only indirectly show us the path of self-
realization; they are not injunctions..."

In the passage quoted Seshagiri Rao has identified eight
different points on which the Vivarana and the Bhämati
schools differ. Although he does not explore the question of
Samkara's and Suresvara's position on these points, we may
make an attempt while summarizing Rao's findings. In what
follows, S stands for Suresvara's position, V for the Vivarana
interpretation, and B for the Bhämati reading.

l.On the question whether Brahman is the locus, the
content, or both of ignorance: V says that Brahman is both the
locus and the content of ignorance. B says that Brahman is the
content of ignorance, but that the self (jiva) is the locus of
ignorance. The position of S is that Brahman isn't a kind of
thing that can or cannot be a locus.

2. On the question: how many primary (müla-)
ignorances are there?, B says that there are many primary
ignorances, at least one for each self. V says that there are
many selves, but only one primary ignorance. And S says again
that, since ignorance is not a thing at all, the question doesn't
arise.

3.On the question: How can the one Brahman cause
many things? B says that it is just as space causes the space in
a pot, since the pot-space is a part (avacchedd) of space. V
says that as the thing reflected in a mirror causes its reflection
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(pratibimba), though it is not different from its reflection. And
S says that Brahman doesn't really cause anything (although
S was the first to suggest the above and other analogies
intended to explain the appearance of Brahman being a
cause).

4.0n the question: How many powers (sakti) are there
for a self? B says that the only "power" of a self is just the
ignorance(s) it has. V says that the one, primary ignorance has
many powers (pertaining to the different selves). And for S the
question doesn't arise.

5.On the question: What is the relation between the
understanding gained through studying scriptural passages
(srutijnäna) and the gaining of liberation?, V and S say that
srutijnäna is the direct (aparoksd), immediate and primary
means for gaining liberation, since through it one directly
cognizes Brahman. Thus one can gain liberation while still
living. B says that srutijnäna is only an indirect {paroksa)
means, since even after realization one must still meditate
(prasamkhyäna). Thus, liberation while living is impossible,
since meditation is still required until one's final demise.

6.0n the question: Is the mind (manas) a sense-organ?
B says yes, V says no, and S responds (in effect) "Who cares?".

7.0n the question: Can one cognize pure Brahman
(=Brahman without conditions (nirupädhikäbrahman)) in
liberation? V answers yes, pure Brahman can be a content of
a mental activity (manovrttijnänd), e.g., in deep sleep. B and
S, however, say no, pure Brahman is not a content of any
awareness; only conditioned Brahman can be cognized. In
deep sleep one does not cognize anything.

8.On the question: Do the Upanisads enjoin listening,
considering, reflecting (sravana, manana, nididhyäsana)? V
answers yes, the Upanisads contain injunctions (yidhi) to do
so. B and S, however, say no, they are not enjoined there,
though they are referred tö.

9.On the question: Can action (karmari) be conducive to
desiring understanding (yividisa)? V answers yes and adds that
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action can be conducive not only to the desire to understand
but to the arising of understanding (yidyotpäda) itself. B and
S also answer yes, but differ from V in that they hold actions
not to be conducive to the arising of understanding-that
comes from knowledge only.

Reflection on these points of difference suggests that the
understanding of both the Vivarana and the Bhämatl "schools"
deviates from Samkara's (and Suresvara's) account in
fundamental ways. But one must also note that the number of
issues with regard to which the Bhämatl (B) agrees with
Samkara as interpreted by Suresvara (S) outweighs the
number where the Vivarana (V) opinion accords with (S). This
suggests that there is a fundamental aspect of the Vivarana
viewpoint over which it differs from the viewpoint of the
Bhämatl, and that this aspect is at the heart of the
discrepancies noted in our list. This aspect is important
enough to be pertinent to the claims of the "modern
interpreters" that Padmapäda is the source of
misunderstanding the proper Advaita position-that proper
position being the position of Samkara as understood by
Suresvara.

The modern interpreters are quite specific about what
that fundamental aspect is. In Padmapäda's commentary, the
Pancapädikä on Samkara's Brahmasütrabhäsya, ignorance
(avidya) is analyzed at the outset as superimposition
{adhyäsd) of the unreal on the real, and Samkara says that
this superimposition constitutes or is based on "mithyäjiiäna".
Now in Sanskrit this term is a good example of an ambiguity
(useful in literature, a bane in philosophy) produced by a
grammatical quirk. Even to try to explain in English the
possible readings of such a compound proves hopelessly
confusing. To avoid that confusion let us merely report how
Padmapäda interprets the term mithyäjfiäna. What he says is:
"(When Samkara says 'mithyäjfiänanimitta1 the term
"mithyäjnäna" means 'that which is false (mithyäy and '(that)
which is ignorance (ajnänay. 'Falsity' means inexplicability
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(anirvacaniyata). 'Ignorance1 means the power of ignorance
(avidyäsakti) whose nature is inert (jadätmika). 'Having that
(mithyäjnäna) as its nimitta means having that (mithyäjnäna)
as its material cause (upädäna)"2

Satchidanandendra Sarasvati remarks on this:3 "Here it is
claimed that the 'power of Ignorance1 is the material cause of
superimposition. It will become clear at every step that by 'the
power of Ignorance' the author of the Paficapädikä does not
mean 'the power belonging to Ignorance1 but 'the power that
is Ignorance'. The doctrine that superimposition requires a
material cause, the doctrine that Ignorance is a non-conscious
power (sakti), and the doctrine that the word 'false' (mithya)
means 'indeterminable'-none of these doctrines is found
anywhere in Sri Samkara's Commentary...Here 'Ignorance'
{avidya) and 'Power' (sakti) are not used as separate words,
each meaning Ignorance. Ignorance has already been
designated by the compound word 'power-of-Ignorance'
(avidyä-sakti) in the phrase 'And the power of (he, the power
called) Ignorance must be admitted'4...Ignorance, being
referred to by the terms 'the Undeveloped' (avyäkrta) and so
on, is clearly affirmed to be the state of the world prior to
cosmic projection. It is also referred to as the obstacle which
prevents the Absolute from manifesting as the Absolute. The
author regards ignorance in the form of superimposition,
which was the form in which it was explained by
Bhagavatpäda Samkara in the introduction to his Brahma
Sütra Commentary, as an effect, and clings to the idea that
'the power of Ignorance' is its material cause."

This "power of ignorance", it should be emphasized, is
both beginningless and inexplicable. That it is alternatively
termed "undeveloped" suggests that this primal ignorance
(mülävidyä) is what the universe was prior to its
manifestation. In short, it would seem that this primal
ignorance plays pretty much the part that avyakta or
"unmanifest" prakrti plays in the Sämkhya system. Indeed, we
are told by Padmapäda and others that one of the many
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synonyms all of which refer to this primal ignorance is indeed
"prakrti".

It would seem that several more of Samkara's teachings
will have to be denied by Padmapäda. For example, since
primal ignorance is beginningless and inexplicable, it must be
present even during the experience of deep sleep. So the state
of deep sleep cannot be analyzed as an individual self s
temporary realization of pure consciousness, Brahman. And
indeed, Padmapäda is consistent on this point: he implies that
even during deep sleep there are manifestations (yrtti) of
primal ignorance reflected in our consciousness.

All of this stemmed, one may remember, from
Padmapäda's grammatical analysis of mithyäjnäna as a
compound meaning that which is false and that which is
ignorance. But the term doesn't have to be analyzed that way.
An equally possible reading will read it as a compound
consisting not of a pair of terms ("falsity and ignorance") but
rather of the single qualified term "false awareness". That
rendition need not breed the set of views ascribed to
Padmapäda in the foregoing paragraphs. Ignorance need not
be made an inexplicable, beginningless power or a material
cause of the world; it need not occur during deep sleep; and
liberation may be analyzed in Samkara's way as something
that occurs during one's lifetime-when one is properly
prepared and hears a great sentence (mahäväkya). It would
seem that Suresvara understood Samkara that way.

One might conclude that it is the Vivarana school, which
is named after a commentary (the Vivaranä) on Padmapäda's
work, which naturally carries on Padmapäda's understanding
of things, but that Vacaspati Misra, not being swayed by
Padmapäda, is faithful to Samkara's intentions. But this
conclusion would be too hasty. Although as we have seen
there are several differences between the Vivarana and the
Bhämati schools' working out of Advaita theory, nevertheless
both appear to take their point of departure from the reading
of Advaita that stems from the assumption of two kinds of
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ignorance-primal and secondary. This may be thought evident
from the catalogue of differences between the two schools and
their nine views provided above, which, rather than clash over
the question of one or two kinds of ignorance, seem to accept
the two-kinds-of-ignorance theory and build upon it.

However, there is a crucial difference between Vacaspati's
and Prakäsätman's interpretation of the two-kinds-of-ignorance
theory. Once again we consult Seshagiri Rao, analyzing
Vacaspati's position.

"Väcaspati recognizes...two kinds of avidyä..»Both are
beginningless. The tulävidyäs form a continuous
stream... Mülävidyä is a positive entity (bhävarüpd),
beginningless {anädi) and...inexplicable {anirvacanlyd)"

"Tulävidyä is a series of potencies (yäsanäs) of previous
confusions. They are the offshoots of mülävidyä...At the end
of creation, they get themselves dissolved in indefinable
insentient positive avidyä. They again come to be revived at
the next creation of the world appearance and produce the
mind-body complexes of empirical selves. During dissolution
the internal organs of the jivas become merged with the
indefinable avidyä and exist with the impressions of confusions
as subtle powers."

"The tulävidyäs are thus dependent on the mülävidyäs,
And according to Väcaspati, individual delusions are products
of these two kinds of avidyä. Mülävidyä, in the opinion of
Väcaspati, is not the cause of the stream of superimpositions
{adhyäsa). Each superimposition is the effect of an earlier
superimposition and the stream of indeterminable
superimpositions is beginningless. Thus Väcaspati identified
mithyäjnäna with adhyäsa. As an answer to the question, what
is the cause of superimposition, Väcaspati seems to accept the
view of Mandana that each superimposition is the effect of an
earlier superimposition ad infiniturn"

"...Väcaspati repeatedly says that prior superimpositions
are the cause of subsequent superimpositions. The process is
beginningless. Yet there is no reciprocal dependence, because
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the process is like (the) succession of the seed and the sprout."
"Further, if derivative ignorances (tulävidyäs) are

sublatable by cognition of the objects to which they refer,
primal nescience (mülävidyä) is removable only by the
knowledge of the supreme reality...Vacaspati postulates...a
plurality of mülävidyäs as opposed to the Vivarana school,
according to which mülävidyä is one only/the destruction of
which brings liberation."5

"This, in fact, is the most distinctive feature of Vacaspati's
version of Advaita. Mülävidyä, like the pot, cannot be regarded
as one only, common to all the jivas, argues Vacaspati, for in
that case if avidyä is removed by right knowledge, there would
be simultaneous release for all the jivas. This would thus lead
to the absurd position of'ekamuktau sarvamuktiprasangah' (if
one jiva is liberated, all other jivas on that account are also
automatically liberated)... "6

"In order to escape this "solipsistic" conclusion, the
Vivarana school, which postulates one primal ignorance
common to all the jivas, develops its position a bit further.
Since there is only one primal ignorance, it "is common to all
the jivas. But it has different capacities (yisista saktis) to bind
every jiva. When a particular jlva is released, only that
particular capacity of avidyä to bind the jiva is lost, not the
whole of nescience (avidyä); it persists for other jivas..."

"This view is not acceptable to Vacaspati. It can be
criticized as follows: It is unsatisfactory, as it is difficult to see
how a sakti (potency) can be destroyed without affecting the
possessor of it, as sakti and the possessor are essentially non-
different, as in the case of fire and burning power. To remove
the burning power from fire is to remove fire itself..."

"The view that there is a single avidyä can be criticised
yet on one more ground, viz., experience. If the experiences of
individual jivas are products of a single avidyä, then all the
jivas must have the same experiences. But this is not really the
case. Caitra does not feel Maitra's pain as his own. The poison
drunk by Caitra will not remove the life of Maitra. This means
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that there is no common organism amongst individuals. Thus
there should exist a plurality of avidyäs and...they should
differ from individual to individual."7

Thus it turns out that, though both Väcaspati's Bhämati
school and Padmapada's Vivarana school postulate two kinds
of ignorance, primal and secondary, their views are far from
identical, since Vacaspati also postulates many distinct primal
ignorances, wherers the Vivarana school allows for only one.
And, as Seshagiri Rao argues above, the one-primal-ignorance
view appears, despite Vivarana school members' protestations,
to lead to the "solipsistic" account on which there is in effect
only one jiva and thus that when that jiva is liberated the
appearance of other selves will disappear-so that in that sense
they too will be liberated all at once! As we shall notice below,
this spectre of "solipsism" is much on the minds of several of
these writers.

Let us turn to the rest of literature covered in this
Volume to see if the issues we have been discussing above
influence the development of Advaita theory as it proceeds.
We begin with Vimuktätman, author of IstasiddhL

Vimuktätman expends a majority of his efforts to
substantiating the thesis that the world is indeterminable
(anirvacanlyd). In this he follows a procedure that differs little
from that used by Vacaspati Misra in the Brahmasiddhi,
although Vimuktätman spends a lot more time criticizing
theories of error in order to establish that the erroneously-
cognized shell (which is really silver) neither exists nor does
not exist nor both exists and does not exist, that what has to
be said about the shell (and the world, by analogy) is that it
is indeterminable. The criticized theories of error include, the
asatkhyäti (Mädhyamika) contention that the object of
erroneous cognition is completely unreal, the theory
(anyathäkhyäti, proposed by Naiyäyikas and Bhätta
Mimämsakas) that the object of erroneous cognition is real but
is seen as other than it is, the theory (akhyäti, of the
Präbhäkara Mimämsakas) that error is due to failure to
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discriminate a perception from a memory, and the theory
(ätmakhyäti, of Yogäcära Buddhists) that the object of a false
judgement is merely an idea in the mind. These four theories
are all set aside in favor of the theory that the thing cognized
in false awareness is indeterminable.

As Satchidanandendra Sarasvati says, the point of the
extended refutation of these other theories is "in order to
impress on the mind the existence of a positive indeterminable
Ignorance..,The author's idea is that the silver and other errors
must be of indeterminable reality-grade, since...the unreal
could not even manifest as an error, while the real would not
be subject to correction by a cancelling-cognition, so that the
other theories (which take the erroneous phenomenon either
as unreal or real) cannot establish a defensible theory of
error.8

Satchidanandendra Sarasvati goes on to show how this
account differs from that of Samkara himself. In Samkara's
view, "it is Brahman1 only that is the cause of the world. The
world is superimposed upon it through Ignorance and called
its effect...The author of the Ista Siddhi, however, has a
different theory. He holds that the material cause of the world,
which is of indeterminable reality-grade, must be Ignorance,
which is also of indeterminable reality-grade...In order to
prove his theory, he tries to show that in common illusions
like shell-silver, also, the material cause of the illusory silver
is indeterminable Ignorance (ajfiäna), itself synonymous with
Avidyä and Mäyä."9

Jfiänaghana, who is approximately of the same vintage as
Vimuktätman, likewise identifies Brahman as both the efficient
and material cause of ignorance (see the summary of Chapter
Five of his Tattvasuddhi). Like Vimuktätman he describes
ignorance as beginningless and indeterminable, appealing to

Satchidanandendra actually speaks of Brahman as "the
Absolute", an expression we try to avoid since its implications
may be misleading or at least irrelevant.
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the witness-self as evidence and arguing that ignorance is
experienced in deep sleep (see the summary of Chapter
Twenty-Four of Tatt\>asuddhi). As we have seen, these
opinions do not agree with the actual teachings of Samkara
himself. They also commit Jfiänaghana to the "solipsistic"
conclusion that there is only one self and that the appearance
of many selves is that one self s dream (see the summary of
Chapter Thirty-Nine of the work), along with the conclusion,
which inevitably follows, that there is no liberation-while-
living (jivanmukti), since only one self ever gets liberated (see
the summary of Chapter Forty-Five). And finally, we find in
this work arguments explicitly for the classification of the
removal of ignorance as being neither existent nor nonexistent
nor both.nor neither.but of a fifth kind, this remarkable theory
being offered in order to avoid commitment to either of two
unpalatable possibilities-that the removal of ignorance exists
and that it doesn't exist (see the summary of Chapter Forty-
Four of the work).

Moving on a few years to the (Pancapädikä)Vivarana
itself, the work by Prakäsätman after which the Vivarana
school is named, we shall let Satchidanandendra Sarasvati
summarize:10

"He (Prakäsätman) gave support, buttressed by original
arguments, to the doctrine of the author of the Ista Siddhi that
there existed a different kind of Ignorance over and above the
universally recognized triad of non-apprehension, erroneous
cognition and doubt-namely a positive Ignorance of
indeterminable reality-grade..."

"The author refutes the doctrine that the individual soul
is 'delimited by' (as opposed to 'reflected in') Ignorance, and
establishes his own view that the individual soul is a
reflection. Again, in his doctrine that pondering and sustained
meditation are subordinate elements in hearing, and are
enjoined, he partly moves away from Vacaspati. Even so, there
are points where he allows a place to the characteristic
positions of Mandana's school. He says that Ignorance has its
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seat in the Self, but that in practical experience it manifests
seated in the individual soul. He holds that every one must
accept the identity of Ignorance and Mäyä. He accepts that the
first knowledge yielded by revelation is indirect, and that
immediate knowledge emerges with the help of sustained
meditation. He also holds that a continuous stream of memory
can be maintained without regard to any injunction to know,
because it is found, without exception to be an activity that
brings an immediately evident reward, like the pleasure
derived from massage of the body. Here again he is adopting
the standpoint of the school of Mandana."

"He does not examine the doctrine (of Mandana and
Vacaspati) that there are many Ignorances with their seat in
the different souls. But he does mention the view of those who
hold that it is the Ignorance belonging to the individual soul
that is the cause of the world, when he says 'It is the
individual souls themselves which, each through their own
particular Ignorance, manifest the Absolute in the form of a
(private) world of multiplicity'. The respected Prakäsätman
accepts the doctrine of the impression of ignorance (avidyä-
samskärä) continuing in the case of the person liberated in
life, which is approved by both Mandana and Vacaspati; and
he also supports with a wealth of argument Vimuktätman's
doctrine of a remnant of Ignorance (avidyä-lesa) remaining in
the case of the person liberated in life, and tries to make it
agree with the teaching of Sri Samkara's Brahma Sütra
Commentary. Here and there he refutes miscellaneous strands
from the web of teaching of the school of Bhäskara that had
already been refuted by Vacaspati and Vimuktätman, treating
the doctrine of Difference in Identity with evident disdain."

"The Vivarana gives itself out as a mere explanation of
the Pancapädikä. But in fact it goes into the whole question of
what the Pancapädikä said, what it did not say and ought to
have said, and what it said wrongly (in the manner not of a
tikä but of a varttika). Compared to the Pancapädikä, it uses
more powerful arguments to establish the doctrine that
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Ignorance is a form of material cause. The style of
argumentation of the Logicians is introduced in what is
supposed to be the path of pure Vedäntic reflection; numerous
inferential arguments based on mere intellectual hypothesis
are introduced on the basis that Vedänta teaching admits of
argumentation that is not in conflict with the Upanisads. In
addition, there is talk, following Vacaspati, of the necessity for
'seedless samädhi' (asamprajnäta-samädhi) for vision of non-
duality, thereby setting up an alliance with the followers of the
Yoga system..."

On this last point, the relation of Advaita to Yoga, Ira
Schepetin/Atma Chaitanya, in an as-yet unpublished paper
delivered to a Vedänta Conference held at Oxford, Indiana in
2002, argues that the supposed 'alliance' of Yoga and
Samkara's Advaita is a mistake. "There are two popular views
current amongst those calling themselves Vedäntins: (1) The
Upanishadic teaching can only yield 'indirect knowledge' of the
Self, and for 'direct knowledge' of the Self nirvikalpasarnädhi
is absolutely necessary, or (2) While it may be the case that
some aspirants can get direct knowledge of the Self merely
from the Upanisadic teaching, nevertheless others can get that
same direct knowledge of the Self from nirvikalpasarnädhi
independent of the Upanisadic teachings."

"According to Samkaräcärya both these views are totally
wrong. Nirvikalpasamädhi is not only utterly useless for the
attainment of the direct knowledge of the Self, but it has many
potential defects, perhaps the most common being the spiritual
arrogance that is often produced in those who claim to have
attained such an exalted state. As examples, consider 'I have
had nirvikalpasamädhi and you have not', 'I now have direct
knowledge of the Self, because I attained nirvikalpasamädhi,
and others who have not attained it cannot have direct
knowledge of the Self, 'I was in nirvikalpa for three days, and
you were in it for only three minutes', 'my guru was in
nirvikalpa for three weeks!', and other such egotistical
nonsense. However, in fact (1) and (2) go against the
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Vedäntic scriptures, Sri Samkara's and Suresvara's
commentaries, reason, and experience."

"Let us begin by examining exactly what this state of
nirvikalpasamädhi can and cannot be. The word 'nirvikalpd
literally means 'without thought' or 'without imagination'.
However, in a more general sense it can be described as a
state in which all distinctions have subsided. This includes not
only the distinctions of the 'mind' and the 'senses' but also of
'time' and 'space', as well as the absence of the subject and the
object, the absence of an experiencer and the experienced, the
absence of the agent and his action, the absence of a knower
and a thing known. In short it refers to a state in which the
awareness of any duality has ceased. Now I ask you, how is it
possible for a person to know the Self to be of the nature of
absolute existence, consciousness and bliss (saccidänanda-
svarüpä) in the state of nirvikalpasamädhi? He cannot! In that
state he can't know himself to be the Self, an individual, or a
broomstick. If he 'knows' anything, 'realizes' anything,
experiences anything, he is by definition not in the state of
nirvikalpasamädhi."

"There are some who would counter this by admitting
that while there are no instruments of knowledge functioning
in the state of nirvikalpasamädhi, and therefore knowledge of
the Self does not arise in that state, nevertheless when one
comes out of that state he is able to recollect his experience of
the absence of all duality, and this is what is indicated by
saying that he has attained direct knowledge of the Self. But
this argument cannot be accepted, for if it were true that
merely by attaining a state in which the awareness of all
duality has ceased one could then come to know the Self, it
must be explained why it is that after living through other
states in which the experience of duality has totally ceased,
states such as faint, coma, deep sleep, etc., knowledge of the
Self does not arise. No one ever assumes that merely because
he fainted, was in a coma, or fell into deep sleep and thereby
was not aware of any duality, of any subject or object, of any
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world or an experiencer of it, that the world was not then
existing during those states, or that the dualistic world doesn't
exist or that it is not real. Patanjali himself concluded after
attaining his nirvikalpasamädhi that in fact the world of
duality does exist even during the state of nirvikalpa; but he
conjectured that by attaining the nirvikalpa state one could
come to realize that the Self is eternally free from and
unattached to the real world of duality."

"At this point it is easy to imagine how a supporter of
nirvikalpasamädhi is ready to point out the Himalayan blunder
that I have committed, the unforgivable error of having
equated the sublime state of nirvikalpasamädhi, in which one
is totally conscious and which is very hard to attain, which the
great sages of the past and present have described with great
acumen, with the common state of deep sleep, in which one
is totally unconscious and thus ignorant of his true Self, and
which is attained by all and sundry without any effort
whatsoever! Yet this identification is no mere blunder of mine,
for this same identification has been made in the Upanisads
and by Sri Samkara himself, e.g., in his Brahmasütrabhäsya
II. 1.9: 'Just as in deep sleep and samädhi, though there is a
natural eradication of all distinctions' (here Samkara clearly
identifies both states as states in which one is no longer aware
of any duality), 'but, because there is the persistence of
ignorance (in both these states)' (here Samkara indicates that
by attaining either deep sleep or samädhi, ignorance is not
destroyed) 'duality once again makes its appearance...But for
the liberated ones duality does not appear again, for in their
case (unlike those who have merely gone to sleep or attained
samädhi) ignorance has been destroyed by knowledge1

(obtained from the teachings of scripture and teacher)."
"While it can be admitted that there are differences to be

noted with regards to how one may enter into the state of
nirvikalpasamädhi, as opposed to the state of deep sleep, as
well as differences that obtain after one comes out of either
one, nevertheless the 'experience' in both these states must be
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identical. For if there were any distinctions in one state that
do not obtain in the other, then that very distinction would
disqualify it from being a state in which all distinctions have
ceased, be it nirvikalpasarnädhi or deep sleep. If it is asserted
that in the nirvikalpa state one is aware of an infinite bliss, an
inconceivable peace, a nondual Self or any other thing, then
you have given up the position that the nirvikalpa state is
really nirvikalpa, for the experience of anything requires the
minimal duality of an experiencer and the thing that is
experienced, be it bliss, peace or nonduality."

"(Samkara writes (Brhadäranyakopanisadbhäsya
IV.3.19):) 'Where that sleeping one doesn't desire any
desirable thing, nor does he see any dream, that is the state of
deep sleep.' Here 'deep sleep' actually means one's own true
nature of being bereft of the duality that appears in both
waking and dream. Because waking and dream states are false
appearances, it is only from the point of view of the waking
state that one imagines that deep sleep is a state of
unconsciousness or ignorance. In other words we have
superimposed the concept of deep sleep on the real Self from
the biased viewpoint of the waking state. But because, in
truth, so-called 'deep sleep' is our true nature, arid since one's
own true nature can never be given up, how we were in deep
sleep is exactly how we are right now. But because of
ignorance we have identified with the adjuncts that appear in
waking and dream, and it is from that perspective only that it
is said that 'one attains his own true nature in deep sleep1."

"Thus, just as in nirvikalpasamädhi whereby one
'becomes' one with the nondual Self, so also in deep sleep one
'becomes' one with the nondual Self. But in both these states
there is no awareness of this fact, and so that awareness has
to be attained in the waking state where there obtain the
distinctions of guru and scripture, etc."

"The reason why Samkara doesn't spend much time in
refuting Patanjali's dualistic Yoga Darshana, or the practice of
the 'restraint of all mental modifications' (cittavrttinirodha)
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which results in nirvikalpasamädhi, is because after having
completely demolished the dualistic Sämkhya Darshana in his
Brahmasütrabhäsya there was no need to separately refute the
Pätanjala Yogins or their 'yogic methods' which lead to
nirvikalpasamädhi, because their metaphysical philosophy was
almost the same as the Sämkhyas'. This is based on the
(Brahma) Sütra (viz., II. 1.3) which states thereby Yoga
Darsana also stands refuted'."

A feature of the times covered in the present Volume was
the increased attention that is paid to other systems. We have
just explored aspects of Advaita's relation to Patafijali's Yoga.
In the period beginning perhaps in the eleventh century it
should also be noted that Advaitins begin to use for their own
purposes discursive procedures that probably were first
discussed and utilized in the literature of other systems such
as Nyäya but found full flowering in a couple of Advaita works
of our period. I am speaking of the use of critical methods to
dismantle the theses of opponents, thus laying to waste the
ground those theses covered and paving the way by default for
minimalist accounts (only one real entity!) of the sort Advaita
favors. The best known of such works is Sriharsa's
Khandanakhandakhädya, perhaps because of its style, but
Citsukha's Tattvapradipikä, which followed Srlharsa's work by
less than a century, is comparable.

Summarizing such works, and in particular those two, in
a fashion which fairly reflects their unusual qualities is difficult
if not impossible. The summaries provided for the two works
just mentioned in this Volume hardly do justice to the
remarkable style in which their authors excel. The secondary
literature does a bit better, but even a translation must be
especially sympathetically done to capture their spirit fully.
Furthermore, it takes an analytically-minded philosopher to do
justice to the intricacies of analyses such works provide, one
who is at home with the Nyäya system (against which both
Sriharsa's and Citsukha's works are addressed), since it is in
Nyäya that the methods used here were developed and
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broadened.
In addition, not all those who undertake to report on

these works are sympathetic enough with the "dialectical" style
in which they were written to be able to do them justice. For
example, Satchidanandendra Sarasvati, whom we have cited
before, believes that the tendency to use logic and dialectics to
bolster Advaita's position began at the time of Änandabodha's
Nyäyamakaranda. "At the time when the Nyäya Makaranda
was written the internal discussion of the various schools of
Advaitins who followed the Bhämati, the Ista Siddhi or the
Vivarana to a large extent subsided. It was now being
considered more important to ward off the objections of
philosophers coming from outside Advaita Vedänta, rather
than to determine the true method for the exposition of the
Advaita teaching itself. The idea arose amongst Advaita
authors that the first need was to demonstrate by purely
logical methods the falsity of duality and the existence and
nature of ignorance, in order to silence the objections of the
Dualists, chiefly based on logical argumentation. The idea also
took root that the teaching of the Upanishads can only be set
on a firm foundation if the meaning of the texts is determined
exclusively through the use of the maxims of the Pürva
MImämsakas; and it was also held that definitions and proofs
conducted according to the methods of the Logicians1 were
enough to establish the true nature of the reaL..(R)eaders will
very quickly be able to see how7 and to what extent this change
in direction of thought helped to push the true method of
Vedänta into oblivion."11

Not surprisingly, Satcidanandendra Sarasvati's treatment
of Srlharsa and Citsukha is brief and unsympathetic. However,
his low opinion of these two authors' works is by no means
shared by many philosophers sympathetic with the Advaita
cause. Stephen Phillips comments concerning a standard
modern reading of the thrust of Sriharsa's thinking: "Scholar

xBy "the Logicians" he means the Naiyäyikas.
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and Khkhkh translator Phyllis Granoff claims...that Sriharsa
has no positive program. According to her reading-which has
been followed by other Indologists-although Sriharsa accepts
certain (Advaita) doctrines, he does not argue in support of
them, but is content to attack the positions of others, chiefly
Naiyäyikas. This misrepresents the thrust of the
Khkhkh...Sriharsa is an Advaitin, proffering considerations that
urge acceptance of the Advaita view. Some of his refutations-
particularly in the first portion of his text-may be read as
indirect proofs and thus as themselves positive argumentation
bolstering planks of the Advaita stance. Later, with the
refutations that follow his establishing of the Advaita view,
Sriharsa tries to eliminate all challengers to Advaita, urging in
particular that by presupposing a fundamental distinctness
(bhedd), Naiyäyikas run into a host of difficulties, as his
demonstrations of contradiction and incoherence show. The
argument is that the difficulties eliminate a Nyäya challenge
to scripture and thus reinforce the Advaita teaching that the
deep reality of non-distinctness is to be discovered mystically
in meditation, in a transformed (or unperverted) self-
awareness that is the true message of Advaita."12



PART TWO

SUMMARIES OF WORKS
(Arranged chronologically)
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l.VÄCASPATI MISRA (940), Bhämati on Samkara's
Brahmasütrabhäsya

Ashok Aklujkar ("The prologue and epilogue verses of
Väcaspati-Misra-I", Rivista degli Studia Orientali 73, 1999,
105-130) provides (on p. 127) the following judicious
summation of what little is certain about this important and
well-known author: "Vacaspati was a liberal Saiva. The
philosopher Trilocana was not only his teacher but very
probably also father. While Vacaspati's belonging to Mithilä or
Bihar has not been disproved, one needs to keep an open
mind regarding where he was born and lived. He might have
spent some time in Karnäta(ka), possibly as a scholar highly
honored by Srimännäga or Näga. He writes about Mandana
and Samkara with warmth and knowledge about their
personal lives. He seems to have encountered much jealousy.
The fourth adhyäya of Bhämati is likely to have been given
final shape by Sanätana, a student of his, as he completed the
whole commentary a few days before his death."

For a discussion on the dating of this prolific contributor
to the literature of most of the major schools of Indian
philosophy current in his time see Volume II of this
Encyclopedia, p. 454. To the information and estimates
considered there one more recent discussion needs to be
added, the opinion of S. Sankaranarayanan: "Vacaspati's
earliest work, namely the Nyäyakanikä, refers to the victorious
reign of the great conqueror Ädisükra Mihira Bhoja (c.
A.D.636-685) of the Gurjara Pratihära dynasty of Kannauja.
Vacaspati prepared two compilations of the Nyäyasütra under
the titles Nyäyasütroddhära and Nyäyasüclnibandha some time
in A.D.906-907 when Mihira Bhoja's son, Mahendrapäla
(A.D.885-911) was on the throne. He wrote his last work,
namely Bhämati, during the reign of Mahendrapäla's mighty
and scholarly son, Mahlpäla (c.A.D.912-945). In fact he highly
praises the King Mahlpäla twice in the Bhämati"13

Vacaspati Misra is traditionally said to have written one
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more work on Advaita titled Tattvasamiksä, sometimes
identified as a commentary on Mandana Misra's Brahmasiddhi,
a work that has apparently been lost for many centuries.
Sankaranarayanan, op. cit., p. 289, comments: "But recent
researches...show that the Tattvasamiksä was a Mimämsä work
and not a commentary on the ...Brahmasiddhi. Very probably
its full name was Bhrama- (not Brahma-) Tattvasamiksä only,
dealing mainly with various theories of error. Perhaps the
work was not available for scholars even in the eleventh
century; it seems to have been viewed even in the twelfth
century as a Mimämsä work of Vacaspati."

Vacaspati wrote at least two other works on the Bhätta
tradition of Mimämsä, viz., the Nyäyakanikä on Mandana's
Vidhiviveka and the Tattvabindu. His opinion of the work of
Mandana makes Mandana a scholar and authority on a par
with Samkaräcärya: two of the introductory verses that begin
both the Nyäyakanikä and the Bhämati praise the greatness of
both Mandana and Samkara. And indeed several important
features of the Bhämati school's readings of Advaita, and of
course in the Bhämati itself, can be traced to Mandana. (This
is suggested in the Introduction to the present Volume, above,
where the distinctive tenets and readings of the Bhämati
school are compared and contrasted with those of the
Vivarana school.)

Summary by Edeltraud Harzer, Sri Narayana Misra, and
K.H.Potter

The "ET" references for the Introduction and to the first
four sütras are to the edition and translation by
S.S.Suryanarayana Sastri and C. Künhan Raja published from
Adyar in 1933. "E" references for Books II-IV are to the edition
by Mahadeva Sastri Bakre as revised by Vasudev Laxman
Sastri Pansikar, Third Edition, Bombay 1934.

The plan of the summary follows that of the previously
published summary of Samkara's Brahmasütrabhäsya
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(Indicated in what follows by S) in Volume Three of this
Encyclopedia. The General Editor (Potter) has prepared the
portion of the following summary on the sections commenting
on Samkara's commentary on the first four sütras of Book One,
The summary of the remaining sections is by Drs. Harzer and
Misra.

(ET3-13) Objector: No one proposes initiating an inquiry
into e.g., a pot presented in bright light to a person with
functioning eyesight, so likewise no one needs to inquire into
the nature of the T , the self, since no one fails to understand
the difference of one's self from his body, senses and their
contents, etc. One's body changes as he grows old; his self
does not. The same self experiences being apparently
embodied in a dream body and being really embodied in the
body he knows when awake. So "I" am not my body. Nor are
one's senses his self, since we say "I who saw it now touch it".
Though we do say "I am blind", etc. this is clearly only
metaphorical; the self is not blind, the eye is. So there is no
desire to know the Self.

Furthermore, liberation is the cessation of transmigration.
But since transmigration is beginningless, and self-awareness
is also beginningless, there can be no opposition between the
two, no getting rid of either. So Upanisadic scriptures that
appear to speak of liberation must also be construed as
metaphorical.

So the self and the world are entirely different»
Counterobjectfon: Perhaps so, but one may superimpose

the properties of one thing on another, as in the reflection of
a red crystal in a mirror.

Objector: But that is only because the crystal and the
mirror are absolutely distinct-so again one cannot doubt the
absolute difference between the self and what it is reflected in,
the world.

Answer: That would be true if the true nature of the self
were reflected in the experience of "I". However, that is not so.
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As noted, scriptures, as well as smrti, epics and Puränas, all
speak of something that is unlimited, unending bliss and
consciousness, one without a second. The "I" is finite and
experiences frustration and sorrow-how can it be unlimited,
etc.?

Objector: As we said, these references must be
metaphorical.

Answer: But scripture is not of human origin and thus is
free from any defect as well as being self-validating
(svatahsiddhd) and not dependent on any other instrument of
knowledge.

Objector: Scripture is dependent on someone's perceiving
what it says.

Answer: Scripture does not refute what perception
reveals, but that does not necessitate perception's ultimacy
(tatty ikd).

Objection: (Scripture's truth derives from) its cause, the
true perception (of its author).

Answer: No, since truth may be conveyed by an
awareness which is not true, e.g., though letters cannot
literally be short (or long, since sound is single), the judgment
that a sound is short can be valid. Furthermore, one who
thinks the (all-pervasive) Self is the (limited) locus of egoity
must admit that that is not ultimately true, (one being vast
and the other small).

You sought to explain away a number of the foregoing
falsities as metaphorical. But in a metaphor one thing is
described by a word for another which is clearly different from
the first thing, whereas in the cases above it is not clear that
there is any difference between the two things.

Objection: All right, suppose I say the self is of finite size
like the body.

Answer: Then it has to be of small or even atomic size,
and statements like "I am tall" could not be true of it, or if
they are, then the self becomes noneternal like the body...

(ET14-23) The word "natural" (in "it is a natural
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propensity in men...") means beginningless.
Objection: Since the body, sense-organs, etc. are

completely unreal they cannot even appear, any more than a
lotus in the sky, etc. Thus they are simply conceptual
constructions (kalpana). So the appearance of an intelligent
self is merely a construction, like the inherence of existence
(sattäsämänyasamaväya, a Nyäya concept) or efficiency
(arthakriyäkäritä, a Buddhist concept). So to be "real" is just
to appear, and the body, etc. are not unreal, since like the
intelligent self they appear too; if they were unreal they
couldn't manifest themselves.

Answer: The answer to this objection is Samkara's text
which defines superimposition. The definition is defended as
being neither too wide nor too narrow. It is not just appearing
alone which constitutes reality-if that were so the snake-in-a-
rope, the redness-in-a-crystal, or a mirage would be real.

Objection: Unreal water (in a mirage) can be
superimposed, since in its own nature (svarüpenä) water is
real. But since bodies, organs, etc. are unreal in their own
natures how can they be superimposed?

Answer: If what is unreal cannot be the object of any
experience, how can there be any such thing as a mirage? The
water itself isn't a mirage, since it's real.

Objection: What is called an "absence" (a&ftdva), i.e.,
"unreal", is just an existent related to some other existent. So
it can be experienced like all the other kinds of things. How
could awareness make something unreal appear? or be
superimposed on a'conscious self?

Answer: Through superimposition.
Objector: Does awareness make (a) something real

appear, or (b) something unreal? If (b), is the unreal object
(bl) the effect of awareness or (b2) made known through
awareness? Not (bl), since an unreal nothing cannot be a
positive thing, a cause. And not (b2), on pain of infinite
regress: one awareness will make the unreal thing appear, and
another awareness makes the first one appear, etc.
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Answer: That's what awareness does-make something
unreal appear!

Objector: How remarkable that it can make something
unreal take some form! Something unreal cannot become a
content of experience.

Answer: If what is unreal cannot be experienced, is the
appearance of water experienced in the mirage really water,
since there is the appearance of it?

Objector: It isn't really water. A thing has two natures-as
real-itself-and as another-false (quoting Rumania's
Slokavärttikd).

Answer: Which is it here? Is the cognition of the rays as
water true? Then it is not a mirage and cannot be sublated!

Objector: If the rays, which are not water, are cognized
as rays and not something else the cognition is true. If they
are cognized as water then how can the cognition be correct?

Answer: So either the rays are truly known as nonwater,
or they are falsely cognized as water; there are no "two
natures" of the rays themselves, since they are rays and not
water. But the water superimposed on the rays has to be
recognized as indeterminable (anirvacaniya), being neither
real nor unreal, nor both. The same is true of the universe of
bodies, sense-organs, etc.-they are indeterminable,
superimposed on something other, the conscious Self, which
has appeared before in another place. That is precisely how
superimposition was defined above.

(ET23-31) Several views of other schools whose
explanations of error turn out to be consistent with the
definition of superimposition provided here are identified and
described. One is the Sauträntikas, whose position is described
thus: error occurs whenever a real thing (yastu) appears to be
grasped.

Vijnänavädins say: There are no external real things, but
there is falsity (alikd) that is superimposed by the traces
(yäsana) of beginningless ignorance, and it takes the form of
awareness.
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Those (in Samkara's commentary, not identified by
Väcaspati) who analyze error in terms of "nongrasping of
difference" say that the cognitions of silver and of this (in the
erroneous perceptual judgment "this is silver") are respectively
a memory of silver and a perception of this; when there is
nonapprehension of the difference between the contents of
these two distinct awarenesses, each of which is true, error
occurs.

Those who think error is the "attribution of properties
contrary to those belonging to that thing" (again, unidentified)
say: an awareness-here, an erroneous awareness-cannot be
produced by mere failure to grasp the difference between two
other awarenesses (as the previous paragraph's opponent
claims), since that cannot lead to any positive judgment, and
without a positive judgment no one would ever be moved to
act toward the object apprehended in his awareness, i.e.,
without initially (though mistakenly) thinking that this is silver/?
one will not initiate any action to get or test it at all. One
must not merely remember silver but also remember that
silver is good for something. So the erroneous judgment must
be, not two judgments, but one only, the judgment that this
object before me is (the metal) silver (which may be worth
something). Väcaspati refers the reader to his Nyäyakanikä on
Mandana Misra's Vidhiviveka and Brahmatattvasamiksä (now
lost) on Mandana's Brahmasiddhi for further explanation of
self-validity (svatahprämänyd).

(ET50) Knowledge (prama) is a modification (parinäma)
of the internal organ (antahkarand) directed toward an object
(prameyd); its essential nature is consciousness (cit) located
in an agent (kartf).

(ET83-87) 1.1.1. Objection: If rites (like sacrificing) are
without any use in the inquiry leading to liberation, then that
contradicts scriptural passages like "They desire to know
through sacrifice".

Answer: No. Sacrificial rites can serve as auxiliaries, by
purifying a person through destroying the fruits of past deeds.
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What that passage from scripture means is that his purifying
actions in past births can help cause a man in his present life
to be ready to enter the path to liberation. But he doesn't need
to keep on practising rites in the present life. So "then" in the
sütra doesn't mean "immediately after understanding sacrifice".

(ET95-97) "Discrimination of what is really eternal.."
does not require that one already knows Brahman (or else the
inquiry into Brahman would be superfluous). Rather, here
"eternal" means "true" {satyd), i.e., what is cared for {ästha),
and "noneternal" means what is nonexistent and so uncared-
for, to be abandoned.

Objection: There is no such thing as truth!
Answer: Then there can truly be no such thing as untruth

(anrtd)! Even for the Mädhyamikas (sünyavädins) emptiness
(sünyata) is true.

"Other instruments..,": Besides tranquility, restraint and
the desire for liberation, the three "others" are resignation
{titiksa), abstention (uparati) and faith (sraddha).

(ET129) 1.1.2. Immediate awareness (anubhava) is a
particular operation of the internal organ (antahkarand), the
direct realization of Brahman (hrahmasäksätkärd); its result,
as it were, is the manifestation of the essential nature of
Brahman through its removal of ignorance. The desire to know
Brahman has direct realization as it purpose, the supreme
goal, bliss where all frustrations have been eradicated.

(ET141-144) 1.1.3. There is no dispute among the
Mimämsakas and the rest of us about the creation of words
and sentences (though the Mimämsakas argue for the
eternality of the syllables of the Vedas). The difference
between them and us concerns the dependence or
independence of Vedic sentences. The followers of Jaimini do
not allow that the Vedas can be created or destroyed at all,
whereas the followers of Vyäsa allow, in keeping with the
production and dissolution of the world established in
scripture, that though the supreme Self is through his
association with ignorance the creator of the eternal Vedas He
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is not independent in doing so, since He keeps their sequence
the same as in earlier creations, just as He keeps bad acts
(killing a Brahmin, e.g.) bad in all ages. Thus we both in
different ways insist that the Vedas cannot be changed.

(ET174-179) 1.1.4. "It is eternal, not in the sense (of)
(evolution) parinämiri)...but in the sense (kütastha).." If
Brahman were to evolve, does it evolve as a whole or in its
parts? If as a whole how can its elements (tattva) be
destroyed? If in its parts, is a part different from or
nondifferent from the whole? If different, evolution in a part
is not evolution of the whole (of Brahman). If it is
nondifferent it must be the whole that evolves.

Objection: It is different-cum-nondifferent. As cause,
Brahman is nondifferent from the world; as effect the world is
different from Brahman, as a bracelet is nondifferent from
itself as bracelet but different from the (pieces of) gold (that
constitute it).

Answer: What is this difference that co-exists with
nondifference in one place?

Objection: As gold there is only nondifference from
bracelet; as bracelet there is only difference from gold.

Answer: If the bracelet is nondifferent from gold it should
be found in gold things like earrings, etc. If everything,
because of being nondifferent from every other thing, were
nondifferent only, then we would not speak and think of
distinctions at all, and when we see gold at a distance we
would not wish to investigate whether it is an earring or
something else. This, is the rule: If on the awareness of A we
are not also aware of B, A and B are different, When gold is
apprehended at a distance we are not aware of earrings; thus
gold and earrings are different.

Objection: Since (you say) in what is nondifferent both
difference and complete identity are unintelligible, one or the
other has to be denied So why do you opt for identity rather
than difference, since the cases are equal?

Answer: No. Difference depends on differentia which are
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themselves nondifferent (from themselves), but the reverse is
not true-nondifference (from oneself) does not depend on
nondifferences which are themselves different! So
nondifference must be the basic relation (and difference is
illusory).

1.1.5-6 (E102-110) Vacaspati argues that on account of
the Upanisadic statements which describe seeing (iksand) by
prakrti, prakrti cannot be the cause of the universe because
this would go against verbal testimony. Samkara and Vacaspati
justify the use of the word "omniscience" (sarvajnatvd) in
describing Brahman and reject its use with respect to prakrti
Brahman is conscious, but prakrti is not. During the time of
dissolution (pralaya) prakrti cannot have any mental
modifications, let alone be conscious. It prakrti were the cause
then one would attain liberation by realizing one's identity
with prakrti. This would contradict scripture and lead to the
conclusion that scripture is not an instrument of knowledge.
So the word "self in such passages cannot be taken
figuratively to refer to prakrti either.

Samkara and Vacaspati argue that to appeal to figurative
usage to justify interpreting "prakrti" as the cause of the
universe is mistaken, because it would contradict ChUp 6.3.2-3
"I having entered into these three divine elements (fire, water,
and earth) by my own conscious nature (jivätman)..". That
passage means that the "I" referred to must have jiva as its
nature, and since prakrti cannot have jiva as its nature it
cannot be the cause. Consequently, there is no need to explain
"seeing" in a figurative sense.

Sämkhya: Then "self is to be taken figuratively.
Answer: If it were the case that prakrti were the cause of

the world then one would attain liberation when realizing
identity with prakrti. This would lead to the conclusion that
scripture is not an instrument of knowledge. So "self {ätman")
cannot be taken figuratively.

1.1.22 (E134-137) In this section it is. decided that the
word "äkäsa" refers to Brahman. The opponent's view is that
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the word (in its occurrence in ChUp L9.1) refers to the
element space. To this Vacaspati responds by arguing that an
answer should correspond to the question asked. The question
is: what is the cause (gati) of the universe? Since the answer
in ChUp 1.9.1 is that the cause of the universe is äkäsa, this
äkäsa cannot be space, because space, being included in the
universe, cannot be the cause of the universe.

1.1.23 (E137-140) In this section it is decided that the
word "präna" refers to Brahman "for the same reason..." (as
before). Vacaspati in this section explains why, despite that,
this sütra has been made to initiate a separate section (of the
Brahmasütras). It is because, he says, in the preceding sütra
the opponent's argument involved taking the word "äkäsa" to
mean an element (space) on the basis solely of verbal
testimony, because the origination of other elements such as
wind, etc. from äkäsa is not accepted on any other basis,
whereas in the present sütra dealing with "präna" the
opponent's argument is based on perception as well as verbal
testimony.

The focus of Vacaspati's commentary here is how to
interpret the word "bhüta" in ChUp 1.11.4-5. The opponent's
position is that the word "präna" means breath, and as such is
connected only with one individual self (jlvätmari). The word
"bhüta", which is stated to be merged into präna, refers to the
sense-faculties only, and not to effects in general, i.e., not to
the whole universe. The opponent adds, therefore, that the
sense-faculties get merged into breath during the period of
deep sleep.

Vacaspati argues that the word "bhüta", for want of any
proper reason otherwise, should not be taken to mean the
sense-faculties only. It rather must mean all effects in general,
since all effects do not get merged into breath. The word
"präna" cannot in this context refer to breath. It refers to
Brahman.

L2.18-23 (E182-193) The question arises here: Who is
the inner controller (antaryämiri) (referred to in this sütra)?
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There are five possibilities according to Vacaspati: (1) prakrti
as in the Sämkhya school, (2) a divinity (devata), (3) a yogi,
(4) the embodied self, and (5) Brahman. The opponent rejects
(l)-(3) and accepts (4), because the embodied self through his
adrsta (i.e., karma) controls everything. But Vacaspati shows
that it cannot be"'the embodied self simply because that self is
not the controller öf the universe as Brahman is, since
Brahman created this universe. It is also necessary to take into
consideration that the word is singular in number. If the inner
controller were the embodied self there would be many of
them, and since Brahman is only one, the inner controller
(here) can only be (5) Brahman.

Also at issue is the referent of "source of beings"
(bhütayoni). It could be (1), (4) or (5) above.

Objection: The term "source" (yoni) can be taken in two
ways, as the material or as the efficient cause. If it is taken as
the material cause then this would favor (1), but if it is taken
as efficient cause, then it favors (4)-

Answer: It cannot be taken in either of the two ways, but
only as (5), i.e., Brahman is the source of beings. The reason
is that the source of beings is described as omniscient (in
MundUp 1.1.9), and an embodied self cannot be held to be
omniscient.

Objection: If Brahman is the material cause of effects,
then either the effects should be real like Brahman, or
Brahman is unreal like the effects, according to the rule of
uniformity between a material cause and its effects.

Answer: But we accept manifestation (yivarta) (as the
relation of source to beings), according to which there is no
need of any uniformity between Brahman, the material cause,
and its effects, because causality according to manifestationism
is not real. There is no real relation between cause and effect,
since one is real and the other unreal.

1.3.10-12 (E218-219) Here the question is: What does the
term "aksara" stand for? The word can be explained in two
ways: conventionally and derivatively. Conventionally, it
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means a syllable; derivatively it means that which is not
destructible. If something can be explained conventionally it
overrides any derivative explanation. Since in the Upanisads
aksara is explained as supporting (dhrti) everything, and since
Brahman supports everything the derivative explanation is the
more suitable one.

Objection: Not necessarily. Supporting can also be
ascribed to prakrtt

Answer: "Supporting" is properly applicable to a thing's
controller. But since avyakta prakrti is unconscious it cannot
be a controller. So the derivative explanation is proper.

Objection: The embodied self supports.
Answer: There is no real "embodied self; the only (real)

Self is Brahman.
L3.13 (E219-222) Since the result of meditation is direct

experience (cf. PrasnaUp 5.2.5), and since direct experience is
based on a real entity, the cause of the direct experience
which is meditation must be the same real entity that is its
content.

Objection: The content of direct experience and the object
of meditation are different, since the former is called "higher
than the highest" (parätpara) whereas the latter is called
simply "the highest" (para).

Answer: In "parätpara" the first word ^parät") does not
refer to a content of meditation; rather, it refers either to the
embodied self or the region of Brahman (brahmaloka). Any
other explanation will be contrary to the requirement of
semantic uniformity, which cannot be derived from the
opponent's interpretation.

1.3.14-18 (E222-231) Objection: Of the three suggested
explanations for the term "da/iara"--space, embodied self, and
Brahman-it must mean the first, space.

Answer: No, it must refer to Brahman, since in the
passage (ChUp VIII. 1.1) the daharäkäsa, space in a small
place, is compared to space alone. Since comparison
recognizes two different things of which one is compared to
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the other, the two things cannot be identical.
Objection: Then the word must refer to the embodied

self.
1.3.20-21 (E239) Answer: No, since the "small space" is

said to be free from evils, free from true limit, etc. which
cannot apply to the embodied self but to Brahman only.

1.3.21-23 (E240-243) The question is: What is that entity
in the presence of which other objects like the sun and the
moon lose their luminosity? Those objects can shine only when
that entity shines.

Objection: It must be fire (tejas), because the sun and the
moon are dimmed when we in the presence of fire.

Answer: But in the Upanisads Brahman is described as
being self-luminous (svaprakäsa). There is no need to
introduce another entity (such as fire) that is not dealt with in
the context. Moreover, your solution appeals to inference
whereas ours appeals to scripture, and scripture is a stronger
instrument, so it should be accepted.

1.3.26-33 (E246-290) "Gods, men, and the world
originate from sabda, word (specifically, the Vedas)." That is,
Vedic sound (yedasdbdd) is an efficient cause (nimittakärana)
of the universe including the gods, whereas its material cause
is Brahman. This interpretation is supported by scripture and
smrti.

Production of the gods from sound implies that the
names given to the gods manifest them precisely.

There are two causes of an effect, (1) productive
(käraka) and (2) manifesting or making known (jnäpaka). (1)
brings forth an effect, whereas (2) simply illuminates an effect.
For example, in the case of writing a pen is a productive cause
of writing, whereas light is a manifesting cause.

The question is raised: What is a meaningful part of
speech (yäcaka)? Is it (a) a phoneme or (b) a combination of
phonemes in a given order pr (c) the internal form of speech
technically known as sphota?
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Grammarians:1 We reject the first two alternatives. As for
(a), phonemes cannot be meaningful by themselves, because
if one phoneme is capable of expressing the meaning other
phonemes in the word will be useless. But as for (b), since the
phonemes are produced in succession and are destroyed in the
third moment after their production they cannot be combined,
because a combination of the destroyed letters with the last
letter is impossible, the earlier phonemes having disappeared.
We therefore conclude that only the sphota is meaningful; it
is eternal, and as such is not a combination of phonemes.

Answer: The phonemes experienced in a given order do
not vanish, because they are experienced by various people at
different times. Thus the phonemes combined in a given order
express meaning, and this combination is what is called a
"word" (pada). These letters are memorized in the same order
as they were experienced in, and so there is no chance for
confusion in the order of letters. In this context, there are two
kinds of permanence, one real and the other artificial. "Real"
applies to Brahman, "artificial", i.e., existence from
beginningless time of ignorance to the destruction of
ignorance, applies to phonemes. Phonemes are capable of
expressing meaning, so there is no need to accept sphota.

Vacaspati proposes that Vedic sound is to be taken as
eternal, otherwise there will be an infinite regress of causes.
He raises a question about the composition of the Vedas by
Hiranyagarbha at the beginning of each creation. His view is
that Hiranyagarbha does not create the Vedas anew, but
remembers them from the previous creation, and so the Vedas
reappear with the help of the omniscient god. The same
applies to the universe, which reappears in exactly the same

xThis section is analyzed by S.S.Suryanarayana Sastri in
'Väcaspati's criticism of sphotaväda"', Journal of Oriental Research
6, 1932, reprinted in Collected Papers of Professor S. S.
Suryanarayana Sastri (Madras University Philosophical Series No. 4,
University of Madras 1961), pp. 292-301.
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form, including the gods.
Thus Väcaspati justifies Bädaräyana's view that even gods

are entitled to the realization of Brahman.
Objection (by Jaimini): Gods are not entitled to

knowledge of Brahman, because this would imply the gods'
equation with human beings. Such an equation is to be
rejected on two grounds. First, devotion to the sun (cf. ChUp
III.3.1) is prescribed for human beings. This would imply that
the gods have to meditate in the same fashion as humans,
which would lead to the contradiction that the sun-god would
meditate on the sun-god, and thus the subject of meditation
would be identical with the object of meditation. Secondly, the
term "sun-god" applies to the sun in the sky, which is
unconscious. This would lead to a contradiction, because
unconscious gods cannot be entitled to any act, including
knowledge of Brahman.

Answer (by Bädaräyana): The equation of gods to human
beings is restricted with respect to Brahman-knowledge only.
And further, what appears to be unconscious with respect to
the gods is only the external unconscious representation of the
stars, etc. But the real gods behind these representations are
conscious, as proved on the authority of scripture and
tradition.

The argument continues with a discussion on the
predominance of perception. Jaimini claims that perception
overrides all the other instruments of knowledge; therefore,
the sun-god which appeared to be unconscious cannot be
accepted as conscious merely on the basis of verbal testimony.
According to Jaimini the notion that gods are conscious is only
to be taken in a figurative sense, as praise (arthavädd).

Väcaspati's response to Jaimini's views on instruments of
knowledge is that an instrument applies only to visual external
objects. He holds that perception cannot contradict Vedänta,
i.e., scripture, and that perception relates to practical, ordinary
aspects of life and not to reality.

J.4.11-15 (E309-322) The Sämkhya party tries to
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interpret scriptural statements in favor of their own theories,
disregarding the impossibility of such interpretations,
impossible because the grammar will not permit such
interpretations.

The passage in question here is from BrUp IV.4.17: panca
pancajanäh; which according to Sämkhya means five times
five, i.e. 25, the number of the Sämkhya categories. Vacaspati
rejects this interpretation by pointing out that pancajanäh is a
compound and the first member of the compound cannot be
detached to facilitate the desired multiplication. So the
Sämkhya interpretation cannot be accepted.

Objection: There are various statements (in the Vedas)
with respect to the beginning of creation. Sometimes (TaittUp
II. 1.1) äkäsa is the first effect, sometimes (ChUp VI.2.3) tejas
and sometimes (PrasnaUp VI.4) präna. These contradictory
statements disprove the Vedäntin view.

Answer: The statements on Brahman creating various
effects are not contradictory, for Brahman is the creator of all.
Even if the statements are taken as contradictory they wouldn't
be so with respect to the creator, Brahman.

Objection: Well, there are contradictory statements also
with regard to the creator. In one place he is described as "not
being a positive cause (asat)", in another as "being a positive
cause {sat)". For example, TaittUp II.7 (or ChUp III.19.1) says
"there was not anything positive before creation." This
disproves your view that Brahman is eternal.

Answer: What is being talked of is a view of a certain
group of opponents (cf. ChUp VI.2.1: "some say" {eke ähuh)),
and thus it should not be taken as expressing the Vedäntin's
final view.

1.4.19-22 (E328-336) In BrUp IV.5.6 there is a dialogue
between Yäjnavalkya and Maitreyi. Maitreyi asks Yäjnavalkya
to explain that entity by realizing which she would attain
freedom {amrtatvd): Yäjnavalkya's answer includes the well-
known passage that says "the wife does not love her husband
for the husband's sake, but for her self s sake" and ends with
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the statement that by knowing the self everything is known.
Opponent: That self is the embodied self, since it is

implied that the self being talked about has experiences.
Answer: But the context is a dialogue in which the topic

under discussion is that reality whose realization leads to
liberation. That reality cannot be an embodied self, because
realization of the embodied self is not a means to liberation.
Furthermore, the last part of the passage under discussion,
"the self is that by which everything becomes known" can
apply only to the highest Self.

Äsmarathya proposes to understand the self under
discussion here as the embodied self, which is neither totally
different from the highest Self nor totally nondifferent. For
him, the "self in this passage may refer to both selves,
although there is some difference between the two. Eventually
Äsmarathya understands the reference to be to the Self.

The main focus in this passage according to Äsmarathya
is on the individual self (jivätrnan). The introduction of the
highest Self at the end of the passage is only for the sake of
demonstrating that there is no total difference between them.
The main purpose of such a statement is to show that an
embodied self is not totally different from the Self. The
underlying argument is that if the individual self were totally
different from the highest Self then by knowing the Self one
would never know the individual self. So they cannot be
totally different,

Audulomi has a different view. He interprets the relation
between individual self and Self as total difference before
liberation and identity from the moment of liberation on.

Vacaspati and Samkara disagree with both Äsmarathya
and Audulomi. They cite the view of Käsakrtsna. According to
Käsakrtsna the self and the Self are identical, but on account
of ignorance the former appears different from the latter. It is
for this reason that this whole passage focuses on the highest
Self; it does not treat the individual self as a separate issue.

1.4.23-25 (E337-341) Here the discussion revolves around
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the question of causality.
Opponent: Brahman is the efficient cause (nimittakäranä)

of the universe. If Brahman were taken as the material cause
(upädänakärand) then It would be subject to changes. Further,
this would imply that Brahman consists of various parts, is
unconscious and impure like its effects; but uniformity
between the material cause and its effect is a necessary
condition.

Answer: Brahman is both the material cause and the
efficient cause of the universe. This becomes evident from the
passage (ChUp VI. 1.22) which says that Brahman is such a
cause that by knowing the effects which were not known
before their cause becomes known. This implies that Brahman
is the material cause because by knowing the material cause
it is possible to know its effects. In the same context, Brahman
as a cause is compared with clay which is the material cause
of various clay products like pots (ChUp VI. 1.4).

This comparison shows that Brahman is the material
cause. Väcaspati explains that it is also the efficient cause of
the universe, because the desire on the part of Brahman for
becoming many depends on His freedom to act (for freedom
to act is the characteristic of an efficient cause, i.e., an agent).1

In support of his view Väcaspati further argues that an
inference in which the paksa is Brahman depends on verbal
testimony, i.e., scripture. Now scripture describes Brahman as
both the material and the efficient cause of the universe. So
the opponent's view, that He is only the efficient cause is not
acceptable. If verbal authority is accepted as authority then it
should be accepted completely.

1.4.26 (E341-342) Väcaspati explains the term "parinäma"
(in the text ätmakrteh parinärnät). The context is the
transformation or change of the material cause into the effect.
He says it has earlier been shown that the term means change

Väcaspati has in mind Panini, who defines an agent as
having freedom to act (svatantra karta).
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which is inexplicable as either real or unreal (anirvacaniyd).
By proving Brahman to be the material and the efficient cause
of the universe, the views of other systems such as Sämkhya
and Nyäya-Vaisesika are refuted.

II.1.1-2 (E345-352) Sämkhya: If Brahman is accepted as
the cause of the universe then how can one explain the
statements of Kapila, Äsuri and other sages about original
materiality (prakrti or pradhänä) being the cause of the
universe? So scriptural statements identifying Brahman as that
cause need to be construed figuratively.

Answer: No statement of smrti (Kapila's statements are
considered smrti) can override statements of scripture.
Moreover, there are smrti passages (cf. the Bhagavadglta) that
agree with scripture on what is the cause of the universe.

Vacaspati argues that for Kapila to become an omniscient
sage required knowledge of the Vedas in one of his births.
Therefore his statement, going against the Vedas, cannot be
considered authentic. There are statements in scripture that
can be mistaken for statements referring to Sämkhya's prakrti,
but there are no references to the other twenty-four Sämkhya
categories. Therefore, the Sämkhya position is not justified.

11,1.3 (E352-354) In the same way the Upanisads reject
the Yoga theory of prakrti and its evolution, though the
practical side of Yoga is considered authentic.

Sämkhya: One cannot accept only parts of a system.
Answer: The main concern of the Yoga system is to deal

with the nature of yoga, its practice, its result, etc. and not
with ontology.

What is the reason that Saivas (Käpälikas), Jainas,
Buddhists, etc. are not subject to rejection here, but Sämkhya
and Yoga are criticized? The answer is that the last two
systems appear to be dependent on the Vedas and have been
accepted as such even by sophisticated persons, whereas the
former systems are not dependent on the Vedas.

II. 1.4-11 (E354-369) This section discusses reasoning
(tarkd) and whether it can prove or disprove Brahman as the
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root cause of the universe.
Sämkhya: No, it cannot. Considering the principle of

uniformity between cause and effect, the effect here, i.e., the
universe, is not identical in nature with Brahman. On the
other hand, it is identical with prakrti, since its effects-
satisfaction, frustration and confusion-are identical with the
three gunas of that cause, whereas Brahman does not consist
of any of them.

Answer: The effect-the universe-is conscious, on the
basis of the evidence given in the scriptures such as Satapatha
Brähmana VL1.3.2.4.

Särnkhya: Those passages refer to the respective powers
behind the phenomena.

Answer: In any case, uniformity between cause and effect
is not necessary, as is seen; in the case of a scorpion being
produced from a lump of cowdung, or hair growing on a living
being but not on a corpse.

Since Brahman is beyond reasoning, etc., the employment
of reasoning can be considered useful only when it supports
Vedic statements in discussion with opponents.

Sämkhya: Your version of satkäryaväda--the effect's being
present in the cause-is defective. Since the effect cannot be
accepted to be present before it is created by Brahman, it will
be necessary to accept that the effect comes into existence
after its creation.

Answer: No, effects exist in their cause (Brahman) even
before creation,

Sämkhya: But Brahman cannot be accepted as the root
cause. If it could, then since at the time of dissolution the
universe devolves back into its cause, it would have to become
mixed with Brahman. From this it would follow that Brahman
becomes unconscious, subject to the law of karma, etc.

Answer: When dissolution occurs at pralaya it is not
necessary that all the characteristics of the universe be
associated with the cause.

Sämkhya: How is it possible to repeat the same universe
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as was there before?
Answer: Since the power of ignorance is the same, the

recreated universe is the same too. Vacaspati suggests that
since it is not possible to reconcile the difference between the
cause and its effect in either system's version of satkäryaväda,
neither party should pursue its arguments,

Vacaspati discusses the usefulness of reasoning (tarfca).
Since reasoning is based on individual capacities it cannot
provide an objective proof. But the Sämkhya proposes to
acknowledge Kapila's views on reasoning, to which Vacaspati
responds that one would have to acknowledge Kanäda's
(Vaisesika) version as well. Therefore it is not possible to
accept the views on reasoning of the various individual
teachers, but only that theory which supports the Vedic
statements should be accepted.

II.1.12 (E369-372) Nyäya-Vaisesika: The root cause of the
universe, i.e., the four atomic substances (earth, fire, water,
air), is different from their effects (asatkäryavädd).

Answer: Then it is not possible to claim difference or
nondifference between effect and cause.

Naiyäyika: It is ridiculous to claim nondifference of the
cause from its effect because then the cause would produce
nothing new. So only difference should be accepted.

Answer: That is not supported by the Vedas or by sages,
e.g., Manu. Difference between a cause and its effect is not
acceptable, because scripture states that the various
transformations (yikära) of clay are only for name's sake: in
reality they are clay, whether in the form of a pot or just a
lump.

Objection: But a pot is made from clay.
Answer: This is only a conceptual construction, which is

conventional but does not give evidence of a difference
between a cause and its effect.

.11.1.14 (E372-383) Anekäntavädin (i.e., a Jaina):
Brahman possesses various powers {sakti) in order to create a
multitude of effects. Therefore both nondifference and
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difference are correct from different points of view. If the
effect is considered in its own form, it is different from the
cause (Brahman). But if it is viewed in the form of its cause,
it is nondifferent. In support of the objection, Vacaspati points
out that if nondifference alone is accepted as real then the
whole karmakända section (agent and action) will become
meaningless. The same would apply to practical life activities
including hearing, thinking and meditating. Similarly, if total
difference is accepted then the example of clay and pot as
given in scripture will be contradictory. Therefore, from two
different points of view both difference and nondifference can
be accepted. .

Answer: One has to accept one or the other but not both
views. And since scripture favors nondifference Vacaspati
accepts that, scripture teaches identity between the individual
self and Brahman, so difference between them cannot be real.
And what is real cannot cease to exist. As for the
ptirposefulness of the karmakända, it is accepted as helpful
until one realizes the unity between the self and Brahman.
Since the karmakända is not contradicted in practical life it
called an instrument of knowledge.

Anekäntavädin: If hearing, thinking and meditating are
considered unreal, then how can one by such unreal means
reach a real goal?

Answer: In fact one may use unreal means for attaining
a real goal. One written letter represents a sound in a
symbolic, indirect way; still, it represents a real sound.
Furthermore, one is -not observed to need both difference and
nondifference at the same time unless one is involved with
ignorance. Only difference is required. Nondifference comes at
the end, at the point of reaching the goal, after which nothing
is to be done; one does not return to difference. Again, if the
real self is only a part of Brahman then Brahman would be
composed of parts, and this would mean that Brahman would
be subject to change. But Brahman is not changeable since it
is described by the phrase "as unchangeable as the blacksmith's
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hammer" (kütastha nityd). The effect is not different from
Brahman; indeed, nothing is different from Brahman.

Objection: If nothing is different from Brahman, then
how is it that it is stated in sütra I.1.2 that Br.ahman is the
cause of the universe?

Answer: That statement could have been made only
because of ignorance. Nothing is different from Brahman.

II.1.15 (E383-385) Two different interpretations arise
from two ways of reading the sütra. One can read it as "b/iäve
copalabdhah" or as "bhäve copalabdheh". According to the first
reading, Vacaspati takes "b/iäve" as meaning "presence" and
"knowledge". Presence and knowledge of the effect are
dependent on the presence and knowledge of the cause. On
the second reading, the passage reads "on the basis of
perceptual evidence the effect is considered to be nondifferent
from its cause". Vacaspati exemplifies this by the perception of
a piece of cloth in which one perceives threads the weaving of
which makes up the cloth.

ILL 16-17 (E385-386) Vacaspati elaborates on the
statement that the universe already exists since it never was
created. Since it already existed then there is nothing that can
be called an effect in the proper sense of the word. The
universe is not different from Brahman. Vacaspati further
supports his argument for nondifference by alleging that
existence {satta) is also one. Difference depends on
nondifference; nondifference is the locus of difference. Thus
Vacaspati proves that nondifference is the original state while
difference is a conceptual construction (kalpana).

ILL18-20 (E386-393) Objection: The effect cannot be
nondifferent from its material cause, because the effect is not
existent before it is produced, whereas the cause is existent
before the effect's production. How can there exist a relation
between an existent and a nonexistent?

Answer: Arising {utpatti) is an act, an operation
(yyäpära). An operation cannot take place without causal
conditions, one among which is the effect itself. Thus, if the
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effect is held to be nonexistent before it is produced, then the
operation of the agent cannot take place for want of any
content (yisaya) for its operation.

Objector: No. Arising is not an act, it is a relation of
inherence between the effect~a universal property, viz.
existence (satta) -and its material cause-a substance, a quality
or a motion. If arising is not considered an act it does not
require an agent.

Answer: There can be no relation of inherence between
an existent and a nonexistent.

Objector: The operation of the agent is with regard to the
material cause of the effect, not the effect itself.

Answer: Since according to you the cause is different
from its effect, the operation of the agent does not have
anything to do with the effect, which is nonexistent at that
time.

II.1.21-23 (E393-396) Objection: A highest self cannot be
accepted as the cause of the universe, for this would imply
that that self creates this universe in order to produce
difficulties for individual selves, since according to you
(Advaitins) the individual self is identical to the highest self.
This (also) would imply that the self creates this universe as
His own trap! Why should an omniscient being who is free
build a prison for himself?

Answer: The individual self is not affected by this
universe, so in spite of the identity of self and Self the creation
of this universe is not instrumental for imprisonment of either
one.

Objection: How can Brahman create this universe without
any instruments? Agents need tools to produce their respective
objects. And how can Brahman, a single entity, produce the
variety observed in this universe?

Answer: This question can only concern that highest self
(God) who by extension is described as omniscient, all-
powerful, etc. Without any help from anything external to
him, this highest self gets transformed into the universe, as
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milk gets transformed into curds. This self employs the power
of ignorance {avidyä sakti) as an aid in creating this universe.
Since the power of ignorance has varied potential (yicitra) we
can understand the variety of effects produced thereby. For
example, an action can be instrumental for both contact and
disjunction. Just as the gods have the power to create things
without any external means, so also does this highest self.

II.2.11 (E429-434) Vaisesika: If the threads that make up
a cloth are white, the cloth is white. This proves that qualities
inherent in the material cause produce homogeneous qualities
in the effect. So if Brahman is accepted as the material cause
of the universe then the consciousness inherent in Brahman
must create consciousness also in the universe. But since the
universe is not conscious, its material cause cannot be either.

It is the atoms which are the material causes of the
universe. Since everybody agrees on the experience of the
development of gross things from subtle things, there is no
difficulty in accepting atoms as the material cause. In the
beginning two homogeneous atoms are combined by God to
create one dyad. When three dyads are produced they are
again combined to get a triad or minimum sensihilium. In this
way, the process of development continues in the evolution of
the universe. Many atoms combined together cannot produce
a gross object because this would mean that innumerable
atoms combined together form a pot, and then after the pot is
destroyed there should have been only atoms and not pot-
sherds because according to this view there is nothing
produced by combining atoms except the pot. Therefore, that
view (that many atoms combined together form a pot, the
view called ärabhya-ärambhakavädd) cannot be accepted.

Vaisesika, continued: Why isn't a triad accepted as
produced by combining two atoms? To explain the large size
of the triad it is necessary to have three dyads combined
together. A large size in a product can be effected by means of
one of only three conditions: the plurality of the material
cause, or the large size of the material cause, or the loose
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combination of the causal factors. In the case of a dyad large
size cannot be explained on the basis of the last two factors.
So the only way to explain the triad's large size is that it is
produced by three dyads together.

Answer: The rule, according to which the quality that is
inherent in the material cause produces homogeneous qualities
in the effect, is not justified. Vaisesikas themselves do not
follow this rule when they maintain that three dyads of atomic
dimensions combined form a triad of large size. According to
the rule either a triad should have been of atomic size or the
dyads should be of large size. Neither of these theories is
acceptable to the Vaisesikas. Thus it is clear that they do not
accept this rule. Further, it is noteworthy that the Vaisesikas
themselves neglect this rule when they explain atomic-
sizedness in a dyad by means of the dual number inherent in
two atoms. According to this reasoning the atomic size of a
dyad should have been produced by atomic sizes inherent in
the two atoms.

IL2.15 (E439-442) Väcaspati rejects the eternality of
atoms. He argues that if all colored objects are noneternal on
the basis that they have color, then also atoms, which have
color, must be noneternal.

Vaisesika: Noneternality is the absence of eternality, and
thus presupposes the existence of eternality. Eternality, being
a universal, must have some locus, and that locus is (e.g.) an
atom.

Answer: Not necessarily, for a self (e.g.) is (on your own
view) eternal. Anyway, the requirement is wrong, since for
there to be an absence only an experience of the
counterpositive is necessary, not its existence. For example,
although a yaksa does not live on a particular tree, but
common people say so, when a learned man denies the yaksa's
actual existence on the tree his negation is based merely on
what people say and not on the actual existence of a yaksa on
the tree. So in order to negate something there is no need for
it to exist; what is necessary is to experience it.
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II.2.16 (E442-443) Vaisesika: An atom is eternal, since
we do not know of any reason-perceptual or inferential-that
indicates an atom's cause.

Answer: Then, since (on your own view) a dyad is not
perceived, there is no perceptual reason that indicates its cause
either (though according to Vaisesika the cause of a dyad is
the contact of two atoms).

Vaisesika: But there is an inferential reason. There are
only two ways in which a substance can be destroyed, viz.,
either by disjunction of its material cause or by its own
destruction.

Answer: But that reason is relevant only if the difference
between a material cause and its effect is proved. If someone
is getting a piece of cloth, the person does not get anything
except some woven thread. Difference between a material
cause and its effect cannot be accepted. The effect-the cloth-
is not different from its cause-the threads. So there is no
reason, perceptual or inferential, that precludes an atom's
being caused.

II.2.17 (E443-449) Vaisesika: There is a difference
between a material cause and an effect-it is the difference
between a substance and any one of the five remaining
positive Vaisesika categories (viz., qualities, motions, universal
properties, individuators, and inherence). Any one of these last
five is related to its relatum, when a substance, by a relation
called inseparability (ayutasiddhi). Inseparability may be
analyzed as either (1) the absence of existence in two different
points in space of two related things, (2) the absence of
separate motions of two related things.

Answer: A self and space are both omnipresent entities,
according to you, so one can neither occupy a different point
in space from the other nor have separate motions. So neither
a self nor space, though inseparable, are dependent on the
other. So inseparability does not help in explaining the
relation between an effect and its material cause, which is a
dependence relation. Moreover, you identify inherence as the
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relation between inseparable things, and we have refuted
inherence above.

IL2.18 (E449-452) Buddhist: Aggregates (samudayd) are
of two kinds, external and internal. The external kind includes
the four elements (bhüta) of earth, fire, water and air, and
their composites (bhautika), including sense-faculties. They
consist of combinations of atoms. The internal kind includes
the five aggregates (skandhd) of matter/form (rüpa), feeling
(yedana), identification (samjna), traces (samskärd) and
consciousness (yijnäna).

Answer: It is impossible that the first four aggregates
should complete an analysis of a person. They are
unconscious, and so cannot combine without the help of a
conscious agent. But consciousness cannot act as the conscious
agent since that will involve interdependence. That is, it will
imply that consciousness is dependent on the (other)
aggregates, but that those aggregates depend on
consciousness. And the unconscious things cannot get
combined by nature because then their combination will never
cease. A "storehouse-consciousness" (älayavijnäna) will cease
to exist at the moment the act of combining takes place, so it
cannot be the seat of consciousness.

Dependent origination (pratityasamutpäda) is therefore
impossible. The theory is that everything is dependent on
causes (hetu) and conditions (pratyayd). Causes are of two
sorts, external and internal. An example of the external kind
is the seed producing a sprout; neither seed nor sprout is
conscious, and the seed produces its sprout after association
with six dhdtus, viz., five elements and the season. The
function of each of the six is detailed. Thus a sprout comes
from a seed only if the seed is associated with these six; a seed
by itself is not sufficient. None of the six are conscious, yet a
sprout comes up.

As for internal dependent origination, it has two causes,
causal and conditioning. An example of the former is
ignorance causing traces, neither being conscious. An example
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of the latter, conditioning, is the production of one's body
from six dhätus: the five elements and consciousness. The
consciousness dhätu is that which is instrumental for giving
name and form (nämarüpä) and mental consciousness
(manovijnäna) along with karmic contaminants {asravd).

Although in internal dependent origination an effect can
occur even without a conscious agent, in the case of external
dependent origination that is impossible. In external
dependent origination various conditions put together are
supposed to produce a single effect. But since the various
conditions are scattered their collection requires a conscious
agent. Even in internal dependent origination, e.g., the causing
of the sprout by the seed, the last seed-moment is not
independent of the preceding moments. Otherwise, even a
seed kept in the silo would produce a sprout. But it does not.
Therefore, the various conditions producing a seed too require
a conscious agent.

II.2.19-20 (E452-457) This mutual causation through a
combination of many causal factors is moreover impossible if
the factors are viewed as momentary, since no single result
can exist. According to the theory of external causation
aggregation is impossible because it would involve mutual
dependence-the twelve-fold chain would depend on
aggregation and aggregation depend on the members of the
chain.

Buddhist: But according to internal causation all objects,
though momentary, are produced and destroyed collectively.

Answer: If the series of traces associated with the series
of aggregations is instrumental for producing satisfaction and
frustration without being dependent on an eternal thing
(ägantukd), then the production of satisfaction and frustration
will continue forever. If on the other hand some eternal thing
is required one has to accept a conscious agent to provide that
eternal thing. This refutes internal causation. The only way
out for you is to accept that one series of aggregations is
instrumental in producing a subsequent series of a similar or
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dissimilar nature. Then the problem pointed out by Samkara
will arise, viz., that there is nobody to be liberated,

In fact, on that theory (of momentariness) there can be
no effects at all, and so no causes.

Objection: The existences of causal factors at the
preceding moment, being jointly sufficient to produce the
effect, comprises causation.

Answer: But if both the material cause and its effect are
experienced as identical in nature, the effect cannot exist
without the existence of its material cause, and so the relation
is not causal, it is identity.

II.2.21 (E457-458) Objection: Then an effect takes place
on its own without any cause.

Answer: That is contrary to your own theory, which
postulates four kinds of causal conditions.

II.2.22-24 (E458-461) Question: Is the cessation under
discussion here the destruction of the stream of consciousness
(samtänd) or of what possesses that stream?

Answer: For Buddhists the two must be identical The
stream-possessor which is supposed to be destroyed must be
the last one. Now according to Buddhism only what produces
something is called "existent", and since that last moment in
the stream does not produce anything it must be nonexistent.
But then the one before that, since it did not produce anything
existent either, must also be nonexistent, etc. etc.

You also apparently believe that nothing at all remains
after the destruction of a stream (niranvayavinäsa). But in
innumerable cases of destruction one finds that after a thing
is destroyed its parts still remain existent. Even in the case of
destruction of a bit of water dropped on a heated iron its
residue may easily be inferred. So the theory that nothing
remains after the stream is destroyed is not justified.

II.2.28-32 (E467-479) Väcaspati supplements his
commentary on Samkara's exposition of Yogäcära with an
account of the Sauträntika viewpoint.

Sauträntika: The existence of external objects can be
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inferred, because without their existence it is impossible to
explain the variety among things.

Vijfiänaväda (i.e., Yogäcära): Just as, according to you,
the difference in things takes place due to the differences
among their respective causes, so also even according to you
the different moments of consciousness have different powers
on account of the differences in their respective causes.
Because of these different powers the different momentary
consciousnesses are projected onto different graspers and
things grasped. So there is no need to accept external objects
to explain those differences.

Sauträntika: These different powers, as you call them,
belong in different streams, not to the same stream of
consciousness.

Vijfiänaväda: It is illogical to hold that different powers
must necessarily belong to different streams. Sometimes they
may, but not necessarily: a power (a trace, väsana) in the
same stream may occasion different kinds of experiences in
that stream as well as the same kind in another stream.

Vacaspati's answer: The Vijnänavädin may reject external
objects either on the basis that they are not experienced or on
the basis that their experience does not support their arising
from external objects. But the experience of the world, being
universal, cannot be rejected. The grossness of sense-objects
cannot be explained by Vijfiänaväda, since consciousness does
not have size. The fact that consciousness is experienced along
with its contents (sahopalambhaniyamd) does not prove the
identity of objects with consciousness, since in general we
have simultaneous experience of more than one thing.

III. 1.12 (E610-611) According to scripture those who
performed good deeds during their lifetime reach, after death,
the region of the moon where they obtain a new body so that
they can enjoy the results of their acts. Those who perform
prohibited acts, after death reach hell (the world of Yama).

Objection: Since reaching the region of the moon is
meant for obtaining a body to consume the results of one's
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past acts, the person performing both right and wrong deeds
should reach the same region to obtain a physical body.

Answer: To get a sättvika body one has to go to the
region of the moon, whereas for obtaining räjasa or tämasa
bodies one need not go there. One who performs wrong deeds
will go to one of the seven hells and there alone will get an
appropriate body in accordance with his past deeds.

III.1.22-27 (E615-621) The question is raised: What
exactly is meant by scripture when it is said that beings return
to earth in the form of various kinds of grains and plants?

In answering, Vacaspati discusses the purpose of sacrifice.
Sacrifice facilitates promoting one's good deeds and is
therefore instrumental for good results. If in a sacrifice killing
is involved, that killing cannot be instrumental to good results;
on the contrary, it is detrimental to one. Vacaspati discusses
the result of a killing involved in a sacrifice. It is argued that
even such a killing is instrumental for experiencing undesirable
results, and to experience these results, when that agent
returns to earth, he deserves to be found in unconscious
physical forms like grains and plants.

III.2.7-9 (E629-637) Vacaspati rejects the view (which he
construes as an opponent's) that the jiva resides during deep
sleep in any of the three places mentioned: an artery, the
heart, and Brahman. It cannot enter into Brahman literally in
any case, and the reference is thus only figurative. The "entry"
is only temporary because it has not been achieved through
knowledge of the truth, because ignorance still holds sway.
Ignorance continues even during the period of deep sleep.

III.2.22-30 (E652-659) The discussion revolves around
Upanisadic statements expressed through two negations (e.g.,
"not this, not this"). Vacaspati proposes three alternatives. (1)
One is that what is meant is the rejection of the existence of
Brahman and the two apparent forms of Brahman, viz.,
concrete-which includes the three elements earth, water and
fire--and nonconcrete-such as space and wind. (2) The second
possibility is that what is rejected is Brahman itself and not the
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apparent forms, (3) The third is that only the two forms are
rejected, not Brahman.

Objection: (1) and (2) are correct, (1) since there are
two negations, one of the forms and the other of Brahman
itself, and (2) since these forms are supported by different
instruments of knowledge and Brahman is not supported by
any instrument, the negation is only of Brahman.

Answer: (1) is incorrect since it would lead to the theory
of the void (sünyaväda), which was already rejected. Väcaspati
rejects (2) on the basis that negation is justified only of such
a thing which on account of ignorance does not really exist.
Since Brahman's existence is proved by many scriptural
statements it cannot be rejected« Therefore, alternative (3)
must be correct. And since for the Vedäntin verbal testimony
is the main instrument of knowledge, scriptural statements do
not need to be supported by other instruments.

II.2.37 (E664) Väcaspati points out that the discussion on
karma here is from the conventional point of view. The
question is whether karma can operate on its own or whether
it is dependent on some conscious agent, i.e., God. According
to Jaimini karma operates on its own. This view is sublated by
the view of Bädaräyana who points out that karma is
unconscious and as such cannot operate on its own but has to
be directed by God.

IIL3.26 (E720-726) Väcaspati explains the MImämsä's six
means for deciding on the relations between things spoken of
in the Vedas. They are: (1) direct assertion (sruti), (2)
implication (lingo), (3) syntactical connection (yäkya), (4)
context (prakarana), (5) position (sthänd) and (6) designation
(samäkhya). Among the six the preceding ones are stronger
than the later ones. Väcaspati explains with examples. If
assertion and implication can be applied, it will be assertion
that is the primary meaning.

The main topic of this section is freedom from merit and
demerit; nothing is mentioned about achievement of Brahman.
So the question is: what is the relation between achieving
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merit or demerit and the achievement of Brahman?
Objection: There is no relation. Gaining merit-or

demerit-does not imply the achievement of liberation.
Answer: Vacaspati employs various of the six Mimärnsä

rules (l)-(6) and shows that though the opponent also
employs them he does so incorrectly« Freedom from merit and
demerit immediately precedes, and so must imply,
achievement of Brahman.

IIL3.27-28 (E726-728) Can one attain freedom from
merit and demerit while on the path of the gods leading to
Brahman?

Opponent: In Kausltaki Upanisad 1.3 one is literally said
to be free from merit and demerit while on the path of the
gods.

Answer: But since understanding (vidya), which is
instrumental in one's gaining freedom from merit and demerit,
has already been achieved, one becomes free immediately after
one's freedom from physical bondage, before starting on the
path of the gods after death.

III.3.29-30 (E728-730) The question is whether the path
of the gods, mentioned in the context of the knower of the
qualified (saguna) Brahman, is to be followed even by one
who has realized qualityless (nirgund) Brahman.

Objector: According to the principle that one should
follow good things wherever they are available, the path of the
gods should be followed even by the one who has realized
nirguna Brahman, although it is not mentioned in this context
in scripture.

. Answer: Since one who realizes qualityless Brahman
becomes identified with that Brahman, he becomes
omnipresent. So there is no possibility of any movement,
which involves spatial limitations, and the question of
following a path does not arise for him.

Objection: A path (gati), being an effect, must have some
cause, e.g., merit, which leads to a good result» So if merit
along with demerit has already been destroyed, how can one
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be on the path (of the gods) at all? This section of the text
points out on behalf of some speaker that one's following the
path of the gods is not affected by merit. It is rather the effect
of the realization of the qualified Brahman. So the question of
his being on a path does not arise.

Answer: The path of the gods has been very clearly stated
to be an effect of the realization of the qualified Brahman.
Thus it cannot be the effect of merit. No sensible person after
studying the preceding section can raise an objection like this.

IIL3.32 (E732-735) The question is whether realization
of qualityless Brahman is instrumental for liberation or not.

Objector: Since so many seers are accepted to have
realized qualityless Brahman, and they are described in
scripture as having taken on various physical forms after their
death, such a realization cannot be instrumental for liberation.

Answer: Since there are various scriptural statements
supporting liberation by means of such a realization, the
opponent's view is not justified. Taking on different physical
bodies after death by those many seers who have realized
qualityless Brahman is the result of their residual karma
scheduled to be worked out in this life (prärahdhakarmd).
After exhausting such karma in various forms the seer attains
liberation as a result of his realization of qualityless Brahman.
He does not accumulate any further karmic residues although
he performs various acts. The examples cited by the objector
are rejected as referring to earlier stages in the lifetimes of
sages who would eventually-later on-achieve the qualityless
Brahman.

III.3.59-60 (E775-770) Väcaspati establishes that it is not
necessary to practice different types of meditation, as the
opponent claims, but that one should practice only one kind
of meditation. If one practices more than one meditation,
Väcaspati observes, one's mind will be disturbed. Such
meditations which do not aim at the direct realization of
Brahman may be performed even collectively. But the
meditation which is instrumental for direct realization of
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Brahman should be one only, the one that suits best.
IV.1.1-2 (E825-831) Väcaspati establishes in this section

that repeated direct realization of Brahman is necessary.
Perfection of realization depends on this repetition. Väcaspati
does not accept the traditional view that the great sentence
"tattvamasi" is instrumental for realization, because a
statement which has only indirect realization as its result
cannot produce any direct realization.1

IV.1.7-10 (E841-853) The only suitable position for
meditation is sitting, not walking or standing, since sitting
does not require any other effort.

IV.2.1-2 (E855-857) In ChUp VL8.6, where it is indicated
that "his voice goes into his mind", it is the functioning (yrtti)
of speech which is implied to be dissolved into the mind and
not speech itself. Any object can get dissolved only into its
material cause. Since the mind is not the material cause of
speech, speech cannot get dissolved into mind. Dissolution of
the functioning of speech is, however, accepted to be dissolved
into mind on the basis of common experience. While
contemplating some object one stops speaking, which shows
that the functioning of speech has stopped while the
functioning of the mind continues.

IV.2.8-11 (E861-863) The question is whether the

2The followers of Padmapada believe that the nature of the
realization, whether perceptible or not, is ascertained on the basis
of the nature of the content (yisaya) and not on the nature of the
instrument (pramänä). Since Brahman is self-illuminating It can
be realized directly by any means, including verbal testimony.
Verbal testimony is sometimes instrumental for even a direct
realization, as is clear in the case of dasamastvamasi ("you
yourself are the tenth man") when counting people in a group.
Verbal testimony can bring about direct realization in a few cases,
although generally verbal testimony leads to indirect knowledge
only.
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dissolution at pralaya of various entities culminating in their
dissolution into the self is absolute or not. Vacaspati decides
that it is not absolute, because otherwise after dissolution
everybody will be liberated, whereas liberation after pralaya
is impossible since false awareness continues. The seeds of all
the various elements in the form of the subtle body still exist,
furnishing a ground for future birth.

IV.3.1 (E872-874) Vacaspati establishes that there is only
one path through which one reaches Brahman, despite its
various names.

IV.3.2 (E874-876) Vacaspati establishes the intermediate
places that one passes on the way to Brahman, since the
accounts in the Upanisads do not appear unanimous.

IV.3.4-6 (E876-879) Objection: On the way to Brahman
a self has to experience something in each region, because
these regions are known as worlds (loka), a term which is only
applied to such places as are instrumental for the experience
of pleasure and pain by a self.

Answer: There is no proof in support of any such
experience. A self goes through these places without
experiencing anything.

IV.3.7-14 (E879-889) The question is whether a
meditator reaches the lower (nonomnipresent) or higher
(omnipresent) Brahman, because in the scripture only
"Brahman" is mentioned. Bädari proposes that it is the lower
Brahman, whereas Jaimini argues that it is the upper
Brahman. Vacaspati supports Bädari's view. His argument is
that the act of going (gati) can be made reasonable only if the
Brahman to be reached is not present where the self exists
before reaching it. This implies the absence of omnipresence
in that Brahman.

IV.4.5-7 (E894-896) "...Different standpoints". Vacaspati
records the three different views held by Jaimini, Audulomi
and Bädaräyana respectively. According to Jaimini "essential
nature" (svarüpa) means both the ideal nature as well as the
practical nature of the Self or Brahman, because of scriptural
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Statements supporting both natures. Audulomi, however,
believes that "essential nature" means only the ideal nature
and not the practical one, because the practical nature is
related to adjuncts (upädhi). But Bädaräyana disagrees,
because the practical nature is not denied to be the "essential
nature" in the scriptures.1

IV.4.11-14 (E898-899) Väcaspati records in this section
other views of Bädari, Jaimini and Bädaräyana. According to
Bädari the self having reached the world of Brahman
accomplishes everything by his mind itself, he is not at all
associated with any physical form or sense-faculties. Jaimini,
however, holds that such a self is associated with both a
physical form and sense-faculties as well on the basis of ChUp
VII.26.21, where it is stated that he becomes a single entity, a
threefold entity, etc., which implies different physical forms of
one and the same self. But Bädaräyana believes that since such
a self possesses a desire by which a mind is associated with
him along with physical form and sense-faculties as well, such
a strong desire inherent in the self can provide whatever he
wishes.

Väcaspati further explains that when such a self is
associated with mind alone he can accomplish everything
through his mind itself, as one does in the dream state.

IV.4.15-16 (E900-902) Väcaspati establishes that if there
are various forms of one self, this one self can illuminate all its
forms by virtue of being itself endowed with extraordinary
powers ("lordship", aisvarya). E.g., suppose one has many oil
lamps to light, one takes a single burning candle to light the
many wicks of the many lamps; just so, one and the same self
by means of his extraordinary powers may put different bodies

xTo others a liberated self may appear as an omniscient, all-
powerful entity, whereas a liberated self does not consi-der
himself as omniscient and all-powerful. That is perhaps why
Bädaräyana is not against the inclusion of the practical nature in
"essential nature".
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into operation.
Vacaspati further explains that such a self, although not

really liberated, is called "liberated" in scriptures because he is
going to be liberated very shortly. Thus while a self is in
brahmaloka he can possess various extraordinary powers.

IVi4.17-22 (E902-906) Vacaspati further suggests that the
extraordinary powers of a self reaching hrahmaloka do not
include the power of creating this universe, for that is not
supported by scripture. Although that one power is still
missing, and thus he is inferior to God, such a self does not
come back, because of the scriptural statement denying that he
comes back. God has just one more power, the power to create
the universe.

2.ANANYÄNUBHAVÄNANDA (945?), Atmatattva
A teacher of Prakäsätman and of Jnänaghana.. His date

depends on the dating of his pupils, vide infra. The Atmatattva
is ascribed to him on the basis of a sentence in Jfiänaghana's
Tattvasuddhi.14

Surendranath Dasgupta remarks that he "seems to have
written another commentary (on Samkara's Brahmasütra~
bhäsyd), called Sänrakanyäyama.nimälä."15

3.(NITYA)B0DHAGHANA (945?)
A teacher of Jnänaghana, his name appears on the

Srngeri list of descendants of Samkara as having lived between
773-848 A.D. However, this list starts from the assumption
that Samkara lived early in the 7th century, and cites
Bodhaghana as a pupil of Suresvara, whose dates it gives as
695-777. Since more recent scholarship (for which see the
discussion of Samkara's date in Volume II of our Encyclopedia,
pp. 115-117) suggests a date for Samkara about a hundred
years later than the Srngeri list assumes, our estimate of 945.
seems to fall in line with the implications of the list. No extant
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works of his axe known.

4.VIMUKTÄTMAN (1000), Istasiddhi
In his paper "Istasiddhi: an old Advaitic work" (published

in the Proceedings of the Seventeenth International Congress
of Orientalists, Oxford 1928, and also in the Journal of
Oriental Research 5, 1928, 326=332, and reprinted in M.
Biriyanna, Indian Philosophical Studies 2 (Mysore 1972), pp.
36-42), Mysore Hiriyanna establishes that the date of this
author Vimuktätman comes necessarily after Suresvara (since
he quotes Suresvara's Naiskarmyasiddhi IV.53) and before
Yamuna (whose Ätmasiddhi quotes the first stanza of the
Istasiddhi). Although the dates of both Suresvara and Yämuna
are not determinable with absolute certainty, the limits they
set on Vimuktätman's date seem to bring him pretty definitely
to the end of the tenth to the beginning of the eleventh
century.

Hiriyanna (ibid., 41-42) gives a brief and interesting
summation of the contents of the Istasiddhi as follows:

"Chapters 1-5: These are devoted to establishing the
doctrine of what is known as anirvacaniya-khyäti or the
Advaitic view of Error as against the views adopted in the
other systems. In other words, the aim of these chapters is to
defend the doctrine of Mäyä; and this doctrine, it appears, is
what is intended to be understood by the term ista occurring
in the title of the work. In these chapters is contained one of
the fullest expositions of the various theories of Error known
to Indian philosophy."

"Chapter 6: This discusses the problem of what
constitutes the äsraya or the seat of avidyä or Mäyä. As is well
known, there are two views here, some like Väcaspati
maintaining that the jiva is the äsraya, and others like
Suresvara holding that it is Brahman. The view taken here is
the latter."

"Chapter 7: This deals with the question whether there is
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only one jiva or many and in this connection reviews the
materialistic doctrine that denies the soul altogether,
pluralistic doctrines like the Nyäya that recognize many souls,
all being viewed as other than the Supreme, and that school
of Vedänta which assumes a relation of identity-in-difference
(bhedäbhedä) between the jiva and Brahman. The conclusion
reached is that there is only one jiva, which is no other than
Brahman itself associated with Mäyä."

"Chapter 8: This is about the nature of avidyä-nivrtti, the
disappearance or negation of avidyä, which is itself conceived
as neither sat nor asat. Granting avidyä, the opponent asks
how its disappearance which is required as a pre-condition of
release is to be conceived. This is a favourite question for the
critics of Advaita, who not only attack the doctrine of Mäyä
directly but also try to refute it indirectly by showing the
impossibility of conceiving the negation of avidyä. More than
one explanation of it is given here. One of them is that avidyä-
nivrtti is pancama-pmkära by which we have to understand
that it is neither sat nor asat, nor sadasat, nor other than sat
and asat but is of a fifth variety...This explanation of the
negation of avidyä is found in the first chapter of the work. In
the present chapter two other explanations are suggested as
alternative ones. They are: (i) that it may be equated with
Brahman itself on the principle that all negation is eventually
expressible in positive terms, and (ii) that it is anirvacanlya or
other than 'is' or 'is not' like avidyä itself. It is the first of the
three explanations that has come to be associated in Advaitic
tradition with the Istasiddhi"

Summary by Karl H. Potter and P.K.Sundaram

"E" references are to the edition, with Jnänottama's
Vivarana> by Krsnananda Sagara, published at Varanasi in
1986. "T" references are to P.K.Sundaram's translation,
published as Istasiddhi of Vimuktätman from Madras in 1980.
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"AE" signals summaries, and some explanatory material, taken
(with stylistic emendations) from another book by Prof.
Sundaram, Advaita Epistemology with special reference to
Istasiddhi Madras University Philosophical Series No. 11,
1968. Our summaries are largely quotations from these works,
but since the emendations are frequent we do not place them
in quotation marks here.

CHAPTER ONE

LI (El) To that (Self), realization of which through
scripture is sought by those who wish their desires attained
and their dislikes averted-offering obeisance I (now) explain
that (Self) so that they may obtain their desires through
immediate intuition of It, that (Self) which is of the nature of
bliss and which serves as the wall on which is painted the
fresco of the illusory appearance of a world beginning with the
mahat.

The Critique of Difference and the Establishment of Mäyä

(T2-4; AE, pp. 226-227) (Vimuktätman in the second
chapter of the Istasiddhi argues in a short passage that
difference among...objects.. .is not perceived... .When difference
is not established already, the...counterpositive is not
established. But if the counterpositive is not established,
difference is not established. Therefore, difference is not
perceived by the senses....because the. perceiving Self is never
an object of perception....(U)nlike Mandana's, Vimuktätman's
main interest is to show the untenability of any difference, and
nondifference for that matter, between the Self and objects,
Brahman and the world, and to demonstrate that the nature
of the world is inexplicable.)

(Objection:) (T)he difference between the inert object of
knowledge (drsya) and the Intelligent Seer (drfc) is patently
established by pramänas like perception, inference, etc. The
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inert appears as "this". The Advaitin himself holds that the
inert is not of the nature of intelligence. If inert things are
nondifferent from Intelligence, which is one only, even the
mutual differences among inert (things) will not be perceived.
But the fact is that they are perceived.

(Answer:) No doubt there is the perception of difference
m experience. But even the serpent is perceived in the rope
illusorily. So mere perception is not a sufficient reason to infer
the reality of difference. Thus, an elaborate analysis of this
notion of difference, which is so patent, has to be undertaken»

Critique of Difference

(E3-13; T4-6; AE228-229) The difference between the
cognizing Self and the inert object cannot be perceived, for the
simple reason that the seer (drk) is not perceptible. If the seer
were perceptible, it would become an object, and thus another
seer must be presupposed, and this will land us in infinite
regress.

Moreover, the cognition of difference requires awareness
of a substrate and a counterpositive < The imperceptible seer
can neither be the substrate nor the counterpositive.
Otherwise, the necessity for the cognition of both the referend
{armyogin) and the referent or counterpositive (pratiyogin)
being done away with, the difference of everything from
everything else will be instantly and simultaneously perceived
without any restriction, which is unreasonable. So one cannot
see the difference between the seer and the seen, one of which
is imperceptible.

Objection: The Self is imperceptible, yet it is, according
to the Advaitin, not unknown, since it is self-illuminating
(svaprakäsd). Therefore, the difference between the Self and
the world can be seen.

Answer: What is this difference? Is it (1) the essence of
the entities that differ, or (2) their attribute? If (1) then for
the perception of difference there will be no need for a
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counterpositive. Each object and its difference from others will
be known if the object is known« Even if a counterpositive is
admitted, in order to know the counterpositive, whose nature
itself is difference, another counterpositive will be needed, and
so on endlessly: thus nothing will be known. (2) If difference,
on the other hand, is the attribute of the entities that differ,
that attribute, too, is not different from its substrate, i.e., the
differing entity. So difference must be accepted as somehow
different from the substrate and cognized by a separate
cognition, like color, taste, etc. are. Color and taste, etc.,
though they do not belong to the essence of an object, yet are
the properties of the object and are known by separate sense-
organs. So, they are somehow different from the object. This
will obviously result in infinite regress. Difference as an
attribute must somehow differ from the substrate on the one
hand and the difference itself on the other, and so on.

Mutual Absence

(E13-16; T6-11; AE229-231) The seer is self-illuminating
(svaprakäsa). Its revelation is not dependent on a
counterpositive. Nor is there noncognition of it at any time.
For these reasons, as in the case of difference, so in the case
of mutual absence (itaretarähhäva), which is the ratio essendi
of difference, there is no basis in reason for the acceptance of
it between the Self and the world.

If difference and mutual absence are accepted as
perceptible, they are not the attributes of the seer. If they are
imperceptible, then they are not established at all. If they are
said to be self-illuminating they will be the same as the seer
and as such, not being dependent on a counterpositive, will
lose their character of mutual absence and difference. And for
the same reason they cannot be the essence (svarüpä) of the
seer. Nor can they be said to be the two forms of the seer,
which is one. Even accepting that they are (the two forms of
the seer), are they different or nondifferent from each other
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and from the seer? Either they cannot be different from each
other since they are nondifferent from the seer, or the seer
cannot be one because it is nondifferent from the two terms.
So either the seer will be split up into two, or all differences
among things will vanish....

Objection: Knowledge of the seer is seeing itself, and so
knowledge of the absence of the seer must be due to the
nonexistence of seeing. But the case with objects is different.

Answer: As against this, it is only to be asked; is the very
nonexistence of seeing the awareness of its nonexistence? Or
is there a different, positive awareness having the negation of
seeing for its content? To take the second first, there must be
some cause for the rise of this positive awareness. And here
the cause cannot be the usual noncognition of what is to be
obtained, etc., since the existence of seeing itself is knowledge
and, as seeing is always there, there can never be
nonawareness of it. Further, if the nonexistence or negation of
the seer is the noncognition of it, nonperception
(anupalahdhi), being an instrument of knowledge, cannot also
be its content. Its content must be another absence and not
itself.

The first alternative is unsound, because absence cannot
be identified with awareness.

Objection: Awareness of the substrate where the seer is
nonexistent is the cause of the awareness of the nonexistence
of a seer.

Answer: How can there be anything called "substrate"
when the counterpositive is not known? Moreover, as the seer
is eternally self-manifest, and for these reasons the negation of
seeing is not the content of any proof, consequently, (their)
mutual absence being impossible, difference between seer and
seen can never be established.

Critique of Nondifference

(E16-19; T1M8; AE231-234) Having shown that the
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difference of the visible world of objects from the seer is an
uncritical notion for which there is no basis in reasoning,
Vimuktätman proceeds to show that if the world of objects is
not different from the Self, it is not nondifferent from It also.
Denial of difference does not imply affirmation of
nondifference.

If there were complete identity of the world with the Self,
difference, which is the basis of empirical life and is obvious,
will have to be denied. The Advaitin does not deny the
obviousness of difference but only its being based on proof. In
the same way, nondifference between seer and seen, too, has
no proof. What difference can claim as its strength, viz., its
basis in all empirical usage, is not open for nondifference. It
(the nondifference of world and Self) is not even obvious.
With reference to duality and difference, even when they are
sublated, their obviousness will not perish, like that of the
double moon. Moreover, the Self is self-evident while objects
are established by extraneous instruments of knowledge. Thus
they cannot be the content of one and the same awareness,
which is necessary for any assertion of identity. If the seen is
one with the Self, there will be the Self alone and no seen,
and therefore there is no question of identity between them.
If the seer, the Self, is the same as the seen, there will be seen
alone and no seer and, since there will be no self-awareness,
nothing will be known.

Further, do (1) the identity of seer and seen and the
seer's awareness pertain to two things which are both existent
and both appear? or (2) is it in respect of one only which
exists and appears? or (3) is it that both being existent, one
alone appears? or (4) is one only existent but both appear?

Not (1). There cannot be any identity here, because the
existence of difference and the awareness of it are spoken of
as "two".

Objection: The other two, identity and the awareness of
it, exist, notwithstanding the existence of difference and its
awareness.
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Answer: Is the awareness of identity in reference to the
objects of the awareness of difference, or something else? If
the first, that, too, is only awareness of difference because of
having a common content. If the second, even then, the
awareness of identity is not of two things, but of only one
since it is different (by assumption) from the awareness of
difference and its contents, which should be two.

With regard to (2), since only one exists and appears,
there is no question of identity or its awareness in respect of
two. As for (3), though the second is there it does not appear.
There cannot be awareness of identity between two things,
one of which (the world) appears and the other (the Self)
does not,

Objection: The intelligent Self and the world of objects
appear together invariably, and thus an identity between them
can be asserted.

Answer: What is meant by this invariability of
appearance? It cannot be that the Self and the world are
cognised together in a single perception, because of the two,
the Self and the world, the Self is not an object of perception.
Again, the world cannot invariably be copresent with the Self
since the Self is eternal and the world is not. Moreover,
appearance together is intelligible only in the case of two
entities« Otherwise, the expression "together" becomes
meaningless.

The eternality and noncontentness of the intelligent Self
and the transient objectivity of the material world cannot be
said to appear together.

Yogäcära: Cognitions are noneternal, since there are
differences between the cognition of a pot and the cognition
of a cloth; they arise successively».

Answer: Since cognitions are self-revealed and thus not
contents of any awareness, and since if cognitions are
momentary, the earlier cognitions cannot be said to be the
contents of the later ones' (for they would have perished
before), there is no difference in cognition, and thus cognitions
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do not arise and perish.
Thus (3), viz*, that there are two existents but only one

appears, is rejected, as there cannot be nondifference between
them.

As to (4), since there is only one existence, there cannot
be anything like nondifference and the awareness of it for two.
Even assuming that two entities appear when really there is
only one, there cannot be nondifference between those that
appear as different. But how is it that two appear when one
exists? What is the one that exists? If it is the object, it cannot
be known because there is no conscious subject to know. If it
is the conscious Self, there is no possibility of difference since
this Self is impartite. Again, how can it be said that the world
of objects which appears does not exist? Thus, nondifference
cannot be affirmed between seer and seen.

Critique of Difference-cum-Nondifference

(E19-24: T18-24; AE234-237) A third course open now
is to say that the seen is neither different nor nondifferent
completely, but different-cum-nondifferent from the Self, the
seer. Even though there is difference between seer and seen as
seer and seen, there is identity between them and Brahman in
their reality-aspects, since Reality (Brahman) is one.

But it is not readily intelligible how, if they are the same
in Reality and Reality is one, mutual difference can still be
maintained, since the oneness of Reality will be compromised
thereby...

Objection: The identity with the Self is of an aspect
different from the aspect in which there is difference.

Answer: Then if these aspects are identical with seer and
seen, seer and seen cannot be different from Brahman
anyhow. Nor can there be difference of these aspects from one
another.. oa

Objection: A thing can have more than one form, as is
shown by experience. Gold, for example, is one, but its forms
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as various ornaments are many.
Answer: If what is given in experience is taken to be the

truth because it is found in uncriticized experience, then
everything that does not come under gross physical perception
will have to be denied, as the materialists deny the self for the
reason that no self is seen...

If one and the same thing, like gold, has many forms (or
aspects), are these forms seen to be different or nondifferent
or different-cum-nondifferent from the thing? First, if they are
seen to be different, then there are not many forms for the
thing because, by reason of this difference, there is no
coordination (sämänädhikaranya) of all these forms with the
thing. Moreover, if the forms are totally different from the
thing, how can they be called forms of that thing? Secondly,
if they are seen to be nondifferent, then to speak of different
forms of one thing is wrong.. Thirdly, if the aspects themselves
are said to be different-cum-nondifferent from the object, are
they different in one aspect and nondifferent in another, or
different-cum-nondifferent in the same aspect?....

Therefore, there is no proof for difference-cum-
nondifference between aspects on the one side and the object
on the other. But even if it were to be established, it will not
be by aspects that are essential to the object but by external
aspects. Thus, in the view that between the object and the
aspect there is difference in one aspect and nondifference in
another aspect, difference-cum-nondifference can never be
established. Therefore, to say that there is identity between
seer and seen in the Reality-aspect is also not sound.

If the world of perceptible objects is neither different, nor
nondifferent, nor different-cum-nondifferent from Brahman,
then what is its character? It is the product of inexplicable
mäyä, which cannot be brought under any of the above
categories, but is nevertheless given in appearance. The
argument of the Advaitin is that even illusions and errors in
epistemology partake of the inexplicability of their material
cause, viz., ignorance, as has been shown above. The
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establishment of anirvacanlyakhyäti by the Advaitin is more by
the refutation of the alternative theories, which try to explain
error by some positive instrument of knowledge and thus
cancel one another out, than by any positive assertion on his
own part.

(E24-32; T24-33) Similar problems arise in taking the
seer to be related by difference, nondifference, or difference-
cum-nondifference to the seen. So the conclusion has to be
drawn, that reality is unborn, endless, experience and bliss.

Objection: How can the Self be bliss? Bliss is pleasure.
Answer: "Bliss" here must be understood in a figurative

sense. The bliss that is the Self is reflected as in a mirror; the
reflections are what we know as pleasure (s), though its
apparent plurality is due to us, not to the Self. As in a dirty
mirror the purity of the object reflected does not shine
through, there is a similar relation between the pure bliss of
the Self and those pleasures we experience. That the Self is
love is also proved by scripture when we are told that for the
love of the Self the son is loved, etc.

(E32-37; T33-39) Objection: If the world of plurality is
nonexistent then both the karma and the jnäna sections of the
Vedas are unsupported; and by perception, etc., which provide
no knowledge since the objects that they cognize do not exist,
no establishment of Brahman is possible. If to avoid this you
admit that the world is real, then it must be either different,
nondifferent or different-cum-nondifferent from Brahman; if
not, there being no proof of Brahman even by Vedäntic texts,
it is unreasonable to suppose that by realizing Brahman one
will get worthwhile ends. So either there is no liberation or
another way of getting it should be sought.

Answer: The world is the product of mäyä, which is
inexplicable, and it is by its removal by Brahman-realization
that one may gain liberation. (A number of objectors' doubts
are raised and answered.)

Objection: How can scripture validly speak of an object
as existing if everything is the product of mäyä?
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Answer: I have spoken of this in my Pramänavritinirnaya
(apparently a lost'work?). It is as if the world were a painting.
Experience is the canvas, as it were: a canvas is not the
material cause or the nature of the painting, nor even its
transformation as a pot is of clay, nor is it a quality of the
canvas, even though the picture cannot be cognized apart from
the canvas.

(E37-39; T39-43) Objection: The (shell)silver1, mäyä, etc.
are accepted as cognized and are not inexplicable. Otherwise
people would not argue whether they are real or not« And the
cause of their arguing is not ignorance; ignorance concerns
what is not accepted, as cognized. Illusion-e.g., the
(shell)silver illusion-is not caused .by ignorance,, but by a
defect in one's senses.

Answer: 1.2. Some say the (illusory) silver is real, others
that it is not real, others yet that it is inexplicable. So the
question needs to be investigated.

1.3.There are three possibilities: because it couldn't
appear if it weren't real, it is real; because it couldn't be
sublated if it were real, it is unreal; and for the same reason
it is inexplicable.

There are three theories: ätrnakhyäti, akhyäti and
anyathäkhyäti. The first is briefly explained.

1.4. Ätmakhyätivädin: Since what is unreal is not
observed, and since only what is real is observed, the
(shell)silver must be real, since it is experienced. The notion
that it is external will be refuted later.

1.5. Because of the nonsublation of silver, and because
the (shell) silver experience could not be found illusory and
eventually sublated without one's having had an experience of
silver, this silver, some say, is a kind of awareness produced
from traces.

xThe expression "(shell)silver" will be used to refer to thq
imaginary silver that appears when a shell is mistakenly, construed
as silver.
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The (shell)silver is real, because it is experienced, like
real silver.,

Objection: The (shell)silver can't be real since it is
subiated.

Answer: What is subiated is the apparent externality of
silver, not silver itself̂  since silver exists.

L6. Akhyätivädin, a Präbhäkara MImämsaka: Since it is
impossible to cognize what is unreal, because it contradicts
cognition of what is real, on pain of being considered
unreliable there is no awareness of any unreal silver, nor
indeed any awareness of it "otherwise" (i.e., as being at. some
other place and/or time), as the anyathäkhyätiväda of Nyäya-
Vaisesika holds).

1.7. In the illusion ffthis is silver'1 the awareness of "this"
is the product of the senses, while the cognition of silver is
provided through memory, though its cognizer is not aware
that it is. Because of the nondiscrimination due to some
defect, the illusion occurs.

In error there are two awarenesses, not just one. One of
the two is the sensory awareness of what is designated by
"this". The other is the awareness of silver, which is aroused by
memory of silver's similarity with traces born of past
experiences of silvery colored things being silver (the metal),
though the cognizer is not aware that this judgment is due to
memory. Both these two awarenesses are true, but since they
are not distinguished there is the erroneous judgment that this
is silver.

(E40-44: T44-48) 1.8. Anyathäkhyätivädin, a Naiyäyika:
Since there is no error possible with respect to a single thing
that exists, and since one cannot experience what doesn't exist,
it is the shell itself that appears in the form of its own
absence. The shell, which exists, appears in the form of silver,
which also exists. But the judgment is erroneous because the
object known is not as it appears. It is not that an unreal
entity appears; what appears, silver, is quite real, but "the shell
appears in the form of its own absence'1, that is5 it appears to
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have properties which it does not have.
(E44-52; T48-57) 1.9. Advaitin: If the thing cognized is

real there is no error or sublation. If the thing (apparently)
cognized is unreal there can be no awareness at all of it, and
thus no sublation. Error is merely ignorance, (its content)
inexpressible properly as either real or unreal.

Objection: Thus you say that error, which is ignorance, is
caused by ignorance-but this leads to infinite regress, and so
there are no causes and effects..

Answer: No, since not all causal conditions are material.
A material cause continues to exist in its effect, but other
kinds of conditions do not continue to exist in their effects.
Otherwise an eternal condition could only have eternal effects,
and noneternal effects could only have noneternal causes. But
actually, the rule is that an effect comes into existence only
when its cause is there, not that it necessarily comes into
existence when its cause is there. (So ignorance, as cause,
does not necessarily breed ignorance as effect.) Cause and
effect are not simultaneous.

Objection: A cause must precede its effect; there must be
a cause-moment that precedes the earliest effect-moment. If
that cause-moment is the same as the effect-moment the
"cause" did not bring about the effect, so is not a cause. If the
cause-moment precedes the effect-moment, the effect only
exists when the cause is absent, so it doesn't need a cause.

Answer: Causes and effects are not necessarily
momentary. (A lengthy section claims that the doctrine of
universal momentariness is untenable for many reasons.) But
there is no problem with one of the causal conditions of things
(viz., the material cause, ignorance) being permanent (as long
as not all are).

(E52-62; T57-71) Objection: How can ignorance about a
shell be beginningless, since a shell has a beginning?

Answer: No problem, for ignorance is not located in the
shell but in consciousness, which is beginningless. That this is
so is based on experience {anubhavd), which is itself
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beginningless and changeless, being the witnessing
consciousness (säksicaitanyä).

Objection: If the objects of awareness are alike
inexplicable, what is cognized in Brahman-knowledge is not
known from any instruments of knowledge.

Answer: What is cognized in Brahman-knowledge is real.
Even though awarenesses are indeterminable like everything
else, they can be true or false depending on whether they have
veridical or nonveridical contents.

Objection: After one's ignorance about the shell's being
silver is corrected one still sees the silvery-colored thing, so
seeing the colored thing cannot be the product of ignorance.

Answer: No, when the ignorance is corrected one sees the
shell. Of course, later on there may be another mistaken
awareness of a shell's being silver; indeed, there may be
innumerable such cases. So ignorances are many.

Objection: Ignorance is just an absence, the absence of
knowledge.

Answer: How do you know? We can't perceive ignorance!
Objector: It is known by the instrument of knowledge

called "absence" (abhäva pramäna).
Answer: That instrument cognizes the absence of a

counterpositive which itself must be perceptible. So if the
awareness of ignorance cognizes ignorance as an absence it
must be as the absence of something perceptible. The
counterpositive of absence of ignorance, if it were possible,
would be the Self. But the Self is not perceptible.

If ignorance ^were the absence of knowledge it would
have to be either a prior, a posterior, or a mutual absence. It
cannot be a mutual absence (i.e., difference), since the
counterpositive of such an absence is something cognized and
the Self cannot be cognized. It cannot be a posterior absence,
since such an absence has a beginning and ignorance has no
beginning. And though it has no beginning but does have an
end, ignorance is not necessarily a prior absence, just as
darkness is not necessarily the prior absence of light, since it
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has both a beginning and an end.
(E62-72; T71-81) The word "jiiäna" can mean either the

noninert enlightenment (ajada bodha) or a fluctuation of
awareness (cittavrtti). The first is the primary meaning, the
other secondary. "Brahmajnäna" ("Brahman-knowledge") is to
be understood as having as its primary meaning knowing that
actual object, Brahman, alone, which can remove ignorance.
Secondarily, it means the fluctuation of awareness concerning
Brahman. Thus, e.g., the truth of an awareness is due to its
having an actual thing as its content, and not because it is
itself real by nature. Thus just as a fire born of wood burns the
wood and itself subsides, Brahman-knowledge, though born of
ignorance, destroys ignorance and itself subsides.

Objection: Just as ignorance about a shell can reappear
after it has been earlier removed, so ignorance about Brahman
may reappear after Brahman-knowledge has been achieved.

Answer: No, for ignorance is beginningless; it has no
cause and no beginning. So once it is removed it cannot
return, nor another ignorance arise. However, since all aspects
of a shell are not illuminated by a sublating awareness at a
particular time, one does not gain final release by correcting
just one error.

Objection: So ignorance has parts-thus it must be an
effect. (But you said it was beginningless!)

Answer: No. Unlike a shell, Brahman has no aspects or
forms, so once Brahman-knowledge has been gained its
opposite, ignorance, cannot reappear again, since there is no
one left to cognize ignorance. Brahman-knowledge removes
ignorance totally.

Objection: If Brahman does not change, even though It is
self-illuminating, and ignorance accompanies It, removal of
ignorance merely leaves Brahman as before-and since before
it was capable of co-existing with something else, why not
now? especially since you yourself view liberation as consistent
with further rebirths.

Answer: There is no proof of future rebirths for a
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liberated person, though the process of gaining liberation is
gradual and allows for partial removals of ignorance. And even
after realization life may continue because of the force of
karma whose fruits were slated to be experienced in the
present life (prärabdhakarmä).

Objection: The traces of past actions will cause a
liberated person to remain embodied, just as fear and running
away from a snake wrongly imagined in a rope can be caused
by traces of the snake-illusion.

Answer: No, that is not a proper analogy, since in the
former case ignorance is gone, while in the latter it is still
present. Anyway, the snake illusion does not arise again once
the rope has been correctly cognized, or if it does it is because
of traces, whereas here ex hypothesi no more traces are
possible since the agent is liberated.

Objection: There is no problem with accepting a
residuum (lesyd) of ignorance. capable of producing the
appearance of karmic results even in the liberated knower.

Answer: True, but that residuum is not strong enough to
produce rebirth in a new body. Various quotations from
scripture as well as Brahmasütra IV.3.7 are cited in support.

(E72-76; T81-86) Objection: The only thing that exists is
the world. It is real. So there is no bondage and no liberation
at all! And thus to talk of inexplicability, ignorance, etc. is
wrong and unnecessary.

Answer: That is wild! In saying it you are trying to
liberate me from the bondage that is my (presumed)
confusion. So you'must assume there are such things as
bondage, that is, error, and liberation from that, that is, truth.
We have shown in what precedes that in order to make sense
of all this one must assume that the world is caused by
inexplicable ignorance. And just as ordinary error needs to be
sublated by an unreal sublater, so also in the case of the
world-illusion.

Objection: Though what is sublated is unreal, the sublater
must be real, since it produces knowledge (bodhaka).
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Answer: No, for this will contradict scripture.
(E76-87; T86-98) Objection: You have argued that the

universe is inexplicable.. But if so, liberation by knowledge is
impossible, since what knowledge removes is falsehood, not
inexplicability. So either liberation is gained through action or
not at all. For you the removal of ignorance cannot be real,
unreal, real-cum-unreal or inexplicable, as you have yourself
shown. So what is it?

Answer: It is inexplicable.
Objection: That it is inexplicable is inexplicable.
Answer: That is correct.
(E87-116; T98-129) Arguments against the major

alternative theories of error are reviewed. The conclusion
drawn is that only anirvacaniyakhyäti is tenable.

1.10 (E116; T129) Only what constitutes error is
sublated, not everything. Error has a locus, and so what is
sublated also has a limit (i.e., not everything is sublatable).

1.11 (E118; T131) (Objection:) Since there is no silver (in
the (shell)silver illusion) it (the "silver) cannot be cognized.
Mere cognition might occur, along with the shell. But then
there is no cognizer.

(Answer:) True, but there is a cognizer of the shell.
1.12 (E119; T132) What still appears after sublation has

not been sublated; it still exists here. But what was sublated
does not (actually) exist at any time or place.

Thus, the momentary silver alleged by the
ätmakhyätivädin doesn't reappear at another moment or
another place; remembered existent silver does not appear in
the sublating awareness (pace the akhyätivädiri) (and memory,
not being an instrument of knowledge, cannot sublate); and
it is not the case that only what is nonexistent appears in the
sublating awareness (as the asatkhyätivädin claims), since the
thing denoted by "this", which exists, is what appears there.

1.13 (E120; T133). That (erroneous) silver does not
appear anywhere else, but being sublated it is presumed that
it exists somewhere else. But since there is no such silver its
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appearance here does not warrant the presumption that it
really exists somewhere else.

1.14 (E120; T134) If one could only cognize what exists,
then one might as well presume that whatever appears in a
place actually exists in that place.

1.15. (Objection:) But since it is sublated there it must be
presumed that it could not have existed there.

(Answer:) No, since it was cognized there. If even an
uncognized thing is supposed to exist what is the difference
between existence and nonexistence?

1.16 (E122; T136) Sublation at a place presumes that it
was assumed to exist there-otherwise it could not be sublated
there. It is for this reason (viz., that it is assumed to exist
there) that it cannot be sublated at some other place or time,
not because it exists there.

1.17 (E123; T137) If an existent thing appears, how can
it be sublated? If something appears, how can it be
nonexistent? So the silver in the shell is inexplicable, neither
existent nor nonexistent. That is clear.

1.18 If the object cognized exists as it appears there is no
need to presume existence-otherwise (anyathä, the Nyäya
view). If it does not exist as it appears there is nö reason to
presume existence-otherwise either. It is not impossible that
what doesn't exist should appear to, since the sublating
awareness may itself be erroneous.

1.19 (E123; T138) 1.19. How does existence-otherwise
help explain why something appears here and now? To
explain the appearance through ignorance, however, the
existence of something having an unknown form might be
useful.

L20 (E124; T140) 1.20. (Objection:) What exists appears
as nonexistent too. So existence-otherwise is the cause of an
existent thing's appearing both where it is and where it is not.

(Answer:) Then why was existence-as-silver experienced?
The shell is experienced already.

L21 (E125; T140) 1.21. If explanation of error and
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sublation can be gained by assuming only one entity,
assumption of two is not required. If silver exists as well as the
shell, why does the silver not appear also in the sublating
awareness?

1.22 (E125; T141) "Asatkhyäti" is not possible since what
doesn't exist at all {asat) is not cognized. Saying "This is so-
and-so" is proper only when a thing and its property are
cognized.

1.23 (E126; T142) The Self, which is self-illuminating, is
said in scripture to be uncognizable. But nonexistence {asat)
is not like that. If it were it would be the Self, and nothing
else is like the Self.

1.24. If nonexistence is not cognized as distinct from
existence how could it be cognized as "nonexistence"? So, to
say that nonexistence does not appear is like saying "my
mother is barren".

1.25. (Objection:) What is nonexistent appears only as
nonexistent, not as existent.

(Answer:) No, for then asatkhyäti is not precluded; only
anyathäkhyäti will be.

1.26 (E128; T144) (Objection:) It is the existent that
appears otherwise (anyatha), not the nonexistent.

(Answer:) Why?
(Objector:) Because anything other than a nonexistent is

not of the nature of nonexistence, and a cognition of such a
thing must be a cognition of an existent.

(Answer:) That applies to existence also.
1.27 (E129; T144) (Objection:) How can a nonexistent,

having no contact with a sense-organ, appear in a sensory
illusion?

(Answer:) How can an existent, occupying another place,
come into contact with a sense-organ?

1.28. (Objection:) An existent can come into contact
because of defects (in the sense-organs).

(Answer:) So you just as we do accept the appearance of
a nonexistent as well. Furthermore, the silver that appears in
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an illusion does not exist in that way any more for anyone
anywhere.

1.29 (E130; T145) Those who accept nonexistence as
existing must accept asatkhyäti.

(Objection:) The nothing (tuccha) (or the inexplicable)
is what we reject.

(Answer:) First you'd better define what you reject!
1.30 (E130; T146) (Objection:) You said that what is

nonexistent does not appear. How can you say that?
(Answer:) Basing myself on what is accepted through

ignorance, I reject that it (inexplicability) is established by
reasoning (yukti).

1.31-32 (E133; T148) Since you reject others1 arguments
just as we reject difference, you also will have to accept
ignorance. If it is not at first accepted, ignorance cannot be
eliminated. An existent object should not be immune to being
attacked by reasoning.

1.33 (E133; T149) So, error requiring ignorance, let all
disputants accept that the silver in the shell is just mäyä.

1.34 (E134; T149) What is called, in scripture and smrti,
mäyä and avidyä is the material cause (prakrti) of the
universe. From it come errors, illusions of mäyä (tnäyämäyä).

1.35 (E134; T150) The absence of duality and the
awareness of it, and the inexplicability of mäyä are supported
by scriptural statements such as "there is no plurality here",
etc.

1.36 (E135; T151) The effect does not occur in a place
other than its cause. In "He sees many, as it were", the "as it
were" indicates this.1

1.37 (E137; T153) The first part of the passage (alluded
to, viz., "he sees many, as it were") speaks of seeing duality in
the state of ignorance; the rest of the passage states the
impossibility of duality when there is knowledge.

According to P.K.Sundaram this passage concerns the views of
Bhäskara.
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Objection: If there is no seer and nothing is seen there is
nothing inert nor noninert, and so sublation is impossible.

1.38. Even though there are neither seer nor seen there
is the unchanging vision of the Self, because there are texts
that speak of It (quoted).

1.39 (E138; T154) It is not intelligible otherwise how
bondage, or the silver, can be removed by knowledge.
Scripture knows no other cause, nor is one proper.

1.40 (E138; T155) If liberation were made out of
bondage, or the shell out of silver somehow, then there could
be no destruction of bondage, and, if the silver is real like the
clay which makes a pot, awareness of the silver would not
constitute an illusion and there is no sublation.

1.41 (E139; T155) A positive entity cannot exist
otherwise, a nonexistent cannot be destroyed. This will be
discussed later, and is not proved here.

1.42 (E139; T156) (Objection:) Now if there is
inexplicability, since the silver is (according to you) neither
real nor unreal, appearance and sublation are both impossible.
How can there be existence unless there is non-nonexistence?

1.43 (E140; T156) So inexplicability is unreasonable. Nor
is it found in scripture, which is never unreasonable, and
speaks of existence.

1.44 (E140; T157) Answer: You too do not accept the
origination and destruction of what is nonexistent without
assuming inexplicability. How can what exists be born or
destroyed?

L45. Scripture does not confirm the origination and
destruction of existence and nonexistence. But it does confirm
the origination and dissolution of the universe. So
inexplicability is confirmed by both scripture and reasoning.

1.46 (E141; T158) If what exists could be sublated why
isn't the shell sublated? If both are aspects of a thing-the
aspect that is sublated and the one that is not--why are not
both illusory?

1.47. If the (shell)silver exists, a person of normal vision
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should see it like any other silver. Since such a person does
not see it when it is sublated, that (shell)silver is not existent.

1.48 (E142; T159) (Objection:) You (Advaitins) say that
everything is may a. But illusion and sublation are viewed alike
by both of us. We both agree that there is a difference
between them, e.g., in the case of dream and waking
experience.

1.49 When one wakes up every element of experience
vanishes, just as when one wakes up from a dream the dream-
experiences vanish. (Likewise,) the fire of Brahman-knowledge
burns up the ignorance that is its cause.

1.50 (Answer:) The difference between illusion and
sublation is not reasonable for you, and even more so the
difference between reality and unreality.

(Objection:) But it is observed!
(Answer:) Yes, but it is not correctly observed.
1.51 (E143; T160) That the nothing (tucchd) can appear

must be accepted by one who does not accept mäyä even if it
is not desired, since there is no silver at all in or related to the
shell.

1.52 (Objection:) The nothing does appear, since that is
what its sublation requires. A sublating awareness does not
sublate a real entity; it only manifests reality.

1.53 (E144; T161) If a sublating awareness only
illuminates what is real there can be no error. Where is the
sublation? So, since an awareness of what is real cannot
sublate another awareness of what is real, illusion must be the
cognition of a nonexistent as being existent.

1.54 But something nonexistent cannot appear as existent.
(Answer:) Then there can be no sublation, since a

sublation itself reveals that what appeared does not exist.
1.55 (E144; T162) The statement that a nothing cannot

appear contradicts the appearance of (the) nothing.
(Asatkhyätivädin:) If it doesn't appear how can its

nothingness be determined? Why shouldn't it be something
else?
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L56 (E146; T163) The cognition of a nothing should be
welcomed by all parties, those who believe in the existence of
falsity as well as those who think that it as well as its
sublation is mäyä. An illusory thing does not exist in the way
it appears to; that is why it is illusory.

L57 (E146; T154) Even though the silver exists in the
form of the Self (according to you Advaitins), it does not exist
as silver. Even though it exists (for you) in its unmanifest form
it does not exist as manifest.

1.58 (E147; T165) Now if manifest and unmanifest form
are the same thing then a thing must be one or the other
forever or never. If they are different, then the manifestation
of what is unmanifest is not certain. So only nonexistents are
born from nonexistents, and there is no place for
inexplicability.

1.59 (E148; T166) Inexplicability is not found anywhere,
and it is not reasonable. So "inexplicability", since it doesn't
exist, is nonexistent, since nonexistence is the opposite of
existence.

1.60 When one says "this is not existent", no one asks
whether it is meant that this is nonexistent or inexplicable.
Furthermore, since there is identity between cause and effect
(on your view) and inexplicability, how does one tell which is
which (cause or effect).

1.61 (El49; T166) (Your) scriptures say "nonexistence
alone", "this was nonexistent only". Liberation is said to be the
absence of (conscious) identification (samjria), so nonreturn is
possible.

1.62 (E149; T167) (Answer:) (All) this is not right.
Nonexistence cannot be established without appeal to the
inexplicable mäyä, so do not bother us further. Since
asatkhyätiväda is a more difficult view, what are its prospects?

1.63 (E150; T168) If there exists an absence different
from an entity how can it be empty? If it does not exist, there
can be no awareness of it. How can nonexistence be existent?

1.64 (Asatkhyätivädiri): So, for each of us "existent" and
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"nonexistent" mean different and opposite things.
1.65 (E151; T169) (Answer:) The nonexistence spoken of

by me is just that which is established by mäyä. I have already
shown the world to be the product of mäyä.

1.66 (E153; T171) But your "nonexistence" is not mäyä.
So you should show how mäyä is different from existence and
from nonexistence. Do not preclude möyä's being inexplicable
as either existent or nonexistent.

1.67 (E153; 1172) The statement "nonexistence nonexists"
does not mean that there is no nonexistence but only speaks
of what nonexistence is (viz., nonexistent). It doesn't refer to
some existent other than nonexistence.

1.68 And when we say "there is a nonexistent different
from existents" the "is" does not imply that nonexistence exists,
any more than when you say "mäyä exists" (you are referring
to some nonexistent as existent).

1.69 (E154; T172) (Objection:) The difference between
the existent and the nonexistent is only because of their lack
of identity and not because difference from nonexistence
resides in the existent.

(Answer:) We have already answered that.
1.70 (E156; T175) You yourself said that everything is

existent only. So what need I add?
(Objection:) I said "and not because difference from

nonexistence resides in the existent".
(Answer:) But if there is no second (since you hold there

is only nonexistence) what can you mean by "and"?
1.71 (E157; T175) If being nonexistent is just a second

kind of existence, what is the third kind? A second kind of
existence is unreasonable-what shall we say about
nonexistence being existent?

1.72 (E158; T176) If a nonexistent is signified by a word
then it is different from that word and it exists, since there
cannot be a signifier-signified relation between nondifferent
things nor can a nonexistent be signified.

1.73-74 (E158; T177) (Grammarian:) The word itself is
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the signified.
(Answer:) It's not like that. A single thing can be either

the signifier or the signified but not both, since by signifying
a sound's function is complete; it cannot then be the signified.

(Grammarian:) Signifier and signified are two aspects of
a sound.

(Answer:) Then the signified is not signified by a
signifier.

1.75 (£160; T179-180) (Grammarian:) The speaker and
what is spoken of are both manifestations (yivarta) of
Brahman as language (sabdabrahmari).

(Answer:) No, for scripture tells us that Brahman is not
language.

1.76 (E163; T183) If Brahman were the meaning of the
word "language (sabda)" then Brahman would not be the Self.
And since language is known as a referent of "that" one would
conclude "I am not Brahman".

1.77-78 (E164; T184) A nonexistent cannot be signified,
since it is nonexistent. Therefore the sound "nonexistent" is not
a signifier. So, if the word "nonexistence" means nonexistence,
nonexistence cannot be empty, because emptiness is
unknowable. So a sound cannot signify emptiness, since there
is no awareness without a content.

1.79 (E164; T185) If emptiness is cognized by awareness
(buddhi) there must be something other than awareness, since
an awareness does not cognize itself.

1.80 (E165; T185) If awareness were to cognize itself
there would be self-dependence. If awareness is not cognized
how can it be supposed to exist?

1.81 If an awareness is cognized by another awareness
then there will be infinite regress.

1.82 (El65; T186) If an awareness' content is that
awareness itself no awareness will be born or die. If it dies no
awareness can exist at all, since there being no preceding
awareness there can be no Succeeding one.

1.83 If awareness has its own self, or a part of itself, as
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its content, then it can come to be only after it already has
come to be. Actually, if it does not exist it can have no self or
part. If it exists, it will be eternal

1.84 Awareness is not contentless (nirälambanä) since it
arises having a content. If what is cognized by awareness is
empty it should be accepted as inexplicable.

1.85 (E166; T187) Awareness of the essential nature of
emptiness is impossible since it is empty. How then can it be
cognized as existing? How can there be illusion?

1.86 If you think that emptiness can appear in the form
of existing silver you will still run afoul of an ocean of defects.

L87 Is this silver that appears in emptiness intrinsic
(svatah) or not? If intrinsic it cannot not appear there. But if
it is not intrinsic to emptiness it is not empty.

1.88 (E167; T186) (Then) the apprehension of emptiness
in the silver will be an illusion, and so the silver will not be
sublatable. Also, awareness of that silver will not be an
illusion, since its content is (for you) an actual entity (viz.,
emptiness).

1.89-90 When the silver gets destroyed, since it is
identical with emptiness, emptiness will also get destroyed. If
not, the silver-nature must be something acquired. Now if it is
acquired-if, say, the silver though existent elsewhere it
appears here (as empty), then you must accept that there can
be awareness of something existent being empty, and then
why don't you accept the emptiness of the shell too?

1.91 (E167; T189) (Objection:) Silver that exists
elsewhere and/or at some other time appears in emptiness.

(Answer:) Then silver appears, not emptiness, since they
are different.

1.92 (E168; T189) If error and sublation both have as
their locus emptiness, then, though an error precedes its
sublation, there is no temporal precedence in emptiness-error
and sublation must both always be there, or never.

1.93 (Objection:) Emptiness having the nature of silver
only appears (when there is error).
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(Answer:) If that is so, there is no error. One correctly
judges that there is emptiness in the silver, just as one judges
there is clay in a pot, etc.

1.94 (E168; T190) Emptiness cannot originate, since it is
without parts. It can't originate since there is supposedly
nothing other than it. If it had parts it would be noneternal
and existent like the pot. And if it takes the form of silver how
can it then appear as a snake?

1.95 (E169; T190) The snake cannot be born from
emptiness if emptiness has become silver.

(Objection:) The silver is born while emptiness remains.
(Answer:) Then emptiness never originates.
1.96 (E639; T190-191) And if emptiness is born as

something else while remaining what it is, it will either be
always being born, or born only once in its history. Likewise,
its destruction must be either always or just once.

1.97 (E169; T191) (Objection:) Then let its origination
and destruction be simultaneous.

(Answer:) No, for origination must precede destruction.
Since origination and destruction preclude each other they
cannot occur together.

1.98 (E170; T192-193) If emptiness remains what it is,
the silver cannot be born from it. And if the silver is something
else, talk of emptiness is pointless for you.

1.99 (E170; T193) (Objection:) Emptiness, which was
destroyed (as silver), is born again and becomes the snake.

(Answer:) From what is it born again? Not from the
silver, since that (silver) is the product (of emptiness).

1.100 (E171; T193) If emptiness were born from the
silver then it will be by nature silver, not emptiness! Emptiness
cannot be born while the silver still persists, since as long as
there is something not everything is empty.

1.101 (E171; T194) Even after the silver has perished
how can emptiness be born from that silver? And it can't arise
from the silver's destruction, since that (destruction) has not
perished. It was shown earlier that nothing arises from the
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destruction of destruction.
1.102 (Objection:) The silver's destruction is the

origination of its emptiness.
(Answer:) How can the destruction of silver be there

when the silver is there? On the other hand, if there is no
silver there, there cannot be destruction of it. Therefore, what
exists cannot be destroyed.

1.103 (E172; T195) Likewise, emptiness' destruction is
not the origination of the silver.

L104 So what is nonexistent neither originates nor is
destroyed. So how can there be origination or destruction?
Scripture too does not ascribe them to emptiness.

1.105 (E173; T196) (Objection:) But liberation is the
attainment of emptiness.

(Answer:) If emptiness is newly gained by a liberated
self, how can rebirth cease? (or not cease? the text is
ambiguous). And why should doubts about possibly returning
to existence occur, since doubts can only arise while one is
bound.

1.106 (E173; T197) Since (as we have just argued) even
inert objects are not empty, how much more so for the
conscious cognizer. Indeed, the classification of existence and
nonexistence is only possible where there is a cognizer.

1.107 (E174; T197) Since scripture says the Self is
imperishable, in passages speaking of destruction only the
termination of conceptual identifications (samjna) is meant.

1.108 (E174; T198) That termination is not emptiness,
since the causes of awareness persist. If they too were empty
the rise again (after death or after pralaya) of awarenesses
would not be reasonable.

1.109 (Satkäryavädin:) That (same) cause alone which
was unmanifest {avyakta) and becomes manifest (yyaktd) is
the effect. If they (cause and effect) were different they
couldn't be related as cause to effect, any more than a horse
and a goat are.

1.110 (El74; T199) The same thing that was unmanifest
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is manifest; otherwise no manifestation is possible. When there
is nothing manifested there is no manifestation. And what is
once manifested cannot again be manifested.

1.111 (E175; T199) The manifest does not differ from the
unmanifest before manifestation because the unmanifest is not
proved (to be there) earlier. If only nondifferent things could
manifest themselves, why would things be different after
manifestation?

1.112 (E175; T200) (Objection:) If the unmanifest, when
it becomes manifest, does not become different, then what is
its manifestness? And if there is a difference, then why is the
manifest not different from the unmanifest?

1.113 (Satkäryavädin:) Don't worry. There is no difference
between them prior to manifestation. And subsequent to
manifestation where is there any difference, and from what?

1.114-115 (E176; T201) If the difference was earlier
absent and originates now (at the time of manifestation) it
cannot be a difference in the unmanifest. There can be no
relation between nonexistents • and the unmanifest. And
without any relation they cannot be established. So it is not
that emptiness originates, nor does what exists become empty.

1.116 (El76; T202) Scriptural and traditional texts are
cited to show that something does not originate from
nonexistence.

1.117-118 (E176; T202-203) (Sadvädin:) Now if the
manifest exists in and is nondifferent from the manifest, why
isn't it there always? If they exist simultaneously how can
nonmanifestation be avoided? If manifestation of something is
unmanifest then manifestation is not manifest! If manifestation
is manifest there is infinite regress. So the view that the cause
exists (prior to the effect: satkäryavädä) is mistaken.

1.119 (E177; T203) (Answer:) True; it is so. That is why
I said that they (both the sat- and asat-käryavädd) relate to
what is inexplicable. Both the manifest and the unmanifest I
am referring to are superimpositions of mäyä.

1.120-121 (E178; T204-205) That (mäyä), being
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(actually) inexplicable, is spoken of as existing or not existing.
But if emptiness were to be assumed (to be the nature of
things) there could be no awareness or language of any sort
concerning it, not even through mäyä, since only what exists
is mäyä. If mäyä were characterized by emptiness there would
be no chance of destroying it. There can be no destruction of
nonexistence since understanding cannot occur given (only)
nonexistence.

1.122 (El 79; T205) Understanding destroys the ignorance
about the object ofthat understanding alone, and exists in the
person where that ignorance resided. The not-self, even if it
exists, cannot have understanding because it is inert; how
much more so when it doesn't exist!

1.123 (E179; T206) For the one who is ignorant and
cognizes erroneously there can be understanding. But the
inert, being a content of awareness, cannot cognize, and so is
not ignorant.

1.124 Error is for the ignorant; he is bound and (can be)
liberated. For the inert there are no values, and it can have no
understanding.

1.125 (E180-187; T207-215) One of confused awareness
cannot know that he is ignorant. Ignorance is not the content
of an instrument of knowledge, since experience of it precedes
the use of the instruments of knowledge.

Therefore, since ignorance is beginningless, it must reside
in the Self which is beginningless.

(Objection:) How can inert ignorance reside in the
noninert Self?

(Answer:) Well, ignorance cannot be the Selfs essential
nature, but it must be in it. As we said, the inert cannot be
ignorant.

(Objection:) That an (inert) pot, say, is ignorant can be
proved from the fact that after it becomes known it can be
inferred that it was not known earlier.

(Answer:) No, for there can be no inference about an
unknown pot.
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(Objection:) An instrument of knowledge can only make
an unknown object known; it cannot prove its unknownness.
But that unknownness is self-established as prior to the use of
an instrument of knowledge.

(Answer:) But one cannot know an unknown object prior
to its becoming known by some instrument, which instrument
itself must be known prior to its use. And an instrument is
self-established prior to its use.

1.126 (E187; T215) There is no ignorance in emptiness or
in the inert. They do not err. And in any case, error in the
object seen does not affect the seer-that would overextend.

1.127 (E187; T216) (Objection:) (It does not overextend
since) only when the seer is ignorant is he affected by the
ignorance in the object.

(Answer:) Then the ignorance in the object is
unnecessary.

(Objection:) Unless there is ignorance in the object the
(shell-) silver will not appear.

(Answer:) No, since in a dream (of (shell)silver)
1.128 (E188; T217) there is no shell; awareness of

(shell) silver at that time is not caused by ignorance residing in
a shell. The awareness of shell, like that of silver, results from
the Selfs ignorance.

1.129 (E190; T219) An awareness of silver, born of the
Selfs ignorance, of what is a shell is said to be an erroneous
awareness of the shell, just as a pot born of the Self and being
a state of clay is said to be the product of clay.

1.130 (E190; T220) Just as during a dream nothing is
sublated though the dreams are the products of ignorance, so
it is likewise in the waking state before Brahman-knowledge;
after that there is the sublation of everything.

1.131 (E191; T220) So ignorance in the inert or empty is
pointless, because errors (there) are impossible. Proof of their
unknownness and nonconsciousness is pointless, since those
are the very nature (of the inert and emptiness).

1.132 (E191; T221) If emptiness or inertness are
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unknown or nonconscious through ignorance then
unknownness and ignorance will be sublated by knowledge,
like the (shell) silver.

1.133 The result will be that the Self-known appears
through ignorance as inert, empty, known and unknown, and
there will be nothing else,

L134 because knownness and knowing are directly
possible only in the Self, not in what is inert or empty. So it
follows that the Self alone appears to be known and to know
because of ignorance.

1.135 (E192; T222) Knowing and knownness are directly
possible only given the self-illuminating Self, but they cannot
coexist in one thing. The knower is not knowable.

1.136 (E192; T223) (Objection:) How can the self-
illuminating Self be involved with ignorance, any more than
darkness with the sun?

1.137 (E193; T223) (Answer:) Because ignorance is self-
evident it cannot be denied. It cannot be ascribed to what is
not the Self, since the nonSelf does not exist without
ignorance.

1.138 (E193; T224) If ignorance were independent it
would be the Self itself, since independence can only be
ascribed to the Self because its proof depends on It. So the
Self is the locus of ignorance.

1.139 (E194; T225) The relationship of ignorance to the
Self is inexplicable, as is ignorance itself inexplicable. Indeed,
all relationships are inexplicable. If it were not so ignorance
couldn't be removed-any more than the Self.

Objection: Ignorance cannot be a relatum related to the
Self. A relatum (for you) cannot be its own relationship-if it
could the Self would be its own relationship to ignorance and
thus ignorance would be real. But ignorance cannot be a
separate real, since it is not independent (of the Self). So,
ignorance is unbalanced {durghatd).

1.140 (E195; T227) (Answer:) Ignorance's unbalanced-
ness is an embellishment, not a defect. If it is somehow
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unbalanced, its being ignorance (i.e., its ignorancehood) is
unbalanced.

Is ignorance's alleged unbalancedness because reality
itself is unbalanced or because its ignorancehood is? If the
former, fine, it is an embellishment. And the latter is not the
case, since ignorancehood is neither real nor unreal So
ignorance is only in the Self and for the Self, and not in the
not-Self or for the not-Self.

(Objection:) Ignorance should be accepted (by you) in
the not-Self so that its being caused by words, etc» can be
reconciled.

1.141 (E196; T229) If ignorance is not accepted in the
not-Self how can an instrument of knowledge function?
Ignorance does not remove the not-Self s unknownness, since
it (the instrument of knowledge) is itself unknown (and inert
and would remove its content's nature of being a content.)

1.142 And ignorance does not generate knownness
(jnätata) (in the Self) for that would contradict its nature.
Even if that were not its nature and it could generate (the
Self s) knownness, ignorance would remain itself unknown.

1.143 (E196; T230) If knownness were the product of an
instrument of knowledge what would be the difference
between an action and an instrument of knowledge (since
both would be inert)? Also, an object once known by one
person will be known by everyone always.

1.144 (E197; T231) If the not-Self is not cognized
perception, etc. will not be instruments of knowledge.
Scripture will be unestablished, and the Self could not be
established either.

1.145 Perception is not cognized by perception. And the
Self is not perceptible.

1.146 (E198; T232) If the Self were perceived then
scripture is pointless, and no liberation is possible, since the
Self will be always known.

1.147 Thus the Self is not visible, and the not-Self isn't
either. So neither perception nor scripture are instruments of
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knowledge for It. So there is no Self!
L148 If the Self is its own instrument of knowledge, since

ignorance is intrinsically absent there can be neither bondage
nor liberation.

L149 You require knowledge to characterize the Self so
that ignorance can be removed. So you should accept
ignorance in the not-Self to obtain knowledge of the not-Self.

1.150 (E198; T233) (Answer:) I answered this before, but
you didn't understand it; so I'll repeat it. The ascription of
ignorance to the inert not-Self is pointless.

1.151 (E199; T234) Ordinary usages of instruments of
knowledge with respect to the inert occur whether ignorance
is invoked or not, as in dreams, etc.

LI52 The silver that appears in the shell exists nowhere.
So there is no ignorance there. Still it (the silver) appears to
the Self through ignorance.

1.153 Just as in dream or in a magic show inconceivable
things appear without appeal to ignorance, let it be so for the
not-Self.

1.154 The knower, known, ignorance, destruction of
ignorance by knowledge-all are evidently cognized up to the
rise of understanding, just as (in) dream (all these things can
occur).

1.155 So scripture and reasoning all evidently occur. They
reveal the Self and are not sublated.

1.156 (E200; T235-236) And since ignorance is
removable, an instrument of knowledge is fruitful for
cognizing the Self; since ignorance is not-Self there is no harm
in its removal

CHAPTER TWO
II. 1 (E201; T237) The three vievrs-anyathäkhyäti, akhyäti

and ätmakhyäti-'Bre all varieties of satkhyätiväda. Each
involves appeal to mäyä.

11.2 Without mäyä anyathäkhyäti is impossible.
11.3 (E201; T238) What is anyathäkhyäti? Is it (1)
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cognition of a thing which has changed? or (2) cognition
which construes its object otherwise than it is? or (3)
cognition which undergoes a change? None of them,

11.4 since all awarenesses would be erroneous except the
knowledge of the changeless Self.

11.5 (E202; T238) A thing that remains in the same state
is not something that has changed.

11.6 (E202; T239) (Objection:) But it may be associated
with different places or times.

(Answer:) If it remains in the same state it doesn't
change. How can those (different places or times) be related
to the changeless?

11.7 If it does not remain in the same state and then
changes there will be infinite regress, or mutual dependence,

11.8 (E203; T239) or self-dependence, since there will be
change of change.

11.9 (E203; T240) (Objection:) O.K., a thing that remains
the same cannot change. But why can't a thing abandon one
form and take on another?

11.10 (Answer:) It may have abandoned its form, but it is
still the same,

11.11 (E203; T241) and still being the same it cannot
abandon its previous form.

11.12 A thing cannot abandon its own nature; it can't be
both the renouncer and what is renounced,

11.13 (E204; T241) and it must be one or the other. And
without both, there is no renouncing.

11.14 A thing cannot abandon another's nature, of if it
can, the abandonment is permanent, and nothing ever gets
abandoned.

11.15 (E204; T242) (Objection:) Well, some relationship
is abandoned.

(Answer:) Is that relationship different from or the same
as what is abandoned? Not completely different, for that
would be irrelevant.

11.16 And not completely the same either. If it were so,
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can the relationship that is abandoned be the same as what
gets abandoned? Obviously not. Is it the same as the
abandoner? He cannot be abandoned.

IL17 (Objection:) It is a part or quality of the abandoner
that is abandoned.

(Answer: Again, either the part or quality is the same as
the abandoner or different. If it is different-cum-nondifferent,
all the worse!

11.18 (E205; T244) Likewise is the case for the relation of
a whole with its parts. The whole can't be the same as,
different from, or different-cum-nondifferent from its parts.

11.19 (E206; T244) And again, a substance cannot be the
same or different or different-cum-nondifferent from its
qualities.

11.20 (E206; T245) The state (avastha) (of a thing)
cannot be abandoned by that thing; it has no existence
without the thing.

11.21 An action cannot be abandoned by the agent.
11.22 (E207; T246) If the form that is supposed to be

abandoned is a relation the thing has, and if that form is the
very nature of the thing that has it, it can't be abandoned.

11.23 (E207; T246-247) If it is a different nature (from
the thing's nature) then the thing, abandoning it, does not
change its nature. A thing can't change its nature.

11.24 (E207; T247) If one's nature could be abandoned
the thing, its locus, must be abandoned also, so it wouldn't
change. And if the nature remains there is no change.

11.25 A thing that has been destroyed cannot be reborn.
If it were to exist in the destroyed state, and if, that destroyed
state being abandoned, its earlier nature were reacquired, it
wasn't really destroyed, and the state wasn't really abandoned.

11.26 (E207; T248) So neither an existent or a
nonexistent thing can change. Change is merely illusory
(jnäyämätrd).

11.27 Furthermore, does a thing that changes differ from
itself or not? If not, there is no change.
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11.28 (E208; T248) If it does differ, what is it that differs?
and what it is that remains the same? Change is neither
staying the same nor becoming different.

11.29 If change were becoming different what does it
belong to, and what does it not belong to?

11.30 (Objection:) Change is observed, but not
destruction. E.g., milk changes into curds.

11.31 (E208; T249) (Answer:) What is it the change of
which is observed? When (as we say) gold becomes a necklace
is it the gold that changes, or the necklace, or the gold in the
state of being a necklace?

11.32 Not the gold-gold remains gold. (Though they're
both gold), a (gold) necklace is not judged to be a (gold)
bracelet; the gold does not change.

11.33 (Objection:) The one thing (gold) has two states
(the gold and the necklace). So there is surely change-the
gold leaves one state and gains the other.

11.34 (E209; T250) It is the one gold that is in these two
states. If not (e.g., if it is necklace-gold that is the necklace)
then there is infinite regress.

11.35 (E209; T251) (Answer:) If one and the same gold
persists without change in the two states, it must be different
from those two, since otherwise it wouldn't be correctly judged
to be one gold and to persist through those states.

11.36 If a thing is identical with two things it cannot be
one. And if it is identical with one of them there are not two
things. So if there are not two things, what persists? and if
there are two, how can anything persist?

11.37 What is the same as what died does not persist. And
what does not exist doesn't persist. If what dies is identical
with what persists, there can be no destruction and no change.

11.38 (E210; T252) If a state is the same as gold it can
never be destroyed, like gold. If it is not the same as gold it is
not (a state of) gold.

11.39 Now if the two states are different from gold why
are they judged to be gold? They wouldn't be provable as
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gold.
11.40 (E210; T253) If difference is essential {svatah) it

must occur always.
11.41 If difference requires a cause that is different from

it there will be infinite regress,
11.42 (E211; T253) A thing that is desired to be changed

cannot be newly-born; it already exists. And if its causation is
nondifferent from it, it also cannot be born because of that.

11.43 If its cause is different from it and exists, it is not
born, because it exists. And if there are no causes, anything
can be followed by anything at all

11.44 (E211); T254) If being the thing that a thing is due
to some cause, and gold (say) changes, there can be only the
earlier form (of gold as gold, and not the later form of gold as
necklace).

IL45 That being so, change will be intrinsic-so how can
there be that earlier form. How can such a thing change?

11.46 (E211; T255) If change is just association with a
cause and being what the thing is, and the thing intrinsically
exists, it must always exist. If the existence requires another
cause and identity there will be infinite, regress.

11.47 (E212; T255) Causality is not the essential nature
of a thing, since, if it were, a thing could lose its essential
nature. If causality is itself due to some other cause it will be
there as long as the other cause is.

11.48 (E213; T256) The causality of a thing presupposes
difference and vice versa. So neither causality nor difference
can be due to the essential nature of a thing, nor can they be
due to some external cause.

IL49 (E213; T257) For the same reason, one existent
cannot have the nature of another existent.

11.50 (E213; T258) A thing that changes cannot attain the
nature of a different, changeless thing. Eaten food does not
attain the nature of space; rather, it attains the nature of the
body.

11.51 (E214; T258) If there is change for the thing
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reached it will never be reached. That both reach is nonsense.
11.52 (Objection:) A thing that changes reaches itself.
(Answer:) Does one desire to reach what has already

changed, or does the desire precede the change?
IL53 (E214; T259) If the former there will never be

attainment, (since it will require another cause) as said above.
If the latter, there can be no attainment: see 11.51.

11.54 If a changeless thing attains something it must have
always attained it. Indeed, change in that thing must be
illusory and the desire for such change fruitless.

11.55 (Objection:) Attainment is due to a limitation
(niyama) on the cause involving no change in the effect.

(Answer:) A limitation on the agent is not attainment of
an effect.

11.56 (E215; T260) Even if the attainer removes
impediments through some special feature he will not cease to
be himself.

11.57 If attainment is to be gotten only through removing
impediments the attainment is natural

11.58 If the impediment is neither to the attainer or the
attainment, how is it an impediment? If because of difference
then (since everything is different from everything else
somehow) everything is an impediment.

IL59 (E215; T261) If the impediment is the same as what
is to be attained, removal of the impediment will result in
failure of attainment. If the impediment is the same as the
attainer there can be no attainment,

11.60 (Objection:) It is the particular form resulting from
causation that is to be attained.

(Answer:) Nothing can attain a form other than its own.
11.61 (E216; T261) If both attainer and attained change

it is just change, not the change of either one, since their
different natures still exist.

11.62 (E216; T262) If the cause and effect are identical
one will not know which is'cause and which effect.

11.63 So, the shell cannot change nor take on the form of
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another, say silver. So none of the three possible ways of
construing anyathäkhyäti ("in II.3) are acceptable. Thus the
awareness of difference is mäyä.

11.64 (Objection:) If there is no change there are no
agents, experiences, bondage, liberation, etc., and so scripture
enjoining action and knowledge becomes futile. So one should
acknowledge causation.

11.65 (E216; T263) Besides, scripture and tradition speak
of change (passages quoted).

11.66 (E217; T263) (Answer:) For those who wish the
change cognized in ignorance, scripture reveals the desired
means, but it does not reveal their reality.

11.67 (E217; T263) For one who is eternal change is only
through illusion when, though not embodied, he thinks he is
born.

11.68 (E217; T264) If a person changes, either through
action or knowledge, what is the result for that person?
Neither death nor birth (of the Self).

11.69 (E218; T265) If the knower or agent changes at the
time he enjoys the result, how is it that one person enjoys the
fruits of another's actions?

11.70 (E218; T265-266) If the agent and enjöyer are the
same it will be so in heaven as well, so there may as well be
heavenly pleasures here, or else agency and enjoyership are
illusions.

11.71 (E219; T267) In addition, there is no change in the
Self, since the Self is not cognizable.

11.72 The Self does not cognize itself or any change in it
because it can't become different. If it were nonsentjent it
would be cognizable only by another, like a pot.

11.73 If a selfs change were self-luminous like the Self
then it would be noncognizable like the Self, and there could
be no prior absence of birth, etc. in a self.

11.74 (E220; T268) Likewise, the Self cannot become the
same as something else, since it cannot change at all.

11.75 (E220; T269) The Self never becomes not-self, since
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it always has the nature of the Self,
(Objection:) But there might be two Selves.
(Answer:) No, since if a Self is known by another it is not

the Self. And if it is not knowable it cannot be known that
there are two«

11.76 (E221; T270) (Objection:) But Brahman is attained
by selves and so is different-cum-nondifferent from them.
Because of the nondifference it is the Self itself; because of the
difference it is something that can be desired to be attained.

(Answer:) Brahman is not different-cum-nondifferent
from anything» Difference is always the result of mäyä. If
knowledge of nondifference in Brahman did not preclude It
being different as well, it will be a superimposition, not the
knowledge of the real Brahman» (Arguments against difference
provided earlier are recapitulated; they stand against the
difference embedded in difference-cum-nondifference as well.)

11.77 (E223; T275) What is the nature, respectively, of
Brahman and the self between which you maintain difference-
cum-nondifference? Is it consciousness, or inertness, or both?
If both Brahman and the self are pure consciousness then they
aren't different,

11.78 If they are both inert how can either be Brahman or
a self? If one is inert and the other not, or vice versa, then
they are just different, not different-cum-nondifferent.

11.79 (E224; T276) If the universe is cognizable by
Brahman it can't itself be Brahman. The known is always
different from the knower.

11.80 (E224; T277) If Brahman, being everything (as you
claim), is a content of awareness, then It is not the cognizer
since It is exhausted by being content. If your Brahman is
cognizer it can't be the content of cognition.

11.81 (E225; T278) If Brahman is both cognizer and
cognized there would be two Brahmans. If both of them are
one Brahman It is neither the cognizer nor the cognized.

11.82 If (you hold that) because one part is the knower
Brahman is omniscient, then since the other part is inert
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Brahman must be ignorant,
11.83 If the world is born of Brahman how can it be

Brahman? If "Brahman" means both Brahman and the world,
there must be two Brahmans for you,

11.84 If both together constitute Brahman, then prior to
the origination of the world there will be no Brahman, and
since neither world nor Brahman are there then no origination
of the world is possible.

11.85 (E226; T280) If Brahman contains the world, and
if the self is part of Brahman, then how can the self be
Brahman? A drop of water cannot be the whole ocean,

11.86 If the drop of water is initially separate from the
ocean it can become associated with the ocean. But if the self
be part of Brahman it cannot become associated by knowledge
with Brahman (since it is already a part of Brahman).

11.87 If the self, being a pait of Brahman and atomic in
size, becomes Brahman somehow, then since Brahman's unity
is already established the self must be a second Brahman.

11.88 Brahman, which already exists, cannot come into
existence through knowledge or action. The operations of a
potter cannot produce an already existent pot.

11.89 (E227; T280) If the self loses its aspect of being pait
of Brahman and becomes Brahman, Brahman will lack that
part. So how can It be Brahman?

11.90 (E227; T281) (Objection:) The difference between
Brahman and the self is due to limiting adjuncts; they are
really identical When the limiting adjuncts are destroyed
though action, etc, Brahman is achieved. .

11.91 (Answer:) If the difference is due to limiting
adjuncts that means it is a product of ignorance. The
destruction of adjuncts is by knowledge alone» So what is the
role of action there?

11.92 (Objection:) The difference (betv^een Brahman and
the self), though conditioned (by limiting adjuncts) is not a
product of ignorance nor is its destruction through knowledge.

(Answer:) Then it must be real!
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11.93 (Objection:) The difference, though due to limiting
adjuncts, is not the product of ignorance, as the red color of
the jewel (when a reflection is due to adjuncts, not ignorance).
And the awareness of the true situation here is not merely by
knowledge of it but by the destruction of the adjunct.

11.94 Likewise the self, being Brahman itself, is different
from Brahman due to adjuncts like the mind and the
experience of frustrations, and through knowledge and action
leaves its frustrations behind and attains the Highest.

11.95 (E227; T282) (Answer:) Is the red color in the jewel
produced by the adjunct or by illusion? If it is born of the
adjunct, then even when the adjunct leaves the illusion need
not perish.

11.96 The red color bom in a pot when baked by fire
continues even without the fire. Similarly here.

11.97 (Objection:) Then let the adjunct be in the self (not
Brahman).

(Answer:) Association with the adjunct must be for the
Self, and not for the self, since it precedes the establishment
of the self. If the self precedes the adjunct it is not itself due
to the adjunct, or else there is infinite regress.

11.98 (E228; T282) If one such association occurs because
of previous limitation through an adjunct, then that leads to
infinite regress.

11.99 So association with adjuncts by the Self can only be
in Its entirety, since It has no parts. Then what is different
from what? There will be only the one Self, which is Brahman.

11.100-101 (E228; T283) (Objection:) It is because of
differences between the adjuncts that selves appear to be
many.

(Answer:) No. Since the Self is one and indivisible, if
there is relation to adjuncts it must in the Self s entirety, so
there is no contradiction. If you think there is contradiction
because of the impossibility of the entirety of the one Self s
having more than one adjunct, then that apparent plurality of
adjuncts must be due to ignorance and not be real, as when
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space appears to be made up of parts, i.e., space-points.
11.102 Nothing is actually produced by adjuncts, Space-

points appear only through illusion. When difference from
Brahman is seen to be illusory the failure to attain Brahman
is found to be only through illusion.

11.103 (E229; T284) Ignorance is removed only by
knowledge, not by action. Therefore, there is no change (of a
self into Brahman), since the highest Self is everlastingly
attained.

11.104 (Objection:) Adjuncts, being real, must be
destroyed by actions, not by knowledge. The space in a pot
will never become unlimited space as long as the pot exists.

11.105 So when the adjunct is destroyed by action, there
is Brahmanhood for the self, just as when the pot is destroyed,
pot-conditioned space becomes unconditioned space.

11.106 (Answer:) If an adjunct is the nature of Brahman
then when it is destroyed Brahman will be destroyed,
otherwise not.

11.107 (E229; T285) If the destruction (of an adjunct)
leaves a potency (sakti) then it will be there again at the time
of the (next) creation. Since Brahman and the adjunct are
nondifferent the potency (or the adjunct) will not perish
without the destruction of Brahman, which is not acceptable
(to either of us).

11.108 If when one adjunct is destroyed others remain
there can be no final liberation. But if the others do not persist
the universe will disappear (as soon as one adjunct gets
destroyed).

11.109 (E230; T285-286) If the adjunct is the nature of
Brahman then it will not be perceptible (like Brahman Itself).
If it can't be seen, how can you infer that there is difference in
Brahman (from Its difference from the adjunct).

11.110 (E230; T286) If the adjunct is different from
Brahman, since Brahman is not an object, no difference will be
found in Brahman even when differences in adjuncts is
acknowledged.
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11.111 The difference between the self and Brahman is
just ignorance. A difference due to adjuncts is also illusory,
since it is a difference like the difference wrongly judged to
apply to the Self.

11.112 (Objection:) If an adjunct is an aspect of Brahman
and if its difference from Brahman is intrinsic, then even
though the self is identical with Brahman why shouldn't its
difference (from Brahman) be intrinsic likewise?

11.113 (E230; T287) (Answer:) The Self is not
intrinsically or extrinsically different from a self, nor is it
different even through adjuncts. So change, i.e., becoming
something different, is not the case for the Self.

11.114 The "attaining of Brahman by knowledge" is a
figurative reference to the extinction of delusion, since the
Self s not being Brahman is delusion, like finding silverness in
the shell.

11.115 (E231; T288) If like clay becoming pot the shell
becomes silver, then why is the silver sublated and not the
pot?

11.116 No external cause changes shell into silver. The
birth of a content of awareness is not due to the awareness,
since awareness is supported by its contents.

11.117 If the awareness having shell as its content turns
the shell into silver, why do not all awarenesses of shell do so
too? Why should only this one be counted as error?

11.118 If the silverness in the shell is an illusion then
silver should be seen by undeluded people only, since the
shell's capacity to appear as silver is precluded.

11.119 (E242; T289) If the illusion is the instrument
creating silver, as a carpenter in making a house, then even
when the illusion ends the silver must remain, just as the
house does when the carpenter dies.

CHAPTER THREE
III.l (E233; T290) If there is no change at all, how can

the object of cognition be "otherwise" (anyathäkhyäti)?
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III.2-3 How can an awareness present an object at a place
and a time different from that which the object occupies
without there being a change in the object?

111.4 (E233; T290-291) Things elsewhere and elsewhen
are not grasped at all. If they can be grasped, one should
grasp objects even when asleep.

111.5 (E233; T291) A colored thing is graspable by the
sense-organs: it only occurs when there is contact of a sense-
organ with the thing. In dreams the senses are not in contact
(with objects).

111.6 (E234; T291) If, even though the senses are not in
contact, they are supposed to be active in dreams, why do we
count dreams as illusory? Since things that have passed away
appear in illusion, there can be no object for the illusion.

111.7 (Objection:) We can observe things that existed
earlier but no longer exist just as we can cognize a cognizable
thing that is far away (in space). The existent pole-star, which
is far away and does not exist here and now, is seen-thus past
objects can appear.

111.8 (E234; T292) (Since there) the object is known and
is known otherwise than it is, knowledge and error are both
possible, and error is due to cognition of a thing otherwise
than it is.

111.9 (Answer:) That is not correct. When there is
awareness but no content the awareness is without a
supporting object (nirälamhand). If there is a supporting object
the awareness of it is not cognition otherwise.

III. 10 If an object not present is cognized by an
awareness that is present, why shouldn't a present object be
cognized by an awareness that is not present?

III. 11 (E235; T292) If that could be, even a blind person
could see a present dance by his past perceptions.

(Objection:) But the perception, being past, did not occur
at the time of the dance.

(Answer:) Then he can be aware of the dance now only.
III. 12 (Objection:) It (the cognition) is not present now.
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(Answer:) But it was present earlier, like a pot Just as the
pot is cognizable because it existed earlier, so the past
perception (of the dance) is cognizable now.

III. 13 (E235; T293) If an object that was not perceptible
when it existed is perceptible now-a different time-then why
can't an awareness that doesn't cognize when it exists cognize
an object at another time?

III. 14 If what is past can be an instrument of knowledge
why can't it be practically efficient (arthakriyäkäri) (now)? If
it is both, then where is the difference between past and
future?

(Objection:) Memory and error come not from their
objects but from defects and traces.

(Answer:) Then their objects are unnecessary.
(Objection:) But memory and error indicate the existence

of their contents.
(Answer:) Then they are not memories or illusions, but

valid awarenesses.
III. 15 If what is past can appear, the unborn can be

perceived too, and accomplish its purposes now. Your strivings
for the future will be pointless!

111.16 (E236; T294) If (present) knowledge of the future
has the future as its content its truth must also be future, since
without its content it cannot be valid. But if it is present now
what is it that is future?

III. 17 (E236; T295) Likewise, if (present) knowledge of
the past has the past as its content, its truth is a matter of the
past and not the present. But if there is no validity, or no
object (present), there are no instruments of knowledge.

III. 18 (E238; T297) Awareness of a real thing through
defects is possible. Awareness of an unreal thing is impossible.
So a defect, when it occasions awareness, is a merit.

111.19 (Objection:) Though it is a merit it becomes a
demerit when it occasions awareness of a different place or
time, since that is knowledge otherwise.

111.20 (Answer:) Is knowledge otherwise (in the
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(shell) silver example) cognition (a) of the shell? or (b) of the
silver in a different place? or (c) of both? If (b) the error
cannot be sublated.

111.21 Since awareness of this (shell)silver is due to a
defect, and since awareness due to defect is error, there can
be no knowledge (i.e., correct awareness) of this (shell)silver.

111.22 (E238; T298) If (because of defects) one can
perceive an object not in contact with the senses, then a blind
man can be omniscient!

(Objection:) Erroneous awareness of an object requires
correct knowledge of a similar object; thus even the blind
person cannot see everything.

(Answer:) An awareness is only known to be illusory
when it gets sublated. The substrate of the sublation is not
what is sublated. The Self, being self-luminous, is the substrate
of all awareness, including the awareness of the (shell) silver.
So what is apprehended is not what is illusory.

111.23 (E239; T299) (Objection:) Illusion occurs when an
object is not cognized in all its aspects.

(Answer:) Then all awarenesses are illusions, since no
object is cognized in all its aspects.

(Objector:) No, I mean it occurs when some of its
individuating features are not cognized.

(Answer:) It is still the case that all awarenesses will be
illusory, since nobody cognizes all the individuating features
of an object.

111.24 Indeed nobody cognizes any individuating feature.
The white color (of the shell) is not an individuating feature
distinguishing it from other objects similar to the shell, since
it is shared with others.

111.25 (E239; T299-300) (Objection:) White color is a
specific universal feature (sämänyavisesd).

(Answer:) Then no substance can be cognized without
individuating (i.e., specific universal) features. Both white
coloredness and shellness are such features of the shell.

(MImämsaka:) Error is due to the failure to apprehend
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(anupalabdhi) an individuator that is fit to be cognized.
(Answer:) Then there can be no pralaya,
111.26 (E240; T300) i.e., there can be no awareness of

absence.
(Mimämsaka:) The failure to apprehend an individuator

that is fit to be cognized occurs because of defects.
(Answer:) No, since on your own view it is error, not

failure to apprehend, which is illusory.
111.27 (E240; T301) Awareness of the shell is not

intrinsically valid (svatahpramäna). If it were, its
nonapprehension might be due to defects. But if awareness is
intrinsically valid there can be no nonapprehension, just as for
fire there cannot be cold.

111.28 (Objection:) A defect, having destroyed the power
of the eye to apprehend an aspect, produces an illusion.

(Answer:) Still it is the defect that is the cause of the
illusion, not nonapprehension. Nonapprehension is not needed.

111.29 (E241; T302) (Objection:) When two individual
things are seen as two they can't be judged identical, and
when someone is aware that the shell is a shell there is no
error, (so nonapprehension of the shell can be the cause of the
illusion).

(Answer:) No, for the two things may be identical, as in
"this shell is a substance".

111.30 (Objection:) Two individual things of the same sort
(falling under the same universal property, say cowness)
cannot be identical.

(Answer:) No. Two cows, one lame and the other
hornless, can still be known as one when we judge "this is that
cow".

111.31 (E241; T303) (Objection:) But they don't, as two
have the property of oneness.

(Answer:) Then to call them "two" is an error.
(Objection:) It is still not an error to judge them to be

different from each other, thus two.
(Answer:) It is an error, since they have the property of
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oneness.
111.32 (Objection:) The identity (of the two cows) is not

in the aspect of their (shared) universal property but in their
aspects as two individuals possessing the (same) universal
(jätivatvyaktivat). A universal and a particular cannot share
the same property.

(Answer:) No, for in the erroneous cognition "this is
silver" it is not implied that this and silverness are identical.

111.33 (E242; T304) If it is illusion when a universal and
a particular are judged to have different natures, then why,
when one knows that the shell is a shell, can there not be the
illusion "this is silver"?

111.34 (Objection:) One doesn't judge two individuals, one
shell and the other silver, to be identical.

(Answer:) No. What I said was that it might consistently
be judged that two individuals of the same species are
identical individuals.

111.35 (E242; T305) (Objection:) Universals can be
"identical" when the range of application of the larger one
includes that of the smaller. But shellness doesn't pervade
silverness, nor vice versa.

(Answer:) But one can judge that both shell and silver
are substances, though there is no question of pervasion of one
by the other.

111.36 (E243; T306) (Objection:) No one says that
shellness and silverness are identical:

(Answer:) I didn't say that they were.
111.37 I didn't say that everything was everything else. I

said that one can judge that two individuals are identical
though they have different universal properties.

111.38 But you say that a universal which is not at a
certain place cannot appear there. You do not deny that one
can judge two different individuals are identical though they
have different universal properties.

111.39 (E243; T307) (Objection:) Two individuals cannot
be thought to be identical unless they are thought to have the
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same universal properties.
(Answer:) No, since judging "this is a shell" in two things

is not in virtue of their both having the universal property of
existence.

111.40 (E244; T307) (Objection:) Two individuals can
only be judged identical in virtue of their sharing universal
properties or because one is a property of the other.

(Answer:) No. One can (correctly) judge that the
phoneme "a" is short even though (for those who believe that
phonemes are eternal) the relationship between the short
sound and the letter "a" is not one of sharing universal
properties, of one being the property of the other, or even the
relation of a particular to its universal.

111.41 (E244; T308) Two individuals are different
intrinsically, so they can't be identical in any way. If identity
is produced by something else then it becomes the thing's
nature; if not, the identity is illusory.

111.42 (E244; T308-309) (Objection:) Without
nonawareness cognition of identity cannot have as its content
two different things. Otherwise all judgments will be false.

111.43 (E245; T309) (Answer:) True, that is the case for
you who cognize things as being both identical (with
themselves) and different (from others). These types of
cognitions do undermine each other (since to say that two
things are identical contradicts saying that they are different
from one another). So for you nonapprehension is of no use
in telling true from false judgments.

111.44 (Akhyätivädin): Because of nonapprehension of the
difference between silver and shell, nonexistent silver appears;
it will not do so when the difference between them is known.
So nonapprehension {akhyäti) is useful in explaining error.

111.45 (E245; T309-310) (Answer:) True, it is useful in
your view, but not for those who accept change. In your view
one thing appears as another. But when there is
nonapprehension no appearance is possible. For the
anyathäkhyätivädin appearance is even more impossible.
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111.46 (Objection:) There is the appearance (as another)
of what is denoted by "this".

(Answer:) If that is what changes then there is no use for
noncognition, only for cognition.

111.47 (Objection:) What is uncognized is (not the "this"
but) the aspect of shellness.

(Answer:) Why isn't everything whatsoever uncognized?
If the noncognition of any old thing makes what is cognized
an illusion, akhyätiväda is easily proved!

111.48 (E246; T310) (Objection:) The "this" aspect is also
uncognized (as much as the other aspect), since it is the same
thing that has the two aspects.

(Answer:) How does your view allow for absolute
difference between aspects?

(Objection:) The one thing (in the (shell)silver case) has
two aspects.

(Answer:) Then (our view is justified:) the Self in all
things is one!

111.49 If (for you) awareness is the cause of illusion a
waking person's judgments will always be erroneous. But there
is no error in the awareness of the "this": the "this" does not
appear as "not this".

111.50 (E246; T311-312) (Objection:) (Yes it does:) The
"this" aspect appears in the form of silver.

(Answer:) Then it will be known as "silver" (not as "this
is silver"). If it appeared in the form "this is silver" the "this"
aspect will be double.

111.51 (Objection:) The aspect of silver appears as "this".
(Answer:) Then it does not appear otherwise (than how

it is) (anyathäkhyäti). If it doesn't appear at all there is no
appearance otherwise either.

111.52 (Objection:) It appears with silver on the top.
(Answer:) What does? However you answer, "this" is

never "not this".
111.53 (E247; T314) How can the form of silver appear in

the shell when the shell is not perceived? It might be
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reasonable to say that it appears when the shell is perceived,
since it is the same individual.

111.54 (E248; T315) (Objection:) It is when it is sublated
that one understands that the silver appeared in the shell.

(Answer:) No, since by that time the error has been
sublated and the silver is no longer cognized.

111.55 What is this nonapprehension of the shell (that you
propose in order to explain error)? Is it the absence of
perception? or the knowledge of some other thing? If it is only
an absence that won't help explain illusion.

111.56 (E248; T316) If nonapprehension is the knowledge
of something else then there can be illusion even when the
shell is there.

(Objection:) When there is no apprehension of something
else illusion cannot occur concerning a thing that is not
apprehended.

(Answer:) No. For example, the illusion that the glow-
worm is on fire is observed in the dark even when there is no
knowledge of something else.

111.57 (E249; T316-317) (Objection:) The apprehension
of shell is the nonapprehension of something else, and the
apprehension ofthat something else is the nonapprehension of
shell.

(Answer:) Still, it is not the case that when there is
nonapprehension of something else there is the apprehension
of shell; consider the case of deep sleep (in which there is
nonapprehension of everything),

111.58 (E249; T317) And if apprehension of something is
the nonapprehension of something else and vice-versa (as you
said), since there must always be apprehension of one thing
there could be no deep sleep at all.

111.59 (Objection:) No, both the shell and the something
else are apprehended simultaneously.

(Answer:) Why not the nonapprehension of both
simultaneously?

111.60 (E249; T318) If nonapprehension is itself
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apprehension, everyone is omniscient! And if apprehension is
itself nonapprehension everyone is blind forever!

111.61 If nonapprehension occurs independently of
apprehension (gräha), apprehension is either eternal or
useless.

(Naiyäyika:) Apprehension illuminates an object.
(Answer:) Then it must exist always, like sunlight, and so

there will be no difference between knower (like light as
illuminator) and known (light as illuminated). Then the self-
luminous Self is the only reality, (as we claim).

111.62 (E250; T319) Is nonapprehension (a) something
other than apprehension, (b) a nonentity, or (c) apprehension?
In all three cases it will follow that nothing changes and
awareness is all-pervasive, and that nothing exists other than
the real (Brahman).

111.63 As to (a), if prior absence, etc. be the something
other than apprehension, then apprehension can exist then
with it. If that thing exists only when other things are
nonexistent it will be nondual (i.e., Brahman).

111.64 (E250; T320) (Objection:) (b) After the destruction
and during the prior absence of awareness apprehension
cannot exist. And at the time of awareness those absences are
not there.

111.65 (Answer:) But since you reported their absence
apprehension must exist!

HI.66 (E251; T321) If apprehension and absence of
apprehension do not exist at the same time, where is the
conflict between them? For there to be conflict there must be
two opposed things at the same time.

111.67 If you hold that there is conflict between
apprehension and its absence you must admit their co-
existence. Otherwise they can't conflict.

111.68 (E251; T322) Apprehension is beginningless, since
it has no prior absence, and it is endless, since there is no
destruction of it. So it is changeless, as is any existent.

111.69 (E252; T323) If an absence could be eternal, then
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since the whole universe is eternal (as just shown) which
object will the absence be?

(Objection:) (c) When one says (e.g.) "there is no
apprehension of shell in a pot" it is meant that something else
than apprehension of shell occurs in a pot, (and a pot is not
eternal).

(Answer:) Then why should apprehension not be all-
pervasive?,

111.70 (E252; T324) and since unchanging apprehension
of shell would exist in all actual things there cannot be any
other apprehension (say, of pot) and therefore the nonduality
of shell will result.

111.71 (Objection:) But the same can be said about actual
entities other than shell (viz., that their apprehension exists in
all actual things), and that precludes the nonduality of shell.

(Answer:) The other actual entities appear as shell as
well.

(Objection:) But the apprehension itself is not
apprehended as shell.

(Answer:) The absence of apprehension is not a different
(kind of present) thing from an apprehension.

111.72 (E253; T325) I ask you who think that an absence
is a different kind of presence (bhäväntaräbhävavädin): what
is it then that is different? Is it (a) the object that is different?
or (b) the cognizer? or (c) the cognition? or (d) another
apprehension? Not (a), since the same kind of cognition
cannot cognize both an object and something different from it
unless noncognition intervenes. And cognizing two objects at
once is not two cognitions.

111.73 So difference in awarenesses is not (necessarily)
due to difference in content. Not (b) either. Since cognition is
eternal and all-pervasive, where is there any room for its
absence even when the cognizers are different? And not (c),
since to have a cognition and not to have an absence of that
cognition are the same thing. And even when the cognizing
apprehensions are different there may be no difference in their
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contents~-e.g., if the content is space (which is one only).
111.74 (E254; T326) And knower and known cannot be

different since they always occur together. So (d) otherness of
apprehension does not exist.

III. 75 The absence of apprehension cannot be
apprehended, since that would be a contradiction. Otherwise
when silver or shell exists one still wouldn't apprehend them,
and (vice versa) when one apprehended them they wouldn't
exist.

111.76 (E254; T327) An apprehension cannot be
apprehended, since cognition of a difference between them
would require apprehension of an absence. Apprehension and
apprehended are the same thing.

111.77 (E255; T327) Likewise in all existing objects
whether of the same kind or different kinds, there is no
difference. Thus there is only one existent and nothing else.

111.78 (E255; T328) And if difference (mutual absence)
is denied how can the other kinds of absence (prior, etc.)
exist, since there can be no different between the kinds.

111.79 If apprehension is its own absence then the
difference between it and the apprehended will be merely
verbal. As for the absence of absence, that has already been
established as at best merely verbal.

111.80 (E256; T329) (Objection:) The nonevolution of the
Self is absence of (Its) apprehending.

(Answer:) That has already been answered. Nonevolution
is itself another kind of evolution.

111.81 (Objection:) Then there will never be cognition of
the shell.

(Answer:) Then nonapprehension may be admitted as
inexplicable.

111.82 (E256; T329) You said (111.22) illusion occurs when
there is apprehension of a similar object. But please explain:
why is it that apprehension of a similar object helps explain
illusion?

111.83 Is it (1) as being a cognition of silver? or (2) as
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being cognized as different? If (1), what is the relation
between the two (the silver and the similar object). If (2),
what causes the awareness?

111.84 (E256; T330) As to (1), from similarity one arrives
at knowledge by comparison or memory. It is not illusory.

(Objection:) It comes from a defect.
(Answer:) Then similarity is not needed (to explain it).

Anyway, error doesn't require similarity,
111.85 (E257; T330) The following false judgments don't

require similarity: "the shell is yellow", "milk is sour", "the sun
is dark", "space is black", "there are two moons".

111.86 Every object has partial similarity to every other,
but similarity of all aspects is found nowhere. So error should
be either everywhere or nowhere.

111.87 (E257; T331) If an error continues after the
appreciation of its similarity to the real nature of a thing is
past, then somebody who is unconscious or has closed his eyes
can have an illusion. If the error and the correcting awareness
are co-existent they can't have the same content. But if they
have different contents,

111.88 how does the awareness contribute to the error?
(Objector:) An error also is an awareness.
(Answer:) But this error is not gained from the senses.
111.89 (E258; T332) (Objection:) An illusion has for its

content that aspect of awareness which is born of the sense-
organ which would grasp it if it were veridical.

(Answer:) Then dream-objects are not illusory, since they
lack such aspects.

(Objection:) All right, let's just say that any awareness
can be the cause of illusion.

(Answer:) Then there may be the illusion that one tastes
fire when fire is seen.

111.90 (E258; T333) (Objection:) In dreaming, an object
that is not present is cognized by the mind as what it is not.

(Answer:) Then why not in the waking state as well?
(Objection:) Because there is no sleep in the waking
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state.
(Answer:) That too is an illusion, not being produced by

sense-contact.
111.91 (E259; T333) (Objection:) A dream-object (say, a

colored one) is produced by contact with the internal sense-
the mind.

(Answer:) But color is not cognized by another organ
than the eye-otherwise you could hear a color!

111.92 (E259; T334) If dream-objects were the products
of the sense-organs waking up from a dream would be
impossible, since those objects are not actually present to the
senses. Error can arise only from defects.

111.93 (Objection:) Knowledge (correct awareness)
sometimes arises from defects.

(Answer:) Then a defect can never cause error, not being
a defect!

111.94 (E259; T335) Error doesn't belong to silver, since
awareness of the shell is not of silver, as the sublating
awareness "this is not silver; it's a shell" indicates.

111.95 (E260; T335) If something is superimposed on the
silver, awareness of silver will be the sublating cognition, and
the silver will be correctly cognized as to place and time.

111.96 (E260; T336) (a) of IIL20 is now discussed.
Knowledge otherwise can't be awareness of silver in shell; the
silver can't be erroneously cognized.

(Objection:) Silver is remembered.
(Answer:) Indeed, it is remembered correctly, so where

is the error?
111.97 (Objection:) It is incorrectly remembered.
(Answer:) What is this incorrect memory? Is it (1) failure

to recognize the aspect of silver? or (2) nonawareness of a
distant place, etc.?

111.98 If it were the failure to recognize the silver-aspect
then it is incorrect to say that there is cognition of silver in the
shell. It is correct only to say that there is the cognition of an
aspect of silver in the shell.
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111.99 (Objection:) The whole is cognized under the
aspect of silver.

(Answer:) How, since the aspect is not cognized? And if
the awareness of the silver is only of an aspect, how can that
be an illusion concerning the shell?

111.100 (E261; T336) If incorrect memory is (2) failure to
recognize that silver is far away, etc., then how can the silver
be apprehended in the shell when the far-awayness is not
apprehended?

111.101 (E261; T337) (Objection:) The silver has to be
cognized at some place, and since the shell's place is perceived
as here, here is where the silver is perceived.

(Answer:) No, since awareness of silver can only be
where the silver is.

III. 102 It is silver that requires a location and not the
awareness of it. Otherwise the judgment would have been, not
"this is silver", but "there is silver in the shell".

III.103 (Objection:) Because of incorrect cognition of the
shell there is the illusion of silver in the shell.

(Answer:) Why? Silver is cognized as different from shell.
Cognition otherwise comes through nondiscrimination.

III. 104 If from the discrimination of silver from shell
there arises discrimination of shell from silver there is mutual
dependence between the discriminations.

111.105 (E261; T338) (c) of 111.20 is now discussed.
(Objection:) Cognition-otherwise is in respect of both the

shell and the silver, since the two are not discriminated.
(Answer:) What is this nondiscrimination?
111.106 (E262; T338) If the nondiscrimination is said to

be because of apprehension of an aspect, then one aspect must
be cognized in another aspect. And then the awareness "this
is silver" will not arise, because of the failure to apprehend the
whole silver.

111.107 (Objection:) The whole shell and an aspect of the
silver function in the judgment "this is silver" as universal and
particular respectively.
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(Answer:) Then awareness of the silver will be
apprehension of what is nonexistent (asatkhyäti).

IIL108 The silver is not an aspect, nor two aspects, nor
the whole comprised of two aspects. And no other awareness
of silver is pertinent there, so awareness of it must be
apprehension of a nonexistent.

III. 109 (E262; T339) Even if one apprehends the whole
shell and an aspect of the silver, since they are discriminated,
where is the error?

(Objection:) But there is the apprehension of non-
discrimination.

(Answer:) What is this apprehension of non-
discrimination?

III. 110 Is it (a) the apprehension of a thing which is
without differentiation? or is it (b) the apprehension of two
things not discriminated? If (a), how can nondiscrimination be
cognized since two objects are discriminated?

111.111 If (b) and the two things are not discriminated,
then there will always be illusion. If its aspects are not the
nature of a thing how can knowledge be the apprehension of
nondiscrimination?

111.112 (E262; T340) So (responding to 111.72) silver
cannot be (a) cognized in the shell, nor (b) the shell in silver.
And (c) they aren't identical, (d) The cognition of something
else in a different place is not even an error.

III. 113 (E263; T340) So cognition-otherwise is not
awareness that shows change. To say that an object reveals
itself otherwise than it is is self-contradictory.

III. 114 If a shell is cognized as silver then it must be
silver. If not, why is it judged to be silver?

III. 115 If silver is cognized by awareness of silver, then
silver appears as it is and not otherwise (than it is). If nothing
appears, how can there be said to be a cognition?

CHAPTER FOUR
IV. 1 (E264; T341) (As for the third interpretation of
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"cognition-otherwise" distinguished in II.3 above,) since
cognition-otherwise is anyathäkhyäti (which was considered in
the previous Chapter), how else can cognition be "otherwise"?

IV. 2 How can the cognition of silver be produced in the
shell?

(Opponent:) It should be the product of silver; otherwise
it can't be a cognition of silver.

IV.3 (E264; T342) (Answer:) But there is no silver; if
there were the cognition would not be an illusion. Without
silver's being there it would not be a cognition of silver.

(Objection:) Yes it could-it might be caused by a trace of
silver.

(Answer:) If it were one would have to remember some
past silver, indeed some past external experienced silver (for
those who accept external objects).

IV.4 Now the awareness of the real silver is not an
awareness of a shell. And the awareness of a silver within (for
those who don't accept external objects) is not an awareness
of the external shell.

IV.5 So (in either case), since silver and shell are not
discriminated, the cognition of silver is not of a shell.

IV.6 (E265;, T343) What is this nondiscrimination
(avivekd)? Is it (1) noncognition or (2) incorrect cognition of
the identity of two obviously different things?

IV. 7 If (1), there will be no relevant awareness at all. If
(2), that is the view we refuted (in the) previous (Chapter).
So error would be impossible.

IV.8 If a silver-awareness is produced by a shell why isn't
it a shell-cognition? If an awareness is produced by something
it must be an awareness of that something.

IV.9 (E266; T344) (Objection:) The cognition of silver,
though it is of silver, appears as a cognition of shell because
of defects in the knower.

IV. 10 (Answer:) Does the silver appear in the shell (a) by
itself or (b) by another cognition? Not by itself, since it is a
cognition of silver and does not illuminate itself,
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IV. 11 because it is exhausted by being illuminated. If it
is illuminated it can't be the illuminator, and vice versa, and
it can't play both roles since it is partless.

IV. 12 (E266; T345) And (b) won't do, since it is evident
that awareness of shell and awareness of silver are not the
same cognition.

IV. 13 If shell is not cognized how can the awareness of
silver appear to be an awareness of shell?

IV. 14 Once cognition-otherwise is rejected what is the
meaning of the word "as" (ivd) (in the expression cognition-as-
otherwise")? The previous arguments refute ätmakhyäti and
akhyäti as well (as anyathäkhyäti).

IV. 15 (E267; T346) (Akhyätivädin:) Illusion is the
nondiscrimination of the contents of perception and memory,
and discrimination is by another awareness.

(Answer:) No. How can another awareness function this
way? It will produce infinite regress, since the other awareness
itself will have as its content both contents (one of perception,
the shell, the other of memory, silver), and the problem of
explaining the origin of this double content will re-emerge
indefinitely, thus there will be infinite regress.

IV. 16 (E268; T347) The object remembered is not
perceived. If it were it would be true.

Objection: Memory is not perception, since the
remembered thing has already been cognized (by perception).

Answer: There can be perception of something already
perceived-e.g., the same moon is perceived both as waxing
and waning. So, since it has an apprehended content,
nonapprehension is not a cause of invalidity in the case of
memory.

(Objection:) It is, since if one says "this is apprehended"
(and it isn't) what one says is false.

(Answer:) But it is apprehended as having been
apprehended, which rules out its nonapprehension.

IV. 17 (E268; T348) (Objection:) How can memory of a
no-longer-existent object have that object as its content? How
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can there be memory without content?
(Answer:) Because the memory has the form (äkrti) (of

that object), and that is in turn possible because of the traces
(laid down when the thing existed).

IV. 18 The form (not the extinct object) appears in
memory.

(Objection:) If the form is a kind of consciousness itself
how can it appear in memory (which is also consciousness,
thus producing infinite regress)?

(Answer:) No problem for me. It is apprehended by the
witness which, being itself imperceptible; thus no infinite
regress.

IV. 19 (E269; T350) The Buddhists do not accept a
witness-consciousness, so cannot answer your question. Indeed
they cannot explain the problem without involving themselves
in infinite regress.

IV.20 Indeed, if awareness is not apprehended there can
be no awareness of an object. If neither occurs there can be no
traces. And without traces there "can be no form of silver,
because of (the Buddhist acceptance of) momentariness.

IV. 21 Then there would be no error, nor any truth, and
the whole world will be blind and dumb. Scripture, etc. will be
baseless. So error is not ätmakhyäti

CHAPTER FIVE
V.I (E270; T351352) (Kumärila:) An absence is a kind of

positive entity (Slokavärttika quoted). So when the shell
appears as silver it appears as some different thing. It is not
the awareness of the shell as having the form of silverness. If
it were, it couldn't be an awareness of an existent thing. But
the thing cognized does have the form of silverness, so the
judgment that it does is not false.

(Advaitin:) But the thing cognized does not actually have
the form of silverness. (It's an error!)

(Kumärila:) If so the judgment that it does so is an
illusion.
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(Objection to Kumärila:) The shell does not actually exist
in the form of silver.

(Kumärila:) Then it is only the property-possessor that is
absent, not the property-they can't both be absent!.

(The objector again:) I am not saying that the shell is an
absence in the form of silver, but only that it does not exist in
the form of silver.

(Advaitin:) Then the form of silver in the shell is neither
existent nor nonexistent-so it must be indeterminable (as we
hold).

V.2 (E270; T352) If an absence is claimed to be another
(positive) entity then "a positive entity", "another positive
entity" and "an absence" will be synonyms.

V.3 (E271; T353) If an absence is just another positive
entity nothing else than an absence can be meant by "another
positive entity": so how can there be more than one positive
entity for you?

V.4 (Objection:) Without there being more than one
positive entity there could be no difference (mutual absence,
anyonyäbhävcQ.

(Answer:) True. That's your problem.
V.5 (E271; T354) Is a positive entity (bhäva) another

(different) positive entity or not? If it is it must be the only
existent, since a thing cannot be different from itself. If it is
not another positive entity there is no existence and no
difference. Thus "a positive entity", "another positive entity"
and "an absence" must be synonyms.

V.6 So if one says "an awareness of something as an
absence is false" it will be the same as saying "all cognitions of
existence are false". Thus it is proved that awareness is of
what is indeterminable.

V.7 (E272; T355) If an absence exists awareness of the
silver (in the shell) will be eternal. If it exists only in relation
to something else (the shell), then the awareness of silver in
the shell will not be an illusion, since (the shell) does not
appear where its absence (in the shell) does.
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V.8 (Objection:) The absence of the silver, which is an
existent, is manifested in the shell, so it is not apprehended by
the senses.

(Answer:) Then error cannot be born of the senses.
V.9 (E272; T356) (Objection:) Silver is intrinsically

different from shell
(Answer:) Then there will always be the cognition "this

entity is different from shell" (and no erroneous judgment
about it).

(Objection:) The illusion is about the shell.
(Answer:) Then the awareness of silver in the shell is not

illusory, since no other thing (i.e., silver) is. cognized.
V.10 If the silver is cognized as being an existent entity

other than a shell, then it should be cognized even after
(sublation), since a thing really born continues to exist even
without its cause.

V.ll (E273; T356) If silver is presented as if it were
shell, then (since it is the shell which is cognized as presented)
when it appears it may not be cognized as being other than
shell but as being just another existent object.

V.12 (E273; T357) So, since there is cognition of silver
alone without any awareness of another existent object,
illusion is not cognition-otherwise; it is rather grasping of what
doesn't exist.

V.13 (E273; T358) Is (a) the nature of the illusory
object's being another existent different from its being an
existent? or (b) is it nondifferent? If (a), does the difference
(al) exist? or (a2) not exist? If (al) it should be cognized as
different. If (a2) then, not being cognizable by the senses,
illusion will not be the product of the senses.

V.14 (E274; T358) If (b), there is no cognition-otherwise,
or else every cognition is a cognition-otherwise, the
manifestation of an existent does not depend on something
else, since there is no other object that it depends on: it just
depends on the senses alone.

V.15 (E274; T359) If there is no absence of the object all
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objects will be all-pervasive. If there is no proof of absence
everybody will be omniscient.

V.I6 For those who say that nonexistence exists, there
being no absences at all, everything would exist everywhere
and be ever luminous, and ordinary usages (which depend on
the difference between existing and not existing) would cease.
One would not say, for example, "nonexistence is not
existence1' if there is no nonexistence.

V.17 (E275; T360) (Objection:) Nonexistence is another
existent.

(Answer:) What I said is nevertheless correct. To deny it
is to accept negation!

V.18 (E275; T361) Even if absences are accepted (and
are not merely another kind of presence), awareness of an
absence will not occur unless the infinite existent (reality) is
cognized (as being spatial and temporal) by perception, and
that is impossible whether before or after the cognition.

V.19 (E276: T362) (Objection:) The absence of a thing is
appropriately spoken of when one lacks awareness of what is
desired to be cognized: that is when we use negation.

(Answer:) Then all talk should involve negation. (The
contrasts between the views of the Präbhäkaras, Naiyäyikas
and Bhättas are dealt with in the commentary.)

V.2Ö (E277; T364) If awareness of the absence of an
object can occur when there is no known instrument of
knowledge, how can one know the absence of any instrument
of knowledge, since there is no known instrument of
knowledge for knowing that?

V.21 (E278; T365) If the denial of instruments of
knowledge is without an instrument of knowing, let the
instruments themselves be that instrument. Otherwise one who
seeks knowledge through an instrument of knowledge will
cognize an absence when there is no absence.

V.22 (E278; T366) (Objection:) The occurrence of
knowledge is inferred from the existence of its result; so when
the result is not observed one knows that instruments of
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knowledge were not used.
(Answer:) No, since without the use of an instrument of

knowledge one couldn't judge that the result is lacking.
V.23 (E279; T367) (Objection:) Awareness is an act and

is not permanent. So, when the result of awareness is not
observed there is no awareness. But when the object is
permanent it cannot be negated by an instrument of
knowledge.

(Answer:) No, for there is no knowledge at any time (for
you).

V.24 (E279; T368) If the absence of awareness is
deduced from the absence of the result, what is the proof of
the absence of the result?

(Objection:) There is no proof; awareness is self-
apprehending (svavrtti).

(Answer:) No, since there is no proof of the absence of
the result either.

V.25 (Objection:) One can know the absence of
something that exists by an instrument of knowing, but for
something self-apprehending, its existence or nonexistence is
intrinsic to it.

V.26 (E280; T368-369) (Answer:) Then one could know
(truly) that a thing and its absence are identical! Likewise,
existence will be nonexistence! And they (the thing, i.e. its
absence) will exist always, and so one can't infer anything
about its absence.

V.27 (E280; T369) If to be a positive entity is to be self-
manifesting intrinsically, and an absence is nonmanifestation,
then, if the result is not mere appearance, even when there is
nonappearance of the result the thing can exist.

V.28 (E280; T370) And if the result is mere appearance,
its absence is its nonappearance, and cannot be established
intrinsically or by any means at all.

V.29 If the absence of result is self-established it does not
differ from a presence. A result does not establish its own
absence, since at the time of its nonexistence there was no
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result. And a present result does not establish its own absence.
V.30 (E281; T370) Nor does someone else establish the

result, since only one who cognizes the positive entity can
cognize its absence.

(Objection:) A result is knowable,
(Answer:) Then it is not self-luminous. What is the

awareness of it?
V.31 (E281; T371) (Objector:) A person can apprehend

the result even without an instrument of knowledge,
(Answer:) Then it (the result) is only the content of an

awareness, not of an instrument of knowledge. It is not a
cognizer.

V.32 If the result is produced by another result there is
infinite regress.

V.33 (E281; T372) What are the prior and posterior
absences of a result of an instrument of knowledge? Tell us!
If the result is a quality, to what (substance) does it belong?
What is its absence?

V.34 (E282; T373) When there is one awareness-e.g.,
"the cloth is white"-establishing a quality and what is
qualified, the quality is established as belonging to the
qualified. But that does not occur if two things are not fit to
be comprised in one awareness. A result, or an instrument of
knowledge, cannot be comprised in one awareness together
with the knower, on pain of infinite regress. Again, a pot is
knowable but the awareness of the pot is not a result of the
pot» If it were it would follow that consciousness is a quality
of a physical object, which is unreasonable and undesirable,
since a physical object is inert.

V.35 (Objection:) Knownness is created in the content by
the cognition.

(Answer:) Then it should exist there even when
awareness of the content ceases, as cooked rice persists after
the fire is out. What is produced by an action persists even
after the action terminates. A trace persists even after (the)
awareness (which caused it) perishes.
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V.36 (E282; T374) What is born does not completely die,
and what is not born does not arise. Since (your) knownness
is produced by practical efficiency (arthakriyäkäritva) it should
not perish.

V.37 (E283; T375) Consciousness, which is the mother of
knownness, does not destroy it.

(Objection:) Another awareness kills it.
(Answer:) If it is not born yet it can't, and even if it is

born it wTon't, because it doesn't contradict it.
V.38 (Objection:) Any awareness that generates a later

cognition destroys the earlier ones.
V.39 (E283; T376) (Answer:) No. Two changes cannot

exist at the same time in the one gold, for they conflict;
likewise, there cannot be contradictory awarenesses of the
one prakrti.

V.4Ö (E284; T376) Is the one prakrti (a) the same for all
actual entities, or is it (b) different for each object and for
each awareness? or (c) for each sense-organ, or (d) for each
fluctuation of consciousness? or (e) for each cognizer. Does it
(f) exist in the object or (g) in what is not the object?

V.41 If (a), and the one prakrti becomes the result (of a
cognition) there should be cognition of everything at once,
and the result will have to be omnipresent.

V.42 If (b), and if a part of the substrate which changes
can be different for awareness, then one could perceive
atomic-sized things, and one would be omniscient when
cognizing all-pervading space.

V.43 If there is a different prakrti for each content of
awareness, cognition would present every aspect of its content.
If there is a different prakrti for each instrument of knowledge
there could be awareness of taste when it is color that is
presented.

V.44 (E284; T377) If (c), one could perceive all colors
simultaneously. If (d) then an awareness once arisen cannot
become destroyed.

V.45 According to (a)-(d) when one person is cognizing
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an object there can be no cognition by another person at the
same time. And every cognition by the same person must be
of a different prakrtt

V.46 (E285; T377) If (e), remember V.41 above. There
will be no deep sleep, since there is some awareness always.

V.47 If the one prakrti is (e) different for each cognizer
and (f) exists in the cognizer, how can it be cognizable? and
how, if it is not, can there be cognizability for the content?

V.48 (E285; T378) If (g) only the one Self can cognize.
(Objection:) Then let the Self cognize itself.
(Answer:) No, the Self is uncognizable.
(Objection:) The Self is (since not a content) self-

established
(Answer:) It is still improper that the Self be aware of

something else. And even if It could be, how could Its content
have contenthood, since It is Itself conscious?

V.49 (Objection:) Consciousness in the Self is itself the
immediacy of an object.

(Answer:) Then all contents are valid, or none are.
(Objection:) The immediacy is only of that object which

is the content of a particular awareness.
(Answer:) How does that affect the object?
(Objector:) The object appears!
(Answer:) Then what becomes of the object?
V.50 (Objector:) Both object and its manifestor,

consciousness, appear»
(Answer:) What is the instrument for knowing that

manifestor? Consciousness cannot appear in the pot.
V.51 (E286; T379-380) How can the consciousness in the

knower pervade the object? Where is the evidence for it?
V.52 So immediacy must belong to and appear in both

the knower and the known. And in any case everyone must
admit that immediacy is self-supporting, beginningless and
contentless.

V.53 (E287; T381) Though experience (anubhüti) is
unborn, self-supporting, knower, knowing and known and
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actionless, it becomes the result of the actions of others as an
empty space becomes a well.

V.54 (E287; T382) So the existence or nonexistence of
awareness cannot be inferred from the existence or
nonexistence of the result, since the result is not the content
of the awareness. Nor, even on your view, can they be
established in the content

V.55 (E287; T382-383) (Mimämsaka:) The content is
inferred from knownness.

(Answer:) Since awareness is not apprehended,
knownness is not either» The mere object is not the hetu
(cause or reason) of an awareness, so it can't be the basis for
the inference of an awareness.

V.56 (E288; T383) If the cognizer and the cognition are
cognizable, then the agent is the action and the action is the
result. Then there will be infinite regress of cognizer,
cognition, agent, action, etc.

V.57 (E289; T385) Since there can be neither a positive
entity nor an absence other (than Brahman) there is no
cognition-otherwise. So if the silver exists illusion is not
possible. If it is nonexistent, neither illusion nor sublation are
possible.

V.58 (E289; T386) Forthose who accept difference-cum-
nondifference of the world, where is cognition-otherwise? If
they accept it, all cognitions will be cognitions-otherwise«,

V.59 (Objection:) The silver is nondifferent from the
shell, but shell is different from silver.

(Answer:) Then the silver is not really the shell, but the
cognition of difference sublates it. This is odd!

V.60 Moreover, the sublating awareness is erroneous for
you, since it cancels the identity (of the silver with the shell).
And the awareness of (the false) silver is nonerroneous (for
you), since it is never denied.

V.61 If x is nondifferent from y in one aspect but the
same in another aspect, error will be true and truth will be
erroneous.
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V.62 (E290; T386-387) (Objection:) Each of the two
objects has two aspects: through these aspects x and y are
different-cum-nondifferent.

V.63 (Answer:) If the two aspects are really different one
object cannot have both of them. If they are identical there is
only one object with one aspect. If there is difference-cum-
nondifference between the aspects illusion will not be
erroneous,

V.64 for there will be infinite regress. If not, each object
itself will be many, and sublation is erroneous.

V.65 (E290; T387-388) (Objection:) Yes, it is erroneous
to identify things which are different-cum-nondifferent.

(Answer:) This is the same as saying that
nonapprehension of a part of a thing is an illusion. And all
cognitions other than that of Brahman will become erroneous
because their contents are not apprehended in all aspects.

V.66 (E291; T388) If everything were different-cum-
nondifferent the universe would be both known and unknown.
Everybody will be both omniscient and unknowing.

V.67 (E292; T389) Even the gods could not know
anything!

V.68 (E291; T390) If the silver exists in the shell where
is the illusion? Not in the shell-nor anywhere else. How then
can (the silver) appear or be sublated?

V.69 Awareness of shell is not the sublation of the
awareness of silver, since it exhausts itself cognizing the
existence of shell. If sublation occurs, it can only be after one
has learned that it is a shell (and thus, sublation requires its
occurrence prior to itself, which is nonsense).

V.70 (E292; T391) If one can cognize the nonsilverness
of the shell just by knowing it as "this" there will be no
illusion. And if the silver already known to be shell the denial
subsequently is unnecessary.

V.71 (E292; T392) (Objection:) Even when one doesn't
perceive the rope the snake can be sublated by inference.

(Answer:) If one cognizes a he tu pervaded by something
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other than snake, or when one learns something else by being
told, the judgment of snake may cease, but the snake-Illusion
is not sublated until the rope is judged there.

V,72 (E292; T392 (Objection:) Without rejecting the
silver one cannot tell the difference between the (erroneous)
snake and the shell

(Answer:) No. There is mutual dependence.
V.73 (E293; T393) When there is nondiscrimination (of

snake from shell) how can one be denied without the other?
V.74 (Objection:) The affirmation of one thing is Itself the

denial of something else.
(Answer:) No, for then awareness of shell will be a

denial And if everything is denied, the shell cannot have a
double nature.

V.75 (E293; T394) (Objection:) You yourself accept
denial; otherwise there can be no duality for you. And
common usage attests to denial

V.76 (Answer:) No. I accept Ignorance; it is what makes
us perceive what is inconceivable. Through it, illusion and
sublation are both Intelligible.

CHAPTER SIX
VI. 1 (E294; T395) (Objection:) It was said that the Self

(pumäri) is the locus of ignorance. The differencelessness and
Brahmanhood of the Self have been repeatedly asserted. Since,
if Brahman were bound by ignorance and released by
knowledge, the whole universe would be liberated when one
individual is, then there would be no difference between the
liberated and the unliberated,

VI.2 ignorance must be located in the selves, and the
selves are the result of superimposition through ignorance.
And no fault of mutual dependence should be alleged here,
since such is a fault only in objects assumed to be actual

VI.3 Since (selves) are many some are ignorant, some
wise, some bound, some liberated. But for you (Advaitins)
there can be neither teacher nor taught, neither wise nor
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ignorant.
VL4 (E294; T396) (Answer:) For the reasons already

suggested (in 1.125) what is conceptually constructed cannot
be ignorant, since it is inert, and* the noninert is not
conceptually constructed since it is (already) self-established.

VI.5 (E294; T396-397) If ignorance is not accepted in
Brahman there can be no Brahman-knowledge as a means to
liberation, since bondage is not due to Brahmanfs delusion.

VI.6 (E296; T398) Ignorance, whether known or not
known, cannot be proved located in a place other than its
locus. The self-luminous locus of ignorance, which is reported
in the experience "I do not know", illumines ignorance also,

VI. 7 (E296; T399) Just as there is ignorance for the one
who cognizes ignorance, there can be unknownness for the
self-luminous also. Brahman, even though self-luminous, does
not appear (to us) as different from ignorance, since it is the
content of ignorance.

VI .8 In the self-luminous (Brahman) there is no
distinction between nonknowing (ignorance) and unknown. So
it has as its locus him in whom ignorance is located,

VI.9 (E297; T400) If understanding is by the lower self
it is only he that is unknown, and so it is he alone that the
Vedas teach us to know. But who is higher than the
unknower?

VI. 10 (Objection:) If the highest Self is ignorant then
when ignorance is destroyed there would be no highest Self
left. When ignorance is destroyed there is no one ignorant» So
the highest Self must be different from the ignorant.

VI. 11 (Answer:) If the cognizer is destroyed when his
ignorance is destroyed, who is it that knows? It is the ignorant
who comes to know» If not, there is merely a stream of
cognizers and no one gains knowledge.

VI. 12 (E297; T401) If one is ignorant even after he gains
knowledge then what is the use of knowledge?

(Objection:) So he is dead.
(Answer:) That doesn't help, since he can be born again»
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VL13 If when knowledge is born ignorance is destroyed,
but the cognizer still does not become a knower, he becomes
even less one on the destruction of cognition (at death).

VI. 14 (E298; T4CT1-4Q2) If each time awareness arises the
cognizer both arises and perishes, the cognizer is momentary.
So for whom is the arising and perishing of consciousness?
Not for consciousness itself.

VL15 (E2998; T402) Consciousness alone is the cognizer
and the cognized. So it alone is the cognizer when ignorance
is destroyed, as well as being the ignorant when ignorance has
not been destroyed. There are no differences in consciousness,
since there is no veridical judgment (prama).

VI.16 (E298; T403) If ignorance is located in the
individual self who conceptually constructs then it can't, be
destroyed by knowledge. If the ignorant is sublated there will
be no understanding, and no cognizer without ignorance.

VL17 (E299; T405) Since the sublation of ignorance by
knowledge is the result of knowledge, who would get
liberated? The ignorant one would not be bound. How could
the one unbound get liberation?

VI. 18 (E300; T405) What you consider knowledge is like
knowledge in dreams, since it doesn't destroy ignorance. Since
you desire that ignorance be destroyed by knowledge you
should accept the Highest (Brahman) as (the basis for)
ignorance.

VI. 19 (E300; T406) If one ignorance were the cause of all
ignorant persons then through its destruction there would be
liberation for all. Since for you release is for one person only
there should be many ignorances. But the notion that there
are many ignorances is unnecessarily difficult; it is simpler and
avoids contradiction to assume that ignorance is one.

VL20 (E301; T408) Just as in a dream different objects,
both conscious and nonconscious from Brahma on down,
appear to you through your own illusion and not through
another's, so in the waking state likewise, since everything
appears to you through your own illusion, differences of
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objects, etc. need not be assumed, since differences are known
to be possible even without them.

VI.21 (E301; T407) (Objection:) A teacher must see his
pupil as different from himself.

(Answer:) The teacher, being liberated and so without
ignorance, will not see the pupil as different.

(Objection:) The teacher has only understanding of the
language of liberation, unlike the liberated person who has
direct realization..

(Answer:) Only Brahman-knowledge will remove
ignorance, whether it produces linguistic understanding or
direct realization. Once one of the two leads to liberation the
other is pointless. Actually "direct realization", not being a
method of gaining knowledge, is an illusion, merely imaginary.
And you yourself deny that liberation can be gained by
perception or the other instruments of knowledge. So verbal
knowledge alone is the means to Brahman-knowledge.

(Objection:) Knowledge of scripture is not pointless,
Though it is not itself the remover of illusion, it removes lack
of understanding and generates repeated meditation on the
truth, and that removes illusion. So a teacher is a knower who
has gained this kind of knowledge, not one in whom all
ignorance has been destroyed,

(Answer:) No. Bhagavadgitä IV.34 says "The knowers
who have seen reality will teach you knowledge". "Lack of
understanding" is indefinable and beginningless, and illusion
is its product, not liberation. Knowledge alone can remove
ignorance. (Further summing up of the Advaita position
already set forth.)

VL22 (E304; T412) What you suppose to exist because
of your illusion, is not due to another's illusion, since it is
already there for you. One cannot apprehend the product of
another's illusion. So the existence of more than one illusion
is not reasonable.

VL23 (E305; T413) (Objection:) What appears to you
through your illusion appears to others through their own
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illusions.
(Answer:) If so, when one is liberated, all are! Otherwise,

when others are liberated you won't be!
VI.24 (E305; T415) If all ignorant persons are the

product of your illusion then when your illusion is destroyed
by knowledge they will not exist. And so their illusions won't
exist either.

VL25 (E306; T416) If one person's world is the product
of the illusions of everyone then that person will not be
liberated when his illusions are destroyed. If liberation is the
nonexistence of all illusions the liberation of everyone must be
possible.

VI.26 (E306; T417) When one's illusions are destroyed
there can be no other deluded person. So, assuming that an
ignorant person is the locus of ignorance, how can there be
teacher and taught?

VI.27 (E307; T417) Thus, for one who wants to destroy
bondage-which is created by ignorance-by knowledge,
ignorance is to be accepted for Brahman and not for things
superimposed on It.

CHAPTER SEVEN
VII. 1 (E308; T418) (Objection:) If there is only one self

that is bound by illusion and freed by knowledge, who is his
student (afterwards)? Who then can teach one who is
deluded?

VII.2 Scripture requires that there be a teacher. Do not
respond "but everything exists only through illusion", since you
said there is none for the (realized) teacher.

VII.3 (E308; T419) The teacher must be one who has
knowledge. If he too sees the deluded person, that person
must exist. If he doesn't see him whom can he teach? He
cannot even teach that a self appears, since (ex hypothesi) it
doesn't.

VII.4 A person who in a dream is drowned along with
many others doesn't on waking try to pull the others out of the
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sea!
VII.5-6 (E3Q9; T419) Likewise, one who realizes "I am

Brahman" and that there is no second, who sees his students
as painted figures, does not teach them.

VII.7 (E309; T420) Shouldn't such a teacher ask: "You
have been liberated by my liberation, so you needn't make any
further effort toward release".

VII.8 Hearing that by one person's liberation all are
liberated, and viewing the teacher as liberated, what will the
student do?

(Counterobjection:) He is not aware that he is liberated.
(Objector:) Even then, what will he do?
VII.9 Once one is liberated there is no more bondage. If

not, for whom is there belief in future liberation or future
knowledge?

VII.10 (E309; T421) So, since it cannot distinguish
knowledge from ignorance, teacher from pupil, or liberated
from unliberated, the theory of one self is not reasonable.

VII. 11 So difference between the selves should be
accepted, as well as the existence of plurality.

VII.12 (E310; T421) (Answer:) Even if many selves are
accepted there is still no escaping those problems. So the
theory of one self is acceptable.

VII. 13 If one self is liberated in each age, since ages are
infinite in number, there would be no world even for you
dualists now.

VII. 14 Still, the decrease will have been observed by the
many selves which were different. And the number of selves
is not infinite,

VII. 15 (E310; T422) since though the number of them is
not known to us, God knows its number. If He didn't He
would not be omniscient.

VII. 16 If there is (real) difference selves can be inert and
unselflike. Furthermore, God and qualities will have
beginnings and thus they will have ends.

VII. 17 (E310; T422-423) For you, knowers are only mayä
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like the (rope-)snake, since they have beginnings and ends.
Who can then be liberated? Differences among selves are not
allowable.

VII.18 (E311; T423) (The followers of Brhaspati:) Since
if either difference or nondifference of selves is assumed
liberation is impossible, and since, being observed, bodies, etc.
exist, the Self is nonexistent and there is no liberation.

VII.19 (E312; T425) (Answer to that:) No. Difference is
mäyä, and the Self is its locus, the witness of ignorance, and
since it is accepted that knowledge removes ignorance there is
liberation. The body, etc. are not (the Self).

(Objection:) How do you know these things?
(Answer:) Through inference. Inference sublates

difference, as in the case of the illusion of two moons.
(Objection:) Inference does not sublate difference, since

difference continues to exist after one infers its nonexistence.
(Answer:) True, there is the appearance of difference.

What inference does is to sublate the notion of the reality of
the second moon» Anyway, you do not accept inference as an
instrument of knowledge. But you should, for your contention
that the world of difference is not sublatable by inference is
proved only by inference.

There is an intricate discussion of the role of inference in
justifying the claims of either the materialist or the Advaitin.

(Objection:) The body is the knower.
(Answer:) Then the body cannot be known as having a

shape, etc. So, since there is nonestablishment of your own
body, there is also no proof of other bodies, or for that matter
pots, etc. which are not perceptible by your body which is not
a cognizer.

(Objection:) We don't deny consciousness, only we hold
that it is a property of bodies.

(Answer:) Then your consciousness has no locus and no
properties, cannot change or be related to other things. And
thus its apparent change, etc. is due to a relationship to mäyä
which is itself due to a relationship to mäyä, as we explained
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earlier. But a relationship of what? Of the Self, as we hold.
VII.20 (E314; T431) (Objection:) Pleasures, pains and the

desires for them are natural (svahhävd) (requiring no locus).
(Answer:) Then what is the point of the activities taught

in the sciences (sästra)? What is natural can't be destroyed.
VII.21 (E315; T433) Since (on the Vaisesika view) a self

is all-pervasive, everything is in it at all times; whatever
qualities of awareness, action, etc. one self has will be had by
all selves

VIL22 (E316; T433-434) (Objection:) The body, etc. are
produced by karma and thus will be there only for those who
have performed actions.

(Answer:) No, for there is mutual dependence between
karma and having a body, etc.

VII.23 (E316; T435) (Objection:) (Not so, because) each
person has just one body at a moment, so his body is not the
product of karma of that body but of that of a previous body,
etc. So there is no mutual dependence.

(Answer:) Then one body is produced by the actions of
a previous body. But why are these bodies the bodies of the
same person?

(Objection:) Because each previous body is the cause of
the next one.

(Answer:) But each previous body is not the body of any
person, so neither are the subsequent ones. So there is infinite
regress.

VII.2,4 (E317; T436) (Objection:) A body is a person's.
One doesn't see with another's eyes, or have the actions,
frustrations, etc. of another.

VII.25 (Answer:) That would be true if the differences
among selves were visible, but they aren't. Since selves are not
visible, their differences aren't either. And the differences are
not inferable either,

VII.26 because such an inference of a self s difference is
not possible even if a reason is cognizable, since that inference
assumes the prior awareness of difference and so is
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unnecessary.
VII.27 (E318; T437) (Objection:) If so, (since differences

between selves are not provable,) the assignment of actions
and awarenesses to a specific self is also not established, and
likewise the differences between him who enjoys heaven and
the one who does not, between black and white, etc. are not
available to you.

VII.28 You assume I accept differences among persons. I
don't. But you expressly claim nondifference among selves.

VII.29 (E318; T438) I accept that differences appear.
How could I deny that?

(Objection:) But you hold that there is only one self!
(Answer:) No, I hold that there is only one Self. The

disagreement between us is that I hold the plurality of selves
to be the product of illusion, while you say it does not appear
even through illusion.

VII.30 (E319; T440) If (as you say) there is difference
among persons, then a teacher who is not omniscient cannot
say of you that you have such-and-such a nature.

VII.31 Even an omniscient person cannot be the author
of a scriptural text which explains the differences between the
selves, since there are infinitely many selves. Thus one couldn't
learn it from scripture either. When the names of the selves
are not known there can be neither teacher nor pupiL

VII.32 (E320; T441) So even though one knows his own
self he cannot know another's self. Therefore if selves were
many there could be no release either through self-knowledge
by means of scripture.

VII.33 (Objection:) Persons are similar.
(Answer:) If dissimilarity between persons is not accepted

all will be one.
(Objection:) How so?
(Answer:) If there is not at least one there can't be

difference. So you also must deny difference.
VII.34 (Objection:) Difference both exists and doesn't

exist.
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(Answer:) No, that is a contradiction.
VII.35 (Objection:) Existence and nonexistence each

name a different positive way of being, so they don't
contradict each other.

(Answer:) Even so, since one person cannot be aware of
another, since the distinction between them is presupposed
(through calling one "another"), that difference must be
assumed.

VII.36 (E320; T442) (Objection:) The teacher knows the
pupil, who is really not different from him, by means of his
own understanding.

(Answer:) If they are not really different how can the
teacher know the pupil?

VII.37 (Objection:) So there is difference-cum-
nondifference between them.

(Answer:) If the teacher knows the pupil that way, why
not the pupil the teacher?

VTI.38 (E321; T442) If they are the same then the
instrument of knowledge of the teacher is also for the pupil.
If in spite of their identity there is no such common
instrument, then the teacher s knowledge is confined (as much
as the pupil's).

VII.39 (E321; T443) (Objection:) There is no difference
from his own self for the teacher, but there is difference-cum-
nondifference with the pupil, so the instrument of knowledge
is for a teacher, not his pupil.

(Answer:) No.
VII.40 If the teacher is different from his pupil who is

nondifferent from him, why is he not different from his self
which is nondifferent from him?

(Objection:) That can't be.
(Answer:) Then what you said (in VII.39) was wrong.
VII.41 (Objection:) How can there be difference from

one's own self?
(Answer:) How can there be nondifference from what is

different? Who is it that is different, if he is nondifferent?
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VII.42 (E322; T443) If the student is nondifferent from
the teacher there is only the teacher. If there is difference of
student from teacher, the statement that there is nondifference
is false.

VII.43 (E322; T444) (Objection:) Even though the
student is nondifferent from the teacher, he is not the teacher's
Self.

(Answer:) That is, the teacher is not his own Self (which
is contradictory).

VII.44 Anyway, what is the use of instruments of
knowledge, since, the student being identical with the teacher,
the student knows everything that the teacher does and vice-
versa.

VII.45 If both of them know then how can one not know?
If the pupil is stupid, the teacher must also be since they are
identical.

VII.46 So there will be no difference between bondage
and liberation in beings who are intrinsically and mutually
different-cum-nondifferent.

VH.47 (E323; T445) In the view of the Sämkhyas
(pradhänavädiri), who accept a single, independent and inert
prakrti, and say that knowledge and ignorance, bondage and
release are for it and not for selves, where are those
differences for them?

VII.48 (E324; T446-447) How can there be bondage and
liberation for the selves through ignorance and knowledge in
prakrti?

(Objector:) Because prakrti exists for sake of its cognizer,
the self.

(Answer:) Then the self is not the cognizer since he is
released.

VII.49 (E324; T447) One does not desire liberation for
external reasons, since even the liberated might have such
reasons. A nonconscious prakrti cannot desire liberation. And
consciousness is not put to use for the sake of a conscious
person, for there would be mutual dependence.
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VIL50 (E324; T448) If the knower is not the aspirant (for
liberation) what is nonconscious will not be for the sake of the
knower. Prakrti is not an aspirant (being nonconscious). So
the functioning of prakrti is pointless. If it had a purpose it
could only be for the sake of all selves, and then there would
be no distinctive functioning of prakrti for the sake either of
all selves or for any particular self.

VII.51 (E325; T449) (Objection:) The consciousness of
each purusa is different (from the next), not just one mass
consciousness..

(Answer:) What is the principle of difference?
(Objector:) It is beginningless.
(Answer:) Then it can't be an effect (of karma). Even if

a consciousness has a beginning its relation to its content
cannot be beginningless.

VII.52 Merely saying "beginningless" does not suffice for
a principle of difference without further appeal to experience
or logic, since there is overpervasion (i.e., beginninglessness is
common to each self). And I have already said (VIL25) that
there is no principle of difference of that sort.

VII.53 (E325; T450) (Objection:) The bound and the
liberated are different.

(Answer:) Then your (Sämkhya's) view that selves
(purusas) are alike is false. And if there is no difference the
functioning of prakrti for the sake of a self will be pointless.
What could be removed by knowledge?

VIL54 (E326; T450-451) How does prakrti, which does
not know the difference between bondage and release,
function for either of them? For one who does not accept the
origination of what doesn't exist or the destruction of what
does exist, what is the use of such functioning?

VII.55 (E326; T451) (Objection:) Prakrti's functioning is
to make manifest (yyakti) what exists.

(Answer:) Then bondage and release will be forever. The
differences between bondage and release aren't based on what
is manifested versus what is not.
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VII.56 (Objection:) The manifestation of bondage is the
nonmanifestation of liberation and vice-versa.

(Answer:) Then one is liberated in deep sleep, since there
is no manifestation of bondage there.

VII.57 (Objection:) What we meant was that when
bondage is manifested there is a different manifestation of
release, and vice-versa.

(Answer:) Release even when manifest does not remove
bondage.

VII.58 If what removes bondage causes liberation why
doesn't that happen in deep sleep?

(Objection:) What produces liberation is not there in
deep sleep, so it is not something else that produces liberation.

(Answer:) Why does that which gives liberation remove
bondage, if that which removes bondage (in deep sleep) does
not produce liberation?

VII.59 (E327; T452) (Objection:) Then liberation will be
impossible!

(Answer:) The impossibility is that a real bondage can be
removed by awareness. Since awareness (knowledge) destroys
ignorance (which is not real) liberation is possible after all.

VII.60 Are the manifestation and nonmanifestation of one
and the same thing (a) the same or (b) different? If (b)--as
between a pot and a cloth-then they can exist together, in
bondage or liberation. If (a) manifestation will be
nonmanifestation, and liberation and bondage, being one and
the same, will exist forever or not at all.

VII.61 (E327; T452-453) If the manifestation and
nonmanifestation of enjoyment and liberation are uncaused
then why can't they exist always? If they have a cause let them
exist when the cause exists-always or never. So reality is the
changeless Self.

VTI.62 (E327; T453) So for those who believe in the
plurality in the world discrimination between reals is not
possible since everything exists always. So dualism is not
correct.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
VIII. 1 (E328; T454) (Objection:) If the destruction of

ignorance that you counsel is real then dualism can be correct.
If it is illusory then you (Advaitins), the believers in mäyä,
must accept ignorance as real.

VIII.2 (Answer:) The existence of ignorance and the
nonexistence of ignorance are in the same boat. Neither can
originate; origination can only be of the inexplicable. The
destruction of ignorance is not the birth of something else, or
the birth of anything at all. It is inexplicable.

Some Advaitins say that the Self is the destruction of
ignorance. Let it be; that is not inconsistent with my position.

(Objection:) If the nonexistence of ignorance is
beginningless like the Self, you yourself have pointed out the
fallacy in that. And if it had a beginning then being the
product of ignorance there would be no destruction of
ignorance.

(Answer:) Don't ask such questions, since you yourself
admit the destruction of ignorance also. Everything that has a
beginning is a product of ignorance. So its destruction is not
a product.. Yet it must be accepted; otherwise there can be no
usage of the instruments of knowledge. (Lengthy argument,
sections of it skipped here.)

(Objection:) A beginningless entity cannot have an end
(thus beginningless ignorance will last forever).

(Answer:) That is true for a beginningless positive entity
such as the Self. But since ignorance is indeterminable it
doesn't follow that ignorance must last forever. And though it
is true that the termination of things that have a cause is
always the origin of something else, the termination of
beginningless ignorance is not the origination of something
else, nor simultaneous with it.

(Objection:) What is this termination of beginningless
ignorance?
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(Answer:) Knowledge of an awareness1 content is that
termination.

(Objection:) Then you do accept the knownness ofthat
content (though you denied it earlier).

(Answer:) No, since neither knownness nor unknownness
is the nature of an object.

Ignorance, being beginningless, has no cause. So, once
destroyed, it will not arise again. So neither ignorance nor
anything else is born from the destruction of ignorance, since
neither ignorance nor its destruction is a nonproduct. So the
destruction of ignorance is just the immediate experience of
the Self, Brahman, through knowledge generated by scripture.

(Objection:) If so, the destruction of ignorance is not
different from the Self, so it must always be there and no
effort is needed to bring it about.

(Answer:) The destruction is not real. Real destruction of
unreal silver involves contradiction.

(Objection:) Perhaps the destruction of the (illusory)
silver is not real, but the awareness of the destruction of the
silver must be real, since it is an awareness and so not inert.

(Answer:) Knowledge of the Self, though a product of
ignorance, is not an erroneous judgment like an awareness of
a pot, etc., but it is rather correct awareness having as its
content an actual entity, the Self, an awareness that kills the
ignorance about that (Self). Just as fire acco&panied by wind
consumes dry grass, so also the Self mounted on by the
instruments of knowledge consumes Its ignorance. Consuming
that it consumes the instruments as well, since they are born
of that ignorance, and yet remains calmly like the fire that has
consumed all the fuel Since the classification into positive and
negative entities is based on ignorance, the destruction of
ignorance is not something other than the Self (quoting from
Suresvara's Värtika and from the Bhagavadgita).

VIII.3 (E136; T469) From what unreal falsity can unreal
frustrations arise? Ignorance is not due to another ignorance.
So the destruction of ignorance is unreal, like ignorance itself.
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VIII.4 Just as the (rope-)snake is extinguished by
knowledge, so is ignorance which is inexplicable. Just as that
snake does not exist after its extinction, so also ignorance will
not exist after its destruction.

VIII.5 The extinction of the snake is inexplicable because
its nature is to be so and not because the snake exists.
Likewise the extinction of a self s ignorance is (indefinable
because its nature is to be so and) not because that self s
ignorance exists.

VIII.6 (E337; T469) (Objection:) The extinction of the
snake is inexplicable because there is the illusion of rope when
the snake-illusion is destroyed by awareness of rope.

(Answer:) No, since the snake-illusion can be seen again
in the rope.

VIII. 7 If that is through another illusion there is an
infinity of illusions, and then ignorance cannot be destroyed.
If the illusion persists there is no liberation.

VIII.8 If the snake is the product of the illusion that there
is just one Self, even then, since illusions exist before that
illusion occurs, the extinction of the snake must be
inexplicable ignorance.

VIII.9 (E337; T470) If the snake is the product of the
illusion about the Self it cannot be destroyed by knowledge of
something else. So it is the proper example for the destruction
of the Self s illusion.

VIIL10 If you insist that all cognitions of nonself are
produced by illusions about the Self, then we can provide no
example of the extinction of ignorance and its products by
knowledge.

VIII. 11 If the destruction of ignorance is the Self itself it
must exist always or never. If the former, there can be no
rebirth; if the latter there can be no transmigrator.

VIII. 12 (Objection:) If no inquiry into ignorance is
possible, then how can one determine how to remove it? If
one does not remove it because one doesn't try, how can there
be liberation?
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VIII. 13 (Answer:) That is not a problem, since both
knowledge and ignorance are known to everyone. That which
corresponds to the facts is knowledge; that which does not is
ignorance.

VIII. 14 (E338; T470) The removal of ignorance is also
well known to everyone. There would be no inquiry without
experiencing it. The veridicality of that experience is what is
inquired into,

VIII.15 (E338; T471) whether the removal of ignorance
exists, doesn't exist or is inexplicable, whether it is Self or not
Self. I have explained the right answer(s) to this by reasoning.

VIIL16 The removal of ignorance is just the Self. Still
only the Self remains (and not a negative entity, the removal
of ignorance) since the illusion it involves exists only through
the Self, as the illusion of the snake exists only through the
rope.

VIII. 17 (Objection:) If the absence of illusion is the nature
of the Self there must be absence of illusion always.

(Answer:) No. A pot and its absence are just clay, but
they do not always exist.

VIII. 18 Upon inquiry ignorance will lose its character of
being ignorance, since the definition of ignorance is "not being
able to withstand reason".

VIII. 19 Positive activity (pravrtti) and negative activity
(nivrtti) occur in the world in ordinary experience, but not as
real entities. Bondage and liberation, being both conceptual
constructions, are not real existents for me.

VIII.20 (E338; T472) So, since one attains liberation
through the removal o5 ignorance, let the single-Self theory be
accepted and not the duality of selves.

VIII.21 (E339; T472) Ordinary experiences of things as
multiple are reasonably considered ignorance since they are
experienced. They are not actual existents. It is not that I don't
accept ordinary experience.

VIII.22 Without ignorance the truth and harmony of
perception and the other instruments of knowledge, and of the
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karmakända and jnänakända, would not be possible.
VTII.23 The four aims of life--of dharma, artha, käma and

rnoksa--along with other desired and disliked objects are
possible only through ignorance.

VIII.24 Likewise the views of the other schools of thought
and the variegatedness of the universe are made possible.
Thus in order to establish the nature of all these inquiry has
been made (above) and their nature established.

VIII.25 (E339; T473) There is liberation, and it is through
awareness. The awareness that removes ignorance dissolves in
Unity. Ignorance is in the Self and its destruction is also in the
Self because it serves the Self.

VIII.26 The Self is single, motionless, infinite, without a
second, and is direct experience (anubhava). It is neither
tamas nor its product. It is Self-luminous.

VIIL27 It is the supreme bliss desired by all. It is revealed
in the Upanishads (yedäntd) and by itself. This view is
especially advocated by me, and accepted by those who know
the Vedas.

VIII.28 If inexplicable ignorance can made acceptable to
all objects (or purposes-artha) all can be established (or
fulfilled) So for that reason I have inquired into ignorance.

5.JNÄNAGHANA (1000), Tattva(pari)suddhi
The Introduction that follows is taken from P. C.

Subbamma's unpublished thesis submitted for the degree of
Master of Letters at the University of Madras in 1963. "E"
references are to the edition by S.S.Suryanaryana Sastri and
E.P.Radhakrishnan, published from the University of Madras
in 1941. Subbamma's thesis contains a translation of the text,
on which we base our summary here. Specifically, we quote in
their entirety certain sections of the thesis, with emendations
to suit the translations of technical terms adopted in this
Volume and occasionally for the sake of clarity. Although in
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order to simplify our text no quotation marks are given, the
summary should be viewed as essentialfy the work of Mr.
Subbamma.

Subbamma estimates Jnänaghana's date in the ninth
century on the basis of the Srngeri list as indicated earlier. But
for the reasons we noted there, it seems more likely that the
list's dates need to be set later by about a century. One may,
of course, also doubt that the author of the work summarized
here is the same as the one identified in the list. Srikantha
Sastri, and others have opined that J.nänaghana must be
contemporary with Prakäsätman. On the basis of this
somewhat slim evidence we have estimated Jfiänaghana's and
Prakäsätman's dates as falling at the end of the tenth to the
beginning of the eleventh centuries. One should also notice
that there seems to have been more than one Jnänaghana, and
that the ascription of the present work to the author listed in
the Srngeri list is by no means certain.

Summarized by P. C. Subbamma

"Jnänaghana closely follows the Vivarana view and some
portions of his work here and there are, it would seem, drawn
from Brahmasiddhi, the work of Mandana (Misra). At times he
derives support from the works of Vacaspati (Misra) when he
has to reply to the opponents of Advaita, though on important
points he differs from the views of Vacaspati. For instance, in
the context where the way of knowing the sentence-sense is
discussed, Vacaspati follows the view of Bhättas, i.e., the
abhihitänvayaväda view, whereas Jnänaghana supports the
Vivarana view which is the modified anvitäbhidhänaväda of
the Präbhäkaras. Again in the context where the means for the
intuitive experience of Brahman is discussed, Jnänaghana
differs from the view of Vacaspati. According to Vacaspati,
sabda is regarded as capable of generating only mediate
knowledge. The cause of the intuitive experience of Brahman
is continued meditation and not sravana. But according to the
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Vivarana view, verbal testimony or sabda is capable of
generating immediate as well as mediate knowledge. The
author of Tattvasuddhi follows the view of Vivaranakära."

CHAPTER ONE: Nonduality (advaitaprakarana)
(El-3; Tl-4) (Objection:) Perception cannot reveal the

nondual reality, for it has as its contents many things, such as
pot and cloth.

(Putative Advaita answer:) Since duality and its
appearance are put up by ignorance, the instruments of
knowledge cannot function there. An instrument of knowledge
always has for its content mere existence. The functioning of
the sense-organ, etc. is required only to grasp pure existence
which is the substrate of the illusion of duality. In the case of
the (shell) silver illusion, at first there is the sense-contact with
the shell-material, and subsequently the silver illusion arises.
Similarly the duality-illusion follows on the basis of the
revelation of pure existence by perception, etc.

(Objector:) This argument is unacceptable. In the case of
the (shell) silver illusion, there are defects in the cause and
also there is the subsequent sublating cognition. These are not
possible in the case of the world-duality. The cognition of this
world is self-validating, so it cannot be an illusion.

Moreover, if nonduality is revealed by perception to
everyone-from children to learned people-the world of
duality will not be experienced by anyone even as an illusion.
When there is the perceptual awareness of the substrate
(adhisthänd), shell, no silver-illusion arises.

(Putative Advaita answer:) When the substrate, shell, is
immediately visible, there is the illusion of silver, etc. Even so5

although the substrate, pure existence, is cognized through
perception, there is the illusion of duality. Thus illusion does
not arise if someone else sees the substrate or if the substrate
does not appear at all.

(Objector:) This argument is not sound, as there is no
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parity between the example and what is exemplified. The shell
which is the substrate of the silver-illusion has many aspects.
In one of its aspects it gives rise to a silver-illusion, having
become the object to a diseased eye, etc. In another aspect, it
becomes an object of knowledge, being apprehended through
defectless sight. The nondual reality, however, is not like shell.
It has no plurality of aspects. Therefore, perception is not an
instrument of knowledge of nonduality.

(Putative Advaitin:) The following inference establishes
Advaita: This empirical usage (yyavahärä) of difference which
is under discussion must have as its basis the unborn unitary
thing which is invariable in the different things that vary;
because it is an empirical usage of difference; whatever is such
empirical usage has for its basis (älamband) a unitary thing;
for example, the appearance of a double moon has for its basis
the real single moon.

(Objector:) No. The empirical usage of difference is
dependent on differing things, and not on a single thing.
Empirical usage regarding a series of potsherds does not have
a pot as its basis. Therefore, the reason (of your inference
above) is contradictory (yiruddha). There is also sublation
(bädhä) by another instrument of knowledge, for perception
shows that the empirical usage of difference has for its basis
different things. Furthermore, the reason is uncertain
{sandigdhaprayojakd). Is the double moon said to have the
single moon as its basis because it is an illusion of difference,
or because it is an empirical usage of difference?

Moreover, how does the present text teach nonduality?
What does it mean? Does it mean that that which is one alone
(e/cam eva) is nondual (advitlyam), or that that which is
nondual is one alone? Then the text would become invalid
(apramänä) as it would be but a restatement of what is
established in the world. If the text means "all this host of
duality is one and nondual" it would amount to a self-
contradiction such as "my mother is a barren woman".

Again, what is the meaning of the negative particle (nan)
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in "advaita", i.e., una(n) dvaita"? It cannot be the nonexistence
of duality, for that would be opposed to what is experienced,
and that is not admitted. If the negation means what is other
than that which is other than it or opposed to it, then you
must admit the existence of another reality, and what you
wish will not be established, viz., the impartite nondual
reality. In scripture there is no text which expounds an
established entity (siddhavastu); words have a capacity to
convey reality only as associated with something to be
accomplished (kärya).

(Putative Advaitin:) The instrument of knowledge is itself
nondual!

(Objector:) Then, since there can be no cognizer or object
of cognition over and beyond cognition, you must be a
Buddhist!

(Putative Advaitin:) O.K., the instrument of knowledge is
something different.

(Objector:) That contradicts nondualism (advaita).
(Siddhänta, i.e., Advaita's answer to the preceding

section): The text that is the instrument of knowledge for
Advaita is (ChUp VI.2) "Being alone, dear one, was this in the
beginning, one only without a second." Here, the world of
duality which is effect and consists of elements (bhütd) and
elementals (bhautika) is said to have existed as the reality
(sattva) of the cause itself before its appearance. The words
"one only without a second" excludes internal differences from
the nondual reality and declare that the nondual reality is
impartite and of one consistency. The word "advitiya" means
"that which is void of duality (dvaitasünya). So you need not
worry your mind with the question "what is the meaning of
the negative particle 'nan?'." Even though the absolutely real
nondual Self is expounded by scripture, which is an
instrument of knowledge, the imagined world of duality may
well appear, there being no conflict, any more than there is
conflict in the rope's appearing (to be) a snake. (Merely
because we have said "the imagined world of duality" it should
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not be argued that we accept an absolutely real world of
duality. "Imagined" (or "illusory", kälpanika) is a feature of the
essential nature of duality, even as hardness is of eaith.

It cannot be said that verbal testimony is not an
instrument of knowledge in respect to an entity established as
actual, for actually from the Vedic testimony there arises the
knowledge of the nondual reality that is free from doubt and
error. Nor may it be said that although there arises awareness
of an established (siddha) entity such awareness is but
illusory, for here we do not find either a defective cause or a
sublating cognition. As for the usage of elders in determining
the capacity of words, there is no difference between (words
for) an established entity and for what is to be done (käryd).
It is another inquiry whether a word has meaningfulness only
as associated with what is to be done or as associated with
any other word that has fitness.

Indeed, the appearance of the world of duality with all its
defects cannot sublate the knowledge of nonduality which is
altogether free from defects and is not due to any human
authorship. So, the text cited (from the Chändogya) is
undoubtedly an instrument of knowledge for Advaita, Nor is
this the Buddhist view, since until there is release from rebirth
we do admit the empirical usage of the difference between
awareness and object as it appears, being caused by mäyä.

(E5-7; T6-10) There is no problem either in establishing
Advaita through inference. The objector's complaint, that "the
empirical usage of difference" is a contradictory reason
because it establishes difference, which is the opposite of
nonduality, is not correct. A contradictory reason is one which
exists in the paksa and in the vipaksa. But this one ("the
empirical usage of difference") exists in the sapaksa, which is
the empirical usage of the imagined differences in the moons
which have as basis the one moon. The notion of difference
(hhedavyavahärd) that is observed (between the two moons)
is not based on two absolutely real different things-if it were,
then there would be a case of contradictory reason, the hetu
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being present in the vipaksa. Nor is there sublation of the hetu
("being an empirical usage of difference") by the perception
that that empirical usage is based on different things; this we
are proving. Nor is that reason uncertain, for it does prove
that the empirical usage of difference has for its basis a single
real thing (ekavastu). So the inference is free from the defects
alleged.

Advaita can be established through perception also, for
perception has for its content merely what exists (sanmätrd).

(Objection:) Even the appearance or nonappearance of
difference depends on the presence or absence of sense-organs
respectively.

(Answer:) No, since the presence or absence of the senses
are dispensable (anyathäsiddha) conditions inasmuch as all
differences are the contents of illusion, and differences cannot
be cognized through perception.

Now what is meant by perception? Is it something
positive (lit., functioning prescriptively, vidhivyäpära) or is it
exclusionary (lit., functioning to exclude, vyavaccheda-
vyäpära).? If it be the first alternative then, since it is the
establishing of the essential nature of a thing, perception
cannot reveal difference, which is the negation of one thing by
the other. It is not the second alternative, for without the prior
assertion or affirmation of something exclusion is not possible.
That exclusion always follows the establishment of something
limited (avacchinna) is proved following Mandana Misra's
Brahmasiddhi, which is extensively quoted (see the summary
of II.2ff. in this Encyclopedia, Volume Three, pp. 375ff.).

The conclusion is that difference is not a content of
perception; thus perception has for its content only
nondelimited or nondifferentiated reality or existence.

(Objection:) Though perception defines, it fixes color as
color and taste as taste; hence perception, even while
establishing something, apprehends only difference.

(Answer:) This is unreasonable, for it reduces perception
to the role of mere repetition.
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(Objector:) But the repetition is useful through showing
that perception is exclusionary.

(Answer:) Then it should be asked: is what perception
defines excluded by the difference apprehended? or is it
something else that is excluded? If the first, then what is
positively defined must be negatively discarded and this is
undesirable to the opponent. If the second, there will be
reciprocal dependence, since when a thing is first established
then only are some positive presentation and negative
discrimination possible, but only when a thing is discriminated
can it be proved that it is different. So your objection cannot
stand.

(Objection:) If Advaita is apprehended by perception,
there would be the nonexistence of the appearance of
difference.

(Answer:) No, for the shell, though directly apprehended
by perception, is sometimes taken as silver through illusion.

(Objection:) The shell, the locus of the (false) silver, has
many aspects. In its general aspect it gives rise to the false
awareness of silver, and in its particular aspect it is the
content of knowledge.

(Answer:) True enough, but though this plurality of
aspects is not actually true of the shell but rather the result of
ignorance, still practical activity becomes quite intelligible.

(Objection:) When the ultimate Reality is realized by
immediate perception there would not be ignorance at all, so
how can the plurality of aspects arise then?

(Answer:) Though that plurality is not removed by sense-
perception, etc., it is immediately realized through verbal
testimony (i.e., scripture). Though perception has for its
content mere existence (sanmätrd) it manifests the real only
as conditioned by ignorance. Reality devoid of all adjuncts,
being free from all sorts of empirical transactions, cannot be
the content of evidence. For this reason, there does not arise
the contingence of the manifestation of difference by
perception, because the nature of difference is only
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discrimination of exclusion. Perception only fixes; it does not
exclude. So, even though perception has for its content mere
existence, since the content is conditioned by ignorance,
perceptual awareness cannot remove ignorance. But verbal
testimony, when properly understood through the technique
of implication, reveals the pure reality devoid of all adjuncts;
and so by it ignorance and its effects are inevitably removed.
We find that when the identity of Devadatta is directly
realized by cognition the illusion of difference caused by the
adjuncts of space and time is removed, and by the same
identity itself through perceptual recognition the removal of
the illusion of difference is achieved. Hence here, though there
is no difference in regard to the cognized object caused by the
difference in instrument of knowledge, though Advaita is
realized by immediate perception, etc., removal of ignorance
is not brought about thereby. It is only when nonduality is
directly revealed through verbal testimony that ignorance gets
destroyed.

CHAPTER TWO: Brahman as Qualityless (nirgund)
(E9-10; T12-14) Are bliss, (consciousness, and existence)

qualities of Brahman itself or are they Its very nature?
(Objection (pürvapaksin):) Bliss, etc. are qualities of

Brahman, not Its nature. Scriptural texts are quoted as
evidence for this view: "Brahman is existence, awareness,
endless" (TaittUp II. 1: satyam jnänam anantam brahma"),
"Brahman is consciousness-bliss" (BrUp. II.9.28: "vijnänam
änandam brahma"). In such passages the word "Brahman" is
put in apposition with the words "existence", etc. So through
this apposition, just as in the case of "the blue water-lily"
(nüotpala), the relationship between the word "Brahman" and
the other words is that of quality to qualified. Otherwise if, as
in the statement "the brightest luminary is the sun"
(prakrstaprakäsa savita), it is held that bliss, etc. are the very
nature of Brahman, there is the need to appeal to a secondary
meaning (laksanä), and that is not reasonable where a primary
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sense is possible. Moreover, intelligence, bliss, etc., are well
known qualities of conscious persons in the world. Thus, as
per the scripture also, all these should be regarded as
attributes of Brahman, the conscious entity. And by all these
characteristics, such as substantiality, consciousness and
material causality, we infer that Brahman is qualified reality.
Again, if Brahman is not regarded as qualified by all these-
eternality, blissfulness, sovereignty, unsurpassability, and
omniscience-then how can liberation or the realization of
unqualified Brahman be the supreme aim of life (purusärtha)?
It is not usual that one desires to become pleasure instead of
desiring to have pleasure. Thus by scripture, inference and
presumption Brahman is established as qualified (saguna), the
qualifications being consciousness, bliss, etc.

(Answer (siddhäntiri): Brahman is unqualified (nirgund);
pure existence, bliss, etc. are the very nature of Brahman
itself. Texts are cited (BrUp IV.4.20; ChUp VI.2.1; BrUp IV.4.4,
19; II.3.6), all of which declare that Brahman is without
qualities.

(Objection:) But many texts ascribe qualities like
existence, intelligence, etc. to Brahman.

(Answer:) Is this shown by the primary sense of the
words or not? Not by the primary sense, since the words
"qualified" and "qualifier", etc. are not found in the text in
question.

(Objection:) The words "intelligence, bliss, etc." directly
convey their meanings, viz., existence, intelligence, etc.

(Answer:) No, since intelligence and bliss, etc., being
words for different aspects of the internal organ, are
substances only and not qualities. The scriptural text itself says
so "shyness, intelligence, fear-all these are but mind" (MaitUp
VI, 30). Although the nine qualities-intelligence, satisfaction,
frustration, etc.-are qualities of a self according to Nyäya
philosophy, that is not accepted by us since it is against the
purport of the scripture.

(Ell-12; T14-17) (Objection:) In the Upanisad the terms
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"existence", "intelligence", etc. and the term "Brahman" are
used in apposition. Hence the relationship is, as in the case of
the blue water-lily, that of qualities and qualified.

(Answer:) This statement does not seem to be acceptable,
for the apposition here is implication, by which all
characteristics are regarded as the nature of Brahman itself. In
another Upanisad it is stated "He who realizes Brahman attains
the supreme" (TaittUp II. 1.1: hrahmavid äpnotiparam). What
is required here is not the primary sense but the secondary
sense, the implication of other things as the definition of
Brahman, the nature of its knowledge and the nature of the
fruit ofthat knowledge. Thus, in the case under discussion as
well, construal as implication (secondary sense) is reasonable.
Otherwise, the Vedic text that denies all sorts of attributes in
Brahman would be contradicted.

(Objection:) Where there is the possibility for either the
primary sense or a secondary one, the former should be
preferred.

(Answer:) No, that is an argument (proffered) by those
who do not know the merits and demerits of their own view
and of others'. For all these characteristics-intelligence, bliss,
etc.,-generated by sense-contact with worldly objects and thus
being noneternal, cannot be superimposed on Brahman even
by those who favor a qualified Brahman. Thus since in the
present context the primary sense is impossible, a secondary
one is quite reasonable.

(Objection:) Brahman can be established as qualified
through inference, viz.:

(Infl) Brahman, which is subject to diverse views, is fit
to be a qualified entity, since it is a substance, like a pot, etc.

(Answer:) What is this "substantiality"? Not just to be a
(Vaisesika) category, since then qualities and motions would
become substances.

(Objector:) Then consider Infl with "because it
(Brahman) is conscious" as the reason and "like Devadatta" as
the example.
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(Answer:) Is this Devadatta different from Brahman or
the same as it? If different, the example becomes useless, since
there is no self different from Brahman. If the same, this is a
fallacy.

(Objection:) Brahman is qualified, since it is the material
cause of the world, like clay being the material cause of pots.

(Answer:) How can Brahman be a material cause? Does
He create different things afresh, or does He get modified into
existing things? Neither is possible for Brahman.

(Objection:) The material causality of Brahman consists
in being a witness unto all transfigurations of ignorance in a
variety of forms.

(Answer:) Then clay cannot be the example, since such
causality is not found in it.

(Objection:) If bliss, etc. are the nature of Brahman, its
realization cannot be the supreme goal; it is only a supposition
of those preceptors who do not experience the sublime
through meditation.

(Answer:) Though bliss is the very nature of Brahman, it
seems through ignorance as though it is not there. When by
knowledge ignorance is removed, one realizes the bliss as
one's own self. Hence, to maintain that Brahman is the unitary
experience of bliss, where the divisions of the relationship of
qualities and qualified do not exist, is reasonable on all counts.

CHAPTER III: Brahman is Changeless (nirvikärd)
(E13-16; T18-23) (Objection:) Some say that Brahman

evolves into the form of the world since it is the material
cause of the latter. The Upanisads conclude that Brahman is
the material cause of the world. Material causality means the
causal entity becoming the effect, and this does not happen
without transformation of the cause. And transformation or
modification itself is the change of a cause into an effect. So,
if transformation is not admitted in Brahman, it cannot be the
material cause of the world. In the world, earth, the material
cause, being transformed into varied effects like a pot, basin,
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pail and so on, is perceived as a process of modification.
Material causality in Brahman must be similar. Thus we can
infer: Brahman which is subject to different views is fit to be
modifiable, because it is the material cause of the whole
world.

(Counterobjection:) If, on the basis of the example of
earth, transformation is supposed to happen to Brahman,
Brahman would be noneternal as earth is. For the determinant
cause of the noneternality of earth is not its modification but
its being an effect. And it is seen that motions (kriya) and
qualities (guna), being effects, are noneternal. Furthermore,
the determinant cause of the noneternality of a thing is not its
being an effect, because in the case of a posterior absence,
though it is an effect, no destruction is seen, and prior
absence, being other than an effect, is nevertheless noneternal.

(Objector:) This is not a sound argument. For the rule-
that the determinant cause of the noneternality of a thing is its
being an effect-is applied only in the case of existent things,
not of nonexistents. Otherwise, in the given example of earth,
there is existence and causality, and for these two reasons
noneternality becomes inevitable in the exemplified, i.e.,
Brahman, even according to you (Advaitins).

(Counterobjection:) It may be questioned whether
Brahman becomes transformed as a whole or in part. If it is as
a whole then Brahman, being completely transformed, is
completely destroyed, and the result is nihilism. But if
Brahman's transformation is partial, the defects of
noneternality, divisibility, being an effect would arise in
Brahman, though they should of course not be even supposed
to do so. Furthermore, it would contradict the scriptural
declaration that Brahman is impartite. So transformation is
unintelligible with regard to Brahman.

(Objector:) This mode of argument is not sound. An
effect is a particular form of the causal substance, not an
entity generated by the destruction of the cause. Hence the
defects supposed in Brahman if it were allowed to transform
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either wholly or partially do not arise at all The effect, the
special form of the cause, is not different from that cause, nor
is the cause itself different from the effect, since it is different-
cum-nondifferent from it. The conclusion, therefore, is that
Brahman becomes modified into the form of the world.

(Answer:) Texts" (SvetUp VI, 19; BrUp 11:3.6, III.8.8)
declare that Brahman is actionless and acosmic. This does not
contradict another textual passage according to which
Brahman is the inner soul of all and the material cause of the
world of phenomena. For, the purport of all these texts is to
maintain acosmism (nisprapancd) in Brahman. The absolute
reality where all distinctions are negated cannot be defined in
positive terms. Hence the visible world is first superimposed
upon and then.negated. Thus it is known that Brahman, the
witness of all, is entirely different from what is seen.

(Objection:) The meaning of the "other textual passage"
is that it refers to either meditation on a qualified (saguna)
Brahman or to the use of the instruments of knowledge such
as perception.

(Answer:) Both meditation and the instruments of
knowledge are possible even on the view that the world is
superimposed on Brahman. In fact, the actual existence of the
phenomenal world in Brahman, which is the witness, is
unintelligible, because the nature of the object seen is never
found in the person who is the seer.

(Objection:) Brahman should be regarded as both cosmic
and acosmic,

(Answer:) No, for there is no contradiction between the
two texts (the first set and the (unidentified) "another textual
passage"). One cooperates with the other, one being subsidiary
(sesa) and the other principal (sesiri). Ultimately, the existence
and the nonexistence of the world in Brahman cannot even be
supposed, since they are mutually exclusive. And the argument
that Brahman is different-cum-nondifferent is another theory
(which is explained in Chapter 29).

(Objection:) If Brahman is not cosmic, what about the
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Vedic text which regards it as the material cause of the world?
(Answer:) "Causality" here means only superimposition as

in the case of the dream world. Even the scripture admits
creation for the dream world itself (cf. BrUp IV.3.10).

It was said that Brahman, though without divisions, is
because of its infinite capacity capable of all kinds of
modifications.. This is not right, for if the modifications are
different from Brahman, then causality belongs to the former
only and not to the latter. Otherwise, if Brahman is identified
with the capacities then various transformations are not
possible. Hence, Brahman associated with ignorance, just as
the rope with the illusory snake, appears as the material cause
of the world of duality. Otherwise all the above-mentioned
defects will be inevitable.

And the assertion that "effect" means a particular
rearrangement of the parts of the cause and thus is different-
cum-nondifferent from the original cause is not proper,
because difference and nondifference are mutually exclusive.

Moreover, the inference brought forward by the objector
is defective. It is said that there should be change or
transformation in Brahman just as in earth, the material cause.
But this reasoning is inconclusive in the example of the rope,
the cause of the snake. Then, if it is said that the rope is the
substratum of the snake and not its material cause, then we
say that Brahman is only the substratum for the appearance of
the world and not its cause. In fact, scripture describes the
creation of the world but does not attribute to it ultimate
truth. Hence Brahman is established as acosmic and
unmodified.

CHiVPTER FOUR: Omniscience (sarvajnatvd)
(El7-20; T24-30) The problem, whether there is an

omniscient God who is entirely different from the
transmigrating self, is discussed here.

(Objection): There is no omniscient God. If there were,
how will He be proved? Not by perception. For, whereas in
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perceptual awareness sense-contact with the object to be
manifested is essential, an omniscient God is beyond sense-
contact.

(Counterobjection:) Then He can be established by
inference, e.g.,

(Infl) Earth, mountains, rivers, oceans, etc. with regard
to which there is the certainty that they have agents,
are fit to be the creations of an agent who has a
discerning farsightedness, since they are variegated or
multifarious things; whatever is variegated is seen to be
the creation of a discerning person, for instance a
chariot, a house and so on. Hence, the world is a
creation of a wise maker who must be omniscient.
(Answer by the objector:) No. Since all the enjoyable

things of the world are evolved by the adrsta of sentient
beings, there is no need for this argument. Furthermore, the
reason is contradictory. If an omniscient God is inferred on
analogy with a carpenter, potter, etc., then by the same
reasoning God should have all the other features of the
carpenter or potmaker, viz., body, senses and ignorance.

(Counterobjector:) The analogy is not intended as a
whole but only in reference to the intelligence aspect.
Otherwise, if a comparison with the example and the
exemplified has to be fulfilled in every respect there can be no
inferential process at all.

(Objector:) But since omniscience is pervaded by all
properties in aggregate there is the contingency of God's
having ignorance as well, as in the case of the carpenter.

(Objector:) Infl involves contradiction. Since nobody
wants, without first knowing the one being qualified
(dharmin), to attribute qualities to him, first of all the
omniscient being must be established by an inference and then
only the intended features, such as the intelligence
("discerning") of that being, should be attributed to him
through some other inference.

(Counterobjector:) No, nothing was established "earlier",
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and there is only one inference, viz., to there being an
intelligent cause, a wise maker. But since the effects are many
and wonderful, for parsimony's sake the notion that many
agents conspired together is replaced by the preferable idea
that there is only one agent, viz., God.

(Objector:) This argument is not very sound. If the
various effects are so magnificent they must need a number of
different intelligent authors. So even thus an omniscient being
cannot be established.

Furthermore, the reason is not certain in the above
inference. We are not clear as to the reason for the agency of
an intelligent being in regard to the pot, the cart, etc. Is it the
variegation? Or is it the competency of people like us? Thus
the reason is doubtful.

(Counterobjector:) Here is another inference leading to
the same conclusion:

(Inf2) Merit and demerit (which are in dispute) should
be perceived by someone, because they are the objects 6
perception, just like a berry in one's hand. And he who
perceives these (merit and demerit) is an omniscient God.
(Objector:) Again the reason is not certain. The reason

why a berry in one's hand is perceived by him is because it is
a perceptible object, has contact with a sense-organ, and exists
at the time of cognition. (It is not certain that God is
perceptible and capable of contact with a sense-organ.)
Furthermore, how can merit and demerit (i.e., karma) be
perceived? (a) By the senses? or (b) by the mind? or (c) by
the self without any instrumental conditions? Not (a) by the
senses, since that would entail that God must have a body and
senses and be subject to karma and transmigration just like
us.

(Counterobjector:) God doesn't require karma to have a
body and senses like ours; He may have them by His own
wish.

(Objector:) Then there will be mutual dependence: when
there is contact with the body and senses, desire arises, and
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when there is desire, then only does God get a body and
senses. And there is no proof that in the case of God both the
wish and the body-sense-relation are eternal.

And merit and demerit cannot be perceived (b) by the
mind, because the same defects which we have seen in the
case of sense-perception would arise here also, for the mind
needs instruments to manifest things other than the self.

And (c) if it is admitted that merit and demerit are
revealed by the self alone, then it must be explained what is
the nature of God's knowledge of karma (i.e., merit and
demerit). Is it His essential form? or is it different from Him?
If we accept the first alternative, then there would be no
cognizership on the part of God, and in such ä case
omniscience would become unintelligible in Him. On the
second alternative, God's knowledge is supposed to be
generated by some instrumental cause, as ours is, and hence
there is the contingence of the fear of God's being subject to
transmigration.

(Counterobjector:) Here is another argument:
(Inf3) The awareness of persons like us, being relative,
admits of degrees of excellence. And whatever admits of
degrees of excellence reaches the utmost excellence or
points to that which surpasses all the intermediate classes
of excellence and is not surpassed by anything else. For
instance, the varying sizes of berries and other fruits,
which admit of degrees, suggest the size of äkäsa that
surpasses the magnitude of all other sizes. Similarly, here
we admit the omniscient God, the utmost excellence or
the uppermost limit where all intermediate classes of
knowledge reach this goal.
(Objector:) (Inf3) is also wrong. Here the reason is

inconclusive. For in the case of desire, aversion, sorrow, etc.,
even though degrees are admitted, the existence of the utmost
excellence in God is not accepted. Moreover, the reason is
quite contradictory. Our awareness (which is under dispute)
cannot be anywhere identified with the awareness of all things
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transcending all intermediate classes, for our awareness is a
particular quality of an intelligent being, Hence this argument
is not sound. Thus there is no such God who is omniscient.

(E20-22; T30-33) (Answer:) (siddhänta): It is neither by
perception nor by inference that we want to establish an
omniscient God, but only through the support of scriptural
texts (quoted) such as MundUp 1.1.9; SvetUp. 9, 11 and 14;
MahänäräyanaUp XI.8; and BrUp III.7.3. If by all these texts
the omniscient God is known, how can His nonexistence be
declared?

(Objection:) Since the function of scripture is only to
state what is to be done (käryd) it cannot be an instrument of
knowledge for already established things such as the
omniscient God.

(Answer:) What is to be done is itself another cognition
that is declared by scripture, like that of the existence of an
omniscient God!

(Objection:) There is no possibility of establishing an
omniscient being even by Vedic texts. For, if the senses and
their function are attributed to Him as to us, then there would
be the contingence of the bondage of transmigration for Him;
otherwise, if we do not admit that God has senses, awareness
will be impossible in His case.

(Answer:) Since the essential nature of God is knowledge,
He is capable of seeing everything without the need of
instruments.

(Objection:) If God Himself is knowledge then He would
lack cognizership and thus also omniscience.

(Answer:) God being the material cause of the whole
world and having intelligence as His essential nature, He does
manifest the whole without difference of knower and known.
The common attribution of cognizership to Him is also
intelligible because He, being reflected in mäyä which
underlies all the cognized things that are projected by it, is the
fundamental cause of the appearance of individual souls that
have adjuncts of ignorance; and this is enough for the
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attribution of cognizership, since the individual self which is
characterized by the adjunct is dependent on that which has
no such adjunct.

(Objection:) To say that both being the material cause of
the whole and possessing the essential nature of intelligence
cannot be established as belonging to one and the same entity
is not reasonable.

(Answer:) No, for because of the wonderful diversity of
the created things of the world, if an intelligent cause is
established first, then its oneness also is declared by scripture
as follows: (TaittUp. III.l): "From which all beings here are",
when the singular number ("which") is known as the ultimate
reality, being the material cause of the whole is likewise
established. And the characteristic of intelligence in that reality
is established by various textual passages: Taitt. II. 1.1; II. 1;
BrUp III.9.23 quoted.

(Objection:) If Brahman has the essential nature of
consciousness, then, just like an oil lamp, etc. it should
illumine things that are present and not those of the past or
the future. So, since Brahman would have knowledge of the
present alone, it would not be the material cause of the whole
and the attribution of omniscience in the case of Brahman
would be wrong.

(Answer:) Those problems do not arise at all. Brahman
will have knowledge of things which existed; and therefore,
since there is nothing which can obscure this knowledge, it
would be eternal though the things are destroyed. Again, there
exist traces of the things experienced. So it would be
unreasonable to say that Brahman has no knowledge of past
things. And Brahman is described as being associated with the
adjunct of ignorance or mäyä. This ignorance, according to the
karmic destiny of empirical souls, projects prior to creation all
the things that are to appear in the future. Brahman associated
with ignorance as an adjunct, being the witness of the whole,
can have knowledge of future things. Thus everything is
intelligible.
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CHAPTER FIVE: Brahman as Both the Material and the
Efficient Cause of the World

(E23-24; T34-35) (Objection:) God, since He is an
intelligent being, is only the efficient cause of the creation of
the world, not the material cause. For example, a carpenter,
a potter, etc. who are intelligent beings, are seen to be the
efficient causes alone in the creation of a chariot, a pot, and
so on. Hence in the case of God also it is proper to infer only
efficient causality thus:

(Argl) The world, characterized by the elements and
elementals, cannot have an intelligent being as its
material cause, because the world is an effect-substance.

Or:
(Arg2) The world has nonintelligent stuff for its
material cause, just as a chariot, etc. Otherwise, since
the effect partakes of the nature of its material cause,
the physical world then should be sentient: but it is
evidently inert.

Furthermore,
(Arg3) If God is the material cause, He is reduced to
the position of wood or clay. Then, since the material
cause and the agent should be different, another agent D
supervisor than God, like a carpenter or a potter, must be
accepted.
(Counterobjector:) In the production of hair, etc. we see

that the material cause and the agent are the same.
(Objector:) But there is difference between the inert

body, the material cause, and the intelligent being, the agent.
In the case of the spider itself, whereas the sentient entity is
the agent, the essence of the food is the material cause.

(Counterobjector:) Scripture proves the material causality
of the intelligent God or Brahman. Cf. TaittUp II. 1.1, "From
that very Self (which has been referred to as Brahman) äkäsa
came to be." So the above inferences put forward to establish
the efficient causality alone are sublated.

(Objector:) But the purport of the Vedic text is only to
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declare the efficient causality of Brahman. Hence it is not
proper to read such a meaning into the Vedic text which
conflicts with all other instruments of knowledge. So, in
conclusion we say that God is the efficient cause and not the
material cause also.

(E24-27; T35-39) (Answer (siddhänta):) In the following
scriptural texts: ChUp VI.2.1, AitUp LI, BrUp II.4.5, NrsUp II,
and ChUp VI.25.2, apposition is heard between Brahman and
the world. Hence the intelligent Brahman alone is both the
material cause and the agent of the world. There cannot be
apposition between the nonmaterial cause and the effect.
Moreover, if there were something other than the Self before
the creation, then the assertion about the Self as secondless
would not be sound.

(Objection:) The determination of oneness without a
second is from the viewpoint of the nonexistence of another
intelligent cause and not from that of the nonexistence of a
material cause.

(Answer:) No. By the above Vedic text ("one only without
a second") when pure reality, where every kind of difference
is negated, is apprehended, we cannot accept another entity
different from the Self or Brahman. And the purport of the
scripture cannot be revealed by inference; rather it should be
determined by the authority of verbal testimony (sabda-
pramäna), applying the six canons of MImämsä. And in the
above text "one only without a second", in using the particular
words "only" and "without a second", there should be some
meaning specially intended. Thus, by this reasoning and by the
capacity of the six canons, it is decided that though the
homogeneous Brahman, prior to the creation of the world, is
by Its essential nature eternal, pure, intelligence and free from
all bondage, because of its adjunct of may a, which is
inexplicable and beginningless, It is known as both, the
material and the efficient cause of the whole world.

You argued that since the world is an effect-substance,
like a chariot or a pot, it should have a material cause
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different from its efficient cause. This is also not sound. For,
when scripture evidently declares nondifference, inference to
the contrary is of no weight. Anyway, the reason in the above
inference is doubtful. What is the reason for the chariot having
different causes? Is it because the agents of these things are
finite beings, or is it because the things themselves are effect-
substance? This is not clear. And it is not proper to admit
finitude in the case of the fundamental cause of the entire
world, for scripture (ChUp VII.24.1) says "In which one sees
nothing else, hears nothing else, understands nothing else, that
is the infinite".

As for your Arg2, that since God is an intelligent being
like a potter or a carpenter He cannot be the material cause,
this also is sublated, because it is also contradictory to the
above scriptural declaration. The reason itself is inconclusive.
What is the reason that makes God unfit to be the material
cause? Is it because God is an empirical self (jivd)? or is it
because He is an intelligent being? And also, what is meant by
the words "potter" and "carpenter"? Is it the body with all the
senses? or is it the pure intelligence? The intelligent entity
associated with the body is perceived to be the material cause
of hair. And "pure intelligence" is hardly meaningful in the
context.

(Objection:) Since the world is an effect like a pot, etc.
it has inert stuff as its material cause.

(Answer:) This also contradicts the texts which make
intelligence the material cause of the world. And it is not an
established fact that the pot, the chariot, etc. have inert stuff
as their material cause, because in Vedic texts like "Ätman
alone is all this" (ChUp VII.25.2) the world is declared to have
intelligence as its material cause. Hence the objection that the
pot is seen to have clay as its material cause would not arise
at all either positively or negatively; for in the ultimate
analysis, through the example of clay material causality is
established in the case of the Self alone, which is the
fundamental cause of all.
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(Objection:) The nature of the cause is inherited by the
effect, and so the world, which has an intelligent material
cause, should have the quality of intelligence. For instance,
black color, etc. that is seen in the threads passes on to the
cloth. Hence the essential nature of Brahman, i.e., intelligence,
should be seen in the world.

(Answer:) No, for intelligence, the essential nature of
Brahman, is not a quality. Brahman is attributeless, and in
empirical usage, if intelligence is thought to be a quality it is
only according to convention.

And you, the objector, should answer this: Is it (a) some
particular quality of the cause that is found to occur in the
effect, or (b) the whole nature of the cause, or (c) the
nonoccurrence of an entirely different nature that is to be
found in the effect. If (a) then it is welcomed by all means,
because the essential nature of the cause (Brahman), i.e.,
existence, is followed by the effect (the world). It must not be
(b), for in any effect, the entire nature of the cause is not
perceived to recur. If it is (c) then there would be
contradiction of all known instruments of knowledge, for in
the effects-jar, chariot, etc.--the capacity for useful work,
which is unseen in their material cause, is evidently seen.
Hence the intelligent Brahman is both the efficient and the
material cause of the world.

CHAPTER SIX: Atoms (paramänuvädaniräkarand)
(E29-32; T40-45) (Objector (tärkikd), i.e., ä Naiyäyika):

Since we see a multiplicity of threads in the production of a
cloth, it is reasonable to infer a similar plurality of particles as
the cause of the world. Thus

(Infl): Even quite small things are effects, because they
have parts; whatever has parts is an effect; e.g.,
substances such as a pot, etc. So the creation of the
world-which is explained in various ways by different
schools-is started by contacts among a number of
particles of substances of the same kind which are smaller
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in measure than that of the effect produced by all of
them together.
(Advaitin:) The reason of Infl is indecisive (anaikäntika),

since in e.g. a necklace made from a lump of gold there are no
particles.

(Naiyäyika:) But even there the ornament is made of
particles of gold and not of a single mass. Similarly, curd, the
modification of milk, is known to be made of a number of
particles.

(Advaitin:) Still, desires, aversions, efforts, etc. are effects
and don't have parts.

(Naiyäyika:) We are talking about substances: desires,
etc. are not substances but qualities.

(Advaitin:) Do atoms have parts? or are they partless? If
they have parts, the parts are the effects, and for all effects
there must be one ultimate cause, and this is Brahman. But if
you say they are partless, then contacts among them become
impossible, and there will be no world at all.

(Naiyäyika:) It is like the contact between the self and
the internal organ (which are, in Nyäya, partless substances).

(Advaitin:) There is no such contact. Rather, the
prototype of the self gets reflected in the mind. Even if contact
is admitted in the partless atoms, since there is no place where
the nonexistence of contact can be found, that is, there is no
such place that is different from the place of contact, the
magnitude or extent of a thing is not possible. So the result is
that the world can never have begun.

(Naiyäyika:) That is unreasonable. An atom is by
definition partless, so there is no room for questioning
whether atoms consist of parts or not. Nor is contact
unintelligible even in those things which are wholes {avayaviri)
and not parts. For example, the contact of a pot with a rope
is evidently perceived.

(Objection to that:) Well then, in wholes too contact is
possible only through their parts and not by their essential
nature.
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(Naiyäyika:) Then the contacts of their parts too is
dependent upon the contacts of their parts, and ultimately
contact must start from the partless ultimate atoms. Moreover,
your objection, that since there is no place different from the
place of contact magnitude is impossible, cannot stand
anymore. For magnitude (or size) is directly seen and it
cannot be ascribed to anything else. So, ultimate atoms of the
same kind, being united, start the process of the creation of
the world, characterized by elements and elementals.

(Advaita:) Ignorance, which is beginningless and
anirvacaniya, being the adjunct of Brahman, projects the
whole world starting from mahat. SvetUp IV. 1 says: "Know
then that prakrti is mäyä, and that the great God is the Lord
of mäyä, and declares mäyä to be the material cause of the
world." Against the authority of this text inference cannot
establish anything other than mäyä as the material cause of
the world. Nor can the Vedic text be interpreted in a different
sense, because the term mäyä clearly means illusion and
prakrti is taken as synonymous with the material cause. Hence,
it is an established fact that the physical world is an
appearance or transfiguration of ignorance, known as mäyä,
which is located in Brahman.

It was said that the physical world is started by a number
of particles of substances just like a pot, etc. because it is an
effect. But the reason (given) there is inconclusive, since there
are instances like a pot which have an undivided single lump
of clay for their material cause.

(Objection:) Even there, the particles of clay are the
material cause.

(Answer:) No, because the essential nature common to all
atoms is inherited in their effects and it is this clay which has
to be admitted as the material cause of the pot.

(Objector:) Since the essential nature of clay is not seen
as different from the particles, it is proper to say that the
atoms only start the process.

(Answer:) True, the nature belongs to all parts in general
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and is not perceived as starting the process. Even then the
essential nature of the effects must be the material cause. We
do not see particles starting the process of creation. These
particles also partake of the nature of clay. So, by the law of
parsimony it is better to accept the cause as one, i.e., nature,
than as many, i.e. atoms.

You said that the effect is the product of atoms of a
similar kind. But that is also wrong, since houses, palaces, etc.
are built from different kinds of material such as clay, bricks
and wood. Moreover, among partless atoms contact is
impossible. The main characteristic of contact is that it does
not pervade the things in contact, so how can such a
nonpervasive contact be in the partless atom?

CHAPTER SEVEN: Prakrti as Material Cause Rejected
(E33-36; T46-50) (Sämkhya:) The world, in the form of

diversified effects, is both real and inert, and it is also
characterized by pleasure, pain and ignorance. The cause of
the world, then, should be of the same nature, since we see
the effect, an ornament, to be of the same nature as the cause,
gold. Thus we have

(Infl): The disputed material cause of the world is fit to
be of the same nature as its effect as having the
characteristics of pleasure, pain, ignorance, inertness and
reality, because it is the material cause, just like milk in
the case of curds.
(Objection to the Sämkhya:) Not so, since reality,

pleasure, etc. are not in both the effect and the cause.
(Sämkhya:) By "reality" we mean the content of an

unsublated cognition of a thing by perception, etc. The
cognition of milk and curds is generated by perception and not
sublated later on. Likewise, some like curds, others dislike
them, and still others are neutral about them, and these
responses likewise are unsublated. Therefore, prakrti
characterized by pleasure, pain, ignorance, being real, is
known by inference as the material cause of the world.
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(Advaita:) If the nonconscious prakrti is the material
cause, then it has to be explained whether it requires the help
of the conscious purusa in getting itself transformed into the
diversified world? Or does it not need the help of the purusa?
If it needs the help, what sort of help is it? Does it require that
help for its very existence, or for its activity? If the former
then it amounts to saying that the anirvacanlya ignorance is
being referred to by another name. If it is the latter then it has
to be explained whether prakrti is (1) active, (2) inactive, (3)
both active and inactive, or (4) neither active nor inactive.

If prakrti is (1) active by itself, then why does it need the
help of the purusa for its action? It may act voluntarily.

(Objection:) Though prakrti has the potency needed to be
active it cannot use it unless there is the superintendence of an
intelligent purusa.

(Answer:) But then the problem is: how does it get into
contact with the purusa? Does the contact arise from the
purusa or from prakrti? Or is it not caused? Since the purusa,
according to Sämkhya theory, is nonactive activity should not
be ascribed to it. If the contact comes by the function of the
inert prakrti, then there would be the contingence of
reciprocal dependence, for when there is the contact of a
sentient being the inert prakrti becomes active, but only if
prakrti is active can it get by its own action contact with the
purusa. Otherwise, if the contact between the two is constant,
there would be no release from rebirth because of the constant
activity of prakrti

To get liberation, if the inert prakrti is supposed to be (2)
inactive, the following question should be answered: Does the
inert prakrti become inactive in the presence or in the absence
of the intelligent purusa? If it is in the presence of the purusa
then there is no need to assume contact between it and
prakrtL And if prakrti becomes inactive in the absence of the
purusa then what is the cause of this cessation of contact
between the two? Does the cessation come without any cause?
Or is it the consequence of the effort of the inert prakrti? If
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the cessation of contact comes without any cause, then prakrti
would be free from contact and there is no creation and no
world. Nor may it be supposed that the contact can be severed
by the effort of prakrti, since prakrti is supposed to be
inactive. Thus, the impossibility of contact between inert
prakrti and intelligent purusa is evident.

(Objection:) (3) Prakrti is both active and inactive!
(Answer:) The difficulty remains the same. The properties

of activity and inactivity, being mutually exclusive, cannot
reside at the same time in the same entity. If they are
admitted successively, there must be some cause that would
bring on one rather than the other at a particular time, and
there is no such cause.

Otherwise, if prakrti is (4) neither active nor inactive
then there would be neither existence nor nonexistence of the
world. Hence the establishment of such an inert prakrti by the
God-admitting (sesvara-)Sämkhyas is only a futile matter.

The God-denying (nirlsvara-) Sämkhyas argue that inert
prakrti can function without the superintendence of a purusa.
But this view also does not hold good. For as we see, the inert
chariot becomes active only when it has contact with sentient
beings. It is true, that in employing a chariot the inert body of
a sentient being is the agent and not pure intelligence. That is
why we say that action or business is impossible without the
relation or contact with an intelligent person, and we are not
attributing the agency to pure intelligence or any other. Thus
inert prakrti can become active only by being in contact with
a purusa, and this (contact) has been discussed and shown to
be impossible. Consequently, it must be accepted that
Brahman with indeterminable ignorance (mäya) as adjunct is
the material cause of the world. Thus, the above inference
claims only the possession of ignorance by the cause; therefore
the reason in the present inference establishes a conclusion
which is entirely different from what is desired by the
Sämkhyas.

And the illustration of milk and curds is also defective.
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For, the difference between milk, etc., which are external
things, and pleasure, etc. which are internal qualities, is well
known. Hence, Brahman being the purport of all scriptural
texts, by its own mäyä appears as the whole empirical world.

CHAPTER EIGHT: How Words Convey Their Senses
(E37-40; T51-55) (Präbhäkara:) A word conveys its sense

when it is associated with some act. Examination of how the
meanings of words are learnt shows that all words are related
to what is to be accomplished (kärya). For example, on
hearing the words "Bring the white cow with a stick", a person
brings the cow. Seeing his intermediate elder (madhyama-
vrddhd) bringing the cow, a child infers that the cognition of
the senses of particular words is the cause of a certain kind of
activity, since the latter follows the former. Thus, even at the
time of learning, the child comes to know the capacity of
words to convey their senses only in groups associated with
what is to be accomplished. Later on, when there is a
command "tie the cow, bring the horse", through insertion and
elimination of words a child learns the sense of particular
words. Since at the time of learning the capacity of words to
convey their senses is understood through action, and since
there is no inconsistency anywhere in this, all the words being
associated with what is to be accomplished connote their
senses.

(Objection to the Präbhäkara:) If there is capacity of
words to mean only wThen they are associated with what is to
be accomplished, then what about the word "kärya" fwhat is
to be accomplished"), which has no other kärya to be related
to? Thus it should be admitted that words have capacity to
mean through association with anything relevant and not
necessarily through association with what is to be
accomplished. And don't say that the meaning of the word
"kärya" does have another kärya to be related to, viz., the
meaning of the case-ending, for that would involve reciprocal
dependence between the stem-sense kärya and the case-ending
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kärya, each requiring association with the other!
(Präbhäkara:) No. At the time of learning, all the words

are understood as conveying their senses through association
with what is to be accomplished alone. And where some words
like "cow", "horse", etc. are introduced and removed, even
there the act is continued and, so far as the shapes, etc. of cow
and horse are concerned, the words "cow" and "horse" serve
only in their recalling those shapes, etc. to the mind. Hence
what is to be done is the determinant of word-meaning
everywhere without exception.

(Advaitin:) It is not necessary for every word in a
sentence to be related to what is to be done. The relation may
be to anything appropriate (yogyd). The syntactical connection
among the words (in a sentence) requires fitness, and this
fitness is seen between a substance and its attribute, a verb
and its case-ending, a stem-sense and an act. Accordingly,
attribute-words convey their senses as related to a substance,
substance-words as related to verbs, and verb-words as related
to an action. Otherwise, if word-meaning is to be known
through action alone, then, as in sentences like "hundreds of
elephants will stand on my fingertip", incompatible relations
between words will be admitted and consequently conflict
with other instruments of knowledge will result.

(Objection:) Though at first all words convey their senses
as related to actions, the mutual association between
substance and attribute, etc. comes afterwards, so no problem
arises as to conflict with other instruments of knowledge.

(Answer:) No, for to say that first there is unfit {ayogya)
association involved in words and then fitness (yogyata) is
implied by the senses is not acceptable to those (viz.
MImämsakas) who regard verbal testimony as an instrument
of knowledge.

(Objection:) Even though the meanings of all words are
directly related to what is to be accomplished, the associations
of words are competent since the one (the meaning) is related
to the other (what is to be accomplished) by the relation of
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subsidiary (sesd) to principal (sesi).
(Answer:) No, since that relation cannot be established

here. How is what is to be accomplished the principal? It is
not the master (svämin), because it is inert. It is not the
whole, because meanings are not its parts or members. It is
not what is to be achieved (sädhyd), for everywhere it is
action that is achieved by the causal correlates. It is not what
is ultimately to be achieved, since the fruits, heaven, etc. alone
are what is to be thus achieved.

(Objection:) Since all the words convey their senses
through indicating what is to be accomplished, then (what is
to be accomplished) must be the principal with regard to the
words, though the result is considered to be the principal in
respect of the cognition of the senses or in respect to the
person who experiences the result.

(Answer:) Then there will arise the fallacy of reciprocal
dependence between words and actions. If all words are
related to what is to be accomplished then only that (what is
to be accomplished) becomes the principal, and if what is to
be accomplished is the principal, then the words are the
subsidiaries.

(Objection:) At the time of learning them, the capacity of
words becomes known through what is to be accomplished by
them; later on there is no inconsistency in this, hence all
words must convey their senses by being related to what is to
be accomplished.

(Answer:) No, for even at the time of learning it is not
that the words "cow", etc. are not capable of denoting their
senses individually, but there is lack of knowledge of the
shape, etc. of cows. And later, through the introduction and
removal of certain words, the capacity of words becomes
known through their association with something else which is
fit. Hence, though the words in imperative sentences are
regarded as making known their senses through action, in
other cases they should be considered as capable of conveying
their senses, in association with other words, be they verbs or
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otherwise.

CHAPTER NINE: How Words Can Be Understood Without
Reference To What Is To Be Accomplished (yyutpatti)

(E41-43; T56-59) (Mimämsaka): On hearing a command
awareness of activity is inferred and the capacity of the words
is determined by their relation to what is to be accomplished
only. Again, in other usages when some words are introduced
and removed there, knowledge of the capacity of a. word in its
sense is known through the awareness of some act alone. In
some cases, e.g. in imperative sentences, the capacity of a
word is known through apposition to a word the capacity of
which is understood earlier through an act. Hence the relation
of words to their senses is determined throughout as what is
to be accomplished only.

(Objection to the Mimämsaka:) It is incorrect to say that
all words have capacity only in respect of what is to be
accomplished. For example one understands the sense of the
words in such a statement as "a male child is born unto you".
For when these words are uttered, immediately the father's
face becomes cheerful. But that statement does not indicate
anything to be accomplished. And knowing the statement as
the cause of the happiness, when a particular inquiry is made
and the specific ritual which is to be performed at the time of
the child's birth is done, or the father's visit to his baby is
known, it is determined that certainly this is the knowledge
that is generated by the statement. Thus, in the beginning the
meaning of the words is taken in the aggregate of the
sentence-sense. Again, by introduction or removal of some
words or by apposition to some well-known word, the capacity
of a particular word to convey a particular sense is cognized.
Hence there is no rule that meanings of words are to be
learnt only by observing the intermediate elder carrying out
some commands.

(Mimämsaka:) This does not stand to reason. For, there
may be a number of causes of the happiness of a person. He
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may be cheerful because of the child's birth, or because of the
fact that the birth has been easy and safe, or through the
memory of some favorite achievement of the past. Happiness
is seen, but the particular cause of that happiness is not
understood, because it might be anything. Hence even in such
cases the meaning of the words or the relation between words
and senses is to be known through what is to be accomplished.
However, it may be thought that the knowledge of word-
senses comes without action in some cases; but even then,
there might have been the recognition-arising from action
alone-of the capacity of the words in earlier usages.
Therefore, the capacity of all words is known through action
alone.

(Advaitin:) The capacity of words to signify their senses
need not necessarily be known through what is to be
accomplished alone, because in the given example of "a male
child is born to you" the sentence-sense is evidently
understood. And there is no point in saying that there may be
any number of causes of the happiness felt by the father and
so the exact relation between the words uttered and the
happiness felt is unknown. For, after hearing the words, he
becomes not only cheerful but visits the baby or observes some
specific ritual, and therefore it is determined that it is the
child's birth that causes his happiness. His happiness that the
childbirth was easy and safe need not be a different thing. And
if the Mimämsakas are still in doubt and think that there is the
possibility of a number of causes with regard to happiness,
then the same difficulty would arise on their theory also. On
hearing the words "bring the cow", etc., the elderly man brings
the cow. But this act of bringing the cow may not be the result
of the knowledge of the meanings of the words, but by some
other awareness. And however the MImämsaka cares to
determine the capacity of those words by the introduction or
removal of the words in other places, it will be the same for
the Advaitin.

(Objection:) At the time of learning there is no possibility
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of knowing the relations of words to their respective meanings
without some act. And when the relations of a few words is
known through an act first, these words afterwards can
become the means of understanding the relations in other
places.

(Answer:) No, for the first cognition of the relation of a
word to a thing comes through being aware of some things as
"this" and "that". If this is not accepted, then, since there could
be no empirical usage of distinguishing with respect to things
whose cognition depends upon an earlier constructionfilled
awareness of them, any relation of word to sense would be
impossible.

(Objector:) The meanings of "this" and "that", which was
known in previous births through action alone, is fortunately
recollected in this life without the need to know their specific
meanings here.

(Answer:) This is not really a valid argument. Just as in
this birth the relation is known through knowledge of existent
things, likewise in the previous births also that relation is
cognized in the same way, i.e., by reference to "this" and "that"
only. Thus the problem of many causes either in the case of
happiness or in the case of bringing the cow, etc. is the same
in both the theories. However the Mimämsaka chooses to solve
the problem the Advaitin can use the same solution.

CHAPTER TEN: What Induces (pravartaka) Activity?
(E44-46; T60-63) What motivates a person to act? Is it

the awareness of what is to be accomplished (käryajnäna) or
awareness of being a means to a desired end
(istasädhanatäjnäna) ?

(Präbhäkara:) It is common experience that when one
comes to know that something is to be accomplished action
follows, otherwise not. Therefore, that awareness of what is to
be accomplished is the motive to action. Awarenesses of
positive and negative concomitance (anvayavyatirekd) relating
to the means to a desired end are superfluous, since those
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awarenesses are only the cause of an awareness of what is to
be accomplished, and that latter awareness is the immediate
cause of action. Through an awareness of the form "this is the
means to the thing desired" one comes to know that it is
accomplishable, and then only does he proceed to action. In
the same way if one knows that that will be the means to an
undesirable thing he avoids doing it. Hence awarenesses of
positive and negative concomitance, which are the causes of
that knowledge of what is to be accomplished which is the
motive to action, become fruitful already, i.e., they are
dispensable antecedents. Furthermore, awarenesses of positive
and negative instances (viz., that where there is awareness of
the means to a desired thing action will follow, otherwise in
the absence of such awareness action does not follow) are not
established as requirements for action. For, in spite of his past
or future knowledge of being the means to desired things,
one's activity is not found necessarily to follow that awareness
(of positive and negative instances).

(Objection to the Präbhäkära:): It is the same for the
awareness of what is to be accomplished (viz., that action is
not seen as necessarily following it).

(Präbhäkara:) No. Because that awareness (of what is to
be accomplished) itself concerns the future it cannot be
pertinent to knowledge of the past or of the future beyond it.
But the case is different with respect to awareness of being the
means to a desired end. Being different from what is to be
done, it may pertain to knowledge of the past or the future
(and thus occasion the fault alluded to two paragraphs back).

(Objection to the Präbhäkara:) What is to be
accomplished and being a means to a desired end really come
to the same thing-i.e., what is to be achieved {sädhyd)--under
different names.

(Präbhäkara:) No. When one apprehends "this spot
contains hidden treasure" or "this path has obstacles" one
proceeds toward or recedes from action; but these
(advancement and recession) actually take place only after
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awareness of what is to be done, i.e., after thinking that these
are accomplishable.

(Objection to the Präbhäkara:) What is to be done, which
has the nature of what is to be achieved, is just the cause of
action; but the means to a desired end is only a means with
respect to the result, though by itself it is of the nature of
what is to be achieved, so that does not favor the view of the
Präbhäkaras.

(Präbhäkara:) That reasoning is not valid. For, though
having the nature of a means, a past or future awareness of
the means is not accompanied by action, and so is not a
means to what is to be achieved. However, awareness of what
is to be accomplished, which has the nature of what is to be
achieved, has to be admitted by the Advaitin, even if
unwillingly, as the inducement or motive in respect to action,
based on both positive and negative instances.

(Advaitin:) Awareness of being the means to a desired
end is alone the motive to act. It is well known by both
positive and negative instances. These instances, as pointed
out above, are not superfluous, because the awareness that a
thing is accomplishable cannot be the motive for action.

(Objection:) When there is the cognition that a thing is
to be accomplished action follows, and when there is not, no
action follows.

(Answer:) No. Since there is no evidence for the
occurrence of anything to be accomplished unless there is the
knowledge that it is a means to a desirable end, and since that
is accepted both by the Präbhäkara and the Advaitin, it is
knowledge of being a means to a desirable end that motivates
one to action.

(Objection:) Since the past or future knowledge of being
the means to a desired end cannot be the prompting cause,
therefore, if we have to attribute causality to the means it has
to be through its having the property of being what is to
achieved {sädhyd), and "what is to be accomplished" is just
another name for that very property.
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(Answer:) According to the Präbhäkaras the knowledge
of the means is not, however, the direct cause of action; rather
it is the cause for the knowledge of what is to be accomplished
which in turn is the immediate cause to act. And the past or
future knowledge of being the means cannot be the cause even
of the knowledge of what is to be accomplished. Hence some
additional quality should be attributed to the means, i.e., the
means must be adequate to the action, and the knowledge of
such an adequate means will be the cause of the knowledge of
what is to be accomplished, and that in turn is the direct
motive for action. This being accepted by the Präbhäkara, the
Advaitin takes such competent means alone as the cause of
activity; therefore, there is no need for the knowledge of what
is to be accomplished to induce one to act. By both of us,
however, awareness of being an adequate means is accepted
as a requirement, and as there is no inconsistency anywhere
in the case of the knowledge of being the means in prompting
activity, why should the awareness of what is to be
accomplished be unnecessarily accepted as the cause in
question?

CHAPTER ELEVEN: The Anvitäbhidhäna Theory of
Sentence-Meaning

(E47-51;T64-69) Words that have syntactical unity
constitute a sentence. How is the meaning of a sentence
known? Do the words that form a sentence indicate their
construed meaning, besides their own senses? Or do they
present their individual meanings alone? The Präbhäkaras hold
that the words convey their own senses as well as the
construed meaning of the sentence. Their theory is termed
anvitähhidhänaväda. The Bhättas maintain that the words
signify their own senses alone. The sentence-sense is later on
cognized by the construction of the meanings of words. This
view is known as ahhihitänvayaväda.

(Bhätta:) On hearing the words "bring the white cow
with the stick" an intermediate elder brings the cow. Through
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the activity of that intermediate elder, a child learns the
meanings of the words in aggregate at first. Again, in such
contexts as "remove the cow", "bring the horse", when the cow
is removed from the place and the horse is brought the child
learns the capacity of the words "cow" and "horse" to mean
individual substances, i.e., the shapes of cow and horse
respectively. Hence, the word "cow" (or "horse") is invariably
related to no other sense than its own. The capacity of words
ceases when they produce the cognitions of the things they
signify. And there is no other instrument of knowledge than
the six that can reveal the relation among the senses. Hence,
the cause of such syntactical relation is the signification of the
word-senses conveyed by words themselves through positive
and negative instances.

(Objection to the Bhätta:) On your view many capacities
are needed, viz. the capacity of words to signify their senses;
the capacity of senses to cognize the relation among
themselves; and the capacity of words again to keep a potency
in the senses so as to enable them to indicate their
relationship. Hence your theory is prolix.

(Bhätta:) This objection is not sound. There is need for
only a single capacity of words to convey their senses, and the
senses brought together in the sentence through expectancy
(äkänksä), proximity (sannidhi) and fitness (yogyatä) make
known their relation which is already recognized in other
places. This theory is not contrived here and now. For
example, "Seeing from a distance the shape of a white
substance, hearing the sound of the neighing and of footsteps,
we come to understand that a white horse is galloping."

(Objection to the Bhätta:) If there be capacity in respect
to the relations of the senses not recognized in the words
themselves, the relational cognition would not be verbal
knowledge (sabdd).

(Bhätta:) No, for that awareness will necessarily follow
from the cognition by the senses. Anyway, the anvitähhidhäna
theory (of the opponent) itself is prolix, because there is need
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for more than one capacity: the capacity of words to recall
their senses, and the capacity of them again to give the
construed meaning of the sentence. Again it is to be explained
by the Präbhäkaras whether the words convey their senses
being associated with the particular (yyakti) or with the class
or universal (jäti). It is not that words convey their senses
associated with a particular as, the particulars being
innumerable, it will be impossible to determine the capacity of
a word in every usage and every sense.

(Objection to the Bhätta:) Then the second alternative is
right: words signify their senses as associated with class or
universal.

(Bhätta:) No, for then the particular sentence-sense
becomes unintelligible.

(Objector to the Bhätta:) A word conveys the sense
associated with the universal. Since the word is particular and
that particular itself is conditioned by expectancy, proximity
and fitness, there will be the cognition of the particular
sentence-meaning.

(Bhätta:) No, for though it is the particulars which are
conditioned by expectancy, etc., a word conveys its sense only
as associated with the universal, not with the particulars. And
according to anvitäbhidhänaväda the particular senses being
associated with each other are not accepted as conveying the
sentence-meaning. Hence, because of the impossibility of the
cognition of a sentence's meaning in any other way,
abhihitänvayaväda is to be accepted.

(Advaita:) The words in a sentence themselves,
associating with other words, convey their own senses as well
as the cognition of the sentence's sense. The words, even at
the very beginning, cause the cognition of their relation in the
sentence. At the time of learning, the senses of words are
learned in the aggregate of the sentence's sense. Again, in such
contexts as "take the cow", "bring the horse" the meaning of
the words "cow" and "horse" are learned through introduction
and removal of words. But here also, as in the first instance,
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the cow which is associated with some other sense (viz., the
original sentence-meaning) is led away, and the horse which
is also associated with some other sense is brought in. Hence
in a sentence every word conveys its sense being related to
something else which has syntactical relation to other words.

Further, the objection of prolixity in accepting two
capacities which was urged is not sound. In the given instance,
through the fitness of mutual relations with the sense, only an
inference is made and the direct relation is not understood.
The process of the inference is thus: The white substance may
be a horse running at great speed, for the sound of hoofs and
of neighing are heard, just as in the case of a known horse.
Hence, instead of stating that words produce knowledge of
their senses and that later from their senses the sentence's
sense is construed, it is in keeping with the law of parsimony
to say that words themselves make known their relation.

(Objection:) Do the words in making known their
meanings associate with senses that are present or with senses
that are not present? On the first alternative there will be the
fallacy of mutual dependence, in this manner: where the word
"cow" signifies that cow, the other word indicates a bringing
related to that (viz., bringing that cow), and when the word
is understood to mean bringing, the word "cow" makes known
that it is that cow which is to be brought, and thus there is
mutual dependence

(Answer:) No. At the time of hearing each word its sense
alone is cognized, and when the last word is uttered, all the
words, which are remembered, conjointly make known their
sense, which have already been indicated as mutually
associated. And if it be charged that then words may relate to
senses which are not present in the sentence, this is also true
even on the abhihitänvayaväda view where the senses are
associated with each other.

The other objection, that words cannot be associated
either with a universal or with a particular, does not stand to
reason. There is no such difficulty. Though a word connotes a
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universal, even then, since the particular things are
conditioned by expectancy, fitness, etc. the proper sentence-
sense will result. And if they are related to particulars, there
also the relation is determined likewise by expectancy, etc.
Hence, there is no need for searching for the proper relation
in every sentence, and for determining the capacity of the
words in every sense.

On the abhihitänvayaväda theory there is need for more
than one capacity; the cognition of the sentence's sense is not
through language, and thus there is need for a new instrument
of knowledge to grasp the relation to the sense. In
anvitäbhidhänaväda there is no such inconsistency in the
cognition of the sentence's meaning, and the capacity of words
is understood when the words are related to other meanings.
Hence, the latter view only is favored by learned people.

CHAPTER TWELVE: How Brahman is Known
(E53-57; T70-76) It is the conviction of the Advaitin that

Brahman alone is real and that It is made known by verbal
testimony (sabdd). How can verbal testimony be regarded as
the evidence for Brahman? Is it through action or without
action? Is it mediately or immediately?

(Opponent:) In the empirical world one uses words
having some purpose in mind which directly or indirectly
becomes useful to the hearer. This purpose may be the
attainment of the desired thing through action or prevention
from getting something undesired through inaction. Scriptural
texts should be similarly regarded as the final authority
through action or inaction in matters relating to Brahman.
Otherwise, the systematic study of all the Upanisads, which is
enjoined by the Veda, would become useless.

(Objection to the opponent:) In the illustration of the
man who forgot the ornament worn round his arm, or the
man who mistook a rope for a snake on account of semi-
darkness, we see that the man immediately discovers the
ornament that is his, and the fear of a snake is immediately
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removed, without action or inaction, when a trustworthy
person calls their attention to the ornament and the rope
respectively. Similarly, in the case of scriptural texts not
requiring the help of action or inaction we must have the
immediate experience of Brahman which is of the nature of
unsurpassed bliss and which becomes the cause of the
cessation of all bondage to transmigration.

(Opponent's answer:) No, since in the two cases also
there is either action or inaction. When one points out the
existence of the ornament, the forgetful man stops crying over
its loss, and when one experiences the true nature of the rope,
one happily proceeds on one's own way. Hence those who
regard scripture as purportful should take it as enjoining some
action only in respect to Brahman.

Perhaps in the world the usage of words may result in
some purpose where there is no need for action or inaction,
but in the case of Upanisadic sentences that cannot happen,
since the person who gets the knowledge of his inner self as
the whole Self or all-pervading Brahman feels still a
transmigrating being as he had earlier done. Moreover, even
after hearing, thinking and meditating one cannot get the
immediate experience of Brahman merely through knowledge
of Upanisadic sentences. Hence through the injunction to
meditate continually on Brahman as one's inner self, as
declared in scriptural texts (BrUp II.4.5; ChUp. VI.8.7; BrUp
1.4.10), verbal testimony becomes an instrument of knowledge
in regard to Brahman. This is the conviction of some
Vedäntins.

(Answer:) Verbal testimony is the immediate means to
knowledge in regard to Brahman without the need for action.
Consider MundUp III.2.9; TaittUp.II.1.1; from them it is
known that he who has realized the identity of the individual
self with the universal Self gets liberated and this liberation
comes through mere knowledge. And by other texts (ChUp
VII.1.3; MundUp. II.2.8; SvetUp 1.10; BG VII.14)
transmigration being shown to be illusory, liberation from it
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is said to result from the knowledge of the Self alone. And in
the empirical world all illusions, such as dreams, mirages and
imaginary cities in the sky, are seen to be dispelled by the
experience of the real nature of things. Moreover, all acts,
including meditation, etc., are negated by KenaUp 4 "Know
that alone as Brahman, and not this that people worship here".
Hence scripture is known to be immediate evidence without
any need for action.

If liberation, like heaven, is considered to be the result of
action, then liberation itself must be as noneternal as heaven.

(Objection:) Since scripture declares that "He does not
return again" (ChUp VIII. 15.1) the quality of noneternality
known by inference cannot be attributed to liberation, because
verbal testimony is superior to the other instruments of
knowledge, and when there arises a conflict between them it
is verbal testimony that must prevail.

(Answer:) No, for the purport of the cited passage is not
to declare liberation to be eternal, but to glorify the act of
meditation. And if conflict arises between a scriptural sentence
whose purport is not literal or direct and other instruments of
knowledge, then by the principle of devatädhikarana verbal
testimony becomes defeated. And in the text "those who go by
this path do not return to this human whirlpool" (ChUp
IV. 15.6) the word "this" indicates that they will not return in
this era (kalpa) but may do so in another era. Again, the text
"Just as here on earth the world which is earned by action
perishes, etc." (ChUp VIII. 1.6) declares the noneternality of
heaven. Hence liberation should not be considered to be the
result of action as is heaven.

(Objection:) There is no sentence which does not have as
its purport either action (pravrtti) or inaction (nivrtti).

(Answer:) Not so. The sentence "This is a rope, not a
snake", or "Your gold is in your hand itself, generates merely
the knowledge of the real existence of things.

(Objector:) Even there the cessation of sorrow and the
act of walking on the path are relevant along with the
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knowledge of things.
(Answer:) No, for since the capacity of the sentences ends

when they cause the removal of fear or the cessation of
sorrow, there cannot be assumed another purport than the one
mentioned. Though the act of walking, etc. are seen, that is
the consequence of some other purpose and not that of the
same sentences. Thus in the same way the scriptural text
declares or asserts Brahman-knowledge by itself, and this
brings about the experience of unsurpassable bliss whereby all
the bondages of rebirth are loosened. Hence verbal testimony
or scripture generates immediate knowledge of Brahman by
itself and not through action.

(Objection:) Even though one has knowledge of reality
yet one does not get liberation from rebirth.

(Answer:) In fact, only he who knows Brahman
immediately as his own self overcomes rebirth. If there is
transmigration then one has not realized the true nature of the
Self.

(Objection:) Scripture enjoins reflection and meditation
after hearing. Therefore one can get intuitive experience of
Brahman through meditation, etc. and not by mere hearing.

(Answer:) This is supposed by those who have not deeply
inquired into the purport of the Upanisadic texts. In BrUp
II.4.5 it is stated that the Self is not only the dearest one but
is also to be known. And by another sentence (BrUp II.5.15)
Self-knowledge is shown to be the ultimate. And then to
achieve this supreme goal it is said in another sentence (BrUp
IL4.5) "The Self should be heard, reflected on, and meditated
upon". Here the sequence of time between hearing, reflecting
and meditating is not found, because all three are declared as
the means.

Moreover, if the Upanisadic texts proclaim action they
cannot be authoritative in declaring the -existence of
transcendental Reality. Nor may it be said that though the
purport of the text is the act of meditation, knowledge of the
Real will necessarily follow it, for if so the text which enjoins
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meditation becomes unintelligible. For when the identity of
self with Brahman is realized by verbal testimony the earlier
knowledges of enjoyer, enjoyable and enjoyment, of cognizer,
cognized and cognition, and of agent, act and what is to be
accomplished all disappear, and so the relation of meditation
and meditator, etc. are also not intelligible. It is not that by
the Vedic text which relates to meditation the meditator, etc.
are also established and otherwise the injunction to meditate
becomes superfluous. For meditation is possible even on the
superimposed form of Brahman. Hence the theory that
Upanisadic texts are authoritative in establishing the existence
of Brahman only through the injunction of action is not valid.
Thus it is concluded that verbal testimony is an instrument of
knowledge for Brahman. Hence the major text which declares
the identity of Brahman with the self does not stand in need
of action.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN: Impartite Sense of Sentences
(akhandaväkyärtha)

(E58-63; T77-84) With regard to the sense of a sentence
there are different views. According to some a sentence
conveys a qualified sense (visistärthd), but others say it
conveys an impartite (akhanda) sense.

(Qualified-sense theorist (QST):) A sentence like "this is
that Devadatta" imparts only a qualified sense. A sentence is
an aggregate of a number of words and those words must be
such that they are not synonyms and stand in syntactical
connection. So the given sentence "this is that Devadatta"
should end in a sentence-sense which is a qualified one. Here
is the argument:

(Argl) "This is that Devadatta" expresses a qualified sense
where there are a number of word-senses nonrepetitive
in a syntactical relation, because it is a sentence preceded
by cognition, like the sentence "bring the cow".
(Impartite-sense theorist (1ST):) A sentence such as

"The brightest luminary is the moon" shows that Argl is
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inconclusive.
(QST:) No. Here too the sentence yields only the

qualified sense that the moon is qualified with excelling
brightness.

(1ST:) The determinant (prayojaka) in the sentence "bring
the cow" is doubtful, because it is not certain whether the
sentence conveys a qualified sense since it denotes action and
means (kriyäkäraka), or because it is a purportful sentence.

(QST:) No, for we see some sentences which are not
significative of action and means that still convey the qualified
sentence-sense, e.g., "The water-lily is a big blue odoriferous
flower".

(1ST:) Since in "this is that Devadatta" the words "this"
and "that" refer to the time-elements of both past and present
and an entity that is associated with both at once is
unintelligible, it is Devadatta alone that is signified by all three
of the words "this", "that", and "Devadatta". Otherwise, by the
word "that" Devadatta associated with the present is known
and these two adjectives, unlike a shape and a taste, cannot be
attributed to one and the same entity together, because there
is mutual exclusion between the two temporal elements, as in
the waxing and waning periods of the moon. Hence the
essential nature or self of Devadatta is understood here in the
given sentence.

(QST:) This reasoning is not valid. For, though the two
temporal elements of past and present are not possible for one
and the same person together, it can happen in succession,
like the white and black qualities of the same substance.
Otherwise, if the three words signify the same person
Devadatta, then as this can be done by one word the other
words become superfluous, being synonyms.

(1ST:) The words "this" and "that" are used in respect of
one entity by secondary meaning; therefore there is neither
the supposed contingence of synonymity nor any qualified
sentence-sense required.

(QST:) But this also is illogical, because secondary
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meaning is not possible here. Only where the primary sense is
unintelligible can one appeal to a secondary meaning. In the
given sentence, by the words "this" and "that" Devadatta
qualified by past as well as present is declared as one and the
same in succession; hence the sense of the sentence is quite
clear. Thus the secular sentence "this is that Devadatta"
involves a qualified sentence-sense alone.

(Advaitin:) The sentence "this is that Devadatta" gives an
impartite sense; otherwise it cannot be regarded as an
authoritative sentence. First, it is to be settled what the
purport of the sentence is. Is it that (a) the essential nature of
Devadatta alone is declared? or (b) the identity of Devadatta?
or (c) the association of Devadatta with both the times? or (d)
the identification of one Devadatta associated with the past
with the other Devadatta associated with the present? If (a),
the word "Devadatta" by itself can convey that: the other
words are useless, and this knowledge of Devadatta's nature
will be obtained even by perception, so that verbal testimony
is not required. If (b), this is also manifested by the same
evidence, i.e., perception, therefore there is no need for more
than one word. If it is (c), it is not established that the
Devadatta who is associated with the past also is related to the
present, because there is no evidence that both the Devadatta's
are the same. For the capacity of a sentence ceases when it
expresses the relation of Devadatta to the times alone. And if
(d), the sentence is unintelligible: because there is no harmony
between past and present time, and the identification of a
person associated with both the times is not possible.

(Objection:) Though a relation is not seen between the
two qualities shape and taste, the substance which has these
two is seen as one; likewise the same person can be conceived
as being associated with two qualities where there is mutual
connection.

(Answer:) No. Shape and taste can exist in one object at
the same time because there is no mutual exclusion, but with
regard to time, there is the rule that past and present cannot
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exist together, since existence and nonexistence cannot be
thought of at once in respect to the same thing.

(Objector:) Both childhood and old age are attributed to
the same person in succession. Likewise, both the elements of
past and of present can be attributed to the same person.

(Answer:) But there is a crucial difference between the
two cases. Apart from childhood and old age, we recognize the
person who is discriminated from the above two states
through recognition (pratyabhijnä); hence these two states are
intelligible in succession in one thing. But as there is no such
recognition which can determine the identity of Devadatta
qualified by both the times and distinguished as well from the
adjuncts of time-elements, it is not possible to ascribe the
relation of different times to one and the same entity even in
succession. Therefore, since the given sentence ("This is that
Devadatta") cannot be positively interpreted, and it is at the
same time known to be a true statement producing an
unsublated experience, it has to be negatively explained as a
sentence which expresses the essential nature of Devadatta.
This is to be done through negating the illusion caused by the
different adjuncts of time in respect to Devadatta as involving
two different persons. Then in the sentence "this is that
Devadatta", since the two words "this" and "that" are used in
apposition (sämänädhikaranyd), the knowledge of the identity
of two persons qualified by past and present is known and at
the same time a contradiction arises (of the two being one).
So by secondary meaning, which is reasonable where the
primary sense is unintelligible, the opposite elements in such
a primary sense which occupy only a part of the sense are
eliminated and the unopposed sense, i.e., the essential nature
of Devadatta, is declared to be the sentence-sense by
secondary meaning.

(Objection:) Through dispelling the illusive experience of
plurality with respect to Devadatta that is caused by different
temporal periods, the essential nature of Devadatta can be
declared just by one word (e.g., "Devadatta")!
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(Answer:) No, for the essential nature of Devadatta that
is free from all sorts of adjuncts is to be stated through
secondary meaning. This implication is necessitated when
there is contrariety between the word-senses. This contrariety
is created by the syntactical relation of the words in a
sentence, and this in its turn brings the usage of the words
into apposition, and this apposition of words is possible only
between two or more words and not for a single word.

(Objection:) Though relation to the present is impossible
for one who was associated with the past, relation to the
present is not opposed to one who is signified (upalaksita) by
the past. And then for one word only secondary meaning is
required, not for two words.

(Answer:) No. If there is secondary meaning for one
word (say, "this") then by "this" the essential nature of
Devadatta is expressed and not the Devadatta associated with
the past. And then the other word (say, "that") denotes
Devadatta in its primary sense. Thus there can be no relation
to the present Devadatta on the part of the essential nature of
Devadatta associated with the past. If there is no relation then
secondary meaning becomes unintelligible. So secondary
meaning is the reasonable interpretation of both the terms. By
secondary meaning the two terms indicate the self or essential
nature of Devadatta, and this is associated with both the
elements of time. It is right to assert that the impossibility of
secondary meaning would be the same even to those who
accept it for the self of Devadatta signified (upalaksitd) by
both the times (i.e., this Devadatta and that Devadatta),
because the relation of the past is opposed to the self of
Devadatta which is marked out by the present. And there is no
rule known that the same self signified by either the word
"this" or "that" alone is going to be signified by another word;
so it cannot be asserted that the self signified by both the
terms is one and the same. But though there is apposition in
respect of the mutual relation between the two signified forms,
when identity is cognized between the two qualified
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Devadattas the relation of both the terms is understood to be
the self which belongs to both the persons. So even at the time
of signification, the relationship of both times is not
contradicted in respect of the self. The apposition is known
only between the two qualified persons, because there is no
syntactical relation between the two word-senses. Hence there
is no difficulty in asserting that the self which is marked out
by each term is one and the same.

(Objection:) The sentence "This is that Devadatta",
because it is a meaningful sentence, conveys a qualified sense.

(Answer:) No. If the given sentence is positively
understood to be true, then it can impart a qualified sense
(yisistärtha). But the sentence, by removing the illusion of
difference in Devadattas caused by the different adjuncts of
time, results in meaning the self of Devadatta alone. Thus the
sentence becomes a valid statement as understood in a
negative way only.

Moreover, since the sentence (A) "the brightest luminary
is the moon" has impartite sense (ekarasärtha) the reason in
the given argument is known to be inconclusive. (A) is given
as a reply to a question asked thus: "Which is the moon in this
starry heaven?", Answer: (A) "The brightest luminary is the
moon". Here the mere name of the form of the disc-the moon-
-alone is intended in the question and not the attributes or the
relation among the attributes of the moon. Then, since the
answer should be relevant to the question put, by both the
words "the brightest" and "luminary" is the moon-substance
alone understood by secondary meaning, because the object
qualified by excelling effulgence or by ordinary brightness or
by both is not called by the name of "moon". Thus even here
through secondary implication in both the words, the sentence
ends by naming the moon alone. Even though the sense of the
qualities and the qualified is seen in the signified self of
Devadatta and in the name of the disc of the moon, all this is
known by other instruments of knowledge and not by verbal
testimony. Hence the sentence must end in conveying the
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impartite sense (akhandärtha) alone.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN: Impartite Sense of Scriptural
Statements

(E64-70; T85-93) What is discussed here is whether the
scriptural text (A) "satyam jnänam anantam Brahma!'
("Brahman is truth, knowledge and endless") invokes an
attribute or an impartite sense to those words. The words
"satyam", etc. are used in apposition to "Brahman" and this
apposition is seen whether the words are used in an attributive
or an impartite sense. So the question here is whether the text,
like "prakrstaprakäsah" ("brightness is splendor"), has an
impartite sense (both words referring to the same thing) or
whether, like "nüotpalam" ("the lotus is blue"), it has an
attributive sense (predicating blueness of the lotus).

(Objection:) If the purport of the text is understood to be
an impartite sense then it has to be explained through
secondary meaning. And as there is no ground for such a
meaning, it should rather be explained in a primary sense, and
this is the attributive sense only. In a sentence where the
primary sense is unintelligible and an uncommon relation is
seen between the two objects or senses, then only, to achieve
intelligibility, secondary meaning should be accepted for some
words only which are proved by another instrument of
knowledge to be worthy of the syntactical relation. In (A),
secondary. meaning is not required for any such reason,
because by the apposition of the words "satyam" etc. Brahman
is qualified by truth, knowledge, etc., and there is no difficulty
in the primary sense therefore. For the Advaitin, who wants to
interpret the text in an impartite sense, the need for a
secondary meaning is not there: since Brahman for him is
nondual reality devoid of all characteristics, there is no
possibility of any relation as there is nothing other than
Brahman. And the desired impartite sense cannot be justified
through other instruments of knowledge because it is
concluded that Brahman should be known by verbal testimony
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alone.
Moreover, this question should be answered by the

Advaitin: In the given sentence, if secondary meaning is
accepted, is it for all words or for a few? If for all, then there
is no such word which calls for secondary meaning. The
unintelligibility in syntactical relation of the words in the
sentence may be the cause why for a few words, where the
primary sense is not quite understandable, secondary meaning
can be accepted. Otherwise, which would demand secondary
meaning for the sake of which? And if it is accepted only for
a few words, then the rest will express their respective senses
through primary capacity, and so the desired impartite sense
would not be established.

Again, if the words "satyam", etc. are to declare the
essential features of Brahman and not its qualities, then by all
these words only one object having all these features is to be
established, and as one word will do this the other words
become useless.

(Counterobjection:) The features of unreality, insentiency,
sorrowfulness and finitude that are quite irrelevant in respect
to Brahman which is unsurpassable bliss and eternal are
superimposed by indeterminable ignorance, and by dispelling
all these illusive features and making known the real nature of
Brahman each and every word becomes purportful.

(Objector's answer:) Even then it must be clarified
whether all the words generate one awareness? or does each
word convey a different awareness? If only one awareness,
then since it can be gained even from one word, the other
words should be useless, as was said earlier. But if each word
conveys a different awareness then, since the differences in the
awarenesses will depend on the difference of their contents,
there will be the existence of many forms in Brahman which
become known. Thus the infinite nondual reality is not
established. Therefore, because there is no unintelligibility in
its primary sense and we cannot see any other reason for a
secondary sense, (A) does not convey an impartite sense
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through secondary meaning; the attributive sense through
primary capacity alone is reasonable. And for the Upanisadic
text "That thou art" the same qualified sense is quite
reasonable.

(Answer:) The objector's theory is a view of those who
have not experienced the real nature of Brahman. Scripture
declares that "He who realizes Brahman attains the Supreme"
(TaittUp. II. 1.1), and with reference to that very fact (A) is
^hen stated. Hence the purport of (A) through secondary
meaning is Brahman. All the other words end in that
Brahman, stating Its very nature. Here the objection that
where by one word Brahman is known the other words would
be superfluous cannot be raised, for every word serves to
remove some sort of illusion. By the word "truth" the illusion
of the unreal, by the word "knowledge" the illusion of the
nonintelligent or inert, by the word "bliss" the illusion of
misery, extrinsic or intrinsic, and by the word "endless" the
illusions of division in space, time and objects are dispelled.

And the statement that if all the words generate the same
cognition there is no need for many words, and if they declare
different awarenesses in respect of Brahman then Brahman
cannot be regarded as an impartite real devoid of internal or
external differences-this also does not stand to reason.
Though at the time of utterance the awarenesses are different,
since the words are purportful only in dispelling various
mistaken notions they do not supplement Brahman by their
own senses as different attributes.

(Objection:) The words may serve a double purpose.
They speak of different awarenesses and through that
necessarily dispel the wrong notions which are opposed.

(Answer:) But the thing questioned here is only the
meaning, of the word "Brahman". So, when the text giving the
meaning has been exhausted, it is not proper to extract
another sense which is not relevant in the context.

(Objection:) By the word "Brahman" the reality qualified
by the awarenesses of truth, etc. is established.
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(Answer:) No, since the word declares pure existence
alone. If we accept finitude in reality and limitations on that
reality by qualities, then there will be unintelligibility in the
usage of the words "infinite", etc. Texts like TaittUp II.4.1
declare the status of Brahman to be beyond words and mind,
and if Brahman is regarded as one expressed by the attributes
the above scriptural passage would be defeated. Moreover, the
texts BrUp IV.4.20, ChUp VI.2.1, BrUp. IV.5.13 which declare
the homogeneous nature of Brahman should be treated as
eulogistic sentences. And TaittUp II.7.1 and BrUp IV.4.19,
which declare the impossibility of difference in Brahman,
would be sublated.

And between Brahman and its attributes (if they are
accepted) the relation of qualified to quality cannot obtain
because these, being self-luminous, are known as the essential
nature of Brahman. If Brahman is not self-effulgent, then it is
to be known by another means, and thus the real must be
insentient and an effect as well.

(Objection:) If Brahman is self-effulgent there is no need
for scripture to reveal it.

(Answer:) Verbal testimony is required to destroy the veil
of indeterminable and beginningless ignorance.

(Objection:) Brahman being self-luminous can manifest
qualities of its own.

(Answer:) No. These qualities and their luminosity are
eternal, and eternal things cannot be manifested by any other
extraneous means. If they were noneternal, they would be
revealed by sense-object contact and Brahman, having senses,
mind, etc. would become a transmigrator. Therefore, as there
is noncoherence among the words "truth", "endless", etc. in
(A) and as there is conflict with a number of scriptural texts
as well as with reason, when the primary sense is not possible
secondary meaning becomes inevitable to establish the validity
of the Vedic texts.

It was said that since there is nothing other than
Brahman, and since Brahman has no relations whatsoever, the
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requisite relation between the implied and the implicating is
not possible and that hence implication (secondary meaning)
is impossible. But though in absolute truth Brahman alone has
existence, in empirical truth the apparent world is accepted as
the ground for all empirical experience; therefore, there will
be all the usages of implication quite reasonably. And in fact,
though Brahman is relationless, until one realizes the plenary
experience of the truth of text such as "that thou art" the
relationship of Brahman to apparent objects is not rejected.
Thus just like the illusory awareness of silver in shell, the
attributes, relations, etc., though indeterminable in respect to
Brahman, are metaphorically accepted; hence secondary
meaning is quite possible.

(Objection:) An object which is related to a secondary
meaning should be one established by some other instrument
of knowledge than mere linguistic usage. Since Brahman is not
known by any evidence other than verbal testimony, secondary
meaning is impossible.

(Answer:) Since Brahman is self-effulgent, there is no
need for another instrument of knowledge. The reason for
secondary meaning is that the object in the implied sense must
be intrinsically or extrinsically different from the word that
needs meaning, and it is not that it must be necessarily known
by another instrument of knowledge.

The other objection raised was that the unintelligibility in
respect of syntactical relation among the words in (A) will
necessitate secondary meaning only for some of the words,
and if this is extended to all of them, how can anything be
implied? The answer is this. Here it is not the unintelligibility
in the primary sense that necessitates the secondary meaning,
but the difficulty about the validity of the sentence. Where a
sentence positively expresses its meaning, there, since the
words indicate their senses through syntactical relation, the
unintelligibility in such an association involves secondary
meaning. And where a sentence negatively, i.e., by removing
some superimposition, ends in its sense, there it becomes valid
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only through negation, and because this negation is impossible
without the help of secondary meaning, the unintelligibility of
the truth of the sentence requires secondary meaning for all
the words. Hence there is no uncommon situation here. The
word "truth", "consciousness" and "bliss", expressing the usual
senses, positively imply an individual person where unreality,
inertness and misery are quite opposed; the words "unending",
etc. through negating every sort of distinction, imply the same
reality of homogeneous nature. So there is no defect. Thus
even in the great text "that thou art", through giving up the
element of mediacy in the word "that", and the elements of
finitude and transmigratoriness in the word "thou", the inner
consciousness which is only one without a second is implied.
Hence there is no unintelligibility whatsoever. It is thus: The
sentence (A) is fit to yield an impartite sense, because it is a
purportful sentence like the sentence "the brightest luminary
is the moon". Thus in the Upanisadic text "that thou art" the
apposition between the words "that" and "thou" should
properly end in one object, because this apposition (as in the
sentence "this is that Devadatta") will result in an entity of
homogeneous nature where cause and effect, whole and parts-
-all such distinctions are not known. In both these,texts, unless
the impartite sense is accepted, the difficulty over the truth of
the sentences is apparent. Hence, by instruments of
knowledge, i.e.., by postulation and inference, it is determined
that the Upanisadic texts must end in an impartite and
homogeneous sense that signifies a transcendental reality.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN: Words Can Signify Brahman
(E71-75; T94-100) How can words (such as "truth",

"consciousness", etc.) signify Brahman which is free from
particulars (nirvisesa)?

(Objector, referred to here as "one who has not
experienced the Upanisadic Self':) They can't. A word should
convey its sense either through primary capacity or secondary
(figurative) sense. Primary capacity is of two kinds:
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conventional (rüdhi) and derivative (yoga). "Conventional"
means the capacity of a word that is well-known to all without
dispute and signifies a form like a cow, a tree, etc. "Derivative"
means the capacity of the word which is in some sense
determined throur1- the relation of its origin and parts, as the
word pankaja ("that which is born in mud"). And these two
kinds of primary capacity are impossible in respect to
"Brahman", because this, reality is known to be a
transcendental, being free from all distinctions like generality,
particularity, etc.

The secondary sense of a word is that which is related to
what is primarily indicated by the word. When the primary
meaning does not fit in with the context the secondary sense
is to be appealed to. There are three kinds of secondary
meanings. (1) Exclusive implication (jahallaksana) is the
implication of some sense which is other than the primary
sense but which is related to the latter when the primary sense
is completely given up. Example: In the phrase "the village on
the Gangä" the primary sense of the word "Gahgä" is
relinquished and the bank, which is related to the river, is
implied. If they have this meaning the words "truth",
"knowledge", "bliss" cannot mean Brahman. If through this
kind of implication those words revealed Brahman then the
purpose of the Vedic text, i.e., the removal of wrong notions
of unreality, misery, etc. in regard to Brahman, would be
defeated. (2) Nonexclusive implication (ajahallaksana) is the
implication of a sense which, being other than the primary
sense of the word, is yet related to it, the primary sense not
being given up. The word "red" in the sentence "the red
stands" indicates an animal qualified by red color such as a
horse, etc., but still the primary sense of the word is not
rejected. This sort of meaning also is not possible in the case
of the words "truth", etc. as applied to Brahman. As in the case
of horse which is implied by the word "red", Brahman will be
qualified by the words "true", etc. Then attributeless reality
could not be established. (3) When part of the primary sense
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of a word is discarded and part of it is accepted, there is for
that word exclusive-non-exclusive implication (jahadajahal-
laksanä). In the identity judgment expressed as "this is that
Devadatta" this third kind of implication is understood. The
meaning of the word "this" is Devadatta qualified by present
time, etc. and the sense of the word "that" is the same
Devadatta qualified by past time, etc. In this judgment a part
of the meaning of the word "this" and "that", viz. Devadatta, is
taken and the other parts of their meanings, viz.,
(respectively) qualified by present time and qualified by past
time, are rejected. But even this kind of implication does not
hold good for the words "truth", etc. (in the sentence in
question). If, as in the case of Devadatta, for the qualified
Brahman the primary capacity of the word is understood, then,
like Devadatta Brahman also should be known through some
instrument of knowledge other than verbal testimony. When
the capacity of a word is determined in some sense other than
the primary sense through the similarity of the qualities of the
latter with those of the former, it is known as gaum. In the
sentence "Devadatta is a lion" similar qualities such as ferocity,
etc. are seen in both. But this also cannot be applied in the
case of Brahman, since Brahman is known to be free from all
sorts of attributes. Hence Brahman, where all distinctions are
unknown, cannot be related to the capacity of the Vedic words
"truth", etc.

(Answer:) It is true that since all the qualities, general or
particular, are rejected in the case of Brahman, there is
nothing that can make the words indicative of the sense of the
word "Brahman". And there are scriptural texts (TaittUp II.4.1;
MundUp III. 1.8) that indicate that Brahman cannot directly be
expressed by words. But though all these difficulties are there,
in other Vedic texts (MundUp III.2.6; BrUp III.9.26) we find
Brahman revealed by verbal testimony. The function of verbal
testimony in relation to Brahman is only the removal of
ignorance that stands in the way of its realization, and not the
production of a new Brahman-knowledge, because Brahman,
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being conscious and self-effulgent, is the ground for the
manifestation of all including Itself. Therefore, by
consideration of the two types of scriptural texts, it is known
that with regard to Brahman-knowledge the words function
only through secondary meanings. The words "vaisvanara", etc.
which reveal Brahman through the form of the world
(saprapancd), i.e. as the source and cause of the world,
discarding their primary sense-the world-imply the pure
Brahman, the witness, alone by secondary implication. And the
words "truth", "knowledge", etc. keeping their respective
senses, stand for the cause, Brahman, by secondary sense as
well. Even though they preserve their own meanings, the
distinctive natures, of the words "truth", etc., they do not
disturb the homogenous nature of transcendental reality, for
they will end as one being through mutual guidance as in the
case of the phrases "existent", "pot", "substance" which signify
the same object.

(Objection:) If the words "truth", etc., through higher and
lower generalities, designate one and the same being, then let
the capacity of the words be in the primary sense alone. Why
the secondary sense?

(Answer:) All the words-"truth", etc.-without meaning
the universal (jäti) which is the cause of their function, will
designate a particular (yyakti) alone; hence the need for
secondary meaning. The words in the phrase "existent, pot,
substance", indicating universals, can name the same thing;
therefore they do not need any meaning other than the
primary. Though the words "truth", etc. cannot indicate
universals, since they do not reject the particular they do not
designate something else discarding their own meaning as is
done in the case of the words "Garigä" (in "the village on the
Gahgä"); nor is exclusive-nonexclusive implication required
here, because one part of the particular is taken and the other
part of it is rejected. Here in the Vedic text under discussion
nonexclusive implication is accepted for the words "truth", etc.
Hence, there is no opposition to the nature of the real bliss,
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etc. and no unintelligibility whatsoever in the homogeneous
nature ascribed to Brahman.

The words "omniscient" and "Lord of all", which refer to
Brahman as associated with the world, and the words in the
great passages "that thou art" and "I am Brahman", which
declare the identity of the Self with Brahman, are interpreted
through the exclusive-nonexclusive implication. Those words
("omniscient", etc.), by the juxtaposition of the statement "it
should be realized in one form only" (BrUp IV.4.20), "pure
intelligence alone" (BrUp IV.5.13) discarding the aspect of the
world in their primary senses, designate the infinite, nondual
and Self-effulgent reality alone by the above implication. Thus
in the great text "that thou art", since the words "that" and
"thou" are seen in apposition, the word "that", rejecting the
aspect of mediacy projected by ignorance onto Brahman and
taking the aspect of the supreme Self, rests in the nondual
inner consciousness alone.

The word "thou" also, discarding the aspects of
transmigratoriness and differentiation that are realized by the
limitation of the internal organ, and leaving the aspect of the
immediate pure consciousness only, ends-in the nondual inner
reality. In the secular sentence "this is that Devadatta"
Devadatta is recognised by some other instrument of
knowledge, not because he is the implied person, but because
he is not self-manifest; hence Brahman being self-luminous
does not require any other evidence. And other statements like
"secondless infinite reality", negating all sorts of distinctions in
Brahman, are seen. These words declaring the nonexistence of
the aspect of the world in Brahman through exclusive
implication, result in homogenous, intelligent, luminous inner
reality which is regarded as nondual unsurpassable bliss.
Hence there is not the least unintelligibility in the attributeless
Brahman being the import of the Upanisadic text.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN: Validity of Mantras and Arthavädas
(E76-80; T101-107) The MImämsaka opponent here

claims that mantras, arthavädas, itihäsas and puränas, being
certain types of scriptural sentences, are useful only as
explications of the main injunctions (vidhi) expressed in the
Vedas, and that they have nothing to do with deities. The
Advaitin disagrees.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN: Sphota
(E71-74; T108-113) (Grammarian): It is the sphota,

which is different from the sounds of the phonemes, etc., that
denotes the meaning of a word. Each phoneme individually
does not denote the meaning, because it cannot be perceived.
If a number of phonemes denote a meaning through their
combination, that is not possible by their merely occurring,
since cognition of meaning depends on the co-presence and
co-absence of the sounds (words) that are apprehended. Nor
does the apprehension of many phonemes happen at one time,
since the apprehension of phonemes is followed by contact
and disjunction of things and these happen successively. Nor
does the last phoneme joined with the traces of the
awarenesses of previous sounds denote the meaning, for the
traces cannot be known; hence the phonemes with such traces
cannot be known. Thus cognition of meaning is not possible
from language alone.

(Objection:) On the basis (linga) of memory of the
phonemes traces are inferred and those together with the
phoneme(s) denote the meaning.

(Grammarian:) That is inconsistent, because the memory
of sounds comes sequentially and thus the traces that are
inferred must also be sequential. Hence, since more than one
phoneme is not found at one time and as each single phoneme
individually cannot indicate meaning, assumption of a sphota
different from the phonemes is inevitable in order to explain
meaning.

For this conclusion not only is presumption the evidence
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but also inference, which is as follows: The awareness
produced by the words (which is under discussion) is caused
by words different from phonemes, because the production of
this awareness is impossible through traces and is possible
through words.

So the awareness produced by hearing the words is
caused by words which are different from phonemes. Now the
sphota is known by sense-perception as an awareness that the
word denoting the cow is a single thing. This awareness of
singleness is not of the phonemes, since they are many and an
awareness of singularity in what is many would merely be
illusion. Nor is this merely a memory of the contents of the
group of phonemes, forthat contradicts immediate experience.
And furthermore, in the view of the phoneme-theorist, one
could not tell the difference between "järä" and "räjä", e.g., for
the same phonemes are found in each.

(Objection:) Though the same phonemes are seen their
order is different; if you demur, then the meaningfulness of
sphotas too would be impossible.

(Grammarian:) No. The phonemes that denote the
meanings must have some relation to these meanings. But
such a relation is not possible either foi each single sound or
for many sounds whether apparent or not. But with regard to
the manifestation of a sphota, the traces, produced by the
apprehension of the phonemes, unperceived by the sense-
organs, produced gradually and eventually associated with the
last sound, reveal the sphota. That sphota associated with the
meaning reveals the meaning.

(Advaitin:) No. The word in the form of phonemes
reveals meaning, because meaning depends on the co-presence
and co-absence of the phonemes.

(Grammarian:) These (co-presence and co-absence) are
dispensable antecedents, since the sounds reveal the sphota
which is the cause of the awareness of meanings.

(Answer:) No, for there is no evidence to prove the
existence of such a sphota.
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(Grammarian:) There is evidence. It is that there will be
no cause in the case of meaning otherwise.

(Answer:) No, for the cognition of meaning can be
achieved on the basis of the sounds alone. Since the trace
created by the cognition of each individual sound generates a
memory of all the sounds soon after the last sound is heard,
the phonemes connected in an order grasped during the
period of apprehending the relation, gathered into an integral
remembrance at one time, reveal the meaning(s). So there is
no need to assume a sphota. Besides, the phonemes, in
whatever form they determine the relevant sphota, also
determine the meaning in the same fashion.

(Grammarian:) But only if the phonemes are
apprehended as related to their meanings do they reveal a
sphota, and therefore, since they must already reveal their
meanings, they do not require anything else (e.g., a sphota) to
do it.

(Answer:) No, for the function of revealing the sphota
also needs the apprehension of the relation, for it is far from
being a sense-perception and is only established by evidence
of its own relation to its content, the sphota.

(Grammarian:) The auditory sense-organ associated with
the traces formed from awareness of the phonemes can reveal
the sphota just as the sense-organs and traces form the
awareness called recognition. When the form of Devadatta is
seen by the sense-organ, a trace is required to know the
relation of that form to the different times, past and present.

(Answer:) But here no such relation with different times
is understood in the word by the trace. If there were, the
sense-organ associated with the trace would have been the
evidence to prove the existence of the word in the form of a
sphota. But with regard to the phonemes, the same sounds,
heard in an order and then cognized in an integral memory,
reveal the meaning. No contradiction to the awareness of
sounds by the auditory organ arises. There is no inconsistency
in its revealing the meaning.
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By this argument perception also is refuted (as the
grasper of meanings), because the cognition that the word
"cow" d'gau") is single has the phoneme as its content.

(Question:) How so?
(Advaitin:) In the word "gau" the sounds "ga", etc. are

constituents and not "da", e.g.
(Objection:) The cognition of singularity in many things

is wrong.
(Advaitin:) Not so; consider an army, a forest, a row, etc.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN: Authorlessness of the Vedas
(E85-91; T114-123) (Naiyäyika:) The Vedas are fit to be

composed by eminent and versatile scholars who are regular
in observing their duties, because they are verbal testimonies
which reveal numerous things, like Pänini's grammar.

(Mimämsaka:) The reason in the above inference
commits the fault of being counterbalanced
(yiruddhävyabhicärin), because no authors of the Vedas are
remembered.

(Naiyäyika:) No, as your argument could apply as well to
instances like ruined pleasure-gardens, ruined wells and stray
poems. If in such cases agents are inferred then the authorship
of the Vedas cannot be ruled out.

(Mimämsaka:) If it is thought that the Vedas are
composed by extraordinary persons, there needs be an
investigation of the fundamental evidence for their being so
composed, and this evidence should not be that the authors
have sense-organs, etc., because the contents of the Vedas-
karmic merit and demerit, etc.-are beyond sense-perception,
and this would imply the invalidity of the Vedas, an unwanted
conclusion.

(Naiyäyika:) No, for the supreme Lord perceives
immediately all this adrsta karmic destiny, though it is unseen
by us. He perceives it like the berry on one's palm by his
unsurpassable and eternal knowledge and his desire to
compose the Vedas.
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(Mimämsaka:) The existence of such a supreme Lord is
established on the basis of His composition of the Vedas, and
his composition of the Vedas is established on the basis of this
author's supremacy-this involves a fallacy of mutual
dependence.

(Naiyäyika:) No, because God, the author of the Vedas,
is proved by the following authoritative texts: "He, who at the
beginning of creation projected Brahma, who delivered the
Vedas unto him" (SvetUp VI. 18) and "He projected all this,
whatever there is, the Vedas-Rk, Yajus and Säma" (BrUp
1.2.5).

Furthermore, if the Vedas are eternal they must be
invalid. Empirical sentences are found to be valid because they
are composed by trustworthy persons, and when they are not
they are invalid.

(Objection:) Sentences are found to be invalid because
they are composed by untrustworthy persons, not because they
are not composed by trustworthy persons.

(Naiyäyika:) No. The speaker's knowledge is shown to the
world by his words, and the cognition of the senses is
understood only from his words as displaying the speaker's
knowledge. Otherwise, if the meanings are determined directly
by the words all statements would become true, since there
would be no difference between trustworthy and
untrustworthy speakers. This is not found to be the case and
is not desirable. Thus the usage of trustworthy persons is the
determining cause of the truth of sentences. This is proved by
the following inference: The Vedas are fit to be composed by
trustworthy persons, because they are valid texts; those that
are valid texts are perceived to be composed by trustworthy
persons in the empirical world; hence the Vedas are composed
bv persons..

(Advaitin:) It cannot be established by inference that the
Vedas are composed by persons, since that is impossible here.
It is stated that the Vedas are composed by eminent and
versatile persons because they are texts having many things as
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their contents and they are instruments of knowledge. But
here it has to be explained: What is meant by the composition
of the Vedas by persons. Is it (a) extraordinary persons merely
uttering the Vedas already in existence? Or is it (b) merely the
composition of sentences apprehending meanings obtained on
other evidence? If (a), since some sort of composition by
persons is already accepted, there is the fallacy of proving
what is already accepted. If (b), then what is that evidence
through which the Vedic sense and purport are known? It is
not possible to apprehend merit and demerit, or Brahman,
through perception generated by sense-organs, since those
things are beyond the senses. Nor is it possible to understand
these things (merit, etc.) by mental perception, since the mind
requires external sense-organs when it deals with things other
than the self.

(Objection:) Though merit, etc. are not perceivable by us,
they may be perceptible by the sense-organs of persons gifted
with the qualities of immense detachment, merit and
knowledge.

(Answer:) Then the eternality of the Vedas is known from
their beginninglessness, which is entailed by what you just
said. Even yogins cannot attain merit, etc. without the study
of the Vedas already in existence, without knowing the Vedic
meanings and without performing the duties enjoined by
them. So the Vedas are eternal since they have no beginning.

(Objection:) No doubt merit, etc. for meditators requires
study of the Vedas, but these qualities are spontaneous in the
supreme Lord. Scripture attests to this: (SvetUp VI.8) "He has
nothing to achieve for Himself, nor has He any organ of
action. No one is seen equal or superior to Him. His great
power alone is described in the Vedas to be of various kinds,
and His knowledge, strength and action are described as
inherent in Him".

(Answer:) Let the knowledge of God be natural. Still, He
cannot compose the Vedas, since He is free from all sorts of
materials constituting cause and effect. A person who is free
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from involvement with cause and effect cannot compose the
Vedas.

(Objection:) Though the supreme Lord is by nature free
from involvement with cause and effect, since He may engage
Himself in causality if and when He desires His composition of
the Vedas is possible.

(Answer:) No, for only when He has desires should He
get a body, sense-organs, etc., and then only can He have
desires-so there is reciprocal dependence. If His association of
body and desire has no origin then His association with His
body would be as natural as our association with our bodies;
thus the Lord will not be supreme and the result will be His
inability to compose the Vedas, parallel to our own inability to
do so.

(Objection:) The desire of the supreme Lord is everlasting
and does not require a body.

(Answer:) That is baseless and invalid. Nor is a desire for
selfish motives possible in the case of God as He has already
attained all His desires.

(Objection:) His desire occurs for the benefit of others.
(Answer:) This too is futile, for the enjoyment of animate

beings is due to their karmic merit and demerit; the supreme
Lord provides them by His mere presence and not by His
desires. If He had desires He would have to become a
transmigrator like us. So, though the supreme Lord Himself is
endowed with eternal knowledge He cannot compose the
Vedas, on account of the fact that He is beyond the
functioning of cause and effect.

And persons other than God, though they are involved in
instrumentality, cannot compose the Vedas, since knowledge
of karmic merit and demerit depends on the Vedas. This is
proved thus: The Vedas do not have authors, since the author
(the agent) cannot be imagined, just as the agent of the Self
and space, etc., and the Vedas are not fit to have authors since
they, being in empirical usage, are such whose agents are not
recollected, just like the agents of the Self or of space. And
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there is no inconclusiveness in the examples of a ruined well,
ruined pleasure-garden and stray poem, because in the course
of time the usage of their agents has ceased. Nor is it possible
to say that the unceasing usage of the Vedas is unestablished,
for' it steers the wheel of transmigration through the
manifestation of karmic merit and demerit and their fruits for
human beings.

(Objection:) During the time between eras (pralaya)
there is cessation of study of the Vedas; therefore, it is
reasonable to say that unceasing empirical usage with regards
to the Vedas is unestablished.

(Answer:) But what is meant by the nonexistence of
Vedic study during pralaya? Is it the cessation of study or the
complete destruction of the Vedas themselves? If merely the
cessation of study then, since such cessation has merely
happened with respect to the relation to selves, etc., this
cannot entail noneternality of the Vedas. And if their complete
destruction is meant, that too is not reasonable, for the
beginninglessness of the Vedas is inferred as follows: Vedic
study during the time of creation depends upon the memory
of Vedic studies in earlier periods, since it is Vedic study, like
present Vedic study.

(Objection:) Nonrecollection of authorship of the Vedas
is unestablished, since the relation to their author is shown by
the Vedas themselves.

(Answer:) No, for BrUp 1.2.5 (quoted above) deals with
Hiranyagarbha and declares the mere manifestation of the
Veda already in existence. And SvetUp VI. 18 "He who at the
beginning of creation projected Brahma, etc.", though it deals
with the supreme Lord, does not declare the creation of the
Vedas, but it presents the manifestation to Hiranyagarbha of
the created Veda by the benediction of the supreme Lord.
Therefore, the inference "'the Veda is not fit to have an author'
is not remembered, like the agent of the Self is established.
So the inference that "the Vedas are composed by persons of
all-round versatility, since those Vedas, having numerous
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things as contents, are known evidences" also is against the
evidence that establishes a qualified entity. And it also
contradicts scripture, which declares eternity for the Veda, as
in BrUp II.6.3 "Now the line of teachers..." and ending with
"He from Brahman; Brahman is self-born; salutation to
Brahman". Furthermore, the reason is also mistimed
(kälätyayäpadista), since it is already proved that the Vedas
cannot be composed either by the Supreme Lord or by inferior
persons. Besides, the hetu is a dispensable antecedent, because
grammar (yyäkarana), etc. are accepted to be composed by
persons because they deal with things cognizable by other
evidence and not because they are verbal testimonies, for one
cannot compose a thing which is noncognizable.

(Objection:) The Veda is composed by a trustworthy
person, since it is a text which is an instrument of knowledge,
like an empirical sentence".

(Answer:) This is likewise refuted for the same reason.
(Objection:) The Veda would become invalid evidence if

it were not composed by a trustworthy person.
(Answer:) No, for the word itself is evidence, and not

because it is composed by a trustworthy person.
Further, the statement that the word presents its meaning

through the speaker's awareness must also be analyzed. Does
it reveal merely awareness (of the letters) by the speaker? Or
does it present the awareness (of the word) associated with
the meaning? If the former, no sensory awareness could
possibly result from the word even through the speaker's
awareness (of the letters). If the latter, the cause of sense-
cognition needs to be stated. Perception and other instruments
of knowledge cannot be the causes, for no instrument other
than verbal testimony is possible and is accepted. Nor is this
sense-cognition illusory or doubtful as it is neither sublated
nor does doubt arise about it. Nor is this awareness a memory,
since no evidence is available in respect of any earlier-
mentioned matter. And if it is assumed that words can recall
such meanings as are fit for syntactical relation and that the
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speaker can infer sensory awareness after understanding the
syntactical relation through presumption, this is also rejected.
For the assumed knowledge does not come into the category
of being evidenced through perception, etc. And it is also not
treated as memory or illusion or something doubtful. Thus
ultimately, since the knowledge of syntactical relation is
generated by the words themselves, the verbal sense
(meaning) is directly known where there is no necessity of
assuming the speaker's knowledge as the mediator. So, sensory
awareness is achieved even in the empirical world by the word
through its natural capacity. Contact of an untrustworthy
person with a word is an obstruction to the natural capacity of
the word. To remove this obstruction, if the inference of
fundamental knowledge is regarded as useful, let it be so. We
do not object to it. And in respect of the Veda, since there is
no contact with persons whereby there will be possibility of
obstruction, there is no uncertainty with regard to the validity
of the Veda. So it is concluded that the Veda is authorless, i.e.,
not composed by any person human or divine.

CHAPTER NINETEEN: Dependence of the Vedas on
Brahman

(E92-97; T124-131) Are the Vedas independent (i.e., self-
existent like a sentient being) or are they dependent on
Brahman?

(MImämsaka:) The Vedas are independent, since there is
no reason for their being dependent. If the Veda is dependent,
it must be stated in which respect it requires help. Does it
require help (a) in the production of Vedic syllables (yarna) or
(b) in determining the relation between the words and the
senses (though the word (sabda) is eternal in the form of
syllables), or (c) in the construction of sentences aiming at
conveying knowledge of a specific sense (though the relation
of word and sense is eternal)?

Not (a): there is no need for the production of the
syllables, for they are eternal.
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(Objection:) (Infl) A word is noneternal, because it is
apprehended in different forms in each and every
pronunciation.

A particular person, though invisible, can be identified by
hearing his voice while he is reading. It is difficult to infer that
person's pronunciation unless the difference is known from the
words. This is proved by the following inference:

(Inf2) This word has generation and destruction, since
it is cognized as different in each pronunciation, like the
knowledge of the tone, etc..
(Answer:) Infl is unsound, for the reason ("because it is

apprehended in different forms...") is unestablished. There is
only a difference in the (tone of) voice, not in the knowledge
of syllables, because in each and every use the syllable is
recognized as "ga", etc.

(Objection:) There is no particular syllable different from
tone of voice.

(Answer:) The difference is found in our experience. The
vocal sound enters at a distant place the ear of a person who
cannot distinguish the syllable in particular. As he comes
nearer, awareness of a particular syllable begins to arise. This
is proved by inference thus:

(Inf3) A vocal sound different from a syllable is not fit
to be apprehended, because it is different from the
syllable, just as taste is different from color.

Thus it is shown that the varying cognition is concerned with
the vocal sound and not with the syllable. The paksa (in Inf3,
viz., a vocal sound different from a syllable) is sublated when
one recognizes "this (syllable) is just that sound 'ga'", the
reason (in Inf3, viz., that the vocal sound is different from a
syllable) is negated or annulled (being "mistimed"
(kälätyayäp ad is td)).

(Objection:) Recognition (pratyahhijna) depends on the
resemblance (of one thing to another) and not on something's
being the very same thing as the other.

(Answer:) Not so, for when the difference is determined
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in every pronunciation, the resemblance is assumed, but since
the resemblance is assumed the difference is achieved; so
there is the fallacy of mutual dependence. Here the
nonsublated recognition indicates that the thing is the very
same one.

(Objection:) But recognition is of a similar thing (not of
the very same thing).

(Answer:) Not so. When we recognize an individual
entity there is awareness that the word "cow" is pronounced
twice, and not that there are two "cow" words. If there were
two different individuals, then one would be aware that there
are two words each meaning a cow, and recognition would be
contradicted.

(Objection:) A (word)-sound is nonetefnal, since it
requires volition or effort just as (attainment of) happiness,
etc. do.

(Answer:) Here also the hetu sublates the paksa.
Moreover, the meaning of the hetu needs to be analyzed. Is it
(a) the mere necessity of volition (or effort)? or is it (b) the
apprehension necessitating effort? If (a), the reason is
unproved; if (b), the reason is inconclusive, since it has undue
extension to water, etc., which are apprehended by some other
effort.

(Objection:) (Inf4) A (word-)sound is noneternal, since
it is a specific quality of an all-pervasive substance, like
pleasure, etc.
(Answer:) This is inconclusive given the knowledge of the

supreme Lord assumed by others. If the hetu (being a specific
quality of an all-pervasive substance) is qualified by the sädhya
(being noneternal) then, it being a quality of an entity that is
other than God, the nonrecognition would likewise be a
specific quality of an all-pervasive substance. And according to
the view of (Suresvara,) the author of the (Brhadäran-
yakopanisadbhäsya)Värttika, since a word is regarded as a
substance, the reason of Inf4 is unestablished. And

(Inf5) A (word)-sound is noneternal, since it possesses
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generality and is also cognizable by the external sense-
organs, like a jar,

is also refuted by recognition; hence it does not qualify as
valid evidence. And the reason here (in Inf5) is also
counterbalanced by the inference

(Inf6) "Word (sound) is eternal like space, since it is
associated with the relation (which is eternal) to space (a
substance) and sound (a quality)."

Therefore, since word is eternal, there is no need for its
production.

(Objection:) Although the word "veda" is eternal in the
form of its syllables, yet the relation of a word and its
meaning at the very first time stands in need of a convention.
This is proved by the following inference:

(Inf7) The relation between word and meaning is
properly considered conventional, since it is a relation
between expressor and expressed, like the relation
between the word "Devadatta" and its meaning.
(Answer:) Inf7 is not sound either. For no convention is

possible here, because first of all it has to be determined
whether a single person can fix the relation of word and sense
at the time of creation? or do a number of persons together fix
it? If a single person, there would be no employment of word
and sense in the world, because others cannot know the idea
of that single person, and there is no other way of knowing
the relation of that word and that sense. If many persons
together agree on the convention, then, if all of them are
omniscient, it would follow that there are many supreme
Lords! Otherwise, if they are not omniscient, the employment
of words and meanings will eventually end due to ignorance
of these meanings. Thus the reason (in Inf7) is fallacious, for
it contradicts the evidence of presumption. The reason is
counterbalanced as well by the following inference:

(Inf8) The empirical usage of words and meanings
during creation depends on the remembrance of such
previous usage, since it is a usage of words and
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meanings, like modern usage of words and meanings.
(Objection:) What you call a fallacy of inconclusiveness

is due to the words themselves.
(Answer:) No, for they are not indicative words. Words

which express a form {akrti) are indicative in all places
without exception, but it is not so in the case of words of
conventional meaning. Therefore, a word does not require
anything in respect to the relation between the word and its
sense.

(Objection:) Though the relation between a word and its
sense is eternal, composition of a sentence the words of which
have those meanings requires a person, since the words are
found in the secular sentences of trustworthy persons. This is
also proved by

(Inf9) The Veda is not generated by itself, because it is a
text composed by a trustworthy person, like a secular
sentence of a trustworthy person.
(Answer:) Inf9 is also not reasonable, for it involves a

doubtful reason. How does the fact that the secular sentence
is generated by something else, though intended for the
speaker's purpose, happen? Does it happen because the
subject-matter of the sentence is the content of the other
sentence? or because it is composed by an untrustworthy
person? Thus there is uncertainty. And there is also possibility
of the reverse inference holding, viz.

(InflO) The Veda is not generated by some other
evidence, since, being the produce of nonomniscient
persons, it has the authority of merits and demerits, like
the knowledge of the supreme Lord who is assumed.

Hence the Veda is self-existent, since there is no dependence
by it on anything else. Scripture supports this: (BrUp II.6.3)
"Brahman is self-born; salutation to Brahman."

(Advaitin:) Though the Veda is eternal, being related to
the eternal senses or to things by itself, it has to be accepted
that the Veda is dependent on Brahman, being the
transfiguration of the Brahman-intelligence. And that the Veda
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is the transfiguration of Brahman and not produced by other
causes stemming from one's own purposes is shown by
scriptural texts such as (BrUp II.4.10) "My dear, the Rgveda,
etc. are like the breath of this infinite Reality". Further, since
a great sentence of scripture, viz., (ChUp VI.2.1) "One only
and without a second" declares the nonduality of Brahman,
and since the other scriptural text (BrUp IV.5.6) "when the
Self is known all this is known" states that by the knowledge
of the Self everything can be known, the Veda is concluded to
be the appearance of Brahman. So, if another thing than
Brahman, e.g., the Veda, exists, then it would be impossible to
refute pluralism and declare that knowledge of everything is
gained through knowledge of the Self. If the world of names
and forms is the appearance of Brahman, then, since there is
nothing other than Brahman, everything we have said follows.

(Objection:) If the Veda is the transfiguration of
Brahman, how can the Veda be beginningless? Moreover, how
can something (the Veda), being illusory like a rope-snake, be
an instrument of knowledge?

(Answer:) The Veda here does not mean the mere
phonemes, for no cognition of meaning is forthcoming if they
are pronounced in a reverse or otherwise wrong order. Rather,
the Veda is the collection of phonemes in the proper order.
Since the phonemes are all-pervasive and eternal, an order
based upon time and space is impossible. Nor is there any
natural order, because words are found having the same
phonemes in both orders-e.g., räjä and jam, etc. Hence,
ultimately the phonemes connected by the order either of
pronunciation or apprehension are the Vedas. Nor does that
order happen to some other things. Therefore, it is to be
accepted that the phonemes arranged in a deviant order
present meaning in an illusory form only as associated with
that deviant order. Thus the Veda, being like a current flow,
becomes beginningless. During pralaya, though the aggregate
of names remains merely in potency like the aggregate of
forms, still the phonemes continue in the same order through
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successive ages as in previous ones. Furthermore, each
phoneme continues to have the same significative capacity.
Hence the Veda is beginningless, being the appearance of
Brahman-consciousness. Nor is there any obstruction to its
presenting these meanings. With regard to empirical texts, the
order of phonemes is irregular, but with regard to Vedic texts
the order is regular forever; so the Veda is beginningless. But
even though that is so, since the Veda is the transfiguration of
Brahman-consciousness it depends upon the existence of
Brahman.

CHAPTER TWENTY: Proof of the Falsity of the World
(prapancamithyätvd)

(E98-104; T132-140) Are space, etc., i.e. the world
(prapanca}, real (paramärthd) or false (mithya)?

(Objector:) The world is real. The cognition of the world
is universal from shepherds to pundits; cognition according to
Vedic theory is intrinsically valid (svatahpramänä), and there
is no defect in its cause or sublation of the awareness of it, so
the cognition of the world is not invalid. "Reality" merely
means being cognized in accordance with an instrument of
knowledge, because in examples like (shell-)silver, etc., where
reality is not found, we find rather illusoriness and
nonexistence. So, the world, space, etc., which are
apprehended by unsublated awareness, are to be accepted as
ultimately real, since no reason is found for their being false.
If the dualism of the world were illusory then perceptual
awareness, etc. with regard to the world would become
systematically false like awareness of a mirage, and
accordingly all the empirical transactions dependent upon it
would cease. And if words and their meanings and the
relations between them were unreal, no cognition of real
things would be possible. Thus the theory of the materialists
(Lokäyatikd) has to be accepted by you Advaitins, for since
both the section (of the Vedas) on action (karmakändd) and
that on knowledge (jnänakändd) will fail to provide
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knowledge (apramäna) and any attempt to get heaven or
liberation will be impossible.

(Advaitin:) Is it the evidence for the illusory nature of the
world that is to be questioned, or whether any undesirable
thing or harm comes if that illusory nature of the world is
accepted? If the former, then we say that scripture (e.g. ChUp
VI.2.1 "one only without a second") is the evidence for the
illusory nature of the world of duality. If there is a dual world
that is ultimately real, the above scriptural text will be
irrelevant.

(Objection:) That text is merely a eulogy and cannot
sublate the world of duality.

(Answer:) It is true that a scriptural passage that has no
direct purpose may be construed as eulogy if there arises
contradiction with other evidence. But the scriptural teaching
of nondualism is confirmed by six marks, as follows:

It is said that "in determining the Vedic purport there are
six signs: (1) commencing and conclusion, (2) repetition, (3)
novelty, (4) fruit, (5) eulogy and (6) propriety. Here (1) the
relevant scripture begins "one only without a second" and ends
with (ChUp VI.8.7) "that all this world has for itself, which is
(2) repeated again and again. (3) The oneness of the Self
unknown by other evidence is declared. And in (ChUp VI. 14.2
and ChUp VI. 1.3) liberation is heard to be the (4) fruit of the
knowledge of oneness of the Self, but by another part of ChUp
VI. 1.3, viz., "through which what is unheard becomes heard"
(5) eulogy is made. So by all these tests and by the instances
of clay, etc., the identification of Self with Brahman is
established. Thus the sixth chapter (of the Chändogyopoinisad)
is found to have no other sense than this (that we have
indicated).

(Objection:) If the dual world is illusory our unsublated
cognition of duality would be inconsistent.

(Answer:) No, for when there is contradiction between
the cognitions of duality and nonduality it would be irrelevant
to leave either of the above unsublated cognitions in a baseless
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state; so, since the text which in its own purpose cannot be
justified as eulogy, the Vedic statement of nonduality is to be
taken as pertaining to the ultimate Reality. Now awareness of
duality has duality for its content; thus the two cognitions (of
duality and nonduality) are like the two cognitions of the
moon as one and as two. And since the dual world is sublated
by the knowledge of the inner nondual Self and since the fact
that it is the content of unsublated awareness is not
established, the scriptural statements on nonduality declare
the illusory nature of duality. Further, this is proved by
inference also:

(Infl) The world which is under discussion is fit to be
illusory, since it is unconscious; whatever is unconscious
is seen to be illusory, like the redness in the crystal.
(Objector:) The reason of Infl, (viz., being unconscious),

is "mistimed" (i.e., irrelevant here), because the dual world is
known by the evidence of perception.

(Answer:) No, for the city of the Gandharvas, etc.--which
are agreed to be illusory things-are seen through immediate
appearance (aparoksapratihhäsd).

(Objection:) The immediate appearance of the city of the
Gandharvas is sublated by perception and therefore its having
an illusory nature is all right; but here (in the case of the dual
world) sublation of immediate appearance is stated to be
through inference and that is inconsistent.

(Answer:) That is not right. For though the sense of
hotness in water and the awareness of a self in one's body are
not sublated by perception, and though they accord with
ordinary usage, yet these are treated as illusory on the basis
of inference. The inference in question has as its conclusion
(either) "an inference which has unsublated perception as its
source" or "a Vedic text, which stands for its own sense, can be
an immediate awareness when it accords with its own object."
And the example of heat in water, pointlessly mentioned
above, is simply an appearance and is irrelevant here.

(Objection:) Since the redness reflected in a crystal is
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sublatable it becomes illusory, and not because it is
unconscious.

(Answer:) What is that sublatability? If it is "to be fit for
sublation11 then that is already included in the word "illusory".
But if it means that (the redness in the crystal) ceases being
thought of and talked of, that is not reasonable. For even
during the period of its usage its illusory nature is accepted.
Hence mere nonawareness of a thing is determinative of its
illusory nature. And this sublatability is automatically known
when its illusory nature is known.

(Objection:) Is inference included in the empirical world
or not? If it is included, then by what inference can the
illusory nature of that world be established? It is not possible
to establish its owrn illusory nature by itself, since being a
cognizable thing it is the thing to be proved (sädhyd) and so
not a prover (hetu). If it is inferred from another reason there
is the danger of infinite regress. If inference is not included in
the world then the reason becomes inconclusive, because even
though this inference is nonconscious it is treated as if it were
nonillusory.

(Answer:) This argument is not sound. For though the
inference is included in the world, it can establish its own
illusory nature by itself. There is no contradiction between the
means of knowledge and the world that is known. Though an
inference is cognizable as a worldly thing, yet it is an
instrument of cognition, being an inference. And even on your
theory (which argues for the reality of the world) this question
and^the answer to it have to be the same (as for us): Does the
reason which establishes the illusoriness of the world establish
the illusoriness of the nature of the illusory also? If it does the
world becomes real, since its illusory nature is itself illusory.
If it does not establish illusoriness, then the illusory nature of
the world becomes real. So the reason (in Infl) "because it is
unconscious" becomes inconclusive. But this is not correct, for,
there is not even a single defect (in that inference). Nor does
that reason prove the (reverse of the sädhya, viz.) that the
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world is real, since that reason, inapplicable to itself, cannot
prove reality or illusoriness in the case of other things. Nor is
the reason inconclusive, because even the illusory nature of
illusoriness becomes relevant through some other inference.
Nor is there infinite regress, as the process of inference is
begun with the desire to know.

(Objection:) The reason "because it is unconscious" is
opposed (to its intended function), as follows:

(Inf2) The world is real, since its illusory nature is
sublated, like the selfs."
(Answer:) Inf2 does not stand to reason, for the he tu is

counterbalanced (yiruddhävyabhicärin). The reality of the self
is due to its being of the nature of consciousness, not to
sublated illusoriness. For this reason it is to be known that the
supposed faults that accrue to the self in respect to the
alternatives of its lack of consciousness being real or illusory
are removed (since it does not in fact lack consciousness).

(Objection:) Though the redness in a crystal is illusory,
redness is real enough by itself. Thus, though the world is
illusory through the nature of the self it is real in its own
form.

(Answer:) This is a thoughtless argument. Although there
are contradictory views-as to whether the redness in the
crystal is illusory in its own nature or by reference to another--
yet in respect to the crystal and the redness the word "illusory"
(or "false" (mithyä)) are both regularly found. Hence the
illusory nature of the world is pervaded by (i.e., invariably
associated with) unconsciousness. In this way the example (in
Inf2, "like the selfs") is established. The question whether the
reality is through its own nature or by some other nature is a
different question. So, Inf2 is free from defects. And scriptural
texts (SvetUp IV.10; BrUp II.5.19) declare the illusory nature
of the world by attributing ignorance (mayo) to the primary
cause of the world. Also the text (BrUp II.4.14, 19) "Where it
appears as if it were duality...He who sees difference, as it
were, in it", etc., not fitting the reading (of "like") involving
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comparison or analogy, indicates illusoriness (qbhäsatä) of the
dual world by the word(s) "as it were" (ivd), the meaning of
which is similarity. And the text (ChUp VI. 1.4) "for all
modification is mere name based upon verbal usage" ascribes
unreality to the mass of modifications. Hence even according
to scripture the dual world is established as illusory.

Moreover, the illusory nature of things is the correlate of
the predication of both existence and absence to the same
thing. So the same jar, etc. which is accepted as existent is
said to be not seen, nonexistent. Similarly, the thing that is
known in "this is silver" is negated in its own form itself as
"this is not silver" (and this feature of being true both as
affirmed and negated is symptomatic of illusoriness).

(Objection:) The examples are not analogous, since the
silver is negated in the same place and time that it is cognized
as silver, but in the case of the jar, etc, where and/or when it
exists is not the same as where and/or when it does not exist.

(Answer:) This objection is not sound. For in place and
time there are no different places and times. Things which are
rightly said to be and not to be in the same place and time are
illusory; if space and time themselves are illusory, the
regulation of things by them is irrelevant; hence the negation
of any thing which has no adjunct (nirupädhi) is established.

(Objection:) Since for every thing awareness that it is and
that it is not are entertained, no negation of an adjunctless
thing is found.

(Answer:) A cognition is only found with one adjunct;
hence the illusoriness of the world is established.

(Objection:) If the empirical world is illusory, then both
empirical and nonempirical, or secular and sacred, knowledge
in the world become invalid.

(Answer:) This is only childish talk, for knowledge can't
be invalid. Where does that invalidity happen? Is there any
harm in the validity which reveals truthfulness? Or is there
any damage in the validity characterized as the support of
empirical usage? If so we both agree. If not, though the
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knowledge of heat in water and of the self in the body are
unreal, they are useful in empirical usage; likewise, though the
world is illusory like the experience of a dream till one wakes
up, until the realization of the ultimate Reality the knowledge
of the empirical world will be the means for empirical
transactions. Hence all empirical and nonempirical usages can
be relevant.

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE: Do All Instruments of Knowledge
Provide Truth Equally?

(E105-108; T141-146) Do all instruments of knowledge
give us truth equally, or do one or the other of dualism and
nondualism do so differently?

(Objector:) All the instruments equally provide us with
knowledge. It is a contradiction in terms for an instrument of
knowledge to show what is not true.

(Counterobjection:) Since dualism and nondualism are
contradictory, reality cannot be both; so one of them must not
be based on (actual) supporting objects (nirälamband).

(Objector:) This too does not stand to reason, for there
is no such contradiction. When contradiction to perception,
etc. arises, since verbal testimony cannot then have its primary
meaning, it is treated as secondary meaning (guna). So verbal
testimony does not outweigh perception; this is already shown
in a text such as Mimämsäsütra III.2.4. So what is the
argument for your conclusion? Does perception present an
unreal thing, since it contradicts verbal testimony? Or does
verbal testimony perform some other activity since it
contradicts perception? When verbal testimony clashes with
perception it is better to divert verbal testimony in another
direction since it is weaker. Since perception is the first among
the instruments of knowledge, it does not require another
awareness to give it support, it is accepted as evidence by all,
it is an indispensable antecedent, brooks no confusion, and
agrees with empirical usage. Therefore it is authoritative.
When verbal testimony contradicts perception testimony
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becomes weaker, since knowledge of a word and its meaning
and their relation requires prior perception. Hence when a
clash arises it is better to divert testimony in a different
direction. If the primary sense of the scripture of nondualism
is accepted, then there will arise the contingency of the
sublation of the plural world that is patent to perception, etc.
And such a sublation is not proper for the awareness of things
known by instruments of knowledge; so the theory of
nondualism (said to be) established by verbal testimony is not
accepted. Nor is it proper to say that the awareness of a
sublatable thing can maintain its validity, since that is not
found to happen in the case of the (shell)silver, etc. So, if
perception, etc. are the instruments of knowledge, it is to be
concluded that every such instrument reveals the world as
real.

(Advaitin:) What you say would be so if the evidence of
perception and of verbal testimony were produced (without
exception) equally through sources where defects are not
experienced. But this is not the case. Perception means
awareness generated by the contact of a sense-organ with an
object. This perceptual awareness is vitiated by defects in its
content. Smallness and singleness are cognized in the large
and many trees that are visible far away on the mountains by
persons standing in lower and distant places, and sometimes
perception, affected by defects in the internal organ made
impure by (karmic) adrsta, etc., may cognize spots in the sun
or a city in the clouds, etc.

So perceptual awareness may be associated with defects.
And if verbal testimony is assumed to be defective intrinsically,
all awareness generated by it would become invalid. But since
the Vedic texts are free from the defects caused by the
association of human beings, awareness gained from scripture
is free from such defects. Therefore verbal testimony is more
powerful than perception.

You said that perception is the stronger instrument since
it is the first. But that is not sound. The order of earlier and
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later is not seen in the instruments when achieving their own
aims and objectives. If it were, verbal testimony would come
first, for it is established to be beginningless and the creation
of the whole world starts from it.

You said that knowledge of Vedic texts requires
perception already. But that is not correct. For here it is to be
explained whether that knowledge of Vedic texts requires
perception for its origin or for its truthfulness. If for its origin,
that is not a source of its alleged weakness, since though
the appearance of the (shell) silver is caused by a perception
which has a defective origin, inference is not found to be
weaker merely because it needs the help of perception, If the
knowledge of Vedic texts requires perception. for its
truthfulness, then also its alleged weakness does not gain the
approval of the learned, for, since all the instruments of
knowledge are intrinsically valid, there is no need for any
other requirement in proving their truthfulness.

And the point that perception is more powerful since it
is accepted by all is also unreasonable. Though the notion of
body as self is well-established among all of us, the sublation
of it by verbal testimony or by inference is seen. And if it is
said that this notion is not accepted by a wise person, then
likewise the appearance of duality is not popular among those
who know Brahman as their self. So the defect is common to
both views.

You alleged that perception is stronger (than verbal
testimony) because it does not serve another purpose, unlike
verbal testimony which can be construed as secondary
meaning. This is not consistent. For the scripture which
declares nonduality serves no other purpose-it cannot be
construed as merely a eulogy for nonduality, because it is
known to mean just what it says and not something else. If the
scriptural attestation of nondualism as constituting the reality
beyond empirical usage could not even be an instrument for
making known the ultimate truth, then it would indeed
become pointless. But, though perception does not provide the
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truth, it does not thus become utterly useless, for it can be the
means for secular and sacred, i.e., empirical and nonempirical,
usages like the appearance of the body as the self, etc.

(Objection:) The ritual (karmakända) and knowledge
(jnänakändd) sections (of the Vedas) contradict each other,
but perception is free from any such defect; hence verbal
testimony is weaker.

(Answer:) This is the result of imperfect understanding.
For that duality is real is not the purport of the karmakända;
its purpose is only to show the relation existing between the
means and the ends-as in "this is the means for the desired
thing" and "this is a source for an undesired end". And the
difference of things seen in the empirical world is merely
repeated as it appears and is not newly achieved. Therefore,
there is no contradiction in the least between the two sections
of the Vedas.

You claimed that perception is true because it agrees with
empirical usage and that the Veda is false since it does not
conform to the world. But the scripture preaching nondualism
is said to be an instrument of knowledge presenting the
ultimate truth; it is such an instrument though at the same
time not useful for empirical usage. Its truth consists not in
conforming to empirical usage but in being unsublated. To put
it another way, (real) "truth" does not mean awareness
conforming to empirical usage; it does mean unsublated
knowledge. For this reason only, though the perception of
duality is sublated by the Advaita scriptures, they are not
misleading like the awareness of shell as silver, because there
is disparity through the sublation and nonsublation of
empirical usage (the awareness of shell as silver is sublated
while the knowledge of duality is unsublated in the empirical
world). Likewise, though the appearance of a jar, etc. is
similar to the appearance of the (shell-)silver, etc. on account
of their serving purposes, the validity of the appearance of the
jar is popularly accepted. Therefore the scriptural teaching of
nonduality indeed, being inconsistent otherwise, brings
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together the two kinds of truth, declaring reality and unreality
respectively of nonduality and duality.

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO: Self-Validity of Cognition
(svatahprämänya)

(E119-124; T147-154) Is the validity of the instruments
of knowledge extrinsic (paratah) or intrinsic (svatah)?

(Naiyäyika:) It is extrinsic. Here is the proof:
(Infl) A judgment's validity is produced by a cause
other than the cause of that judgment, since an
awareness can be either true or false.

If validity is generated merely by being a cause of awareness,
then every awareness without exception should be true, since
the property of being true accompanies that of being
awareness.

(Objection:) Though the sense-organs, etc. are
intrinsically the instruments of knowledge, in some places
where their capacity is obstructed they become sources of false
awareness because of the defects caused by the obstruction.
But where they are free from such defects they produce true
awareness by their natural capacity; Hence there is no undue
extension in saying that every awareness is true.

(Naiyäyika:) This is not sound. For there is no evidence,
which can prove the existence of a capacity or potency except
by subsidiary causes (svarüpasahakärirOj whereby the rules
that falsity is due to the obstruction of the capacity and that
the negation of obstruction is the cause for truth, would be
relevant.

(Objection:) Such a potency other than the cause is
known through presumption (arthäpatti) thus: The moment a
finger touches fire a boil will arise, but if there is obstruction
by a gem or a spell it does not arise despite the touch of the
finger by fire. It is known that there is some capacity other
than the form of fire which produces activity in the fire.

(Naiyäyika:) This view is not correct, for the presumption
is can be explained otherwise. Although there is contact of
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finger with fire, still the failure to produce the boil can be
justified by the presence of an obstruction (the gem, etc.) and
so it does not assume any extra capacity different from the
form of the object (here, fire). Even for the capacity-theorist
(saktivädin) the production of the effect is acceptable only
when there is no obstruction. Hence, when the nonobstruction
exists and there is a sufficient condition, the effect occurs;
when that nonobstruction does not exist, since there is lack of
sufficient condition (one feature, viz., the nonobstruction,
being missing), the effect does not come forth. Therefore there
is no necessity of assuming potency as one of the causal
conditions.

Furthermore, it may be asked: what is meant by the
obstruction of potency? Is it (a) the destruction of the
potency? or is it (b) the obstruction of the ability existing in
it? If (a), then no effect could result from the nonexistence of
the obstructing object (e.g., the gem), because the cause has
lost that capacity forever. If another capacity arises in the
absence of the obstructive gem then it is to be asked: what is
the source of the generation of that new potency? Is the
source itself potent or impotent? If it is potent the effect is
being always produced, since such a source exists always. If
the source is impotent, how can another (second) potency be
produced. If (b) then there will be infinite regress, for the
same assumptions apply. Hence there is no reason proving the
existence of a potency other than a subsidiary cause, and
obstruction is impossible. Therefore, the rule that truth is
brought about by the cause of the awareness itself and falsity
is caused by the awareness' association with _another cause
such as glasses, etc. is baseless. So it is proper to say that truth
comes extrinsically, because truth is brought about by the
merit of the cause while falsity is brought about by a defect in
the cause. This fact is proved by the following inference:

(Inf2) The truth of an awareness is produced by a cause
other than the cause of the awareness itself, for the
cause has the characteristic of inconclusiveness or it has
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the characteristic of extending unduly from the nature of
awareness, like falsity.
Therefore, truth is generated through a source other than the
source of the awareness, since its production is unimaginable
by the mere cause of awareness, just as falsity is. Hence the
Naiyäyikas and the Vaisesikas think that both invalidity and
validity of awareness are known by other means, i.e.,
extrinsically.

CSaugata", i.e. a Buddhist:) Since the awareness of shell
as silver, etc. does not lead to successful practical activity and
is seen to be invalid, and since the awarenesses of jars, etc.
which are confirmed by successful practical activity are held to
be valid through the support of co-presence and co-absence
with successful activity, validity is only extrinsic.

(Advaitin:) Truth has as its cause a cognition of a thing's
existence only through its being the cause of an awareness of
the existence of a property-possessor (dharmin), since it is an
effect of that cause only. The reason (for that, viz., being an
effect of that cause only) is not unestablished, since no cause
of its truth different from the cause of the thing's being known
is proved.

(Objection:) The sense-organ, e.g., the eye, accompanied
by illumination becomes the cause of the awareness, and the
ointment in the eye is the cause of that awareness1 truth.

(Answer:) We do not agree. For to a person also who
applies ointment to his eye error occurs (despite it) very
easily. The ointment that is seen is not found to be a source of
truth, and unseen things cannot be assumed for lack of
evidence. The eye, etc. will lead to truth if there is no
destruction.

. (Objection:) If the eye, e.g., is naturally the cause of truth
as a rule, then falsity should not come from it. But falsity
produced by it is nevertheless sometimes seen.

(Answer:) No, for the eye becomes the cause of some
particular effect when there is some particular subsidiary
cause. And the same eye, being connected with a particular
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bad thing having some defect in it, becomes the cause of false
awareness. And it has already been said that that same eye
naturally is the cause of true awareness.

Your argument that truth is brought about by a cause
other than the cause of the awareness, since an awareness can
be true or false, is childish talk, since an example to the
contrary is easily obtained anywhere. The proof is this: Truth
is caused to exist only through the cause of the awareness of
a qualified object, because truth is either an awareness or the
validity of an awareness, just as the awareness (of truth is
either an awareness or the valid awareness of truth). So your
reason is contradicted.

(Objection:) As there is no evidence to prove the
existence of potency other than subsidiary causes and its own
form, since presumption can be otherwise explained as having
nonexistence of obstruction for its content, the rule-that the
eye naturally or intrinsically is the cause of truth, and when it
is related to an obstructive object becomes the cause of falsity-
-becomes irrelevant.

(Answer:) Only the nonproduction of the effect-e.g., a
boil-leads to the assumption of a potency different from fire.
When fire without being less or more has all the subsidiary
causal conditions, nonproduction of the effect is still seen
sometimes. So it is determined that there is indeed a
supersensible potency in fire, different from its form, and that
sometimes it is obstructed.

(Objection:) The cause is the negation of obstruction.
(Answer:) No, for no purposeful practice can be caused

by a nonexistent thing. .
(Objection:) The prior absence (prägabhäva) of the

obstruction is the cause of the boil.
(Answer:) No, because even after the obstruction has

gone the effect (the boil) is still seen.
(Objection:) Then it is the posterior absence

(=destruction) (pradhvamsäbhävd) of the obstruction that is
the cause.
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(Answer:) No, because before its destruction the effect is
found.

(Objection:) Then it must be the nonexistence of
association (samsargäbhävä) that is the cause.

(Answer:) No, for the effect without obstruction is seen.
Existence and nonexistence are only possible for a thing which
exists, not for one that does not exist, nor for one which has
existence-cum-nonexistence. Nor is mutual absence (anyonyä-
bhävä) the cause, for then the effect should be produced
always, as this mutual absence lasts forever.

Moreover, even though absence be a cause, it is not
proper to say that a thing "that does nothing" is the cause. If
so, it would be the cause of everything forever. Absence does
not do anything, as no specificity is seen. If there were a
specificity (yisesa) in absence it would have to be explained
what this specificity is. Is it an absence or a presence? Not an
absence, for the specificity of an absence cannot be proved,
and there will be the possibility of infinite regress as well. And
it cannot be a presence,.as a positive thing cannot reside in an
absence. So

(Argl) Some thing in the form of the association of
subsidiary causes or in the form of an obstructive potency
(pratibandha) must be there in fire during the
functioning state, just as in an ax, etc. some peculiar
capacity is seen during the functioning state that is not
there when it is not functioning.
(Objection:) Argl is defective, lacking a reason. Fire

functions without obstructive potency.
(Answer:) No, for before and after the effect, being

without obstruction, fire is seen in the same form. Since a
supersensible obstruction is assumed for it, our "potency" is
merely a different word for the same thing.

(Objector:) The question is: What is meant by
"obstructive potency"? Is it (a) the obstruction of a thing's
essential nature or is it (b) the obstruction of the power of
that.essential nature?
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(Answer:) This is an unnecessary question. For, since the
potency is supersensible, its suppression also is supersensible;
therefore it is to be inferred from the mere effect. Moreover,
your own theory is unreasonable, for while fire, neither less
nor more, is perceived, an imperceptible obstruction is not
accepted. If it were accepted it would lead to a false theory, as
then the meaning of the word "obstruction" is to be explained.

And your statement, that the truth of an instrument of
knowledge is generated by a cause other than the cause of the
awareness, is also unsound. For the eye, etc. is proved to be
the intrinsic cause of knowledge of the instrument.

(Objection:) Truth is brought about by a cause other than
that of the (true) awareness, since it (the cause of the
awareness) has the nature of inconclusiveness, like falsity.

(Answer:) This also does not stand to reason. For it is to
be made clear here whether the above inferential process is
intrinsically valid or not. If it is intrinsically valid, the hetu
(inconclusiveness) itself becomes inconclusive! If it is
extrinsically valid (through other means), then how can that
other means be valid? If that again is by another means, there
will be infinite regress, and so, truth will be impossible for any
awareness. And since even this inference cannot be correct, no
conclusion is achieved.

Hence, truth is not known from the merit of the cause,
nor successful practical activity (arthakriyäkärin). In each case
the contingency of an infinite regress is there. Hence truth is
intrinsic whereas falsity is extrinsic.

CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE: The Inexplicability of Error
(anirvacaniyakhyäti)

(E112-131; T155-180) Is error a failure to apprehend
(akhyäti) or is it inexplicable (anirvacaniya)?

(Akhyätivädin:) There can be no apprehension of what is
inexplicable, since its existence is not accepted. Nonexistent
sky-flowers, etc. are not found to be the contents (yisaya) of
practical activities (yyavahära) such as giving things up, etc.
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(Advaitin:) Though what is inexplicable is not existent,
awareness of it does exist, since it is not accepted as nothing
at all (tuccha).

(Akhyätivädin:) This is not sound, for even for you, the
Advaitin, difference from the sky-flower's existence is pervaded
by nothingness, whereas difference from nothingness in the
self is pervaded by existence. So nothing can be different from
both nothingness and existence.

Furthermore, the reason why we have words--"(shell)sil-
ver", etc.-that refer to the inexplicable must be explained. It
is not general predication, since the inexplicable is not
accepted to be a particular named by the general term
"(shell)silver". If it were it would be real.

(Advaitin:) "(Shell)silver" is a conventional (ritdhi) word
designating the inexplicable, just as the word "a/csa" (meaning
dice) is.

(Akhyätivädin:) No, for no apprehension of a relation of
the inexplicable to something else is possible. Unless the
hearer uses the term, Jie cannot learn to apprehend the
relation.

(Advaitin:) We can apprehend that the usages and
awarenesses of others are inexplicable.

(Akhyätivädin): No. Even for those lacking an
apprehension of a relation to other things, the usages and
awarenesses of others are not possible without previous
experience.

A word like "(shell)silver" is not a word qualifying an
inexplicable and denoting a particular adjunct (upädhi), as the
word "cook" is, since it is an indivisible word and the property
(here, being a shell which is a piece of silver) is not known.
Since the property is not known, the word which has that
adjunct as the cause in its expression cannot be utilised.
Therefore, for the inexplicable thing denoted by the word
"(shell)silver" the use of the word is not reasonable.

Further, no cause of the cognition of what is inexplicable
is possible.
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(Advaitin:) The source of that cognition is contact with
a sense-organ associated with traces of defects.

(Akhyätivädin:) No, foi a defect obstructs the capacity of
a cause to bring about a particular effect, but it is not itself the
cause of anything. Nondefective connection with the organs
plus traces are indeed causes of e.g. recognition, etc., and the
same defects or obstructions can manifest a real thing.

(Advaitin:) The witness-consciousness alone is the cause
of the cognition of the (shell)silver, etc.

(Akhyätivädin:) No, for that ignores the necessity of the
co-presence of sense-organs (with cognition) and their co-
absence (with failure to cognize).

(Advaitin:) These (co-presence and co-absence of sense-
organs) regarding the substratum (adhisthäna) are dispensable
antecedents.

(Akhyätivädin:) No, for that would result in the theory
that (the inexplicable is) unapprehended.

Awareness of the "this" part (idamamsa), produced by the
sense-organs, and awareness of silver, which is of the nature
of witness-consciousness, are accepted as different
awarenesses.

(Advaitin:) Even the relation of this to (shell)silver
appears inexplicable to the witness-consciousness; so how does
that support akhyätiväda?

(Akhyätivädin:) This objection is groundless, for when
both the awarenesses of real and unreal things are accepted,
the akhyäti theory would be inevitable. Moreover, with respect
to that inexplicable something which appears in the shell, etc.,
is one's having the illusion of it's being silver natural or
accidental? If it is natural, then, since it needs to be removed
by knowledge of the shell, for the young child it can be
removed by the first awareness of the shell alone, and so it
cannot appear in the future. If it is not removed by the first
awareness, then it cannot be removed by subsequent
awarenesses, since there is no difference. If the illusion is
accidental, then the cause for its origin must be specified. This
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(cause) is not the modification of shell associated with defects,
for if it were, then it would become true and the defects also
would be true. Nor is it the modification of the self, since
silver, etc. appear as external to the self and it would again
become true. Nor is it correct to say that something in the self
appears as a relation to shell through illusion, for that would
be self-apprehension (ätmakhyäti, a different view, expounded
by Yogäcära Buddhism). Nor does ignorance itself get
transfigured into the silver and awareness of it. If ignorance
were in the self, then even its effect would have to appear as
the nature of the self in the form "I am silver". If it were in the
object, even the awareness of a silver coin, being its
transfiguration, would have to exist in the object, and then
even awareness would have to exist in the object alone. Thus
the object will have become sentient! If (actual) silver is
inexplicable one's awareness that this silver exists would be
impossible

(Advaitin:) Through awareness of the existence of the
locus the awareness of the inexplicable is possible.

(Akhyätivädin:) If so, the relation between a real and an
inexplicable thing becomes existent and'cannot be sublated. If
that relation is not existent, awareness of the relation becomes
baseless. If that relation is itself inexplicable, that will lead to
infinite regress, and nothing can be established. If in illusion
the inexplicable (shell) silver alone appears as existent then,
even in another place where an actually existent silver coin
appears, doubt whether the existent itself appears or the
inexplicable cannot be removed. Then again all empirical
usage will disappear.

So it is not reasonable to say that awareness of what is
inexplicable (anirvacaniyakhyäti) is illusory. It is only
nonapprehension. Awareness is merely apprehension, since its
content is adequately entirely connected as "this", and as the
capacity of the sense-organ, say the eye, is obstructed by a
defect it cannot apprehend the thing having the form of a shell
which is before us. It apprehends only something as "this".
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Similarly, even the trace of the past experience of silver,
obstructed by the defect of the similarity to the object or by
the defect of the (past) attachment to the mind, cannot
generate a memory of that particular silver, but can only
generate a memory in the form of silver in general. Then,
since the general and the particular are there depending on
their relation with each other, and since their nonrelation is
not apprehended due to the defect (in the senses) alone, and
owing to the nature of shining and the similarity of already-
experienced silver to the thing in front of one, the seeker after
silver reaches in front of him for the thing seen. So
nonapprehension of (the shell) is possible, since it is produced
by defects as causes and since incomplete objects and
cognitions cannot explain themselves; but that
nonapprehension is not due to nothing at all appearing (as
you inexplicability-theorists seem to believe). And in this way,
since awarenesses are real, they would not become entirely
baseless.

And on our (akhyätivädd) theory doubt plays no part, nor
is any (simple) awareness contradicted nor any (shell) silver
known, since silver is accepted as cognized in its own form
alone. Further, there is no contradiction of the awareness of
a relation in the form of "this is silver", for the awareness of
that relation is not established and the attempt of a person
seeking silver would be consistent even through
nonapprehension of the nonrelation between the two
awarenesses, one general and one particular. So, the failure to
discriminate between apprehension and memory alone
constitutes the illusion that this is silver. Each awareness-the
apprehension and the memory-is nonillusive; there is thus no
illusion there. And even the eventual sublation (the realization
that this is not (the metal) silver) is consistent, since it arises
from the discrimination of the cognitions that were hitherto
discriminated.

(Anyathäkhyätivädin:) The awareness "this is silver" is
illusory, as follows: The sense-organ and retained traces of
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past experiences, being connected with the presentation of the
shell, can present that same shell as silver through defects
together with those traces. Therefore, since one thing appears
as another in an illusion, this illusion is said to be otherwise-
apprehended (anyathäkhyäti). Here the process of inference is
as follows:

(Infl) This thing in my presence is fit to be the basis for
an awareness of silver, since though not being the
source of silver it becomes the content of empirical
transactions (usage) of silver by a person who seeks it,
like real silver.

Or
(Inf2) The empirical transaction with things referred to
in apposition is fit to be generated by awareness of the
relation to the property possessor, the qualified
substance, because it is an empirical transaction where
nonrelation is nonapprehended, just like the empirical
usage of apposition in "this is a jar".

Further, if the awareness is real it is not the cause of false
empirical usage, nor is it illusion.

If the shell and the silver appear as distinct, then
awareness of their identity is not possible. Hence their
nondifference has tobe accepted even by you (akhyätivädins),
and then what sort of nondifference do you propose to invoke
between them? Whatever it is, it will be accepted as cognized:
what is the point of having an awareness of a relation which
is not cognized?

(Akhyätivädin:) This argument is not sound. For, after
accepting both awarenesses (perceptual and memory);
awareness of the cause of their identification is not accepted
by us; but the awareness of the relation between shell and
silver which are by their nature or form obscured is accepted
through the particular causes which are defective and
associated with traces. Therefore, the empirical usage of
relation is possible from those causes alone, and such a theory
is simpler than one which adds in unnecessarily that empirical
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usage as still another causal condition. As a rule if one is
aware of a relation he speaks of it. Even if one regards the
awareness (of an identity between what is cognized by
perception and memory) as false there is no inconsistency,
since this is incorporated into what is already accepted as
illusory. Even in our theory, if knowledge were the cause of
misleading empirical usage everywhere doubts would arise and
so inconsistency would be inevitable. If through awareness of
sublation alone inconsistency occurs, then this is true even
when awareness of the relation is false. For this very reason,
even the possibility of baselessness of the illusive awareness is
not a defect, as when everything is accepted as existent as
they appear no illusion would be possible, and there would be
no scope for sublation.

(Advaitin:) Whatever object is manifested in some
awareness is the content of that awareness, so the pervasion
of the appearance of silver is found in the awareness of a jar,
etc.; so it is not correct to assume that the appearance of silver
has shell for its basis, since it contradicts the awareness's being
of silver.

(Akhyätivädin:) Just as the jar, etc. are seen to be the
substratum of an awareness, being a content of the empirical
usage caused by that awareness, the (shell) silver also is the
substratum of the awareness of silver, since it is the content of
the empirical usage caused by awareness of silver. Here the
inferential process is as follows:

(Inf3) The thing in front of me is the substratum of the
awareness of silver, since it is the object of the
empirical usage caused by the awareness of silver, just
like the noncontroversial silver.

Thus, the (alleged) inconsistency in the illusion and the
sublation being indispensable antecedents applies to the
anyathäkhyäti theory only. And as the inexplicable does not
appear, its apprehension is not possible (on that theory
either). Therefore, the anyathäkhyäti theory is itself an
illusion.
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(Advaitin:) Error cannot be nonapprehension (akhyäti)
since there could be no awareness of a relation (between a
nonexistent thing and an existent one) and because your
theory is overly heavy. Since there is no awareness of a
relation (between the awareness and recognition) there can be
no empirical usage of any such relation, since there cannot be
empirical usage about nothing, and because of overpervasion.

(Objection:) Since both something universal and
something particular are cognized, and no relation between
them is apprehended, empirical usage of such a relation is
consistent.

(Answer:) No, for an awareness which has only
something universal and something particular cannot
constitute knowledge of a relation. If the awareness of one
thing is the cause of the empirical usage of another thing there
would be overpervasion, as the nonapprehension of a
nonrelation is only the nonproduction of awareness, which
cannot occasion empirical usage. If awareness of a universal
alone, associated with the nonapprehension of a nonrelation,
is the cause of empirical usage, this also would be
inconsistent. If the relation is not known there is the same
impossibility of empirical usage. Furthermore, it is a rule that
empirical usage of a relation requires awareness of the
relation. If usage is assumed to be possible through failure to
apprehend a lack of relation alone, there would be no way of
telling veridical from illusory awarenesses. Moreover,
according to standard empirical usage of relations, if illusion
and sublation are justified by the awareness of the relation
itself all awarenesses would be one! On your nonapprehension
(akhyäti) theory as well, if the relation is absent how can
awareness of it be assumed? and how can there be empirical
usage of a relation when no relation is known?

(Objection:) This is not a problem: it is an illusion.
(Answer:) We agree it is an illusion. But in our Advaita

theory of inexplicability even the absence of relation is not
uncontroversial. When things appear a suitable relation is
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accepted by us even between the parts of this and silver.
Further/ in the akhyäti theory what is the nonrelation
(akhyäti) of the parts, this and silver, due to the
nonapprehension of which the empirical usage of a relation
between these could be accepted? If it is the mere form of a
visible correlate (of either), then their nonrelation is already
apprehended, since their mere form should already have been
apprehended as this and silver. If some part of the properties
of the shell is not apprehended, then all awarenesses (since
they satisfy that description) are illusory.

(Objection:)"The relation of the generality of shellness
with a part of the silver or with a part of the "this" is itself
their nonrelation, and the acting of relating them is their
nonapprehension.

(Answer:) But even here, through the apprehension of
another universal such as substancehood, etc., the nonrelation
is already apprehended. No one single awareness can
apprehend a thing in all its aspects.

(Objection:) The relevant aspect is the one by the
apprehension of which the illusion is removed. For that aspect
the nonrelation is apprehended.

(Answer:) That is not correct, for the relation of one
thing cannot be the nonrelation of another thing. When there
is relation of contradictory things the nonexistence of the
relation of other contradictories would be possible, but such
nonexistence cannot be established on your theory, since no
absence is accepted as a particular thing by you. If the mere
form of both of the two (contradictories) alone in the visible
correlate is the cause of empirical usage of the negation of the
relation, then the apprehension of nonrelation alone is
established and the empirical usage of relation is not
established.

Further, why cannot the memory of silver, caused by the
aspect of this which is apprehended, discriminately present its
own sense? If it cannot present it because of the
nonappearance of the real nature of memory, then it is to be
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explained whether this nature of nonappearance is the
essential nature of memory or a different thing. If it is
memory's essential nature, since the memory itself does not
appear, silver cannot be established as known. If it is
something else, though even the different thing does not
appear, why cannot memory discriminate its own sense?
Therefore, if in the theory of nonapprehension the awareness
of relation is not accepted, then the theory of nonapprehension
is inconsistent and evidenceless, for there is no empirical
usage, there is redundancy in assuming many knowledges;
there is no apprehension of a nonrelation between this and
silver, and when the empirical usage of relation is accepted
without the awareness or a relation in other places also, no
confidence is possible. When the relation is not known, no
sublation through the negation of the relation such as "this is
not silver", is possible, and it is impossible for memory and
awareness to be nondiscriminative of mutual subjects.

Even on the theory of anyathäkhyäti no evidence is
possible.

(Objection:) (Inf4): The thing in front is the basis of the
awareness of silver, since it is silver that is the object of
a confirmatory attempt of the person who makes the
judgment, just like the undisputed silver.
(Answer:) But the reason in the above inference is

inconclusive. Though there is seen the attempt to gain
confirmation-beating around with a stick—when a snake is
seen, yet the stick alone is not the basis of the awareness of
the snake.

(Objector:) Then we change the reason in Inf4 to
(Inf4a) The thing in front is the basis for the awareness
of silver, since the thing in front, not being the means
for silver, is confirmed in empirical usage as silver.
(Answer:) But the same is true of a (veridical) awareness

of a jar: the qualities in ajar are not a basis for awareness that
it is a substance. So the reason is inconclusive. Furthermore,
it is contradictory, for the argument has become "the
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awareness of silver is fit to have silver as its basis, since it is
an awareness of a form of silver, just like the awareness of
real silver."

Your statement that "the cognition that 'this is silver' is
caused by awareness of relation, since it is a cognition of
relation like the undisputed cognition of a relation" is not
right. The reason involves the fallacy of proving what is
already proved, since a relation between inexplicables is still
a relation, and this and silver are (apparently) accepted as
inexplicable. In the anyathäkhyäti theory illusion and sublation
are not possible. The word "awareness" is derived as follows:
this is known by this. So, if the relation between this and
silver is entirely nonexistent it cannot appear as the content of
empirical usage. If the relation is not known, even on the
anyathäkhyäti theory there is inconsistency in their being
related, as well as in the akhyäti theory. If awareness does not
require a base the possibility of everything being erroneous is
inevitable. The assumption that the relation is entirely
nonexistent is against experience. -

Moreover, the assumption that silver, etc. whose spatial
and temporal location is concealed, are perceivable is against
the rule that perception is eligible to apprehend present things.

(Objection:) We are not wrong; the perception is an
illusion.

(Answer:) No, for the impossibility of its being an illusion
has already been shown. Is the content of the sublating
awareness the same as that of the illusion or different? If it is
the same, then there is no contradiction between them. If it is
different, then, the contents of the two being different, just as
the contents of ideas of a jar and of a cloth are different, there
is no sublation.

(Objection:) The content of the subsequent awareness is
the negation of the things that are cognized illusorily, hence
sublation is possible.

(Answer:) No, for the subsequent awareness itself is
illusory. The first awareness, being uncontradicted, is
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established in its own sense, while the subsequent awareness
concerns the sublated object and so it is proper to say that it
is illusion!

(Objection:) But the subsequent awareness is valid since
it agrees with empirical usage.

(Answer:) Then the theory that truth is determined by
the judgment's serving its purpose (arthakriya) arises, which
is against Mimämsä (being, in fact, the view of the Buddhists).

Even for the Naiyäyikas, if the truth of the awareness of
the judgment's serving its purpose is determined by the
judgment itself alone, this tells against their own theory (of
extrinsic validity). If it depends on something else that serves
a purpose, that in turn will depend on another, ad infinitum.

(Objection:) The truth of an awareness depends on its
content having been previously seen.

(Answer:) No, since though awareness of silver has
occurred previously, the mistaken judgment that this (shell) is
silver still occurs.

(Objection:) The sublater of "this is silver" is the
subsequent awareness "this is a shell".

(Answer:) Then the first awareness of a shell must have
been an illusion.

(Objection:) It is valid through agreement with the
subsequent awareness "this is a shell".

(Answer:) Then even the awareness of silver, being in
agreement with another delusion, would become valid! So, on
the anyathäkhyätixheory, if the relation is entirely nonexistent
then, because there is no possibility of awareness as well the
functioning of the relation, awareness without a basis is
inevitable and disconsolation would occur. If silver, etc. is
assumed to be mediate, then there would be contradiction
with the experience of the relation of the shell. And no
sublation is possible for a thing whose awareness is of another
awareness, and no negation of a thing which is not obtained
at all is possible. Hence the anyathäkhyäti theory is not
possible, and awareness is established as inexplicable.
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The above argument is again explained, as follows: As the
silver already being connected with the shell is manifest, it is
not entirely nonexistent. Nor is it ultimately real, since it is
sublated. Therefore, the otherwise unjustifiable inconsistency
in the sublation of the cognition of the silver assumes that the
illusion is an inexplicable awareness (aniii/acaniyakhyäti). If
the relation of shell and silver is entirely nonexistent, or if that
relation does not appear, then the negation of the process or
action of relation is already shown. Similarly, the impossibility
of sublation also for a thing either brought about by awareness
or entirely existing in an obscure state has already been
mentioned. Therefore, ignorance itself, being indeterminable
either as existent or nonexistent and getting transfiguration in
the form of silver, bears the empirical usage of illusion and
sublation.

(Objection:) Since what is different from what exists is
nothing at all, and what is other than nothing exists, there can
be no third nature (such as inexplicability).

(Answer:) This is not reasonable, since it has to be
explained whether an existent thing's existence is due to its
nonsublatability or to its difference from nothing. Moreover,
the doubt-whether what is nothing is nonexistent since it is
inexplicable or since it is different from the existent-is not
removed. So, it cannot be concluded that a thing different
from nothing is necessarily existent and a thing other than
what exists is nothing at all. Falseness (or unreality,
mithyätvd) is different from both (nothingness and existence),
and illusion and sublation are inconsistent; hence
inexplicability, which is different from existence and
nonexistence, is neither.

(Objection:) Since there is no basis in inexplicability for
using the word "silver" (rather than any other word), the use
of that (or any) word is inconsistent for you.

(Answer:) No. The illusion of silver is caused by the trace
of (past experiences of) silver, and that trace, being generated
by previous experiences brought on by use of the word "silver",
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generates an illusive awareness through a defect in the sense-
organ. Then the trace makes one remember the word "silver".
Thereafter, since the word "silver" and its cognition are roused
through one single trace simultaneously, the man who has the
illusion proceeds to be influenced by use of the word "silver".
For the very reason of its being inexplicable the word "silver"
occasions the illusion (that what is inexplicable has)
expressibility. Therefore, there is no need for supposing that
what is inexplicable is unable to cause usage of words.

(Objection:) But what is inexplicable cannot cause an
awareness!

(Answer:) No, for that (the inexplicable causing
awareness) is established by the witness-consciousness itself.
Though silver, etc. are cognizable by the witness-
consciousness, there is no contradiction with the co-presence
and co-absence of the sense-organs with awareness of silver,
etc. For these (the co-presence and co-absence of the senses)
are dispensable antecedents.

(Objection:) ThenjDne can know (validly cognize) both
what is real and what is unreal!

(Answer:) No, for the witness-consciousness, limited by
the "this"-aspect that is the result of awareness of the
substratum, is aware of silver, etc., which is the transfiguration
of ignorance. That is the difference between the aspect of
being the locus and what is superimposed, which are both
cognized by the witness-consciousness. That the locus (this) is
real, being the product of ignorance during the state of
empirical usage, is established by the witness through the
mediacy of psychosis. And that the superimposed thing, being
unreal even in the state of empirical usage, is also the product
of ignorance is established by the witness without an
intermediary. Hence, the entire cause, which is the adequate
arrangement associated with traces and defects in the sense-
organs, can generate only one single awareness of associated
things with one single fruit. So there is no scope for
nonapprehension.
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(Objection:) If the silver is the transfiguration of
ignorance and the ignorance is in the Self, the judgment
should be that "I am silver", not that "this is silver".

(Answer:) This is unsound, for the Self is all-pervasive
and associated with everything. Therefore, the silver, which is
the product of ignorance, existing in the consciousness of the
self that is delimited by shell, can appear, just like the shell
itself. The awareness of silver is included in the result of the
awareness of the locus, which is a modification of the internal
organ. Therefore, even the appearance of knowledge of silver,
etc. is not inconsistent if it appears as being supported by or
based on the self associated with the adjunct of the internal
organ.

(Objection:) If silver is established as inexplicable then
through the support of this example both the external and the
internal world would become inexplicable. Then the Self can
be delimited through the internal organ and external things.
Then the awareness of silver and the silver itself, being the
product of ignorance existent in the self, can appear just like
the relation even through delimiting things. If all this happens,
silver, etc. can be established as inexplicable.

(Answer:) No, for even a real jar is seen to limit space
(äkäsd); hence the nature of delimitation does not require
inexplicability. So the silver, though inexplicable, can be
cognized as existent, because such silver is superimposed on
an existent substratum (the shell) through its identity
(tädätmya). Since relation to the inexplicable, which cannot be
expressed either as existent or as nonexistent, is also
inexplicable, then even its relation is inexplicable and its
relation also, and there will be infinite regress, which is
actually a point for our theory, since all this which is
appearance is only ignorance.

(Buddhist:) The silver is just consciousness, because it is
directly perceived without any contact (with the cognizer), just
like the content of valid awareness. So the case of the
awareness of silver, which is actually merely a form of
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consciousness that appears as if external through the influence
of defects, sublates even the awareness of the sublator in the
form "this is not silver". Therefore this self-awareness is
illusory.

(Answer:) This is baseless. The externality of the silver
coin (say), which is the reason, is inconclusive. The externality
of the silver cannot be merely a form of awareness, since it
could not be sublated at all. Even a sublating awareness
cannot sublate its externality, but it sublates only the
inexplicable ignorance as shown previously.

(Objection:) The silver is nothing (tuccha), since it is
sublated; that which is not nothing is not sublated, e.g., the
Self. E.g., the Madhyamakas say that both the locus and the
superimposed are void (sünyd).

(Answer:) But this also is wrong. If the nothing is
inexplicable, then that conflicts with the experience of silver.
If only the hetu is sublatable, this is already accepted
(sädhyasamd). Further, is the nonvoidness of the self caused
by its unsublatability op-by its existence?

(Objection:) The illusion of the silver has no substratum
just like the kesondraka (the appearance of a bright woolly
mass when the closed eye is pressed by one's finger).

(Answer:) This too is baseless. For even that appearance
has as locus particles of fire/light, so the example lacks the
sädhya. Further, there is contradiction with the experience of
the locus in e.g., "this is silver". Hence even the
(Madhyamaka) theory of the void is not of illusion. The
illusion is only the appearance of inexplicable ignorance.

CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR: Is Ignorance a Positive Entity?
(E133-138; T181-188) (Naiyäyika or Mimämsaka:)

Ignorance is clearly understood to be just the prior absence
and the posterior absence of knowledge, and nothing else. So
there is no instrument of knowledge to prove that ignorance
is a positive entity rather than an absence. So ignorance is
merely an absence.
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(Advaitin:) The memory of a person wakened from sleep
is the instrument proving that ignorance is a positive entity. A
person after rising from sleep can recollect his ignorance
during his deep sleep by thinking (A) "I slept happily until this
time and knew nothing". This memory would not be possible
unless there is experience of ignorance during deep sleep, for
a particular memory requires a particular experience. Absence
of awareness cannot be enjoyed in deep sleep, since in that
case there could not be the apprehension of a qualified thing
and memory of its counterpositive (pratiyogin), which are
required for the awareness of an absence. One cannot
apprehend a qualified thing during deep sleep, since the
function of the sense-organs, etc. completely terminates then.
So, there being no means for knowing an absence during deep
sleep, no such awareness is possible then. So the ignorance
experienced in deep sleep and recollected in (A) should be
regarded as a positive entity; this positive entity is called
"mäyä" because it is illuminated by the consciousness which is
the eternal Self; and it is also called "avidyä" because it is the
negation of understanding (yidya).

(Objection:) In deep sleep we experience absence of
knowledge directly, since it is illuminated by the consciousness
which is the eternal Self-so what is the use of assuming that
some existing entity is being experienced?

(Answer:) The experience of an absence requires a
constructionfilled (savikalpaka) awareness, i.e. the awareness
of a counterpositive, and this awareness is the result of the
functioning of the internal organ, without which it would be
impossible. The experience of an absence is impossible merely
by consciousness alone. But the ignorance experienced in deep
sleep is recollected in the next moment by the witness-
consciousness.

(Objection:) As pure consciousness is eternal and
ignorance is accepted as persisting until the time of liberation,
how is the recollection of a thing possible for the person when
awakened, since there is no trace caused?
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(Answer:) Though ignorance lasts until liberation, it gets
modified in the states of waking, etc., and it is experienced as
being conjoined with the particular properties of these states
of waking, etc. In the state of waking, it is experienced as "I
am ignorant" through the experience of more explicit
constructionfilled awarenesses, just as happiness is. In the
dream state ignorance is experienced as sublatable, just as the
elephants that are seen during a dream. But in deep sleep
ignorance colored by the mere trace is experienced, since all
constructionfilled awarenesses are terminated. So, in the
(subsequent) waking state a trace generated by the experience
of ignorance is possible, for there is no association (of
ignorance) with the states of dream or deep sleep. Thus it is
explained why the awakened person has the memory
(occasioned by the trace).

(Objection:) A recollection in the form "I knew nothing
till now" is not a judgment of a just-awakened person, but
rather of the absence of awareness at any time previous to the
time of utterance. It is like "no elephant was in the courtyard
in the morning"; that absence is experienced not in the
morning but in the evening. Likewise, the absence of the
awareness which occurred during the time of deep sleep is
only now remembered in the waking state.

(Answer:) That is not reasonable. The nonexistence of the
elephant in the morning is experienced at that very time (in
the morning), and in the evening, since the same experience
is remembered, the experience of absence of elephant through
memory of the judgment in the morning is quite relevant. But
here in the state of deep sleep, where there is no apprehension
of any thing such as a qualified substance, etc., what is it the
negation of which can be recollected during the waking state?
So, one should not regard deep sleep as an experience of an
absence.

(Objection:) If so let Infl be the proof of the absence of
awareness, as follows:

(Infl) Nothing was experienced by me during the state
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of deep sleep, since nothing is remembered; whatever is
not remembered is not experienced, just like a seventh
case.1

Nothing but deep sleep is remembered; therefore nothing
is experienced during the state of sleep.

(Answer:) Infl is not very weighty, for the reason is
inconclusive. There is no rule that every experienced thing
should be remembered. A person who is running fast does not
remember the leaves and grass experienced along the way.

(Objection:) Then read the reason as "since nothing is
remembered as a rule".

(Answer:) That is still inconclusive; because something
might be experienced in a constructionfree perception. So Infl
is not correct. But no other reason is proposed. Nor is the
recollection of ignorance by an awakened person illusory, since
there is no sublation of it. Thus, it must be concluded that
ignorance as a positive entity is experienced in deep sleep;
otherwise the memory of his ignorance by the awakened
person would be unintelligible. Besides, there is this Inf2 in
our favor:

(Inf2) The memory of the ignorance of the person
awakened from sleep is fit to have a positive content,
because it has as content existing entities which were
cognized (by the person's positive awareness), like the
memory of a jar.

Further, even in the state of waking, that ignorance can be an
existing entity is understood on the basis of the inconsistency
of questioning of the following sort: One who does not know
a thing can ask another one who knows about it "what is that
thing? I do not know it". Here if it were thought that
ignorance is the absence of awareness, the question would be
inconsistent, just repeating what is obscure.

1"Case" here means grammatical cases such as nominative,
accusative, etc. Only six cases are recognized in Sanskrit grammar.
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(Objection:) There the question is about a thing of which
one is generally aware, asking about its particular features.

(Answer:) Then you should explain whether the general
and particular features are (1) different, (2) nondifferent, or
(3) different-nondifferent. If (1) they are different, the general
features are known, so there is no question about them, and
the particulars are different things altogether, so no question
about particular features of that general thing is answered by
repetition of remarks about the general features. But if that
were right there would be no questions and answers about
things in the world at all.

(Objection:) A particular thing is known througn its
general features.

(Answer:) The problem is still there, for there is no desire
to know a thing already known, and the unknown part is
obscured by repetition of the general features.

If (2) the general and the particular are the same (i.e.,
nondifferent), then the particular is known when the general
is known and therefore^no desire to know will arise, so no
question about the particular part is possible.

(Objection:) But if (3) the general and particular are
different-cum-nondifferent, then when the general is known,
the particular also is known through their identity. Now the
question about the particular when repeated is consistent, and
the desire to know the particular, since it is different from the
general, is possible. Thus there is nothing inconsistent about
raising a question concerning a thing's particular features (and
(3) is vindicated).

(Answer:) But your view is that the two are different-
cum-nondifferent. The problems about both (1) and (2) are
merely exacerbated!

(Objection:) Though ignorance is admitted by you in the
form of an existing entity, you say it is something that
contradicts the appearance of the objects. If so, how is any
question regarding an unknown thing possible ori^your view?

(Answer:) On our theory there are twq ways of
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establishing things: one is establishment by the witness, while
the other is the establishment by instruments of knowledge.
Ignorance, in the form an existing entity, is accepted as
contrary to an awareness established by instruments of
knowledge, but not as contrary to the witness-consciousness.
So, before the generation of knowledge by instruments of
knowledge, the thing is established in association with
ignorance by the witness-consciousness. So, as we are in no
way dealing with a thing that is entirely unknown, questions
and answers about it are o.k. When knowledge is generated,
either by evidence for oneself or for others, ignorance will be
removed, and then the awareness that the thing is known, and
removal of the desire to know it, is made possible.

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE: Absence {abhävd)
(E139-143; T189-195) Does the word "abhäva"

(translated here as "absence") designate something that exists
(bhäva) or some other (kind of) entity (tattva)?

(Sämkhyas and Präbhäkaras:) There is no kind of entity
other than what exists, for there is no evidence for such a
thing.

(Answer:) We have awarenesses such as (A) "there is no
jar on the floor". The content of such an awareness is not an
existent jar, because what is cognized is the absence of jar
which contradicts any awareness of an existent jar. Nor is the
floor the content of (A).

(Präbhäkaras): Yes it is-that content is the bare floor.
(Answer:) What does "bare floor" mean? Is it the floor

alone or something else? If it is the floor alone then that
occurs in a floor having a jar! And if it is something else, then
it is accepted even by the opponent that the different things
which are the contents of cognitions having the form of "is
not" are not existing things like floors, etc.

(Präbhäkara:) "The floor" can be understood in either of
two ways, (a) that in which the content is connected with the
jar, and (b) that in which the bare ground is the content.
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(b) is also of two kinds: (bl) the content being the bare floor
on which the counterpositive is visible, and (b2) that in which
the counterpositive is not visible, (bl) alone is the cause of
empirical usage of negation, not (b2), And there is no (b3): if
there were we would have to assume a still different kind of
cognizable falling under the rubric "absence".

Furthermore, the question "what does 'bare floor' mean?"
pertains to the Advaitin as well. One who accepts absences
must accept that the awareness of an absence has as one of its
causal conditions awareness of a qualified thing prior to the
awareness of its absence, not just the bare floor. Does "bare
floor" mean for the opponent (a) something existent or (b)
something nonexistent? If (a) then the ground having
something else on it is the qualified thing, but then we are
now talking of a different thing from what was originally
meant by "bare floor". If (b) something nonexistent is what
"bare floor" means for you, you must already have cognized
the absence before you apprehend the causes of that absence.
Therefore there is no escaping the fallacy of self-dependence
(ätmäsrayd), since only if an absence is already apprehended
is apprehension of an absence possible. Or else there is mutual
dependence (anyonyäsrayd), since awareness of a qualified
thing depends on awareness of an absence but awareness of
that absence depends on awareness of a qualified thing.

(Advaitin:) The ground associated with the absence of jar
is not the content of the awareness of a qualified thing, but
the specific form of that ground is.

(Präbhäkara:) This does not contradict our view. For the
counterpositive is visible, and the awarenes of the mere form
of that ground is the cause of empirical usage involving that
absence.

(Advaitin:) The word "abhäva", "absence" must designate
a different kind of entity (from "hhäva", "presence"), for if it
were otherwise there would be no such word.

(Objection:) But the word "absence", and our awareness
of an absence, have as their content merely the ground along
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with the visibility of the counterpositive (viz., what is absent
on that ground, viz., the pot).

(Answer:) No, for if it were so the word "absence" and
our awareness of an absence would have as their content the
pot.

(Objection:) The existence of the pot is known only by
cognition of it; if that is denied then it can't be cognized at all.

(Answer:) Likewise, the absence of pot is known only by
cognition of it, and if that is denied then it can't be cognized
at all. Here is the proof:

(Infl) The judgment (Jl) "here (on the ground) there is
no pot" is caused by awareness of a qualification of the ground
that is different from the ground's being a qualified thing,
because Jl is about particular things on the ground, just like
the judgment (J2) "Here (on the ground) there is a pot".

(Objection:) But Jl has the ground alone as its object, so
the reason (in Infl, viz., "because Jl is about particular things
on the ground", is unestablished.

(Answer:) The reason that is under controversy is not
based only on the ground but on the counterpositive's being
related to the ground.

(Objection:) Then let the ground, which is neither
existent nor absent-which is the feature you yourself attribute
to the counterpositive of an absence before its absence is
cognized-become the content of the absence when that
counterpositive becomes known.

(Answer:) In our theory a ground that is neither existent
nor absent can be apprehended, but not on yours. Since before
the generation and after the destruction of the jar, no ground
associated with that jar is apprehended. Nor can any ground
associated with an absence (of jar) be determined, since
absences can be known only by other instruments of
knowledge. So, in this way, since the ground is pervaded by
the absence of the jar, there would be no relation of the jar to
the ground. Yet the absence existing on the ground cannot be
apprehended at the same time with that ground. Therefore,
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only the bare ground can be apprehended. But on your (the
Präbhäkara's) view, the ground contradicts relation to the jar;
otherwise there would always be absence of jar on that
ground, and as the ground never contradicts its relation to the
jar, and as the jar and the ground will be simultaneously
apprehended, a bare ground cannot be apprehended.

(Objection:) Since after smashing of the jar, the ground
has sherds of jar on it, and since those preclude any relation
of the jar to the ground, there is no scope then for an
awareness of ground associated v/ith jar. Since even before the
production of the jar the ground is pervaded by clods of clay,
a fact wKich contradicts any relation of (that) jar to the
ground, the situation does not change even with awareness of
it; where even the existing jar is brought to another place,
even there the relation to another place alone contradicts its
relation to some other place, and so nowhere can there be
apprehension of a ground associated with jar.

(Answer:) This view also is not correct. For, where the
parts of a jar associate, let no relation to a jar exist, but why
in other places cannot relation to jar exist? And why then
cannot the absence of a jar on the ground be apprehended?
Similarly, even before the generation of the jar in a place
different from the place pervaded by the clods of clay, the
existence of the relation of the jar and its apprehension would
become inevitable. Hence, in this way, on your theory there is
no possibility of even apprehending the ground! Therefore, it
is improper to say that absence can occur if the bare ground
is apprehended when the counterpositive (jar) is visible. So,
an absence is a particular kind of entity.

CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX: Refutation of Difference (bheda)
(E145-150; T196-202) Is difference an actual entity

(vastusvarüpa) or not?
(Sämkhya:) There are two kinds of difference. One is the

unfitness for collocation (sämänädhikaranyatäyogyatä), like
the unfitness of shell being in the same place as silver. This
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unfitness describes the nature of the thing (padärthd) itself;
even if the form of the thing is known, it is not perfectly
known unless its particular quality or nature is known. The
other kind of difference is the nonmixed (asankara) nature of
a thing; awareness of it is awareness of its essential nature.

(Answer:) "This is different from that" requires a
counterpositive that is a property-possessor (dharmin)] thus
awareness of difference also requires the awareness of a
property-possessor. Now the essential property of a jar, etc.
does not require either a counterpositive or awareness of one.
So how can you say that the nature of a thing is its difference?

(Sämkhya:) We say that difference does notf require a
property-possessor as counterpositive, since merely the
essential nature of (a thing's) color, taste, etc. is that
difference, and those do not require a counterpositive. So
difference means (the second kind of difference above, viz.)
nonmixture. The difference between taste and color is
established by their very natures, and that is their nonmixture.

The supposed need for a counterpositive in the form of
a property-possessor is caused by word-usages indicating
difference, as follows: The words denoting color, taste, etc. are
used of things to denote their mere natures alone, but the use
of word(s) denoting difference (s) depend upon features
(upädhi) pertaining to the various associations of those words.
For example, a word denoting a tree is used to denote the
(tree's) exact form alone. But the word denoting a forest is
used to designate a feature of trees, viz., their existence
together at the same time. Therefore, since bringing in a
counterpositive in the form of a qualified thing is caused by
the usage of the word denoting the difference, there is no
evidence to prove (the existence of) a difference which is
other than the mere nature. In a constructionfree awareness
the mere form of the color, taste, etc. appears as nonmixture;
difference is the exact form of the thing alone and nothing
else.

(Advaitin:) Let difference appear as being some quality
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of things; its appearance is not denied. For as long as the
world appears, difference is necessary. But the statement that
difference is the nature of the jar alone is not sound, for it
leads to the unwanted outcome of the denial of empirical
usage (of "difference") and to the nonexistence of difference.
Just as the cognition "the jar is white" states a property of the
jar, likewise the cognition "the jar is different" states a
property of the jar; but the cognition "the jar is difference"
rather states the essential nature of the pot.

Since (in "the jar is difference") it is clear that the
qualified is the jar and the qualification is difference-if that
were denied it would lead to the denial of every awareness-it
is against all empirical usage to claim that the very nature of
an actual entity is difference. Further, if difference were the
mere form of jar alone then "difference" and "jar" would be
synonyms! Then there would be no predication of the
differences of many things in such sentences as "the jar is
different" and "the cloth is different". So the empirical usage
of words and their senses would disappear.

(Objection:) It is just as words such as "tree", "forest", etc.
are used to denote their own nature as well as to speak of the
features pertaining to various things associated with those
natures.

(Answer:) This also is unsound. The words "tree" and
"forest" differ in meaning, the latter involving some added
conditions such as (trees) existing together, etc. Likewise,
"short" and "tall", which are based upon qualities caused by
greater or less temporal and spatial extent, are predicated of
trees, etc., but are not based on the mere form of being a tree
alone. Similarly, the words denoting a father, etc. are used of
persons through the relation of generation. In every case the
difference in the meanings of nonsynonymous words is
inevitable. Hence, if the words denoting difference, jar, etc.
had no difference in meaning they would become synonyms,
and their usage (as subject and predicate) in ordinary
sentences would be inconsistent, which would affect the usage
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of words and meanings. So difference is determined to be a
different thing from a thing's essential nature, on account of
the inconsistency affecting linguistic transactions. Infl also
proves this:

(Infl) The expressible sense of the word "difference"
that is under controversy is different from the
expressible sense of the word "jar", since it is expressible
by a word which is not a synonym for it, like the
expressible sense of the word denoting a jar.

And, again,
(Inf2) The word "difference" is not a synonym of the jar
which is a qualified thing, since it is being used through
the apposition of the words "jar", etc., just like the
words "white", etc.

Furthermore, if difference is the nature of a jar alone, since a
jar, etc. have their own forms they cannot be the nature of
difference. Hence the theory of nonmixture cannot be
established. Therefore, the theory of nondualism (advaitd)
alone is justified even for you. Or, if the jar, etc. are the
differences themselves, then no single jar can be established.
Similarly, even the minute part of the a jar cannot be the jar.
So the whole universe would become empty!

(Objection:) Though the jar is the form of difference, on
account of its cognizability by one single awareness through its
having the form of difference the singleness of the jar is not
inconsistent.

(Answer:) This also is not sound. For it is to be explained
whether difference in the whole universe is single or many. If
single, then, since difference is single, the mass of all things
become single. Then the Advaita theory has to be adopted. If
there are many differences, then if the plurality of them is one,
all the differences would become one, and thus there will
(again) be nondualism. If these differences are not one, then
there would be difference between difference and the
different. Thus, even the difference of a jar would be a
different thing from the form of the jar. Therefore, the
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assumption that "the jar is the form of difference alone", on
account of its contradicting all empirical usages, the
inconsistency of carrying on in language and thought, and the
choice between either Advaita or the theory of the void, is not
relevant. But this difference which is different from the
essential nature of a jar, etc. and which requires a qualified
counterpositive, though it is not cognizable by an instrument
of knowledge, appears as cognizable to the witness as long as
one realizes the oneness of the Self. Thus, there is no scope
for the assumption that the form of one thing is itself the
difference. Nor is there the entire denial of the difference.

(Objection:) Difference appears even in construction-free
awareness.

(Answer:) You must explain what you mean by
"constructionfree awareness". If the awarenesses of children
and the dumb are to be called "constructionfree", though
children and the dumb have no knowledge of such words,
there is no inconsistency, as there is no possibility of
awareness of the qualified counterpositive "this is different
from that", in spite of the appearance of the difference
required by it. If the construction (yikalpd) is the difference,
then if it is meant as the cognition which has no such
difference and which is produced by the first eye-contact, then
since difference appears in that awareness where there is no
assumption of difference, contradictory talk would be
inevitable. Hence difference is not the nature of a thing. So
difference, which is the indeterminable ignorance appearing as
long as one has not realized the oneness of the Self, canrtot be
denied.

CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN: Refutation of the
Theory that the Effect is Nonexistent in the Cause

(E151-158; T203-212)
(Asatkäryavädin:) (Infl) An effect is nonexistent before
its production, because though fit for cognition it is not
cognized then, just like a flower in the sky.
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Any effect is fit for cognition prior to its production, since it
exists then, being not (yet) separated from its cause. And one
must know that the effect of a cause exists when that cause is
apprehended. So, if the effect-say, a jar-is existent before its
production, it should be apprehended along with the
apprehension of the clay that is its cause. But that is not
found to be the case. Hence, the effect is nonexistent prior to
its production.

Further, if the effect-the jar-is existent even before its
production, then the business of the potter will become futile.
The maker is required for the effect to come into being. If the
effect is already there, what can its maker do!

{Satkäryavädin:) The business of the potter is to make
manifest the effect that is already existent, not to make it
exist.

(Asatkäryavädin:) This view cannot be justified, for there
is disparity between a manifestor (abhivyakta) and a maker
(karta). A manifestor-the sun, say-manifests simultaneously
its own form and the things existing in that place. Similarly,
if the activity of the potter also, dealing with the clay,
manifests the pot, then it should manifest simultaneously the
group of effects such as a jar, a dish, etc. also existing in the
clay; but that is not seen to happen.

If the effect's existence is determined even before its
production then the activity of the maker, the manifestor,
should also be manifested. If it is not determined to be so,
then the co-presence and co-absence (of the causal factors)
which are sufficient for the existence of the effect should be
accepted as the causes of that existence.

Further, it is to be explained whether the manifestation
of an effect before its generation is existent or nonexistent. If
it is existent, then there is no need for the maker to do his
work. If it is nonexistent, then just as the existence of the
manifestation, nonexistent before its production, is admitted
on its birth, so too the effect as well is fit to be admitted as
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gaining its existence upon its birth. This is proved by inference
as follows:

(Infl) The effect under controversy is fit to be
nonexistent before its production, because it is followed
by the co-presence and co-absence of the business of
the potter, etc. just like the manifestation of the object,
which is already accepted.
(Satkäryavädin:) The effect cannot be completely

nonexistent before its production. If it were so it would not be
produced at all, just like the sky-flower.

(Asatkäryavädin:) The sky-flower is not produced, not
because it is nonexistent, but because there is no cause for it.
And a jar, although nonexistent before its production, can be
produced, because it has its generative cause (janin)

(Satkäryavädin:) This view is not sound, for if the jar is
nonexistent it can have no relation with its cause, and being
unrelated to that cause cannot be produced by it.

(Asatkäryavädin:) Only by relation to its cause can a
nonexistent effect be ^produced, even though it is not
connected with it.

(Satkäryavädin:) Then everything will be produced by the
same cause; any cause can be the cause of all; there is no
particular cause for a particular effect. Hence the effect is not
completely nonexistent before its generation. Though the effect
is not existent prior to its production, only a thing that is fit
can be produced by the causal process, not everything. But it
needs to be explained what this fitness is that the effect has
before its production. Is it (a) inexplicable? or (b) different
from inexplicable? or is it (c) some quality of the inexplicable?
If (a) then everything can be generated from anything. On
assumption (b), if the fitness is its being complete difference
from a nonexistent thing, then is that difference existence or
inexplicability? Whichever, the asatkäryaväda theory fails. If
(c), that it is only some quality of the inexplicable that
constitutes the fitness, then again it is to be explained whether
that quality also is inexplicable or not. If it is inexplicable then
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there would be no difference from any other nonexistent. If it
is different, and if it is also the effect, then the failure of the
asatkäryaväda theory follows again, since before the
production the form of the effect should be existent or
inexplicable, etc. Hence to avoid this undue extension,
difference from a nonexistent thing must be accepted for the
effect even before its time of production.

(Asatkäryavädin:) If the effect, being different from the
nonexistent, is produced, why is not everything other than the
nonexistent produced by the potter?

(Satkäryavädin:) An effect has connection with a
particular cause and it has fitness to be so. There is no
inconsistency in the connection of the cause to its effect, even
though that is different from the nonexistent, unlike in the
case of an inexplicable thing, for this connected effect has its
own form. So the production of the effect, which is connected
with the particular cause different from the nonexistent and
is fit for final development affected by space, time and destiny,
by the activity of its maker is consistent. If the nonexistence
(in the cause) of the effect is established, production of the
effect would be unintelligible; so by this inconsistency in the
production, or by the inference of undue extension, the
difference of the effect from what is nonexistent can be known
even before its production.

You said "(Infl) The effect has no existence before its
production, for, though it is fit for being apprehended, it is
not." But this is not correct. For the pervasion (vydpti,
expressed as) "whatever is fit for being apprehended, and is
not, has no existence before its production" is not experienced
anywhere, except perhaps in the sky-flower, and so there
would be inconclusiveness (of Infl) since a jar placed in
complete darkness may exist even though it is not
apprehended. The nonapprehension of the jar occurs because
it is not associated with the light, and then the
nonapprehension of the effect before its production is all right,
since it is not associated with the business of the maker.
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The eye associated with light is well-known to be the
cause of the apprehension of a jar, so when the eye is not
associated with light, nonapprehension of the jar in darkness
is consistent, because there is deficiency of causal factors. So
it is not the activity of a maker, but association with the eye,
etc. that is lacking. If the maker's activity is necessary, then
even the next moment of the production of the jar cannot be
apprehended without that association, and therefore, before
the production of the effect, when there is plenty of cause,
nonapprehension happens only because of the nonexistence of
the apprehensible thing.

This is also not sound. For, just as the jar associated with
the light only can be perceived by the eye when the
connection or disconnection of the light with the jar, along
with the viewer's fitness or unfitness for the apprehension,
have been determined, similarly the effect-the jar-when
related with the cause-substance associated with the particular
arrangement of the parts, can be perceived. Hence, the
connection or disconnection of such a cause-substance with
the effect are known as fitness or unfitness. So, though the
effect is different from the nonexistent, before its. production,
being unrelated with such a cause-substance as the jar, and
unconnected with the light, it is unfit for perception. So its
nonapprehension cannot be concluded to be caused by the
nonexistence of the apprehensible thing. The effect, jar, etc.,
can be perceived only by the connection of its own cause that
is associated with the particular arrangement of the parts. So
^everything is consistent. Precisely because the effect is
different from the nonexistent it is unfit for apprehension
(since it is unrelated to the cause). So the reason (of Infl)
"being fit for being apprehended, it is not" is unestablished.

The argument that the business of the maker, being
different from the manifesting cause, becomes the cause for
the generation of the effect, is not reasonable for the
Mimämsakas. That argument fails, for attempts to manifest the
phonemes, though they are different from light, etc., are
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accepted as manifestors. Nor is the argument consistent with
the theory of the Naiyäyikas, for there is variation of the doers
of every effect. So, though the maker is the manifestos he
cannot manifest all the causes simultaneously.

(Asatkäryavädin:) The maker's being a manifestor is
possible, if the existence of the effect is determined before its
production. But before the production of the effect its
existence is not yet determined.

(Satkäryavädin:) This is not sound. For the existence of
the effect is determined by inference as follows:

The generation in question is fit to have a producer,
because it is an action, like going, etc.
Another inference to the same conclusion is:

The producer in question has secured his own
individual form earlier for the act which should have an
agent, because he is an agent, like the agent of going.
In this way, the effect which is to be produced is known before
its production as different from a nonexistent thing. Therefore
the activity of the producer is inferred to be that of the
manifestor as follows: The activity of the producer (the potter,
etc.) is fit to manifest a thing already existent before its
production, since it is an activity of the producer, just as the
activity of manifesting a well, etc.

(Asatkäryavädin:) If the manifestation of the effect before
its production is existent, the business of the producer would
be futile. If that manifestation is nonexistent, the theory of
asatkäryaväda is vindicated. If another manifestation is
accepted for that earlier manifestation then there would be
infinite regress.

(Satkäryavädin:) This is baseless. For, the effect is
established as existent, but the manifestation is regarded as
nonexistent. Since a manifestation is an effect, asatkäryaväda
doesn't follow.

(Asatkäryavädin:) No;- a manifestation is not itself an
effect; rather, it is the manifestation of an effect. Further, this
question is common for both of us: If the generation is the
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effect, it requires another generation, then infinite regress
follows. If the generation is not the effect, the producer's
action would be futile.

(Satkäryavädin:) The generation by itself is not the effect,
but it is only the revelation of the effect which, being simply
the production of the effect, can maintain itself and another,
so there is neither infinite regress nor futility.

(Asatkäryavädin:) Then this argument would be common
even in respect to the manifestation.

(Advaitin:) In this way the Sämkhyas and some Advaitins
conclude that the effect exists before its production. But since
no birth of the Self is seen, their theory (of satkäryaväda) does
not stand to reason. This is shown by the following inference:

The effect under dispute cannot be fit before its
production to be a real existent thing, because it cannot be
produced, just like the Self.

(Objection:) Only the manifestation of the effect is
admitted (by you), not its production.

(Advaitin:) Is manifestation an effect or not? If it is, then
the theory of the asatkäryavädin follows, since the effect
(manifestation) is nonexistent before its production, and if the
manifestation were existent it would require another
manifestation, etc. leading to infinite regress. If the
manifestation is some other actual entity than the effect, then
it needs to be explained what is the relation between the effect
and the manifestation. If there is no relation, then there is no
manifestation of the effect. If there is a relation it is to be
stated whether this relation exists before its production or not.
If it is existent before, then the futility of doing what has
already been done results; if it is nonexistent before, then
asatkäryaväda results. So the effect before its production is
neither existent nor nonexistent; hence the effect is
inexplicable ignorance. It is impossible to examine ignorance
strictly, unlike the existent and the nonexistent, since the
appearance of ignorance is beyond imagination. There is also
the scriptural passage (RgVeda X.129) which says: "The
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fundamental cause of the universe neither existed nor was
nonexistent", which shows that the effect is different from the
existent and nonexistent. Also the smrti passage "This universe,
being dark, unknown, undefined, unthinkable, uncognizable,
was in all respects as if it slept" speaks to the same effect. The
state of the effect after its destruction (being neither existent
nor nonexistent) should be the same even before its
production.

Hence the whole universe, being different from what
exists and from what does not exist, is inexplicable or
indeterminable, since it is also an effect..

CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT: Refutation of the Theory of
Momentariness (Ksanabhangavädd)

(E159-168; T213-225) (Buddhist (Saugata): Perception
proves that a thing such as a jar is momentary. Perception
comprehends only actual objects presented to it. And this same
perception also shows that such an actual object is unrelated
to other times past, etc., just as a blue-colored thing, being
differentiated from other things, shows its nonrelation to what
is not blue. The momentary nature of a jar is also proved by
inference thus:

(Infl) Things are fit to be momentary, because they
exist; whatever is nonmomentary is not seen to exist,
e.g. a flower in the sky.

Even one who accepts the persistence of things (sthäyiväda)
accepts that a jar is destroyed at a moment, and the fact that
that moment of destruction is immediately preceded by a
moment when destruction is about to happen. So the
momentariness of the jar can be inferred for (the jar and)
everything as well by the following series of inferences:

(Inf2) The moments of the existence of a jar are
pervaded by the jar's destruction at the next moment,
since they are moments in the existence of the jar, just
like the last moment of its existence.

Similarly,
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(Inf3) Existent things (jars, etc.) are momentary,
because they are recognized (known by pratyabhijnä),
just as the flames of a fire.

And also
(Inf4) The pot, etc. are momentary, since they serve
purposes (are efficient, arthakriyäkärin); whatever is
not momentary does not serve a purpose, like a sky-
flower.
(Advaitin:) Perception cannot be proved by perception,

since perception can only grasp present things; it cannot
differentiate those things from past or future ones. Nor is it
possible for perception to present actual entities and also to
differentiate them from things occurring at other times by one
and the same act, for presentation and differentiation are
actions that are different from one another. Nor has the single
awareness of perception many actions either at one time or at
different times, because perceptual awareness (you say) is
momentary and its only function is to occur (lit. to be born).

(Objection:) By limiting or restricting the relation of a
thing with the present time alone, the cessation of the relation
of that thing to the past and the future follows..

(Answer:) No. In perceptual awareness no relation to past
time appears, and neither presentation nor negation of what
has not appeared is possible. If the negation of the relation to
past time is based solely on memory, then the relation of a
past time to a jar, say, is not possible to negate in the same
way, since it is apprehended by the unsublated memory.

Further, it is to be explained whether sense-perception
cuts off the relation of a thing to past and future only when it
is present, or does it cut it off at all times. If the former then
let it be; that cannot establish momentariness, for the relation
of other times than the present with a jar is not refuted
through their essential nature. If the latter (viz., that sense-
perception cuts relation to past and future at all times) is not
possible, for there is no such pervasion, nor does the
perception which differentiates a blue thing cut off the
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relations ofthat thing to other colors (at other times). So it is
wrong to say that a thing's nature as momentary is proved by
sense-perception.

Infl is also not reasonable. For in existent entities like
Caitra persistence is recognized.

(Objection:) Recognition is not an instrument of
knowledge. It is not perception, since it involves traces, etc.
Nor is recognition inference, since it is not produced by a
pervasion. So recognition is false, like the awareness of
(shell) silver.

(Answer:) This objection is not valid. Recognition is a
kind of perception, since it is generated by sense-contact and
its object is present.

(Objector:) It is different from perception because it is
produced by traces and is known widely as having a remote
thing for its object.

(Answer:) That is true; yet it is better to include
recognition in perception because both the qualifier and the
qualified are perceived, and only qualifications such as remote
time which are beyond perception are not perceived. An
example is "a Brahmin village"; the Brahmin after whom the
village is named is not perceived. So the reason (of Infl) is
vitiated by the fallacy of being "mistimed" (kälätyayäpadista),
since the paksa of Infl is annulled by perception.

Inf2 also is contrary to recognition (i.e. to perception).
(Objection:) Recognition, depending on resemblance,

cannot annul inference.
(Answer:) If it were so there would arise the fallacy of

reciprocal dependence, as the recognition of resemblance is
established when the destruction of the jar is established at
each subsequent moment, and the jar's destruction at each
subsequent moment is established when recognition of
resemblance is established.

(Objection:) That the jar's destruction occupies every
subsequent moment is proved by inference.

(Answer:) No, for that is contradicted by the evidence of
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the jar's nonperception (anupalabdhi) then. If there is
difference from the jar at each such moment, that difference
should be perceived, since it is something fit for perception.

(Objection:) The difference is not perceived, because each
moment is so much like its predecessor, just as the flames of
a fire.

(Answer:) Then reciprocal dependence arises: if
difference is established similarity is recognized: if similarity
is recognized, difference is established. Since the
nonperception depends upon the similarity, this similarity is
cognized in the inference which grasps the difference.

(Objection:) How can the flames be said to be
momentary when their stability is determined by recognition?

(Answer:) The extensive and intensive shining of the
flames is not intelligible otherwise. The light in the corner of
a room is found to spread out through the room immediately.
Pervasion from one place to another is not possible without
moving. If another flame did not immediately rise there would
be no light in the place where the lamp is situated, since there
the first flame is no more.

(Objection:) The light, which is permanent, is itself
moved.

(Answer:) Then there is no need of another flame.
(Objection:) Light is permanent, like a gem, but its

shining at a place is due to different parts of it being looser or
denser.

(Answer:) Well, then the amount of shining depends on
the presence or absence of that first flame. You could just say
that the second flame rises soon after the first flame has
moved, etc. But look! since the light spreads out to fill the
space, production of another light is unnecessary.

(Objector:) Though there is production and destruction
of light at every moment, a special cause has to be accepted
for the permanent light, and so one can be sure that the light
is the same.

(Answer:) Suppose that it is true that there this special
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cause of a permanent light, which is unseen like the fire in the
arani (a piece of dry wood used for kindling the sacred fire by
attrition at sacrifices), and that it is said by us to be
momentary. Then the light that increases and decreases
because of the other flame would be irrelevant.

(Objector:) How do you justify this extension of the
shining of a permanent gem?

(Answer:) A gem is made of pure (svaccha) earthen
material, and the earthen particles in the gem are found either
dense or loose, and they are permanent; therefore though the
particles of the fire combined with these earthen ones come
and go, the permanence of gems is established. On account of
the combination of fire particles with the purified, permanent
earthen particles, shining would be consistent always. In the
case of gems, etc. through incessant continuation of fire
particles, though the unseen cause like an oil-wick is not
found, yet some unseen cause can be supposed for the
purpose, i.e., for the above combination of fire particles.
Otherwise, every moment there should have been either
production or nonshining. Generation at every moment, or the
nonshining in the gems, cannot be assumed, since the shining
is found always. Nor should one assume an unseen cause of
the generation of fire, as the effect of the extension of the
shining can be justified by the assumption of an unseen cause
of the combination of fire particles alone. Hence there is a
difference between a lamp and a gem.

(Objection:) A light without moving can itself spread its
illumination, just as stable asafoetida, etc. spreads its smell
through the minute particles. So where is the need for
assuming the production of flames, etc. at every moment?

(Answer:) The "shining" is a quality, a color, and
apprehended by the visual sense-organ alone. To apprehend a
quality one must apprehend the substance it qualifies. And
there is a difference between light and asafoetida, since no
smell together with its substance can be apprehended by one
and the same sense-organ, though there may sometimes be
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apprehension of a quality, the substance of which is known by
inference. Hence it is proper to accept the momentary nature
of flames, and the nonapprehension of difference (between the
various fiery moments) is due to the moments' similarity;
recognition in regard to flames is merely an illusion. But
existent things like a jar are not indispensable antecedents
unless they are momentary, and as the momentary nature of
a jar is contradictory to the recognition (of it), the reason is
"mistimed".

Furthermore, according to the theory of satkäiyaväda the
effect only appears and disappears but never is entirely
nonexistent. So you should explain what is the nature of the
pervasion that is inferred to hold between the last moment of
a jar's existence and its destruction at the next moment. Is it
pervaded by the immediate absence that comes in the next
moment? or is it pervaded by being destroyed? If the former
there is no sädhya, and the latter contradicts experience.

Inf3 is also not sound. For the reason is contradictory,
since recognition establishes stability of things only through
their relation to preceding and subsequent moments, not their
momentary nature. Nor is the recognizability of flames
pervaded by momentariness, because utter destruction ofr
flames cannot be achieved, since their destruction is merely
disappearance.

(Objection:) If so, let the jar be.destroyed at every
moment.

(Answer:) No, for as has already been said, that
contradicts experience as well as recognition.

Inf4 also is quite untenable, for permanent things alone
are seen as serving a purpose.

(Objection:) Do you say that permanent things serve their
purpose simultaneously or gradually? If simultaneously, then
the serving should be at one moment, and all the acts that
serve a purpose would be over at one moment, and in the next
moment, since there is no efficiency-which is the essential
requirement for the existence of things-all permanent things
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would be destroyed. If they serve their purpose gradually, then
also it should be explained whether this order or regulation is
the nature of (a) a potent thing or (b) an impotent one. If (a)
it should have the potency to carry out all its activities
simultaneously, and consequently at the next moment nothing
would occur (or exist). If (b) then since at no time can it serve
a purpose the same absence of everything would follow.
Therefore, since serving purposes is not possible for permanent
things, it is to be accepted for momentary things alone. Hence
the nature of serving a purpose is a proof of momentariness.

(Answer:) This argument is not consistent with empirical
usage or with reasoning. For the material cause (of a pot), viz.
clay, which is permanent and potent itself, is seen generating
various effects simultaneously or gradually according as
subordinate causes are present or not.

(Objection:) If both the principal and subordinate causes
are permanent and potent, then, since their relation is possible
at all times, there would be the production of their effects
continuously.

(Answer:) No; for the relation between principal and
subordinate causes is brought about by some unseen {adrstd)
cause, and this sort of cause is known only to those who know
works on dharma (dharmasästrin), whose authority cannot be
questioned. On that it is stated thus: "Matters of dharmasästra
are beyond ordinary thought and to them logic should not be
applied."

Further, even the theorist who accepts things' destruction
by their nature can be asked: Though fire is momentary, why
isn't smoke produced from red-hot coals? and on what
principle does the successive order of flower and fruit depend?
Similarly, why is oil extractable from sesame seeds and not
from sand when the nonrelation with oil is common to both
seeds and sand? These questions are common to both our
parties. And if the problems are solved by invoking some
subordinate causes, both parties can give the same kinds of
answers.
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(Objection:) "Existence" means that characteristic of a
thing which serves, i.e., practical efficiency (arthakriyäkäritva).
Without that characteristic the object would be nonexistent.

(Answer:) This too needs to be proved. Is practical
efficiency the cause of (a) the existence of a thing or of (b)
our awareness of a thing? If (a), then the rule that the
existence of a cause is required for the existence of the effect
would be unreasonable and merely childish talk. If (b), i.e., if
efficiency is assumed to be the cause of the awareness of a
thing, there must be another efficiency for awareness of that
first efficiency, and there will be infinite regress, and
consequently the nonexistence of empirical cognition, and
accordingly the whole universe would be filled by the blind
and the dumb on account of ignorance.

(Objection:) As things-jars, etc.-are established by
awareness of their efficiency when those same jars, etc. are the
contents of the awareness, and as awareness is established by
itself through its self-luminous character, there is no infinite
regress.

(Answer:) O.K., just as the cognition of the existence of
awareness without efficiency is possible, likewise cognition of
the existence of ajar, etc. is possible without efficiency. Hence
efficiency is not the cause of awareness of existence.

(Objection:) Since awareness is self-apprehensible
(svasamvedya) it is itself efficient for its own sake, hence its
existence alone follows from its efficiency.

(Answer:) Then you should explain whether the form of
awareness involves knower and knowable through one single
form or through different forms. If through one single form,
then since the system of cause and effect is not established the
cognition of existence must occur automatically. If through
different forms-knower and knowable-then also, though the
existence of the knowable is known through other things, the
knower is known by himself, and similarly the cognition of the
existence of everything is known by itself and not through
efficiency; hence ultimately there would be no need for
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efficiency. Thus the statement that the definition of existence
is efficiency is a false argument. So, according to the above
theory about clay, etc., though either permanent or
momentary causality is impossible ultimately, causality
qualifies clay because it is known as permanent by recognition
and because in the case of a permanent thing alone can
inherent causality be accepted through the association of
subordinate causes whether gradually or simultaneously. Thus
the permanent fundamental cause itself, which is seen in
various forms through its own ignorance (avidya), is
established as the cause of all sorts of multifarious forms and
modifications. Therefore, the world of duality is determined as
illusory even to save the theory of cause and effect from
irrelevancy.

CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE: Difference-cum-Nondifference
(bhedabhedd)

(E169-181; T226-240) Identity-in-difference theorists
have various views. The Ksapanakas (Jainas) say that all this
wrorld is different-cum-nondifferent since its appearance has a
twofold nature. In empirical usages such as f'the jar exists",
"the cloth exists", the nature of everything appears as having
a single nature of being existent, and appears as many in the
form of jar, cloth, etc. So since both forms of the world are
experienced, it is both one and many, not purely the one or
the other. No particular thing is either purely one or purely
many, since even a particular property of a thing has both
oneness and manyness. And there is no third way of being
(beyond being one or being many). So the nature of being
both one and many is established by perception. There is also
this inference:

(Infl) Everything under discussion is one and many,
since it exists, like Heramba (Ganapati), Nrsimha, etc.

Similarly, effect and cause also are different-cum-nondifferent.
The Bhättas think that things are not mutually different-

cum-nondifferent since they are not experienced (to be so),
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and to suppose they were would contradict empirical usage.
We do not see the identity of a jar and a chariot in their own
forms, since there is no such usage as "the jar is a chariot".
The nondifference of existing things is due to a universal
property (sämänyd) (common to them all). Furthermore, if
everything were everything, all of empirical usage would be
affected, as follows: One who desires to fetch water would
sometimes seek a chariot instead of a jar, since chariot (on the
assumption in question) is jar.

(Objection:) But a. chariot is obviously different from ajar
There is no such mistake.

(Bhätta:) What is the property of being nonjar? Is it (a)
the absence of having the form of jar? or (b) having a
different form? If (a), then it needs to be explained whether
(al) the existent (jar) and the absence of having the form of
jar exchange their forms, or (a2) are different from each
other? or (a3) each of them has the other's form (i.e., they are
different-cum-nondifferent)? If (al), then the absence of jar in
a chariot would be a form of jar alone, and then a person who
is to fetch water or drink it may seek a chariot (rauher than a
jar). If to avoid this problem one opts for (a2), then, since in
jar chariot is absent they should be entirely different things.
But then they cannot all be established as different-cum-
nondifferent. If (a3)5 then nonjar would be the existence of
jar, and there would be the contingence of nondifference
between the existent and the nonexistent, in which case there
could be no empirical usage of existence and absence and
worldly usages would disappear. If (b), the form of noiljar in
the chariot is different from the absence of jar, then, since a
single thing would have a form other than either universal or
particular, it has to be concluded that difference-cum-
nondifference of a thing is brought about by its general as well
as its particular nature and not by its own form.

(Bhätta:) The statement that everything is different-cum-
nondifferent since it exists just like Ganapati and Nrsimha, is
defective, since the example lacks the sädhya. It: is not possible
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for Ganapati to have many forms through its own form alone,
as he is a substance made of a particular arrangement of
organs.

(Objection:) How is it possible to negate the many forms
in a being, whether man or elephant, which are perceived?

(Bhätta:) It is not possible for a person Maitra to become
a person Caitra through the likeness of their organs alone.
Hence the reasoning "everything is different-cum-nondifferent
since it exists" is fallacious. But through their general
(sämänyd) and their particular (yisesa) natures alone,
difference-cum-ndndifference is there.

In the awareness that "that calf is a cow", the general and
particular are known as identical, since they are in apposition
(sämänädhikaranya). But in the cognition "the cow is black-
eyed", since cowness belongs to other individual cows, its
particularity is cognized. So by these cognitions the difference
and nondifference of the general and the particular
(respectively) are determined, just as heat and illumination by
fire are determined (respectively) by touch and by eye.

(Objection:) After apprehending the individual qualities,
another awareness of the thing as associated with both
qualities is possible.

(Bhätta:) Perhaps, but if so it doesn't affect our point,
which is that the general by its essential nature is identical
with the particular, but the general is different from the
particular in regard to the form of another particular. So
difference-non-difference of general and particular is
established by perception. Similarly, cause and effect, through
their apposition in "this jar is clay", are found to be identical
with each other. But as the clay is known in the form of jar,
the difference between clay and jar is also known. Therefore,
the difference-cum-nondifference of cause and effect is also
perceived. This theory is applicable to qualifier and qualified,
and part and whole, whose forms are associated or conjoined.

There are different Bhätta theories about this difference-
cum-nondifference. Some say (Bl) that the difference between
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cause and effect is their real nature, and their nondifference
is the relation of identity (tädätmyä). Others think (B2) that
difference is some qualitiy of the cause and effect, but that
nondifference is its negation. And still others (B3) say that
both difference and nondifference are qualities of a substance
just like color and taste, and also are existents (hhävd). All
these theorists, to justify their views, point out the
inconsistency of apposition with nonapposition* But the
Naiyäyikas do not accept this, for (they say) there is no
evidence to prove the possession of difference and
nondifference in one single thing.

(Advaitin:) Regarding Bl, that the difference of cause
and effect is their actual form, and identity is a different
quality, it is to be explained whether the quality of identity of
cause and effect is (a) different from them or (b) identical
with them or (c) different-cum-nondifferent. If it is (a)
different, then a relation different from identity is implied as
the abode of identity. For identity is a relation (and requires
relata). If it does not require another relation than itself, then
that can be true of, e.g., contact as well. Contact, though it is
a relation itself, requires a relation of identity with its abode
(on pain of infinite regress).

(Objection:) Identity might be related to a different
abode.

(Advaitin:) Then the effect would not be different-cum-
nondifferent from its cause. For one single thing cannot be the
abode of two things, so (b) is not correct either.

B3 needs explanation. According to it, are difference and
nondifference (1) entirely different from cause and effect, or
(2) identical with each other, or (3) possessing both forms, or
(4) not possessing either form? If (1) their differences from
difference and nondifference should also be the same, and
there will be infinite regress which allows nothing to be
established. If (2)-that difference and nondifference of cause
and effect are not different-no quality different from the
nature of cause and effect could be established for difference
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and nondifference. If (3), if the qualified things are different-
cum-nondifferent, infinite regress arises. Hence only (4)
remains. But given (4) that difference and nondifference of
cause and effect are neither different nor nondifferent nor
both, but still difference and nondifference remain as causes
for empirical usage, it is to be explained how difference and
nondifference can be qualities of qualified things when they
have no relation to such things? If they have a relation it is
not contact, since some of the things in question are not
substances (and only substances can have contact),, nor is it
inherence, since we do not accept such a thing. If it is identity
(tädätmya) then the theory that difference and nondifference,
the qualities of cause and effect, are existent, just like color
and taste would be affected. For even for difference and
nondifference identity is accepted.

If cause and effect are not related by difference and
nondifference, since they appear to be so, difference and
nondifference will have to be assumed to be illusory, since
they appear where they do not exist, just like the silver in the
shell. But if difference and nondifference are not the qualities
of cause and effect, and they are independent sources for
empirical usages, then even the apprehension of difference and
nondifference would be independent just like that of the jar.

(Objection:) The apprehension of independent things like
the self is not based on anything else. Since they are
apprehensible by external sense-organs, just like qualities, etc.
when the state of another quality is the cause, then awareness
of it is determined through other sources. So in this way, since
difference and nondifference are known to be qualities of a
thing and have no independent apprehension, it has to be
admitted that they are qualities. And qualities require relation
with a qualified thing (substance), and such a relation is
impossible to prove.

(Advaitin:) Though all the theories of difference and
nondifference are based upon fallacious reasons, yet they can
be considered at least in respect to emperical cognition. But
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the above theory is more inconsistent than that of the
Ksapanakas.

(Naiyäyika:) Relations are of two kinds: contact and
inherence. The relation of inherence connects inseparable
things, and is cognizable as "this is an effect" in an effect.
More fully:

(NV1) "Here in the threads there is cloth" is fit to be
caused by the relation to a qualified thing, since it is an
unsublated cognition, just like "here in the jar there is
curd".

Likewise, the same sort of awareness is the cause of the
apposition of cause and effect. So the (supposed) inconsistency
about apposition does not make necessary difference-cum-
nondifference.

(Advaitin:) This view of the Naiyäyikas does not conform
to experience and reason. Awareness does not take the form
"here in the threads there is cloth", but rather "these threads
are (the) cloth", where the cognition is of nondifference. There
is no cognition "the tree is in the branches": rather, the
cognition is "the branches are in the tree". Thus, it is
experienced that threads are in the cloth, not that the cloth is
in the threads. Therefore, the reason (of NV1) "since it is
unsublated cognition" is unestablished. And it needs to be
explained whether (a) inherence is different from its relata or
(b) not. If (a) then it again needs to be explained whether this
relation of inherence is (al) independent or (a2) dependent.
If (al) it should be apprehended independently, and just like
the relata it would not be a relation. If it is (a2) dependent,
the relation to the thing on which it depends needs to be
explained.

(Naiyäyika:) Since it is a relation it does not require
another relation.

(Answer:) Then that should apply to contact as well.
(Naiyäyika:) Although contact is a relation, since it is a

quality it requires another relation (to relate itself to the
conjuncts). But other Vaisesika categories, such as universal
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properties, etc., though dependent, do not require to be
related, since they are not relations. But inherence is related
to a thing by self-linking connection (svampasambandha) and
is different from other relations.

(Advaitin:) If so, since it is a relation, let it be inferred to
be a quality, just like contact.

(Naiyäyika:) A quality resides (only) in a substance, but
inherence resides in qualities (as well as substances). So
inherence cannot be a quality.

(Advaitin:) This is not sound. Let inherence.be in a
quality, but it is possible to infer that the inherent relation of
causality is a quality, since it is a relation between substances
just like contact.

(Naiyäyika:) Contact is a quality because it is a relation
between two separable substances, but inherence is a relation
between inseparable things which may or may not be
substances (they might be qualities or motion, according to old
Vaisesika). So inherence is not a quality.

(Advaitin:) What is this "inseparability?
(Naiyäyika:) To be a thing (sambandhin) established in

(permanent) relation (to another thing).
(Advaitin:) Then you should explain whether (a) the

thing established already inheres in the other relatiim or (b)
the other way round, or (c) both. If (a) inseparability is
precluded since the thing is established already as
independent. If (b), one may not attribute a relation (of
inherence) to something not yet existent. If one could do so,
then it is to be explained (bl) whether this relation is there by
inherence prior to the existence of the relatum, or (b2)
whether it is not. If (bl) the effect will have to be existent-
cum-nonexistent and the result is syädväda (the theory of
Jainas, unwanted by either Naiyäyika or Advaitin). If (b2),
then the inherence relation is removed together with the
relatum's nature, and there can be no coming into an
inherence relation for a thing already there, (c) leads to the
question that, since the thing already inheres in the other
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relatum does it (cl) exist already, (c2) not exist yet, or (c)
something else? If (cl), then it does not inhere, if (c2)
inherence is not possible since if it were it must already exist,
if (c3) this theory leads to ours (of indeterminability). Thus,
inherence is not possible as a relation of a quality (to a
substance). So, if inherence is something different from its
relata it is necessary to state something else (by which it itself
is related).

(Objection:) There is another relation, that of
qualification to qualifier (yisesanavisesyabhävd).

(Answer:) No, for that relation-say, between Devadatta
and his stick-is brought about by still another relation. And if
another relation is accepted there will be infinite regress.

(Objection:) An infinite regress of cognitions is a fault,
but not an infinite number of entities.

(Answer:) Not so. Inherence being itself a qualification
requires another relation, and so on ad infinitum. So cause
and effect will involve infinite regress, and the self-linking
connector will have to be abandoned. So the justification of
apposition (sämänädhikaranya) between cause and effect
being caused by their relation through inherence is not
acceptable.

(Objection:) How is the apposition to be justified, then?
(Answer:) By appeal to superimposition (adhyäsa).
(Objection:) But nothing is sublated, so apposition cannot

be analyzed as superimposition (which is corrected by
sublation).

(Answer:) It can be justified without sublation, just as the
superimposition "I am a man" is. Moreover, there is sublation
through scripture, viz. (ChUp VI. 1.4): "Dear boy, just as
through knowing a single clod of clay all that is made of clay
would become known, so all modification is but a name based
upon words and the clay alone is real."

(Objection ("others say"):) According to the Vedic text
(Nrsimhottara Uttaratantra VII): "All this is Brahman alone",
Brahman is known as the inner Self of all and so everything is
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identical with Brahman but different through the forms of
cognizer and cognizable. Otherwise, in the pure nondualistic
theory there is contradiction of the evidence of perception, etc.
which leads to the breakdown of empirical usage. Further, it
leads to the failure or nonapplication of the ritual section
(karmakända) of the Veda. But if pure dualism is accepted, the
section on knowledge (jnänakändd) would be contentless, and
so would not be studied. So both these views are
objectionable. It is better to accept that to account for the the
evidence of perception, etc., to avoid the contingency of the
rejection of empirical usage, and to justify the propriety of
both the ritual and the knowledge sections of the Veda,
everything is identical with Brahman's essential nature and
also is different through having forms of cognizer and
cognizable, cause and effect, etc., i.e., difference-cum-
nondifference.

(Advaitin:) The above argument is not sound, for
difference-cum-nondifference is not proved. Does a substance
have identity with (a) the form in which it is understood, or
(b) some other form. If (a) then, since difference and
nondifference are the same, then either or both should be
possible; but both are impossible. If (b), then it is to be
explained whether (bl) that other form is entirely different
from it or (b2) nondifferent or (b3) both. If (bl) then, it being
impossible to tell which is form and which is its substance, we
do not know which is which. If (b2) then either the substance
or the form would exist, but both would not be established. If
(b3) then does the difference and nondifference of the form
and substance exist with one form or two? If with one form
there would be identity and difference between cause and
effect. If with two forms, the nature of difference-and-
nondifference is not established by reason, nor by valid
experience, since no single evidence can be resorted to
simultaneously in presentation and negation, and evidences
combining together cannot cognize the things. Hence even in
the world the difference-cum-nondifference of cause and effect
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is only superimposed.
(Objection:) To establish that the ritual and knowledge

sections of the Veda are valid, and to uphold empirical usage,
difference-cum-nondifference has to be admitted.

(Answer:) This has already been answered. The scriptural
teaching of nondualism is accepted to be the evidence for
declaring the nature of ultimate Reality. But the appearance of
dualism up to the state of release from the world is accepted
as evidence though what is presented is unreal. Thus, all
usages, empirical and nonempirical, are justified. So, even in
the world, cause and effect are nondifferent, but their
difference is illusory, and hence Brahman alone, whose
essential nature is nondual, unsurpassable bliss and effulgent,
is the ultimate thing. The whole world, external and internal,
which is diversified through the various instruments of
knowledge, is superimposed on Brahman alone.

CHAPTER THIRTY: Refutation of the Theory that Body is
the Self {dehätmavädd)

(E182-186; T241-246) (Materialist (JLokayatika:) The self
is a conscious being (cetana), and the cognition of the ego
depends upon consciousness. In the statement "I am a man"
the body is found to be the locus of the cognition of the ego.
Thus that the self belongs in the body is made manifest by
perception itself.

(Advaitin:) Since in the statement "this is my body" the
difference (between the self and the body) is known, the body
is not-self, like a bed, a seat, etc.

(Materialist:) No, for in that statement "my" does not
indicate a difference. The awareness of difference there is
metaphorical (aupacärika), and the same should be accepted
here also, since it is based upon the cognition of the ego which
is a primary and not a secondary (or metaphorical) cognition.

(Advaitin:) The cognition of the ego is inconclusive, since
one finds oneself in one's own son. This is shown by the fact
that when one's son is insulted, e.g., one says "I am insulted".
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Thus the awareness of the self in the body is metaphorical.
(Materialist:) No, for, since the word "man" designates a

universal property, the awareness that follows hearing that
word is primary for the hearer associated with this property
who says "this is a cow". But this sort of usage is not found in
respect to one's son. So the cognition of the ego in the body
is primary (not secondary).

The separateness of the self from the body cannot be
justified by other instruments of knowledge than perception,
since there are no instruments of knowledge other than
perception! Nor is it due to adrsta. If there is adrsta there
should be an instrument of knowledge that shows it. (And that
a thing's adrsta is invoked to explain, viz.,) traces produced by
past events, etc. can be explained through memory or
imagination; there is no need for an instrument of knowledge
there. So, the body, which is seen by perception in "I am a
man5', is indeed the self.

(Advaita:) The cognition "I am a man" is a
superimposition and does not indicate any actual relation
between consciousness (I) and the body (man), for
consciousness is not in any way a quality of the body.

(Materialist:) Why can't consciousness be a quality of the
body? According to our theory there are only four elements-
earth, water, fire and air-no fifth element is accepted. And
these four elements naturally combine with each other and
form the elements of the external world, earth, etc., but no
other substances than these. And even spiritual matters are
closely united with the notion of the body. When the elements
are closely united in the form of a body, consciousness is
generated, and then the body with its consciousness is known
as a person.

(Answer:) In this theory, is (a) consciousness generated
when the elements, which are inert by nature, are united
together? or is (b) consciousness generated when elements
sentient in nature are combined with each other. If (a) the
cause of their unification needs to be mentioned; they can't
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themselves be the cause, or else they must be (conscious)
agents themselves. Nor is unification possible unless one thing
is the principal and the other the subsidiary. Not is sentience
(consciousness) itself the instrument, since it is the result

(Objection:) The elements themselves are the enjoyers of
the result (consciousness). So, since the result is for their sake,
they can be the cause that brings that result.

(Answer:) This idea is not correct. Since you ascribe
causality commonly to all four elements, the idea of principal
and subsidiary causes is irrelevant.

(Objection:) Even without the idea of principal and
subsidiary causes, grouping of the elements is possible. In an
assembly, all are sentient beings, but there is the possibility of
some being principal and others subsidiary; they can still all
assemble together.

(Answer:) But if the elements, being inert, become the
cause, they must all be primary if any one is, and so they
cannot combine together.

Alternative (b) (6 paragraphs back) is also defective.
According to it, only in entities which exist and are conscious
will there be combination. But then consciousness would have
to be present even where there is no combination.

(Objection:) Though the consciousness is there, it is
manifested only in unification (with another), like the
intoxicating power in wine, etc.

(Answer:) Does this consciousness manifest itself (a)
simultaneously in all the elements, or (b) only gradually? If
simultaneously all objects would be seen at the same time. If
gradually, that is impossible, there being no cause of such an
ordering.

(Objection:) Then the effect (the production of
consciousness), being inconsistent otherwise, itself produces
the order.

(Answer:) No, for since the elements are individually
endowed with consciousness, and since no particular thing
differentiates them, there is no reason for an order. And even
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in this view, because there is not the idea of principal and
subsidiary, the irrelevancy of the unification of the elements is
the same as before.

Therefore, if a self different from the body is not
accepted, unification of elements would be impossible. So the
claim, that consciousness is generated in the body by a
combination of elements and that this body is the person, is
inconsistent. Hence the cognition of an ego in the body is
determined to be illusory .superimposition; there is no
consciousness in the body.

(Objection:) Awareness of the ego in the body is
figurative, not illusory, for the appearance of oneness in two
things whose difference is known suggests a secondary or
figurative sense.

(Answer:) "Secondary" (or "figurative") sense means the
appearance of oneness in two things whose difference is
known, e.g., in "Devadatta is a lion". But the appearance of
oneness in two whose difference is unknown is indeed a
superimposition like "the letter 'a' is short."

(Objection:) Awareness of the ego is not different from
awareness of the body.

(Answer:) No. That difference becomes known, though
only on inquiry. Otherwise, the inquiry as to whether the self
is different from the body would become useless if it were
known to everyone, shepherd and learned. Thus the awareness
of ego in the body is only illusory superimposition. The body
is fit to be nonself, since it possesses shape and parts and is
known to be born and die, like a jar.

You said that separation of self from body is attested to
by perception and not by inference or verbal testimony. But
how did you come to know this? Not by perception, since the
existence and nonexistence of inference, etc. is not perceived.
Again, since the nonexistence of other instruments of
knowledge is known by inference, the instrument of
knowledge called "inference" is established. Similarly the
evidence of verbal testimony is also inevitable. What is the
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opinion of the Lokäyatikas regarding a secular sentence? Can
it be truly an instrument of knowledge? If so then a sacred
text also may be accepted as an instrument oi knowledge. If
secular sentences are untrue, there is still no controversy
between us, since we appeal to different sentences as our
authorities. So adrsta, liberation, etc., which are known by
verbal testimony, can be accepted.

Hence it is concluded that a self different from body is
established by inference and by verbal testimony.

CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE: Refutation of Vpänaväda
(E187-191; T247-253) (Question:) Is the supporting

object for the cognition of ego merely momentary
consciousness or does consciousness (of it) have a permanent
nature?

(Yogäcära:) Momentary consciousness is fit to be the
basis for the cognition of the ego, since there is no evidence to
prove the existence of a permanent self.

(Advaitin:) The recognition (pratyahhijnä) "I am that" is
the evidence.

(Yogäcära:) What is meant by recognition?
(Advaitin:) Recognition is a perception whose content is

an object generated by the present awareness accompanied by
traces of previous experience and having its relation to the
times of both as its content.

(Yogäcära:) This sort of recognition is not possible on the
theory that the self is self-luminous (svaprakäsd), for there are
no traces in a permanent and self-effulgent self, and (anyway)
there is no evidence to prove a self to be self-luminous.

(Advaitin:) Then the self must be cognized by some
instrument of knowledge.

(Yogäcära:) Even so, recognition is not possible. For a
thing cannot be both past and present simultaneously, and so,
because awareness of such a thing (which is associated with
both the times) is impossible, unless there is recognition of the
self before awareness of its relation to both times, the relation
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cannot be known even successively. Therefore, in the end the
momentary cognition itself remains the basis for the cognition
of ego.

(Advaitin:) If consciousness alone is the basis for the
cognition of the ego, then how is the awareness of the agency
of consciousness (as in "I am knowing") possible?

(Yogäcära:) Knowledge of the agency of consciousness
becomes relevant because it comes through the
misapprehension inherited from beginningless residual traces,
This is proved as follows:

(Infl) Although the conscious self is homogeneous by
nature, yet it is regarded as different because of the
differences of knower, known, and knowing.
(Advaitin:) But those differences are cognized by

unsublated awareness!
(Yogäcära:) The difference e.g. of knower (subject) and

known (object) is not real, since they (knower and known)
appear in one form. When a doubt arises as to whether this
form belongs to cognition or content (object), we conclude
that it belongs to the cognition, since cognition is accepted by
both (the parties) and the existence of a (separate) cognizable
thing is uncertain, for difference of appearance between them
is seen also in the world as illusory. For instance, if the
cognition of a blue color occurs, since there is no evidence for
an object which is different from blue color, the awareness is
to be cognized in the form of blue on the basis of perception.
And that is proved by inference also:

(Inf2) An awareness and its content are fit to be
nondifferent, since they are subject to the rule of co-
apprehension (i.e., they are experienced together).
Things which are different are not subject to that rule,
e.g., the cognition of a thing as yellow and the
cognition of the same thing at the same time as blue.

Thus the appearance of the agency of consciousness in "I am
knowing" is an illusion, just as one's running in a dream is an
illusion, because awareness is an action. So the momentary
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consciousness is the self. This is what we Buddhists say.
(Advaitin:) Consciousness is not momentary, since there

is no evidence that it is.
(Objection:) Since the cognition of yellow is not there

when cognition of blue occurs, and since a permanent thing
cannot be absent, the nonexistence of the cognition of yellow
during the period of blue cognition is caused by cognitions'
natural destructibility (svarasabhanguratva). This is also
proved by

(Inf3) Consciousness is fit to be momentary, since it
perishes without cause. That which is not momentary
does not perish without cause, e.g., the sky. So
consciousness is momentary.
(Advaitin:) The above argument is not sound, for it is not

proved that consciousness is perishable.
(Objection:) Since the previous consciousness is not

apprehended during the time of the subsequent consciousness,
it must have perished.

(Advaitin:) No, for priority and posteriority of
consciousness are possible only when the generation and
destruction (respectively) of it are known, but the generation
and destruction of consciousness are possible only when the
priority and posteriority (respectively) of it are known. This
constitutes reciprocal dependence, a fallacy.

(Objection:) How then can difference in consciousness
appear?

(Advaitin:) Difference is known only through ignorance
(avidyä), which continues from time immemorial. Thus, the
self which is of the nature of consciousness is permanent and
in respect to a permanent thing we do not find a cause which
can bring about limitation or finitude in it; hence the self is
eternal.

(Objection:) Since there are no traces and instruments of
knowledge with regard to a self that is self-luminous and
eternal, recognition is not possible for it.

(Advaitin:) This is not a good reason. For, since the self-
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luminous self is manifested in the adjunct of an internal organ
just like the rays of the sun in the mirror, and though the self
is eternal by nature, the appearance of self with adjuncts is
impermanent, and a trace born from such an appearance is
possible; and since the internal organ is regarded as the source
for the manifestation of the self-effulgent self it becomes the
cause or instrument (of knowledge). Hence the recognition of
the self is relevant, since everything is thus explained.

You said that the characteristics of past and present
cannot be associated simultaneously, and that even if this
association with both is possible successively, recognition
would be irrelevant, since there is no need for recognition of
the thing before knowledge of association or both
characteristics arises. But that is not correct. For, the qualities
of past time and present time, being inconsistent with each
other, differentiate actual things since they cannot exist
together. Adjectives are of two kinds: one kind (käryänvayin)
is associated with activity while the other (pratityanvayin)
relates only to awareness. For instance, "(it is a) blue lily"
expresses an adjective helpful to activity, while "the king's
person" expresses an adjective which becomes useful in
recognizing a person. In the present context, during the time
of cognition the qualities of past time and present time cannot
be associated with each other; hence the content of the
recognition is the mere form signified or delimited by both
temporal characteristics. The result of this is the removal of
the illusion of difference caused by connection (of a thing)
with both times. So there is no irrelevancy whatsoever.

Inf2 is also unsound. Its reason is unestablished, because
through the nature of enlightener and enlightened the
difference of cognition and cognizable is understood. "The
cognition" is the enlightener and "the cognizable" is the
enlightened, so how are they identical? The form of jar, etc.
belongs to the cognizable thing alone, not to the cognition.
Furthermore co-apprehension of cognizer and cognition is
never possible. Cognition is eternal, self-luminous and ever-
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established (particularly in our theory), but the cognizable
thing is the opposite of all those. So the reason of Inf2 is
unestablished in regard to both the hetu and the sädhya,
Moreover, the reason is even adverse, because the co-existence
of cognition and cognizable in the same activity is a means of
achieving difference.

Nor does the cognizable always appear with cognition. So
again the reason of Inf2 is contradictory. Besides, cause and
effect and light and what it lights up, though involving in each
case co-apprehension, are not identical; therefore again the
reason (in Inf2) is inconclusive. It is also "mistimed" because
of its contradiction of the perceptual awareness of difference
(between hetu and sädhya).

So all of what you said is irrelevant. The self of
permanent nature, being made subject to transmigration,
becomes the basis for the cognition of ego.

CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO: The Falsity of Samsära
(E192-198; T254-263) Is empirical existence (samsära)

real or superimposed on the Self?
(Naiyäyikas and Mimämsakas:) The empirical existence

of the self is real. Since it appears in the self, self-validity or
intrinsic validity applies; no defects in the cause nor any
sublation of its cognition are found. Hence the empirical
existence of the self is real. Furthermore, if it were not so,
then how could scripture, which enjoins the means to secure
desired things and avoid hated things, be an instrument of
knowledge? To remove the illusion of a snake in a rope we
don't require spells and herbs, but only the knowledge of the
real nature of the rope. So the knowledge section
(juänakända) of the Vedas only needs to be studied to remove
the illusion of empirical existence, and not the ritual section
(karmakändd), since rituals are of no use in the illusory world.

(Question:) When one gets self-realization, is the illusory
nature of samsära known then only? or is it known even
before this realization?
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(Naiyäyikas/Mimämsakas:) Not the former, since when
self-realization is attained, empirical existence will not be
there at the next moment and consequently questions of true
and false will become irrelevant then. If the sublated empirical
existence continues for a while, even then, since the person
who attains self-realization becomes fulfilled in his aim, he has
also the certainty of the nonexistence of any self other than
himself. There will be no distinction for him between his
theory and those of others; hence the contingency of the
nonorigination of scripture will result. Nor is the illusory
nature known before the realization of the ultimate reality,
because that which is well-known by perception cannot be
sublated by inference, etc., and without sublation illusory
nature cannot be known. Nor is it reasonable to say that the
scripture itself produces mediate knowledge of the self and
sublates the world; for the adjunctless or unconditioned self is
immediate by nature and so mediate knowledge is impossible
there; and the conditioned knowledge of the self is mere
illusion. Hence by such mediate .knowledge of scripture the
sublation of empirical existence is not relevant.

Further, (1) is there modification caused by association
with empirical existence in the self? (2) or is there not? If
there is, then is it (la) real or (lb) nonreal? If (la) it is real,
and real modification is accepted in the self, why is not
samsära, involving pleasure and pain, accepted? And if (lb)
the modification in the self is false, then, since there is no
difference between the existence and nonexistence of samsära
from the point of view of its removal, starting (the study of)
scripture would be useless.

(Objection to this:) Although there is no real difference,
yet there is apparent difference; hence the scripture becomes
useful in removing it.

(Naiyäyika/Mimämsaka:) This too is mere fancy. In the
world the relation and appearance of snake in a rope are not
caused by some particular quality of the rope but rather by a
particular defect in the person who sees the rope, and to
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remove this illusory appearance of the snake in the rope
instruction in regard to the nature of the rope becomes useful.
But here in respect of the self, where (on the self) the not-self
is superimposed, the substratum and the witness both are the
self only, and there is no modification in it at any time. Thus,
if there is no illusion of empirical existence in the self, why is
scripture invoked (or even composed) for the purpose of
removing it? And if there is no particular modification brought
about by the association of empirical existence in the self, the
scripture teaching liberation need not be started. Therefore,
since empirical existence is established by unsublated
cognition, and otherwise (if it is illusory) since the contingency
of nonorigination of the two sections of the Vedas would be
there, (we) Naiyäyikas and MImämsakas assume that the
empirical world (samsära) is real.

Others think that though the self does not transmigrate,
there is the empirical existence in the self being brought about
by the adjunct of the internal organ, like the redness in a
crystal caused by some adjunct.

(Advaitin:) Those (of you) who argue that the self is all-
pervasive have to say how empirical existence characterized by
pleasure and pain would happen in the self without
superimposition. Awarenesses, etc. are accepted (by you) as
qualities of a self; qualities are held to exist in substances
without parts and particles, e.g. shape in atoms, or number
and size in a self. Even qualities like contact and disjunction
in the self may reside in selves, though that is not certain.
Hence qualities such as awareness, happiness, etc. being born
in the self, would have to be realized in places other than a
place occupied by a body.

(Objection:) Every effect is generated when there are all
the three causes (inherence-, noninherence- and instrumental).
Among them, in the production of the qualities of awareness
and happiness, etc. the self is inherence-cause, adrsta is the
instrumental cause and contact between the self and the
internal organ is the noninherence-cause. Thus, as the internal
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organ exists in the heart, it is associated only with the self
delimited by the heart, and therefore happiness, misery, etc.
are generated there, but number, size, etc. are not born in
such a way.

(Answer:) This argument is not sound. It needs to be
explained what is meant by saying that the self is delimited by
the heart. Does delimitation mean (a) limitation of the
essential nature of the self? or is it (b) some other
characteristic? If (a), pleasure and pain, etc. would have to
appear everywhere, since the self is all-pervasive. If (b), then
does that characteristic exist (bl) in the essential nature of the
self or (b2) in the delimited place? If (bl) misery, happiness,
etc. would have to appear everywhere as that quality is
pervaded by the entire self. If (b2), that place also needs
another delimited place for its existence, and that another, and
there will be infinite regress. So how can empirical existence
be apprehended in a nonsuperimposed self?

(Objection:) It is through adrsta.
(Answer:) No, for even through adrsta the production of

a particular place in the Self is not really possible since, the
Self being a real object, its nature cannot be altered. So the
appearance of a particular place within the Self is merely
illusion. Hence its supposed empirical existence based on an
imaginary adjunct is only a creation of ignorance (maya),
since it appears only in an imaginary adjunct. An inference
shows this too: Empirical existence is conceptually constructed,
since it appears in an imaginary adjunct, like a row of waves
appearing in a mirage.

(Objection:) Empirical existence is real, since it is
apprehended by an unsublated awareness.

(Answer:) This is unreasonable; it is argued by those who
do not understand the meaning of the Upanisadic texts. As
long as such major texts, e.g., (ChUp VI.8.7) "That thou art"
and (BrUp 1.4.10) "I am -Brahman", declare the nature of
Brahman to be nondual, unsurpassable bliss, without
modifications, all judgments to the effect that the Self has
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modifications and that I am human are sublated. Nor can the
appearance of empirical existence, which contradicts all
instruments of knowledge, sublate scripture which, being the
instrument for exposing noumenal reality, comes to rest in
securing the unsurpassable, ultimate end (atisayapurusärtha).

(Objection:) In the Self, the essential nature of which is
immediate knowledge, mediate awareness is illusory, and
though immediate awareness is an instrument of knowledge,
the empirical usage of the cognizer and the means of his
awareness cannot arise in the next moment after the
realization of such immediate knowledge. Hence there can be
no instrument of knowledge that can prove the illusoriness of
empirical existence«

(Answer:) This is also unsound. For he who knows the
relation of the words of the Vedas and their senses attains
immediate knowledge, not mediate awareness, in respect to
the Self when he hears the great texts. And that immediate
knowledge, born in the self according to the varying degree of
purity of the internal organ, bears an obstructed (pratibaddha)
fruit. Thus the undoubted fruit of self-realization, though
obstructed in the self, the determination of the illusory nature
of empirical existence is justified even earlier through
(understanding the) truth of those great texts. And if one
resorts to all the means of understanding such as hearing,
thinking on and reflecting (oifthose texts), all the obstacles
will be removed, and so he attains the undoubting self-
realization whereby the appearance ofthat empirical existence,
which is opposed to the experience of that self, disappears.

(Objection:) Since the attainment of the desired and the
avoidance of the undesired are illusory, scripture, which
enjoins the means to both, is futile.

(Answer:) This too is unsound. For this scripture is useful
like the injunction to do the syena-sacrifice, which is actually
the means to evil things, since it causes injury to others and is
known as such by scriptures which teach us not to do them.
Even in (Mimämsäsütra I.1.2) the aphorism about instruction
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(codana), by the word artha the syena-sacrifice, etc. are
determined as instruments for causing injury to others. Thus
just as according to the ideals of a person who has only
erroneous awareness the injunction on him to perform that
sacrifice and enjoy its fruits are found, and as there is no
sublation with regard to the human value that is attributed to
it through illusion, likewise before the realisation of the
identity of the self with Brahman human value is
superimposed on the self by ignorance and according to the
feeling of a person whose awareness is erroneous and who
perseveres toward that human goal, the scripture that enjoins
the means thereto becomes justified as it is not sublated.

(Objection:) It is not that only a man with erroneous
awareness is ineligible to perform the syena-sacrifice, because
even a person who knows, by the scriptures that teach us not
to do them, that this sacrifice leads to harmful effects attempts
to perform it. So this is not a salient example.

(Answer:) This objection is groundless. A person whose
mind is made impure by ambition for the fruit of the syena-
sacrifice does not know the real purport of the prohibitory
scriptures, as there is immense sin (in him) in the form of
obstacles (to the proper understanding of them). Similarly,
even a person who is well-versed in the Upanisads, when there
is an immensity of obstructions, does not know the real
purport of the scripture which teaches the identity of the self
with Brahman. But the same scripture reveals what is really
knowledge to a person whose sins are washed off by the
sacrificial rites, etc. So there is no irrelevancy in the example.

(Objection:) If through association with empirical
existence any real modification is accepted in the self then
empirical existence also would become real; if it is not
accepted, the self would be in the same state during the
existence and nonexistence of samsära, and so there is no
need for the scripture which can remove that samsära.

(Answer:) This also is childish talk, for the very
association of empirical existence with the self is some
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modification. Even though empirical existence is in fact unreal,
it appears through illusion, and the reality or unreality of
rebirth are evil things when they appear in the self. Hence
through the removal of these false notions scripture becomes
useful.

(Objection:) When a snake is superimposed on a rope,
the awareness of a snake there may be regarded as illusory, as
defects are possible in the objects and in the instruments (of
knowing). But when the nonself is superimposed on the self
there is nothing apart from the self and that self remains in
the same state; hence there is no possibility of illusion in
respect to the self.

(Answer:) The appearance of empirical existence in the
witness-self is determined as superimposition on the authority
of all the Upanisads, and though there is no external cause of
this superimposition in the witness, the inexplicable ignorance
which is the common cause of every illusion is assumed as the
cause, since any other explanation is not justified. So nothing
is wrong here.

(Objection:) Though the self, by nature, is free from
transmigration, yet this empirical existence caused by the
adjunct is unavoidable.

(Answer:) This also is unsound, for the form of adjunct
cannot be proved without superimposition by ignorance.
Hence the fact that the empirical existence in the self is only
superimposition is established.

CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE: Self-luminosity of the Self
(svayamprakäsatvd)

(E199-211; T264-283) (Bhätta:) The self is not self-
luminous, since it is cognizable by the awareness of the ego
(ahampratyayd).

(Advaitin:) The self is the cognizer (i.e., subject) and not
cognizable (object), as is well-known from the awareness that
I am cognizing.

(Bhätta:) No, because there is also the awareness of
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myself knowing a jar.
(Advaitin:) Since it is impossible to recognize subjectivity

and objectivity in one thing at the same time, that awareness
(of myself knowing ajar) is illusion, like the dream that one's
head is cut off.

(Bhätta:) But the dream is subsequently sublated,
whereas the awareness of myself knowing a jar is not.

(Advaitin:) There is a rational explanation for that. An
"object" means that which bears the result of an act inhering
in someone else, and the "subject" is that which is the abode
of that act. So, if the self is the object (karman, accusative) of
the awareness of ego then it cannot be the subject of that
awareness. Otherwise, if the self bears the result of an act
while being the subject of the same act, then there will be
simultaneously the existence and nonexistence of the I-notion
in the self, and this is against experience and evidence.

(Bhätta:) This argument is unsound, for it is not justified
to reject one's perceptual experience in favor of mere
reasoning (yukti), since "reasoning" means reductio ad
ahsurdum (tarka), which is not an instrument of knowledge
(but a mere helper). If there were any evidence to prove the
objectivity of the self, reductio could be invoked to support it,
but there is no such evidence.

(Advaitin:) Contentless (nirvisaya) awareness is evidence
to prove the self.

(Bhätta:) No, since the verb "to know" (jnä) is transitive.
(Advaitin:) That verb ("to know") has a different object

(from samvit).
(Bhätta:) Then there arises the fault of overextension

(ativyäpti).
(Präbhäkara): Awareness (samvit), having e.g. ajar as its

object and the self as its subject or locus (ösrqya), becomes the
instrument for knowing the self and the jar in its essential
nature, so there is no overextension.

(Bhätta:) This view is not valid, for, if some excellence or
change caused by awareness is accepted in the self, then the
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self would have to become a (grammatical) object (karman).
If that is not accepted, then an awareness that does nothing is
the evidence for the self, and there would also be
overextension.

(Präbhäkara): Though both the destination (a village,
say) and the traveller (who goes there) bear the fruit, viz.,
contact with the other, nevertheless the destination alone is
regarded as the object of the act of going, not the traveller
Devadatta. Similarly, even in the given example, though both
the cognizer and the cognizable bear some change or
excellence caused by awareness, the cognizable alone, not the
cognizer, is fit to be the object.

(Bhätta:) This objection is baseless, for things are
adjusted according to their varying nature.

(Objection to that:) Since it is an act (kriya), the act of
staying (sthiti) is transitive, just as much as the act of going.

(Bhätta:) No, for these acts have different natures. And
since the verbs expressing external acts-walking, cooking-
being transitive will have objects different from their subjects,
it is wrong to say that even the act of the verbal root "know"
(yid) is transitive, for an act of awareness does not have an
object different from its subject. There is also the experience
that I know myself knowing the jar, where the act of knowing
(yid kriya) has the self as its own object.

Hence the self is not perceived as being the locus of
awareness, but rather as the object of the act of knowing.

(Objection to that:) That is self-contradictory.
(Bhätta:) No, for it is perceived as both subject and

object at the same time. Further, the different natures of being
subject and being object can be justified in one thing by the
general and particular characteristics of a thing, since
everything has both forms, the general and the particular. The
self becomes the object of the cognition of ego through its
general form as substance, and it becomes the subject of that
cognition through its form as being conscious. And both these
forms, the general and the particular, are not entirely different
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from the self, nor identical with it. In this way, if the self is
properly considered, both the forms (general and particular)
can be established in it.

(Naiyäyika:) The self is cognized as a rule by inference
alone, and awareness, pleasure, etc. are experienced as
particular qualities like the quality of smell, since they are
cognized only by the internal organ. Thus the inference is:

Awareness, pleasure, etc. are the particular qualities of
some thing that is different from the five elements earth,
etc. plus space, time and mind, for those (substances) are
never seen having these (qualities). So it is clear that the
substance to which the qualities of awareness, pleasure,
etc. belong is the self.
(Sämkhya:) The internal organ (antahkarana) that gets

the qualities of pleasure, pain and delusion from the three
gunas sattva, rajas and tamas, is an inert thing. In that
sentient organ associated with egoism the appearance of
intelligence in "I know the jar" is experienced. Here the
inference is this:

In the nonconscious internal organ the appearance of
intelligence is fit to be reflected in the presence of the
same kind of conscious prototype, because it appears or
is reflected in a thing different from itself, just as the
redness in the crystal. And that prototype is the self.
(Bhätta:) These views are not valid, for the self is

perceived in the awareness "I know this"; hence no inference
is required to manifest the self. The foot of an elephant is not
inferred when the elephant itself is seen. Further, if the self
were not revealed simultaneously with the experience of
objects, then there would be no difference between one's own
awareness and that of another; the two awarenesses would be
indistinguishable. Then, consequently, all empirical transac-
tions would vanish.

(Naiyäyika:) If with the awareness of a jar awareness of
the self is simultaneously assumed, then there would be two
awarenesses at one time in the self, and that is impossible. For
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two qualities of the same class, even though one belongs to a
subclass of the same kind as the other, do not exist
simultaneously in one substance. Nor do there exist two
qualities of white color simultaneously in one cloth. Further,
awareness is generated by the contact between the self and
the internal organ. And the self and internal organ, being
without parts, cannot have more than one contact at a time.
So awarenesses are not simultaneous. If they were, mental
constructions could not occur. As Nyäyasütra III.2.56 tells us:
"The nonproduction of (more than one) awareness at a time
is the function of the internal organ."

(Bhätta:) This argument is not sound. For, in a picture of
various colors, we see plurality of colors-blue, yellow, etc. If
there are different subclasses of color, then here also there are
different subclasses, viz. awareness of jar and awareness of
self.

(Naiyäyika:) Since the variegated thing, the picture, has
parts, it is reasonable to say that the picture is the basis for
many qualities or subclasses through its parts; but that is not
the case with the self, which has no organs.

(Bhätta:) This also is not reasonable. Since for every
awareness there is a particular unseen karmic result (adrstd),
the self can be the locus of a number of awarenesses with
these various forms associated with different adrstas. Though
the self and the internal organ have no organs and are all-
pervasive, the possession (by the self) of many awarenesses (at
once) is justified through the differences of space caused by
the adjuncts either gradually or simultaneously, like the
occurrence of many contacts with space (äkäsa).

(Naiyäyika:) If awareness of an object and of oneself are
simultaneous there is no need for an internal organ.

(Bhätta:) No, since an internal organ is needed to
distinguish the two simultaneous awarenesses, one of an
object and the other of the awareness itself. The self is
manifested during the revelation oT^bjects, since the self is
revealed by different awarenesses. But it is not inferred at
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every time, nor is it established as the abode of awareness
(samvit). So in all respects the self is not self-luminous, since
there is no reason for it.

(Advaitin:) The illumination of the self does not depend
upon our awareness of it, since the self is known as self-
luminous by perception, inference, verbal testimony and
presumption. Perception proves it thus: A person awakened
from sleep recollects his ignorance during sleep as "I knew
nothing until now". And such recollection is not possible unless
that experience asserts the experience of ignorance during that
sleep. No experience of perception, etc. is possible during
sleep, since the entire functioning of the sense-organs has
ceased. The same point is asserted in BrUp II. 1.17: "When this
being full of consciousness is thus asleep, it absorbs at the
time the function of the organs through its own consciousness,
and lies in the supreme Self {akasa) that is in the heart." Nor
is there experience of an absence during sleep, for when all
the instruments cease to function, the cognition of something
qualified (as counterpositive) is impossible, and without such
a cognition the experience of an absence does not happen.,

(Objection:) Just as the experience of the absence of an
elephant in the courtyard in the morning is felt at noon as
"there was no elephant in the courtyard during the morning",
likewise here also the absence of awareness during sleep is
experienced through memory of the counterpositive by the
awakened person who says "I knew nothing".

(Answer:) This is not correct. For in the morning the
courtyard is experienced and the counterpositive (the
elephant) is not remembered then. But here, in the present
context, during sleep the qualified thing (awareness of an
absence) is impossible, and therefore even in the waking state
the absence of awareness during sleep is not felt.

(Objection:) Even during sleep the awareness of the self
exists; hence during the waking state the awareness of that
absence is possible to be felt. So the self-luminosity of the self
will have to be accepted by the objectors as well.
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(Answer:) No, for the essential nature of the self can only
be associated with luminosity forever. It is not possible to
realize the manifestation of the self by other sources unless the
self were bereft of its illumination. And according to those
who desire to establish the self on the ground that it is the
abode of the content as well as of awareness (samvit) the
revelation of the self during sleep is not possible, since there
is no experience having a content then. Hence, as the qualified
awareness (of an absence) does not exist, since in the morning
the absence of an elephant exists, experience of an absence is
not established during the waking state.

(Objection:) (Perhaps it is not experienced but) The
awareness of the absence of awareness is possible by inference
thus: Nothing was experienced by me during sleep, since
nothing is remembered, just as the seventh taste (is not
remembered).

(Answer:) But this argument is false. For there is no rule
that everything that is experienced should be remembered. If
the reason is modified to read "since nothing is remembered
as a rule", then also there would be inconclusiveness about a
thing experienced in the state of content-free awareness.

Further, during sleep, when temporary awarenesses cease
to exist, if the experience of one's essential nature (the self) is
not accepted, then there would be no sleep at all. Hence this
view also, that at the time of sleep I knew nothing, cannot be
valid» So by inference no awareness of an absence for the
awakened person is possible.

Nor is presumption applicable to prove the absence of
awareness for the awakened person. During the time of sleep
there is no apparent inconsistency which is the source of
presumption except the nonexistence of awareness altogether.
If sleep itself is assumed as apparently inconsistent, then it is
to be explained whether it is (1) the sleep already experienced
that is what becomes the absence of awareness, or rather that
that is (2) sleep not yet experienced. (2) overextends. (1)
assumes there is no means to know it unless there is the
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experience of one's essential nature.
(Objection:) It is known by comparison (upamänä).
(Answer:) No, since comparison is concerned with

similarity (which is irrelevant here).
So ultimately the recollection of the awakened person

like "I knew nothing" makes us assume the experience of the
self alone. Such an experience of one's own self is perceptual.
Cognition of a well-established thing, being produced through
contact of an object and a sense-organ., is the definition of
external perception. Perception is of two kinds, internal and
external. External perception is that generated by the sense-
organs; the contents of such perception are colors, etc. Internal
perception is the instrument for cognizing awareness and
ignorance, and thus has ignorance as its adjunct. This internal
perception that has ignorance as its adjunct is just the self. If
such a self is not accepted then the inconsistency in the
experience of sleep will arise, as has been pointed out already.
Hence, through perception, which is the immediate experience
of the self, the self-effulgency of the self is determined.

Inference also proves this fact:
(Infl) The self under discussion is fit to be self-luminous
because it never fails to be luminous, just like a lamp
(pradipa).

Even in deep sleep the unfailing nature of the self as luminous
is established.

(Objection:) A lamp, being cognizable, is not self-
luminous; thus the example of Infl is unsubstantiated. As well,
sometimes a lamp is not discovered to exist even though it
actually does.

(Answer:) "Luminous" (prakäsd) means a thing that is
contradictory to darkness. Darkness is of two kinds, external
and internal. The external kind is the darkness of night; the
internal kind is ignorance. Illumination also is of two kinds.
The external one is contrary to darkness and is found in the
forms of lamps, etc. The other, the internal kind, is contrary
to ignorance and has the form of consciousness. Even though
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a lamp is cognizable it is self-luminous because it needs no
otter source than itself for its illumination. For that very
reason, the example of a lamp (in Infl) does not fail to
instantiate both the sädhya and the he tu, since the example
does not fail to have association with luminosity.

(Objection:) The reason (of Infl, viz., "because it never
fails to be luminous") is defective because it equally proves the
conclusion (praUaranasamd) that the self is cognized (as
content), for the cognizability of light is not caused by its
unceasing association with luminosity, but rather by the
inertness of its nature (so that the self would be proved inert).
Again, though light may be self-luminous, its self-luminosity is
not caused by its unceasing association with luminosity, but
rather because light is a fiery substance.

(Answer:) That view is not correct. For even a precious
stone (padmamga) that is an earthy substance is seen to be
contrary to darkness by nature.

(Objection:) The reason is defective because it merely
follows (satpratisädhana) from a stronger inference, viz.,

Inf2: The self under discussion is fit to be an
object of knowledge alone, since it is an actual
entity, like a jar.

(Answer:) This also is inconsistent. For, the reason in Inf2
"because it is an actual entity" is exemplified through general
pervasion (jars are actual entities) whereas the reason (in
Infl), viz., never-failing luminosity, being concerned with a
particular thing, is otherwise unexemplified, and as between
exemplified and unexemplified the latter has the stronger
claim. Moreover, the fact that jar, etc. are objents of
awareness is not established on the ground that they are
things, but by the fact that they are inert. The nature of
nonconsciousness is ascribed to them on the basis of the rule
that they are not-self. So, the reason is indeterminate.

(Objection:) But "self-luminosity" means unceasing
association with luminosity, so the sädhya (of Infl) is identical
with the hetu (which is a fallacy, sddhyasama).
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(Answer:) No, for the difference between the two, as
already explained, is that self-luminosity means the essential
nature of luminosity, and unceasing association with
luminosity means a nature other than its essential nature,
since it is the essential nature of inseparable existence with
other luminosities.

(Objection:) Light is associated with continuous
luminosity since it is the abode of the quality of luminosity.
Even if the self exists with luminosity forever, it would not
have to be the abode of it. But this is not what the Advaitin
holds.

(Answer:) This argument is invalid, for the luminosity of
light is not to be regarded as a quality. Nor is it a particular
kind of color, since in precious stones (some listed) in spite of
the differences of color-white, blue, yellow, etc.-luminosity is
seen to be continuous. Nor is this quality of effulgency a
common feature or universal property of colors, for it is not
seen in the color of a jar, for example. Nor is it an ordinary
quality like contact or disjunction, since it is not experienced
by any means other than the visual organ. Hence the
substance light alone is effulgency.

(Objection:) The reason (R) "because it has continuous
association with luminosity" is not necessarily wrong, for it is
(your) Advaita theory that even in the three states of waking,
dream and deep sleep ignorance is associated with the self-
consciousness which is its witness. And ignorance is not
desirable for the self-luminous.

(Answer:) This also is not sound. For the cessation of
ignorance is desirable and attested by instruments of
knowledge. Though ignorance cannot exist without association
with luminosity, luminosity can exist without association with
ignorance. Thus luminosity does not exist without the self, or
else the self does not exist without effulgency. Hence (R) is
not a fallacious reason. ,

Further, to those who assume the self to be uncognizable,
we (Advaitins) reply that the self is fit to be self-luminous,
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because it is uncognizable, just like cognition. And to those
who think that awareness is an act or process, the Advaitin
argues that since awareness does not make the self its content
it is an act, just like going. Furthermore, a hetu which is
common to both cases is brought out here as follows: The self
is self-luminous since being itself immediate it becomes the
cause of perceptual empirical usage, like light, etc.

(Objection:) This self, though unperceivable, is the cause
of the empirical usage of jars, etc.

(Answer:) No, for if it were so there would be no
difference between one's own awareness and the awarenesses
of others with regard to a cognizable thing. Hence, by various
processes of inference, the self is known as self-luminous.

This is also attested to by scripture, e.g. BrÜp IV.3.7
(quoted earlier).

(Objection:) Scriptural testimony is not evidence for an
actual entity, since (Vedic) words are known to have meaning
only through their association with what is to be done (käryd).

(Answer:) But though grasping the capacity of words to
have meaning is possible only when they are associated with
what is to be done, yet what is to be done is not useful in
giving the words their sense, since the co-presence and co-
absence of a something-to-be-done's being the source for
grasping the capacity of a word is a dispensable antecedent.
Just as, though there is a rule that the capacity of a thing
known only by other instruments of knowledge should be
grasped, yet since being another source it becomes a
dispensable antecedent and cannot be the sense which comes
from words; likewise, the syntactical relation of what is to be
done is not the word-sense.

(Objection:) The first evidence (by which the object is
established) cannot be such awareness that comes from
language at the time of the awareness of a thing, but what is
to be accomplished is known at the beginning itself as the
sense of the word (i.e. it is the word), and this sense does not
fail at any time in the case of the word "kärya" itself; hence,
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in regard to the kärya, the meaning is only such that comes
from the world itself.

(Answer:) This argument is not sound. For though words
are determined to be concerned with action (kärya) and
activity (kriya) in the empirical world, they are accepted in the
Veda to be denotative of activity alone....

And even presumption proves the self-luminosity of the
self.

(Question:) What is the inconsistency (that brings in
presumption here)?

(Answer:) It is just the appearance of the self alone.
(Objection:) The appearance of the self is consistent,

either as being the abode of the awareness of an object, or as
being the object of some different awareness, and these
exhaust the possibilities.

(Answer:) No. The self-luminous awareness (samvit) is
not noneternal. If it were, the appearance of the self being the
abode of that noneternal awareness would be consistent. But
it is not, since the self-effulgent has neither generation nor
destruction. And there is no evidence for its prior and
posterior ' absence. If there were, then generation and
destruction would be consistent with regard to the self-
luminous awareness. Nor is awareness itself evidence for its
prior absence, for if it exists, its prior absence is impossible,
and if it does not exist, it is not the cause of its existence. If a
thing existing already at the present time proves its prior and
posterior absences which belong (respectively) to the past and
future, that does not stand to reason, for such a thing is
exhausted by accomplishing (or proving) its being alone. And
it is not acceptable to the MImämsakas that awareness can
manifest a thing different from its abode and its being.

(Objection:) The abode of awareness itself is the prior
absence, since no other absence is accepted.

(Answer:) No. When the counterpositive is seen, the
qualified substance (say, earth) alone is accepted as the form
of the absence by the opponent. The abode of awareness is not
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the mere form (that can be a form of absence). If the content
of awareness is its prior absence, then no appearance of a jar
would be possible, since the awareness will be exhausted in
cognizing its own prior absence. If the prior absence of
awareness is proved through a different awareness, the
distinction of awarenesses is not understood unless the prior
absence and posterior absence are established, since the two
awarenesses are not simultaneously possible. If the distinction
of the awarenesses is established, the prior absence is
established; if the prior absence is established, the distinction
of awarenesses is established. Thus there will be reciprocal
dependence.

(Objection:) The awareness of a jar appears different
from the awareness of a cloth; hence the difference of
awarenesses is established.

(Answer:) No. The contents are different, but not the
awarenesses. Awareness has no form. This is mentioned by
Sabarasvämin in Mimämsäsütrabhäsya 1.1,5: "We infer that
awareness is formless only". Though the things manifested to
it differ, no distinction in the sense-organ is caused by that.

Further, if the manifestation of the self depends on
awareness of it, the self also would become an object like a
jar, etc. So, the eternal, all-pervasive and self-luminous self
itself through association with the mode of the internal organ
has the illusion of duality, as well as the appearance of
manifesting objects. But those who attain self-realization do
not have such an illusion. Hence the manifestation of the self
is not shown merely because it is the abode of the awareness
of an object.

If the self is proved by its being the object of awareness,
then also it is to be explained whether the self is proved at the
time of the manifestation of objects only or at different times.
If during the experience of an object itself, then the
contingency of the simultaneous existence of the awareness of
the self and awareness of the object would occur, and this is
not desirable. For two qualities of a class and subclass cannot
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be together in one place simultaneously.
(Objection:) Different places can be provided in the self

by adrsta, and so the two qualities belonging to different
subclasses can occur simultaneously in the self.

(Answer:) No, for adrsta is not a substance, and only a
substance can provide the distinction of places in other
substances.

(Objection:) The self is not revealed during the revelation
of an object, but in the succeeding moment.

(Answer:) Not at all, for if the self were unknown
entirely during the time of the manifestation of an object,
there could not be the appearance of subjectivity or agency in
the self as "this is known to me." If this subjectivity is known
by an inference at the next moment, then, since at the time of
the awareness one's self is entirely unknown, no difference
between the sources of the manifestation is understood as to
whether it is one's own self or another's self. Thus the
inference regarding the agency of knowing would be
impossible, and all empirical usages would cease. If the self is
accepted as the subject then simultaneously the existence and
nonexistence of awareness would be inevitable in the same self
at the same time.

(Objection:) That (which you consider an unwanted
outcome) is true: the perception that I know myself knowing
the jar has both forms.

(Answer:) Not so, for as in the objectors' view since the
awareness is not perceived, the self qualified by an awareness
of himself cannot be perceived.

(Objection:) The self is the object as well as the subject,
being general and particular,

(Answer:) No, since two forms of one thing are not
possible. So the theory that the self is to be inferred at every
moment is refuted. Hence it is established that the self is self-
luminous.
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CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR: The All-pervasiveness of the Self
(E212-216; T284-290) (Some Vedäntins say:) The self is

not all-pervasive as there is no evidence to prove it.
(Advaitin:) The self is all-pervasive, since though it is

unmoving like space, its activity is seen everywhere.
(Some Vedäntins:) This supposition is invalid. The reason

(hetu) is unestablished, because the action of the self is seen
only in the body and not elsewhere.

(Advaitin:) Since the self moves to various parts of the
body, it is all-pervasive, like space.

(Some Vedäntins:) This argument too is defective, since
its reason becomes inconclusive in the case of the limbs of the
body (where the self is not found). Hence the self is not all-
pervasive. Therefore, the self being limited, and at the same
time being eternal, cannot be regarded as of medium size, for
entities of medium dimension, having parts, are known to be
noneternal; so the self is at least to be regarded as of atomic
size. Scripture attests this: (SvetUp V.9 and V.8. MaitUp VII.7
and ChUp III. 14.3 are quoted).

(Advaitin:) If the self is of atomic size, the experience of
pains and pleasures pervading the whole body would be
inconsistent.

(Some Vedäntins:) No, for this experience is intelligible
on analogy with a drop of sandal essence. Just as a drop of
the sandal essence applied to some part of the body gives its
cooling effect to the whole body that is burning, likewise the
self, though residing in one part, can experience the pleasure
or pain pervading the whole body. Experience like having an
ache in my chest or comfort in my foot are understood as
proper through the inner movements of the self. Hence the self
is of atomic size.

Jaina (Ärhatd): Even though the self is nonpervasive, it
is not of atomic size; if it were so, the experiences of pain and
pleasure pervading the whole body would be unintelligible;
hence the self is the size of the body.

(Advaitin:) How can the self of an elephant enter into the
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body of a moisquito when it is the size of an elephant's body,
and how can I the self of a mosquito entering into the body of
an elephant experience the pain, etc. that pervades the whole
body?

(Jaina:) This is not a defect in our theory, for we accept
that the self expands and contracts according to the size of the
body.

(Advaitin:) (Infl) The self is fit to be all-pervasive, since
it is a partless substance, like space.

(Objection:) The reason (in Infl) is inconclusive, since
atoms (which are partless) are not all-pervasive.

(Answer:) A substance is not thought by us to be partless
merely because it is finite. And partlessness should be
acceptable as the hetu (in Infl), since if the self possesses
parts it must be noneternal. And there is no conflict with the
Vedic text (MaitUp VII.7) "the self is smaller in the inner
heart", for this text is concerned with a text enjoining
meditation just like other scriptural texts, viz., BrUp 1.4.7, 8,
and 15; ChUp 11.21.1 and III.14.3 (quoted), in the last-
mentioned textual passage (ChUp III. 14.3), which reads "this
my self residing in the heart is smaller", limitation is attributed
to the self and this limitation of the self is concerned only with
the qualified (sopädhika) self and not the natural self. And in
that same passage, which adds "this self is greater than the
earth, greater than space", etc., to that very self greatness is
attributed; hence it is considered that limitation for the self is
only due to its adjunct (upädhi).

(Objection:) In those texts greatness is ascribed to
Brahman, and atomic size is ascribed to the individual self
(jiva).

(Answer:) No, for the appearance of categories, such as
Brahman and jiva, is consistent because of the adjuncts such
as the internal organ, etc. And this division between individual
self and Brahman is only mentioned even in scripture and it is
not real; see ChUp VI.8.7 "that thou art", which declares the
identity of the self and Brahman. Likewise, SvetUp V.9 and 8
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reproduce the limited nature caused by the adjunct (to
appear) in the self for the purpose of declaring its infinite
nature. Hence the all-pervasiveness of the self is shown by
inference (from scripture).

And there is more scriptural testimony to that effect. A
text like ChUp VII.25 declares the all-pervasiveness of the self
specifically.

(Objection:) That passage also declares the atomic-
sizedness of the self!

(Answer:) No, atomic-sizedness is not consistent even in
the case of the qualified ("adjuncted") entity (the j'fva), since
the experience of its all-pervasive nature becomes
unintelligible. Nor can this be justified by the example of a
drop of sandalpaste (cited previously), because there is
discrepancy between the marks of the example and the
exemplified. A drop of sandalpaste consists of minute particles
and therefore spreads the coolness in the whole body through
its particles; but the self, being an partless entity, cannot be
similar to the drop of paste.

(Objection:) Though the self is of atomic size, through
associations with the sense-organ of touch it can have
experience of pain, etc. generated in the whole body.

(Answer:) If so, the pain caused by a thorn in the foot
might be felt in the head!

(Objection:) The quality of awareness (samvit), being
located in a place, can spread everywhere, like smell.

(Answer:) But in the case of smell, too, minute particles
are inferred as its basis, and in the case of a thing having no
such basis spreading is impossible

(Objection:) Then the self moves in the body.
. (Answer:) For a conscious being movement is impossible,

and a nonconscious entity, like the body, is seen to be moved
when it is controlled by or associated with consciousness.

(Objection:) A thing that is immovable by nature can be
seen to be moved because of an adjunct.

(Answer:) If the movement appears it is only illusion. So,
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if the self is of atomic size, it will reside in only a part of the
body, and the feeling of pain and pleasure in the whole body
is not possible. Moreover, if the self is limited or finite it
becomes noneternal like a jar. Therefore, the self is not of
atomic size.

Nor is it of the size of the body (as the Jainas think),
since the self of a mosquito entering the body of an elephant
will not be able to feel the pain, etc. generated in the whole
body. Nor are contraction and expansion possible in the case
ofthat self, as that self has no organs. If limbs are accepted in
the case of the self, then, since in a different body different
limbs are generated, it becomes noneternal. Now noneternality
is not proper for the self; if a self is noneternal, then the
merits and demerits not earned in the present birth may bear
fruit in this life and those which are earned may not bear fruit
in other lives. Therefore the appearance of finitude in the all-
pervasive self is caused by association with the internal organ.
And modification of the internal organ (antahkarana), in the
form of egoity, etc., and in the form of (a perceived) jar, etc.,
is possible, for that internal organ is made of parts and
undergoes change. And that self, which has the adjunct of
egoity, through that adjunct of egoity itself, considers the
whole body as the self ("I am a man") and through thinking of
a jar, etc. associates with objects as cognizer of cognizables.
Therefore the appearance of the self in all the empirical usages
is intelligible. Hence, the fact that the self is all-pervasive is
determined by instruments of knowledge-inference, verbal
testimony, and presumption.

CHAPTER THIRTY-FIVE: The Witness-Self
(E217-224; T291-299) Is there any witness other than the

cognizer himself?
(Objection:) No. There is no such thing. Is this "witness"

(a) a perceiver or (b) something perceivable. If (a) then is it
(al) an empirical self or (a2) Brahman? If (al) he is just the
cognizer, and there is no witness. If (a2) Brahman is the
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witness, it is comprehended only through scripture and does
not appear in the empirical world; consequently the witness
assumed by the Vedäntins is not established as a part of
empirical usage. If the witness is said to be (b) something
perceivable then it is something cognized like a jar, and
cannot make other things manifest or understood. Thus how
could there be such a witness?

Nor is this witness proved through perception, for it is
not cognized by any sense-organ. Nor is there any Vedic text
that declares the nature of the witness either to be the
empirical self or Brahman or something other than both of
these. Hence, for lack of evidence no witness is established.

(Advaitin:) The witness has to be accepted by all;
otherwise empirical usage would be impossible. It is as
follows: The qualities of awareness, desire, hatred, volition,
etc. are unanimously accepted by all theorists and these
qualities are not cognized by instruments of knowledge.
Perception is of two kinds-external and internal. External
perception cannot prove the above-mentioned qualities of
awareness, etc. even to the minimum extent, since it has
nothing to do with self and these things are known to belong
to self. Nor are these evidenced by internal perception, i.e.
perception generated in the mind, as that leads to undesired
things. To the theorist who argues for non-self-luminosity of
awareness, awareness cannot occur! If one awareness is known
by perception, that perceptual awareness is to be known by
another awareness, and that also by another, and so on. Thus,
a number of awarenesses will simultaneously occur in one
person, which is not desirable. According to the objector the
simultaneous nonproduction of numerous awarenesses is the
mark for recognizing the mind. Nor does the earlier
awareness, being in the state of being destroyed, accomplish
the next succeeding awareness, because that has not been
proved. What is this state of being destroyed? Is it (a)
existent? or (b) nonexistent? or (c) something other than
either? If (a) then the generation of two awarenesses
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simultaneously will be inevitable. If (b), how can the
awareness, being nonexistent, bring about another awareness?
And if (c) it is inexplicable, and an actual awareness is not
established from such a state. Therefore awareness is not
proved by perception, and for that very reason it cannot
achieve anything else.

(Objection:) Though awareness is unmanifest to itself, it
gets to its object just as a sense-organ like the eye gets to its
object.

(Answer:) So awareness becomes the means like the eye,
being illuminative, and thus, being an instrument, can
generate another awareness and this other awareness is also
the means for another awareness, like the eye, etc.; so in this
way there would be a succession of illuminatives which would
result in nothing. Hence the awareness which appears must be
accepted as its own instrument. And this awareness of
awareness is not possible either by internal or external
perception, as already shown. And inference also, cannot
provide the awareness (of that awareness), for before the
establishment of the awareness empirical usage itself would
not be there. Thus, if the awareness, like a lamp through the
removal of darkness, only manifests objects, then when the
light is not present the objects would not appear. Before the
awareness of one's being aware, manifestation of objects and
empirical usage is impossible.

(Objection:) But awareness is a means of knowing an
object, just like the eye.

(Answer:) Then this nature ought to be assumed for it
through the condition that it should generate another
manifestation. And this latter manifestation, being an inert
thing like the jar, becomes an object of cognition. If so, is this
inert manifestation to be known (a) by the awareness of the
jar? or (b) by another awareness? If (a) even the
manifestation (präkatya) is accomplished like the jar by
another manifestation. Similarly, if this by another and that by
another, then there will be infinite regress, and nothing will be
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accomplished. If so, objects cannot be revealed, for the
appearance of the objects would be inconsistent unless the
manifestation is accomplished. If even the manifestation,
without manifesting itself, manifests another like a sense-organ
does, then the infinite regress has already been shown. If (b),
then also the manifestation itself cannot be achieved, for the
other awareness also, being an object of cognition, needs
another awareness having the former one as its object.
Similarly this needs another and that needs yet another, and
so there is infinite regress which achieves nothing. Therefore,
since before the accomplishment of awareness neither
empirical usage nor the manifestation is there, the inference
that appeals to them cannot prove that the self is itself aware.
For that very reason, the irrelevancy of empirical usage, etc.,
cannot reveal or enlighten the awareness in the self, because
the empirical usage which is assumed is not established before
the awareness of that awareness, and when the relation is
known by itself there is no possibility of assuming awareness
of itself. Therefore, the objector's view, which advocates the
non-self-luminosity of awareness, that awareness is
unestablished, and also the qualities-attachment, hatred, etc.~
which are to be manifested by the awareness, and the self
which is the abode of these qualities, is not established.

And in the view which argues that awareness is self-
luminous, it is to be considered whether essentially awareness
is a quality or a substance? If it is a quality, then generation
and destruction do not occur to it unless generation and
destruction happen to its locus, a substance. This is proved as
follows: Awareness cannot be generated or destroyed unless
generation and destruction happen also to its abode, since it
is a quality of illumination, just like the illuminative quality of
a lamp. And another inference proves the same: Awareness
exists as long as its basis or support exists, since it is an
illuminative quality, just like the illuminative quality of a lamp.
And still another inference is this: Awareness is fit to be
existent forever, since it is a particular quality of all-pervasive
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substances, like sound, and it is also a quality of self like all-
pervasiveness.

(Objection:) This argument does not apply to desire,
hatred, etc.

(Answer:) That doesn't matter, for these qualities-desire,
etc.-are not accepted as the qualities of self in others' theories.

(Objection:) Awareness can't be both noneternal and
finite.

(Answer:) Not so, since noneternity and finitude of
awareness are only illusory appearances.

Thus when the eternal, all-pervasive and luminous thing
is established, the witness-self becomes established even for
those who do not desire it.

And awareness cannot be a substance. For if it is eternal
then it will be free from the need of another abode or basis,
which leads to the acceptance of the existence of the witness-
self, because the definition of a witness is just that (it is
eternal). If awareness were noneternal and were to depend
upon its parts which become its productive cause, then the
cognition that the self is the inherence-cause of awareness, etc.
is to be treated as illusory. Therefore, all empirical usages
cannot be justified unless the one reality, which is eternal, all-
pervasive, self-effulgent and therefore that which is the means
or cause of the accomplishment of everything, is accepted by
all theorists. Hence on account of the otherwise inexplicable
nature of empirical usage the existence of the witness-self is
established. SvetUp VI.2 is quoted in support.

(Objection:) Since the witness is to be included either in
the individual self or in Brahman, and since there is no other
conscious entity apart from these two, and since if it is inert
then the character of being witness is impossible for it, and the
witness-self is unestablished.

(Answer:) This is an argument caused by ignorance. It
has to be questioned: in the example (A) "this is silver", does
the "this" part mean silver or shell? If it means the silver, (A)
is sublated and there will be no such cognition as "this is
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shell", and if there is no such cognition it will run against what
everyone sees. If it means a piece of shell, then there is no
appearance of silver at all. Thus both alternatives go against
the evidence and what everyone sees. Nor is there awareness
of a superimposed thing which is different from the
substratum during the time of the illusion.

(Objection:) In reality the "this" part means silver, so
there is neither contradiction of the evidence nor opposition to
what everyone sees.

(Answer:) Then even here, though in reality the "this" is
Brahman, according to the appearance the witness is included
in the category of the transmigrant (sanisäriri), so there is
neither contradiction of the evidence nor opposition to what
everyone sees. This is the difference between the example and
the exemplified, that the nature of shell, being different from
the "this" part and not being cognized during the time of
illusion, is revealed by an instrument of knowledge through
the form of the "this"-part; and this revelation, subläting the
nature of silver in it, and the realization of (Brahman) being
the mere witness only during the time of empirical existence,
seems as if unrevealed by ignorance. When by the great text
"that thou art" ignorance is removed, the same witness-self is
regarded as a result of the negation of the empirical world as
Brahman. The witness, being self-luminous by nature, is
perceived and there is no need for evidence of its
manifestation. Therefore, though the witness, being the
substratum of the illusive differentiation of cognition, cognizer,
cognizable, and the instrument of cognition, is included in
these empirical things revealed through illusory manifestation
In reality it is Brahman, so there is no inconsistency
whatsoever. And though everything is to be known by the
witness-self, some things are known by the witness through
the functioning of the internal organ and other things are
known without the need of such functioning. Everywhere,
objects such as a jar, etc. are known through the functioning
of the intellect, and this functioning is proved by the evidence.
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And knowledge and ignorance, pleasure and pain, which are
known without the need of the functioning of the internal
organ, are regarded as cognized by the witness-self. Hence by
the evidence of perception, verbal testimony and presumption
the witness-self is established.

CHAPTER THIRTY-SIX: The Oneness of the Self
(E225-233; T300-311) Is there only one Self for all

persons or is there one self for each?
(Here Dualists (dvaitavädins) say:) Each person's self is

different. We perceive that my self, residing in this body, is
different from another's self residing in that body. Arid this
perceptual difference is not an illusion, for the instrument of
knowledge that tells us this is not defective and so the
cognition is not sublated. Furthermore, there is an inference
which shows the distinctions among selves, thus:

(Infl) The body of the respondent (me) which is under
controversy is not the abode of enjoyment for the self
residing in the body of the disputant (you), for it is
different from the disputant's body, like a dead body.

Also:
(Inf2) The bodies under controversy possess selves,
innumerable in number, since they are bodies, like my
body. And again:
(Inf3) The pleasure, pain, etc. existing in gods, human
beings and beasts and birds are fit to own different
abodes, because they are numerous and contradictory
qualities residing simultaneously, like cold and heat.

Moreover, the evidence of presumption proves the variety of
selves as follows: If all bodies are the abodes of one single
conscious being, it should feel all the pleasures and pains that
arise in all the bodies simultaneously. But that is not felt.
Therefore, the enjoyment of pleasure, pain, etc. restricted in
every body shows the difference between the enjoyers. It
would be inexplicable without supposing an enjoyer in each
and every body. And there is verbal testimony proving the
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same conclusion: MaitUp VI.32: "All these souls wonder
immensely". A single Self cannot be referred to by a plural
noun. Furthermore, the scripture that enjoins various rites
which are to be performed at the same time aiming at various
contradictory fruits would not be possible unless there be
difference between the persons who are to be engaged in these
rites. Nor can there be presumed to be an entity different from
sentient persons. Hence the presumption mentioned proves the
variety of conscious beings. Thus, the existence of different
selves is established by perception, inference, verbal testimony
and presumption. Hence the scriptural text that declares only
one self is eulogy, since there is contradiction with those
instruments (perception, etc.).

(Advaita:) The difference among the selves cannot be
inferred by dry logic. By the scriptural texts: SvetUp VI.2 "God,
who is one only, is hidden in all beings, and BrUp III.7.23
"There is no other witness but Him", the nondual Self is
determined. And the above texts are not eulogies, for,they are
not heard in the chapter on injunctions. They are not
injunctions, for from the scriptural text SvetUp III.8 "One
passes beyond death only on realizing Him" it is known that
through the knowledge of the nondual Self, the ultimate
human goal (paramapurusärthä) is obtained. The eulogistic
nature of such a Vedic text is not to be inferred from its
conflict with other instruments of knowledge, for the text,
being eulogy, if it conflicts with other instruments becomes
invalid. A eulogy is concerned with something other than
enjoining, i.e. it has no direct purpose. But this text, which
does have a direct purpose, is found to be uncontradicted by
the other instruments.

Our awareness of different selves does not contradict the
knowledge of the nondual Self, since each awareness is
regarded respectively as valid and invalid, the awareness of
nonduality, being knowledge (yidya), is valid, and the
awareness of difference, being ignorance (avidya), is invalid.
This is supported by the scriptural passage (BrUp IV.5.16)
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"Because when there is duality as it were..." (where the word
"iva" ("as it were") indicates the illusoriness of the world of
duality) "...one sees something, one smells something",
(showing the differences in that state of illusoriness) "...But
when to the knower of Brahman everything has become the
Self (which declares the negation of all the empirical usage
and the existence of pure consciousness).

This can be proved by inference also, as follows:
The bodies under controversy are fit to possess selves,
since they are individual bodies, like my body.

And:
The self of the body which is different from your body is
not fit to be a different entity from your self, since it is a
conscious being, like the self in your body.
(Objection:) Since a self is all-pervading, and your self is

thus already established as pervading all bodies, one who
argues for the all-pervasiveness of a self is merely repeating an
earlier argument.

(Answer:) No. What we want to prove here is that all the
bodies are the abodes of enjoyment for one conscious Being,
and the absence of any other Self is indicated by the word
"only", which disagrees with other theories.

Moreover, worldly transactions would become unjustified
unless the nondual Self is accepted. According to the
Präbhäkaras, awareness (samvii) is born in the self only when
that self is associated with the mind, not with an object
(arthd) such as a jar, etc. Now a thing unrelated to an
awareness cannot be the content (yisaya) of that awareness-
otherwise, if they could be one, awareness would have to
comprehend everything at once.

(Objection:) There is a relation between an awareness
and its content like a jar, and this relation is causal.

(Answer:) This is not sound. For then adrsta, sense-
organs and the mind also, being the causal factors in
producing the awareness of a jar, should appear too.

(Objection:) Since a causal relation can be to an object
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(accusative) object (karmatayäjanakatvam) only the particular
thing-the jar-will appear there and not (these) other things
(like adrsta, sense-organs, etc.).

(Answer:) Then, the self, not being an accusative object
(akarman) of that awareness, cannot appear during the time
of awareness of the jar.

(Objection:) Awareness makes the object and its locus
appear, and nothing else.

(Answer:) What is it to be an "accusative object"
(karmatvd)? If it is being the locus of the fruit of an act done
by someone other than the self, reciprocal dependence will
result; the jar which is the cause of the awareness is the same
jar that is its object.

(Objection:) Illuminability (of the jar) is the cause of
awareness of the jar.

(Answer:) Then the self would also become the
"(accusative) object" of the act of knowing. And if that
"objectivity" means to be the abode of the transactions caused
by awareness of things or persons other than the self, then
since there are many such things how is it that objectivity
applies to one thing only?

(Objector:) Because the jar becomes the cause of the
awareness of jar by being the (accusative) object (karman),
the jar is the object.

(Answer:) Then self-dependence (ätmäsraya) is
inevitable. And if the knowability by awareness is only to be
the abode of empirical usage caused by awareness, then the
piece of shell is to be known by the awareness of silver, which
is a misapprehension (anyathäkhyäti).

So one conscious being precludes there being another.
And so, if the one Self, having the essential nature of
experience (anubhavd), is not accepted as the cause of the
manifestation of all things on the basis of Its relation to them,
all empirical transactions would disappear.

The same principle (nyäya) as in the case of the
Präbhäkaras applies to the Naiyäyikas, because according to
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them as well awareness is born in the self when it is
associated with the internal organ. But there is this difference,
that to the Naiyäyikas awareness is not self-luminous, and
therefore awareness and its abode do not appear (in the same
awareness).

And in the theory of those who believe that the
manifestation is of the object itself (prakatyd) since awareness
is only of an object and the self is not related to this
awareness which constitutes the object, objects are not
revealed to the self.

(Objection:) There is a relation between the self and
things similar to what we are speaking of; it is a relation
between the agent and the object, or between the producer
and the produced.

(Answer:) In spite of that, how can the thing appear to
the self when the self does not appear?

(Objection:) Revelation of the self is possible through
awareness existing in the thing.

(Answer:) If so, the positions .of perceiver and perceivable
will be reversed.

(Objection:) Another awareness knows the self at the
same time.

(Answer:) No, since a substance (the self) devoid of parts
cannot have contradictory forms or modifications at the same
time. And the flashing of the self into the mind at some other
time doesn't help to occasion empirical usage, for at the time
of such usage the object is not there.

Even in the theory of those who take the self to be self-
luminous but think the self to be of atomic or bodily size, the
result of the disappearance of empirical transactions would be
the same, because the self is not associated with outer objects.
Hence, for all the theorists, it has to be admitted that the Self,
of the nature of consciousness, being associated with all things
and manifesting everything, is the cause of all empirical
usages.

And the followers of the Sämkhya system, who assume
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that selves are many but each being consciousness only,
cannot explain empirical usage. Since the selves are of the
nature of consciousness, because all of them have the same
nature, they cannot cognize each other like candles; hence for
one self the other selves would be the same as sky-flowers.
Therefore, the one, self-luminous Self existing in all bodies
appears as if it were many, delimited by the different adjuncts-
-causes and effects, etc. formed by ignorance. For this very
reason, the Self appears as if it has birth and death through
the production and destruction of the adjuncts or bodies, as if
it has modification by their modifications, and as if delimited
by their delimitations; hence in this way all empirical usages
are explained. Thus, the nondual Self is established by the
instruments of verbal testimony, inference and presumption.

The statement that the difference between selves is
perceived is unsound. For the difference between selves is
uncognizable by the external sense-organs, since other selves
cannot be perceived. A mind is not concerned with selves
other than its own, and *he manifestation of the witness-self
is not accepted by these theorists. And the difference between
the awarenesses of "you" and "I" is caused by adjuncts-bodies,
etc.-and hence this difference cannot prevail in the real Self.

The reason in Infl is indeterminate. The body given in
the example is not fit to be the abode of enjoyment because it
is lifeless, not because it is the body of another person.

And Inf2 is question-begging (prakaranasama), for the
reason, "since they are bodies", requires the possession of a
self in your body as well. And the reason is also belated
because of its being contradicted by the scriptures that declare
the nondual Self.

(Objection:) The question-begging-ness remains even on
your assumption that there is only one Self.

(Answer:) But the inference, since it contradicts the
scriptural text (SvetUp VI.2) "God, who is one only, is hidden
in all beings", is not able to remove the principle of the
oneness of the Self.
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Concerning Inf3, it is to be questioned whether only the
plurality of abodes or the plurality of selves (as well) is
inferred here. If the former, then there is the fallacy of the
establishment of what is already accepted, since the internal
organs are many and are accepted by everyone as the abodes
of pleasure, pain, etc. If the latter, the example given is one
where there is no sädhya, since a thing that is the abode of
many selves is not known.

(Objection:) If there is only one Self the enjoyment or the
experience of all the feelings there are must be by that one
Self; but this is not the case; thus the regulation of their
various enjoyments being inexplicable otherwise, the variety
among selves must be accepted.

(Answer:) Is it the experience of the one Self that is to be
explained or the experiences of many selves? If the former, the
ascertainment of the Self is indeed everywhere in the form of
the witness-self. Without such a witness which is capable of
knowing all things, all empirical usages would be impossible
to account for. If the latter, though the self is one, since the
internal organs are many and the forms delimited by these
internal organs are also many, the nonexperiencing of all
feelings by one self is quite reasonable. For instance, space,
though it is one in its own form, is made the content of many
experiences through adjuncts such as ajar, a dish, etc. Hence
the regulation of the enjoyable and enjoyment becomes
relevant through the differences between internal organs and
not by the differences between selves.

And MaitUp VI.32, "All these souls wonder immensely"
which is presented as evidence for knowing the plurality of
selves, only reproduces difference for the purpose of declaring
the oneness of the Self through sublating the differences in
selves formed by illusion. That passage does not itself state
that selves are different. For that very reason there is no
contradiction of presumption based on scriptural testimony
(srutärthäpatti). For, since the forms of adjuncts are numerous
where the transmigratory nature appears, plurality of the
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persons apparently involved is possible and hence the scripture
which enjoins various rites aiming at various fruits is also
justified. So, since there is no instrument that proves
differences among selves, and since this theory of many selves
is improper, the one Self alone in all bodies is established.

CHAPTER THIRTY-SEVEN: The Bliss(ful) Nature of the Self
(E234-239; T312-3L8) Is bliss the essential nature of the

Self or is it a quality of it?
(Objector:) Bliss is a quality (guna) of the self. This is

shown by perception. When one says "I am happy" he views
happiness manifestly as a different thing from his self.
Otherwise if the self and bliss are one and the same, such
usage would not occur. There is never such an awareness as
"I am happiness"! And the awareness "I am happy" is not an
illusive one.

Moreover, if bliss is the essential nature of the self it
should be experienced at every moment. But that is not the
case. Hence, we see that bliss is different from the self. The
argument runs thus: Pleasure is not the essential nature of the
self, because even when the self is experienced pleasure may
not be. Between two things, one of which is experienced and
the other is not, there must be a difference. For example, a
taste which is experienced is different from a smell which is
not. Pleasure is something that is achieved; the self, being
eternal, is ever established. So how can there beidentity
between the self and pleasure? '

If pleasure is the nature of the self, then, since the self is
ever attained, ever established, one's effort to get pleasure
would be useless. It is a fact that each and every being is seen
to be always restless in getting pleasure for itself. Besides,
what about the scripture that prescribes the various means for
obtaining happiness? These Vedic injunctions will not be
regarded as authoritative. So pleasure must be different from
the self. So, pleasure being a quality and realized through a
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single sense-organ, viz., the internal organ, it is held to be a
particular quality of a self by Naiyäyikas and Mimämsakas.

(Advaita:) Vedic texts such as TaittUp 11.5.1 "The self
alone is bliss; (A) bliss is the self and ChUp VII.xiii.1 "That
which is infinite is alone happiness" declare the Self to be bliss
and this nature of bliss cannot be removed merely by the
appearance of difference constructed through the
superimposition of ignorance.

(Objection:) "Bliss is the self (i.e., A) has the same
construction as "Blue is the lotus", because it states a relation
between a quality and what it qualifies.

(Answer:) There is no evidence that bliss and the self are
so related.

(Objection:) (A) itself is the evidence.
(Answer:) No, for the whole world knows the difference

between them (viz., bliss and the self). Collocation is
appropriate where we are speaking of an actual entity itself,
for there we are dealing with its chief character. And here
there is the occurrence of the words indicating the occasion for
different activities in one thing, i.e., collocation. And the
relation between quality and qualified is appropriate in
ascertaining one content as being both a relation and a
particular. Thus collocation, which is merely relation to
singleness, is what (A) signifies. So "I am happy" is properly
understood to signify superimposition, having the appearance
of distinguishing (pariccheda) appearances like the appearance
of a pot and of space.

(Objection:) There is evidence for the difference between
pleasure and the self; one can be experienced, the other not.

(Answer:) Not so, for the reason is equivocal
(anaikäntikä): where there is the appearance of the property
of difference between the chief character and the prototype,
they can't appear to be the same. And a thing cannot be
different from its essential nature, so pleasure cannot be a
substance perceived by the eyes. Nor is pleasure a different
quality, since it is seen by the visual organ, it does not have
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the universal property of being a form {rüpatvd), since it
doesn't have the form of softness (samänarüpd)(?). And
pleasure can't have another form, since two qualities and a
lower universal cannot co-inhere in the same substances at the
same time.

(Objection:) Pleasure is only a particular type of form
{rüpd).

(Answer:) No, since if so it cannot be included among
substances, like a flower in the sky. Hence, though the quality
of pleasure is nondifferent from the form, because of its
adjunct it is not seen though the form is seen; and (likewise)
though bliss is the essential nature of the Self, because of its
adjunct-the internal organ, etc.-it is not unnatural if the Self
is not realized though the form, the happiness, is felt. And
though the Self is ever established, since its essential nature as
bliss is not realized, the empirical usage to the effect that the
self is to be realized is intelligible. Thus, the effort to seek
pleasure is meaningful because, though pleasure is everlasting,
since it is unmanifested by the adjunct. (internal organ, etc.)
it is to be made manifest. When by the effort of an aspirant
the internal organ is cleansed, bliss becomes manifest, and
ignorant people think that bliss is generated.

(Objection:) If bliss is eternal, then the Vedic texts which
prescribe various means to happiness become superfluous.

(Answer:) This is ruled out, for though bliss, being the
nature of the Self, is eternal, the Vedic injunctions are
necessary as the means for the effort to manifest the bliss.

Moreover, the blissful nature of the Self can be
established even through the process of inference, as follows:
The self is fit to be bliss, since it is the seat of pure love
(prerna), i.e., love without limit (nirupädhikd).

(Objection:) There is no evidence that the Self is the
abode of love.

(Answer:) There is evidence. We all wish for eternal
existence, that "I must not be such who was not in the past
and who shall not be in the future". The thing which is
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nonlovable or negligible does not become desirable forever.
Moreover, there is an inference, thus:

(Infl) The Self is fit to be the abode of love, since it is a
means to its own end, as pleasure is accepted by all to be.
And scripture (BrUp 1.48) declares the Self as the seat of bliss:
"This Self is dearer than a son, dearer than everything else and
is innermost."

(Objection:) That the Self is the abode of unconditioned
love is not proved, since the Self itself is for the sake of
happiness.

(Answer:) This is unsound, for happiness is only one of
the supreme goals and the Self does not exist for the sake of
happiness. Otherwise if happiness is not the goal efforts would
not be made to achieve it. Hence happiness and its means only
are the ends that are aspired to by one, and the Self is not for
the sake of other ends. Thus the inference which proved the
Self as the seat of pure love is sound. The removal of sorrow
itself is considered to be the supreme end; hence there is no
defect of inconclusiveness in the reason of Infl.

(Objection:) If happiness is for the sake of another, then
it is not regarded as the seat of pure love, love just for the
sake of love; so the given example (i.e. that happiness is
accepted by all) is defective.

(Answer:) No, for in fact happiness is not even for the
sake of another; the supposition that it is is merely the result
of superimposition. It is thus: Just as bliss, the essential nature
of the Self, is regarded as different from the latter through the
adjunct of ignorance, likewise happiness is known as the end
for others. For whatever reason bliss, though the essential
nature of the Self, is supposed to be different from that Self,
through that same reason happiness itself is understood as a
thing that exists for the sake of another. Hence by this illusory
supposition it should not be supposed that the example is
defective. The supposed difference between the Self and bliss
is caused only by the adjunct, i.e., the internal organ. Hence,
by inference also a blissful nature is proved in respect of the
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Self.
And there is the experience "I slept happily". Here it is

understood that in the state of sleep the bliss which is the
mere nature of one's Self is experienced. The reference is not
to the absence of sorrow, for in the state of sleep, since there
is no grasping of anything, experience of an absence is not
possible. And the happiness that will come from the enjoyment
of outer things is altogether impossible in deep sleep. So the
experience of happiness must be attributed to the self-
luminous Self, which is one's inner reality. Thus the nature of
bliss in the Self is manifested in sound sleep.

Further, the scripture (TaittUp II.8) starting with the
statement "one measure of human joy", etc. ends with saying
that "one hundred such units of Prajäpati's joy make the bliss
of Brahma; a sage who is full of revelation and free from all
cravings possesses all these various measures of joy" etc., and
by this, since it is declared that though there is no means to
happiness for the learned, there will be different amounts of
happiness according tonne's purity of.mind, it is understood
that the bliss, which is the essential nature of one's inner self,
is only attained by means of expelling the obstacles to its
experience. Hence by all evidences-perception, inference,
verbal testimony and presumption-the Self is established as of
a blissful nature.

CHAPTER THIRTY-EIGHT: Identity of the Self and Brahman
(E240-245; T319-325) (Objector A:) The empirical self

(jivd) and Brahman (the infinite Self) are different from one
another, since they have different natures, like darkness and
light. The empirical self is one who identifies himself with the
internal organ and the sense-organs, etc., who has merits and
demerits, whose awarenesses are limited and so dependent,
whereas the supreme Lord (fsvara), devoid of internal organ
and sense-organs, who has no merits or demerits, whose
knowledge is unsurpassable, is infinite and is independent.
Thus between two such contradictory natures how can one be
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fit to be nondifferent from the other?
(Advaitin:) Just as there is difference between the

original (bimbo) and the reflection, pratibimba), and between
the space in a pot and the (infinitely) large space, the
difference of contradictory nature being due to adjuncts
(upädhi), because of the great text "that thou art", which
declares (their) identity, there is nondifference, in fact,
between the individual self and the supreme Self. For in the
supreme Self or Brahman the idea of limitation by reflection
is impossible. A substantial entity (bhütadravyd) is found to be
reflected in a different, clear substance. But Brahman, because
it is immaterial (amürta), all-pervasive and nondual, has no
reflection, nor is there anything that can play the role of a
mirror. It is not that Brahman is reflected in ignorance, since
ignorance is not an actual entity (avastu). And since Brahman
is all-pervading, reflection of it is quite impossible.

(Objector A:) Why? Space (i.e., the sky) when clouded
over is reflected in water, so even though Brahman is all-
pervading it can still be reflected analogously.

(Advaitin:) Such reflection is not possible in the case of
Brahman, since there is no substance distinct from Brahman
which is pure and finite like water. Since Brahman is nondual,
nothing is there that can limit its space. Neither by ignorance
nor by an internal organ is limitation or finitude possible with
regard to Brahman, for ignorance is only the absence of
knowledge, and just as in the case of space there is no relation
to the jar, likewise there is no association of the internal organ
to Brahman, since Brahman is devoid of all relations whereas
the internal organ is an adjunct of transmigration. Hence the
individual self is a different substance from Brahman. Thus the
great texts of the Veda, (BrUp II.v.19) "This Self is Brahman's"
and (ChUp VI.8.7) "That art thou" are intended only for the
meditation of different selves, the empirical self and Brahman
being regarded (during meditation) as one. The scriptural
texts that declare the oneness of the two are eulogies, being
the supplementary text to the principal injunctions to meditate
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on the self and Brahman as one and the same. From that
enjoined meditation only is the liberation which is
characterized by tranquility attained. Hence difference is only
proper between the individual self and Brahman.

(Objector B:) Since we commonly see differences, and
through the authority of the Vedic texts which declare
difference-in-nondifference (bhedäbheda) between the
empirical self and Brahman, (that) identity-in-difference
should be understood as a relation between cause and effect.

(Objector C:) For the same reason as mentioned above,
since the adjunct, the empirical self is different, whereas
Brahman is real, as a transmigrator the self is different-and-
nondifferent from Brahman, whereas in the state of liberation
Brahman is a nondual reality.

(Advaitin:) (Reply to Objector A:) Since the empirical self
and Brahman are beyond perception, the empirical self cannot
be differentiated from the supreme Self by any instrument of
knowledge. If consciousness is the essential nature of both of
them, because the difference in their form is not appreciated
and because they are not perceived, no instrument can
separate them from each other. If both were of the nature of
unconsciousness, nonintelligence, then, both being inert like
space, there would arise the contingence of the negation of
God. Hence in the pure Self nondifference is to be accepted.
Even though the one is • self-luminous the other cannot be
distinguished from It. When one alone is perceived and the
other is uncognized a difference between them cannot be
known. We cannot see the difference of color from sound
through the eyes. Therefore, the difference of the individual
self and the supreme Self is not grasped by any instrument of
knowledge.

(Objection:) Even though both are self-effulgent, just as
the awareness of one person is apprehended as different from
that of another, the difference of self from God is known by
inference, etc.

(Answer:) But inference can be applied only to the
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awareness of adjuncts and not to pure knowledge. The
consciousness of self and God, being pure or devoid of
adjuncts, cannot be apprehended by any evidence. And if the
empirical self is regarded as an entity with an adjunct, then its
nature is apparent and not real, and in absolute truth it is only
Brahman. Hence the difference in the awarenesses of the
empirical selves and the supreme Self, being generated on
account of ignorance, is like the difference from the original
and the reflected prototype.

(Objection:) Since Brahman is formless and since there
is also the negation of other objects, reflection is impossible in
respect to Brahman.

(Answer:) This is unsound. For the reflection of formless
space in water is already seen. And there is no negation of
other objects, because though an absolutely real object is
rejected, ignorance and its effects are accepted as being
different from nothing (i.e., they are not merely nonexistents,
absences).

(Objection:) Since ignorance, is impure it cannot reflect
anything.

(Answer:) The impurity of ignorance needs to be
explained. Does that impurity mean (a) nonintelligence or (b)
the inability to produce the reflection of an intelligent being?
If (a) then impurity would be accepted for the mirror, etc. If
(b) then it is not established so far. Hence Brahman reflected
in ignorance, being infinite, is known as God (isvara). And the
pure intelligence of Brahman, being reflected in internal
organs, is called empirical selves (jiva). Thus since the
empirical self and God, through being denoted respectively by
the words "that" and "thou" and having (respectively) the
nature of finite and infinite and so characterized as having
opposed natures, are identified in the great scriptural
sentences. The inner nondual intelligence alone which is
similar to both is implied, and the cessation of the ignorance
which is the primary cause of transmigration results. Or, just
as in the case of the space in a pot and infinite space, the
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apparent cognition of difference and nondifference is to be
understood in the case of the empirical self and Brahman.

(Objection:) Since there is nothing different from
Brahman, since ignorance is only the absence of knowledge,
and since the internal organ, being the cause of
transmigration, is unrelated to Brahman, the "reflection" (you
speak of) is unintelligible.

(Answer:) No, for the ignorance, called mäyä, regarded
as the cause of transmigration, is established as a different
entity from a mere absence. A mere absence cannot be the
material cause (prakrtQ of the existent empirical world; earth,
the material cause of a jar, is seen to be an existent thing too.
Scripture (SvetUp IV. 10) says "Know then that prafcm is
mäyä1''. Since mäyä is different from an absence, Brahman can
be limited by it. Moreover, because all internal organs are the
effects of mäyä, they are related to Brahman through their
cause, i.e., through mäyä. Hence limitation of Brahman-
consciousness is possible. Thus the consciousness reflected in
mäyä is called "God", and the consciousness reflected in the
internal organ is called "the empirical self. And the real
relationship between the empirical self and God is identity, as
declared by scripture. Thus, since the great texts like "That
thou art" are purportful only in declaring the identity of the
empirical self and the infinite Self, there is no scope for the
assumption of injunctions in the Upanisads. Hence the Vedic
texts which declare identity being opposite to the sentences
that express difference culminate in nondual reality, and are
not (to be) regarded as eulogistic sentences.

(Reply to Objector B:) Objector B's position is also
unreasonable, for the empirical awareness of difference and
the scriptural sentences which speak of this difference are only
matters of ignorance. According to the Vedic texts BrUp 1.4.10
"He who worships another god thinking fhe is one and I am
another1 does not know", and ChUp VII.8.7 "Even that all this
world has for its self; that is the true; that is the Self, the one
Self alone is real.
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As for Objector C's position, that too is unproved. For the
adjunct in respect of Brahman is not established in any way as
different or nondifferent from It. Even though the form of
adjunct is found, that form is illusory, just as the red color in
a crystal. Hence the empirical self and the infinite Self are one
and the same: there is no difference whatsoever.

CHAPTER THIRTY-NINE: Brahman as the Locus of
Ignorance

(E246-253; T326-335) Does ignorance (ajnäna) reside in
the empirical self or in Brahman?

(Some Vedäntins say:) Since there is the worldly
statement "I am ignorant" it is manifest that ignorance is
associated with the empirical self; and further, there is no
cognition such as "Brahman is ignorance". Nor is it right to
presume that which does not appear. If ignorance were
supposed to really exist, then ignorance would inevitably be
known by an instrument of knowledge and be real like
Brahman. Besides, if ignorance is.accepted as associated with
Brahman that would conflict with other instruments of
knowledge, for the scriptural text (MundUp 1.1.9) "Brahman
the creator, empirical beings...these spring from him, the all-
wise and omniscient" declares Brahman to be omniscient. Nor
are two opposite features, ignorance and omniscience, possible
in the case of one and the same entity at the same time. Thus,
if ignorance associated with Brahman is accepted, it would
oppose that Vedic text. So ignorance is to be accepted as
associated with the empirical self, having Brahman as its
object. As the question may be raised "To whom and of which
does ignorance exist?" There must be difference between the
locus and the object of ignorance. Thus, for the purpose of the
removal of this ignorance, the locus and the object of which
are respectively the empirical self and Brahman, the teaching
of Brahman-knowledge is pertinent. Otherwise there would be
the contingence that if ignorance, the locus of which is
Brahman, has the individual self as its object, scripture must
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teach the individual self to Brahman!
(Advaitin:) When there is association with ignorance the

nature of empirical self is formed, and only when there is the
empirical self is association with ignorance possible.

(Some Vedäntins:) No, since that involves reciprocal
dependence. Because ignorance is illusion, there is no need for
any argument to prove it; its form is only apparent. And it has
already been stated that this appearance of ignorance (in "I am
ignorant") is manifest in the world. Hence ignorance is not
located in Brahman, but is located in the empirical self alone.

Empirical selves are many in number, and the empirical
ignorances of these various selves are also different. These, in
the form of a continuous flow of illusions and their traces, are
beginningless. By these alone the general external world is
created; they are created by one's own ignorance, so the
appearance of a world to each and every one is not
contradicted. And when by the great text "That thou art" the
identity of Brahman and the self is comprehended, the
empirical self who realizes this identity attains salvation
because his natural association with the world gets snapped.
Thus in the case of other empirical selves who have no such
realization, since ignorance is there, no liberation comes; they
remain bound. Thus the distinction between the bound and
the liberated is consistent.

If the theory of there being only one empirical self is
accepted there could be no teacher, and because of that no
one could gain knowledge, and because of that in turn no
liberation. If only one self can gain knowledge, through that
knowledge itself the whole world would disappear. Hence
empirical selves are many and ignorance is associated with
them.

(Advaitin:) The preceding theory is assumed by those
who have no real knowledge of that Brahman which is
identical with the Self. The conclusion of those who know
reality is that Brahman itself gets bound and Brahman itself is
released. Since Brahman alone is absolute reality, and is
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nondual, in such reality the assumption of unreal ignorance
and its effects becomes relevant. Nor is reality to be attributed
to the unreal (shell)silver. In the world adjuncts-mirror, jar,
etc.-are seen in relation (respectively) to a face, space, etc. In
an analogous way the relation of ignorance to the nondual
consciousness is appropriate. Here reality is not to be ascribed
to the empirical self, which being the product of ignorance
belongs to the categories of face, space, etc., since if the
association of ignorance with the empirical self is accepted,
that would be self-dependence {ätmäsrayd), i.e., one would be
the locus for oneself. When the appearance (pratibhäsd) of
things is possible in some other way, it is not appropriate to
assume it against reason. Since ignorance and selfhood are
related to one and the same consciousness through their
connection with each other, there is the cognition "I am
ignorant", and neither selfhood nor its adjunct can be the locus
ofthat ignorance, since when consciousness becomes the basis
of ignorance, the essential nature of selfhood is established,
whereby the empirical self conditioned by selfhood is
established, but when that empirical self is there it becomes
the basis of ignorance-thus reciprocal dependence occurs. The
problem cannot be solved by saying that these, selfhood and
the individual self, are beginningless, for if they are free from
each other, the nature of the empirical self would become
natural (and thus unliberatable). Hence just as by association
with fire there is mutual relation between iron and burning,
likewise through association with consciousness there is
connection between selfhood and ignorance. And ignorance
itself is associated with consciousness, which is not a
construction but real.

That fact is proved by various inferential processes, as
follows:

The ignorance which is described in various ways
is fit to have a real thing for its locus, since it is
unreal, like the (shell) silver.

And again:
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Ignorance, the qualified one, is fit to be associated with
a thing awareness of which is not dependent upon that
ignorance, since it is an adjunct, like the mirror, the jar,
etc.

And:
The empirical self is not the locus of ignorance, since it
is a finite thing, like a jar.
(Objection:) Just as the unconditioned consciousness

becomes empirical self as a creation of ignorance, so it
becomes Brahman also equally as a creation of ignorance.
Therefore the theory of Brahman being the locus of ignorance
is equally vitiated by the same fault.

(Answer:) No, for unconditioned consciousness itself is
Brahman, and the reflection of Brahman-with-correlate in
ignorance is not regarded as the locus of ignorance (by us).

(Objection:) Since there is no such cognition as "Brahman
is ignorant", if there is the existence of ignorance even about
ignorance this should be known by some instrument of
knowledge.

(Answer:) This is a thoughtless argument. For, if some
specific relation to ignorance appears this relation must appear
with its object, as it is inevitable. Hence an uncognized
ignorance is not to be assumed, and there is not the
contingence of its becoming the cognizable thing through
some instrument of knowledge.

(Objection:) If ignorance is regarded as associated with
Brahman, then this contradicts the scriptural text that ascribes
omniscience to Brahman.

(Answer:) This is also unsound. Because for the very
reason that Brahman is known as the locus of ignorance, the
feature of omniscience is appropriate in It; unless Brahman is
admitted to be the locus of ignorance, the omniscience of
Brahman with regard to the world, a product of ignorance, is
not possible. Therefore the view that Brahman is the locus of
ignorance provides a better role for the omniscient God. And
since ignorance is simply a veil, it does not need different
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things as its locus and as its object. This is proved by (BG
V.I5) "Knowledge is enveloped in ignorance; hence it is that
beings are constantly falling prey to delusion", which declares
ignorance to be simply a veil. Therefore this ignorance covers
its locus itself as a cloth does, and since ignorance is darkness,
just as darkness in the world being spread in a particular place
envelops that place, ignorance does likewise. Besides, since
ignorance is inactive by nature it does not require a separate
locus other than its object.

(Objection:) But ignorance appears to have as its locus
something different from its object, for there is the question
(cited before) "To whom and with regard to which is there
ignorance?".

(Answer:) This is because the negation of knowledge
requires things. For instance, just as the state of nongoing does
not require a place and a person and yet seems as if it should
require them, likewise in the case of ignorance. Hence the
homogeneous Brahman-consciousness itself, through the
association with ignorance, like the face through contact with
the mirror, appears as both the object and the locus under the
forms of prototype and reflection (respectively). Then, by the
association of this one adjunct alone, i.e., ignorance, the
empirical self is also only one; arid this one empirical self
perceives the innumerable reflections of empirical selves which
are created by its own ignorance. Hence, because of this
differential appearance of selves as in the state of dream until
the dawn of knowledge, awarenesses of the classifications of
teacher and pupil, bound and released, empirical self and
supreme Self, are quite consistent.

And in the theory of many empirical selves, the
appearance of one self to other selves is not possible at all, for
since all selves are formed or fabricated only by ignorance,
when this ignorance exists in a particular self, because the
other selves also are fabricated by the same ignorance, it will
not appear. Hence in this way the awareness of one self by
another becomes unintelligible. Therefore, all the statements
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of scripture, traditional code, epics and Puränas, such as "Suka
attained salvation", "Vamadeva attained release", etc. are only
eulogies about the liberation of the one empirical self.

(Objection:) If the one empirical self attains release, all
should be released at the same time.

(Answer:) No, for there is only one self; more than one
is not admitted at all. And for the same reason, the doubt
"who is that one self?" cannot arise at all. He in whom this
doubt arises can determine thus: "I am he, the only self.

(Objection:) But this doubt occurs to each and every one
of us.

(Answer:) No, for it has already been stated that, just like
the different selves seen in a dream, all other selves are also
only reflections. Hence this appearance of awareness of
different selves like the empirical self, the supreme Self, the
world, all this is fabricated only by one and the same
ignorance.

To the question "What is the evidence for the existence
of ignorance in Brahman?" we reply: verbal testimony and
presumption. Vedic texts (ChUp VIIL3.1-2; SvetUp IV.7)
declare the existence of ignorance. And tradition (smrti) as
well (BG V.I5 quoted again). And it is proved by presumption
also as in the Vedic text (MundUp III.2.9) "He who knows the
self transcends misery", "Whoever knows the supreme
Brahman becomes that very Brahman", which declare
Brahman-knowledge as the only means of salvation. This
declaration becomes unintelligible unless there is the existence
of ignorance which can be removed by Brahman-knowledge.

(Objection:) Brahman is self-effulgent, and in that self-
luminous Brahman how can ignorance occur?

(Answer:) What is the exact purpose of the question?
Does it deny Brahman to be the object of ignorance? The
nature of being self-luminous does not contradict the state of
being the object of ignorance, for even self-luminous
awareness becomes the object of ignorance. And if the object
of ignorance is itself ignorance, that is desirable, as it suits an
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object of the self-luminous. There is no function of ignorance
with regard to an inert thing. Since an inert thing is
nonilluminative by itself, it does not illumine; hence we cannot
say that ignorance contradicts the illumination of an inert
thing. Nor does ignorance stand as contradictory to knowledge
of instruments of knowledge, since ignorance is removable by
such instruments.

Hence if ignorance exists it should have the self-luminous
being for its object, since it is contradictory to anything (else's)
appearing self-validated. Evidence becomes fruitful by
removing the ignorance concerning the self-luminous thing. In
empirical usage, since an inert thing is superimposed on the
self-luminous, the evidence will have its function in that inert
thing only. The removable ignorance, being identical with the
inert, appears as though it had the inert thing for its object;
hence there is no unintelligibility of ordinary usage. So, since
there is no difference in the locus and the object of ignorance,
whichever is the locus of ignorance must be the self-luminous
Brahman alone. An inert thing is never seen as being the locus
of ignorance, and such a thing is not desirable or reasonable
at all. Hence the object and the locus of ignorance is Brahman
alone. So, the declaration that Brahman alone is bound,
Brahman alone is liberated is correct.

CHAPTER FORTY: Action-cum-Knowledge (samuccayd) as
Means to Liberation

(E254-263; T336-351) Are ritual acts a direct means to
liberation or not?

(Objector A:) Birth as a god, etc. the fruit of pure merit,
cannot be achieved if the optional (kämya) rites are not
performed. Similarly, without avoiding prohibited (nisiddhd)
acts rebirth as an animal, etc. cannot be avoided, and for this
reason, human birth, which is the result of a mixture of merit
and demerit, cannot be -attained. That is, without the
performance of the optional rites as well as the prescribed
(nityä) and occasional (naimittikd) acts human rebirth is
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impossible. Through the practice of the prescribed and
occasional rites, the sin due to the nonperformance of them is
prevented. But the previously accumulated (upacitd) karma,
good and bad, gets exhausted through enjoyment in only one
birth (aikabhävika). Therefore, liberation, which is the state of
being in one's own self, is the only direct fruit of the rites
(obligatory and occasional); there is no cause (then) of
empirical existence.

(Objector B:) Once the optional and prohibited acts have
been abandoned the previously accumulated karmic results can
get exhausted only through experiencing their fruits, and since
the occasional rites do not bear fruit, liberation can be
achieved only through performing rites.

(Objector C:) The fruit of liberation, which is different
from the fruits of empirical deeds, can be gained by
performing the prescribed and occasional rites. We know this
from scripture (IsäUp II quoted). If means other than the
prescribed and occasional rites, such as performing agnihotra,
etc. are enjoined for liberation, then the scripture which
enjoins those rites for as long as one lives would be
inconsistent. For tradition (smrti) says "Even while performing
rites here, one may wish to live a hundred years" and "One
should perform the rite of agnihotra as long as one lives",
enjoining the rites for one's whole life. So liberation has to be
admitted as being achieved by the performance of rites. This
is confirmed by BG III.20: "It was even by acts that Janaka and
others attained to perfection", and BG XVIII, 46: "Devoted each
to his own duty, man attains perfection", which imply that
release is achieved by the performance of acts. Since that is
the case, the Upanisads, which express perfection through
knowledge alone, can be treated as eulogy for a person's
knowing himself as entrusted with the performance of the rites
which are the means to liberation. Therefore, only the rites are
the direct means to liberation.

(Objector D:) Even though one gets liberation from
knowledge, it is only from knowledge supported by the
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performance of the prescribed, etc. rites, and not by
knowledge alone. Thus both knowledge and ritual actions
together constitute the means to liberation. According to BrUp
IV.4.22: "The Brahmins seek to know it through the study of
the Vedas, sacrifices, charity and austerity, consisting of a
dispassionate enjoyment of sense-objects", it is established that
acts are means to perfection.

(Advaitin:) That passage clearly says that the desire to
know is something to be achieved.

(Objector D:) No, for a desire is not a fruit or anything
to be achieved. It is not possible for a person either to produce
or to avoid desire. This is proved as follows: Does a desire (a)
arise when a desired thing is known? or does it do so if the
thing is undesirable and unknown? If (a) then the desire is
already presupposed. And (b) is not possible, since if the thing
is undesirable and unknown no desire can arise for it. So pure
desire is not what is to be achieved (in the passage just
quoted). So it is to be understood that the thing one should
seek to know is the principal object of desire, i.e., what is to
be obtained through sacrificing, etc. But in the world we find
that knowledge is accomplished through the eyes, etc. (not by
sacrifice). So, since we are told that sacrificing has relation to
knowledge, it must be liberation achievable by knowledge
which is implied as the fruit of sacrifice, etc. Therefore from
the sentence itself it can be determined that rites are the
means to liberation. In support, see TaittUp II. 1.1; MundUp
III.2.9; ChUp VII.1.3; IsäUp II; BrUp IV.4.2; ChUp LI.10;
Mahänäräyana Up X.5 and SvetUp VI. 15, all quoted.

(Advaitin:) There is no evidence to prove that rites are
the means to liberation. The renunciation of all optional and
prohibited rites cannot be done by a person while alive,
because even skilled persons are seen to have committed small
offences. According to scripture (ChUp V.10.7) "...those who
have good residual results of action here quickly reach a good
womb..., those who have bad residual result of action quickly
reach an evil womb", it is to be understood that the remaining
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portion of the karmic results from past deeds such as
asvamedha, the murder of a Brahmin, etc., being fit to ripen
in many births separately, cannot be exhausted in one single
birth through experience alone. Nor does the practice of
obligatory rites bear the removal of sin as its fruit, because
nothing is diminished by it. Nor is it relevant to say that from
the absence, i.e., the nonperformance, of the obligatory rites
sin is produced. Further, if there is the contingency of arising
sin, the performance of the obligatory rites would begin to
check the rise of the sin, and if there is the starting of the
obligatory rites there would be the contingency of rising sin,
and thus there is reciprocal dependence between the rise of sin
and the commencement of the obligatory rites. If obligatory
rites bear the avoidance of sin as their fruit then the Veda
would become the means to harm a person, because it enjoins
painful rites to remove the sin after creating it! Hence it is
inconsistent to say that liberation is accomplished only by the
avoidance of optional and prohibited rites without any effort.

And the statement-that obligatory rites have no fruit is
also not relevant, as according to the scripture (Mahänäräyana
Up XXII. 1) "One washes away sin by virtue" the gradual
destruction of sins already committed would be the fruit.
Otherwise, a man of foresight will not be initiated into the
painful rites unless the achievement of pleasure and removal
of misery are stated as the fruit. Therefore, if there is no fruit
of the obligatory rites the scripture would become invalid since
it is useless. The fruit of obligatory rites is declared in
scripture (BrUp 1.5.16) to be "The world of the Manes through
rites; and the world of the gods through meditation". Here
since, with regard to the optional rites, the relation of a
particular result with a particular rite is known either by
scriptural passages belonging to the section on enjoining or by
the visvajit-nyäya, the general statement that "the world of the
Manes through rites", etc. seems to be concerned with the
obligatory rites.

(Objection:) The obligatory and optional rites are not
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different, because both kinds of rites bear relation to their fruit
without exception.

(Answer:) Not so, for the principal aim of the obligatory
rites is purity and the fruit is secondary: this is proved by
smrti, viz., Äpastambadharmasütra I.20.3: "In this way the
effects follow the duties, being practised", but in the case of
the optional rites (the order) is reversed.

(Objection:) From another smrti passage, (viz.,
Mänavadharmasästra XL44) which says "This man who is not
performing the enjoined duties and also doing forbidden deeds
and who is engaging himself in sensual pleasures has to do
atonement", it is known that there is sin if the obligatory rites
are not practiced; and therefore, through the performance of
the obligatory rites, it is understood that sin can be removed.

(Answer:) Yes, no doubt sin can be removed. But here by
the nonperformance of the obligatory rites it is the offence
caused by sins gathered previously that is indicated, and not
the offence caused by the nonperformance of the obligatory
rites alone (citing Pänini). So the theory that "no obligatory
rites bear fruit" is impossible to establish.

(Objection:) The happiness of liberation, though it is
nonempirical, yet is to be achieved by rites.

(Answer:) But the fruit of the rites is known to be
noneternal from (ChUp VIII. 1.6) "The world which is earned
by righteous deeds perishes" as well as from empirical reason
(nyäya), and liberation is admitted as eternal by all the
theorists of liberation.

(Objection:) In ChUp VIII.15.1 "Yes, he does not return
again" that fruit is said to be eternal.

(Answer:) This is not sound. For the denial of one's
returning is only the denial of an event which does not occur
at all anyway. No one reaching Brahman's world returns at
once; if they did it would make the negation relevant. But the
teaching that he will not return (ever) is against reason. So
this (passage) is only for praising the fruit of the attainment
of Brahman's world. The thousands of scriptural texts, such as
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(MahänäräyanaUp X.5) "neither by acts, nor by children", etc.,
are seen to deny that (some) rites are the means to liberation.
So rites alone are not the means to liberation.

Nor (vs. Objector D) are rites together with knowledge
the means to liberation, for there is no evidence to prove it.
BrUp IV.4.22 (cited by Objector D) does not show the relation
of liberation with rites, because we are told that rites are the
means to knowledge, and for this knowledge the purity of the
internal organ is the means and this purity is the result of
rites. Hence the relation to liberation is consistent with
knowledge,i.e., the fruit of the purity of the internal organ.
Sacrifices have relation to knowledge indirectly, i.e.., through
their providing (a property of) an instrument to knowledge,
viz., purity (of the internal organ).

(Objection:) Liberation is directly related to rites.
(Answer:) That is not reasonable, since the entire

abandonment of the direct relation of knowledge to rites is
heard, (from scripture). In BrUpIV.4.22 the rites which are the
sources for the purity of t̂he internal organ are stated. Or, let
the relation of that sentence be to rites, because in the world
desire also is found to be what is to be achieved. It is
experienced that the desire for food and drink, etc. is achieved
with difficulty in the case of diseased persons. Desire is of two
kinds: one makes a person inclined, while the other causes a
person to make an attempt. Generally, for all creatures, there
is the inclination to enjoy pleasure and to avoid pain.
Otherwise there would be no attempt to satisfy that desire.
Since Brahman is pure bliss and the inclination towards Him,
though natural, has to be prompted (just as the desire for food
and drink for the diseased person), the desire for Brahman-
knowledge prior to action, if it requires other means, is quite
consistent. Hence, as in this sentence (BrUp IV.4.22) sacrifices
are known to be aspired to, and as there is no cause to
abandon them, sacrifices have no direct relation to liberation.
Further, according to both scripture and smrti (quoted, the
latter from BG V.2) sacrifices, etc. are determined to be the
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means to the purification of the internal organ only, and not
the means to liberation.

(The remainder of this Chapter is devoted to examining
specific scriptural and secular passages, quoted or unquoted,
that might be cited by the opponents in favor of the combined-
path (samuccaya) view.

CHAPTER FORTY-ONE: Eligibility for Self-Knowledge
(E264-275; T352-370) Are the same agents addressed by

the sections of scripture on action (karrnakända) and on
knowledge (jnänakända).

(Objection:) Yes, they are. As the study of all the Vedas
is enjoined by the one single injunction to study
(adhyayanavidhi), inquiry of the whole subject of the Vedas is
also proper by one kind of agent alone, since the injunction to
study includes gaining knowledge of the subject-matter and
this knowledge is impossible without inquiry.

(Advaitin:) The injunction to study concludes with advice
on how to understand the letters (aksaras) (of the Vedas)
alone.

(Objector:) (Study of the) letters is not for the purpose
of human values (purusdrtha), since there is no human value
in the letters (alone). If that injunction to study is only advice
to grasp the letters then the inquiry in regard to its subject
matter and its meaning could not function for the purpose of
understanding the meaning, and it would not have to be
commenced! So the injunction to study that ends in
knowledge of meanings, being inconsistent without it referring
to an inquiry, employs an agent who is eligible for the study
of the entire subject-matter of the Vedas. Further, according to
smrti (Manu XI. 165) "The whole Veda along with its secrets
should be studied by the twice-born", which "study" is
understood as culminating in the knowledge of the senses of
the words of the Vedas, and therefore the inquiry into the
whole subject-matter is determined to be under one single
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agent's performance. Moreover, there is no reason given why
they should give up the prescribed and occasional rites and
their means. So just the agent of such rites is eligible for the
inquiry of knowledge.

And the renunciation of rites is not proper, for clearing
of one's debts must necessarily be done.

(Advaitin:) Rites such as agnihotra need not be
commenced, or they may be given up if they are already
commenced, according to Jähälopanisad IV: "One who wishes
to be mendicant should go away from the very stage of
celibacy, i.e., from the first stage of brahmacarya".

(Objector:) No, for that text is concerned only with the
blind and the lame, etc., who are not able to perform rites.

(Advaitin:) But scripture says that a Brahmin should go
away from the home.

(Objector:) This again is concerned with the person who
is unable to perform the rites; otherwise there would be
contradiction with the scripture which enjoins the rites to be
performed as long as one lives. Though according to the
scripture on renunciation one is to pass to the fourth stage (of
sannyäsin), yet eligibility for knowledge is only for one who is
eligible to perform rites, since the rites enjoined for the stage
through which one passes cannot be abandoned. Hence, both
the ritual and the knowledge sections are to be dealt with by
one single agent.

(Advaitin:) How do you establish that? Is it on the
ground (a) that both the sections have mutual relation, or (b)
that the whole subject-matter of the Vedas is imposed by one
single text enjoining the study of the Vedas, or (c) that the
rites cannot be abandoned? First of all, there is no evidence
from scripture, etc. to prove the mutual relation of the two
sections. Nor is there any theory that can prove a subsidiary-
to-principal relation between the two sections, or a
relationship involving relation of those two sections to some
other principal one. Nor is it possible to prove even by a
thousand theories that the ritual section must be subsidiary to
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the knowledge section, for the knowledge section is concerned
with things already established, whereas the ritual section
deals with what is to be done. Therefore, different theories are
appropriate for these different sections. Nor can the ritual
section be subsidiary to the knowledge section on the basis of
the knowledge of rites, for except in the case of inference one
awareness cannot be subsidiary to another independently
without depending on the status of their contents. Nor can the
ritual section be useful for the knowledge section through the
performance of the rites, for knowledge cannot be achieved by
rites.

(Objection:) The ritual section can be subsidiary to the
knowledge section, since when the fruit of the rites is enjoyed
desires will cease, and through this cessation of desires the
ritual section becomes useful to the knowledge section.

(Answer:) This assumption is not valid. For the
enjoyment of pleasures brought about by sensory experiences
becomes the cause of further desires. Nor can the knowledge
section be subsidiary to the ritual section, since when the
supreme Reality is attained all actions are dissolved. Hence,
there is no relation of principal to subsidiary between the
ritual and the knowledge sections.

Nor are the two sections related to each other as
subsidiaries through their relation to some other principal
thing. For no evidence for this is available.

(Objection:) According to scripture (KathUp 11.15) "The
goal, all the Vedas proclaim", the whole subject-matter of the
Vedas. is the means to liberation.

(Answer:) No, for the word "Veda" in the above context
means Vedänta (i.e., the Upanisads). According to MundUp
III.2.6 "Those aspirants who are well established in the self,
which is the sole quest of all the Vedäntic studies", as well as
the smrti (BG 11.53) "I cannot be known either by the Vedas or
by austerities", the meaning of the word "Veda" is determined
to be Vedänta.

(Objection:) Since the injunction to study is single, the
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fruit of that study should be single, hence the result of both
the sections must be liberation alone.

(Answer:) No, for in the injunctive texts we see various
fruits of a single rite, such as heaven, cattle, children and so
on. Besides, salvation cannot result from ritual, as it is to be
achieved only by Self-knowledge. Hence, the two sections have
no mutual relation.

(Objection:) The inquiries of the two sections are
concerned with one single agent, because the Veda is enjoined
by one single injunction to study.

(Answer:) No, for the fruit of the injunction to study is
merely the apprehension of the letters, and inquiry into
subject-matter is not enjoined. Only the inquiry into rites is
enjoined in e.g. the injunction to perform the agnihotra, but
the inquiry into knowledge is indicated by the injunctions to
hear, reflect, etc. The apprehension of the letters is not
fruitless, for it is the source for knowledge of things which
lead to heaven, etc.

(Objection:) What is the use of apprehension of the
letters in view of the fact that the injunction to know bears the
cognition of things as the direct fruit through which the
apprehension of the letters is made fruitful?

(Answer:) No, for if so heaven itself would have to
become the direct fruit, since it is a human value and other
human values depend upon it.

(Objection:) Heaven is not the fruit of the injunction to
study, since it is the fruit of other injunctions.

(Answer:) Then even knowledge of its subject-matter
would not become the fruit of the injunction to study, because
this knowledge also is the result of the knowledge of the
letters one is enjoined to study.

(Objection:) Is the subject-matter of an injunction known
or not known before the inquiry? If it is known the inquiry
becomes useless, and if it is not known, then how can there be
any cause for inquiry, for it is itself not cognized? If the
inquiry is the result of a subsequent injunction, then it may be
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accepted as the result of various (other) injunctions.
Therefore, it is better to accept it as the result of one single
injunction to study.

(Answer:) This too is not good. For one who knows the
relation of Vedic words to their meanings can obtain deep and
complete cognition of the sense of a sentence of the Vedas
from the study of the Vedas only together with the subsidiary
branches-grammar (yyäkarand), pronunciation (siksa), etc. So
the injunction to perform agnihotra, etc. is not entirely
irrelevant. Nor is inquiry not necessary, since one's conclusion
after refuting the opponent's theory requires inquiry. And that
the initiation of inquiry is the result of injunctions is not
defective, because the subject-matter of each text is different;
all injunctions are not the sources for each single inquiry
joining with others. Nor can the inquiry be the result of the
injunction to study, since that ends with the apprehension of
the letters.

(Objection:) No, it also includes knowledge of the senses
of the words, and then in the rituals like Brhaspatisava, etc.,
Ksatriyas and Vaisyas should also be eligible to study the
Vedas.

(Answer:) The assumption of the noneligibility of
Ksatriyas and Vaisyas for the study of the Vedas is not proper,
as the smrti passage "The entire Veda together with secrets
should be studied by the twice-born" enjoins the study of the
entire Veda even for them.

(Objection:) The study of the Vedic texts and their
meanings are intended to result in exclusion of noneligible
persons from performing the rites.

(Answer:) No. Eligibility for the performance of a rite is
only in favor of one who knows the ritual; rites where
eligibility is unknown would automatically cease from being
performed, since their performance is not assured.

(Objection:) The study itself assures the practicability of
performing the rite..

(Answer:) No, for if the study up to the stage of
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knowledge is the result, questions about it may arise. Hence
the study of the Vedic texts until the stage of knowledge of the
subject-matter is not necessary. If the injunction to study is
limited to merely learning the letters, then the study of the
text by noneligible persons is utilized only in penance and
prayers. There is no such injunction concerned with atonement
or with knowledge of meaning. Hence no injunction to study
bears knowledge of meanings as its fruit; it bears only
apprehension of the letters as its fruit.

(Another objector, call him Obj2:) According to the smrti
"An eight-year-old Brahmin should be sanctified by the
upanayana (the 'sacred thread1) and should be taught by a
teacher"; there is a rule for teaching him. And this rule
(niyoga) becomes inconsistent unless there is an observer of
this rule. According to Pänini's sütra "The root nin has the
meanings of respect, etc.", by the capacity of the verb in the
middle voice the teachership which is to be achieved is
assumed as the fruit and this fruit is accepted as the
characteristic of an observer. Therefore, since upanayana and
adhyayana are known to be dealt with by one person, it is
understood that the eight-year-old Brahmin should be purified
by the sacred thread ceremony and should be taught by such
a person who is desirous to be a teacher. Then the pupil
becomes subsidiary (sesa) to the act of teaching because he is
known as a part of the teaching, since a thing that does
nothing cannot be subsidiary to the principal act, and
therefore the disciple having approached the teacher becomes
the subsidiary part listening to him. So the injunction to teach,
enjoining the study of one's own branch (of the Vedas),
extends the study to the state of understanding the sense,
since if that study does not take place the teaching becomes
impossible, because the study involves knowledge of the sense.

(Advaitin reply to Obj2:) The study is initiated by its own
injunction.

(Obj2:) No, since in the injunction to study no reference
to the eligibility of a particular person is heard. And it is not
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proper to argue that the assumed eligibility of a person is the
source for the study as well as for the knowledge of the
meanings (of the words), when there is the possibility of
another way of understanding the matter. Hence the study is
extended until the knowledge of the meanings is obtained, on
the say-so of injunction to teach itself.

(Advaita:) The study (of the Vedas) may be initiated
through the injunction to teach, yet as the injunction to study
bears only on the apprehension of the syllables as its result,
the injunction to teach enjoins one up to that extent only.
Thus the injunction to teach takes its origin when the
injunction to study takes its birth, and the former injunction
does not enjoin the study resulting in knowledge of the
meaning (of the texts). Teaching is not enjoined as a
permanent rite, for it is only for livelihood. This is proved by
the following smrti passage (Manu X.76): "Among the six
activities, three-priesthood, teaching and being the receiver of
alms from pure persons-are the sources of livelihood, the
unique activities of a Brahmin." Nor is it possible to initiate
permanent study though a temporary injunction. So, in spite
of the injunction to teach, what is to be achieved by the
teaching is dictated by the customary tradition adopted for the
profession alone. Hence, it is not sacred but secular.

And there is another smrti passage (Manu XI.140): "A
twice-born person who, after purifying his disciple by the
upanayana ceremony, teaches the Veda writh all its secrets, is
called a teacher". Here by the word pracaksatä, which means
explaining impressively, the characteristic feature of a teacher
is referred to. Or, a name is given to the teacher, which name
is subsidiary to the injunction that "one should give a cow to
one's teacher". The smrti passage that one should sanctify an
eight-year-old Brahmin child by the ceremony of upanayana
and make him learn is not an injunction to teach (the Vedas),
but here merely refers to the imparting of the study associated
with upanayana, which is enjoined after reproducing the
teaching adopted for the profession, just as sacrificing is
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enjoined on one who desires various fruits, villages and
property after reproducing the priesthood which is the
initiative to make one perform the sacrifice. Therefore, the
injunction to study also is to be understood as that an eight-
year-old Brahmin should approach the teacher and the latter
should teach the former. There, caste related with age is the
only qualification for a person eligible to study. The study is
not initiated by the injunction to teach because the injunction
to study is connected with the eligibility of the person who is
to study, and the injunction to teach is also not permanent.
Hence, since the injunction to study is not extended up to the
state of understanding the meanings (of the words), the
inquiry into meanings does not get its initiation from the
injunction to study. So, the view that one single agent is
eligible for both rites and knowledge is not established.

(Objection:) Since the renunciation of all rites is
impossible, eligibility of one single person is assumed.

(Answer:) This too is unsound. According to the message
of Sri Krsna (BG XVIII.66) 'Abandoning all duties, come to Me
alone for shelter", the renunciation of all rites is consistent.

(Objection:) To the request made by Ärjuna (BG XVIII.I
1) "I desire, O mighty-armed (Krsna) to know the true nature
of renunciation and of relinquishment" the Lord replied (BG
XVIII, 2) "The wise understand by 'renunciation' the giving up
of works prompted by desire", and then showed the
discrepancy between simultaneous practice of and
abandonment of the very same acts. And in conclusion the
Lord declared His own view, saying (BG XVIII.4) "Hear my
firm conviction here that acts of sacrifice, gift and penance are
not to be given, up." Therefore, to bring harmony between
commencement and conclusion, the abandonment of the
optional rites (only) is to be ascertained as the conviction of
Lord Krsna.

(Answer:) This argument does not agree with the context.
In the same chapter (of the Bhagavadgita) the Lord Himself,
stating the fruits of acts in the words (BG XVTII.46) "By
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worshipping Him through the performance of one's own duties
does one attain perfection", presenting the means such as the
control of sense-organs, tranquility, etc. for the person who
attains liberation, proving that liberation is to be achieved only
by knowledge, praising renunciation in the words (BG
XVIII.64) "Listen again to My supreme word, the most secret
of all", states in the end renunciation as a subsidiary principle
to knowledge of the identity of the Self with Brahman in the
words (BG XVIIL66) "Abandoning all duties, come to Me alone
for shelter". Accordingly, the Lord shows here and there the
needlessness of the fruits of acts for a person who adores
knowledge in (BG III. 17) "But the man whose delight is in the
Self alone, who is content with the Self, who is satisfied with
the Self, for him there exists no work that needs to be done."
Even Äpastamba declares that the adoration of Self-knowledge
is followed by the renunciation of all acts secular and sacred
along with their means: (Äpastambadharmasütra II.21.11-13)
"His upper cloth is abandoned, some think entire abandonment
of cloth. He should resort to his own Self, giving up the
empirical and the nonempirical world, the Vedas, pleasure and
pain, truth and lie".

(Objection:) In the fifteenth sütra of the same text, where
it is said "That is prohibited by the scriptures", Äpastamba
himself condemns the renunciation of acts.

(Answer:) This objection is groundless. For in (the prior)
sütra 14 "Knowledge (buddhi) brings liberation" it is stated
that to secure liberation by merely inquiring into the Self is
contradictory to the scriptures on reflection (manana) and
meditation nididhyäsand), and another defect is stated in sütra
16 "'If only by the mind welfare can be secured here only there
would be no sorrow". Hence, neither the contradiction of the
scripture nor the contradiction of reason in regard to
renunciation should be allowed here.

(Objection:) The smrti that declares the renunciation of
acts is invalid since it clashes with the scripture requiring life-
long study.
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(Answer:) No, for the renunciation of acts is declared as
the subsidiary principle for Self-knowledge by scripture itself,
and the texts which concern the practice and renunciation of
acts have a different subject-matter. Also, the Vedic text (BrUp
IV.4.23) states: "He who knows It as such becomes self-
controlled, calm, withdrawn into himself, enduring and
concentrated, and sees the Self in his own self....".

The renunciation of acts is already established by
scripture and smrti and the texts that declare the practice and
abandonment of acts are concerned respectively with persons
of attachment and detachment. Therefore the abandonment of
all duties is known as a subsidiary principle to Self-knowledge,
as is said in the Atharvanabrahmopanisad: "Shaving the hair
of the tuft (sikhä), a learned man should give up the external
sacred thread and should make eternal Reality his sacred
thread". The scriptural passage "Ascetics should wear new
sacred threads after removing the old ones" is concerned wilth
the Kuticaka class of ascetics. For a person who adores
knowledge, according to the Brahmopanisad: "They who adore
knowledge wear knowledge as their tuft and as their sacred
thread", a tuft and sacred thread other than knowledge are
prohibited. According to some, marks and other features of an
ascetic are gathered from the text (Jäbälopanisad V.6;
Äruneyopanisad 4): "Then the ascetic wearing the robes
without color, baring his head without hair, making his
stomach the vessel and taking residence in the forest, should
enter a village to get food in the evening, and then starting
from the right side he should gather food from all the castes
without hesitation, leaving aside the cursed and the outcaste
persons, wearing sacred thread, observing the ablution, taking
the bamboo-stick in his hand." An ascetic belonging to the
class of Paramahamsaparivräjakas is known to be eligible to
adore knowledge. For persons in other stages (ofhrahmacarya,
etc.) asceticism comes in future births if they have inclination
towards their inner Self and if their internal organ is pure.
And in the very first stage of Brahmacarya we can infer their
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richness of ritual accomplishments in previous births. Hearing
the Vedänta brings benefit to persons who have no desire for
fame and other ends, and who have attachments through
acquisition of past karma but have an impression of
nondualism, since such persons are not excluded. But these
persons cannot attain doubtfree knowledge in this birth, for
their eligibility is not perfect.

(Objection:) The scripture "One should go away after the
very first stage of brahmacarya" is concerned with persons who
are blind, lame and so on, and not with persons of
detachment.

(Answer:) This also is not sound, for the blind, etc. are
not capable of performing the acts prescribed for other states,
and are not capable of performing ascetic duties as well. If
they perform to some extent in the ascetic stage, the case can
be the same in other stages also. Furthermore Uäbälopanisad
IV) "After completing celibacy one should become a family
man (grhasthd) and then he should become an ascetic from
the first stage itself, having stated sannyäsa for an eligible
person, goes on to say "Then either he may be ascetic or non-
ascetic", i.e., the stage of ineligible or unfit persons.

(Objection:) No renunciation of acts can be attained,
since the clearing of debts is necessarily to be done.

(Answer:) This is not reasonable. For performance and
abandonment concerns persons who have attachment and
detachment respectively, and this has already been shown.
Hence, the renunciation of all acts as a subsidiary principle to
Self-knowledge is quite proper. So scripture is to be
understood as being concerned with the different eligibilities
(of the two parts of the Vedas).

CHAPTER FORTY-TWO: Refutation of any Injunction to
Know

(E276-281; T371-378) (Objection:) Scripture says that
Brahman-knowledge is enjoined in BrUp II.4.5: "The Self, my
dear, should be realized", as well as other passages (BrUp
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1.4.15, 7; BrUp IV.4.21 quoted), which also enjoin that
knowledge. Through (this) injunction {niyogd) liberation can
be achieved, like heaven. Without an injunction there cannot
be any Vedic relation between the means and what is to be
achieved by them, since injunction is the subject-matter of the
Vedas. So the purport of the Vedic text is that one who desires
liberation should secure self-knowledge from the Upanisadic
words after being equipped with the means such as tranquility
and control of the sense-organs. Hence, though liberation is
accepted as achievable only by knowledge, yet that knowledge
is enjoined.

(Advaitin:) Knowledge cannot be enjoined; enjoining it is
both improper and pointless. Is the (supposed) injunction to
know accepted in respect of an object (a) already known or
(b) as yet unknown? Not (a), since if the object is already
known, knowledge of it exists already.

(Objection:) The injunction is to know what is not yet
known.

(Answer:) But if one does not know what the object of a
future awareness will be, knowledge of it is not possible, since
knowledge requires awareness of object. And (b) no injunction
is possible when its object is as yet unknown.

(Objection:) When the object is known mediately,
immediate knowledge can be enjoined, or when the object is
known by an awareness bearing an obstructed fruit,
knowledge, the fruit of which is not obstructed, can be
enjoined.

(Answer:) In your theory is (1) only mediate awareness
produced by a word or (2) only immediate awareness or (3)
both? If (1) then the cause of the immediate awareness has
still to be stated. Now words are the causes of mediate
awareness, while the immediate awareness, caused by either
the sense-organs or the mind, cannot manifest the real Self
because the Self has no form, etc. (KenaUp V and VI cited).
There cannot be immediate awareness of the object of mediate
knowledge generated by words, for though mediate awareness
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is practised a thousand times no immediate perception of the
objects is actually realized, and immediate perception of
something not present, like a son in exile, is mere illusion. As
for (2), if a word is accepted to be the cause of an immediate
awareness, then an injunction to know (i.e., to be immediately
aware) would be inconsistent, since there is no cause for the
mediate awareness (of the words). If the immediate awareness
is enjoined when the cause is known mediately by inference
from the effect, then this inference also would prove prakrti.
Therefore it is not reasonable to say that immediate
knowledge of Brahman which is known mediately is enjoined.

(Objection:) Knowledge whose fruit is not obstructed is
enjoined in the case of Brahman, which is known by an
awareness the fruit of which is obstructed.

(Answer:) Then only the cessation of obstruction is to be
accomplished and for that purpose hearing, etc. only is to be
enjoined. When the obstruction ceases, the words, having the
capacity that is natural to them, can give rise to knowledge
commensurate with the result (fruit), where there is no chance
of injunction with regard to knowledge.

(Objection:) The subject-matter of the Veda is injunction
only and there is no relation of means to end without
injunction in the Veda.

(Answer:) This is not sound, for the nature of injunction
has not been proved, and there is no evidence for its being
what you say.

(Objection:) An injunction is by definition timeless (i.e.,
not delimited by the three times).

(Answer:) A definition occurs in time.
(Objector:) By "timeless" I meant "different from time".
(Answer:) So is a sky-flower, etc.
(Objection:) But an injunction (unlike a sky-flower) is

active.
(Answer:) No, that is-not grammatically so. In the world

only a result is seen to be achieved by activity (and an
injunction, according to you, is not a result).
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(Objector:) Well, an injunction is something to be
achieved.

(Answer:) No, for it has no prior absence.
(Objector:) The nature of injunction is to inspire one.
(Answer:) Then it is the inspirer that is the means to the

desired end (and not the injunction).
Thus an injunction (to know) cannot be proved.
There is no evidence to prove such an injunction.

Perception of it is not possible, since an injunction is beyond
the three divisions of time, and perception can only apprehend
things in present time. Inference is not possible for the same
reason. Nor can the evidence be verbal testimony, for a word,
the meaning of which was not apprehended previously, cannot
indicate a sense.

(Objection:) Though the meaning of a word in Vedic
literature is not apprehended, yet the word can express
meanings unknown by other evidence through its association
with words whose meanings are well known. In the scriptural
text "One who wishes-for heaven should perform sacrifice"
sacrifice is cognized as the means to heaven. A sacrifice, which
is perishable in a moment, cannot be the means for the
heavenly states that are enjoyed in other regions after many
years. Therefore, verbal components such as indicate the
imperative case, the mood, etc., which are grammatically
regularised in the world, can refer to an activity capable of
achieving heaven, being related with the sacrifice after leaving
aside the part of the activity which contradicts the means of
attaining heaven, and having reference to the nature of what
is to be accomplished. So the injunction "One wTho wishes
heaven should sacrifice" has sacrifice as its means or result.

(Answer:) This argument is not valid. For it needs to be
explained whether (a) the injunction, being the mere word-
sense, is cognized by the sentence itself having syntactical
relation, or (b) the injunction, being the word-sense, is
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cognized by the sentence.1

Not (a), since all Vedic words express meanings
associated with an injunction (according to you). The words
are to express their senses related with each other, and
therefore they should have syntactical relations before they
present their meanings. But the expressions of the meanings
associated with each other is not possible unless there is
memory of the meanings prior to that association. Nor is
awareness of a thing where the qualification and the qualified
are not apprehended possible; nor can the injunction be
cognized only by the sentence just like the syntactical relation,
because injunction and syntactical relation are different. A
syntactical relation which is qualified by its correlation and
specified by correlations known in the previous moments
becomes realized at the end (of the process). But an
injunction, being the qualification of the syntactical relation,
is not cognizable by awareness of the syntactical relation
unless there is enlightenment even before the knowledge of
that relation.

Alternative (b) is not possible either, for there arises
irrelevancy in apprehending the relation or capacity of the
word. A word whose capacity is not apprehended cannot
generate memory of the word-sense. Nor is it possible to
apprehend syntactical relation with the correlative without
securing other evidences even before the apprehension of the
capacity of the word in its sense. Nor are there evidences,
perception, etc., to prove the injunction. Nor even in the world
can words terminative in the imperative mood have capacity
in the sense of activity, since capacity is apprehended only in
the inspirer and only the awareness of a means to a desired
thing is an inspirer. Nor is it possible to assume the injunction
on account of the irrelevancy of the sacrifice to being the
means to heaven; for then injunction would have to become

xHere we merely reproduce what appears in the typescript; it is
not clear what the passage means.
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nonverbal because it has come to be known by presumption.
Nor is it possible to asume that the injunction is (to be
expressed) by the words lin (indicating optative mood), etc. on
account of the same irrelevancy; for the sacrifice, being
perishable in a moment, can bear the fruit after a long period
by the benediction or grace of the supreme Lord like the fruit
of service. The mere stem-sense (root-meaning) in the world
is known to be expressed by words like lin, etc. as the means
to desired things and the supreme Lord is known by Himself
to be the bestower of the fruit, as supported by Upanisadic
texts and by pervasion. Hence there is no possibility that
Brahman-knowledge can be enjoined (in scripture).

(Objection:) In the scriptural texts (like BrUp II.4.5) "The
Self, my dear, should be realized", knowledge is enjoined.

(Answer:) This also is unsound. For when there is the
principle that knowledge cannot be enjoined according to the
above theory, it is reproduced here by the above scripture by
the word "realized" that that knowledge is to be generated by
the capacity of the words until one gets the experience of
realization. And then the above scriptural text expresses the
injunction to hear, etc. to avoid the obstructions such as
contrary notions, improbabilities in the realization, etc.
Similarly the scriptural passage (BrUp 1.4.7) "(One) should
meditate that it is also Self'joined with the word eva meaning
exclusion or determination, expresses the removal of the
meditation on other objects. Otherwise, the sentence would
split into two parts expressing the injunction of Self-meditation
and the avoidance of other objects. But this is not relevant, for
the integrity of the scripture can be achieved by the removal
of other objects after reproducing the manifestation of the Self
natural to a waking person. Hence there is not even a particle
of injunction in Brahman-knowledge.

CHAPTER FORTY-THREE: Establishment of Hearing, Etc. as
the Means (to Liberation)

(E282-286; T379-385) What is the means to knowledge?
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Is it meditation (nididhyäsanä) together with hearing
(Jravana) and reflection (manana) to be practiced till the
attainment of experience (anubhavd)? Or is it just hearing
strengthened by reflection and meditation?

(Objector:) Meditation is the principal means to
knowledge. By such hearing which inquires into the capacity
and purport of Upanisadic texts concerning the homogeneous
Reality, the essential nature of Brahman can be known. Then,
by reflection in the form of reasoning, refuting
misapprehensions and impossibilities, the removal of
obstructions can be achieved. And at last concentrated
meditation becomes the essential injunction of the Vedic texts.
Thus meditation becomes the principal means to knowledge,
and hearing and reflection become the subsidiary means
through helping meditation on the nature of Brahman. If
hearing is the principal means, then reflection and meditation
cannot help in the knowledge of the Self, because they are
possible only after hearing. So they have to become subsidiary
means through unseen effect. But this is not relevant when
there is the possibility of obtaining help through means that
have seen effects. Further, "hearing" means the inquiry into the
capacity of purport of the Upanisadic words which, being a
particular inferential process, cannot produce the knowledge
up to experience by itself, but which words only as associated
with the inquiry regarding the capacity and meaning are said
to be the cause of such knowledge. No word is seen as the
means for immediate knowledge in this world at any time. Nor
is it possible to assume that the words in the Vedic texts have
such a capacity as is unseen in the world. So, the internal
organ, associated with the traces resulting from thinking and
meditation and also accompanied by concentrated meditation,
can produce knowledge leading to experience, since the mind
is the common means to mediate and immediate knowledge.
The mind associated with reason can become the means to
mediate knowledge, and the mind associated with the sense-
organs becomes the means to immediate knowledge. Nor is
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there any unintelligibility in knowing the nature of Brahman
by the Upanisadic texts, for the immediate experience of
Brahman is accepted as acquired by the internal organ after
Brahman is known by mediate knowledge generated by the
Vedic word itself. There are also scriptural texts such as
KathaUp IV. 11 "Through the mind alone (it) is to be realized"
and also those of BrUp IV.4.19 and KathaUp III. 12 to the
same effect, which declare the instrumentality of the mind to
know Brahman just like that of the word in this regard. And
other texts, such as (KenaUp V) "That mind does not
comprehend" and (TaittUp II.3) "That from which all speech
recoils along with manas", are all concerned with persons of
unrefined internal organs. Therefore it is better to adopt this
system, as both scripture and internal organ have access to
Brahman. Thus first of all the (Vedic) word produces mediate
knowledge while the internal organ, purified and assisted by
hearing, etc. generates the immediate experience. Hence
concentrated meditation, being of the nature of the mind
which is the means to immediate knowledge, is regarded as
the principal means.

(Advaitin:) It is not possible for the mind to be the
instrument of knowledge up to the fruit in respect of Brahman,
for there is no possibility of the activity of sense-organs in
respect to Brahman. Brahman does not require sense-organs,
and also sense-organs, etc. have no access to Brahman. Nor
can the removal of ignorance regarding Brahman be achieved
by the awareness of invalid evidence, for ignorance can be
removed only by (knowledge, i.e., by) valid evidence. KathUp
IV.ll: "By mind alone this is to be realized" says that the
concentration of the mind is the subsidiary means to the word
which is the principal means to immediate experience. Hence,
the theory that since the mere mind has no access to Brahman
it must be that word and internal organ are the means to
mediate and immediate knowledge cannot be accepted. But
the word (i.e., scripture) which is known as the means to the
experience of Brahman (citing BrUp IIL9.26 and MundUp
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III.2.6) can produce immediate knowledge. A person whose
sins are destroyed by sacrifices, though he achieves immediate
knowledge of Brahman by word at the very beginning, yet the
fruit of his knowledge will be arrested for some time. As long
as one's perverse actions generated by internal and external
sense-organs are not stopped through the qualities of
tranquillity (sama) and self-control (damd), he knows the
supreme Reality by the great text "I am Brahman", the purport
and capacity of which are determined after having
concentration of mind earlier through rejecting the
misapprehensions and impossibilities through reflection. When
these obstructions are removed, this same verbal knowledge
up to experience can remove entirely ignorance and its effects,
since it is supported by the determination of reality by means
of valid evidence.

(Objection:) The word cannot be the means to immediate
knowledge of Brahman, because it is seen as the means to
mediate awareness in the wrorld.

(Answer:) This is not relevant,.for there is disparity in the
cognizability of the two-self and not-self-as follows: The not-
self, jar, etc. requires the manifestation of the thing with
which it is associated as the result of evidence, apart from the
removal of ignorance of it, for it is not self-luminous. But the
self, Brahman, being self-luminous, does not require the
illumination as the result of evidence, apart from the removal
of its own ignorance. So, when, by the knowledge of the
nondual Self being generated by the great text whose meaning
is understood, the ignorance is removed, Brahman Itself
becomes immediate(ly known); hence it is determined that the
word is the means to the immediate experience of Brahman.
It is well known in the empirical world that the word of a
trustworthy persons, being the generater of self-luminous
knowledge, produces only immediate knowledge of a
cognizable thing; otherwise the generation of self-luminous
knowledge of a cognizable thing would be futile. This does not
mean that even inference, etc. could become the means to the
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immediate experience of Brahman, because those evidences
have no access to Brahman, on account of the lack of marks,
etc. in Brahman» Now though thus language cannot reveal
Brahman directly, yet it can reveal Brahman through
secondary implication. Hence, though language in the world
is seen to be a means to mediate awareness, it is proper to
conclude that language relating only to the particularity of the
object can generate immediate knowledge of Brahman. Hence,
capacity and purport are the essential nature of words, and
these are the objects of hearing which, being the contents of
language, become evident, i.e., verbal testimony; therefore,
hearing is the principal means among the three, and to it
alone reflection and meditation are known as the subsidiaries
through helping it by removing obstructions to the fruit.
Therefore both reflection and meditation are accepted to be
the subsidiaries to hearing.

And also, there is not the contingence of unseen effect as
mediating, for hearing cannot be the means to knowledge
leading to experience unless the obstructions to that fruit are
removed; so reflection and meditation become subsidiary
means through the seen effect, i.e. the removal of the
obstruction in the way of the result. Hence, hearing is the
principal means, since it is included in word, i.e., verbal
testimony, while reflection and meditation are subsidiary
means. Some teachers state that word is the valid evidence
given for the three-hearing, reflection, and meditation,
because it is also the means to the removal of obstructions like
the fire-sacrifice, etc. Hence it is established that there is no
reason to establish the mere mind as the means to the
immediate experience of Brahman.

CHAPTER FORTY-FOUR: How Ignorance Can Be Removed
(E287-293; T386-393) Can ignorance be removed

through Brahman-knowledge or can it not be removed?
There are many thinkers who reject the theory that the

removal of ignorance is possible through Brahman-knowledge.
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They raise the question whether Brahman-knowledge is
absolutely real or indeterminable. If it is real there would be
dualism, for Brahman and its knowledge both would be real.
And Brahman-knowledge is not identical with Brahman, since
Brahman is eternal, and ignorance is to be removed forever.
If Brahman-knowledge is identical with Brahman, since
Brahman is eternal Brahman-knowledge would be eternal, and
as ignorance is to be removed by it the removal of ignorance
should also be eternal. If Brahman-knowledge is
indeterminate, then Brahman-knowledge becomes invalid just
like (shell) silver. It is not right to say that ignorance can be
removed by what is invalid.

Further, does the removal of ignorance have (a) existence
or (b) nonexistence or (c) both, or is it (d) indeterminate? If
(a), then it is to be explained whether this removal of
ignorance is (al) different from the Self or (a2) nondifferent
or (a3) different-cum-nondifferent from It. If (al), dualism
will occur, since both Brahman and the removal of ignorance
are accepted to be actual things. If (a2), then the removal of
ignorance would become permanent because the Self is
eternal, and consequently, the appearance of the empirical
world due to ignorance would not exist. Then contradiction of
all evidence along with the noncommencement of the scripture
and thus of liberation would occur. If it is (a3), i.e. different-
cum-nondifferent from the Self then also it is to be explained
whether difference and nondifference are maintained (a3a) in
the same form or (a3b) in different forms. If (a3a),
nondualism would occur because there is no difference
between difference and nondifference. If (3b), the difference
and nondifference of these forms would have to take different
abodes. If the abodes are the same, i.e. nondifferent, then
difference and nondifference would become identical. If
difference and nondifference of them also is accepted, then
infinite regress would happen when the garland of different
forms is assumed. So, (b) the removal of ignorance is not
existent.
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But if (b) i.e., the removal of ignorance is not existent,
then also it is to be explained whether a nonexistent thing is
(bl) a different entity or (b2) the one which is cognized by
the sixth instrument (the one called "negation" (abfrczva)), or
(b3) indeterminable? If it is (bl) a different entity, then
dualism will occur. If (b2) it is such that it is cognized by (the
instrument called) negation, then ignorance, which is the
counterpositive of the absence of ignorance, would, become
real, since the jar, etc. are found as such in the world. If (b3)
the nonexistence of ignorance is indeterminable then
ignorance would be permanent, because its absence is similar
to a sky-flower.

Nor is (c) the removal of ignorance existent-cum-
nonexistent, since such a sort of thing is not known, and the
theory of the Bhedäbhedavädins would follow.

Nor is (d) the removal of ignorance indeterminable, since
if it were it would have to be explained whether the removal
of ignorance is produced by (dl) ignorance, or by (d2) the
Self, or (d3) is without origin. If (dl) the removal of
ignorance is produced by ignorance as its material cause, then
ignorance will require a different material cause for it. But it
is not experienced at any time anywhere that while the effect
exists its material cause disappears. If (d2) the removal of
ignorance is produced by the Self, the Self being the material
cause of it, the Self would have to undergo modification and
thus dualism would again follow. If (d3) the removal of
ignorance is originless then ignorance would be removed
forever, i.e., it would not be there at all. And the
nonappearance of empirical existence and the
noncommencement of the scripture for liberation would again
occur. Hence, the removal of ignorance by Brahman-
knowledge is not possible.

(Advaitin:) Scriptural texts and tradition (smrti) (ChUp
VII.1.3; PrasnaUp VL8; SvetUp 1.10; BG VII. 14,16, all quoted)
show that the removal of ignorance is possible by Brahman-
knowledge. In the world it is seen that knowledge of the rope,
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etc. removes ignorance about the rope together with the
illusion of a snake in it. It should be concluded from such
passages that the removal of ignorance together with its effects
can be brought about by the realization of the identity of the
Self with Brahman.

(Objection:) Ignorance cannot be removed by Brahman-
knowledge since Brahman-knowledge is also included in the
illusory world, and therefore Brahman-knowledge is also
illusory, like the awareness of (shell) silver. If Brahman-
knowledge is real dualism would occur.

(Answer:) That argument is wrong, for the truth or falsity
of instruments is not the cause of things' existence or
nonexistence. That which produces unsublated cognition is
said to be valid evidence, but ajar, e.g., though real in its own
form, is not regarded as existent when awareness of it is
sublated.

(Objection:) Reality in its own form is not a reason for
the validity of a judgment, but (a content's) unreality is a
reason for the invalidity of a judgment, as is found in the
(shell)silver case.

(Answer:) No, for the length of a sound, even though
unreal, is found to be the means to knowledge of the syllable.

(Objection:) The length of a sound is not unreal in its
own form, but only its essential form is unreal.

(Answer:) However, that length is unreal in the form by
which it becomes the means to awareness of the syllable. The
mere length is not a means to an awareness of a sound, but
through the nature of the syllable its length becomes the cause
or means for the awareness of that syllable and this length of
syllable is accepted to be unreal by everyone. In the akhydti
theory of error, though illusion is not accepted, awareness
generated by the nondiscriminating reason of a real thing is
acceptable. Similarly, the awareness of a real thing, though
indeterminable, can become an instrument of knowledge.

(Objection:) The instrument of knowledge, though by its
form is unreal, may be allowed to produce knowledge; but
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mere awareness is not valid when it is of what is unreal-
otherwise the cognition of a snake in a rope would be valid!

(Answer:) This argument is not relevant, for the truth of
an awareness is determined by the generative quality of the
unsublated cognition, not by its content's reality of form. The
awareness of the rope as a snake is regarded as invalid since
the rope-snake, being the content of a sublated awareness,
cannot be cognized by a valid judgment. Further, the whole
world seen in the form of knowing and knowable is
determined to be illusory by hundreds of scriptural texts and
traditional works, and by the instances of dreams, etc., yet
some judgments are thought to be valid; hence it is to be
concluded that illusory nature is to be attributed to
awarenesses through their forms, and validity is established in
the very same awarenesses by scriptures, smrti, reason and
experience; so this validity cannot be accepted at all.

The question whether the removal of ignorance is existent
or nonexistent, etc. is groundless. For the removal of
ignorance that is indeterminable either as existent or
nonexistent is not accepted by us, but it is accepted as a fifth
kind (beyond the four of fourfold negation). Qualities such as
existence, nonexistence, etc. are found in the case of existing
and nonexisting things (respectively). But ignorance is other
than existent and nonexistent, so even its removal should be
according to its own nature. There is a proverb that "the
offering should be made according to a particular divine being
(yaksa)". So, finding the nature of indeterminability in
ignorance, and knowing the removal of such ignorance by
Brahman-knowledge through scripture, tradition and reason,
we can assume that the removal of ignorance is different from
existent and nonexistent, etc. on account of the nature of
indeterminable ignorance. Hence the removal of ignorance
does not produce an absence. Nor is there the possibility of
dualism. Or, we assume that the removal of ignorance is only
the form of the Self, just as the removal of prior absence of jar
is the form of jar; otherwise if the removal of prior absence is
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accepted as an absence, then the jar, which is the removal and
is an existent thing, would have to be an absence. And if it is
another existent entity, then no removal of the prior absence
of the jar would be possible. So, just as the removal of the
prior absence of jar is accepted to be the jar, similarly the
removal of Brahman's ignorance also, because of its nature of
removal, has just the form of the correlative possessing the
nature of the removal. And this removal is only the essential
nature of Brahman-Self which is the correlative of ignorance,
because it is the knowledge itself which is self-luminous.

(Objection:) If the Self itself is the removal of ignorance,
then that removal would become beginningless and endless,
and the ignorance would be affected by its eternal removal.
And if the self is only the removal of ignorance, then the
defect of existing now and then would occur for the Self.

(Answer:) This view too is not sound. For those who
deny absences accept that the very surface of the earth, which
was there before, has already existed and is also the existent
from which the jar has been removed. Even one who accepts
absences also accepts the relation of the prior absence of the
effect to its cause, since the prior absence of the effect has its
abode in the cause. It is evident that the removal of relation
is inevitable when the relatum is removed. This removal of the
relation is the only form of cause, because removal in the form
of absence is not desirable. And the effect is the removal or
prior absence only, but not the effect associated with the prior
absence. If the relation of prior absence of the effect with the
cause is the removal of the causal relation, then this also is
defective, for removal of the cause-relation is the removal of
its own prior absence.

(Objection:) The cause-relation with the prior absence is
just the existent thing.

(Answer:) No, because a relation requires two existent
relata, and an absence cannot be the abode of an existent
relatum. So, if for the prior absence of the effect the relation
of the cause is required, then it should be accepted as either
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existent or indeterminable. Therefore, the removal which is
posterior to and different from the existent thing, and which
is accepted by all theorists, happens only to the things that
existed before. Further, the removal of Brahman's ignorance is
Brahman itself signified by the operation of the internal organ
evolved in the form of Brahman, but not in the usual way. For
instance, the surface of the earth signified by the destruction
of jar is just the removal of the jar. And by this, Brahman does
not become qualified, for when the signifying operation of the
internal organ is removed by the destruction of its cause, there
would not be the signification caused by it. Hence it is quite
consistent that ignorance is removed by Brahman-knowledge.

CHAPTER FORTY-FIVE: Liberation-While-Living
(jivanmukti)

(E295-299; T395-400) Is liberation-while-still-living
possible or not?

(Objector:) No, it is not. Life means being in one of three
states, waking, etc. Andrliberation means becoming identified
with the appearance of Brahman which is eternal,
unsurpassable bliss and consciousness when those three states
and their cause, ignorance, are destroyed. So liberation-while-
living is inconsistent.

Further, liberation is stated to be for a person who quits
the body through the Brahmanädv ChUp VIII.6.6: "Passing
upwards through that (nädi) one attains immortality." But this
contradicts the theory of liberation-while-living. Moreover,
Brahman-knowledge, removing ignorance, can also remove the
body, sense-organs, etc., since these are its effects. If the body,
organs, etc. are not removed, even though the ignorance is
removed, the body, etc. would become ultimately real things
since they would not be the effects of ignorance, And
consequently nondualism would be contradicted.

Nor is there any evidence to prove that liberation is
possible for one while living. Hence the assumption that one
attains liberation while living is not reasonable.
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(Advaitin:) If liberation-while-living is not accepted,
understanding (yidya) itself will not be possible.
Understanding is taught by a teacher, see ChUp IV.9.3: "The
knowledge directly learnt from one's own teacher becomes
most beneficial" and ChUp VI. 14.2: "That person knows who
has a teacher". No person who has not perceived the nature of
Brahman can become a teacher providing understanding, for
mediate awareness of Brahman, who is immediate knowledge
Itself, is illusory. No man of illusion can provide
understanding. Accordingly there is the order of Lord Krsna,
who is the teacher of the universe, that (BG FV.34): "The men
of wisdom who have seen the truth will instruct thee in
knowledge". There the phrase "who have seen the truth" is
added to "men of wisdom" in order to disqualify a person who
has mediate knowledge from being a teacher...When a man
directly realizes Reality (yastutattva) through instruments of
knowledge there can be no ignorance for him. Therefore, the
person whose ignorance is burnt is fit to be a teacher to
convey Brahman-knowledge. When ignorance is burnt, even
the combination of the cause and effect of ignorance are
destroyed, and, though for a while it appears as a bond, like
a burnt cloth, in spite of this the liberated person while living
can see the mass of cause and effect as already burnt, because
ignorance and its effects are burnt in him. But he never sees
this mass as the Self. Therefore, when ignorance and its effects
are burnt, there will not be association with the three states-
waking, etc. caused by ignorance-in the man of wisdom. So
the man of wisdom, who is emancipated, is the preceptor, not
the man of non-wisdom who is unliberated. The use of the
word jiva for the man of wisdom can be understood in the
same way as the word "cloth" for a burnt cloth, for though the
bond is burnt, it will appear for some time. Hence this hiatus
in the rise of wisdom allows us to infer that a teacher is a
person who is liberated while- still-living.

(Objection:) How can the teacher teach this
understanding that leads to liberation? For he cognizes the
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liberation of other empirical selves through his own liberation,
since his ignorance and its effects are then destroyed and in
his view the other selves are only reflections of that
ignorance? It is not consistent for one who is drowned in the
ocean in his dream along with other beings to lift others (out
of the ocean) after he wakes up. If he teaches; he should only
tell them "you will be liberated by my liberation, and therefore
you need not attempt liberation."

(Answer:) In the theory that there are many empirical
selves (anekajivaväda) there is no problem, for each selfs
ignorance is different. On that theory a world common to all
is fabricated by one's own or others' ignorance, and so it can
disappear, just as magical things seen by (ope or) many
persons, and thus, because when by one's own awareness his
own ignorance is removed instruction of others becomes
fruitful. On the theory that there is only one empirical self
(ekajivavädd), as long as that one who desires liberation and
who is ignorant does not obtain knowledge the differences of
bound and liberated, teacher and student, empirical self and
supreme Self, knowledge and ignorance continue to appear. In
this state, the teacher appears through the ignorance of the
disciple, and appears as liberated-while-living only through
scriptural evidence, because as long as ignorance continues
egoity and the use of instruments will continue. But for the
appearance of the teacher as a liberated one during his
lifetime, neither inertness nor ignorance is the cause.

Further, not only is liberation-while-living known from
presumption, there is also scripture showing this liberation:
(BrUp IV.4.7): "Just as the lifeless slough of a snake is cast off
and lies in the anthill, so does this body lie. Then the self
becomes disembodied and immortal, the breath, Brahman, the
light...Though he has eyes, he would appear as if he has no
eyes; though he has ears, he would appear as if he has no
ears; though he has mouth he would appear as if he has no
mouth". As his ignorance is burnt, he is free from cause and
effect, but he appears as if he were involved in cause and
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effect. Also the traditional code {smrti, i.e., the Bhagavadgitä),
when describing the features of the one stable in intelligence
(sthitapmjna), the qualities of hatelessness and nonegoism
(humility), and giving the definition of one who is beyond the
qualities, explicitly describes a person who is liberated while
living. For that very reason a man of wisdom is said to be
liberated during his lifetime itself, on account of empirical
usage concerning his being alive when this wisdom appears.
And ChUp VIII.6.6, cited above, does not obstruct his being
liberated-while- living for the man of Brahman-knowledge,
because that passage is concerned with the effect-Brahman
only.

We accept the statement that "Brahman-knowledge, being
the removal of ignorance, can remove its effects also."
However, since the karma that has already been activated
(prärabdhakarman) can continue as long as its impetus
continues, like an arrow already shot from a bow, and since
that same karma cannot exist in the absence of causes and
effects, the appearance of the body, sense-organs, etc. is to be
assumed as caused by the traces occasioned by even the tiniest
portion of ignorance, as in the example of a burnt cloth.
Otherwise there would be the contingence of the sublation of
those actions leading to the continuance of (the results of)
that karma already activated and which eventually lead to the
removal of ignorance by understanding. So, to avoid both
difficulties, it is to be assumed that the body, sense-organs,
etc., even of the man of wisdom which are already sublated,
appear as in the instance of the burnt cloth.

Objection: How is the continuation of already activated
karma known? What are the instruments of knowledge to
prove it?

Answer: The Vedic text (ChUp VL14.2 cited above)
concludes "And for him only the delay is so long as he is not
liberated (from the body) arid then immediately he is merged
in Being." We know that, even for the man of wisdom, for a
while on account of the delay in the fall of one's body the
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commenced karmic destiny is continued. Even in the world,
for the shot arrows, etc., destruction and obstruction are found
either by the destruction or obstruction of the cause. However,
the destruction, etc. occur only through the destruction of the
inherence-cause (samaväyikärana). So it is seen that when the
cause is destroyed the effect is also destroyed. The traditional
code concerning the one stable in intelligence shows the
continuation of activated karma. Brahmasütra IV. 1.15 is
quoted in support, and explained as meaning that only those
former actions whose results have not yet begun are destroyed
by understanding, since scripture states that death is the limit.

Hence liberation-while-living is established.

CHAPTER FORTY-SIX: Liberation
(E300-306; T401-409) The nature of liberation is

discussed in this Chapter. Liberation is that state of the Self
becoming Brahman, which is unsurpassable bliss by nature, or
liberation is that rise of the excellence latent in the Self. But
here various theorists about liberation have different accounts.

(Madhyamaka:) All this appearance of the world, in fact,
is empty (sünya), but it appears as existent due to
misapprehension (yiparyäsa). Thus, by the intense
contemplation of emptiness we assume that emptiness is
liberation.

(Yogäcära:) Just like the extinction of light, one occasions
liberation (apavargd), the termination of the stream of
consciousness, through contemplation of pure particulars
(svalaksand). (This reading is found only in one ms.; the other
mss. read "by marks" (laksana), by contemplating frustrations,
or by contemplating emptiness.)

(Jain (Ärhata):) Freely wandering forever, or wandering
over the sky above, is liberation when the bonds of the self
which is surrounded by the eight kinds of karma (karmästaka)
and the eight sheets (puryastaka) are removed by penance, by
knowledge of nondualism and by meditation (samädhi), when
the self alone remains, just as the movement of a parrot in a
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cage when the cage is opened, is liberation.
(Vaisesika:) The complete cessation of the nine particular

qualities of a self through self-knowledge resulting from
examination of the seven categories-substance, quality,
motion, etc.-and through meditation on God, is liberation.

(Nyäya:) Liberation is the entire extinction of the nine
particular qualities of the self through meditation on the
supreme Lord associated with knowledge of the self through
defining the twelve kinds of cognizable things-self, etc.-after
examining the sixteen categories-instrument of knowledge,
cognized, cognizer, cognition, etc.

(Präbhäkara:) Liberation is the cessation of the selfs
qualities only through the performance of Vedic rites preceded
by self-knowledge.

(Bhätta:) Liberation is the enjoyment of eternal bliss
through the eternal knowledge of the self irrespective of
particular objectives. This eternal knowledge and eternal bliss
are generated by the practice of the Vedic rites with self-
knowledge.

(Some others:) The permanent association of the self
with Brahman is liberation through the path of illumination,
etc. by means of worship of and meditation on God preceded
by knowledge of the empirical self and the supreme Lord as
controlled and controller (respectively), and of Brahman as
existing in the external regions beyond the empirical world.

(Some so-called Vedäntins:) The nondualistic state of
Brahman is liberation, when the empirical self, though it is
Brahman by itself, attains the essential nature of Brahman
through the destruction of the adjunct by the combination of
knowledge and practice of ritual.

The Advaitin refutes all these theories, pointing out their
defects, and establishes the Advaita theory of liberation.

On the theory of emptiness and the theory of absorption
in the omniscient (of the Yogäcäras), no enjoyer of the fruits
associated with bondage or relase is admitted, and therefore
liberation does not constitute the supreme end of human
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values (for them).
In the theory of the Jainas, it is to be asked whether the

self is conscious or not. If it is consciousness without adjuncts
(nirupädhika) it can have no movement, and if it is
consciousness with adjuncts there will be no liberation, since
no bonds are curtailed. If the self is not conscious, an inert
thing that is not associated with a conscious one cannot move
by itself. Therefore, it is inconsistent to say that the self
wanders over the sky when it gets released from its bonds like
a bird from a broken cage.

The (Vaisesika) theory, in which the cessation of
qualities-awareness, happiness, etc.-is liberation, is not
different from the theory in which the destruction of the self
is liberation, because liberation in the Vaisesika theory, lacking
awareness (nihsamjnatva), is not the supreme end of human
exertion, for there is no enjoyment there.

(Objection:) (Liberation is) the supreme end of human
endeavour since there is the absence of frustrations (duhkhd)
there.

(Answer:) Even the absence of frustrations cannot be the
supreme end, since then it must be without specific awareness
(nihsamjfiatva) (of anything). The absence of misery in a
stone, etc. is not viewed as the supreme end.

The (Bhätta) theory that the liberation of the self is
eternal knowledge and eternal bliss is not sound. For the
generation of eternal knowledge and bliss is not possible
unless there is contact between objects and sense-organs.

(Objection:) The generation of knowledge and bliss is
brought about by the contact between the self and the internal
organ.

(Answer:) That is impossible, for the self and the internal
organ, being all-pervasive, have no contact caused by the
action of either or both. Let there be contact between self and
internal organ. But if knowledge and bliss have generation
they must both be noneternal, and noneternality leads to the
bonds again.
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Even on the theory where liberation is the attainment of
Brahman who is dwelling in other regions, it is to be asked
whether the attainment of Brahman by the self is dissolution
in Brahman or conjunction with It. Not the former, because of
things of separate existence, like a horse and a buffalo,
identity is not possible.

(Objection:) Just as grass, leaves, etc. placed in the salty
ocean carry the nature of salt, the self also gets the nature of
Brahman through contemplating Brahman,

(Answer:) No, for the contact of grass, etc. with the salty
ocean is brought about through their parts carrying particles
of salt, and so the experience of the grass being salty is
illusory like the illusion of water being hot. Thus the example
is not relevant.

(Objection:) The relation of Brahman to the empirical self
is like that of gold to mercurized iron.

(Answer:) No, for even there it is only the golden color
that is caused in the metal. It is impossible to change the
nature of one thing into the nature of another.

(Objection:) But the nature of Brahman is essentially that
of the self.

(Answer:) Then it is impossible to assume the attainment
of Brahman's nature by the empirical self, since they are one
and the same. And if difference-cum-nondifference is accepted,
since difference is the essential nature of the empirical self and
Brahman, both the empirical self and Brahman will disappear
when the difference disappears, and if the difference is not
removed, the attainment of Brahman and the realization of
salvation would not be possible in empirical usage, because
there would be no difference between bondage and release. If
difference is not the essential nature of the empirical self and
Brahman, then only the removal of the illusion of difference
will become liberation, since the difference is only assumed
through ignorance; but the assumption of one's nature by
another is no liberation.

(Objection:) The attainment of Brahman by the empirical
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self is through contact.
(Answer:) Is Brahman on your view all-pervasive or not?

If it is all-pervasive then it will have contact simultaneously
with all substances, and therefore the all-pervasive Brahman
is already conjoined with the empirical self; hence there is no
necessity to establish the contact of the empirical self with
Brahman. If Brahman is nonpervasive then it becomes
delimited or finite and thus noneternal. Further, there would
be a clash with scripture, which declares Brahman to be all-
pervasive. Moreover, there is the possibility of bondage again,
because contact is ended by disjunction. Hence this theory is
not acceptable to persons proficient in reasoning (nyäya) and
in scripture.

(Objection:) The self is identical with Brahman in itself:
being differentiated through the adjuncts of the internal organ,
it becomes a different entity or assumes a different form, and
when the adjunct is removed by the performance of ritual the
attainment or realization of Brahman through knowledge is
liberation.

(Answer:) This also is unsound. For Brahman is an
indivisible and partless entity; hence it cannot be divided into
parts like a simsapä tree. The tree can be cut into parts by an
axe, but not the self whereby it could become another entity.
And the relation of adjunct to Brahman is caused by the
illusion of difference only. Therefore, there is no possibility of
difference in respect to Brahman, and the nature of Brahman
is not of something which can be accomplished. Therefore, the
adjunct is removed by the performance of the rites, arid the
essential nature of Brahman is attained by the empirical self
through knowledge.

All the foregoing opinions are contradictory to scriptural
texts and reason. Texts are now quoted: TaittUp II.1.1;
MundUp IIL2.9; ChUp IIL2.9; PrasnaUp VI.9; SvetUp III.8;
KathUp V.I; BrUp IV.4.6; MundUp IL2.8. All these passages
declare liberation to be only the realization of Brahman, self-
established, nondual, eternal, unsurpassable bliss, infinite
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consciousness, the inner self of the empirical self.
(Objection:) If the self is in the state of happiness itself

during liberation that sort of liberation cannot be an end of
human values, because a liberated person cannot be in the
state of happiness.

(Answer:) No, for the immediate realization of happiness
is regarded as the supreme end of human endeavours. Worldly
pleasure is not regarded as that supreme end, since it is
incidental (änusamgikä).

(Objection:) Why can't association with happiness be
itself the supreme end? Whatever is related to the self and
causes some excellence in one is desired for that reason, so
happiness (which is an excellence) should be desired by
everyone.

(Answer:) What is the cause of or means to that
excellence? If it is because it produces happiness, then infinite
regress results. But in the world immediate realization (of the
Self) does not differ from happiness, because the nature of
self-effulgence and bliss are established as the essential nature
of the Self. And there is no evidence to prove that bliss and
consciousness are different from the Self. So there is no need
for another excellence. Hence, the Self is eternal
consciousness, effulgent, and blissful, and happiness is nothing
different from this Self. So everything is consistent.

Therefore, it cannot be assumed by any inference that
liberation is not the supreme end, for the experience of the
unsurpassable bliss during liberation declared by hundreds of
traditional scriptural passages is consistent, and the same is
the supreme end of human endeavours. Therefore, the state of
consciousness which is everlasting, unsurpassable bliss, being
the inner, nondual, supreme Self, is liberation, after rooting
out the mass of beginingless ignorance by the immediate
knowledge of Brahman generated by great texts such as "That
thou art", etc., according to the theory of (Samkara) the
author of the (Brahmasütra)bhäsya, which is to be followed by
those who desire liberation.
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PRAKÄSÄTMAN (1000?)
Although Surendranath Dasgupta guessed this author's

date as 1200, and has been often cited as authority for that
date, it seems likely that the Pancapädikä-Vivarana was
composed at least a couple of centuries before that. After all,
the title of the work gives the name to a most popular system
of post-Samkara philosophy, a system whose interpretation of
Advaita is espoused by most of the authors whose works are
summarized in the present volume, starting with Jnänaghana
and Sarvajnätman.

Another name for this author is sometimes given as
Svayamprakäsänubhava. Prakäsätman must have been a
contemporary of Jnänaghana, as they both were pupils of
Ananyänubhava. And he is referred to by Rämänuja in the
Sribhäsya; thus, Prakäsätman must have lived prior to
Rämänuja, whose date is reasonably clearly fixed around 1120
or so. This fact alone serves to preclude a date for
Prakäsätman as late as Dasgupta's 1200.

The most exhaustive discussion of Prakäsätman's date
is found in Klaus Cammann's Das System des Advaita nach der
Lehre Prakäsätmans (Munchener Indologische Studien, Band
4, Wiesbaden 1965), pp. 4-8. His discussion agrees with the
date we are suggesting, except that he makes no mention of
the tradition that Prakäsätman and Vimuktätman had the same
teacher, arriving at a slightly earlier date for Vimuktätman
("die Istasiddhi zu Beginn und das PPV. um die Mitte des 10.
Jahrhunderts n. Chr. geschrieben worden ist").

6. PRAKÄSÄTMAN, Vivarana on Padmapäda's
Brahmasütrabhäsya-Pancapädikä

"E" references are to the edition by S. Srirama Sastri
and S.R.Krishnamurti Sastri (along with Samkara's Bhäsya and
other commentaries) in Madras Government Oriental Series
155, Part II, 1958. There is no complete translation of this
commentary. Book One was translated at the University of
Madras many years ago by S.S.Suryanarayana Sastri; it
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remains unpublished, and was retyped for the General Editor's
purposes (though there may be other copies) by Richard W.
Brooks in 1964. Passages from this translation provided here
are indicated by "T". There are also translations of large
portions in Satchidanandendra's The Method of the Vedänta:
A Critical Account of the Advaita Tradition, translated from
Sanskrit by Anthony J. Alston and published from London in
1989. This work is indicated by "S". For a German summary of
practically all of the text see Klaus Cammann, Das System des
Advaita Nach der Lehre Prakäsätmans (Wiesbaden 1965). For
a running commentary that amounts to a summary of the
entire text one should consult Bratindra Kumar Sengupta, A
Critique on the Vivarana School (Calcutta 1959). (One should
note that the numerous footnotes Sengupta provides locate
passages in the edition by N. S. Anantakrishna Sastri,
published as Calcutta Sanskrit Series 1, 1933.)

1-8 (El-10) The Introduction pays respects to the
existent, Sarasvati, Ganesa, Vyäsa, Samkara, and
Ananyänubhava (Prakäsätman's teacher).

(E13-33) (Objection:) (Samkara's) "Bhäsya", not having
the features of a hhäsya because most of its meaning has to be
imported, is not worth commenting on.

(Answer:) This introductory section has the function of
declaring the contents of the work and the fruits of its study.
It does so by explaining superimposition, which is the cause of
the content and fruit through explaining the scriptures which
deal with that content and whose study will bring about the
fruit.

(Objection:) Then why doesn't he say so?
(Answer:) The content and fruit are implied in the first

sütra, which implicitly refers to the requirements for eligibility
to study the Vedas, understand their content and achieve the
fruit of liberation.

(E33-38; P836-838) (Objection:) Didn't Padmapäda say
that there is no injunction to hear, consider and meditate on
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Brahman?
(Answer:) Samkara did show there couldn't be an

injunction to know, but he didn't reject the three injunctions
just mentioned.

(Objection:) Those three (hearing, considering and
meditation) are merely eulogized, not enjoined.

(Answer:) They are both enjoined and eulogized.
(E50-54) The opposition between subject (I") and object

("that") is compared to the opposition between darkness and
light. Here there is a discussion about the nature of darkness:
is it the mere absence of light? If so, how does this illustrate
the opposition between two existent things, the seer and the
seen? The answer given to this is that darkness is a color, not
a mere absence.

(E64-73; P753-755) Padmapäda reads the compound
"mithyäjfiäna" as consisting of "mithyä", that is, "false", and
"ajnäna", that is, "ignorance".1 Prakäsätman takes the
compound as a dvandva, i.e., as meaning "false awareness and
ignorance". He justifies the use of the two as follows: "ajnäna"
alone might mean merely the absence of any awareness,
whether true or false; "mithyä" alone would indicate merely
mistakenness, not that which causes error. Both terms are

*A number of Advaita scholars take this passage of Padmapada's
as being the source of what they contend is a fundamental
misreading of Samkara, who (they contend) intended what he
wrote, viz., "mithyäjnäna" as a compound consisting of "mithyä" and
"jnäna" (not "ajnäna). For example, cf. S. Vittala Sastri, Sri
Shankara's Adwaitha Siddhantha (Mysore 1980), who locates what
he considers a number of other points of difference between
Padmapada's readings and Samkara's intentions. If this is correct it
would tell against the "Vivarana school'"s claim to correctly represent
Samkara's interpretations on many points. Cf. the Introduction to
the present Volume.
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needed together to indicate both the negative and the positive
aspects of ignorance.

The positive aspect that he has in mind is that
ignorance is the material cause of what is superimposed.

(Objection:) But ignorance is merely the absence of
awareness, not anything positive that could be a material
cause. So the relation between superimposition and ignorance
is a relation between superimposition and a mere absence of
awareness of what is actual.

(Answer:) No, since a mere absence of awareness
cannot constitute an obstacle to superimposition provided the
sufficient conditions for superimposition are there.

(Objection:) But the absence of awareness of the
presence of what are actually the sufficient conditions for
superimposition does block awareness of superimposition
there.

(Answer:) No. Superimposition is an effect, and so
needs a cause. Only after superimposition (the effect) has
come into existence can the question arise about ignorance's
(its cause's) relation or nonrelationto awareness. So ignorance
is something positive, not merely an absence.

(Objection:) It is defects in the sense-objects or sense-
organs that cause superimposition, not ignorance.

(Answer:) Yes5 but the defects are only efficient causes,
not material causes. All effects, being positive things, require
a material cause. Since the defects you mention are different
in different cases (they may be in the objects or the organs, as
you noted), those objects or organs cannot be the material
cause of superimposition. But ignorance is the common cause
of all instances of error, so it must be the material cause of
what is superimposed.

(E74-76; S756-757) Ignorance is a positive entity, not
an absence. Absences are not immediately apprehended, but
are grasped through the sixth instrument of knowledge (viz.,
"nonapprehension" (anupalabdhi)), not the first (viz.,
perception). Even for those who think absences are perceptible
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one cannot perceive absence of awareness in the Self, since we
would have to cognize both the Self and that which is not in
It as in It, which is impossible.

When someone tells us (A) "I do not know what you
are speaking of1 and then proceeds to listen for information
about it, that further listening would not happen if the original
judgment had merely reported absence of awareness, since the
absence of an awareness of x cannot be grasped unless it is
grasped what x is.

(Objection:) What the* one who says (A) means is that
he has only partial knowledge; he listens for more.

(Answer:) Not necessarily. Consider "I do not know
which number you meanM--numbers do not have parts or
further (relevant) properties which one would listen for.

(Objection:) The listening is to get immediate
knowledge of the thing one already knows mediately.

(Answer:) No. Consider "I do not know the teaching of
the Vedas on the afterlife". We cannot have immediate
knowledge of the afterlife. So ignorance is a positive entity.

(E81-84; S757-758) (Objection:) The witness-
consciousness, by revealing ignorance as the locus of the
absence of awareness (of x) as well as its counterpositive,
knowledge (of x), shows that ignorance is the absence of
knowledge.

(Answer:) It could do so if ignorance were not a
positive entity. But since it is, what the witness-consciousness
reveals is ignorance as a positive entity; nothing is negated by
the very awareness that reveals it.

(Objection:) How can ignorance be revealed by the
witness-consciousness, since an object can be revealed only
through an instrument of knowledge?

(Answer:) Everything, whether known through an
instrument of knowledge or not, is illumined by the witness-
consciousness as being enveloped in ignorance. Infl also
supports our conclusion:

Infl: An awareness, an instrument of knowledge,
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implies that there is something other than itself and
other than its own prior absence, which something
conceals its object and exists in the same place and time
as itself, which something it destroys, just as a lamp
implies something (darkness) which conceals its object,
exists in the same place and time as its object (light)
and which it destroys.

And presumption also confirms the same conclusion.
Superimposition implies something that constitutes its material
cause. If that cause were real, the superimposition would be
real. Since that cause cannot be unreal, it must be presumed
to be indeterminable, as well as being beginningless, since if
it were not, some other material cause for it would have to be
presumed, leading to infinite regress. But presumption tells us
that the only thing that is beginningless, false, the material
cause of superimpositions and related to the Self must be
ignorance.

(E97-99; S802-803) There is only one ignorance.
(Objection:) The ignorance that conceals the shell must

be different from the ignorance that conceals the Self, since
the latter remains even after the former has disappeared.

(Answer:) No. Our failure to perceive a thing (the shell)
can be explained by defects in the instruments of knowledge.

(Objection:) That doesn't explain why the ignorance
that conceals the Self remains when superimposition and its
material cause, ignorance, have been removed by knowledge
of the shell.

(Answer:) Knowledge of the shell only dissolves the
silver into its material cause, (the one) ignorance. Or one
could say that the root-ignorance (that conceals the Self)
assumes a variety of forms {avastha) which serve as the
material causes of each separate illusion. These forms come to
an end, not the root-ignorance.

(E106-108; S759) (Objection:) We do not find any
other ignorance than mere noncognition or false cognition or
their traces.
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(Answer:) One's ignorance of the self-luminous Self in
dreamless sleep and other such states is not due to one's being
someone else at those times, since the Vedas tell us that in
dreamless sleep we are identical with the Self. Why would we
not know ourselves to be so then? Not because of our
awareness that we are not, since there can be no such
awareness in deep sleep. The traces of past cognitions cannot
block our awareness of the Self then: we can cognize a shell
even when traces of past erroneous silvers are in our minds.
And nonperception can't be the cause, since perception of the
Self is permanent.

Consciousness, being our true nature, cannot be
prevented from manifesting itself by actions, or else it would
become nonmanifested. So the nonmanifestation of the Self in
dreamless sleep and such states requires that we presume
something else-ignorance-as that which blocks that Selfs
manifestation there.

(E109-112; S773) (Bhedäbhedavädin:) There is nothing
called "ignorance" other than nonapprehension, errors and
their traces. These are the causes of rebirth and persist up to
the time of liberation.

(Answer:) Yes, but why does this appeal to you who
believe in identity-in-difference? That view countenances both
difference and nondifference as real, which would mitigate
against the removal of either and thus would preclude
liberation altogether.

The first superimposition of all is the superimposition
of the ego (on the Self).

(E121-128) (Objection:) In an erroneous judgment "this
is silver" the silver is not presented as merely "like"
remembered silver; it just is the remembered silver.

(Answer:) No, for it is present before us.
(Objection:) If this silver is nonexistent how can it be

present for us?
(Answer:) Rather, since it is present before us, how can

it be nonexistent?
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(Objection:) But we conclude that this is not silver.
(S800) (Answer:) The false silver which appeared in the

judgment "this is silver" is negated by the later correct
judgment "this is not silver",- which denies the existence at any
time of ultimately real silver but not of the false silver that
appeared. Thus the two judgments "false silver appears" and
"real silver does not really exist" are compatible.

(Objection:) But the silver is presented immediately, not
being discriminated from shell.

(Answer:) The term "superimposition" can be used to
refer either to the thing superimposed or to the awareness
superimposing. In either case Samkara's definition only says
that the superimposition is like memory, not that it is memory
or remembered.

(Objection:) Aha! Then it is not memory.
(Answer:) All judgments other than sensory

awarenesses involve memory.
(E164-165; S806) (Objection:) Aren't you (Advaitins)

contradicting yourself when you say of something that is
experienced as it is (and so is real) that it is indeterminable
(and so neither real nor unreal)?

(Answer:) No. In the (shell)silver case silver is related
to the "this"-aspect of the shell, as well as the relationship of
silver to the real shell. It is not that the silver actually is the
real shell.

There are three kinds of reality. One is the supreme
reality of Brahman. Second, there is the practical reality of the
constituents of the world beginning with space; they have
mäyä for their adjunct. And thirdly there is the reality of
illusions like the silver, which have ignorance for their
property and are inexplicable in comparison with Brahman. So
there is no contradiction; there are different degrees of reality.

(E166-169; S804-805) Error cannot be explained as
existent or as nonexistent. The other theories which attempt
such explanation are contradictory. The akhyäti theory makes
many wrong assumptions: that a false awareness is two
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awarenesses, not one; that there is no silver presented; that
the silver is remembered, but that that nature of it is obscured,
resulting in a failure to discriminate between the two; that this
failure can somehow generate action on the part of the
cognizer. It also assumes that one can have memory of what
was experienced in previous lives.

The anyathäkhyäti theory also makes mistaken
assumptions: that a real thing existing in one place can be
observed in another place; that the senses can perceive
occurrences in previous lives and far away; it assumes that a
mere absence can bring all this about; it claims that a real
relation between the error and the object that is its content is
actually perceived, though no such relation exists.

To refute these erroneous theories one only has to
appreciate the falsity of the erroneously-considered object and
that ignorance is the material cause of error.

(E169-173; S810-813) (Objection:) Ignorance {avidya)
is not the same thing as mäyä.

(Answer:) They are both inexplicable.
(Objection:) But ignorance and mäyä have different

features. Ignorance deludes the person whom it- affects, but
mäyä does not delude the magician.

(Answer:) That is because the magician created the
illusion, so it is not he who is affected by his mäyä, but the
audience.

(Objection:) Mäyä can be produced (by the magician)
at will, but not ignorance.

(Answer:) Not so, since it is the instruments, which are
nonconscious, that the magician uses which are the causes of
mäyä. And vice versa perceptual errors, born of ignorance, can
be produced at will-e.g., the illusion of two moons when one's
eyeball is pressed.

So ignorance and mäyä are the same thing. In ordinary
usage, however, we prefer to use "mäyä" when we are thinking
of its power of projection, and "avidyä" when we are thinking
of its power of concealment. Again, we speak of "mäyä" as
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dependent on a person's will, and "avidyä" when it is not.
(E174-175; S808) Being false is being the

coimterpositive of an absence, which counterpositive is
perceived in a place actually characterized by its absence. It is
sublated by the awareness that that description is satisfied.

Sublation is the cessation of ignorance (or a part of it)
together with its effects, whether those effects still exist or are
already nonexistent.

(E194-195; S781-782) (Objection:) On your theory, in
any cognition the collection of the sense of ego, etc. is
superimposed on the Self, and the Self is the knower having
the nature of nondual consciousness. So on this theory three
aspects of the cognitive situation are constituted by the Self:
the locus (different from what is superimposed), the
awareness by which that locus is (though incorrectly)
cognized, and the knower who cognizes it. So, in an erroneous
awareness one of these three must be faulty. But there are no
faults in consciousness, the Self, since it is not produced and
is needed for awareness to occur at all. Superimposition of the
ego-sense, etc. onto the Self is not possible, since the three
things required for superimposition (according to you, viz.,
nonconstructive awareness of the locus, traces of previous
experiences, and defects in the senses or cognitive apparatus)
cannot play a part in any supposed superimposition of the not-
Self onto the Self. And the Self cannot function as the locus
different from what is superimposed, since that locus has to be
itself known as object (other than the knower), its general
features known but its specific features not known, And there
can be no "other place" in pure consciousness, since it has no
places. So the definition of superimposition as proposed by
you will not do.

(Answer:) The Self is self-luminous. Yet, because of
ignorance, only its general features are known but not its
particular features.

(E207; S760) In dreamless sleep there is no error;
traces do not function, and so the Self should be experienced
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as consciousness then. But Vedic passages (e.g., ChUp VIII.3.1-
2) say that there must be some actually false entity
(mithyävastu) that exists then, and that it is not just traces or
the absence of awareness or of action that prevents the
manifestation of the Self in dreamless sleep.

(E210-215; S767-768) The seat and the content of
ignorance needn't be different. In fact, ignorance is located in
and conceals the same reality, as darkness conceals the place
where it is located.

Again, ignorance does not contradict its locus,
consciousness, since it is consciousness which manifests it, as
the witness-consciousness shows.

(Objection:) But since Brahman is omniscient, if all is
one there cannot be any ignorance.

(Answer:) No. Ignorance is experienced, so must exist.
But it is like the case of reflection in a mirror-although the
object and its reflection are the same thing, the smudges, etc.
that come from the mirror are not in the object. Likewise,
Brahman and the individual self are identical even though
Brahman is omniscient and the individual self is ignorant;
indeed, Brahman's omniscience attests to the self s ignorance.
And that ignorance is a positive force, not merely an absence.

(E215-218; S769-771) (Objection:) If they are the same
thing how can the self and Brahman be related so that one is
the seat of the other? Some appeal to the internal organ
(antahkarana) as the source of the difference. Others say that
there are differences in the parts (of the one Self = Brahman).

(Answer:) Only ignorance of the Self can conceal the
Self. So it is ignorance that is the instrument (nimittd) that
delimits the self (jivd). The limitation that constitutes the self
must be a form of illusory superimposition. What really exists
is partless, so does not allow any (real) distinction within it.
The connection of that (what really exists=Brahman) with
defects, such as being thought of as an agent of actions and
experiences born of a beginningless cycle of causes and effects,
has been demonstrated. So the cause of this cycle, ignorance,
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must itself be beginningless; it cannot be the internal organ or
any effect of ignorance.

The internal organ does not have the capability of
causing difference. Since breaking things apart cannot be real,
limitation can only be due to error, and error is caused by
ignorance. The internal organ itself is superimposed through
ignorance, since it is destroyed through knowledge. Again, the
internal organ can only delimit when it itself has already been
delimited by its cause, ignorance. The internal organ has a
beginning, which would imply that the Self had a beginning,
so that It couldn't be the seat of beginningless ignorance. And
if the internal organ were the self it would cease during
dreamless sleep, etc.

(Objection:) During dreamless sleep the internal organ
remains in a subtle state.

(Answer:) That subtle state must in fact be a state in
which the internal organ assumes the form of its material
cause, which must have a capacity for reawakening
conditioned by traces born from previous experiences of that
internal organ. So the internal organ cannot be the
individuating factor delimiting the individual self.

(Objection:)1 Your interpretation assumes a real
difference between the self and Brahman so that the self (and
not Brahman) can be afflicted with ignorance.

(Answer:) Then a difference (between the self and
Brahman) must depend on another difference (that
individuates that self) and this leads to infinite regress. So it
is better to accept our theory.

(E220-221; S764-765) (Objection:) That we judge "I am
ignorant" (aham ajfiah) is proof that ignorance has as its locus
a qualified consciousness (not consciousness per se).

(Answer:) No, for on that argument one could equally
well say that "I am experiencing" (aham anubhavämi) yields
the same conclusion.

attributes this objection to Bhaskara.
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(Objection:) But experience doesn't have its locus in the
internal organ. E.g., in "(red-hot) iron burns" the iron doesn't
burn; fire burns and burns the iron. Likewise it is a mistake
to suppose that the internal organ experiences; it is the Self
that experiences, not the internal organ.

(Answer:) That is not necessarily the proper analogy.
One could as well say that "I am ignorant" arises from the fact
that both ignorance and the internal organ are related to the
same Self, not because ignorance is located in the internal
organ. Anyway, that ignorance has as its locus the Self without
the internal organ is shown by the experience of deep sleep»

(Objection:) Though ignorance cannot have as its seat
unqualified Brahman, it can have qualified Brahman as its
seat.

(Answer:) No, since there is a self-linking relation
(svarüpasambandhd) between them (namely, between
qualified and unqualified Brahman). If to avoid this you make
something inert the seat of ignorance, it would follow that the
seat of false judgments, as well as of the true judgments that
sublate them, is inert, which is contradictory.

(Objection:) There are just as many problems for your
view as for mine!

(Answer:) True. But it is better to seat ignorance in
something that exists, rather than postulating two seats for
ignorance (viz., the self and the Self). Furthermore, if the
bound person is the same person as the liberated one, the seat
of ignorance had better be related to the Self rather than to
the self.

(E248)1 "Prakäsätma Yati claims that the revelation of
objects by the sense of sight and the revelation of objects by
the lamp are of different class. Self-luminosity can be
propounded in two ways, viz. one is knowledge or
consciousness which is opposed to ajfiäna, the other is the
light of the lamp which is opposed to darkness. The
fundamental difference between the two is very clear.
Revelation by consciousness means revelation of the objective
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world by dispelling avidyä, doubt, etc. The light of the lamp
reveals the objective world by dispelling darkness and it is not
the cause of (the) generation of knowledge."

(E263; S783) That one did not experience pain during
dreamless sleep is not a memory (as Padmapäda at one point
seems to say: Prakäsätman says he was merely answering an
opponent's objection). Rather, it is known through
presumption based on one's satisfaction upon waking up5 from
which one infers that he had no awareness then. This is not
memory, but a valid inference.

(E265-270; S783-785) (Objection:) Since ignorance,
bliss, and the witness-consciousness are indestructible and can
leave behind no traces, how can one who awakes from
dreamless sleep remember experiencing?

(Answer:) These three (ignorance, bliss, witness-
consciousness) result from reflections of consciousness in
ignorance. Their difference is because of differences in the
states (avastha) taken by ignorance during the period of
dreamless sleep. They leave traces, which cause the memory-
experiences one has on waking.

(S writes: "Here the Vivarana is not satisfied with the
mere claim that positive Ignorance is present in dreamless
sleep. Many further points are mentioned. A cause-effect
relation is admitted between the three states of waking, dream
and dreamless sleep (so that dreamless sleep causes memories
in the waking state, for instance). Ignorance is credited with
modifications in dreamless sleep. Consciousness is reflected in
these modifications in three different forms. And it is further
assumed that the three of them come to an end and leave an
impression that can be picked up by memory, with Ignorance
as a whole for their seat.")

(Objection:) How can activity of the internal organ be
dissolved in dreamless sleep, since breathing (präna)
continues?

(Answer:) We don't view breathing as related to the
internal organ; it is a different function. But the internal organ
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does have the power of prompting the five kinds of breathing.
The modifications of breathing depend on the internal organ.

Alternatively we may say that, though the internal
organ's power of awareness dissolves in dreamless sleep, its
power of action in the form of breathing continues; for the
internal organ has parts. Or one may theorize that creation is
limited to what is perceived (drstisrsti), and then in dreamless
sleep everything will be dissolved. In that case, the perception
of a body and the breathing of a sleeping person would just be
the erroneous perception of other people.

(E287-290; S775-779) (Objection:) (You say that the
self (jivd) is Brahman reflected in ignorance.) But if the self
were a reflection one could not know that it is identical with
Brahman, since a reflection is inert, as is, say, Devadatta's
reflection of himself in another's eye.

(Answer:) It is Devadatta's body that is reflected, not
the Self.

(Objection:) The knowledge which sublates Devadatta's
error belongs not to Devadatta as a reflection but to that of
which he is a reflection, namely, Brahman. So error belongs to
Brahman.

(Answer:) No, since when error arises only one's own
knowledge can dispel it. What qualifies one for having
knowledge is not being something reflected but being in error,
which is caused by ignorance; so ignorance, not Brahman, is
the condition of being an individual self.

(Objection:) Does Brahman know that It is the
prototype of the reflection or not? If not It is not omniscient,
But if so It undergoes the experiences, the frustrations of
ordinary life.

(Answer:) No. When Devadatta sees himself reflected
in another's eye as very small, etc. he does not grieve, since he
knows he is not being minimized in this way. Likewise, when
Brahman sees the frustrations of transmigration in the self,
which is only Its reflection, Brahman does not grieve, since it
knows the truth.
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(Objection:) In ordinary experience the illusion that the
thing reflected and its mirror image are two distinct entities
persists even after their identity is known.

(Answer:) Yes, but the adjunct here is not due to
ignorance and cannot be removed by knowledge, but only by
the termination of the mirror.

(Objection:) But the individual self, though a reflection,
is immediately known to itself as consciousness.

(Answer:) Space, though formless and bodiless, is seen
to be reflected in water along with clouds, etc. And Brahman
too, though formless and bodiless, is capable of being
reflected.

(Objection:) How can limitless Brahman be reflected in
the finite self?

(Answer:) Well, the infinite space can be reflected in a
finite patch of water!

(E289-291; S779-781) (Objection:) Why isn't an
individual self merely (Brahman) limited by adjuncts (upädhi),
like space in a pot?

(Answer:) No, for then Brahman would be really
limited spatially and temporally, and could not then also be
unlimited.

(Objection:) Then Brahman in its true nature is present
in the selves, and its unlimited form is an error.

(Answer:) This contradicts textual authority (BrUp
III.7.22), which says that Brahman is both different from the
self and yet present within it. But on the reflection theory
Brahman can perfectly well be located in both the prototype
and the reflection: note that water occupies space but also
reflects space.1

^accidanandendra (S, p. 780) comments: "We must conclude
that it is only an unfounded tradition that has grown up among the
moderns which says that in Vacaspati's system ignorance has its seat
in the individual soul, while in the system of the Vivarana it has its
seat in the absolute, and which says that, while Vacaspati teaches
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(Objection:) Since it was said that the individual self is
formed through ignorance as the adjunct, how can it now be
said that the ego-sense (ahamkärd) is the adjunct?

(Answer:) There is no fault here. "(O)n account of the
connection with Ignorance, it (Pure Consciousness) becomes
the substratum of an experience of slight determination in
dreamless sleep. Then in dream it becomes the substratum of
a more concrete form of experience, through determination by
the mind, which has Ignorance for its material cause. Then in
the waking state Consciousness assumes its most concrete
form, from the coloring it receives from the mind in contact
with the physical body. It does not, however, follow that with
each separate new adjunct there is a separate new soul For at
each new step there is only the further determination of
Consciousness as already determined by the previous adjunct
in the series. New adjuncts only create new souls when
unrelated to previous adjuncts."4

(E292-294; S787-789) (Objection:) If ignorance alone
delimits the individual self in deep sleep (and not
superimposition), then the self and the Self must be the same
there. And this would mean that ignorance afflicts the Self.

(Answer:) True, there must be some difference in deep
sleep between the self and the Self. It cannot be an error, but
must lie in their very natures. But in other states (waking,
etc.) the difference is due to ignorance.

(Objection:) If the difference is due to their very nature
it must be beginningless, so cannot have ignorance as its
cause.

(Answer:) Though beginningless this difference, though
not an effect of ignorance, is conditioned by ignorance, that is,
ignorance is not the material cause (upädänd) of the relation
between the Self and ignorance, that relation being

the 'delimitation' theory of the soul, the author of the Vivarana
teaches the 'reflection' theory. There is, however, no doubt that the
Vivarana system favors the reflection theory."
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between the Self and ignorance, that relation being
beginningless.

(Objection:) How can the difference between self and
Brahman be conditioned by ignorance (without ignorance
belonging to one or the other of them)?

(Answer:) Though consciousness is the locus of an
imaginary beginningless difference between self and Brahman,
it is (not pure consciousness but) consciousness qualified by
ignorance that constitutes this locus. The self then appears as
real through being "colored" by consciousness in its true
nature. Though imaginary, this difference between the two,
Brahman and the self, is spoken of as a causal relationship.

It is not a contradiction to hold that what is conditioned
by ignorance may be beginningless as well as indeterminable
and so capable of sublation.

(E296-297; S773) (Objection:) Superimposition is
constructionfilled (savikalpaka), so its locus should be
constructionfilled as well. But then pure consciousness cannot
be its locus

(Answer:) No. Superimpositions are beginningless, so
a given superimposition has as its locus consciousness limited
either by an earlier superimposition of ignorance or by a
previous superimposition of the ego-sense (ahamkärd).

(E297-312; S790-793) (Objection:) According to you
the Self is without relation, without change, pure bliss, pure
consciousness. It is not a knower (pramäta), since it cannot
undergo changes due to activity of the instruments of
knowledge. And the ego-sense can't be the locus of the
experience of the world, since it is in itself not conscious. (The
objector goes on to review other schools of thought which
either deny the all-pervasiveness of the Self or take awareness
as a quality of only that part of the self in a body, etc., thus
resolving the difficulty. But it is not resolvable, he says, on the
Advaita account.)

(Answer:) As we said, the Self Itself is unmanifest, but
consciousness, having been superimposed on the ego and thus
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delimited by it, takes the form that the ego (mind) takes when
related to objects, just as red-hot iron, though itself shapeless,
takes the shape of whatever it is poured into.

(Objection:) But still, how can pure consciousness, the
Self, be limited in the form taken by the ego?

(Answer:) The mind, which has the power of
illuminating the otherwise-inert object which is its content,
makes that object take the form in which it is cognized.

(Objection:) Then consciousness must become
differentiated according to the different objects whose form it
cognizes. But how can consciousness of a certain object
become related to the consciousness that is a particular
cognizer? And if it cannot, how can anyone cognize anything,
since the two limited consciousnesses will be different?

(Answer:) The immediacy of the consciousness of the
content is manifested as the immediacy of pure consciousness
limited by the cognizer, which has itself been caused by the
ego to assume the form of the content. There is only one
immediacy of consciousness here.

One who performs (mental) actions is a cognizer. An
object qua content cannot be a cognizer. Since the internal
organ acts, consciousness limited by it must be the cognizer.

(Objection:) The performer of an act should experience
its results. But on your account the internal organ performs
the act while the Self experiences its result.

(Answer:) The Self is the locus of action through the
superimposition of Its identity with the internal organ, and the
internal organ is the locus of experiences because
superimposed on the Self. That is, consciousness has as its
contents the mind and its ideas, and both consciousness and
the mind thus (seem to) cognize the same external object.

This explains why our awareness is not universal.
Consciousness makes something its content only through its
adjunct of being in contact with the mind. And since one's
mind (internal organ) is not another's, what one cognizer
cognizes is not cognized by everyone.
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(Objection:) It is not right to hold that the internal
organ is an adjunct limiting consciousness, since it itself is a
product of consciousness, and no effect can limit its own
material cause.

(Answer:) Though the self is all-pervasive it is not in
contact or relation with everything. It only illumines that with
which it is in contact. Brahman (pure consciousness), though,
is the material cause of everything; thus It illumines the
universe, but the individual self does not do so, since it is not
the material cause of everything. E.g., the universal cowness,
though omnipresent, is not manifested, in horses, etc.; light
does not illuminate nonvisible substances or their qualities.

(E315-316; T793-794) The individual self is not
constantly aware of Brahman, the Self, since the internal
organ cannot take the form of Brahman. The internal organ
does not manifest everything it has relation to, but only those
things whose cognized forms are determined by them.
Otherwise, e.g., it would cognize its past karma, which it
doesn't. In fact, there is only manifestation of things when the
internal organ takes the form of the ego. if not, we would
have awareness of the self in dreamless sleep»

As for limitation of one's own material cause, we find
that scorpions. get rid of the dung from which they sprung,
and trees eat up their own soil.

(E347; S798) It is evident that superimposition does not
cause any real virtues or defects in the cognizer. Rather, what
we say is that superimpositions are transformations
(parinäma) of ignorance and that their virtues and defects do
not affect their seat, the Self. This is so because consciousness
illuminates the beginningless stream of superimpositions. Each
change in that stream is a transformation of its material cause,
ignorance. Since each superimposition is nondifferent from
ignorance it follows that the Self is both the seat of each
superimposition and that which that superimposition conceals.

- (E348-351; S796-797) The Pancapädikä argues that
there is absence of superimposition where there is absence of
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experience. So in particular during dreamless sleep, where
there is no experiencing, there is no superimposition.

(Objection:) The Self and the not-self must be related,
since there is empirical experience.

(Answer:) No, since then there would be experience in
dreamless sleep, Self and not-self both being present there. So
the Pancapädikä concludes that, on the grounds of inference
as well as presumption, superimposition is the cause of
experience involving knower, knowledge and known.

(Objection:) Since the Self (being ubiquitous) is related
equally to all bodies, how can superimposition on It be
restricted to one individual self?

(Answer:) It is because the superimposition of
ignorance is beginningless. A subtle body is a transformation
of each individual self, produced by ignorance, and each
physical body is an effect proceeding from that subtle body. So
there is no problem about the restriction of superimposition to
each self.

(E370-371; S805-806) Superimposition can be one-way
or both-ways (i.e., mutual). When one thing is superimposed
on another and not vice versa, the locus (on which there is
something superimposed) is general; thus in "this shiny thing"
it is only the predicate which speaks of the particular features
of what is superimposed. When there is mutual
superimposition, however, both elements1 particular features
are spoken of.

(Objection:) Then both elements-Self and not-self-
must be unreal (or false).

(Answer:) No, for a conscious thing is not directly
superimposed on an inert thing; what is superimposed on the
inert thing is the notion that it is conscious.

(Objection:) But in mutual superimposition each of the
two have their specific features, which must prevent them
having the features of the other superimposed.

(Answer:) No. When a thing has the role of locus it is
not cognized with its specific features, as we said above; those
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features are grasped only as the superimposed feature.
(E373-377; S814-815) (Objection:) How can

beginningless ignorance come to an end?
(Answer:) It is generally accepted that ignorance ends.

The Buddhists, Naiyäyikas, Sämkhya and Mimämsä are cited
as agreeing.

(Objection:) A positive, beginningless existing thing, like
(your own category) the Self, cannot come to an end. So
ignorance will never end.

(Answer:) No, for ignorance is not a positive thing. It
is indeterminable. There are two conflicting statements: "What
is beginningless doesn't end" and "Knowledge brings about the
end of beginningless ignorance". But where a particular
authoritative statement contradicts a general truth, the former
prevails; otherwise it will be pointless.

(Objection:) Destruction is by definition a subsequent
state of the material cause of a thing. But since a beginningless
thing can have no material cause it cannot have destruction
either.

(Answer:) No, the proper definition of the destruction
of a thing is that it is a subsequent state of the thing's own
locus. Otherwise the Vaisesikas cannot explain how the atoms
underlying a pot can lose their color and take on another
when the pot is baked, or more generally how a prior absence
comes to an end when something gets produced.

(Objection:) Since ignorance is not an absence but a
positive beginningless thing, it can't have an end any more
than, the Self can.

(Answer:) But, as we have just said, it is not a positive
entity, even though it is beginningless like the prior absence.

(Objection:) How do you know it does come to an end?
(Answer:) Because knowledge and ignorance are direct

opposites.
(Objection:) O.K., knowledge brings ignorance to an

end; but how is superimposition removed?
(Answer:) Since ignorance is the cause of
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superimposition, when the cause is removed its effect is also.
(E403-409; S832-833) Immediate apprehension occurs

when an awareness is its own content (as in the witnessing
consciousness), or is caused by its own content (as in our
awarenesses of pleasure or pain), or where it is caused by
direct physical contact between object and sense-organ (as in
the perception of external physical objects). Apprehension
which is not immediate (e.g., as in inference) is termed
mediate.

Now Brahman is the material cause of all awarenesses.
In awarenesses of Brahman deriving from scripture the first
thing to manifest itself is Brahman, either as the same as
awareness or as the source of it. But this is not immediately
appreciated, both because the mind is not capable of
sufficiently profound analysis to recognize It and because the
traces left by past errors hide It. Thus awareness of Brahman
through language, involving error, is mediate, not directly
known. But the practice of virtue, performance of sacrifices,
and resort to meditation are capable of yielding the immediate
awareness sought.

The method of becoming convinced of the immediate
knowledge derived from the Vedas comes through destroying
the traces that produce the mediate awareness which is
erroneous by the means just mentioned (practice of virtue,
etc.). And when it is said that reasoning {tarka) is an auxiliary
to the revealed texts what is meant is that reasoning should be
used to refute the sources of disbelief in the truth of scripture
and to eliminate other misconceptions before that meditation,
etc. have started. So when the texts say that the Upanisads
teaqh about Brahman it is implied that scripture alone is the
source of immediate apprehension of Brahman.

(E414-415; T817-818) (Objection:) Even after
ignorance has been removed by knowledge it has to return (or
otherwise how could the knower's persistence as living be
explained?)

(Answer:) Because traces of the ignorance remain.
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(Objection:) Traces are produced by mental or physical
actions, but not by ignorance or its effects.

(Answer:) No. Perfumes leave traces of their smell;
traces must remain at the -end of an eon, otherwise there could
be no subsequent origin of the universe. For everything that
comes to an end a trace is produced.

Furthermore, ignorance and its effects are mental
actions. And though the witness-consciousness being constant
and eternal cannot leave a trace, it does become reflected in
ignorance and its effects, like the mind.

(Objection:) A trace cannot cause anything but a
memory. How can it cause immediate awareness of duality?

(Answer:) Because it is associated with ignorance arid
thus is a defect that affects consciousness. The Self is the locus
of the trace since It is the locus of ignorance. Ignorance is the
material cause of all effects except its traces. True, the Self is
not the material cause of traces, but it has the adjunct
(upädhi) of being their locus, just as it has the adjunct of
being the locus of ignorance--and none of this involves
contradiction.

A trace can persist along with knowledge but is
eventually destroyed by it-so the liberation of the body at
death is consistent. Or "traces of ignorance" can be construed
as "remnants (lesya) of ignorance", i.e., the karma that was
ticketed to be worked off in that life (prärabdhakarman,
though this term is not actually used in the present passage).

(E537-546; S845-847) Admittedly, certain maxims
found in the (Pürva)Mimämsäsütras are consistent with our
own (e.g., the maxim that one should recite daily a portion of
one's Veda, or that the Vedas are authoritative because
authorless).

(Objection:) Indeed, all those maxims are also
authoritative, since their authorship precedes that of the
Vedänta (i.e., of the Upanisads).

(Answer:) No. Those maxims pertain to what ought to
be done, whereas the Vedänta conveys the nature of a Reality
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that already exists.
(Objection:) "Then" (in "Then, therefore, the desire to

inquire into Brahman", BS 1.1.1) means "after performing
rituals and good works" (one may desire to inquire into
Brahman).

(Answer:) True, when a properly qualified person,
purified by the daily and seasonal rites, listens, studies and
meditates this helps bring about knowledge of the nature of
things (tattvajnäna). However, when ritual activity is
performed without study and meditation it does not help bring
about knowledge of the nature of things, but rather brings on
a prosperous and favorable rebirth. Thus there is no
contradiction between scripture (the Vedas) and traditional
literature (smrti) if the Veda finds ritual a help in gaining
knowledge while the tradition views it as a means to
prosperity.

Indeed, sacrificing, etc. are said in scripture to be
auxiliary to Brahman-realization.

(Objection:) Then what is the difference between saying
that rituals cause purification of the mind and saying that they
cause desire for knowledge?

(Answer:) Purification of the mind leads to knowledge
only if hearing, considering and meditation are practiced;
otherwise it leads only to a better life and higher rebirths. But
on the view that performing rituals leads to a desire for
knowledge, knowledge is seen as a result of action, and the
rituals themselves are supposed to generate knowledge by
providing the means to knowledge until it is achieved.

(E579-584; S830) (Objection:) If the Vedas provide
knowledge what's the point of philosophical inquiry?

(Answer:) There is no fault in scripture. Defects come
from the organs of people (purusendriya). So Vedic knowledge
is not the cause of error, doubt, nonperception, etc. But the
words of the Vedas can be understood as having different
senses in different contexts and because of the secular usage
of the words involved. Proper understanding of the words
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avoids these human defects and helps end wrong
understanding. That is all that inquiry achieves. When the
impediments are removed knowledge arises from the texts
themselves. So philosophical inquiry is not a direct means of
knowledge.

The words themselves (with their endings) indicate
their interrelationship. When the words are interpreted in their
proper primary or secondary meanings so that they do not
counter what is known from other instruments of knowledge,
knowledge of the meanings of the Vedic sentences removes
doubts and wrong understandings that were due to human
defects.

(E624; S849-850) (Objection:) (In BS 1.1.2) How do
"origin, maintenance and destruction of the world" qualify
Brahman? Are they merely accidental features of Brahman or
are they Its intrinsic nature?

(Answer:) When a crow is perched on a house is the
property of being a perch for the crow intrinsic to the house
or not? If you say that it is intrinsic then it would follow that
when the crow flies away part of the house would too. But if
you say it is merely an accidental feature of the house, then
being the cause of the origin, maintenance and destruction of
the world may equally well be an accidental feature of
Brahman. Brahman, the pure Self cannot do or produce
anything.

(E631-635; S850-851) The great elements that compose
the world have prakrti as their material cause, just as pots
have clay as their material cause. The various properties like
substancehood, etc. qualify classes of things, but root (müld)
prakrti by contrast is present in all things and is the material
cause of every modification. That there is only one material
cause of everything is based on the principle of simplicity-one
should not multiply entities beyond necessity.

We can infer that it {prakrti) is also the instrumental or
efficient cause (nimittakärana). The argument would be that
this world must have the same thing as material and efficient
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cause, since it is an effect brought about by experiencing
(preksa) it, like pleasure and pain, etc.

(Objection:) The material and efficient causes of, say,
a pot are different-the one is the clay, the other the potter.

(Answer:) But ultimately the cause is one.
(Objection:) Instrumental causes are not one, but many:

e.g., merit (dharmd) and demerit (adharmd) are both
instrumental causes of experiences.

(Answer:) But the final controller is the same as the
material cause.

(E652-653; S852-853) There are three theories about
the cause of the universe. On the first theory, Brahman is
qualified by mäyä, and both together cause the world like the
two strands of a rope. Since Brahman is, as shown by
scriptural authority, of infinite size, knowledge and bliss, mäyä
is eliminated and Brahman remains in its pure form. On the
second theory, mäyä is Brahman's power, so that Brahman is
the cause of the universe through that power. And on a third
theory, Brahman is the cause of the universe, being the ground
on which mäyä rests. On both these (last) two theories, since
mäyä depends on Brahman, its effects also depend on
Brahman, as a cloth depends on fibres because it depends on
the threads which themselves depend on the fibres.

(E688-692; S820-821) (Objection:) How can the Vedas,
being beginningless, be said to be caused by Brahman?

(Answer:) The Veda is a "science" (sästrd), a term that
applies to all the Vedic words collectively, comprising the
words, i.e., ordered syllables conveying a single word-
meaning; sentence-meanings i.e., ordered words conveying a
collective meaning; sections, the ordering of the sentences
conveying the entire meaning of the whole passage; and
eventually the whole text. Through this procedure this science,
like other sciences, is amassed for the purpose of steadily
apprising its readers/hearers of the highest good. This has
gone on beginninglessly.

(Objection:) But since syllables, words and sentences
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are spread out temporally they cannot be beginningless.
(Answer:) That is an illusion. Though the apparent

sequence of the syllables, etc. appears to constitute a
succession different from the consciousness that cognizes it, it
is not real However, it is not completely unreal either, as is
apparent from the practical dealings with it in the world.

Since the Vedas communicate knowledge of everything,
and since nothing exists that cannot be communicated
somehow, it follows that Brahman, its material cause, is
omniscient.

(E724-732; S823-825) (MImämsaka:) How do we know
that verbal testimony is an instrument of knowledge? That
must be attested by what is already assumed to be an
instrument of knowledge.

(Answer:) No. If that were so, one couldn't know
anything, since every object known by an instrument of
knowledge is something previously not known.

(MImämsaka:) Since language, being a human function,
is subject to error, it at any rate requires corroboration by
another instrument of knowledge.

(Answer:) Perhaps in some cases, but not in the case of
the language of the Vedas, which are not of human origin.

(MImämsaka:) Language, which claims to refer to an
object that already exists, needs and is capable of confirmation
by another instrument.

(Answer:) That may apply to human speech, but not to
the language of the Vedas.

(MImämsaka:) But human speech does not always
concern what is perceptible; sometimes it reports a speaker's
memory.

(Answer:) Yes, and the validity of such speech depends
on earlier knowledge gained through empirical means. But the
Vedic words are independent of that; they do not. depend on
knowledge gained by some other means. And if your objection
were correct it would mean that Vedic injunctions depend on
corroboration by other instruments (which the MImämsaka
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denies).
(Mimämsaka:) Injunctions do not depend on other

instruments.
(Answer:) Surely ordinary commands do, or else all

injunctions concern nonexistent (tucchd) entities.
(Mimämsaka:) What we mean is that what is spoken of

in an injunction cannot be cognized by another instrument
because it must be something to be done in the future.

(Answer:) Yes, and in parallel fashion Brahman, being
without sensible qualities such as color, etc., is cognizable only
through (Vedic) language.

(E786; S817) (Objection:) How can one who is
experiencing his true Self at the same time perceive duality?

(Answer:) He cannot. His experience is sometimes the
former and sometimes the latter: the latter is the product of
that portion of his karmic store initiated at the outset of his
lifetime.

7.PRAKÄSÄTMAN, Sabdanirnaya
Makhanlal Mukherji, in Indian Historical Quarterly 15,

1939, 435-440, has given us a few hints about the contents of
this work. "The work true to its name deals with all topics that
come under the heading of verbal knowledge (sabdapramäna
or sabdapramiti), and is written in the metrical form with the
writer's own comments (vätti)-the usual style of a prakarana
work. The work which, as Prakäsätman says, is primarily
meant for the enlightenment of the uninitiated, is really food
for thought for even the most astute intellect. For a careful
reading of the work discloses a curious, though anticipated,
similarity in the wordings, as well as in dialectical antinomies,
to the arguments employed in similar contexts by Prakäsätman
in the third, fourth and fifth varnakas of his classical
commentary... (T)he Sabdanirnaya is not a reproduction of the
plan of the Vivarana...it exhibits an independent plan of
treatment necessary for a prakarana work, which entails new
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ventures in thought and new modes of approach to the
problems of verbal knowledge as a synthetic whole..."

"While such topics as the sabdaparoksaväda, the
conception of ajfiäna, etc., are touched on and briefly
explained, his theory of tätparya, his doctrine of the
anvitäbhidhäna and the feasibility oflaksanä in its connection,
receive a thoroughness of treatment here that is instructive..."

(E67) Prakäsätman characterizes arthaväda texts like
"väyurvai ksepisthä devatä" etc. as yogyavisaya, i.e. as having
a content compatible with its meaning. He adds that an
art/iavdda-sentence in spite of its being combined with a
precept does not assert the precept but asserts commendation,
etc., as consistent with other pramänas. Thus it would appear
that, according to Prakäsätman, an arthaväda sentence itself
has the capacity to signify commendation etc. The import of
an arthaväda sentence being not directly assertible, it cannot
overrule pratyaksa and the other pramänas and this sometimes
reduces itself into the assertion of the bare praise or
commendation (prasasti) by having resort to laksanä. Thus the
syntactical combination of an arthaväda text with a precept is,
according to the author of the Vivarana (as made out...in...the
Sabdanirnaya) that of a sentence combining with another
sentence.

8.PRAKÄSÄTMAN, Sänrakamimämsänyäyasamgraha or
Nyäyamuktävall on Bädaräyana's Brahmasütras
This commentary has been published several times. See

the Bibliography Third Edition, p. 370, #551.3. It is "a short
and terse exposition of the nyäyas that could be extracted
from the various adhikaranas of the Brahmasütras."5
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SARVAJNATMAN (1027)
N. Veezhinathan, in his Introduction to his edition and

translation of the Samksepasäriraka (pp. 1-2), provides the
following information about the author, based on
Ätmabodhendra Sarasvati's Jagadgururatnamälästava-Susamä:
"Sarvajnatman was a native of a village called Brahmadesa on
the banks of the river Tämraparnl. His father's name was
Vardhana. During Sri Samkara's tour of victory (digvijaya)
Vardhana and his disciples were defeated; but Vardhana's son
Mahädeva who was only seven years old at that time carried
on the philosophical discussion for three days longer; but on
the fourth day he had to yield to the great Advaita teacher,
then, expressed his intense desire to become a sannyäsin. Sri
Samkara initiated him into the sannyäsäsrama, bestowed on
him the name Sarvajnatman and chose him as his future
successor to the Kämakotipitha. Sarvajnatman functioned as
the head of the pitha under the fostering care of Suresvara."
This is the traditional account of Sarvajnätman's life and times.

However, the dating suggested in this traditional
account does not agree with independent historical evidence.
E. Easwaran Nampoothiry discusses the question in some
detail in the Introduction to his edition of Sarvajnätman's
Pramänalaksana. The traditional account identifies
Sarvajnatman with a person whose name is given as
Devesvara, whose name appears in the chronology of teachers
preserved in the Srrigeri matha. Though Madhusüdana
Sarasvati and Rämatlrtha identify Devesvara with Suresvara,
followed by a number of other scholars, Nampoothiry gives
several reasons to resist that identification. For one,
Sarvajnatman says that he is the pupil of Devesvara and that
he wrote the Samksepasäriraka during the reign of king
Manukuläditya. Although R.G.Bhandarkar identifies this king
as Äditya I of the Chola dynasty, i.e., Vikramäditya II, and
S.V.Venkteswara Iyer thinks the king was Äditya I, even
earlier, T.A.Gopinatha Rao "first drew attention to the fact that
Devesvara mentioned in the SS as the teacher of Sarvajnatman
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was not Suresvara the disciple of Samkaräcärya, but a
different person who was a disciple of Devänanda, a pupil of
Sresthänanda...At the end of the Pramänalaksana the hierarchy
of teachers of Sarvajnätman is given as follows:

Sresthänandapäda
Devänandapäda
Devesvarapäda
Sarvajfiätmapäda

He also presented the fact that king Manukuläditya mentioned
in the Samksepasänraka should have reference to
Manukulädityadeva referred to in the Huzur Office Plates (in
the Travancore Archaeological Series Vol. II. Part III, p. 144),
and in the Tirumülikkulam Temple Inscription of Bhäskararavi
Varman, who endowed extensive lands in Kerala to the
temples of Tiruvalla and Tirumülikkulam. Both Manukuläditya
and Sarvajnätman must have had connection with Trivandrum
since Sarvajnätman praises God Padmanäbha of Trivandrum
as his favorite Deity... Bhäskarivarman of Kerala ascended the
throne in A.D. 978 and the date of the Tirumülikkulam
Inscription is the 49th year of his reign (A.D. 1027) and
therefore Manukuläditya must have ruled over Kerala at or
before this date."6

As a final note, Sarvajnätman appears to speak of
Vimuktätman in his Pramänalaksana.7 This would seem to
confirm the relative dating suggested here as against the
traditional one.

9.SARVAJNÄTMAN (1027), Samksepasänraka
"ET" references are to the edition and translation by N.

Veezhinathan, Madras 1972. For a summation of the
contributions to Advaita made in this work see the lengthy
Introduction to ET.
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Summary by Karl H. Potter

CHAPTER ONE
1.1-13 (ET1-6) The work begins with an elaborate

invocation addressed to Visnu, Brahma, Gangesa, Vyäsa,
Samkara and Devesvara (presumably, Suresvara).

1.14-19 (ET7-9) Though the Vedas are independently
valid and naturally produce knowledge of Brahman, still this
is not recognized because of personal faults in us. So there
should be inquiry with a view to remove these faults, and this
treatise helps remove them. But liberation arises directly from
the Vedas. Inquiry is neither a causal condition (kärand) nor
an aid (anga) in the production of Brahman-knowledge, since
then the Vedas would become dependent. Nor does inquiry
produce understanding of the meaning of the (Vedic)
sentences, since we find that one who understands the
language understands the meaning of a sentence directly on
hearing it.

1.20-21 (ET9-10) Ignorance (ajhäna), through having
the pure Self as its locus and content, veils the Self by partially
concealing It and projects, like a mirage, the forms of
individual selves QTva), God (isvara), and the world (jagat).8

1.22-26 (ET10-12) Perception, inference and testimony
demonstrate that the Self is without frustrations, eternal and
blissful. To such a One we cannot impute a nature involving
the foregoing (selves, God, and the world). Yet everyone
experiences the blissful form of the Self in deep sleep, and
recalls that bliss upon waking up. That the Self is blissful by
nature is proved by Its possessing the marks of bliss analogous
to ordinary pleasure. Bliss is defined as that which all objects
serve and which is itself by nature nonsubservient to anything
else. Highest bliss or love (premd) is only found in the Self.
Even the Naiyäyikas do not deny the inference showing bliss
as being present in the sentient self.

1.27-30 (ET13-14) The result of superimposition
(adhyäsa) is not an actual object, consisting as it does of two
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aspects, direct and indirect, which undergo mutual
superimposition occasioned by ignorance. The group of three
conditions, viz., awareness of similarity, defects in the organs,
and traces, is not the cause of superimposition, for it is not
present in all cases of superimposition found in the world.
Scripture tells us to postulate the brahminical caste status on
the Self, but there is no similarity between a caste and the
Self. Real similarity involves the similarity of the properties of
things, but no similarity is found betweefii the Self and the
brahmin caste, etc. '

Rather, this error is due, not to the defects in the object
or the organ, but just to ignorance unaided by anything else.
Likewise, the erroneous awareness of duality in the highest
Self is caused by ignorance.

1.31-38 (ET15-18)9 Some very ignorant persons are
worried because of the threat to the doctrine of
superimposition based on the supposed lack of a substratum
(adhisthänä) on which the world can be superimposed. But
the designation "substratum" does not apply to the apparent
locus of the superimposed object, but rather to the actual
entity (yastu) on which that object is superimposed. If two
unreal objects were supposed to be superimposed, the
objection would stand. But since an unreal form is
superimposed on a real thing, there is no scope for the
objection. Silver is imagined (parikalpita) in the this which is
facing the perceiver, and the this is likewise imagined in the
silver. Otherwise the this would not appear as if it were like
a shell. In error the rope, the shell, the desert, the single
moon, etc. are not apprehended; only the superimposed thing
appears, never anything else. So it must be admitted by parity
of reasoning that there is mutual superimposition of Self on
not-self (one of which is real, the other not).

1.39-43 (ET18-19) (Objection:) In the world false
awareness arises with respect to contents characterized by
similarity with other things, possession of parts, and
externality.
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(Answer:) So be it. All these features are attributed to
the self also in ordinary usage, as Samkara implies in his
Introduction to the Brahmasütrabhäsya. Immediate erroneous
awareness of a content comes about depending on an
immediate support (äspada) through being presented by itself
in dream, or by the internal organ supposing space to have
color, or by the visual organ in the (shell) silver illusion.

1.44-48 (ET20-22) (Objection:) Since the same object
cannot both be known and not known at once, any account
which says that the shell is both known and not known is
mistaken.

(Answer:) Your general point is mistaken. When two
trees are seen at a distance their difference (which is part of
their nature) is not seen. In the case of the shell, what is not
known is the particular shape of the shell, etc., and what is
known is (not the shell qua shell, but the shell as) this.
Though these are to be sure different, the failure to recognize
their difference is not the reason that the shell is not known
qua shell, since unlike the case of the trees (where the
difference is not in the range of perception) in the case of the
shell the difference in question is perceptible. Still, in both
cases the same thing is both known and not known. So also in
the case of the permanence of a jar, which, though the same
entity as the shape of the pot, is not perceived when that
shape is, but later on is recognized as such with the help of
traces.

1.49-57 (ET22-23) So the Self manifests itself in its
nature as conscious (drfc) but not in its essential nature
(svarüpa). Thus there may be superimposition, owing to
ignorance, on that essential nature in judgments such as "this
is the world", "he is God", "I am the individual self, etc., and
liberation consists in the destruction of ignorance through
awareness of the true nature of the Self.

(Objection:) This involves the fault of self-dependence
(ätmäsraya).

(Answer:) There is no ignorance in the true nature of
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the Self of the ignorant person, for that would contradict that
nature's being consciousness (caitanyd), unchangeable and
nondual. The supposition that the Self is ignorant itself comes
about only through a relation with ignorant misunderstanding.
Thus the allegation of self-dependence shouldn't be raised.

Here others (e.g., Präbhäkaras) say that awareness
reveals itself as well as its object, so that it is intelligible that
ignorance residing in the Self superimposes itself as well as the
world on the Self. And still others (e.g., Naiyäyikas) say that
a nonsentient thing, the self, can become aware of objects
through a quality, awareness (jnäna), which makes it the
cognizer, so that it is intelligible that ignorance, though
nonsentient, can superimpose the world and itself on
Brahman. And just as difference, without depending on any
other difference, differentiates itself from its relata as well as
from the differences between them, so it is intelligible that
ignorance superimposes itself as well as its effects without
depending on another ignorance. The author of the
Brahmasütras implies all these points when he specifies
Brahman-knowledge as the cause of destruction of the roots of
bondage, and the Bhäsyakära (i.e., Samkara) explains all of
them.

1.58-63 (ET25-29) The real, nondual Brahman should
be considered identical with the Self with the purpose of
realizing It. Removal of ignorance invariably results from that
inquiry. Since Self-knowledge does not fall within the scope of
Vedic injunctions the necessary inquiry is not found in
Pürvamimämsä. Self-knowledge does not depend on human
action, unlike sacrificing, giving and oblations. Furthermore,
one cannot perform an enjoined act without already being
aware of its content, but it is senseless to suppose that one
needs to know the Self prior to knowing It. And if Brahman is
already known then an injunction to know It is pointless, since
from Its knowledge the material cause of all differences has
ceased, and so the content of the injunction has ceased to
exist.
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1.64-69 (ET29-32) The Vedas enjoin certain sacrifices
(cf. BrUp IV.4.22) indicating that the result is the desire to
know the Self. One who so desires as a result of performing
these sacrifices, who satisfies the four conditions for inquiry
into Brahman (mentioned by Samkara at BS 1.1.4), should
approach a teacher who has known the highest thing to be
known. Such a person desires liberation; indeed, every living
thing desires it, since it consists in unsurpassable bliss together
with the removal of all frustration. And these two things
belong by nature to the highest Self which is pure
consciousness and is self-luminous. So it is reasonable for the
one who has purified himself by sacrifices to seek liberation
and Self-knowledge, they being the same thing.

1.70-82 (ET32-37) Just as Manu specifies that the ascer-
tainment of the nature of dharma shall be the business of an
assembly of Veda-knowers alone, so in the present case it is
the business of a teacher (guru) to associate with the aspirant.

The person prepared (adhikäriri) for the study of the
karmakända (the section of the Vedas dealing with action) has
to attend equally to positive action (pravrtti) and avoidance of
proscribed deeds (nivrtti). But here in the jnänakända (the
section dealing with knowledge) the person who is generally
qualified need attend only to withdrawal. Since there is this
contrast between the two kinds of Vedic study it follows that
the two parts are addressed to different aspirants, and that
different qualifications are prescribed for them. The Yoga texts
that prescribe external and internal restraint (yama and
niyama) speak of control of speech, mind and body, but not of
positive activity as such. Any kind of positive activity at any
time or other contradicts the nivätti enjoined in scriptural
passages telling us to "listen, consider, and meditate", e.g. Now
just as the proscription against eating garlic leads by
presumption to the activity of resolving to stop eating garlic,
so the proscription in the text just quoted leads by
presumption to the activity of Vedäntic study, without which
the avoidance of activity would not be possible.
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The purification of the aspirant for Brahman-knowledge
follows naturally by presumption from the quoted text
("listen", etc.). This purification is again naturally limited to
four times, as this is specifically enjoined in Manu V, 137.
Likewise, the aspirant should take food from the four castes
only, as is also enjoined. According to this interpretation of the
texts, the Vedas only teach; any activity is not enjoined but
rather follows by presumption.

1.83-89 (ET37-40) There is another interpretation
contrary to this, which will now be explained. Besides the text
(BrUp III.5.1) quoted there are other texts (e.g., BrUp IV.4.6)
which enjoin those activities whose result is perfect knowledge
of the highest Self, the activities of listening, reasoning and
meditation. External restraint by nature speaks to renunciatory
activity, while internal restraint is by nature positive activity.
But avoidance of proscribed deeds (nivätti) is of two sorts: (1)
that relating to external objects and involving control of the
body and senses; (2) that relating to the single consciousness,
which is unchangeable and real. (1) is obtained by human
effort, and is spoken to in the injunctive texts of scripture. (2),
however, being of the nature of consciousness, is grasped
without the help of any text. The first kind of nivätti is unreal
(mäyämayi), but the second is the highest Reality. Now the
prohibition texts of the Vedas have to do only with (1), not
with (2). Both positive injunctions and negative proscriptions
are alike in having to do with something enjoined, but the
latter are termed "prescriptive" since they enjoin withdrawal.

1.90-102 (ET40-47) There now follows a discussion
between teacher and pupil. The teacher invites the pupil to
raise objections to the Advaita view, and he does so.

(Objections:) (1) An object identified through a word
which indicates it as actually dual cannot be comprehended as
nondual. Likewise, then, that object known through language
cannot be understood as the Lord (isd), i.e. the Self.

(2) Sentence-meaning requires fitness (samgati,
yogyatvd) between the meanings of the words involved. But
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just as an expression "cow, horse" fails to constitute a
meaningful sentence because of the lack of such fitness,
likewise "that art thou" fails to constitute a meaningful
sentence because the properties signified by the word, such as
mediacy, duality, disjunction, etc., are contradictory.

(3) Words can signify something through secondary
meaning (laksana) only if that something is cognized by some
other instrument of knowledge. E.g., when one says "this is
that (same) Devadatta" one must have previously cognized
Devadatta. But the Self, which is allegedly signified by "that
art thou", cannot be grasped by any other instrument of
knowledge.

(4) For that matter, the primary meaning of word is
subject to the same condition, viz., that the thing meant be
graspable by some other instrument. Since the highest Self is
an object, the word "Self is subject to that condition, and so
fails to mean anything.

1.103-105 (ET47-48) (5) A sentence, understanding the
meaning of which involves awareness of the relations among
the meanings of the several words, cannot therefore signify
actual entities without parts (akhandavastu). Since "that art
thou" is such a sentence it cannot signify the partless Self,
whether by primary or secondary meaning.

1.106-107 (ET48-49) (6) If the Self is beyond the scope
of all instruments of knowledge, being self-illuminating, it is
contradictory to also hold that It is apprehended by scripture.

1.108 (ET50) (7) In a sentence the words other than the
verb are meaningful through their fitness relation to the
primary meaning of the verb. But Advaita holds that the verb
"art" (in "that art thou") does not signify its primary meaning.
So how can "that art thou" be a meaningful sentence?

1.111 (ET51-52) (8) Either the Self is known by another
instrument of knowledge as well as by scripture, or it is not.
If it is, then the scriptural passage "that art thou" is merely a
restatement (anuväda). If it is not, then the difficulties raised
(above) about sentence-meaning need to be answered.
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1.112 (ET52) (9) Only scriptural texts which produce
awareness of objects which are conducive to activity or
withdrawal are such as to be helpful to human purposes. Since
the Vedänta texts don't do so, it is appropriate to say they are
not instruments of knowledge.

1.113 (ET52-53) (10) Knowers of the Vedas say that
knowledge (prama) involves awareness of an object previously
unknown. Now the highest Self can hardly be supposed to be
previously unknown, being merely consciousness itself
(according to you). Thus the Vedäntic texts are not
instruments of knowledge.

1.115 (ET53-54) (11) Ignorance is proposed by
Advaitins as an adventitious limiting condition (upädhi) which
makes plausible our awarenesses of objects. But Advaita holds
that ignorance is possible in the self-illuminating Self. But
since no awareness of that Self is possible, no instrument of
knowledge can be evidence for It.

1.117 (ET54-55) (Advaitin:) Knower, instrument,
knowledge and its object are all differentiations of Brahman.

(12) (Answer:) Then Brahman cannot be unchangeable
(kütastha) and the single Reality. Your view will result in the
acceptance of Buddhism.

1.118 (ET55) (Advaitin:) No, what we mean is that
these differentiations (knower, etc.) are indeterminable
constructions from ignorance.

(13) (Answer:) Then the highest Self may also be a
construction, since (you say) It is a content of an instrument
of knowledge, viz., scripture.

1.120 (ET56) (14) An indeterminable construction from
ignorance is not known in all the three worlds. In all the
sciences (sästra) only two kinds of objects are maintained, viz.,
real objects and unreal ones.

1.121 (ET57) (15) Ignorance is known to everyone to
be an absence, and an absence cannot be the source of a
world involving duality. An absence cannot give rise to a
positive entity, any more than a barren women can give birth
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to a hundred children.
1.122-124 (ET57-58) (16) Understanding born of verbal

cognition, being mediate, must involve error if it concerns a
Self which is self-illuminating and is of the nature of
immediate experience (anubhava). For then the Upanisadic
sentences produce awarenesses of an immediate object as
mediate.

1.125-127 (ET58-60) (Advaitin:) Scripture's function as
instrument of knowledge with respect to the Self is not to
reveal it, but rather to destroy that ignorance which is
responsible for rebirth.

(17) (Answer:) No. An instrument of knowledge cannot
destroy what is actual, and it is not needed to destroy what is
not actual. And there is no third kind of object. An instrument
of knowledge is not a causative factor (kärakd); if it were, it
would no longer be an instrument of knowledge but
something like an action. Indeed, you yourself do not accept
that an instrument of knowledge produces a result (e.g., in the
case of perception), and it certainly does not in the case of
Self-awareness according to you.

1.128 (ET60-61) (18) Even now I do not understand
what "indeterminable" (anirvacaniya) means, even though I
have studied all the systems of philosophy. It is unheard of in
the world.

1.130-144 (ET61-68) (19) In any case, the proper way
to understand the meaning of a sentence is in terms of its
injunctive force (niyoga). A person learns the meaning of a
sentence by inferring from a hearer's activity that he has some
awareness produced by hearing a sentence, and then he
understands the power of the words (sabdasakti) in relation
to an actual object" which is concomitant (anvayd) with what
is concomitant with the effect (viz., the niyoga or force of the
injunctive verb). Later on he comes to distinguish the words
and understands their separate meanings.

Some Präbhäkaras define this injunctive force as that
which is contrary to absence of inactivity and which is
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temporarily conditioned. Others define injunctive force as what
prompts one to activity through making known that its content
is the means to a desired result. But the experts define
injuctive force as that which does not have any other as the
aim of activity and is known to be achieved by it (i.e., by
activity). It differs from passion (räga) in that passion exists
beforehand and prompts one to activity, while niyoga prompts
even though it is still to be achieved.

Still others say that injunctive force is unconditioned
(nirupädhi) and independent in the case of the Vedas, but that
in the case of worldly statements, which arise from people, it
is conditioned by the intention of the speaker, etc.

Again, others say there are two kinds of injunctive
force: the meaning of the verbal root, i.e., the action
commanded, which is the appropriate sort of injunctive force
in relation to worldly sentences, and secondly what results
from the act and is causally antecedent to the outcome (e.g.,
heaven in the case of Vedic sentences), which kind of
injunctive force is the appropriate sort in relation to Vedic
sentences.

Now since the learner believes that each word in a
sentence has a sense related to the injunctive force, he cannot
accept that Vedic texts teach the existence of any entity (e.g.,
the Self). A sentence that declares the existence of an entity
does not produce understanding of the primary meanings of
its words, because there is no reason Qietu) from which the
learner could infer the presence of understanding by the
hearer, of the sentence (as there is in the case of injunctive
sentences, where the learner infers the hearer's understanding
on the basis of the hearer's activity).

Therefore I (says the pupil) cannot see how the Vedic
texts can convey knowledge of the existence of the Self. Please
explain it!

1.143-162 (ET69-78) The teacher answers these
objections. As to (1), you are quite right to point out that if
the meaning of "that art thou" is taken to be that the same
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thing is both dual and nondual there would be conflict
between the meanings of the two words "that" (tat) and "thou"
(tvam). But that is the karmakända understanding, not ours.
The (Advaita) followers of Bädaräyana understand the
meanings of both words to be something without parts,
without any differences. In fact, there are both Vedic and
ordinary sentences which are only capable of indicating a
partless entity. Let me explain.

As opposed to the analysis in terms of fitness put
forward in objection (2) above, our analysis is that the
sentences we have in mind (e.g., "that art thou") are like "this
is that (same) man", in that since the analysis of the meaning
of such a sentence cannot be in terms of the fitness between
the primary meanings of the words (since if they are different
things, one present, one past, then they cannot be the same
thing, as the sentence states,) the meanings must be
understood as secondary. The meaning of "this is that (same)
man" must refer to the single, partless man in question. The
primary meanings of the term "this" and "that" must be
rejected in favor of their secondary meanings. And so it is also
with "that art thou".

Objection (3) rests on a mistaken principle, viz., that a
word can have secondary meaning only if what it means is
graspable by some other instrument of knowledge. Rather, the
condition is merely that a secondary sense be related to the
primary one. The tripartite distinction of secondary meanings
into that rejecting the primary meaning (jahal-), that retaining
the primary meaning (ajahal-) and mixed (jahadajahal-
laksana) is rehearsed. "This is that (same) man" is a case of
the third sort (i.e., mixed), where part of the primary sense
(the reference to the man) is retained, part (the reference to
the place, time, etc.) rejected. And likewise "that art thou" is
another instance of the third kind, pace objection (4). In this
case, the primary sense of "that" (or "Brahman") is the mutual
superimposition of the Self and ignorance, and the primary
sense of the word "thou" is the mutual superimposition of the
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Self and awareness (buddhi). The secondary meanings of the
two words pick out the Self aspect, disregarding the other
parts of the primary meanings of each. And so objection (5) is
also answered.

1.163-165 (ET78-79) There is no reason to take "this is
that (same) man" figuratively, since it can be explained as
above in terms of secondary meanings.

(Objection:) There is reason, for the words "that" and
"thou" differ in that one precedes the other.

(Answer:) If that were a good reason, then "this is that
(same) Devadatta" would have a different meaning from "that
is this (same) Devadatta"; furthermore, the formulation of this
great sentence in the Sämaveda would mean something
different from the formulation in reverse order found in the
Yajurveda.

1.168-169 (ET80) (Objection:) Why not say that the two
words have the same partial primary meaning?

(Answer:) Then the doctrine of the three kinds of
secondary meaning would be undermined.

1.169-174 (ET80-84) There is no harm in holding
(instead of the account proposed above) that the type of
secondary meaning involved in "that art thou" is the first of
the three (viz., the one where primary meaning is completely
rejected, jahallaksanä). If we take ignorance as the primary
meaning of "ta£\ and the buddhi as the primary meaning of
"tvam", then the secondary meaning of both words will mean
the Self in that way. Likewise in "I am Brahma" (aharn
brahmäsmi), since the primary senses of the terms (the self
and God respectively) cannot possibly be identical, one may
say that it is the Self that is secondarily signified. And it is
secondary meaning, not meaning based on similar qualities
(gauna or gunavätti), since these are different. The latter kind
of meaning (meaning based on similar qualities) involves a
word's meaning an object possessing the same qualities that
are present in its primary meaning, whereas in secondary
meaning (laksanä) it signifies an object which is different from
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but connected with its primary sense. (And here the qualities
are not similar.)

1.174-175 (ET84) Some say that the Self is being,
consciousness, pleasure and nondual. Others hold that It is
only being, consciousness and pleasure. They don't agree that
other qualities (such as nonduality) constitute the nature of
the highest Self, because these qualities are just the cessation
of other (positive) qualities.

1.175-184 (ET84-89) The word "brahman" (in "satyam
jnänam anantam hrahma", "Brahman is truth, knowledge,
unending") indicates the definiendum, the rest of the words
the definiens. One should understand the primary meanings of
the adjectives ("satya", etc.) in the same fashion as it was
explained one should understand the primary meanings of
"tat" and "tvam", i.e. that the primary sense of each word is
composite, so that a part of that sense is secondarily meant.
To take them each in order: one kind of being (sat) is found
in space, etc., another kind in the Self, and a third is the
combination of those two. The primary sense of "satya" is the
third kind. Again, one kind of awareness is present in the
fluctuations of the buddhi, another kind is the witness-
consciousness (or "inner ruler", antaryämin), and the third a
combination of those, the last being the primary meaning.
Finally, one kind of bliss is present in the fluctuations of the
buddhi, another is the witness-consciousness, and the third a
combination, the last being the primary meaning. The same
line of analysis is applied to "eternality (nitya), "pure"
(suddha), "liberated" (mukta) and "existent" (astita).

1.185-191. (ET89-92) If one examines the analyses of
the adjectives offered in the previous section one will find that
the secondary meanings of all of them are identical.

1.192-193 (ET93-94) (Question:) Is "lordship" (aisvarya)
to be understood analogously to the other adjectives just
discussed, in that one kind of lordship is found in the Self,
another in ignorance, and the primary meaning is the
combination of the two?
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(Answer:) No. While the Upanisads ascribe lordship to
the Self as well as being, consciousness and bliss, the
difference is that they also deny lordship in the passage vneti
neti"3 while they do not deny the other properties mentioned
(in 173-184).

1.196-197 (ET95-96) The process by which Self-
knowledge arises from coming to understand a sentence such
as "tat tvam asi" has three stages: (1) one becomes aware that
the two terms have the same case-ending; (2) one comes to
appreciate that the sentence is a predicative one, i.e., that one
of the terms must be the qualifier, the other the qualified, if
the sentence is to be understood in the primary meanings of
its terms; (3) one reasons that, since (2) is inconsistent with
(1), it is the secondary meanings rather than the primary ones
that need to be consulted, and so one concludes that therefore
the sentence has to do with the partless Self, the secondary
meaning of the terms.

1.198-207 (ET96-100) Ordinary persons understand-
because of mutual superimposition-the words "satya", etc. to
refer to the combination of Self and some qualifier
undifferentiated from each other. Due to the purification of
one's sattva, reasoning (tarkd) then arises, by which the Self
and the qualifier are distinguished.

(Objection:) Does the word ("tat", say) secondarily
signify the Self as related to its primary meaning, or as
unrelated to it? Neither alternative seems possible, for if its
significance is related to its primary meaning knowledge of the
Self as partless could hardly result, but the other alternative,
that one grasps secondary meaning unrelated to primary
meaning, is never found to occur.

(Answer:) Prior to understanding the true meaning of
the sentence the Self is known as a part of the combination (of
Self and qualifier) mentioned above, so it is correct to speak
of the word "tat" as meaning the Self secondarily and the
combination primarily. And in general, understanding of
secondary meaning presupposes understanding of primary
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meaning. However, the awareness resulting from grasping a
secondary meaning need not retain the primary meaning.
Consider "that is Devadatta's house, where the crow is sitting":
here the primary meaning is Devadatta's house with a crow
sitting on it, but the secondary meaning is Devadatta's house
alone, with no notion of crow involved. Thus the primary
meanings of the words "tat" and "tvam" are indicators
(upalaksana).

L2Ö8-211 (ET100-102) But it is not necessary to use
secondary meaning to speak of a partless entity (such as the
Self). Consider "the pot is different (from the cloth)" (ghatah
bhinnah)--the word "different" (bhinna) here must mean the
pot; otherwise there will be infinite regress (since if the
difference is different from the pot, then that difference is
different from the first difference and the pot, etc. etc.).
Likewise, consider "the pot is not different (from the pot)"; this
must also designate the pot alone, again on pain of infinite
regress. But the words "different" and "nondifferent" (in the
two examples given) do not designate the pot in the same way
as the words "pot" do (in the two examples): they are not
synonyms.

1.212-214 (ET102-104) In some sentences two words,
one used in its primary sense and the other in its secondary
sense, both signify a partless entity. Consider "awareness is the
destruction of ignorance" (abodhanäsas citih). Here
"destruction of ignorance" is taken in its primary sense,
whereas "awareness" (whose primary meaning is the
combination of ordinary awareness and pure consciousness)
here signifies the Self through secondary meaning (i.e.,
through indicating only a part of its primary meaning., as
above).

1.215-216 (ET106-108) Consider also still other
sentences which signify a partless entity: "difference is
different" (bhedo bhinnah); "being distinct is distinct" (atireko
atiriktah); "nondifference is not different" (abhedo abhinnah);
"awareness is self-illuminating" (samvidä svaprakäsa). (In these
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cases both terms' primary meanings indicate a single partless
entity.) Pänini also supports this view in teaching that a stem
and a case-ending both indicate a single thing (e.g., "väksa"
("tree") and its nominative case-ending both indicate the tree
according to Pänini's sütra II.3.46).

1.217-221 (ET106-108) When Bädaräyana says (in BS
1.1.4) "tat tu samanvayät" his use of the term "samanvayät"
shows that he is speaking of the primary congruence between
the words "tat" and "tvam" and.not the secondary one. The
primary congruence is the one where the terms signify a
partless entity; the secondary congruence is where the terms
signify a relationship between their designata. For example,
"the lotus is blue, fragrant and large" indicates that the several
features mentioned all belong to the lotus-a relationship-
while identity statements like "this is that man" indicate an
entity without reference to any relationship.

1.222-225 (ET108-109) "Divergence" (yaiyadhikaranya)
is accepted to occur when terms having different senses
designate distinct objects. "Synonyms" are terms which have
the same sense and designate the* same object(s). "Tat" and
"tvam" are neither synonymous nor divergent.

1.227-230 (ET110-112) (Objection:) How about "the
lotus is blue"? Isn't the secondary meaning of "blue" the thing
that is blue, viz., the lotus, so that this sentence indicates a
partless object?

(Answer:) No, for the rule is that one should resort to
secondary meaning only if the primary meaning is not
possible. But here the primary meanings are appropriate:
"blue" indicates a quality and "lotus" a substance, and they are
different. Furthermore, even the secondary senses of the words
"blue" and "lotus" are not identical, since the secondary
meaning of "blue" is a quality and of "lotus" a substance.

1.231-237 (ET112-115) Consider, then, "the moon is the
most brightly shining (object in the sky)" (prakrstaprakdsah
candrah). Here "most brightly shining" indicates primarily a
relation between two universal properties-abundance and
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illumination--and not the moon. So, since the sentence clearly
is used to identify the moon, one must assume exclusive
secondary meaning (jahallaksanä) for the adjectives. "That art
thou" is to be considered in an analogous manner.

1.238-243 (ET115-118)10 The highest Self cannot be
signified by the primary meanings of words, since It is free
from any relation, universal property, quality or motion, being
the immediate witness free from worldly duality, having the
status of the highest Visnu. The internal organ (manas) cannot
grasp It. Even though words can signify the Self in their
secondary meanings, still they do not make the Self an object,
for the Self is inner by nature, and an object cannot be so. The
Self cannot be grasped by any instrument of knowledge; such
instruments can only grasp external objects. Indeed, words
cannot signify the Self either through their primary or their
secondary meanings; the Self is secondarily signified by the
operation of the internal cause (antahkaranavrtti) but does not
thereby become an object.

1.244-249 (ET118-122) (Pupil:) If the Self is not an
object of awareness, how can the Upanisads speak truly of it?

(Teacher:) The Upanisads produce an operation of the
internal organ which involves a reflection of the Self and
which destroys the root of the world which is superimposed on
the Self. The operation, however, does not produce objectivity
in your true nature as Self. Likewise, the
(Präbhäkara)MImämsakas propose the view that awareness is
self-illuminating, but do not thereby impute to awareness the
character of being an object-their proposal functions merely
to remove the ignorance of the student concerning the nature
of awareness. It is like the "production" (as it were) of an
object (e.g., a well) by excavation-the space is already there
and can't really be produced, but we speak as if it were.

Now the operation of the mind which results from
hearing Upanisadic utterances, provided it has become pure by
sacrificing, reasoning and meditation, as a mirror takes on the
reflection of the highest Self, and this operation thus becomes
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an aid to liberation.
1.250-252 (ET122-123) (Mandana Misra, according to

commentators:) The negative Upanisadic sentences such as
"neti neti" do signify the Self in their primary meaning, since
the result of hearing them is the awareness of the destruction
of the world, which is just the highest Self. And since the same
awareness results from hearing the affirmative sentence such
as "tat tvam asi", one may either say it doesn't matter, or since
the words "tat" and "tvam" indicate a combination (as shown
above) and so cannot signify a partless entity directly, let
those words signify the Self by secondary meaning, and let the
affirmative sentences be subsidiary to the negative sentences.

1.253-256 (ET124-126) (Answer:) No, for it is the
affirmative sentences, and not the negative ones, that produce
the awareness whose result is liberation. The negative ones
indicate the absence of the superimposed universe and so
cannot produce the operation of the mind which grasps your
true nature as Self. The negative sentences do not make the
snake (mistakenly taken for a rope) disappear; rather it is the
(positive) awareness of the rope which makes the snake
disappear. Likewise, bondage is destroyed not by what a
negative sentence like "neti neti" produces but rather by the
knowledge of the inner Self. The negative sentences rather
clarify the meanings of the terms such as "that" and "thou".

1.257-269 (ET127-132) Others (commentators say
Padmapäda) teach their pupils as follows: The negative
sentences restate the destruction of duality which is known by
presumption from the Self-knowledge gotten from the
affirmative texts. This view is correct. When one says "this is
not a snake" he reports the absence of the snake which has
already been grasped by presumption from the awareness of
the rope that has arisen (perhaps) from someone's telling him
"this is a rope". And it is only those Upanisadic sentences
which satisfy the five-fold requirements (viz., sentences which
speak of the creation, maintenance, dissolution of the world,
or of control and immanence of the Self), such as "tat tvam
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asi", that lead to Self-knowledge. All of this is implied by the
Sage (Bädaräyana) in the sütra BS 1.1.4, and he also points
out (at BS III.2.22) that "neti neti" is intended as clarificatory
of the sense of the term "tat". Passages from the Chändogya
and Bähadäranyaka Upanisads as well as from the
Bhagavadgitä are appended in support.

1.270-274 (ET132-133) The timid Vaisesika is unwilling
to say what he should say on the basis of his theory that
inherence (samaväyo) is related to its relata, because of fear
of infinite regress and because he also holds the doctrine that
only five (kinds of) pairs of things can be related by inherence.
What he should admit is that the sentence "inherence is
related" signifies that "inherence" designates a partless entity.

The Präbhäkaras analyze the sentence "ga is a linguistic
element" in such a way as to make the sentence signify a
partless entity (viz., ga), since they do not admit any universal
property common to linguistic elements and thus must take
the term "linguistic element" to stand for the phonemes
(varnd) as heard. And we have shown that Pänini holds that
stem and ending designate the same thing.

1.280-283 (ET137-138) (Answer to objection (7):)
Words may be meaningful even when there is no verb. For
example, "this high-minded servant of the king" or "that fruit
of the tree" are meaningful words even though no verb is
present. Thus it is wrong to make meaning in general depend
on the meaning of the verb. No doubt the great sentences of
the Upanisads have verbs, viz., forms of the verb "to be", but
the verbs' function is to relate the other terms, not to add a
sense of their own.

1.284-288 (ET138-141) (Präbhäkara:) Since all
awarenesses are true, and since existence (satta) is the fitness
of an object to fall within the scope of an instrument of
knowledge, it follows that the great Upanisadic sentences are
not independently valid.

(Answer:) No. Consciousness (samvit) is not fit to fall
within the scope of itself (as instrument of knowledge), any
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more than fire can burn itself. And since it does not thus
satisfy your definition of existence, it cannot exist, and you
should hold that consciousness as well as cognizer and
cognized don't exist. But actually the proper definition of
existence is having the nature of being an actual object
(yastusvabhäva), and this existence has two forms, as real
(yitathd) and as unreal (avitathd). When one speaks at the
level of ordinary usage of a thing's existing he is referring to
a combination of these two kinds of existence resulting from
mutual superimposition.

1.289-292 (ET14M42) (Answer to objection (8):) The
Self is not known by any instrument of knowledge. We have
already shown how the meanings of the sentences like "tat
tvam asi" are to be understood in ordinary parlance in relation
to their primary meanings. And even if one doesn't understand
the primary meanings of "tat" (viz., the highest Self) and
"tvam" (viz., the individual self), there may still arise Self-
knowledge from hearing "neti neti" as denying all objects,
providing merely that one understands the ordinary meanings
of the word "not" and the word (understood) that signifies the
world.

1.293-300 (ET143-145) Whichever thing produces
knowledge (pramiti) of X, that is an instrument of knowledge
with respect to X. Now a sentence such as "I am Brahman"
produces knowledge of the Self, and language is the only
instrument of knowledge with respect to the Self. You
(MImämsakas) hold an analogous view about ritual, viz., that
ritual is known from uncontradicted injunctive passages and
from them alone. And we agree with you when you say that
the truth of a sentence is not indicated merely by its injunctive
character or its character of signifying an existent object. The
Vedas are not limited to speaking only of things to be done, or
to things already existent, any more than the visual sense is
limited so seeing only blue (and not yellow, etc.). An
instrument of knowledge makes known an object which
already exists and which has not previously been grasped by
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any other instrument. Thus the injunctive passages make
known rituals which are not already known by another
instrument, and the sentences we are concerned with (e.g.,
"that art thou", etc.) likewise make known the Self which is
not known by any other instrument.

1.300-319 (ET145-156) (Answer to objection 9:) Since
liberation is the highest human purpose, and the Self-
knowledge gained from the Upanisads results in liberation, the
principle on which objection 9 is based is not valid.

(Objection:) But liberation is said to be something
which is attained (äpfö, cf. e.g. BrUp IV.4.6, "brahmaiva san
brahmäpyeti"), so the principle that only texts conducive to
activity or withdrawal can help toward human purposes is
correct.

(Answer:) No. In the text just quoted the expression
"brahmaiva" has the more powerful meaning which precludes
the primary meaning of the verb (äpyeti) "attain". "Äpyeti"
comes in this context, then, to have the sense of a verb
(äkhyätd), just as in the sentence "the cake is to be offered to
Agni" (agnaye'stakapälo bhavati) the expression "bhavati"
(which means "it exists" and does not indicate an action) has
to be construed as a name (the verbal sense being conveyed
by "agnaye", "to Agni". Otherwise the components would
contradict one another. Liberation is not reached by
attainment, origination, modification or purification, being the
nature of the ever-existing Self. Thus it is not a fault in our
view that knowledge of the Self does not prompt us to activity
or withdrawal; rather, it is an excellence that our view
recognizes the proper nature of that knowledge as destroying
the roots which leads to one's acting or withdrawing. That root
is ignorance, which has pure consciousness as both its content
and its locus.11

1.320-332 (ET156-161) (Answer to objection 15) Since
ignorance veils the Self it cannot be an absence, as the
Bhagavadgitä also points out (vide BG 5.15). In any case,
ignorance is not by itself the cause of the world; rather, pure
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consciousness depending on ignorance having the form of a
reflection of the Self is the cause of the cycle of rebirths.
Bädaräyana says in several places that an insentient thing
cannot be the cause of the universe-e.g., the Sämkhya's
prakrti; likewise ignorance, being insentient, cannot itself be
the cause. Rather, some say that it is the combination (sabald)
which is the primary meaning of "ätman" (as shown
previously) and which is the material cause of the universe,
and they hold that the reflection of the Self in ignorance is the
instrumental cause. But we hold that the word "Self here
indicates not that combination but rather its secondary
meaning, viz., consciousness.

1.333-334 (ET161-162) (Objection:) Causality is an
indicator (upalaksana), not a qualifier (visesana), of the Self.

(Answer:) If so, then the Self is the cause of the
universe, as we hold. If something else (the combination
referred to in 320-332) is held to be the cause, then causality
cannot be the indicator of the Self, since an indicator must be
present in that which it indicates.

1.335 (ET162) (Answer to objection 10): Pure
consciousness is previously unknown because it is veiled by
ignorance prior to Self-knowledge.

1.336-338 (ET162-163 (Answer to objection 14:)
Everyone knows that in the (shell) silver example of error, for
instance, the silver is superimposed through ignorance;
likewise in dreams. A dream is an illusion, and yet it can
produce real future good or bad effects; likewise, the teacher,
texts, etc., though unreal, can produce real knowledge as
result.

1.339-340 (ET164) (Answer to objection 18:) Thus we
are regularly acquainted with things which are neither real nor
unreal (and hence inexplicable), viz., any illusory content of
perception is inexplicable, for it is not real, nor is it completely
unreal, since it occurs, and it cannot be both real and unreal.

1.341-342 (ET165) (Answer to objection 16:) Since pure
consciousness, the Self, is naturally immediate like the heat of
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fire, awareness of it is immediate, not mediate.
1.343-368 (ET166-178) (Answer to objection 19:) The

meaning of a word is learned from its relation, not to niyoga,
but to other meanings. Otherwise a word (say, "niyoga")
designating niyoga would be learned in relation to another
niyoga, and because of infinite regress there could be no
knowledge of niyoga,

(Objection:) The optative endings which signify niyoga
are learned from their context (e.g., in "the cow; should be
brought" the optative ending of the verb is understood from its
proximity to a word meaning cow).

(Answer:) Then words are learned from their relation
to existing things and not their relation to niyoga, contrary to
your assertion. On your view, hearing a sentence first indicates
the speaker's intention and understanding, and then one goes
on to infer the meaning of the sentence from these. But since
Vedic sentences have no speaker, they can have no meaning
on your view and hence cannot be true.

(Objection:) The optative ending does not indicate
anything; rather, it serves to prompt the hearer to activity.

(Answer:) No; the ending produces an awareness in the
hearer which prompts him to activity, the awareness that a
particular act will achieve a desired result.

Furthermore, the niyoga for scriptural utterances is
something not known (apürva); one cannot suppose that the
meaning of a learned word is something unknown! No one
takes up an activity when commanded to without
understanding that that action is conducive to a desired end,
and when one learns the meaning of a word expressing a
command one infers from the activity on the part of the hearer
of the command that the hearer believes the commander has
such knowledge.

1.369-385 (ET178-186) Nevertheless, we agree (with
the Präbhäkaras) that the proper view about word-meaning is
that a word has meaning only as related to something
(anvitäbhidhäna), in contrast to the alternative view (of
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Kumärila) that words have independent meanings prior to
their coming into relation in a sentence (abhihitänvaya).

Only if one knows some regular connection between a
word and a meaning can one know that the meaning is the
meaning of that word- otherwise there would be no causal
regularities at all. Furthermore, those favoring the opposing
(Rumania's) view admit that the string of words constituting
the sentence produces knowledge of the meanings of the
words in relation to each other. Since they admit that, the
assumption that each word conveys its own meaning
independently is an unnecessary one.

(Objection:) Just as the awareness of white color,
neighing and hammering of hooves causes one to judge that
a white horse is running by (without any verbal intermediary),
the awareness of the meanings of all the words in the string
constituting a sentence causes one to understand what the
sentence means.

(Answer:) No. It is by inference that one comes to know
that a white horse is running by in the example you give, so
your example is faulty. We conclude that words make their
meanings known in relation to a related sense, not (as the
ahhihitänvayavädins say) without relation to any other sense,
nor (as the niyogavädins say) as related to niyoga only.

As far as sentence-meaning is concerned, we actually
don't prefer either of the two views (viz., abhihitänvaya- or
anvitäbhidhäna-väda), since on either one the great scriptural
sentences can be accounted meaningful. (Nevertheless, he
refers to anvitäbhidhänaväda as "our" view!)

1.386-404 (ET186-195) (Bhätta:) When one hears the
optative or imperative moods etc. being used by one's elders
one learns their function to prompt someone to act (bhävana).
So, since the scriptural texts, even though impersonal in
origin, utilize such mood-endings we likewise assume that they
function to prompt bhävanä, i.e., the intentional activity of a
person with regard to a desired end, that is, we assume that
these texts are injunctions and that the desired end is heaven.
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There are two kinds of bhävanä, verbal (sabdabhävanä) and
objective (arthabhävanä). The former is subsidiary to the
latter, and it is this objective bhävanä which is the niyoga;
thus, since existent things are subsidiary to the thing to be
achieved, we hold that the whole of scripture points to
niyoga, that is, arthabhävanä.

(Answer:) There is no such thing as arthabhävanä
except for the verb-root itself. So the distinction between
verbal and objective bhävanä is mistaken. In fact, what is
present in scripture-even in the karmakända-As not niyoga
but rather verbal forms of various sorts. Niyoga can hardly be
the purport of all Vedic sentences, since only positive things
can be the contents of niyoga, and in prohibitions, where what
is enjoined is cessation from desire for the result of a
prohibited action, the cessation can be neither the niyoga nor
its content.

(Objection:) Even prohibitions enjoin activity.
(Answer:) If all sentences, positive or negative, prompt

one to activity there will be no sentence in the Vedas
prohibiting one from activity. But there are prohibitions
(jiisedha) as well as positive injunctions (yidhi) there. So it is
all right to accept that there are also noninjunctive sentences
like "that art thouM whose function is to dispel ignorance.

1.405-416 (ET195-199) (Bhätta:) The negative particle
(nan) has a different function in the context of verbs than in
respect to nouns. With verbs it functions to indicate some
action other than one which the verb-root signifies, so that in
"do not look at the rising sun" (in the Prajäpati vow) the
expression "do not look..." indicates the resolve on the part of
the speaker to avoid looking at the sun, which is a positive
thing, not a negative one.

(Präbhäkara:) If the meaning of the negative particle
were negative, i.e., an absence, then the content of the
prohibition would be contradicted by perception (e.g., as if
"don't eat garlic" meant "eat absence of garlic"! So such
prohibitions must have positive sense. Sabara says that the
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Vedas prompt us to activity, but he does not say that it
prompts us to withdraw from activity, so we conclude that
there are no Vedic texts which do not prompt us to activity.

(Answer to the Bhätta:) The negative particle has the
same meaning whether it modifies a noun or a verb, viz.,
negation. In prohibitions the result is that the sentence's
meaning is the cessation of the act indicated by the verb (i.e.,
not doing whatever it is) and in our system's view the
cessation of an act is different from pure consciousness or the
Self, so that the great sentences of Vedänta have a different
content from the injunctions of the karmakända.

(Reply to the Präbhäkara:) Sabära only says that
scriptural texts enjoin us to action; this is not to deny that
there are two kinds of injunctions {codana).

1.417-426 (ET199-203) (Präbhäkara:) I shall refute your
view about the particle of negation. In "garlic shouldn't be
eaten (by me)" there is no reference to absence of garlic, for
perception shows us clearly that there is garlic here. And it
doesn't signify the absence of eating garlic, for garlic-eating is
found to be occurring. Finally, it is not that the negative
particle negates the niyoga, since eating garlic is not
necessarily bad for one and many desire it. And that exhausts
the possible things that the negative particle could modify.
Therefore what the sentence "garlic shouldn't be eaten (by
me)" is about is the activity of avoiding eating garlic. Likewise,
in sacrificial injunctions the niyoga is addressed to the
sacrificer to shore up his resolve to carry out the sacrificial
acts. Anyway, there is no such thing as an absence; rather,
there is awareness of the bare locus where the counterpositive
would be-here, an awareness of the locus where the
prohibited things would be.

1.427-442 (ET203-209) (Answer:) We believe that the
primary meaning of the optative suffix in "garlic should be
eaten (by me)" is that eating garlic is a means to a desired
end. The negative particle negates that, i.e., indicates that
eating garlic is not a means to the desired end.
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(Präbhäkara:) But it is. Eating garlic gives pleasure!
(Answer:) That is a mistaken idea, which is corrected

by the prohibition. Eating garlic actually leads to undesired
results; it is ignorance which leads people to suppose
otherwise. Nor does the prohibition serve to shore up the
sacrificer's antecedent resolve, since then it would have to
designate the prior absence of eating garlic, and no such
reference to an antecedent absence is expressed. One mustn't
resort to secondary meaning when a clear primary sense is
available.

1.443-449 (ET209-211) (Objection:) The negative
particle related to the optative suffix (in the prohibition),
through its paryudäsa sense, produces the awareness that
garlic, though known to be the means to the desired end (of
pleasure), is in fact instrumental to an undesired result.

(Answer:) No. The paryudäsa sense is only appropriate
when there is some contradiction of the primary sense of the
word it modifies. Here the negative particle merely has the
sense of prohibiting the action contemplated, so there is no
occasion to resort to paryudäsa.

1.450-462 (ET211-216) Consciousness cannot be
produced or not produced (it's not that sort of thing). So, it
can't be enjoined. In particular, only one who already has
Brahman-knowledge can know that it is to be achieved, so an
injunction to know Brahman serves no purpose. Furthermore,
knowledge of Brahman cannot be enjoined any more than the
substance called väjapeya can be enjoined as subsidiary to the
sacrifice, and for the same reason, viz., that contradictory
properties would be engendered. I.e., the properties of the Self
(or the substance) are (a) having been indicated as already
existing, (b) being restated, and (c) being principal, while the
properties of something enjoined as a means to an end are
opposed to those, viz., (a') being mentioned as something not
yet achieved, (b') something spoken of for the first time, and
(c') being secondary.

1.463-465 (ET217-218) Statements about Brahman as
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having qualities (saguna) are to be understood as having
qualityless (nirgund) Brahman as their designata, just as the
statement "this is silver" has the shell as its designatum. In
both cases a single awareness arises which has both true and
false presentations involved.

1.466-481 (ET218-226) What the Vedic texts signify is
not niyoga but rather the sacrifices which are the means to the
desired end, and it is those sacrifices which are the sense of
the optative suffix. When the sacrifice is known to be the
means to a desired end, then desire to perform that sacrifice
arises, prompting one to activity. Thus the primary meaning of
the optative suffix is the sacrifice. But since awareness cannot
be enjoined, the optative when used in connection with an
awareness has to be taken in a secondary sense, as meaning
that Self-knowledge is a means to a desired end, but not that
it is to be achieved by human effort.

1.482-495 (ET226-232) A series of contrasts between
the karmakända (kk) and the jnänakända (jk) are now drawn.
In kk the existing thing is subordinate to things yet to be
achieved, in jk the reverse is true. In kk the sentences about
existing entities are aids to understanding the things to be
achieved; in jk the reverse. In kk the sentences about existing
things become related to the injunctions about things to be
achieved by resorting to secondary senses when primary ones
won't do, whereas in jk it is the reverse, i.e., the injunctive
sentences are reinterpreted to fit the declarations. In kk, which
deals with rituals which are without consciousness, the objects
of knowledge are justified by instruments of knowledge, while
in jk, since the Self which is the content of Upanisadic
statements is not unconscious the instruments are justified by
the object, viz., that Self. In kk the sentence has the verb as its
chief member; in jk it has the noun as its chief member. In kk
nouns which indicate what is to be achieved function in effect
as verbs; in jk all verbs, since they designate someting existent,
function in effect as nouns.

(Präbhäkara:) You say that the content of the
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Upanisadic sentences is an existent thing. Therefore you must
admit that it might be known by other instruments of
knowledge. And so your acceptance of the doctrine of self-
validity (svatahprämänya), a doctrine we also hold, is
undermined.

(Answer:) That isn't right. You yourselves hold that
awareness and its locus, the self, though existent are not
contents of awareness, since they are self-illuminating.

1.496-513 (ET232-240) It is inferred that earth, water,
etc. being disjoined things are produced things, just as the pot,
etc. being disjoined things are produced things. Furthermore,
since pot, etc. were produced from a conscious being, earth,
water, etc. must have been also. Through ignorance a doubt
then may arise whether the conscious being which is the cause
of the world is many or one. Scriptures (e.g., TaittUp III. 1.1)
tell us that that conscious being is one, and that It is the
material cause.

(Objection:) In the Taittiriya passage, which begins
"yato vä...M, the ablative (yato) does not imply that the
conscious cause of the world is one, any more than in
"sacrifice with an animal" (pasunäyajeta) it is implied that the
means to the sacrifice must be single. What the singular
number means in the latter case is that one animal is to be
sacrificed, not that there is only one means to the sacrifice.
Now in the case of injunctions the connection between the
niyoga, the thing designated by the stem, and the case-ending
might be presumed to be there; but on our view TaittUp
III. 1.1 is not an injunction.

(Answer:) True, it is not an injunction, yet the relation
may exist and be known anyway, either directly or by
presumption. For the text in question comes under the scope
of the Vedic injunction to study one's branch of the Vedas, and
it could not do so unless it had a meaning which conduces to
the highest purpose. So the presumption that the singular
ending of "yato" means that there is just one conscious
producer of the world is as appropriate here as in the
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presumption about the injunction to sacrifice with an animal.
1.514-518 (ET240-242)12 The defining mark

(svalaksana) of a thing is that feature which is present in the
thing and which completely differentiates it from all other
things. Definitions are of two kinds: (1) Definition by qualifier
(yisesand): a qualifier is a characteristic feature the citation of
which produces awareness of the relation of that qualifier to
the object being defined, e.g., the man (is a qualifier) of the
horse. (2) Definition by indicator (upalaksand): an indicator
is a characteristic feature which is not the own-mark of a
thing, which does not produce awareness of its relation to the
thing, but which nevertheless indicates the thing-e.g., a crow
which by hovering over a house indicates the house.

1.519-563 (242-259)13 Now being the cause of the
world is a definition by indicator of Brahman. If it were a
definition by qualifier there would result a contradiction of the
signification of the word "Brahman", which signifies only the
absolute Self and not a limited nonetemal thing (as Its
causality is). When Brahman is defined as the cause of the
world, then it is merely to differentiate Brahman, not to
attribute a property (certainly not an essential property) to It,

Others (e.g., Naiyäyikas) say that the cause of the world
is something different from the Self, so that the cause of the
world then becomes limited. In order to deny this the
scriptural passage TaittUp III. 1.1 defines the Self as the cause
of the world.

(Objection:) No. That passage clearly tell us that the
Self is the material and the efficient cause of all things. That
is not yet known by its hearers, so it is wrong to say that the
sentence reiterates a definition that is already known.

(Answer:) We must presume that the Self s causality is
known, since it is being restated. It is parallel to the
presumption that a substance is enjoined on the basis of one's
awareness that a sacrifice involving that substance is enjoined.
Now the Self is defined as the cause, etc. of the world, but
TaittUp 1.1.1 is not that definition, not the source of our
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knowledge of Brahman.
(Vaisesika:) The sentence in question is a formulation

of the inference by which we know the self.
(Answer:) No, for the reason "because it is an effect"

does not tell us that the cause is consciousness (caitanya).
Whereas the scriptural sentence being discussed does convey
that the Self, which is existence, consciousness and bliss, is the
material and efficient cause of the origination, maintenance
and destruction of the universe, and no other instrument of
knowledge tells us that. Inference may tell us about the
Vaisesika's God-but why don't those who for no good reason
rank inference above scripture drink fire (since they may infer
that being a substance like water it must be cool!).

(Vaisesika:) But a Self which is existence, consciousness
and bliss cannot be the material cause of the universe, for only
unconscious things are found to be material causes.

(Answer:) Conscious beings are also found to be
material causes-a self is the material cause of its dreams, the
spider is the material cause of its thread. Even the Vaisesikas
accept that the self is the material cause of awareness, etc. So
scripture provides a definition of the Self and does not
enunciate an inference proving the self. Inference is
subservient to scripture. That Self which is the material and
efficient cause is indicated through secondary meaning by the
term "tat" (in "tat tvam asi") which is likewise explained by BS
1.1.2 as indicating Brahman, as the term, "tvam" is explained ih
BS 1.1.1 as indicating the conscious (inner) self. In this way BS
1.1.2 provides the ground for determining the sense of
restatements«

CHAPTER TWO
II.1-6 (ET261-263) (Objection:) This awareness of the

partless (i.e., of Brahman) which arises from and is confirmed
by the connected meaning of the scriptures is contradicted by
other instruments of knowledge, specifically by perception,
which tells me that I am frustrated, an agent, etc., and by the
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karmakända of scripture.
IL7-14 (ET263-266) (Answer:) None of the other

instruments except the jnänakända portion of scripture can
indicate the nature of the Self, so none of them are capable of
contradicting those scriptural passages. An instrument of
knowledge must make known what it tells truly of, but all the
instruments except scripture are confined to telling us of
external things.

11.15-24 (ET267-271) Only an instrument which can
make known its content without causing it to be known as an
object can tell us about the Self, and the only instrument
which answers to that description is the instrument consisting
of texts such as "that art thou". Consider what is presupposed
by the awareness that an unconscious thing is unknown. The
unconscious object cannot produce that awareness, nor can an
instrument which produces awareness of the unconscious
object, for then the object would be known, not unknown.
Consequently no instrument of knowledge can tell us that
something insentient is unknown. But an instrument
illuminates a previously unknown* object. Therefore none of
the instruments of knowledge, except for the Upanisadic
sentences, are properly speaking instruments of knowledge,
since they cannot illuminate an unknown object. The
Upanisadic sentences, on the other hand, since they reveal a
conscious object, the Self, do constitute instruments of
knowledge. The function of the other so-called "instruments of
knowledge" is to remove the ignorance which veils
consciousness, thus allowing us to make judgments about
external, insentient objects.

11.22-24 (ET270-271) In dreams the same distinctions
that apply in the waking state hold. One may dream that he
is discovering that this is a rope, not a snake, but everything
in the dream is recognized to be false when one wakes up.
Similarly, in the waking state these same distinctions are taken
as true until one has gained Self-knowledge.

11.25-26 (ET271-272) (Objection:) The doctrine of
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Bhagavän (i.e., Samkara) appears to be the same as that of
Säkyabhiksu (i.e., the Buddha). Both take external objects to
be false and consciousness alone as real.

11.27-31 (ET272-273) (Answer:) The Buddhist does not
consider grasper and grasped, etc. to be different from each
other, while the Vedic sage does so. We hold that things that
are produced by ignorance are permanently different from one
another, as is shown by recognition's being a type of
knowledge.

11.31-38 (ET274-276) (Objection:) But if you hold that
waking objects are constructions, then how are they different
from dream objects, since both are constructions?

(Answer:) Dream objects are sublated though the place,
time and the knower of those objects continues. But waking
objects only get sublated when the waking state along with its
distinctions of place, time, etc. gets sublated entirely.

11.39-44 (ET276-278) Only the Brahmavädin (i.e., the
Advaitin) can draw the distinction between real and unreal in
this manner. For if the unreal is different from the real then
the unreal (being the counterpositive of an absence) is real,
and if the unreal is not different from the real then it too must
be real.

11.45-54 (ET278-284) Bädaräyana and Jaimini are
quoted in support of the thesis that perception cannot, but
scripture can, grasp the Self.

(Objection:) But Jaimini says (in Mlmämsäsütra I.1.5)
that it is the karmakända, not the jnänakända, texts that make
known what is unknown-specifically, they give us knowledge
about the sacrifice.

(Answer:) True, Jaimini appears to say that, but his
reference to Bädaräyana in that sütra shows his real meaning.

The awareness (buddhivätti) of shell can be taken as
stemming from contact between the sense-organ and a real
object, the shell, when the context is the contrast with the
illusion that it is silver. But in the context of the contrast (of
the awareness of shell) with that awareness of the Self as free
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from distinctions which arises from the sense-organs' relation
to (a real object,) the Self, Self-awareness must be taken as
having as content a real object, whereas the awareness of the
shell is taken as having an unreal object as its content. And
likewise, just as perceptual awareness of the shell is relatively
real, so is the knowledge of the sacrifice arising from the
karmakända: both grasp something previously unknown. But
when the (really) real is known the contents of these
awarenesses (of shell or of sacrifice) are not real.

11.55-68 (ET284-288) Chändogya Upanisad XL 1.4 and
other texts set aside transformation (parinäma) and adopt
manifestation (yivarta), thus implying that the contents of
perception are unreal. Bädaräyana's procedure is first to refute
all rival theories about the state of objects-the Vaisesika
theories of creation and the Buddhist theory of aggregation,
for example-leaving him with two theories, transformation
and manifestation. Then he temporarily accepts transformation
in order to provide the basis for practical affairs, religious
activity etc. in Brahmasütra II. 1.13. Finally, with the
transformation theory as a foil, he is able to put forth as his
final view the theory of manifestation. E.g., Chändogya
Upanisad VI.2.3 states the transformation theory, but VI.4.1
goes on to show that modifications (yikärä) are unreal, in
order to indicate the truth of the manifestation theory. This is
supported by texts from scripture and tradition which declare
ignorance to be the material cause of the world.

11.69 (ET289) The author of the Brahmasütras refutes
the Buddhist theory of aggregation by showing that there is no
uniting feature which could bring about an aggregation.

11.70-75 (ET289-292) The Vaisesika theory holds that
visible size can arise from the invisible size of atoms. In
parallel manner, for us the insentient universe can arise from
sentient Brahman. But the Vaisesika theory is inconsistent
when it teaches that though two invisible atoms combine to
produce an invisible dyad, three invisible dyads combine to
produce a visible minimum perceptihilium (truti).
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11.76 (ET292) As for the transformation theory, it is
impossible to account for the order of things emanating from
an insentient (prakrti) without invoking God as controller.

11.77-88 (ET292-296) The transformation theory is
closer to our manifestation theory than are the other theories
of the Buddhists and Vaisesikas mentioned above. Indeed,
views on this matter can be arranged into three alternative
types of view, which Bädaräyana adopts at different points to
suit his purposes. The three views are superimposition (äropd),
denial {apavädd) and a mixture of those two.

For example, the lowest view is that the universe is
real. The highest view is that it is unreal. In between are the
views which take there to be one or many individual selves.
The aspirant gradually realizes successively the lowest, mixed
and highest view.

11.89-90 (ET297) (Objection:) The reference is not to a
progression of views but to three different kinds of aspirants.
One kind of aspirant, who is moved by desire, takes the world
to be a transformation. A second, whose mind is free from
evil, views the world äs a manifestation. The man who is
"fixed", i.e., the highest kind of aspirant, is free from any
duality at all. And the second kind of aspirant may in turn
have one or the other of the two beliefs, viz., that there is only
one self or that there are many.

11.91-114 (ET298-306) (Answer:) No. Bädaräyana spoke
of three stages-not three different kinds of aspirants-in order
to allow that at an appropriate stage perception is valid,
though the Upanisads show that at a higher stage it is not.
Without this allowance people who hear the truth from
scripture, the truth that Brahman, the Self, is without parts,
will immediately reject it, being convinced that perception
reveals actually existent objects. Ignorance is a defect in
relation to perception, not in relation to scripture. The
distinction is that perception, etc., cognizing external objects,
cannot be in conflict with knowledge of the inner Self. An
instrument (of knowledge) that grasps something inert proves
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neither something existent, nor something nonexistent, nor
something that is both.14 The true nature of what is inert is
that it is indeterminable. Thus the instruments of knowledge
do not contradict the knowledge that arises from hearing the
Upanisadic passages.

'n.115-127 (ET306-314) Examples taken from the
Pürvamimämsäsütras are cited to show that the sublating
judgment, coming after what it sublates and constituting
immediate awareness of the content, is always considered the
true judgment in contrast to the judgment sublated. Thus
inference is sublated by perception, but knowledge of the
inner self (even when gained through authoritative language)
sublates what is cognized perceptually.

11.128-131 (ET314-315) Liberated and unliberated
selves, knowers and those who do not know, and the universe
from space to earth, being different from you, are to be
considered transformations of your intellect arising from your
ignorance. Time is beginningless and endless. All these
(liberated and unliberated selves, etc.) existed before and will
exist afterwards. Do not doubt what I say, for it is attested by
the experience of dreaming. Just as one may dream of many
years that are past and are yet to come, so too in the waking
state. Likewise many are seen to have experienced liberation
in the past and many more will be seen to experience
liberation in the future. Thus, just as all distinctions exist until
self-realization, just so there will be bondage and liberation
until the liberation of the self.

11.132 (ET315-316) (Objector 1:) As a universal
property (selfhood) is present in individual selves, so likewise
ignorance is present in all appearances and makes the Self the
prototype reflected in those individual selves. And just as a
universal applies only to those particulars that exist and not to
those which don't, so ignorance applies only to the ignorant
person and not to the one who knows.

11.133 (ET316) (Objector 2:) There are many
ignorances {avidya) and many wise persons who gain
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liberation in each era.. Mäyä resides in God and, being
dependent on it, He is the cause of the universe.

11.134 (ET316-317) (Objector 3:) Just as a bird is both
in space, being at a particular point in space, and not in space,
being somewhere else, so also ignorance is both in the Self
and not in the Self-the Self that is without impurity, without
agency, has the form of consciousness and is without
properties, is eternal, absolute, unoriginated, indestructible,
partless.

11.135 (ET317) (Objector 4:) Ignorance, the material
cause of the universe, abides in the pure actual object (the
Self), but it appears only as the mind (manas), which is its
adjunct. The internal organ (antahkarana) which remains
subtle and extraneous always, is the determiner of (the
appearance of) darkness in consciousness.

11.136-137 (ET318) (Objector 5:) Brahman, the locus of
ignorance, is reflected in the buddhi. By its own ignorance it
becomes moving and unmoving objects, and in some cases is
liberated and sometimes remains bound. This ignorance, which
has parts, is (thus) both destroyed and remains. So the
supreme Self is both released and bound. Mäyä, the power of
the Lord that produces externally real actual selves and
entities, like a fishnet expands and contracts by the Lord's
desire. It (rnäyä) is real, or perhaps it is unreal.

11.138 (ET319) (Objector 6:) The series of errors and
their traces constitute the beginningless stream of ignorance.
This darkness has Brahman as its content and is different for
each person. By destroying ignorance through, a combination
of action and knowledge liberation (is attained); the others are
reborn. And ignorance resides in the self (jiva).

11.139-141 (ET319-320) (Answer to Objector 1:) That
the inner Self is the locus of ignorance is proved by self-
illumination. But do you argue that Brahman is ignorant
because of (a) an instrument of knowledge, because of (b)
error, or because (c) It is self-illumined? Not (a), at least not
without making Brahman insentient like a pot. Not (b), for
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that would make Brahman Itself a superimposed entity like
ignorance. And not (c), since we do not cognize Brahman that
way (i.e., as ignorant).

11.142-151 (ET320-324)15 (Answer to Objector 2:) The
same questions (a)-(c) (in 139-141) arise for the second
objector. If Brahman as the locus of mäyä is proved by error,
then the Self like mäyä is superimposed. If Brahman were
proved by an instrument of knowledge to be the locus of
mäyä, then mäyä would be real and Brahman inert. And if
Brahman is both the locus of mäyä and self-luminous, mäyä
too will be self-luminous, and two self-luminous entities would
present themselves (to us); but they don't.

Tell us: Are the different individual selves known by
Brahman? Then the selves are insentient. Or are they not
known by Brahman? Then Brahman is not omniscient.

Are the individual selves self-luminous but appear
different from Brahman? If so, is the difference between the
selves and Brahman self-luminous or not? If it is, then the
differences are as real as the selves themselves. If the
difference between them is known but is not self-luminous,
then how can that difference be known to be real without
knowing both Brahman and the selves as real?

11.152-158 (ET324-326) (Answer to Objector 3): A bird
may be spoken of as both in a place and not in that place.

(Objection:) The bird as limited by one adjunct is in
one place; the same bird as limited by a different adjunct is in
a different place.

(Answer:) No, for if being at a place can only be as
limited by an adjunct, then being at a place as limited by an
adjunct requires limitation by another adjunct, etc. etc.

(Objection:) So be it! Infinite regress cannot be avoided.
(Answer:) True, we both accept a kind of "infinite

regress", viz., a beginningless series of bodies produced by
actions producing more actions, etc. etc.

Tell me: how do you know that ignorance is no longer
present for a liberated self? Is that assumption based on
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perception, on error or on self-luminosity? Not on perception,
or the liberated self will be insentient. Not on error, for then
the liberated self will be like the snake in the rope (i.e.,
indeterminable). And not on self-luminosity, as that is counter
to experience: no one knows that Suka, etc. are liberated
except by consulting scripture.

11.159-162 (ET326-328) (Answer to Objector 4): Your
view (apparently) is that illusion appears in the self-luminous
consciousness through proximity to a limiting adjunct and thus
occasions the distinction between bondage and liberation. But
the same problems (e.g., (a)-(c) of 139-141) vitiate this theory
too. Moreover, if the limiting adjunct is the medium by which
ignorance gets into the self-luminous Brahman, then ignorance
will not exist in only a part of Brahman, but will entirely burn
up Brahman. So Brahman attains the state of an individual self
because of ignorance but remains as one's true nature; and It
perceives the collection of individual selves and the universe
from space to the earth that are superimposed by one's
ignorance.

11.163-164 (ET328-329) (The correct position is
explained.) Brahman as ignorant becomes the individual self.
Ignorance, though not perceptible in deep sleep, manifests
itself in the waking state through its being related to the
reflection of pure consciousness in the internal organ.
Ignorance as present in the one consciousness is not so clearly
perceptible as it is when that pure consciousness appears in
individual awareness (huddhi). Thus to say that the Self is the
locus of ignorance is reasonable.

11.165-167 (ET329-330) Ignorance as just inert power
is found outside the individual self (i.e., in God, says T) and
is manifest to a self in the form "I am ignorant". Ignorance
has two powers (sakti): through its merely inert power,
prakrti, dependent on the highest purusa, it is the material
cause of the universe comprising space, air, etc. This same
ignorance, prakrti, the cause of everything, influences the
embodied self or purusa, the individual self that cognizes "I
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am ignorant".
11.168 (ET330-331) In the case of the highest purusa (T

says "God") prakrti manifests as sublated by the power of
consciousness. But in the case of the individual embodied
person it manifests as the sublator of the power of
consciousness.

11.169 (ET331) It is to be inferred that God's mäyä is
just that same ignorance, because it is perceptible, insentient,
dependent, and located in consciousness. The examples of
dream objects, illusory silver, the double moon, a mirage, etc.
are cited.

11.170 (ET331-332) (Argl:) The universe from space
onwards is constructed by a single ignorance, because
it is sublated; whatever is sublated must have been
created from ignorance, like a dream. This universe is
accepted by you to be sublated, so it is the creation of
ignorance.

The reason in Argl, (viz., because the universe is sublated) is
unobjectionable, like the reason "because it has smoke" (in the
valid inference "this mountain has fire because it has smoke").

11.171 (ET333) (Objection:) Argl is contradicted by
scripture {agamd).

(Answer:) No, for there is no passage that speaks of the
source of the world as anything but ignorance.

11.172-174 (ET335-336) Error is attributed to
consciousness not because of faults in the contents or
instruments of cognition but because of ignorance alone.
Likewise, the ascription of duality to the highest Self, the Lord,
is erroneous and caused by ignorance. Frustration produced by
ignorance pertains to the individual self who is unaware of its
actual nature. It is not even seemingly present in God.
Omniscience, etc. belong to God, not to the individual self
whose true nature is concealed by ignorance. That it is the
individual self which is the locus of ignorance is the purport
of Bhagavadgüä II.52 and is attested to by Samkara. Mandana
(Misra)'s view, which is different, should be rejected.
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11.175-188 (ET335-340) God is not ignorant, cf.
Samkara's BrUpBh on III.8.12, quoted. The individual self
cognizes "I am ignorant", God doesn't. God knows He is
omniscient; the self knows he isn't. God has no ego-maker
(ahamkärä) except in His embodied form which He by his own
will takes on in the world as avatar. And even in that form He
does not think "I am ignorant". God is eternally present and
causes the universe to appear as itself. The self, on the other
hand, does not, which is why its awareness is said to be veiled
while God's is not, Nothing is unknown to God. God controls
ignorance (mäyä), though it is the selves that are ignorant.

11.189-192 (ET340-341) Consciousness alone creates the
universe with its divisions of self, God and world-this is the
teaching of the Vedas. The same insentient power when
associated with God is called ignorance, and when associated
with the individual self is called mäyä. The frustrations of a
self are born of the delusions of the ignorant. God's production
of the world is born of mäyä.

11.193-205 (ET341-347) This is the proper
interpretation of the Brahmasltras (BS II.1.35 quoted).

(Objection:) Brahman, being the locus of ignorance,
becomes a self.

(Answer:) Then ignorance does not reside in the
individual self.

(Objection:) The individual self s ignorance is different
from Brahman's ignorance.

(Answer:) That's too many ignorances!
(Objection:) The Self, owing to its association with

ignorance, attains the state of the individual self, and
ignorance thus abides in that individual self.

(Answer:) If the Self by associating with ignorance
becomes the self, then ignorance being prior to the Self cannot
be located in it.

(Objector:) If the Self is the locus of ignorance it will be
impure.

(Answer:) So will It also on your own view, unless you
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view ignorance as a mere conceptual construction--and that is
our view!

(Objection:) Then we'll both have to say that ignorance
both exists and does not exist in the Self.

(Answer:) That (i.e., something both being and not
being in another thing) will undermine causal relations.

(Objection:) You yourself say consciousness both
manifests itself, being self-luminous, and does not manifest
itself, since ignorance is located there, and that there is no
contradiction in that. So let ignorance both exist and not exist
in consciousness.

(Answer:) That is not so. The self-luminosity of the Self
is intrinsic to it, while the nonmanifestation of things in it is
extrinsic to it due to ignorance. So ignorance doesn't both exist
and not exist there or in any place whatsoever.

11.210-214 (ET349-352) (Objection:) The manifestation
of darkness (i.e., ignorance) in a locus which is nondual isn't
possible, since that is never experienced. Ignorance can
manifest itself only when its locus is experienced. But here
(you say) that the nondual (Brahman) is not experienced.

(Answer:) Since it is not desirable that ignorance be
located in the nondual (Self), wise thinkers do not accept that
the locus and content (of ignorance) is the actual entity which
is nondual (vis.., Brahman), nor do they hold that the self as
the locus and content of eternal bliss is experienced as the
locus and content of ignorance. Rather, (they say) the inner
self is veiled (by ignorance).

(Objection: How can the same thing be both self-
revealing and veiled?)

(Answer:) Just as some mistaken thinkers (Präbhäkaras)
believe that empirical awareness {samvit) is both self-revealing
and yet may not manifest itself, so here, even though the
nondual (Brahman) is always luminous, ignorant people can
take it not to be so. Just as empirical awareness can reveal
itself though it is the content of ignorance, so Brahman can
reveal itself and also be mistakenly conceived, yet can destroy
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ignorance when reflected in knowledge.
11.215-221 (ET352-354) (Objection:) Then the scriptural

teachings about the difference between bondage and liberation
will be contradicted.

(Answer:) Not so, since until the Self is realized
scripture remains valid. Anyway, scripture that teaches the
difference between bondage and liberation actually has the
function of showing that liberation is the realization that the
self s nature is the Self.

(Objection:) Solipsism (i.e., the view that I am the only
person fit for bondage or release) is a stultifying position that
I do not care to accept.

(Answer:) The view that there is only one self doesn't
contradict the unity of Self and self. And our experience of
duality or the plurality of selves doesn't contradict the view
that the Self is one; indeed, the latter view sublates the former
belief.

(Objection:) One experiences his self as both the same
as and different from the Self.

(Answer:) No, there is no such experience in any of the
three states (of waking, dream or deep sleep). Nobody
experiences the sun as dark.

11.225-235 (ET356-360) Your consciousness {citta) is
produced from the darkness of (your) self and constructs the
whole universe. (Your) teacher is also is a construction. He
teaches you your nondual nature.

(Objection:) How can an imaginary teacher teach Self-
knowledge?

Answer: Just as an imaginary snake can cause death. If
only a real object can produce knowledge then knowledge of
fire could arise from a (real) cloth.

(Objection:) An unreal object cannot produce
knowledge.

(Answer:) Then (in Mimämsä) the (scriptural)
injunctions, which involve unreal word-order and accents,
cannot tell us (the way to heaven, etc.). And without those
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(order and accents) Vedic sentences are false.
(Objection:) Awareness of actual objects constitutes

knowledge.
(Answer:) Then (for the foregoing reason) injunctions

must be invalid. And not only injunctions. In the Vaisesika
view, e.g., since space has no parts, the space falsely supposed
to be in the ear is falsely supposed to be able to cognize an
actual collection of words. So, since you (Vaisesikas and
Mimämsakas) think unreal things (letters together with
accents, limitations of space) can produce real results, why
can't (unreal) ignorance produce a real result?

11.239-241 (ET361-362) Your (real) Self does not
change when it is realized. Ignorance existed before realization
and is (said to be) destroyed afterward, but it did not exist in
the Self before and so is not really destroyed afterward.
Indeed, nothing else exists in the Self either. It is merely an
assumption due to language which makes us speak figuratively
of the "removal of ignorance" (since nothing is actually
removed).

11.242-248 (ET362-364) (Vedic) injunctions are
addressed to you who are subject to ignorance and who
assume the existence of external objects. Otherwise how could
you involve yourself in ritual? Once realized, since you will be
free from any desire and enjoying the highest bliss, how can
you involve yourself in ritual? especially since some
injunctions are overriden by proscriptions (e.g., against killing
in the case of sacrifice). Only if there is someone judged
competent to perform them and if there are assumed things
with which to perform them can sacrifices be performed. And
those are not possible without ignorance (holding sway). But
one who views the Self as one is no longer ignorant.

CHAPTER THREE
III.6-12 (ET367-37X) The Self, which is free from any

defect and free from language and thought, cannot experience
the misery of rebirth (Itself). But when associated with
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ignorance, associating itself with the subtle body the Self
transmigrates as the self, and so can attain liberation. Pure
consciousness is the locus and content of ignorance.

"Knowledge is the attribute of a knower. And to be a
knower is to be the substratum of knowledge. The Self, which
is immutable consciousness, cannot become the knower unless
it is associated with the intellect. Hence knowledge, which is
the attribute of a knower, abides in the self associated with
intellect."

"But avidyä exists in the Self itself and not in the self
associated with the intellect. For, intellect is the effect of
avidyä and as such it is posterior to avidyä. So the latter
cannot abide either in the intellect or in the self associated
with the intellect. It is, therefore, said that avidyä is present
only in the Self-the pure consciousness." (This is the
explanation of verse III.8 as found at, and quoted here from,
ET369.)

Ignorance abiding in pure consciousness produces eight
factors (cf. III.16 below), the threefold misery (cf. 1.342), and
transmigration. The self does not have a different actual
nature from the Self. It is not a transformation of the Self nor
different from It, as the Upanisads explain. Everything
different from the Self is superimposed on It.

111.16-23 (ET372-376) The eight factors are: (1) five
action-organs (karmendriya), (2) five sense-organs, (3) four
modes of the internal organ (viz., the internal organ itself, the
buddhi, the ego-maker (ahamkära) and consciousness (citta);
(4) five vital breaths; (5) the five elements (space, etc.); (6)
desire (käma); (7) actions (karmari) and (8) ignorance.
"Actions" include knowledge and the traces arising from
experiences of all worldly contents, and since they all produce
bondage they are mentioned together in BrUp IV.4.2

The "subtle body" refers not primarily to those eight
factors but rather to the seventeen consisting often senses, the
internal organ, the buddhi and the (five) breaths. The Self
associated with this is what is termed the "self (jiva).
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There are no frustrations involving rebirths if your
nature is free from the eight factors mentioned above.
Conversely, as long as the eight factors are related to your
nature there is no escaping from frustrations. Just as space is
itself neither impure nor pure, but purity and impurity are
superimposed on it, likewise rebirths are superimposed on the
pure consciousness which is your nature.

IIL29-42 (ET377-382) (Objection:) You say the eight
factors move, but consciousness is immovable. But if
consciousness is delimited by eight factors there must be many
consciousnesses.

(Answer:) On that reasoning, the agent of actions does
not transmigrate, and someone else experiences the results of
the first agent's actions, and on and on-there will be more
difficulties.

Since space has no parts a pot is not associated with a
part of space. And it is not related to the whole of space
either. Likewise, since the Self is partless, the eight factors
neither limit the whole Self nor a part of It. If the whole Self
were limited by the eight factors and thus became the
individual selves there would be no God and no other selves,
and then there could not be teacher and pupil nor indeed
bondage nor liberation, and the Upanisads would become
pointless. So, like the relation of pot to space, the relation of
the eight factors to the Self cannot be real. Thus it is only
through ignorance that you can suppose there to be real
transmigration.

111.45-53 (ET383-386) Just as your nature when limited
by the eight factors constitutes the individual self, so the pure
consciousness when limited by inert things becomes God.
Under God's control (your) ignorant consciousness limited by
those eight factors appears to transmigrate to heaven or hell
according to its actions and then is born. Or you may reach
Hiranyagarbha's world through sacrifice and meditation, but
will be born again at the beginning of the next age. Or if,
while in that world, one attaining knowledge of the Self is
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freed from bondage, it is known as gradual liberation
(kramamukti), which is expounded in all the scriptures. But
those who do not either sacrifice or worship, and so do not
proceed along the path of the gods or of the ancestors, are
born as lower animals.

IIL57-84 (ET388-399) Explanation of the proper
interpretation of "that art thou".

111.85-112 (ET399-415) (Objection: The effects of mäyä,
in both the waking and dream states are real.)

(Answer:) No. Mäyä and ignorance are the same. The
materials involved in creating an illusion in a magic show are
not mäyä-they are real, while mäyä is not real.

(Objector:) Yes, and the real magician really creates the
illusion.

(Answer:) If so, the illusion must be real!
(Objection:) "Mäyä" is the term used in ordinary speech

to designate God's power to erroneously present an illusory
object without depending on other objects of that sort (unlike
ignorance, which does depend on other objects of the same
sort to bring about an erroneous judgment).

(Answer:) That would contradict the illusory nature of
dreams, which is maintained in scripture.

(Objection: If ignorance were God's power then God
would be ignorant. But God is omniscient. So God's mäyä
must be different from ignorance.)

(Answer:) No, since it is well-known that mäyä is God's
power, the cause of the universe, heard about in scriptures
and smrtis, and since the very word "mäyä" means the power
to produce errors about other things. In those scriptures and
smrtis the word "mäyä" is regularly used that way. And there
are two kinds of power: the power to project and the power
to hide. Ignorance, mäyä, is God's power to project, and is not
incompatible with His omniscience.

IIL113-142 (ET415-429) If, as you implied, the effects
of mäyä in both the waking and dream states were real, they
would never leave you. But only consciousness is real;
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everything else is inexpressible. Our experiences in dreams (as
in the waking state) are occasioned by unseen (merit and
demerit) and last as long as they (merit and demerit) last.
Until those experiences are manifested the unseen merit, etc.
remain in a very subtle form as directed by God, and one
experiences deep sleep. Sometimes it is said (by Samkara and
other teachers) that in deep sleep ignorance does not exist; at
other times it is said that the person who is in deep sleep is
affected by ignorance. But you should interpret these
statements so as to avoid inconsistency. At the time of deep
sleep ignorance is present and everything is merged into it.
Thus deep sleep is a different state from liberation (in which
there is no ignorance present).

(Objection:) But if ignorance is present in deep sleep
how is the Self different from ignorance?

(Answer:) Ignorance is experienced as a content of
experience, whereas the Self is not.

III.143-198 (ET429-451) Return to the proper
interpretation of "that art thou".

The Self when reflected in ignorance becomes God;
when reflected in the intellect (buddhi), it is lord only of its
own servants.

(Objection:) Then lordship must be of the essential
nature of the Self like existence, consciousness and bliss.

(Answer:) That is implicitly rejected by the text "not
this, not this" (neti neti).

(Objection:) No, that text only denies the ultimacy of
God (as not being the Self itself).

(Answer:) There is no passage distinguishing between
two kinds of lordship. The references to lordship are
metaphorical, not literal. Passages which attribute witnessing
and being the cause of the universe to a self are not to be
understood as referring to the Self; likewise, passages
attributing controllership (i.e. lordship) to the Self are also
metaphorical. A controller requires something controlled; but
the distinction is only a construction from delusion, just as the
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distinctions between witness and witnessed, between cause
and effect, between cognizer and cognized, between agent and
action, between universal property and particular are
inexplicable.

(Objection:) The notions of difference there are due to
limiting adjuncts.

(Answer:) But difference is opposed to identity, and
that difference can't be also due to limiting adjuncts. Two
incompatible things cannot be really related even through a
limiting adjunct, any more than the sun and darkness can.

III.199-233 (ET451-466) Production of something which
did not exist before (asatkäryavädd) is contradictory. A
nonexistent entity (the effect) cannot have a relation to its
inherence cause. A barren woman has no son.

Production from something which did exist before
(satkäryavädd) is likewise unreasonable. If the cause is
supposed to be a cause in virtue of producing some qualities
in the object, then, since being qualities of that object, they
already exist and cannot be produced. And if they are not
qualities of the object the argument in the preceding
paragraph refutes it. The cause cannot remove some defect in
the object, since the object is held to be eternal, and so either
eternally defective or never so (by the previous paragraph's
argument).

The latter argument does not apply against the Ätreya
(viz., Brahmanandin, the descendant of Atri, who wrote a
commentary on the ChUp), since he accepts that objects are
not ultimately real Likewise (Dravidäcärya, the commentator
on Brahmanandin's work) the Bhäsyakära agrees (with us)
that the highest Lord is of the nature of the inner Self.

There can be no causal relation between two objects,
whether they are the same or different.

(Objection:) A functioning cause produces an effect.
(Answer:) Is the functioning itself produced or not? If

so there is infinite regress. If it is not produced it must exist
always or never, with the results, respectively, that it will
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always be causing or never will be.
(Objection:) The relation of a cause to a particular

effect is due to its relation with a particular power.
(Answer:) And the relation of the cause to that

particular power is due to its being the cause ofthat particular
effect. Thus we have mutual dependence.

(Objection:) The real pure consciousness and the unreal
insentient power of ignorance, being mutually related, produce
the universe.

(Answer:) This may be acceptable from one point of
view, but not ultimately from ours, as indicated by "not this,
not this". There is no explicable relation between the Self and
matter, not identity, contact, nor inherence.

III.244-274 (ET470-482) (Objection:) Whether the
universe is the transformation or the manifestation of
consciousness, the intrinsic validity of scripture is contradicted.
If the universe is the Self s creation then either Vaisesika or
materialism should be accepted, and if the universe is not the
Self s creation then it is real.

(Answer:) That, if true, would tell against both (our
and the Pürva-)MImämsä viewpoints-so why do you raise it
only against us? On all the views (mentioned by the objector)
words are taken to be momentary, and so the whole of
scripture becomes fleeting, and scripture cannot constitute an
instrument of knowledge.

(MImämsaka:) Scripture is self-validating because the
meanings of its words are not dependent on human thought.

(Answer:) Then our explanation of intrinsic validity is
justified, since scripture is taken (by us) to emanate from the
highest Self. So you should not object to our view.

(Objection:) Many Vedic passages speak of the supreme
Self as a perceiver; so the author of the Vedas must be a
thinking being.

(Answer:) Do not say so. The Upanisads say that the
Self is without sense-organs. It is ignorance, abiding in pure
consciousness, which appears as conscious because of being
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superimposed on the consciousness that constitutes the
activities of the buddhi.

. (Vaisesika:) The meaning of each and every word is due
to an individual (viz., God), just as the meanings of nonsense-
words is due to the decisions of sentient individuals.

(Answer:) That is sublated by noting that the meanings
of words like "cow", etc. are due to the beginningless usage of
elders. A God who decides on the meanings of each and every
word cannot be proved by any of the (first) five instruments
of knowledge. And if it is the sixth instrument (viz.,
nonapprehension) that is appealed to, God becomes like a sky-
flower (in not being apprehended). Anyway, how could God
go about signifying meanings? By pointing? And if He had
done so it would be remembered

(Vaisesika:) We know by inference that a sentence
needs an author, so scripture, consisting of sentences, must
have had an; author.

(Answer:) Inference cannot sublate scripture, and
scriptures attest to the authorlessness of scriptures. So
scripture is proved (authorless) by itself as its instrument of
knowledge. And even if transformation or manifestation be
accepted, still scripture, since independent, is self-validating.

III.283-310 (ET483-496) "That" and "thou" explained.
111.311-326 (ET496-502) The function of the words in

affirmative and negative sentences of scripture are different.
Each word in an affirmative sentence conveys the essential
nature of the Self and denies Its superimposed forms. Negative
sentences, however, merely negate forms superimposed
through ignorance, and not all such forms are spoken of (in
theVedas).

III.327-362 (ET502-516) The differences between the
immediate and mediate conditions for Self-knowledge.

III.363-366 (ET517-518) The unparalleled value of
renunciation.
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CHAPTER FOUR
IV.1-11 (ET519-522) (Question:) Does Self-knowledge

alone produce liberation? Or does it do so in combination with
other means?

(Answer:) Self-knowledge alone, which destroys
ignorance, is liberation. A combination of knowledge and
action (jnänakarmasamuccaya) cannot lead to liberation, since
when knowledge occurs there is no universe in which to carry
out ritual actions, and Self-knowledge, not being an action,
cannot be enjoined.

IV.12-26 (ET525-530) The removal of ignorance
(ajnänadähi) neither exists, is nonexistent, both exists and is
nonexistent, or is explicable as neither existent nor
nonexistent. It has a fifth status, according to those who know
liberation.

Or else, consciousness itself is what "removal of
ignorance" indicates, through an adjunct, viz., the awareness
arising from a sentence (viz., "that art thou"). Just as the
word "drtihari", literally "one who steals leather", is used
through an adjunct or adventitious condition (of being an
animal) to designate a dog, so ajnänadähi, literally "one who
annihilates ignorance", is used through an adjunct (of being a
mental state arising from hearing scripture) to designate the
Self. Just as heated iron evaporates the water poured on it as
well as its heat, so the realization gained from the Upanisads
removes the water of the ocean of rebirths as well as itself,
leaving only the pure Self.

29-37 (ET530-534) Liberation is changeless, being the
result of knowledge, i.e., consciousness. If it could change, one
could know its antecedent or posterior absence, but as
cognition cannot be the absence of cognition one cannot know
those absences. So liberation is not produced at all, and thus
is not produced by action. If liberation could be produced it
would not be the highest goal.

38-46 (ET534-537) When liberation occurs one is
immediately separated from one's body. Upanisadic passages
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speaking of liberation while living use constructions which
refer to one who has realized the Self and retains a trace of
ignorance. This trace is automatically removed by the
jivanmuktds final experiences.

47-63 (ET537-544) Talk of the liberated selfs going to
the worlds of the gods or the ancestors, etc. are not to be
construed literally. If performance of rituals were the means
to liberation the gods could not attain it.

Concluding words of praise and dedication.

10.SARVAJNÄTMAN, Pancaprakriyä
"E" and MT" both refer to the edition and translation by

Ivan Kocmarek, Language and Release. Sarvajfiätman's
Pancaprakriyä (Motilal Banarsidass: Delhi 1985). We
reproduce here Kocmarek's translation (with some changes to
suit the style and vocabulary preferred in the present Volume).
The sections headed by Roman numerals represent divisions
found in the text.

Translation by Ivan Kocmarek

I.An Examination of the Uses of Words
(E127-128; T47-50) The work begins with an

invocation praising the Vedas.
Now we will examine the different functions of words,

for the sake of the faultless establishment of the
knowledge of the meaning of the Veda. There are three uses
of words that are well established in the world: (1) the
common (prasiddha), (2) the secondary (laksana), and (3)
that based on similar qualities (guna~). What is meant by the
word "common" is the primary {mukhya) use. Whenever there
is a word which is possessed of a known denotative capacity
(grhitasaktika) revealed in the exchanges of those who are
experienced in the manner of expressing its meaning, then its
use with respect to its own object through that very indicator
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(prayojaka) is its (1) primary use. For example, the use of the
word "cow" has a known denotative capacity concerning a
shape (äkrti) involving a dewlap; it is primary only when it is
used in respect to that object, as in such general usages as
"Bring the cow." On the other hand, (2) secondary usage is
usage with respect to a different sense on the basis of a
connection with the primary sense, when the understanding of
the primary sense is contradicted by other instruments of
knowledge. For example, in the statement "The hamlet is
situated on the Garigä," the use of the word "Gafigä" (means)
the banks of the Gafigä through its connection with the Gafigä
river, which is the primary sense of the word. And (3) the
usage based on similar qualities is that usage which occurs
when the accepted primary sense is contradicted by other
instruments of knowledge, and which (indicates) a sense
different (from the primary sense) on account of a connection
with qualities found in the primary sense. For example, in the
phrase, "Devadatta is a lion", the use of the word "lion" is due
to the association with the qualities of a lion such as fierceness
and courage. Even if the basic form "usage of a particular
word to mean an object different (from the primary sense)" is
the same for both secondary usage and the usage based on
similar qualities, still there is a difference between them
because their specific definitions are different. Thus the three
usages of words have been explained.

Of these three, (1) and (3) have only one form. On the
other hand, (2) laksanä is threefold, namely, (2a) non-
inclusive secondary usage (jahallaksanä), (2b) inclusive
secondary usage (ajahallaksana), and (2c) partially non-
inclusive and partially inclusive secondary usage (jahad-
ajahallaksanä). In respect to this, (2a) is the usage of a word
in a different sense by (completely) abandoning its primary
sense; just as the word "Gafigä" (in the sentence "the hamlet
is situated on the Gafigä") is used to mean only the banks of
the river by abandoning its primary sense entirely. (2b), on
the other hand, is the use (of a word) to mean a different
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sense while not abandoning its primary sense, and retaining its
entire primary sense; just as when there is the secondary
indication of a horse in the phrase "the red stands (there)", the
word "red" is used to mean the individual object horse, while
retaining (its original sense of) redness. And (2c) the use of
a word, while retaining its primary sense and abandoning one
portion of it, to mean the other portion of its primary sense,
just as in the statement "this is that Devadatta" the two words
"this" and "that", which express different times and places, are
used to mean an individual called Devadatta by abandoning
that portion consisting of those times and places. These are the
three types of (2) that are well known in this world.

If the question "Which among these three kinds (1-3) is
the one that applies to the Supreme Self within us all?" should
arise, we reply to it that, if one excludes (1), there is no
prohibition against using (3) or (2) with reference to it. (1) is
indeed prohibited in respect to the pratyagätman (the
Supreme Self within us all) on account of the fact that (in the
case of the Self) mundane things such as relation (sasthi),
quality (guna), activity (kriya), universal (jäti), or convention
(rüdhi), which are the basis for (1), do not exist. Indeed, there
is no possibility of relation and the rest existing in the Self, of
which all qualifications have been prohibited according to the
scriptural passage "not this, not this", and which is beyond the
range of speech and mind, whereby (1) would be applicable.
Therefore, (2) and (3) are the usages applicable to the Self.

Due to the fact that there is a connection with qualities,
as demonstrated in the following statement: "Because it is
inward, because it is exceedingly subtle, because it is similar
in form to the ätman", the usage of words such as "I", based
on similar qualities, is accepted with respect to the Self. Also,
in reference to (2), (2a) and (2b) are not accepted (as
applicable to the Self ), but (2c) is, because there is the
possibility of using the words "that" (tat) and "thou" (tvam),
which, in terms of primary signification, (respectively mean)
something associated with nonimmediacy (päroksyä) and
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something associated with possessing dualilty (sadvitiya), to
mean one portion (of that primary sense) by abandoning
another portion of it, just like the words found in statements
such "that is this". Therefore, the Self is known through (2c),
not through (2a) which consists of not abandoning the original
meaning as in the case of words like "Gäyatri", "Vaisvänara",
etc., nor through (2b) which involves abandoning the original
meaning, as is the case in sentences such as "the sacrificer is
the clump of darbfra-grass", "the sacrificer is the unsegmented
dish"-thus it has been established.

If the word "Brahman", in its primary sense, means
ignorance together with the illusory reflection of
consciousness, and likewise the word "I" in its primary sense
means the I-faculty (ahamkärä) (together with the illusory
reflection of consciousness), then given this position, (2a)
noninclusive secondary usage (jahallaksana) (of those words)
is also (suitable in the mahäväkya "I am Brahman") so that
they mean the Supreme Self (ätmavastu). In the same way
(2a) is used in phrases such as "the boat roars", "the metal
burns", "the snake is a rope", and there is no fault in this
whatsoever.

Having accepted these three types of (secondary) usage,
those people who are well-versed in the three Vedas have
made the distinction (between the different types) of (2)
through their use of the technical terms "abandoning the
original sense (of the components)" (jahatsvärthd), "retaining
the original sense (of the components)" (ajahatsvärtha), and
"abandoning part and retaining part of the original sense (of
the components)" (jahadajahatsvärtha) in reference to the
sütra "(Whenever) an operation concerning a finished word (is
prescribed, the word samärthah, 'semantically connected1 (is to
be supplied)." Nor should one think thus-that even if
secondary meaning (laksanä) makes the ätman known, there
is the unwarranted conclusion that the ätman is an object
(karmari) -because scripture functions to repudiate those
qualities which do not belong to (the Self) but which are
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superimposed on it by ignorance. For scripture only removes
that quality which does not belong to the Self but which is
superimposed on it out of ignorance. It does nothing more. It
does not make that Self an object. Thus there is indeed no
contradiction concerning statements such as "that from whence
words turn back." Also, the qualification of "being that thing
which is taught in the Upanisads" is indeed appropriate even
if (the ätmari) lacks objectivity, because scripture repudiates
that ignorance which refers to the Self which is being
instructed (about)-thus a person striving after release should
(examine statements like "tattvamasi") by using positive and
negative concomitances that resort to (2) and (3).

The Chapter concludes with a passage praising
consciousness; and explaining Sarvajnätrnan's purpose to
explain words whose knowledge will lead to liberation.

CHAPTER TWO: Explanation of the Great Sentences
(E129-130; T51-54) Invocation to Visnu, the Bowman.
Now we shall examine the meaning of the great

sentences found in the Upanisads. For the person desirous of
it, final release (moksa) comes about only from knowledge of
the great sentences such as "I am Brahman". Knowledge of the
meaning of the great sentences comes about through a
complete understanding of the two words "I" and "Brahman".
And the meanings of those two words are two-fold, the
expressed {yäcyd) and the implied (laksyd). Of these, the
expressed sense is the associated (sabala) entity and the
implied sense is the pure (suddhd) entity. That very inward
consciousness associated with the effects consisting of the vital
breath and the body, and which exists (in all beings) up to the
gods, is the expressed sense of the word "I". That non-dual,
blissful consciousness associated with that ignorance which is
the cause of the vital breath and the body, is the expressed
sense of the word "Brahman". This is the idea: That inward
form which is possessed of duality is the expressed sense of
the word "I". That blissful consciousness accompanied by
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nonimmediacy is the expressed sense of the word "Brahman".
Now there is the occurrence of a contradiction in these two
expressed senses of the words "Brahman" and "I" (involving the
fact that) the entity associated with the cause and that
associated with the effect share the same grammatical cases
and are related to each other as qualifier and thing qualified.
Thus one must abandon the adventitious limitation in both
instances (and in this way,) two pure entities are made known
through secondary implication.

Concerning this, the word "I" secondarily signifies that
portion of its meaning which is the inward consciousness by
abandoning that portion (of its meaning which refers to) that
thing possessed of duality in the form of the effect consisting
of vital breath and body. And the word "Brahman" secondarily
indicates that portion which is the non-dual, blissful
consciousness by abandoning that portion (of its meaning
which refers to) that nonimmediate thing in the form of
ignorance which is the cause of vital breath and body.

Thus, for the qualified person who (a) knows the
inward consciousness through the secondary usage of the word
"I", and the non-dual, blissful consciousness through the
secondary usage of the word "Brahman", (b) who has
destroyed his sins through (the performance of) sacrifices, (c)
who has attained the ultimate fruit of the whole of the ritual
portion of the Veda, (d) who has renounced all ritual activity,
(e) who has approached a teacher who (himself) has (1)
directly experienced Brahman, (2) become a person who
though living has gained final release, (3) has destroyed the
cause of all sorrows by the fire of correct knowledge, (4) who
has perfected all the characteristics (of a person who is freed
while living), (5) who is, as it were, a teacher, though granted
the rank out of the student's own ignorance, just as in the case
of things imagined (to be real) in dreams, (6) who is imagined
to be surrounded by a thousand pupils of the same character
as the student (himself); (f) who has errors, doubts, the
knowledge of what is not the purport, and confused ideas
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destroyed through repeated hearing, thinking, and meditating
which are all obtained through the grace of the teacher; (g)
who has been granted the grace of God-(for such a qualified
person) the knowledge of the unity of the meanings of the two
words "I" and "Brahman" in such statements as "I and nothing
other am Brahman" (terminates) in final realization, having
arisen from the mahäväkya "I am Brahman." (All this is)
according to the maxim "The Veda produces correct knowledge
in the qualified person."

Therefore, when there is the cessation of ignorance and
its effects due to the arousal of knowledge, one persists for
some time because that which has been sublated still continues
and because there is nothing contradictory in one
simultaneously experiencing the highest Brahman and
liberation while living (jivanmukti). (For such a person), on
account of the fact that he has exhausted though their
experience the merit and demerit that might cause the arousal
of a body, and because his accumulated karma is completely
consumed by the fire of correct knowledge, and because he
does not produce future merit and demerit, or if producing
them he is not sullied by them due to his knowledge, when his
existing body falls away-since in the absence of its cause no
product arises~no further body is produced. And even if, for
that reason, you say that when there is an absence of
ignorance (in that state of being liberated while living) there
exists an absence of those things constructed out of ignorance
such as omnipresence, omniscience, being the lord of all
things, being the self of all things, having an irresistible will,
etc., just as (there would be the absence) of the whole
manifest cosmos including the teacher and space, even so
there does indeed occur absolute release for that wise person,
(which is not a negative state but) which possesses those
characteristics which are found in the essence of that inward
Brahman which is eternal, pure, sentient, free, true, supremely
blissful, non-dual, consciousness, which is left over after the
universe, along with its root cause, has been consumed by the
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fire of the knowledge of the meaning of the scriptural
statements, which knowledge arises from the knowledge of the
meanings of the individual words (in those statements). (The
meaning of those statements) is made possible through the
maxim of retaining that portion (of the word meanings) which
should be retained and giving up that portion (of the word
meanings) which should be given up by means of the process
of secondary signification which arises when there is a
contradiction in terms of the grammatical apposition and the
accompanying relation between qualifier and thing qualified
(in the statements). (The possibility of employing such a
maxim exists) on account of the admission that there can be
a complete understanding of the scope of those subsidiary
sentences which are ancillary to the mahäväkyas already
mentioned, and which are in the form of positive statements
(about Brahman), by collecting together all those words which
relate to Brahman without qualities {nirgunabrahman) and
which are not repeated in the Upanisads of all the Vedic
recensions. All of this is according to sruti passages such as
"He who possesses a teacher knows that so long will he
remain, just until there is final release for him, and then he
will attain perfection", and "the gods have no power to
obstruct that person who has attained realization of Brahman."

There are some people who say that because there is no
cause for the comings and goings of the worldly cycle, and
because there are sruti passages which negate that (cycle), and
because the sruti and smrti passages which deal with the state
of liberation while living can be seen to refer to an imagined
teacher who has been liberated while living, there exists only
instant liberation (upon achieving the realization of Brahman).
Moreover, if you admit that the state of being liberated while
living exists for that perfected person, then, due to the fact
that he could not be a teacher for a pupil who (to him would
represent) nothing more than (the charred remains) of an
illusion consumed by (the fire of) knowledge, there would be
no use for the perfected person who was liberated while
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living; and the reason for the existence of the cirasruti (ChUp
VI. 14.2) is the intention of conveying an absolute release in
which there is a delay in the removal of that covering which
is the sleep of ignorance-that is its more appropriate
interpretation.

Concluding invocation.

CHAPTER THREE: Explanation of the Meanings of the
Words "Tat" and "Tvam"

(E130-131; T5457) The expressed sense of the word
"tat" is Brahman as associated with ignorance. From that are
born in succession the five primordial elements: space, air, fire
water, and food. What is meant by the word "food" is earth.
From that comes space, from space comes air; from air, fire;
from fire, water; from water, food. The expressed sense of the
word "food" is earth. Thus these are the unquintupled
primordial elements. From them arises the subtle body
containing the seventeen. This subtle body containing the
seventeen (which can be broken down äs follows): speech, the
feet, the hands, the anus, and the organ of generation are the
five motor organs; hearing, touch, seeing, taste, and smell are
the five cognitive organs; life-air, the downward going air, the
diffused air, the upward going air, the circulating air are the
five vital airs; mind and intellect are the two (functions of the)
internal organ: the one having the nature of doubt is the
mind, the one having the nature of certainty is the intellect.
Thus although the internal organ is one, it can be designated
in both ways depending on its activity, just as one and the
same person can be called a cook when he is cooking and a
cutter when he cuts grass. The five unquintupled primordial
elements and their product, the subtle body containing the
seventeen, are Hiranyagarbha, and this is the subtle body of
the ätman.

The quintupled primordial elements are established in
sruti passages that refer to a triplication process. From them
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are produced the divine Cosmic Egg (brahmända), the human
sphere, and that world of things which serve as objects of
human perception; (the last two worlds) consist of beings that
possess the type of gross body that is commonly known to us
as equipped with things such as hands, head, and feet. These
five quintupled primordial elements and their product, the
Cosmic Egg, and all the various gross bodies belonging to
(different) creatures-all this is called Viräj. This is the gross
body of the ätman.

There is only one gross body called Viräj. There is only
one subtle body called Hiranyagarbha. There is only one jiva
which is under the delusion that those two bodies belong to it,
and which is the (primary) meaning of the word "tvam". The
primary sense of the word Ctat), that very Brahman which
has entered into those two bodies just like the reflection of the
sun in the water or the space within a jar, is termed the jiva
by reason of its activity of sustaining the vital air. And this jiva
is indeed that Supreme Self (pararnätman) which is the
witness of (the three states of) waking, dreaming and deep
sleep, which is a qualityless entity different from (the three
states of) waking, dreaming and deep sleep, which is partless,
which is free from association (with anything else), whose
essence is eternal, pure, sentient, free, true, supremely blissful,
and nondual, who exists even in the three times. That
unmodified one, on account of its proximity to the internal
organ, perceives waking, dreaming and deep sleep, which are
states of the internal organ, and the actions, agents and results
of actions (in those states).

The waking state, which is the perception of objects
through the sense organs, is caused by the actions of the gross
body; when the sense organs are withdrawn there is the
dreaming state which has for its content objects such as
elephants whose nature are mental impressions. This state is
caused by the actions of the subtle body and is born from the
mental traces of the waking state. When there is a cessation of
the actions of the gross and subtle bodies there is a cessation
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of the two states of waking and dreaming which are fashioned
out of them. For this reason the internal organ resides in its
causal form within that Brahman which is the Wielder of Mäyä
(jnäyävin) and which is the expressed sense of the word "tat",
just as a fig tree exists in its seed, and this is the state of deep
sleep. Thus the jlva perceives these states such as waking and
the rest in order and sometimes not in order.

First, when he undertakes his meditation, the aspirant
for final release should understand things in the above way,
and after making his internal organ immobile, he should
merge all the many types of objective realities in succession,
and the knower of those objective realities should be made to
remain (since it cannot be merged). That which has originated
from the five quintupled primordial elements, such as the
Cosmic Egg etc.,-all that does not exist apart from those five
quintupled primordial elements, just as a pot which is
produced from clay does not exist apart from the clay, due to
the fact that the latter is an effect of the former. In the same
way, the five quintupled primordial elements do not exist
apart from the five unquintupled primordial elements. At this
point only Hiranyagarbha, which is the subtle body (of the
ätman) remains. Concerning this, the seventeenfold subtle
body does not exist apart from the five unquintupled
primordial elements, just as a pot which is produced from clay
does not exist apart from the clay, due to the fact that the
latter is an effect of the former. At this point, the five
unquintupled primordial elements are what remains. Of those,
earth, which is expressly indicated by the word "food", does
not exist apart from water, water does not exist apart from
fire, fire apart from wind, wind apart from space, space apart
from that Brahman in the form of the wielder of Mäyä, which
is the expressed sense of the word "tat"; the Wielder of Mäyä,
as well, does not exist apart from the pure Brahman. At this
point, when there is an absence of the three states of waking,
dreaming, and deep sleep because of the absence of the
internal organ, then the Self (pratyagätmari) whose essence is
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consciousness and which is free from the quality of being the
jiva, remains, (as well as) that Brahman whose essence is
eternal, pure, sentient, free, true, supremely blissful, and
nondual-these two entities, which are the (secondary) senses
of the words "tat" and "tvam", remain. Concerning this, he who
has achieved absolute conviction up to the point of (that
exemplified in) the holding (of) the burning ax-the conviction
being the form "Brahman alone is I", "I alone am Brahmann--he
knows the meaning of the sentence "tattvamasi" ("that thou
art") through a knowledge which is nothing short of direct
experience (anubhava), just as with the perception of the
ämalaka fruit in the hand; such a one is indeed liberated as is
confirmed in the scriptural passage "He who possesses a
teacher knows that, so long will he remain..." (ChUp VI. 14.2).

CHAPTER FOUR: Explanation of the Subsidiary Sentences
(E132-133; T57-61) Now we will explain the meaning

of the subsidiary sentences to that supremely qualified person
who is an ascetic, who is prompted by the injunction to hear,
think, meditate, etc., who is a Brahmin, who has attained, in
full, the four means such as the discrimination between eternal
and noneternal things etc., who approaches (a teacher)
according to the injunction; (we will teach only such a person)
because others are only secondarily qualified through an
absence of prohibition without any impelling from the
injunction for hearing and the rest.

Now, the meaning of the subsidiary statements is only
the sense of the two words "tat" and "tvam" as they participate
in the meaning of the mahäväkya whose characteristic feature
is (expressing) the unity of Brahman and the ätman.
Subsidiary statements such as "Brahman is truth, knowledge,
the infinite", "one knows that Brahman is bliss", etc. clearly set
down the meaning of the word "Brahman". That real entity
which is contradictory to sentience, differentiation, and
suffering, is made known by words such as "truth",
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"knowledge", "the infinite", as the meaning of the word
"Brahman" in the statements "Brahman is truth, knowledge,
the infinite" and "one knows that Brahman is bliss." For in this
way, because Brahman is truth it is not false; because it is
knowledge it is not insentient; because it is infinite it is not
broken up by limits; the three differences and the three
absences do not hinder it-this is what is meant. And in the
same way it is declared that because it is bliss it is free from
suffering.

The fivefold elaborating statements which have
reasoning as their nature and which convey creation,
continuance, dissolution, entrance, and control, are like those
elaborating statements of praise and disgrace which are
subsidiary to the sense of statements which are positive or
negative injunctions; they exist for the sake of explaining the
eternality of that very Brahman which is being taught in this
manner. Of these, "that from which these creatures are born,
that by which creatures live, that which those who die enter,
that Brahman is what you must seek to know" are statements
of creation, continuance, and dissolution. "Having created it,
it then entered into that (creation)" is an entrance statement.
"Out of fear of it, the wind blows; out of fear of it the sun
shines" is a statement of control. When the eternity etc. of
Brahman is taught by these fivefold arthavädas, which convey
an idea of Brahman and which are supported by reasoning
such as "the universe consists only of that (Brahman) because
it is born from that (Brahman), because it is dissolved into it,
because it is maintained on it, because it has been entered by
it, and because it is restricted by it", then the meaning of the
word "Brahman" is determined. The errors of knowledge
concerning the meaning of the word "Brahman" are destroyed-
-thus the explanation of the meaning of those subsidiary
statements which have as their aim the determination of the
meaning of the word "Brahman".

Now we will also explain the meaning of those
subsidiary statements which have as their aim the
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determination of the meaning of the word "tvam". The setting
forth of the fivefold sheaths which define the ätman possessed
of adventitious limitations and which are termed the food
sheath, the vital-air sheath, the mind sheath, the knowledge
sheath, and the bliss sheath, has for its aim the determination
of the essence of that ätman which is free from adventitious
limitations, on account of the fact that what is illustrated here
is that (each) inner ätman is similar to the previous ätman
just as an image made by pouring molten copper into a mould
is similar to the mould; otherwise that teaching of the sheaths
would be useless, while (interpreting it), in this way does
render it useful. Indeed, the teaching of the principal object
is not easily done without the mention of the incidental object,
just as the description of Arundhati-for one cannot easily
point out the faint star ArundhatI, which is the principal
concern and which is next to (a bright star), without (first)
saying that the bright star which is the lesser concern is
ArundhatI. In the same, one is not able to describe the Self
without having (first) dealt with the five sheaths. Thus there
is the description of the sheath-selves, which are possessed of
adventitious limitations, on account of the possibility of
drawing out the Self from the five sheaths like an arrow from
its sheath. And in this way, there is another scriptural passage:
"Being only the size of a thumb, that person which is the
inward self abides within the hearts of men, that may be
drawn out of one's own body with care, as an arrow is from
its sheath." (KathUp VI. 17). Therefore, the purport of the
teaching of the five sheaths in the scriptural passage is that the
Self, which is different from those five sheaths, which is one
in all bodies, is the meaning of the word "tvam" as it accords
with the sense of the mahäväkya.

In the same way, this one entity which is different from
the states of waking, dreaming, and deep sleep, which is free
from any relation with the states of waking, dreaming, and
deep sleep, and which exists in the bodies of men, animals and
gods, is the meaning of the word "tvam". This is because of the
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fact that the three states do not always exist while the Self,
which experiences all of them, does always exist. Things which
are found to lack consistency are unreal; for example, the
snake, stick, line, crack in the ground, or the line made by cow
urine on the ground (which are illusory perceptions of a rope).
The Self (which never wanders from the three states) is the
true thing, just like the "this"-portion which refers to the rope.
This is the purport of the teaching of the three states as
encountered in scriptural passages such as "the three abodes
are the three sleeps", because if we take them in their own
right they would lack human purpose, and because we
perceive human purpose in the knowledge of the unity of
Brahman and the Self in statements like "the knower of
Brahman attains to the supreme", and thus we employ the
maxim "that which has no result is subordinate in relation to
that which does".

Now, that which is characterized as knowledge, the
infinite, and bliss, and which is contrary to what is
nonexistent, false, insentient, limited, and sorrowful, that is
Brahman and should be secondarily indicated by the word
"tat" in the great sentence "tattvamasi" through the
abandonment ofthat portion of the associated Brahman which
is nonimmediate, the associated Brahman being the expressed
sense of the word "Brahman". The aforementioned Self
(pratyagätman) is to be secondarily indicated by the word
"tvam" through jahadajahallaksanä by means of denoting its
own expressed sense: "tvam", as a thing which is associated
and possessed of duality; (and) by means of abandoning that
portion which is the "possession of duality" contained in that
Self which is the expressed sense of the word "tvam", because
otherwise there could be the unwarranted conclusion that
there would be a contradiction in the understanding of the
sense of the words in the great sentence "that art thou", for
the dual would be the nondual, and the perceivable would be
the nonimmediate, etc.

Thus, having clarified the meanings of the two words,
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the teacher causes that very thing which is unchanging to be
understood by saying the words "tattvamasi". And through a
great sentence such as "that art thou", that person who is
desirous of final release is taught with certainty that Brahman
and Self are one by (employing) the interchange: "that
aforementioned Brahman and nothing more is I"; "that inner
Self is I and nothing more"; "And I and nothing more am the
aforementioned Self, "(I and nothing more) am that
aforementioned Supreme Brahman". And on account of that,
he is immediately released from the cycle of transmigration, as
according to scriptural passages such as "...so long will he
remain...".

CHAPTER FIVE: Examination of Bondage and Release
(E134-137; T61-67) When ignorance has arisen, the

fact is that the pure Brahman alone is (a) the material and
instrumental cause, (b) the Lord, (c) the Witness, with respect
to (1) the whole cosmic expanse of effects, (2) the different
selves which are to be lorded over, (c) the objective world, by
means of ignorance which is accompanied by a reflection of
consciousness; just as the pure inner Self alone becomes
associated with the qualities of being the impelled one, the
agent, the enjoyer, and the knower by means of its relation to
(that collection of) effects and senses which has a reflection of
consciousness in it. However, this is not true of that thing
qualified by entities such as the collection of effects and
senses. This has been said: "The ätman is possessed of
lordship, and is the cause, as well as being the Witness,
because it is always connected with objects that are to be
loaded over, to be effect, and to be witnessed." (Suresvara's
Bähadäranyakopanisadvärttika IV.3.354)

Therefore, Brahman alone undergoes transmigration
due to its own reflection-infused ignorance, and Brahman
alone is liberated by its own knowledge. And transmigration
is the fact that this Brahman is the locus of differences such as
between a self, God, and the universe; when these are
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destroyed, liberation occurs which is (Brahman's) remaining in
its (true) essence, as according to the scriptural passage
"indeed the plenitude is immortal, that which is meagre dies".

And Brahman in its inward form alone is the locus of
knowledge and ignorance. "Until this moment I knew not the
Self, now I know it"-due to such an experience of knowledge
and ignorance which has the inner Self as locus, (we) cannot
(say that) Brahman in its nondual blissful nature is (also) the
locus of knowledge and ignorance, (and further, this is true
also) because we do not experience such things as "that
Brahman whose essence is nondual and blissful is ignorant."
Nor can God, who is the reflection (of pure consciousness), be
the locus of knowledge and ignorance, since we never
experience cognitions such as "God is ignorant", and because
this would contradict the sruti and smrti passages dealing with
the fact that God is omniscient, as well as what is common
knowledge. Nor can the universe serve as the locus of
knowledge and ignorance, because it is a well-known fact that
it is insentient. Nor can that reflection called the self (jiva) be
the locus of knowledge and ignorance; the fact that "when
there is the merging of all adventitious limitations at the time
of deep sleep, the self-condition exists as potential and rests on
ignorance" is inferable through the inferential mark of its
rising up again, and at the time of deep sleep there is no
experience of the self-condition either directly or indirectly.
And if the self-condition is not perceivable (i.e., if it must be
inferred), then the self cannot be directly perceptible. If you
say that this self (which is inferred) is the locus of ignorance
at that time, then ignorance as well would be only inferrable-
but we do not perceive this to be the case. Therefore it should
be accepted that the inner Brahman alone is that in which
ignorance resides, because at the time of deep sleep we
experience ignorance as having its locus only in the inward
consciousness. Nor should the thought that "ignorance must
have a distinction between its content and locus" be urged,
because that (distinction) is indeed absent in the state of deep
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sleep; this has been stated by Suresvara (BrUpBhV 1.4.290):
"Prior to the rise of the knower of correct knowledge and the
rest, there is no relation with anything other than pure
consciousness. For this reason, (there is at that time) pure
consciousness alone, which is one, which possesses ignorance
as a qualification, and which is known only through its self-
experience."

In respect to this, pure consciousness is the locus (of
ignorance) without indeed taking on the outer coat of the
internal organ, because ignorance is beginningless; but
knowledge is a transformation, and for this reason, pure
consciousness, having taken on the outer coat of the internal
organ, is its locus, since it is contradictory that the Unchanging
One should have a relation with a transformation without the
intervention of something which can be subject to the
transformation.

Hence, stating that the associated self is what is to
receive instruction in the words "that which receives
instruction is the associated self, not the supreme Brahman,
nor that which is insentient", does not help to prove the
position that the self is (the locus) of ignorance, because even
if we adopt the position that Brahman is the locus of
ignorance, the fact that Brahman is the locus of knowledge is
possible through an association with the internal organ.
Brahman also has a relation with beginningless ignorance only
through a relation with ignorance; it is not by means of
Brahman alone. Nor is it through a relation with another
ignorance, because just as difference is independent of another
difference, so also is ignorance independent of a relationship
with another ignorance. Therefore ignorance has the inner Self
alone as its locus, and its being the locus of ignorance is due
to that every ignorance alone. Therefore Brahman alone
undergoes transmigration and Brahman alone is liberated, as
attested by scriptural passage such as "indeed in the beginning
this was Brahman, it knew only by itself, saying fI am
Brahman', then it became all."
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On the other hand, if that self-reflection alone, which
is qualified by what is not self, is taken as entitled to
knowledge and action, but not the inward Brahman by means
of taking on the outer coat of the internal organ, then one
should say that it--the self--as that very qualified entity has a
relation to heaven and liberation, on account of the fact that
the the striver alone is the reaper.

Of else, if you admit the fact that one is the striver and
the other is the reaper, then there would be the unwarranted
conclusion that there would occur the acceptance of what has
not been done and the destruction of that which has been
done.

And because that qualification which is destroyed at
times such as that of the Great Dissolution (mahäpralayd)
cannot rise up again, one cannot say that that very
qualification which existed previously is the one that exists
now, by basing it on the recognition of the same names and
forms (which existed prior to the Great Dissolution). For, if
you say that it is the essence {svarüpd) which is the recognizer
on account of the fact that because of the destruction of the
qualification (at these times) the qualified thing cannot be the
recognizer of the (new) qualification, then it turns out that the
essence alone would be the ignorant one, due to the fact that
the error of seeing duality has its locus in ignorance. When the
essence alone through its being qualified by the adventitious
limitation (which is the internal organ) is taken as the striver,
it may also be taken as the reaper. For that reason, the above-
mentioned fault (cannot be ascribed to us). In that way, one
cannot raise the objection that if the Self, through its being
qualified by bodies such as that of a Brahmin, is the one that
is entitled to perform proper religious actions, then it is the
Self in that very form (i.e., as the qualified thing or self)
which must be the enjoyer, because the qualified entity is not
the striver, only the essence is the striver. Therefore Brahman
alone is subject to transmigration due to its own ignorance,
and is freed due to its own knowledge.
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And if Brahmaa is the striver, the fact that there is no
experience having the form "the nondual, blissful Brahman is
ignorant" is not a fault, because it is Brahman in its inward
form which is admitted to be ignorant, the striver, and so on~
this is what has been stated. It has been said by Samkara that
"by intending to do something favorable for Brahman, one
should not abandon the true sense (of the scriptures) by
construing something that is contrary to the meaning of the
scriptures" (BrUpBh 1.4.10). Suresvara has also said the
following: "Why are you intolerant about this idea of agentship
(being applied to Brahman)? Don't you see that the cycle of
transmigration, which is imagined out of ignorance, exists
only in me?" (BrUpBhV 1.4.1279).

Therefore, Brahman alone is subject to transmigration
and Brahman alone is released; selves do not have a relation
with knowledge and ignorance, or with bondage and release.
For the position that ignorance concerning Brahman, which
occupies the position of being the source of reflection, belongs
either to those entities which are imagined out of ignorance
and possess differences which are imagined out of ignorance,
or to those things which are like reflections, has been
destroyed.

There is (the statement by Suresvara): "It is by means
of perception which tends outwards, and not by itself, that the
knower which resides in the intellect assumes ignorance to
exist in itself, just as one imagines blueness to exist in the sky"
(BrUpBhV 1.4.298). Here it has been stated that ignorance
belongs to that thing which resides in the intellect. (The
passage) is meant to indicate that the self, which is subject to
the adventitious limitation of the internal organ, is the
manifesting factor of the recognition of ignorance which is its
own cause, and not that the self is the locus of ignorance. For
the self manifests ignorance, which has its sole locus in the
inward consciousness, as contained in itself, due to the fact
that the many manifesting factors (that exist in the world)
have such a nature. For instance, physical forms such as being
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dappled, etc. manifest the universal cowness which itself is all-
pervasive, only as contained within themselves, as shown in
the notions "the cow is dappled", "the cow is multi-colored",
"the cow is hornless", etc. Likewise, different vocal durations
such as short, long and prolonged, which manifest a
meaningful sound through the manifestation of the (specific)
instrument of articulation (used for the vocalization), manifest
that meaningful sound only as contained in themselves, as in
such notions as "the letter 'a' is a long sound", etc. Similarly,
the manifesting factors of the face, such as a jewel, a sword
blade, or a mirror, manifest the face only as contained in
themselves. Therefore, the nature of the many manifesting
factors in the world is that they manifest the thing which is to
be manifested as if it were contained in themselves. Therefore,
even though the internal organ, or the self which has taken it
on as an adventitious limitation, is not the locus of ignorance,
due to the fact that they (the internal organ and the self) are
the manifesting factors of that ignorance which (in reality)
rests in the Self, it is but proper that there be an experience of
ignorance as contained in them of the form "I do not know
this". And the fact is that the internal organ, or the self which
has taken it on as an adventitious limitation, is the manifesting
factor of ignorance, because when they (the internal organ
and the self) are absent at the time of deep sleep, even though
there is a constructionfree awareness of it at that time, there
is no constructionfilled awareness of that ignorance which
rests on the Self, and because when they are present, as in the
waking state, there is a constructionfilled awareness of it. And
Suresvara has said that things such as the internal organ are
manifesting factors of ignorance: "Just as when there is no
production of an outward (mental) modification there is no
manifestation of T, just so, without the internal organ there is
no clear manifestation of ignorance."(NS 111.58).

Even though Samkara has stated that the internal organ
is the locus of ignorance in his commentary on the chapter
concerned with the Knower of the Field (viz. Chapter 13) in
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the Bhagavadgitä, even so, he makes that statement that in
order to negate the notion that the Self s being the locus of
ignorance is ultimately true, not in order to justify the notion
that the internal organ is the locus of ignorance. For, given the
suspicion that the notion of the Selfs being the locus of
ignorance is ultimately true, the statement "ignorance belongs
to the (internal) organ which serves as the manifesting factor"
is indeed meant to assign ignorance to the internal organ with
the intention "may the Self not have any connection with
ignorance." The statement does not intend to say that the
internal organ has a connection with ignorance because this
would be the Sämkhya doctrine and because (Samkara's) other
commentatorial passages contradict such a viewpoint. Thus in
Samkara's doctrine, the Self alone is the locus of knowledge
and ignorance.

Vimuktätman has stated the following: "That self-
luminous entity shines, and it is in reference to it that there
exists the notion of the distinction between knowledge and
ignorance. Thus, that to which ignorance belongs, that is the
object of ignorance" (Istasiddhi VI.8). Therefore, that inward
ignorance which is accompanied by an illusory reflection of
consciousness (säbhäsä) alone is the means for the Selfs being
the cause of the universe which consists of the field and the
field-knower. In respect to this, when the illusory reflection of
consciousness existing in ignorance predominates it is the
cause of the field-knower, and taking that recourse in which
ignorance predominates, it is the cause of the field. This has
been stated: "Darkness (i.e., ignorance) is the predominance
belonging to the fields, consciousness is the predominance
belonging to the conscious selves, supreme Brahman becomes
their cause through meditations, previous mental impressions,
and actions." (Suresvara, BrUpBhV 1.4.342). Of these, the
field-knower is the illusory .reflection of consciousness which
has taken up in it the Citadel of Eight as an adventitious
limitation. The five motor organs, the five cognitive organs,
the fourfold internal organ, the five vital airs, the five
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elements, ignorance, desire, and action-these are the Citadel
of Eight (quoting Sarvajnätman's own Samksepasärimka III. 16,
see p.405 above). By the word "ignorance" (here is meant)
mistaken awareness, because the topic under discussion here
is the effects of ignorance. Concerning the verse (SS III. 16)
just quoted) one should understand the word "darkness" as a
function of ignorance; this function of ignorance belongs to
the supreme Self. On the other hand, the function of
understanding (vtdyä) has already been explained.

11.UVATÄCÄRYA (1060?), Bhäsya on the Isä Upanisad
R. Thangaswami (op. cit., p. 323) provides a couple of

verses from this work and says that Uvatäcärya was the son of
Vajrata and a resident of Änandapürvasi during King Bhoja's
reign. If this is correct it would place him between 1010-1062
A.D.

The work is edited by R.S.Bodas with a host of other
commentaries on the Isä in Anandasrama Sanskrit Series #5,
first published in 1881.

12.SAMKHAPÄNI (1070), Vyäkhyä on Mandana Misra's
Brahmasiddhi

This author was a Namboodiri Brahmin from Kerala.
The date is merely a suggestion; Thangaswami offers no help.
S. Kuppuswami Sastri, whose edition is the only one
available,16 praises the commentary for its "copiousness and
lucidity".

13.ISVARATIRTHA (1140?), Satasloki
A student of Nrsimhagiri at the Srngeri matha, he was

the author of itihäsas. The reference is found in the Catalogue
of the Central Provinces and Berar, Nagpur 1926, #5539.
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14.ÄNANDAB0DHA (1150), Nyäyamakaranda
Änandabodha was commented on by Citsukha, so his

date must be prior to 1220. Thangaswami estimates a date
between 1050 and 1150,, and notes that some think that
Änandabodha was a pupil of Vimuktätman, which would bring
him to the earliest part of Thangaswami's dates if not slightly
before. All we know of him is that he was a pupil of Ätmaväsa
and came from "Uttara BhärataM

3 i.e. North India.
"E" references are to the edition, with Citsukha's Viväti,

by Balarama Udasina, Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series 11, 1907.

Summary by E. I. Warrier

(El-30) The work begins with a salutation to the
nondual reality conceived in the form of Visnu. It then tries to
refute the doctrine of the plurality of selves maintained by the
Vaisesikas, the Sämkhyas, the Jainas and the Präbhäkara
Mimämsakas.

(Vaisesika:) The doctrine that there is only one self is
obviously against our experience. (1) When one man is happy
or unhappy all are not so. Further, (2) since every body has a
self and since bodies are many, selves should also be many.

(Answer:) (1) involves the fallacy of reciprocal
dependence. To ascertain that when one man is happy another
is not so, the difference between the two men must first be
ascertained. But the latter can be ascertained only on the basis
of the experience of the former.

As against (2), the body is really one, and hence the
self residing in it must also be one.

One of the Sämkhya arguments for the plurality of
selves is this: If there is only one self then the birth or death
of one man should automatically lead to the birth or death of
all. But such a thing is never seen to take place. As against
this, Änandabodha contends that birth and death belong to the
body and not to the self, and hence (2) does not prove the
plurality of selves.
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(Jain:) The self must have different parts like the body,
since it is of the same dimension as the body. If in one and the
same body pleasure and pain can exist in different parts of the
self without getting themselves mixed up with each other,
when the bodies are different there must be real differences in
the abode of pleasure and pain, viz., the self.

(Answer:) This would make it necessary to admit that
the different parts of the self are intelligent, since pleasure and
pain belong to an intelligent being. It would also make the
body the abode of several intelligent beings holding different
and sometimes even conflicting views regarding their courses
of action. This may even lead to a complete breakdown of all
activities on the part of the body, making it virtually a dead
thing.

(Präbhäkara:) (1) While a person perceives volition
preceding his activity, he does not do so in the case of the
activities of others. Thus there must be many selves. (2) A
person takes another person not as a subject like himself but
only as an object.

(Answer:) Neither (1) nor (2) entails any real
difference among selves since those arguments can be met by
assuming that differences are only fictitiously assumed.

(E31-81) Änandabodha next turns to a criticism of the
plurality of objects. Here, his main thesis is that perception
cannot cognize difference. If perception is said to cognize
difference, then it must cognize either difference alone or both
difference and objects. In the latte r case it must cognize (a)
difference first and then the object, (b) object first and then
difference, or (c) both at the same time, (a) is obviously
inadmissible, since there can be no cognition of difference
without prior cognition of the objects that differ. For the same
reason (b) has to be ruled out, and in addition one must
consider that since perception which is momentary ceases with
the awareness of the object, it cannot comprehend difference
if that comes at a later time, (c) also cannot be admitted since
the perception of difference is something that is produced by
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the previous perception of the thing and its counterpositive.
The Buddhists who take constructionfree perception as

the only real (kind of) perception maintain that it implies
difference. When a sensible thing like a blue color is perceived
there is not only the affirmation "this is blue" but also the
negation "this is nothing else". As against this argument,
Änandabodha says that here the perception of the negation of
difference implied by the statement "this is nothing else"
means nothing other „than the actual positing of blue. As
against those who maintain that difference is the intrinsic
nature of an object, Änandabodha says that there would then
be nothing that can be called one and indivisible. Further, if
there is no "one" there can be no "many", since the latter is
only an aggregate of the former.

If perception cannot comprehend difference, then the
other instruments of knowledge like inference and scripture,
which depend upon perception, cannot do so. Nor can
presumption cognize difference, since it itself is based on a
previous knowledge of difference. Comparison cannot be an
instrument of knowledge of difference because it is based on
a knowledge of similarity between two objects known through
other instruments like perception which we have already seen
cannot comprehend difference. Lastly, absence or
nonperception cannot be the instrument, because it itself is
based on the difference between a thing and its
counterpositive.

(E81-99 ) Änandabodha next turns to a discussion of
five main theories of error in Indian philosophy. The first
theory put forward is akhyäti, expounded by the Präbhäkara
school of Mimämsä. It maintains that error is due to the
failure to take note of the distinction between two cognitions
and their objects. Of these two cognitions one may be a
perception and the other a recollection, as in the case of a
piece of shell mistaken for silver, or both may be perceptions,
as in the case of a white conch-shell seen as yellow.
Änandabodha criticises this theory on the ground that the
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expression "nonapprehension of the distinction (yivekägraha)
between two cognitions and their objects" cannot be validly
maintained by the Präbhäkara because he has admitted the
distinct existence of objects as well as the self-revealing nature
of cognitions. If there are two cognitions they must reveal
themselves in their entirety and hence it is impossible to miss
the fact that they are two distinct cognitions. Moreover, even
if we admit the nonapprehension of the difference between
two cognitions and their objects, that by itself cannot be an
adequate incentive to action like picking up the object in front
of one in is in the case of the man desirous of silver. All
intelligible actions are the result of some positive awareness.
Further, if a man desirous of silver acts on the basis of this
inadequate understanding his activities cannot be restricted to
the object in front of him.

(E99-110) The second theory of error taken up for
consideration is anyathäkhyäti. It is maintained by the Bhätta
school of MImämsä, though the theory of error upheld by the
Naiyäyikas also goes by the same name. Error, according to
this theory, consists of the apprehension of one thing as
another. In the erroneous judgment "this is silver" the
cognition presents the shell as silver. The appearance of the
shell as silver is due to certain defects in the eyes produced by
jaundice and other such diseases. The silver that appears is
neither existent nor nonexistent. It is not existent because it is
later sublated. It is not nonexistent since it is present to
consciousness. The sublation "this is not silver" does not deny
the reality of silver, it only denies the supposed identity
(tädätmyd) of silver with shell. Thus the sublation only means
that the silver is not actually present in front of one. If silver
is not actually present in front and if it is not nonexistent then
it must be present elsewhere.

Änandabodha criticises this theory on the ground that
it is indistinguishable from the asatkhyäti of the Mädhyamika
Buddhist. Further, how can there be silver in a place where
there is only shell? If silver can actually be there, then the
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sublating cognition "this is not silver" can have no basis. Thus
delusive cognition will turn out to be valid and the sublating
cognition invalid. As against the contention of the Bhätta that
the sublation denies only the identity of silver with shell,
Änandabodha says that then even after sublation the "this" and
silver must both be present to consciousness. But after
'sublation there is no cognition of silver, there is only the
cognition of shell.

The third theory of error evaluated by Änandabodha is
ätmakhyäti. It is the theory advocated by the Yogäcära school
of Buddhism. The Yogäcära expounds the doctrine of
consciousness (yijnäna) according to which there is no reality
other than consciousness or thought. Vijnänaväda is thus the
theory of the sole reality of ideas. The Yogäcära maintains that
in the erroneous cognition "this is silver" there is really no
silver, there is only cognition. But the cognition appears as
silver due to a trace (yäsana) of silver. Thus, error arises as a
result of the assumption by cognition of the form of silver. The
Yogäcära seeks to prove the psychical nature of silver
appearing in the erroneous cognition thus: The sublation "this
is not silver" sublates only externality denoted by the word
"this". If silver is sublated and not its externality, then prolixity
would be the result, for when the substantive is sublated its
adjunct, externality, cannot remain unsublated. Thus, in order
to avoid prolixity, we would have to say that externality or the
this alone is sublated and not silver, in which case silver
should necessarily be taken as something internal or psychical.

Änandabodha criticises this theory on the ground that
it is not different from the asatkhyäti of the Mädhyamika. If
silver exists only as a cognition its external appearance of
silver is simply the appearance of pure nothing. As regards the
Yogäcära contention that prolixity would result if silver is
sublated instead of its externality denoted by the word "this",
Änandabodha says that prolixity may arise if the sublation of
silver has to be assumed. But here there is no need for any
such assumption since it is really experienced by us.
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(El 10-113) The fourth theory of error discussed by
Änandabodha is asatkhyätL It is the theory maintained by the
Mädhyamika school of Buddhism. It has its basis in the
Mädhyamika metaphysical theory of sünya, according to which
ultimate reality is absolute nothing. The Mädhyamika holds
that what appears in an erroneous cognition is absolute
nothing. In the erroneous cognition "this is silver" the unreal
silver appears as real. The sublating cognition "this is not
silver" makes known the absolute nonexistence of silver. But
the question arises: If silver is absolutely nonexistent like a
man's horn, how can it be experienced? To this the reply
would be that it can be experienced by the power of the
cognition which cognizes it and this power is called
"ignorance" (avidya). Further, in delusion if the unreal silver
is not cognized as real, how can there be sublation? If silver
is a real object then there can be no delusion and hence no
sublation.

Änandabodha criticises this theory particularly in
respect to that aspect of the theory which maintains that there
is a power inherent in the delusive cognition of silver by which
it can manifest an unreal silver. If there is such a power it
must manifest some object, and the nonexistent cannot be this
object.

(El 14-136) After a critical examination of the other
four main theories of error in Indian philosophy, Änandabodha
presents the Advaita theory of error, anirvacaniyakhyati, in
order to vindicate it against hostile criticism. According to this
theory error points to an object that is indescribable
(anirvacaniya). The object that appears in erroneous cognition
is neither real nor unreal nor both real and unreal It is not
real because it is sublated later. Nor is it unreal, because it
appears and is present to consciousness. Further, the cognizer
tries to pick it up. Nor is it both real and unreal because that
is a contradiction. Hence it can be characterized only as
"inexplicable". This inexplicable object is an effect and hence
it must have a cause, and this cause is ignorance, This
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ignorance too is like the effect inexplicable. For an inexplicable
effect there cannot be a real cause. Nor can it have an unreal
cause, for such a cause is devoid of all potency. Hence
ignorance must be inexplicable.

The main criticism of anirvacaniyakhyäti revolves
around the word "inexplicability" (anirvacaniyatä). This word,
says the critic, cannot mean inability to be spoken of, for then
all discussion about it becomes futile. Nor can it be said to be
the state of being different from both the existent and the
nonexistent, for then there is no conflict with experience.
What is revealed by the prior experience "this is silver" is that
the silver is an existent, whereas what is revealed by the
posterior experience "this is not silver" is that the silver is
nonexistent. Thus we have only two experiences, one that of
an existent silver and the other of a nonexistent one. We do
not have the experience of something different from both.
Further, ignorance cannot be the cause of the inexplicable
silver, for the term "avidyä" may mean either absence of
knowledge (vidyäbhävd) or illusory knowledge (mithyäjnäna)
and in neither of these senses does it become the material
cause of anything. Only a substance can be a material cause.
But ignorance, taken in either of the two senses given above,
cannot be a substance.

As against these arguments Änandabodha says that
these criticisms are due to a lack of correct understanding of
the implications of anirvacaniyakhyäti. What it implies is this.
The delusive cognition "this is silver" implies a ground (this)
which is not later sublated. What is sublated is only the
inexplicable silver which is wrongly attributed to this ground.
Thus in error we have no experience of real silver but only of
a silver which is neither real nor unreal. As regards the
sublating cognition "this is not silver", it indicates the
nonexistence of silver in that place in all the three periods of
time. Thus unreality pertains not only to silver but also to its
cognition. Sublation can take place even if there is only the
mere semblance of silver (rajatäbhäsa). As regard the
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ignorance which produced the illusory silver, it signifies
neither the absence of knowledge nor illusory knowledge. It is
of a special kind. It is not only inexplicable like its effect, the
illusory silver, but also beginningless.

(E136-145) Änandabodha next seeks to establish that
the Self is self-luminous. He criticises the view of the
Präbhäkara MImämsaka that the object-cognition manifests the
self, the object, as well as itself. If the self is different from
cognition and if it is not its content then it cannot be
manifested by that cognition. What is manifested by cognition
should necessarily be the content of that cognition. If the
cogntion cannot manifest the self then the latter should
necessarily be taken as self-luminous.

Änandabodha next turns to prove that cognition is self-
luminous. If cognition is not self-luminous, as the Naiyäyika
contends, then it would have to be taken as something inert
like the material objects of the world, and that would mean
there is nothing to illumine the world. Now it may be
contended that cognition illumines itself, it is the content of its
own functioning. As against this contention Änandabodha says
that cognition does not require any operation to manifest
itself. It is in this respect similar to light. Just as light dispels
darkness, facilitates the smooth functioning of the eye, and
manifests itself as well as an object all at the same time
without the help of any other light, so also cognition manifests
itself as well as the content without the aid of any intervening
operation.

Änandabodha also criticises the view of the
Vijfiänavädin that all cognitions are momentary. If there were
only particular cognitions like the cognition of blue or yellow,
then we would not be in a position to perceive their
differences unless there is a basic awareness underlying all
these particular cognitions. Thus there is an eternal
consciousness, and it is identical with the Self.

(E145-170) Änandabodha next takes up the question of
the relative validity of the instruments of knowledge. He holds
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the view that scripture has absolute validity while instruments
like perception and inference have only empirical validity. This
view has to encounter the following objections: (1) How can
scriptural cognition, which like perception, inference, etc.
belongs to the world of ignorance (maya), bring about
knowledge of reality? (2) How can it be authoritative when it
conflicts with perception which is our first and basic
instrument of knowledge and on which it depends? (3) Is not
scripture itself full of contradictions when it refers to both
eligibility to perform rituals and the realization of Brahman,
which are opposed to each other?

As regards (1), Änandabodha replies that though
scriptural knowledge, like perception and inference, is a
product of ignorance, it has an important difference from the
other two. Whereas the content of scriptural knowledge is
unsublatable, the contents of perception or of inference are
sublatable. Scriptural knowledge has absolute validity because
it gives us knowledge of reality. There are examples to show
that knowledge can be conveyed by illusion. One such
example is this: A reflection of an object, though unreal,
causes us to infer the real object that is reflected.

As regards (2) the reply is this: The priority of
perception over scriptural cognition cannot be an argument for
its superior validity. This priority would of itself be an
argument for its sublation, for where there is sublation it is the
earlier that is sublated. Scriptural cognition of nondifference
cannot arise without sublating the earlier perceptual cognition
which gives us a knowledge of difference only. As regards the
alleged dependence of scripture on perception, Änandabodha
says that this dependence is only in respect of its origin.
Indeed, there can be no scriptural knowledge without the prior
perception of words and their senses. But all that scripture
requires for its existence is the empirical validity of perception
and not its absolute validity.

As regards (3), that scripture is not free from internal
contradictions, the reply is that such contradictions are only
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apparent and not real. There is no conflict between the
ritualistic and philosophical portions of scripture. The former
are intended for those who are characterized by ignorance and
not for those who have understood Brahman.

(El 71-269) Änandabodha next seeks to establish that
the Vedänta texts refer to an existent object like Brahman,
refuting the Präbhäkara Mimämsa view that they all have
reference to some action. The import of a proposition,
according to Präbhäkara, is a command (codana) or injunction
(yidhi), which impels men to act for the accomplishment of
some result (kärya). What is to be accomplished is duty
(dharma), wrhich has not merely instrumental value but an
intrinsic value. All scriptural texts refer to some injunctions
either directly or indirectly. The mandatory propositions found
in the Vedas express injunctions directly. Others like the
assertive or existential propositions denote them indirectly.
Their full significance can be understood only when they are
connected with an appropriate injunction. On this view the
Vedas can be broadly divided into two parts, injunctions and
explanatory passages (arthaväda). The latter containing
statements of acts should be always interpreted in association
with an injunction. According to Präbhäkara the verb (kriya)
is the principal word in an injunctive sentence. It is the
nucleus around which the other words of the sentence cluster.
In the verb the imperative suffix (lift) which directly denotes
the action to be done (kärya) is the vital part. All other words
of the sentence possess their significance only insofar as they
are related to the action signified by the verb. The Präbhäkara
also holds the view that every word bears a certain relation to
the object it denotes. This relation is called sangati and it is a
denotative relation. This denotative potency is something that
is inherent in the very nature of a word. And the
comprehension of the meaning of all words depends upon the
comprehension of these potencies. Such potency, though
naturally present in every word, can be understood by us for
the first time only by watching the activity of elders. And such
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activity depends upon the knowledge of what is to be done
(kärya). Thus our comprehension of the denotative relation of
a word is possible only if it is construed with an appropriate
action. Since the words of a sentence refer to matters of fact
the Vedänta texts cannot be a means to knowledge of
Brahman, which is of the form of nondual bliss, since they will
then come into conflict with the other empirical instruments
like perception and inference.

As against the Präbhäkara view that the Vedänta texts
have no reference to Brahman, they have only an injunctive
significance, Änandabodha says as follows.: The knowledge of
the supreme reality, Brahman, is possible in three different
ways: (1) through a proper understanding of the meaning of
the scriptural texts (säfcdf), (2) through contemplation
(bhävana), and (3) through direct intuition (säksätkära). In
the case of (1) no injunction is involved, as a man who is
familiar with words and their meanings can understand the
purport of the scriptural texts the moment the words are
uttered. As regards (2) contemplation, it generates the
intuitive knowledge which directly and immediately brings
about the realisation of Brahman. As to (3) intuition, it is
either of the form of Brahman itself or simply the modification
of the internal organ which has Brahman as its content. That
which is of the form of Brahman cannot be the object of an
injunction, for it is eternal. Further, it is not something to be
accomplished since it is already there. It is only our ignorance
that stands in the way of its realisation. Nor can a
modification of the internal organ having Brahman as its
content be the content of an injunction, since it is of the
nature of supreme bliss, which like heaven is the fulfilment of
our desire and not the means thereof. Thus intuitive
knowledge by which Brahman is realized has nothing to do
with an injunction.

As regards the Präbhäkara view that the Vedänta texts
cannot disclose Brahman if It is of the form of nondual bliss
because of conflict with the other empirical instruments like
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perception and inference, Änandabodha says that such a
conflict is of no consequence to the Vedänta texts since they
are of greater authority than any of the empirical instruments
of knowledge. Further, the supremely blissful nature of the
Self is not known through the empirical instruments but
through the fact that the self is the object of unsurpassable
love.

Änandabodha next turns to the question: Which is the
prompter of activity? What is it that incites man to action?
Though this question admits of different answers the main
controversy is between the Präbhäkara and the Advaitin. The
Präbhäkara holds the view that what prompts people to act is
their awareness that it is their duty to do so (käryatäjnäna).
The Advaitin, on the other hand, maintains that the prompter
is the awareness of the instrumentality of something in
bringing about the final result (phalasädhanatäpratiti). The
Präbhäkara position may be elaborated thus: Since
käryatäjnäna is the prompter to activity, we must know what
this kärya means. Kärya is that in which what is to be
accomplished by an effort of will is the main thing
(krtisädhyapradhäna). The very same kärya assumes different
forms like command (praisa), invitation (ämantrana) and
request (adhyesand) depending upon the types of people with
whom it is connected. Praisä is that kärya which is a command
from a superior elder to an intermediate elder who is directed
toward a certain course of action. Ämantrana is an invitation
from a certain person to another person of the same status.
And adhyesana is a request from a certan person to another
person of higher status.

The Präbhäkara says that käryatä is not the same as
istasädhanatä. While the former is the state of what is to be
accomplished by volition, the latter is being contributory to a
desired end. Moreover, istasädhanatä can have reference to a
past or present object, but käryatä can pertain only to future
things that are yet to be accomplished. Now happiness is the
end desired to be attained. Hence it is what is to be
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accomplished (kärya). But happiness cannot be its own means
or sädhana. Hence käryatä and istasädhanatä are different
from each other.

The Präbhäkara next points out that even the injunctive
sentences of scripture signify kärya. But the kärya denoted by
such sentences is called apürva or niyoga. Scripture reveals
duty (dharma) as the subject of an injunction, as something to
be accomplished. Hence the true character of dharma belongs
to such actions as the performance of the Vedic sacrifices like
the agnihotra and jyotistoma. But sacrifices being ephemeral
cannot by themselves bring about their results, which come
about at a future date. The deferred fruition of the sacrifice
makes it imperative to assume the existence of a certain
faculty which links the act with its fruit. This faculty is called
apürva. It is so-called because it is not accessible to other
instruments (mänäntaräpürvd); it is revealed only by Vedic
injunction. The Bhätta MImämsaka holds that this faculty
resides in the agent. But the Präbhäkara does not agree with
this view. He says that is exists in the action and not in the
agent. Now the injunction does not directly prompt the agent
to action. What it does is to prompt him to exertion or volition
(krti), and this exertion brings about the kind of action
denoted by the verbal root. Thus action is directly due to the
exertion of the agent; hence, the causal potency must reside
in this exertion.

According to the Präbhäkara, in the case of scriptural
injunctions like "he who desires heaven should perform the
agnihotra", expressions like "he who desires heaven
(svargakäma) do not refer to any advantage that the person
can get by obeying them as the Bhätta holds. They point out
that the result will accrue only to such persons (niyojya)
whose duty those injunctions set forth. And only such persons
who desire the result issuing from the action are entitled to its
performance. Thus apürva depends upon the final result only
for procuring the person appropriate to it. Thus it is apürva
that is the most important factor and not the final result.
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Änandabodha criticises the view of the Präbhäkara that
käryatäjnäna is the prompter of activities. He maintains that
in order to have the awareness that something should be done
there must be a prior awareness that it is conducive to the
production of th£ desired result. Thus that istasädhanatä,
which is known to have the capacity to produce käryatäjnäna,
alone can be a prompter of activities. Further, since all our
activities are tedious, in order to have the necessary incentive
to act there must be awareness on our part that the act will
contribute to the desired result. The different varieties of kärya
like command, invitation and request become inducers only
when they are known to be instruments for the achievement
of the desired end.

Änandabodha next criticises the view of the Präbhäkara
that apürva is what is referred to by the Vedic injunction. The
injunctive suffix Q'ta" in the verb "yajeta", "one should
sacrifice") is incapable of denoting an apürva in the absence of
the comprehension of the relation (sangati) between it and
apürva. If it be said that such a relation is known to exist in
respect of kärya (what is to be done), then that alone would
not enable us to ascertain the meaning of the word "apürva",
for apürva is not mere kärya. If apürva is only kärya, then it
can become accessible to the other instruments of knowledge,
in which case it would cease to be the apürva as defined by
the Präbhäkara. The Präbhäkara has defined apürva as some
thing not accessible to the other instruments of knowledge. If
apürva is what is understood by the Präbhäkaras then the
relation between the injunctive suffix and apürva can never be
known, for in order to have a knowledge of the relation there
must first be knowledge of the related things, and such things
cannot be known through the other instruments.

Änandabodha next discusses the doctrine of impartite
sense (akhandärtha). A sentence may either signify a relation
or it may convey a suprarelational or impartite sense. Identity
propositions like "this is that Devadatta" are examples of the
latter kind. They cannot be construed according to the subject-
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predicate relation. They express the simple identity of a thing
with itself. There are two kinds of sentences in scripture
conveying an impartite sense: (1) those in which the impartite
sense is conveyed by the meaning of words, and (2) those in
which the impartite sense is conveyed by the whole meaning
of the sentence. "Brahman is intelligence, bliss" exemplifies the
first, and "that thou art" the second.

It may be said that the words "intelligence" and "bliss",
in the sentence "Brahman is intelligence, bliss", cannot convey
an impartite sense and therefore Brahman should be regarded
as characterised by such attributes as intelligence and bliss. As
against this view the Advaitin says that if intelligence and bliss
are attributes of Brahman then there must be some sort of
difference between them and Brahman. The adjunct-
substanlive relation can exist only if there is some kind of
difference between the adjunct and the substantive. But the
positing of such difference goes against the very spirit of the
scriptural text such as "one only without a second". Here there
is no multiplicity at all, which negates all difference in
Brahman.

The second type of identity proposition such as "that
thou art" aims at the realisation of the identity between the
individual self and the supreme Self. It expresses a
nonrelational and hence a nonpredicative meaning like the
recognition "this is that Devadatta". Here the identity asserted
is that of Devadatta seen at a different time and place with
Devadatta seen here and now. In "that thou art" the terms
"thou" and "that" respectively connote the attributes of the
individual self and the supreme Self. These attributes-such as
the bondage of the one and the freedom of the other-are
mutually incompatible. So the true meaning of the proposition
is found only by dropping the incompatible attributes and
retaining in thought the essential identity of Brahman. The
method by which such an interpretation of the proposition is
done is called jahadajahallaksanä. That the proposition "that
thou art" is an identity proposition is evident from the fact that
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the terms "that" and "thou" are not related as cause and effect
and also from the fact that they have a common substratum.

(E269-36Q) Änandabodha next discusses the problem of
liberation (moksa). He defines moksa as "the manifestation of
immutable unsurpassed bliss and the destruction of all
miseries." It is the same as the destruction of ignorance. This
conception of liberation he seeks to establish through a
criticism of the different conceptions of liberation held in
different systems of Indian philosophy. The Mädhyamika view-
-that liberation consists of the destruction of the series of
cognitions that get vitiated by the incessant production of
miseries such as attachment, hatred and delusion-is
inadmissible since such a liberation can never be the human
goal. Nobody aspires for the destruction of the series of his
own cognitions. Nor is the Yogäcära view that liberation
consists of the series of pure cognitions acquired through
sublime meditation admissible, since the earlier series of
cognitions which has given rise to the present series has not
attained liberation because it has been annihilated at the rise
of the present series. The Naiyäyika view of liberation, that it
is the state of the individual self remaining in itself without
the specific qualities like consciousness, pleasure, pain, etc.,
cannot be admitted since that is purely a negative state of
absence of pain. Nobody in this world is seen to work simply
for the avoidance of pain; everybody works for the acquisition
of pleasure.

(E270-360) The Jaina view of liberation as the
perpetual upward motion of the self as a result of the
destruction of limiting adjuncts such as body, sense-organs and
karma is also not admissible.17 The Vaisnavas and the
Käpälikas hold that liberation consists of gaining an
imperishable body, etc. But this view has also to be rejected
on the ground that there can be no imperishable body since all
bodies are effects and hence perishable. The Sämkhya-Yoga
maintains that liberation consists of the purusa remaining in
his own natural state as a result of the perception of the
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difference between prakrti and purusa produced by the
destruction of ignorance. This conception of liberation also
cannot be admitted because no positive bliss is associated with
it, The Sämkhya admits that the purusa is only of the nature
of sentience and not of bliss. And liberation without bliss
cannot be a worthy human goal. Moreover, according to
Sämkhya-Yoga ignorance, attachment, etc. belong to the
intellect (buddhi), the first product of prakrti, and not to
purusa. Hence how can bondage and liberation pertain to
purusa?

The Advaitin holds the view that liberation is the
realization of the nondual Brahman. But the Präbhäkara
Mimämsaka raises an objection against this view on the
ground that nonduality can never be realised through
perception, scriptural testimony or inference. It cannot be
known through perception because what perception reveals is
not the unity of all existence but a multiplicity of entities with
their own distinct qualities. Scripture also cannot furnish us
with any evidence for nondualism since it deals only with
what is to be done {käryd) and not with an existent object.
Further, scripture itself is in the form of sentences consisting
of words and as such cannot exist without difference being
real. How can it then be a means to knowledge of the unity of
all existence?

As against these arguments the Advaitin says as follows:
He agrees with the Präbhäkara that perception cannot be a
means to the knowledge of nondual Brahman. But the
contention of the Präbhäkara-that scripture being in the form
of sentences consisting of words cannot itself exist without
difference being real-cannot be admitted since it has already
been shown that the Vedänta texts carry an impartite sense.

The Advaitin holds the view that liberation consists in
the destruction of ignorance. Änandabodha takes avidyä not
as a psychological ignorance, as it is usually taken to be, but
as a "special technical category" (as Dr. Dasgupta calls it),
beginningless and indescribable. Such an ignorance alone can
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become the material cause of this illusory world-appearance.
Änandabodha also discusses the problem of the locus of
ignorance. It may be said that ignorance can have neither
Brahman nor the self (jiva) as its locus. It cannot have
Brahman as its locus because ignorance, being nonconscious,
cannot reside in Brahman which is pure consciousness.
Further, Brahman, having ignorance in Itself, cannot be
deemed as omniscient. Nor can ignorance be said to be located
in the self, for then the question arises: Is the self different
from Brahman, or nondifferent from It? It cannot be different
from Brahman, for that would go against the very doctrine of
Advaita, nondualism. Nor can it be nondifferent from
Brahman, for if it were so and if ignorance is located in the
self, then the objection raised against Brahman becoming the
locus of ignorance would still remain unanswered.

Against these contentions Änandabodha gives the
following reply: It cannot be said that ignorance, which is
nonconscious, cannot have as its locus Brahman which is of
the nature of consciousness, because ignorance is not
something negative as the absence of consciousness is, nor is
it something positive; it is inexplicable. The contention that
Brahman which has ignorance in itself cannot be omniscient
also cannot be admitted, because Brahman can become
omniscient since it knows everything including ignorance. The
opponent's view that the self cannot be the locus of ignorance
is admitted by Änandabodha, but he maintains that the same
Brahman gets enmeshed in samsära through its own
ignorance, and obtains release through its own enlightenment.

Änandabodha discusses the problem of the means to
liberation. The Mimämsaka holds that action is the means to
release. Änandabodha criticises this view on the ground that
if liberation is the destruction of ignorance it cannot be
attained through actions. He also criticises the view held by
Mandana Misra that a combination of knowledge and action
(jnänakarma-samuccaya) can bring about liberation. His main
objection against this view is that this would make action also
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a direct means to liberation. He has no objection to the view
that while knowledge is the direct means to liberation action
is the indirect means. Action becomes the indirect means by
destroying all sins which alone can bring about the necessary
knowledge of the realization of Brahman.

Now, what is the nature of the knowledge that brings
about liberation by the destruction of ignorance? Is it the same
as Brahman-consciousness? The answer given by Änandabodha
to this question reminds us of the doctrine of prasamkhyäna
expounded by Mandana Misra and later adopted by Vacaspati
Misra. According to this doctrine the final intuition of
Brahman which brings about liberation springs from
meditation based upon the indirect knowledge arising from
scriptural texts. Änandabodha holds the view that this final
intuition is distinct from Brahman-consciousness and it arises
only after a series of mental disciplines. The man who is
desirous of realizing Brahman must first hear the highest
truths from the Vedänta texts, then reason about them, reflect
on them and at the height of this reflection there takes place
a modification of the internal organ, and it is this modification
which destroys ignorance and brings about liberation.
Änandabodha takes the destruction of ignorance
(avidyänivätti) to be a fifth inexplicable something
(pancamaprakärä) in the sense that it cannot be said to be
either real, or unreal, or both real and unreal, nor is it
inexplicable, being explicable as what is removable by
knowledge.

15.ÄNANDABODHA, Pramänamälä
This work is printed, along with the following two

works (16 and 17) of Änandabodha's, as addenda (with
separate page numbering) to the Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series
edition number 11, the "E" text for work 14 above.

Summary by S. Subrahmanya Sastri
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(El-2) Bliss (änanda) is not the absence of frustrations,
since it is not determined by it, like a jar. Or, bliss is of a
positive nature, since it is not determined by a counterpositive,
like a pot.

Objection: Just as the word "real" {satya) is used to
indicate the absence of unreality, so also the word "änanda" is
used to designate the absence of frustration.

Answer: No. When the sound of a vinä is incidentally
heard there is bliss without frustration. You can even say
frustration is the absence of bliss. If it is against experience the
same is the case with bliss. Further, bliss is a positive entity
since it has different degrees of excellence like frustration. It
is not that it is due to the excesses of frustrations, since it is
observed without them. To explain: people do not relish so
much what is obtained by effort as they do what is obtained
without effort.

Objection: In the scriptural text "Brahman is bliss" the
same bliss is meant as is meant in ordinary usage.

Answer: No, for that involves contradiction.
Objection: All volitions arising from desire lead to

rebirths (samsärd), and the will to obtain final release is
through a desire for bliss, so rebirths will continue.

Answer: No. If the desire is about the supreme bliss it
is repugnant to any volition, and hence it will not lead
anybody toward even the small pleasures of rebirths.

Objection: The will to obtain release involves desire and
thus leads to frustration.

Answer: If the same volition to obtain the removal of
frustrations involves desires then the result of intense hatred
towards frustrations may lead to liberation as elsewhere.

Objection: It is not by hatred but as a result of agitation
resulting from knowledge of the worthlessness of rebirths.

Answer: Then the same answer is possible for us. This
volition is not through desire but through respect for supreme
liberation. Therefore the word "änanda", used to indicate
Brahman, does not denote absence of frustrations but bliss,
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which is a positive entity.
(E2-3) Brahman is the supreme Self. It is of the nature

of bliss as he is a self, as any other self, and because of the
scriptural text "thou art that".

Inf 1: The Self is of the nature of supreme bliss, since It
is the object of supreme love and affinity, unlike a pot,
etc.

The hetu (in Infl) exists in the paksa (the Self) since only to
please the Self are other things loved. Even ordinary pleasure
is loved only for the sake of the Self. A scriptural text says
"everything is the object of love only for the sake of the Self.
Just as a friend of our son is loved by us for the sake of our
son and the love toward the son is superior to the love toward
his friend, so also love toward the Self is superior to the love
towards the whole world.

Objection: Let the Self be the object of supreme love
but not of the nature of supreme biiss-what is wrong with
that?

Answer: Sorrow and its causes and that which is to be
ignored along with its causes cannot be the object of love
because of hatred or unconcern. Though it is possible with the
absence of frustration, the Self is not loved in that negative
sense since it is a positive entity. Though there is love for the
instruments of bliss, it is less than that for bliss itself and
hence bliss is graded.

Objection: If the self is identical with Brahman how
can; there be difference between them as transmigrator and
liberated, and how can there be differences between the
various selves, some good, others bad, clever, dunces, etc.

Answer: The difference is unreal, like the difference
between an object and its reflection. Selves are not in reality
different from Brahman since they are selves like Brahman.
Their bodies are the seats of pleasure and pain of the self
accepted by both disputants, because of being the seats of
pleasures and pains.

Inf2: The senses are the causes of awareness by the self
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accepted by both of us, because they are the causes of
cognitions.

If this is not accepted, there is the contingency of undue
presumptions as in the case of space.

(E3-5) Furthermore,
Inf3: Other selves (in the view of our opponents) are
not really different from us, because they are selves.
There is no experience of difference, since other selves

are not perceptible. Difference always requires the cognition
of a counterpositive.

Or, the words "unreal difference" in scripture signify
that all differences are unreal. There is no duality in Brahman.
As all things spring from Brahman they abide in it. When it is
negated it is negated altogether, as Brahman is the origin of
all things.

Objection: How is it that the scriptural text which
requires perception goes against it by denying what is
cognized by it?

Answer; No.
Inf4: A Vedic text, since it has for its purport identity,
since it comes later, and since it is without defects,
sublates (supersedes) perception, like the words "this is
not a snake" by an authoritative person.

The purport is ascertained by the six tests like "unity of
beginning and end", etc.

Inf5: The universe is devoid of internal differences,
since it is known, like space.

If difference is real it cannot be the nature of things cognized,
and if not the nature but independent, then it cannot appear
without its counterpositive. If one difference is dependent on
the cognitions of another difference then there is the
contingency of infinite regress.

(5-7) Objection: If difference is inexplicable then how
can you say that the universe is difference from real or from
nothing?

Answer: That is precisely why we say it is inexplicable.
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Further, difference appearing as "this is different from that"
appears having a limit, and the knowledge of the limit is
always a knowledge of difference as the knowledge of a bare
entity is impossible. Thus there is mutual dependence.

(7-8) Or,
Inf6: The difference in question is unreal, since it is
difference, just as the difference of the thing and its
reflection.

Or,
Inf7: The awareness of difference is an illusion, since it
an awareness of difference, as in the perception of
difference in a dream.
Objection: If difference is unreal then what remains is

nothing, and that will lead to nihilism.
Answer: Then how can you say that Brahman is the

substrate?
Inf8: The pot, etc. are superim [posed on a real entity,
since each item (pot, etc.) is associated with existence,
just like the reflections of the moon in water, waves,
etc. which are superimposed on the real moon.

If this is not accepted sublation will have no locus; an absence
cannot be a locus.

Or,
Inf9: The objects in question are superimposed on that
object which continues to appear along with them,
because of being divided, like a snake, a stick, etc.
superimposed on the thisness of the rope, which
continues to appear along with them.
Objection: The snake, etc. are superimpositions. The

cognitions in question are valid because they are cognitions,
like a cognition accepted as valid by both of us.

Answer: This is wrong. If error is accepted there is
conflict with our position. If by the word "valid" is meant
"existent" there is no conflict with the sublating cognition
"there is no silver".

Further, there is the cognition "there is error". If it is
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valid then error is established. If not, error is also established.
Objection: Even so, what is the proof of the existence

of the superimposition of silver?
Answer: The recognition that all this time the shell

appeared as silver.
(E8-10) The shell appears as silver since it is invariably

the content of the volition of the aspirer to silver, like real
silver.

Furthermore,
InflO: The volition in question is produced by the object
in front of one, since it is a volition produced by the
desire for silver.

Or,
Infl l : The object in question is the content of the

awareness of silver, since it is the subject of the usage of
"silver", like real silver.

Objection: The shell does not appear as silver, as it does
not exist in the form of silver.

Answer: This is not reasonable. There is error. We must
now decide what appears in error. Is it (A) a nonentity or (B)
an existent entity or (C) existent-cum-nonexistent, or (D)
something different from any of those?

It is not (A) a nonentity, since nobody would make an
effort to get it. Nor is it (B) an entity, since it is liable to
sublation. It cannot exist elsewhere as then it will not appear
in front of the onlooker.

Objection: It exists in the mind or in some other place.
Answer: But if there is superimposition of fire on a heap

of red seeds it would burn.
Objection: The burning is unreal.
Answer: Aha! Then you accept our position (of

anirvacaniyakhyäti). And if it exists elsewhere it would not be
cognized by the eyes. Or if it is because of a defect that is our
position again.

(C) A combination of existence and nonexistence is not
possible, because they conflict. If the conflict is not accepted,
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then how can the sublation of one without the other be
explained? So existence and nonexistence could not be
superimposed. So it goes without saying that what is
superimposed is neither existent nor nonexistent but
inexplicable. The difference between the two is also not real,
since a real attribute cannot be ascribed to an unreal thing.
Indeed, an inexplicable serpent cannot be real. Vacaspati says
in his (now lost) (Brahma)Tattvasamiksä "For the ignorant,
ignorance is there by its nature; it cannot be decided as
existent or as nonexistent, nor both, nor inexplicable."

(El0-11) The proof of inexplicability is:
Infl2: The universe is inexplicable, since it is sublatable,
unlike the Self.
Objection: We know by presumption that because of

the inexplicability of cognition and volition the universe must
be real.

Answer: No, since both as existent or as nonexistent it
is inexplicable.

The cause of this kind of universe is (1) the
beginningless ignorance (the material cause), (2) the traces of
the errors experienced already in this life and the past. Since
these are removable by knowledge of the substrate it is called
ignorance.

(El 1-13) Objection: Now is the universe the content of
valid awareness or not? If so, it is not a product of ignorance.
If not, the hetu (ignorance) is not in the paksa (the universe).

Answer: No. We accept the products of ignorance as
empirically real, and we accept nondualism as the supreme
validity. The objects of perception, etc. are liable to be
sublated in the future. But that does not hinder their empirical
validity. But scripture can reveal infinite reality, since words
can imply such things, and hence it can be of supreme validity.
Therefore Advaita scriptures alone reveal supreme reality and
not the other instruments of knowledge. Just as the empirical
identity of body and self is accepted by all, so also the subjects
of the aforesaid inferences are empirically valid. Hence the
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hetu is not absent from the paksa.
Now what is this inertness (jadatva) and what is this

visibility? Inertness is non-self-luminosity or nonconsciousness.
Visibility is being invariably dependent on external awareness.
This is absent in the Self since It is self-luminous. This
attribute is present in the scriptural text "here he becomes self-
luminous" (BrUp IV.3). The Self is luminous without an
external cognition. Or, we declare against the Präbhäkaras
thus:

Infl3: The knower is self-luminous, since he is aware of
himself without being the content of cognition.
(13-17) The Self is spoken of in the scriptural texts as

"knowledge" and hence It must be self-luminous. How is it that
knowledge is self-luminous?

Infl4: Knowledge is not an object of ordinary use
because of the absence of its being known in the same
locus, since it is sarnvit.

If it is not self-luminous then the awareness "this was known
by me" after an awarenes of a pot would not be possible.
There is no second awareness of a first one; if there were
there would be infinite regress.

Objection: Each thing is known by an awareness
different from it.

Answer: No. This is inconsistent with the awareness "I
see the pot". The case is similar to that of a light which while
being the cause of the awareness of other things is itself the
cause of its own usage and does not require another light for
this. Thus when it is established that the first awareness is not
cognized by a second awareness because of infinite regress, it
shows that cognition is self-luminous.

Objection: How is it that an awareness, which is
perishable, can belong to the imperishable Self?

Answer: Since knowledge never perishes. The
experience of the destruction of knowledge is only with regard
to the obstructional association with an object, since difference
is not observed in the knowledge itself.
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Cognition is devoid of internal differences since it is
known without distinguishing features. Thus cognition and the
Self are identical and hence cognition is self-luminous.

Objection: Let inertness and visibility be real.
Answer: No. There cannot be any real connection

between the inert and consciousness. The inert is unreal. This
was said at the beginning: "devoid of duality".

• Objection: If the universe is unreal scripture is also
unreal, and so how can it be valid in regard to Brahman?

Answer: Just as a reflection, which is unreal, can
indicate the prototype, which is real. Dreams also indicate real
things.

(El7-20) Präbhäkara: Words indicate only what is
associated with some activity. How then can Brahman, which
is not connected with activities, be revealed by scripture?

Answer: Just as an activity is not associated with
another activity, so also the revelation of pure Brahman is
possible. Brahman is revealed bywords, since it is an object of
cognition like any other object.

Objection: The Upanisads reveal only injunctions to
meditate on Brahman.

Answer: There are three kinds of cognition of Brahman:
(1) verbal, (2) contemplation, and (3) realization. Further,
only that which can be changed by man's effort can be the
object of any injunction. These cognitions are not such and
hence there is no involvement with injunctions. Therefore the
Upanisads are valid in respect of the nondual blissful
Brahman.

Objection: How can the Vedic texts be valid with
respect to the impartite Brahman, since all sentences reveal
only that which is connected with word-senses?

Answer: There are two kinds of (analysis of) texts, one
with regard to word-senses and the other with regard to the
sense of sentences. The former is like "that which is of the
nature of the big mass of light is the moon." An example of
the second is "this is that Devadatta whom I saw formerly." In
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both cases the sense is impartite. The texts rest on an
impartite sense, since they rest on a substance which is not of
causal nature and which is coordinate, just like "this is that
Devadatta". Thus the self-luminous, bliss-natured Visnu, the
Self, is revealed for liberation by the scriptures.

Sorrow is not the nature of the Self since it is
incidental. Therefore all the three kinds of sorrows are of the
nature of ignorance. This is annihilated by knowledge (yidya)
alone.

The revealed Self is the aim of man (purusärtha), since
It is bliss, unobscured and present. Therefore the cessation of
ignorance is liberation, since there is the realization of infinite
bliss and the destruction of all miseries.

(E20-24) Liberation is produced merely by knowledge,
since it is of the nature of the cessation of ignorance and
hence does not require any aid from action, etc. Therefore
realization of the Self alone is the cause of liberation. Smrti
texts confirm this: "Only by knowing Him one becomes
immortal. There is no other path for this", "By knowledge
alone oneness is obtained", etc.

Vedic performances are useful only to bring us near to
that goal. Scripture says: "The Brahmins desire to realize Him
by repeating the Vedas, sacrifices, gifts, penance and giving up
meals." Thus these are for the attainment of desire for
knowledge, not for knowledge itself.

"From dharma bliss and knowledge are attained.
Karmas purify the impure mind. When mind becomes pure
knowledge arrives. It is not the direct cause." So says the text
"not by karma or progeny, but by sacrificing all some attained
liberation". But mere giving up of assets and taking up of
sannyäsa leads to the Brahman-world.

The text "Vidyä and avidyä should be combined" shows
that karma performed alone leads to rebirth, and vidyä,
superficial knowledge of the self, combined with samnyäsa
leads to hell. So these should be combined. Thus by action he
removes the sins which obstruct knowledge and by realization
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he attains liberation.
The text "By karma King Janaka and others attained

siddhi" means he gained knowledge, not liberation.
Thus liberation is the removal of ignorance and it is

attained only by Self-knowledge according to scripture, smrti
and reasoning.

16.ANANDABODHA, Dipikä on Prakasatman's Sahdanirnaya
A manuscript of this work is said to be available...in the

Madras Government Oriental Manuscripts Library.18

17.ÄNANDABODHA, Nyäyadipävali

Summary by S. Subrahmanya Sastri

"E" is the edition by S. Subrahmanya Sastri that appears
serially in Annals of Oriental Research 11-12, 1953-1955. It
differs markedly from the edition bound together with editions
of two other works of Änandabodha's treated above, viz., #s
16 and 17.

(E4) After benedictions the author begins with an
inference to establish the falsity of the universe. The inference
runs thus:

Infl: The subject under dispute (i.e., the universe) is
false, because it is visible, like (shell) silver (accepted
as false by both disputants).

Though the dispute is many-sided, its special nature can be
decided by the sädhya, viz., falsity.

(E4-6) (Objection:) The sädhya of Infl is not found in
its sapaksa (i.e., shell-silver is not false).

Answer: By "false" here we merely mean "not real", and
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you yourself agree that the (shell)silver is not real. What is
real is what is unsublatable; that which is sublatable is false.

Nor is the paksa of Infl unestablished, since a
discussion can only occur about what is cognized, not
something completely uncognized. We shall discuss this below
when we take up the fallacy called äsrayäsiddha. That the
paksa of Infl contradicts the instruments of knowledge will be
rejected when the "mistimed" (kälätita) fallacy is discussed.
Nor is the hetu absent from the paksa, since the visibility of
the universe is unquestionable.

(E6-8) (Objection:) If visibility by an instrument of
knowledge is held to be the hetu, then it is not acceptable to
you, the Vedäntin. If visibility by error is the hetu then it will
not be acceptable to an opponent.

(Answer:) If visibility in general is held to be the hetu
and is rejected by asking questions regarding its special
quality, then even the stock example of inference-this hill is
fiery because of smoke-will have to b.e abandoned, since the
smoke, held to be the hetu, may be likewise questioned, e.g.,
"is the hetu smoke unconnected with present time and space,
or is it smoke connected with present time and space?', and
the answer must be "in the former case there is absence of
hetu in the paksa, while in the latter case there is absence of
the hetu in the sapaksa, the kitchen." Thus it must be that
smoke in general (without attributing specific location to it) is
the hetu, and likewise in Infl the hetu is visibility in general.

(Objection:) The paksa (the universe) is not an object
of an instrument of knowledge and hence it is unestablished.

(Answer:) A paksa need be merely a content of
awareness, not necessarily an object of an instrument of
knowledge. That the sky-flower is not the paksa when
fragrance is established is not because we are not aware of it
but because it is a nonentity. Since we are disputing about the
universe we must be at least be aware of it.

(E8-10) (Objection:) Since visibility is compatible with
unreality there is no establishment of the universe as real.
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(Answer:) It might be so if the paksa were a nonentity,
but it is not. A hetu need not be absolutely real to establish
unreality. A nonentity may itself be the counterpositive of an
absence, e.g.,

Inf2: The son. of a barren woman is not a speaker,
because he is nonsentient like a stone, etc.
(Objection:) A nonentity can be neither affirmed nor

rejected.
(Answer:) Not so, for both are found to occur. What

reason can you give for your claim? If you give a reason, how
can you reject such usages? If you cannot, you cannot
participate in argument!

Moreover, saying that there is no usage dealing with a
nonentity you accept rejection. Indeed, there is no meaning for
"no" except rejection. And if one cannot speak of a nonentity
either through affirmation or rejection one cannot speak at all.
And other than affirmation or rejection there is no third
course.

(E10-13) (Objection:) We do not invoke "absence of
being an object of an instrument of knowledge" as itself an
instrument of knowledge, but rather to confuse you who
confuse us by mentioning the nonsentiency of a barren
woman's son, etc. (which expressions are nondesignatory),
since in debate nondesignatory utterances are admissible.
Udayana has said "those who utter words not from their hearts
should get such answers only." Accepting authentic utterances
in friendly debates one may speak of the speechlessness of a
barren woman's son.

(Answer:) This is not a good reply. To explain: What is
meant by "to confuse" the opponent? If it be the nonrejection
of the speechlessness of the barren woman's son, then our
position is established. Even in debate not all are confounded
by unauthentic utterances: clearheaded men are not thus
confused. Even in debate the speechlessness or a barren
woman's son is not accepted. The inference establishing that
speechlessness is not a cause of confusion for us. And if a
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nonentity can be the subject of discussion what harm is there
for an entity to become the subject?

(Objection:) Infl is vitiated by a "false" sädhya involving
an obstruction (upädhi).

(Answer:) No. Since falsity is what is meant by the
word "false" it is itself the sädhya, and so involves no
obstruction. Nor is the fact of being knowable through defect
the obstruction, since that (knowability by defect) pervades
the hetu (visibility) (and an obstruction is that which does not
pervade the hetu).

(E14-19) (Objection:) The universe may not be false
but still knowable.

(Answer:) No. If the universe is real then, being inert,
its knowability is impossible. It cannot be known by itself,
since this is impossible and there would be the contingency of
it (the universe) not being inert. It is not known by an
external object since the relation of such an object to the Self
is indeterminable. Contact is not the relationship, since
consciousness is not material. Nor is inherence the relation,
since a self is not related to a pot by inherence. Nor can there
be identity between what is inert and what is conscious. And
(for the Naiyäyika) no subject-object relationship (between
what is inert and what is conscious) is possible, for since what
is inert falls under one or the other of the first three
(Vaisesika) categories-substance, quality, motion. Thus
universals, (individuators, etc.) will be left out (of the category
of objects), which will conflict with their own views.

(Objection:) Objects are the contents (yisayd) of
awareness and those cognitions generated by them are said to
be cognitions (yisayin) of objects.

(Answer:) No, since God's cognition has no such
relation with its content, and cognitions of the past will be left
out. Since no real relationship is possible, the relation must be
inexplicable, a product of ignorance.

(E19-34) Infl is not contradictory, since the hetu
(visibility) is not the absence of the sädhya (falsity).
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Prabhäkara, who says that everything which is noticeable is
real, will be refuted later.

Nor is Infl inconstant, since the Self is never an object
of cognition. All usages such as "this is good for me" or "...bad
for me", etc. depend on the illumination of the Self which is
denoted by "I" and "me", and the Self is self-luminous, not
illumined by any other thing. The removal of ignorance is
nothing (tuccha). If it is considered to be of the nature of the
Self it would itself be self-luminous.

(Objection:) A man's horn, though a nonentity, is still
cognizable, which is your he tu.

(Answer:) No, since if it has cognizability that
cognizability must be false, and so the sädhya (falsity) is not
absent there. If it is not cognizable it must be either the Self
or a nonentity.

(Objection:) So let the Self be cognizable by Itself if not
by something else.

(Answer:) No. In the expression "the hermits are their
own servants", the meaning is that they have no servants, not
that they serve themselves. Since the servant-master
relationship requires difference between servant and master,
just as a pot being inert requires light for its illumination
though light does not require another light for its illumination,
likewise the Self, being consciousness, does not require
another Self for its cognition.

(Objection:) How can false things be capable of
revealing anything-false or true?

(Answer:) Consider a reflection of a face in a mirror,
which though false reveals the face. Though the cognition that
cognizes the reflection is true by itself, it is false also in
relation to the face.

Therefore, there are no fallacies in Infl.
(Objection:) Inference is sublated by perception, which

cognizes pots, etc. as real.
(Answer:) No. What is this "reality"? If it is the

existence (sattä) accepted by Nyäya, universals and
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individuators, etc., having no universal existence inhering in
them, will have to be accepted (by them) as unreal. If reality
is an object's nature, then, being different for each object it
cannot be a universal property. If reality consists of being
nonsublated at all times, then it cannot be visible to us whose
life is short. If reality is being different from an absence, then
there is no harm in accepting this as it is ordinary usage.

(Answer:) No, since everything is possible, e.g., in a
dream.

(Objection:) Dreaming is precisely what shows the
difference between ordinary usage and what it is not.

(Answer:) Let it be so. Differences are possible even in
unreal things.

Noncognition (anupalabdhi) too is not detrimental to
Infl, since noncognition cognizes only absences.

Nor is there any counterinference to Infl, since their
possible hetus like cognizability or being the cause of some
fruitful action, etc., likewise overextend to the contents of our
dreams.

Thus inference (A) is faultless.
(Objection:) But we, the Präbhäkaras, do not accept

error.
(Answer:) Clearly, one sometimes acts when one

believes an external object is silver, and the volition towards
the external object is produced by the desire for silver, just
like a volition towards true silver.

(Präbhäkara:) The volition may occur without the
knowledge of silver preceding it.

(Answer:) No, since without such knowledge, if volition
is accepted it will be without any cause.

(Präbhäkara:) There is a cause. It is the noncognition
of difference between the external object and the silver
brought to mind that occasions volition.

(Answer:) But the noncognition, being an absence, is of
the nature of that which is known, and hence there is
awareness of difference. Otherwise the awareness that it is
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shell, not silver, would not constitute a correction of the error.
Failure to cognize the difference cannot directly produce the
error, nor even indirectly, since without cognizing the
difference there can be no inference that silver is a means to
a desired end, which inference invariably precedes desire.

(Objection:) Does desire induce one to get to an object,
or rather to get what is not cognized as different?

(Answer:) It doesn't matter. In the former case how is
it that a person desiring silver goes to pick up the shell? In the
latter case a person may well give up acting to get the object
since he fails to see it as silver. However, if the silver is
accepted to be inexplicable, there is an erroneously-observed
silver that attracts one who desires silver in general.

(Objection:) Suppose he fails to see the thing as silver.
(Answer:) But that is not the situation we are

analyzing. Since there is the recognition "I was for some time
seeing silver" before the sublating cognition, there is no
awareness of any difference of the situation from one of
cognizing real silver.

(Objection:) Without an object no awareness can arise.
(Answer:) No. We have awarenesses of past and future

contents where the objects don't exist. Perceptions also can
arise with the aid of defective sense-organs. Defects not only
block correct awareness, they also give rise to error.

(Objection:) Perception of an object arises only if the
object functions as the cause, and in error there is no such
cause.

(Answer:) No. In the (shell)silver illusion the cause is
unreal silver.

(Objection:) But a cause must be real!
(Answer:) That contradicts experience.
If error is analyzed as the Naiyäyikas do it leads to

Buddhist idealism. The Advaita view, according to which both
cognition and the object aFe inexplicable, avoids this outcome.

Desire for silver is not sufficient to generate a volition
toward a means of getting silver. There must be desire for the
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means as well. But the desire for the means is produced by the
desire for silver, so no fallacy results.

(E34-37) Nor can inference invalidate Infl, as there is
no such inference known.

Nor is there any scripture contradicting our position.
"Clay alone is real" implies that all things that change are
false, so much so that clay itself is also false when considered
along with its cause. The text "two birds", etc. is only a
repetition indicating that duality is the product of ignorance.
The purpose of repetition is as in "by the second feat arises",
that duality leads to grief.

(E37-42) Nor is presumption against Infl.
(Objection:) That is wrong because one must presume

that if Infl were true there could be no ordinary usage (and
there clearly is).

(Answer:) Everything is possible, as in a dream. If there
is some difference between waking and dream, let it be.
Difference is possible even in unreal things.

And there is no counterinference (against Infl) since
the possible reasons (lingo), like "cognizability" or "being the
cause of some fruitful action", etc. are deviating, since they
apply to dream objects.

Thus the inference to the falsity of the universe is
faultless.

18.GANGÄDHARA (1167?), Advaitasataka
Thangaswami, p. 337, notes a work with this title and

identifies the author as Garigädhara the son of a Manoratha
whose date is given as 1137. A work by this title is edited and
summarized by T. Bhaskara in Trivandrum Sanskrit Series 257,
1987, but the author of the work treated there is said to be
unknown. The ms. used is in Malayalam script, but it is noted
that at least 13 other mss. of the work are available. The work
consists of 100 stanzas in anustuhh metre. The translation,
given below, occurs on pp. 5-15.
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Summary by T. Bhaskara

1 Having saluted the Supreme God who is of the form
of one's own self and of the form of ultimate bliss I am going
to propound the century of verses (Advaitasataka) which is the
epitome of everything in Vedänta (sarvavedäntasarngrahd).

2 The great Lord who is of the form of consciousness
enters a body at His own will. Then He is known in the
scriptures as the individual soul; the body is called mäyä or
ignorance.

3 Therefore the body is of the form of the visible
(drsyd). The soul (the embodied) is called drk (that which
sees). Thus the entire creation remains in the form of drk and
drsya.

4 The individual soul is incapable of doing anything
without the body; and the body is unable to know and see
without the help of the individual soul.

5 Therefore the soul having established the relationship
of identity with the body always engages in actions thinking
that I am the body.

6 There are four kinds of bodies (of) human beings
endowed with discrimination; their names are (1) the gross,
(2) the subtle, (3) the causal and (4) the universal.

7 But for those who are immersed in the ocean of the
cycle of births and deaths and who are devoid of
discrimination, there are only three kinds of bodies, they being
bereft of the universal body.

8 While awake the body is gross, in dream it is subtle,
and in deep sleep the body is causal.

9 This entire universe which is visible (drsya) is called
the body and the supreme brilliance that pervades it is sung as
the soul.

10 This is the universal body of the human beings with
discrimination. This state is called the fourth phase (turiyd)
very rare in the world.
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11 When a man is able to remain in this universal body
he is a veritable Lord of the Yogis and he is sung by the
scriptures as the supreme soul.

12 When men are remaining in the other types of
bodies such as gross, subtle and causal they are designated by
the wise as individual souls, the reason being that then they
are subject to contraction.

13 This individual soul always wanders about in
samsära (cycle of births and deaths) which is trifling and goes
from one world to the other and enters the womb.

14-16 Having come out again from the womb he enters
the world of human beings and daily becomes subject to love
and hate thinking as follows: "He is my son, she is my wife,
this is my wealth, this is my family, he is my friend, this is my
house, she is my mother, he is my father, these people are my
enemies." He harbors these thoughts merely because of his
ignorance.

17-19 The Supreme has only one form. He is the inner
soul of everything. He pervades everywhere like the sky. He is
of the form of knowledge. Yet on account of the function of
mäyä He assumes the form of the visible {drsya) as the sky is
sometimes covered with cloud; even though He is the
substratum of everything, and even though He is of the form
of existence-consciousness-bliss, the individual soul grasps Him
differently on account of his ignorance and gives Him different
names such as Brahma, Rudra and so on.

20 To the Supreme God who is having a pervasive form
contraction is really sorrowful; but the individual soul does the
same merely because of his ignorance.

21 Consequently he always gets himself associated with
people who are dishonest, sensual, acting as they like and as
adverse to performing their own dharma.

22 Then he comes under the influence of courtesans
and remains with them like dogs, donkeys and goats and as a
result becomes bereft of all dharmas (righteous deeds).

23 His mind becomes completely immersed in holding
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conversation with and seeing and touching beautiful women.
Their coquetry and play captivate him.

24 When a being is attached to the objects of senses he
becomes a prey to hatred and he dislikes even his own
mother, father and son, not to speak of other people.

25 When a being does not get what he desires, he
becomes afflicted with thoughts full of grief, delusion, fear,
difficulty, anger, avarice and the like.

26 When he accomplishes his desires he is filled with
great delight because of his fortune and he indulges in
innumerable thoughts and gets himself attached to objects of
senses.

27 When a being gets an object that was formerly
difficult to get he is not able to accomplish anything good
(smyas) for him. In this manner, a man falls into the
precipices of objects of senses.

28. The individual soul having acquired friends always
takes their sorrows to be his own. This is on account of the
evil deeds done in other births.

29 A man enjoying the result of actions already begun
to bear fruit (prärahdha) day by day engages in action with
manly effortv

30 For the same reason the wise say that to men who
remain in the world there are two kinds of actions, namely the
auspicious and the inauspicious.

31 If the auspicious and the inauspicious actions were
not accomplished with manly effort (jpaurusd), the Vedic
injunctions will be futile.

32 No being should be killed~no harm should be done
to the good-such injunctions will be meaningless if man is not
able to act as he likes.

33 Otherwise to whom are the Vedic injunctions
directed? If the answer is that they are (directed) to the
individual soul (jlvd) he also is subject to actions.

34 The individual soul who is doing actions is always
in pursuit of actions. Therefore, when actions (karman) are
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exhausted he surely meets with death.
35 To those foolish people who do not accept twofold

actions due to delusion death is emancipation as the Cärväkas
hold.

36 Thus assuming the gross body and having
experienced the auspicious and the inauspicious man begins to
enjoy with the subtle body the fruit of manly deeds.

37 The transition of the individual soul from the gross
body to the subtle body is said to be death. At the time of
death the individual souls are known to possess subtle bodies.

38 When the living being exhausts the results of actions
that have already begun to bear fruit by (his) enjoying them,
he helplessly passes away from the gross body to the subtle
body.

39 During dream a man remains in the subtle body
leaving behind the gross body. Similarly at the time of death
he remains in the subtle body.

40 Whatever is done by the individual soul in dream
with the subtle body is done by him with the gross body also.

41 Thus the individual soul, abandoning the gross body
and assuming the subtle body, goes either to heaven or hell in
accordance with his past actions.

42 The individual soul on account of his auspicious
deeds expands the world of heaven for his enjoyment with his
own soul in his own form.

43, In dream one and the same knowledge pure and
simple becomes three as the one who grasps, the thing
grasped, and the act of grasping; the state. In heaven it also
is similar. There knowledge alone is real which becomes
threefold.

44 As the stuff of the world of dream is oneself the stuff
of heaven or hell is oneself.

45-46 The individual soul after having gone to heaven
or hell and having experienced the auspicious and the
inauspicious, which are of the form of the mind, enters the
causal body which is also is the form of the mind, and which
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is full and enjoys great pleasure without any effort on its part.
47 The individual soul having left behind the wonderful

causal body which is of the form of his own ignorance awakes
in the womb at the time when semen and ovum are pure.

48 Again he awakes in the womb and desires to assume
the body making semen and ovum the medium.

49-50 The man who is carrying with him the results of
many evils remains in the womb. In the beginning he attains
the state of fainting on account of the good and evil deeds
done in previous births. He meditates again and again on the
body which flows without beginning. And in due course he
assumes the body and takes birth.

51 When the individual soul remains without the body
after having made semen and ovum the medium how is it
possible for it to have meditation?

52 So (in) the Lord who is of the form of bliss and
consciousness there happens in his form illusion {mayo) which
is inexplicable and which relates to the supreme Lord.

53 "I who am of the form of consciousness am of the
Lord who also is of the form of consciousness"-the awareness
of a person devoid of such knowledge is said to be mäyä.

54 Thus on pondering mäyä is conceived as divine. The
bond of one who becomes contracted by mäyä is said to be
beginningless.

55 Mäyä on reflection is found to be without beginning
but with end; the movable and the immovable world being the
produce of it is also without beginning but with end.

56 For the same reason there will occur egoism for the
Lord whose form is existence-consciousness-bliss in seven
births (as man, animal, bird and the like) often and anon,
which (egoism) will be deep-rooted.

57 Similarly there occurs egoism for men who remain
without body, residual impression(s) (yäsanä) being the
reason thereof.

58 As the tree with the trunk and branches remains
(latent) in the seed, the body with hands and feet remains in
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egoism (as a potentiality).
59 Therefore the individual soul remaining in the womb

with his ignorance takes birth with the body on account of
egoism itself.

60 The individual soul when his body becomes fully
grown due to good and evil deeds of the previous births again
comes out from the abode of the womb and attains the
wonderful state of mürchä (fainting).

61. Thus the indweller of the body who wanders from
one body to another and who remains in the three bodies is
called the individual soul by those good men who have
crossed to the other shore of all Vedäntas (who are deep
scholars in all Vedäntas).

62. For such a man who is transmigrating on account
of the merits and demerits acquired by him there arises in the
mind a resigned mood (yairägyd) just by seeing a preceptor.

63 When a man's mind is caught with intense
resignation a pure thought in the following form arises in him.

64 What delight can be had for man with wealth that
is of the form of sorrows, that is difficult to attain, that is
equal to one's own death and that is always of the form of sin?

65 What is the use of house for men, what with
enjoyments, what with wealth, what with those who give
wealth? What is the use of friends and relatives? All being
dependent on time are unreal.

66 What is the use of woman for me. who is sinful?
What is the use of sons who cause bondage? To one who is
seized with death what is the use of them?

67 I have had many sons and many wives in previous
lives, what is the use of them to men (me) who are (am)
enjoying the result of actions that have already begun to bear
fruit?

68 To a man who is not relishing the objects of senses
and who is speaking truthful words there will arise a clear
thought like this: "Who am I? How has this happened?"

69 That thought will be instrumental in uniting him
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with a Brahmin preceptor who is well-versed in the Vedas and
Ägamas and who is the best among those who have realized
Brahman.

70 The individual soul becomes pure on account of
saktipäta (the manifestation of power); on seeing the
preceptor he salutes him again and again being completely
under his control.

71 Having saluted the great soul who is the preceptor
and who is equal to God and who is full of compassion, he
asks with folded hands with a view to understanding his own
form:

72 "O preceptor, I desire to know my own form which
is in fact of the form of the supreme bliss. You are the captain
of those who are desirous of crossing the ocean of the cycle of
births and deaths."

73 On being asked thus by the disciple who has become
resigned the preceptor who has known the truth tells him,
after having meditated upon the supreme which is his own
form:

74 "Know him to be one's own form by means of the
instruments of knowledge such as eyes, etc. Depending upon
him the people are incessantly engaged in activities."

75 "In the waking state the gross body works depending
upon him; similarly during dream the subtle body acts. The
wise know that to be one's own form which is instrumental to
the above activities.

76 "Depending upon him the causal body is manifested
during deep sleep; know him to be one's own form which is
the unmanifest and of the form of one's own ignorance."

77 "He who is manifested in different unreal forms such
as waking is the supreme Lord, being the spectator of all these
states."

78. "You are identical with him who is the same as
Siva, Visnu, Agni, Indra, Brahma, the Sun, the Moon, teacher
{sästa) and Vinäyaka."

79 "The wise on account of the difference in perspective
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call Him differently with such names as Vänl, Sri, Gifijä, Durgä
and Devi. In fact there is no such difference."

80 When the individual soul engages in the activities of
samkalpa (imagination) and vikalpa (doubt), assuming a
particular form then he is called the mind.

81. When the inner self setting aside doubts becomes
settled with regard to each form then he is called the intellect.

82 When out of introspection he arrives at a clear
decision with regard to forms as this and thus, then he
becomes egoistic.

83 As hasta, kam, axe only synonyms of "hand" so mind,
intellect, citta and egoism are only different names of the
individual soul.

84 For fire there is difference in name due to the
differences of flames as kail, karäli, etc. Similarly for
sugarcane there is difference out of ripeness. The differences
of the individual souls regarding names and forms are
analogous and not otherwise.

85. Ghee pervades milk and the supreme Person the
visible world. Similarly he who is one- appears to be different
due to adjuncts and not otherwise.

86 As the great sky which is one and the same pervades
the pot and the like, the great Lord who is one and the same
remains in every created thing.

87 On deliberation it can be seen that undisputedly
there is no difference in bodies which appear to be different
when grasped separately as hands, feet and the like.

88 This universe consisting of the movable and the
immovable is said to be made up of the five elements, the
bodies also being made of the five elements. There is no
difference among them.

89 The pot, the samva, etc. being made of clay there is
no difference among them; similarly there is no difference
among bodies because all are equally made of the five
elements.

90 Oh boy, thus on reflection it can be found that there
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is no difference whatsoever among the bodies which are made
up of the five elements, which are inert and which are
perishable.

91 "I am about six feet tall and have hands and feet."
He who is determined like this is called an individual soul in
this world.

92 "I am pervading everywhere; this body belongs to
me", he who decides like this in his mind is said to be the
supreme soul.

93 As things are like this there is no difference between
the individual soul and the supreme soul. Because the form of
consciousness is common to both they are identical.

94 If one maintains that the witness of the body is
präna (vital breath) it is not appropriate, because in deep
sleep all bodies are found to be inert.

95 Even when the vital breath is performing its own
functions the body is seen to remain quiet. Therefore
understand that the vital breath is not the activator of the
body.

96 Whatever is desired by the king is carried out by his
dependents; from this practice in the world one can
understand that the vital breath is not the doer.

97 Leaving aside the residual impression arisen from
the three types of bodies and assuming the full and supreme
body, remain as the supreme.

98 After attaining perfect form if one is to perform the
daily duties that are auspicious or inauspicious he will not be
stained by them.

99 The beings in the world perform actions by means
of speech, mind and body. Being one among them how can
one be the doer?

100 Experiencing the state of Siva called one's own
form which pervades everywhere and which is tranquil, and
setting aside the body, remain as knowledge alone pure and
simple.
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19.SRIHARSA (1170), Khandanakhandakhädya
Esther Solomon reports: "In the account of Sriharsa in

Räjasekharasüri's Prabandhakosa, Sriharsa is said to have
praised the son of King Govindacandra" (Dr. Solomon provides
the verse). "This eulogy is of King Vijayacandra (1169), son of
King Govindacandra (1104-1154) of Känyakubja. So Sriharsa's
date could be ascertained as 1169 or round about 1160 A.D."19

On the other hand, Phyllis Granoff says: "The only
biographical data we have about Sriharsa comes from his own
statements in the Naisadhiyacarita. At the end of each sarga
he gives the name of his father, Srihira, and his mother,
Mämalladevl. In the closing verse...He further states that he
was honored by the king of Känyakubja, the modern Kanauj.
The same verse is repeated in the Khandanakhandakhädya.."20

Besides the work under scrutiny now and the
Naisadhiyacarita (which is a literary, not a philosophical, text)
he is also the author of "two lexicons, yet unpublished, the
Amarakhandana (Madras, ms. no. R.I 595) and the
Dvinpakosa (Madras ms. no. R.I 604)."21

Our "E" is the edition with Anubhütisvarüpäcärya's
Sisyahitaisim edited by Esther A. Solomon (Research
Publications under U.G.C.Grant 31, Gujarat University,
Ahmedabad 1990). "T" is the translation by Ganganatha Jha in
Indian Thought 1-7, 1909-1915, as reprinted in Indian
Thought Series 3-4, 1914-1915, and reprinted in two volumes
as Sri Garib Dass Oriental Series No. 34 (Delhi 1986). The
portion contained in Volume 3 of that. Series is indicated here
as "T", the portion in Volume 4 as "Til". The section numbering
follows that provided by Jha. The summary is constituted of
Jha's introductions to the several sections of the work,
followed in some sections by the editor's more detailed
summary. Where Jha's translations of technical terms differ
from those used in this Encyclopedia, we replace his by ours.

The section of the summary by Jha is indicated by GJ;
that by Potter by KP.

For a translation of the initial portions of the work,
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with many useful explanatory notes and scholarly supporting
information see Phyllis E. Granoff, Philosophy and Argument
in Late Vedänta (Dordrecht, 1978).

Summary by Ganganatha Jha and Karl H. Potter

CHAPTER ONE: Refutation of the Instruments of Knowledge
1.3-37 (E3-17; T3-14;) (GJ) In order to start a

discussion of any kind it is not required (as the Logician1

would make us believe) that the essential reality of the
categories distinguished by him (such as pramäna, i.e.
instrument of knowledge; prameya, i.e., object known, et.)
should be acknowledged. For the starting of a discussion the
only thing required is that both sides should acknowledge
certain rules of discussion as binding. The acknowledgement
of such rules indeed implies a cognition of the categories, but
by no means their reality.

(KP) Why, as the Naiyäyikas insist, must all discussion
acknowledge the Nyäya categories?22

Possible answers: A. Because without such
acknowledgement there can be no discussion.

B. Because such acknowledgement is the cause of the
discussion.

C. Because such acknowledgement is made by all men
anyway.

D. Because if such acknowledgement is not made, the
ascertainment of truth and victory would extend to unlearned
and silly people.

(Advaitin): Not A, for many discussions have taken
place without such acknowledgement, and if there were no
views set forth there would be nothing to discuss.

(Naiyäyika:) But what I mean to say is that if you don't
accept the instruments of knowledge, etc., nothing can be

2Jha uses the term "Logician" to refer to a Naiyayika.
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proved or disproved.
(Answer:) No. The reason an argument proves nothing

is because it is fallacious or erroneous.
(Naiyäyika:) But how can one prove or disprove

without using something like the instruments of knowledge?
For all assertions and denials depend on some instruments.

(Answer:) We don't hold that one has to reject the
instruments before he can enter discussion. What we are
suggesting is that one can argue whether or not one accepts
the categories or rejects them.

Both parties agree that in order for a discussion to
proceed there must be common rules of discussion. However,
they disagree as to what these rules are to be.

Not B, for if (B) were correct, the causal efficacy of the
acknowledgement of the categories would come to an end if
the categories are not admitted. But it doesn't come to an end,
for if it did, people who didn't accept the categories couldn't
use words at ail-but the Buddhists, etc., use words. So!

For a discussion, the only antecedent conditions which
are actually necessary are certain rules, and conditions like the
following:

a.The first party must proceed by means of
instruments of knowledge and tarka.

b. The opponent must show a contradiction in
the first party's argument.

c. If he does, the first party loses.
d. If he doesn't, the second party loses.
e. In each case, the other party wins.
f. The thesis which is demonstrated by this

means must be accepted as true....
Not C, for is the acknowledgement made by merely

trustworthy persons, or by anyone including stoops, thieves,
etc.?! Not the former, since this would have to be proved, and
we are looking for the means of just such a. proof. Not the
latter, since then we should all have to accept the views of
stoops, thieves, etc. that (e.g..) the body is the self.
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Not D, for, regardless of our opinions about the
instruments of knowledge, whatever is accepted or rejected of
the rules and conditions set down above will have the same
effects on any entertainer of them, no matter who.

On what basis do we accept the existence of something?
(a) Merely because we comprehend the existence of it? Or (b)
because we comprehend its existence and our understanding
is not contradicted by some other fact?

Not (a), for then the water in the mirage would exist!
But then, if (b), is our uncontradicted understanding

(bl) because we aren't aware of any contradictory information
at the time of the discussion? or (b2) because we are never at
any time aware of any contradictory evidence?

Not (bl) , since merely because a few people at a
certain time believe something doesn't prove it to be eternally
true.

Therefore (b2)--what is real, exists, is never rejected,
and is by no person whatsoever found to be contradicted by
the facts.

Now there is an important distinction between
"practical existence" and "real existence". It is true that rules
must be accepted as practically existing for the purpose of a
discussion, but this implies nothing concerning their real
existence. For the former, acceptance by a few people at a
certain time, is enough; for the latter, acceptance by all at all
times is necessary. So when we say that discussion must be
carried on in accord with certain rules, we mean that the
umpire must be able to tell whether each disputant has
followed the rules or not. And you can't argue that all that is
necessary is that we have a cognition of the real existence of
the umpire's cognition. (I.e., all that is ever necessary for a
discussion to start is the opinion of someone, but this does not
imply the reality of the objects assumed by that opinion.) And
there is no infinite regress here, because of the rule laid down
by Kumärila (in Slokavärttika 11.61) "evam tricaturjnäna-
janmano nädhikä matir", i.e., "after three or four cognitions
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have been born, there is no (need for) further thought".1

(Naiyäyika:) If the last cognition in the series has no
real existence, the whole series doesn't exist.

(Answer:) O.K., but as a matter of fact the discussion's
being carried on has nothing to do with that, but rather with
the umpire's cognition of it.

(Naiyäyika:) A view which does not accept the self-
validity of the reality of cognitions must lead to infinite
regress, whereas one which does accept it doesn't.

(Answer:) We will further on show that even the self-
validity view leads to infinite regress.

1.38-65 (E18-31; T14-24)23 (GJ) The admission that the
categories are the cause of philosophical discussions in no way
obliges us to acknowledge their reality; for the Unreal no less
than the Real may be a cause. To maintain that a cause has
real being in fact involves us in contradictions. What is
characteristic of a cause is merely that it has an invariable
previous existence to its effect; but this relation may hold good
in the sphere of mere apparent existence. Empirical thought,
speech and action admit of being reconciled with the theory
of the Bauddha-Nihilist (sünyaväda) according to which all
things whatever are 'void', i.e., unreal appearances.

(KP) (Objection:) To say that something is produced by
nothing is a contradiction.

(Answer:) No it isn't.
(Objection:) If a cause acts when it doesn't exist, then

its effects will appear at times other than when they do-and
that is a contradiction.

(Answer:) But on your view, since the cause ceases to
operate when the effects starts, and since there is no
difference between this sort of nonexistence and any other,

Rumania and the Advaitin agree on the intrinsic validity
(svatahprämänyd) of cognitions, and thus on this principle. They
don't agree, however, whether any cognition is absolutely true. On
this, Kumärila says yes, the Advaitin says no.
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why shouldn't the effect appear at any time?
(Naiyäyika:) What is necessary in causation is the

existence of causal conditions at the moment preceding the
effect, for that is what is observed.

(Answer:) No. What is necessary is the nonexistence of
the causal factors at some other time than the origin of the
effect, for that is what is observed!

(Naiyäyika:) What determines the effect is its relation
to an uninterrupted causal chain (immediate sequence).

(Answer:) No, because (1) the effect and the fact of
being in immediate sequence are simultaneous
(samasamayatvät),1 (2) because immediate sequence is
indeterminate and its determinations go back ad infinitum
(ägantukatvät),2 and (3) because it is that effect and no other
(avisesena); there is no way of deciding which of the two (the
fact of sequence or the appearance of the effect) is the
determining and which the determined element.

Therefore, the determiner of the effect is the presence
of the causal factors at some other time, for that is what is
observed. And this is compatible with the Advaita view as well
as the Nyäya (for a causal factor may exist at one time and
not exist at another).

(Naiyäyika:) But what is the distinguishing feature
(yisesa) of the moment when the effect appears?

(Answer:) Just that it appears, for otherwise there
would be no end to explanations.

Causal efficacy cannot belong to that which is real. I.If
the cause is such that existence is involved in it, then it has no
being. II. If the cause is such that existence is not involved in
it, then it has no being.

I.If to be a cause is to have as an element real

lrThe Sanskrit term is explained in several ways by Samkara
Misra; we provide one way.

2Likewise ambiguous.
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existence, then to say that the cause really exists is to commit
an absurdity, for then real existence would reside as an
element in itself! Even if this is avoided by saying that a thing
which possesses existence doesn't have it as an element, still
it is a contradiction for something to reside in something of
which it itself is an essential attribute. For then we must
assume another existence residing in the cause qualified by
existence, and since this other existence is the absence of the
first existence the game is up! And you can't assume an
infinite hierarchy of types (of existence). Why? Because by
doing this you lose the distinguishing characteristic of the first
sort of existence, and end up worse off than before.

Nor is mere individual existence (svarüpasattä), which
does differ from thing to thing, sufficient. For if it were, the
Naiyäyika theory of universals will go down the drain! And if
you try to say that we must dispense with the generic
conception of svarüpasattä in favor of an individuating
principle, how are you going to handle the generic notion of
"cause" which according to you implies svarüpasattä?

Svarüpasattä is nothing but the thing itself. This is true
regardless of whether the thing exists or not (the svarüpasattä
of a nonexistent pot is still being this pot). A nonexistent jar
is still a jar, for if it ceased to be a jar, there would be nothing
referred to in "(this is) not (a) pot". Thus, if the causality of an
object depends on svarüpasattä, the existence or nonexistence
of it is irrelevant.

II. The second alternative was that the cause exists
(sat), but that its existence (sattä) is not essential. But a cause
may be nonexistent (asat) as well as existent, for neither
existence nor nonexistence is essential, but both may (on
occasion) be constitutive.

(Naiyäyika:) But existence cannot be an element of the
cause, since is the very nature of a cause; that which is cause
exists before it effects a result.

(Answer:) Yes, we agree; the cause does exist before its
effect.
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(Naiyäyika:) Then you must admit that the existence of
the cause is essential.

(Answer:) No. I admit existence in what does not
(really) exist {asati satta), i.e., empirical existence, because
otherwise I couldn't say "this is not real". But do you say that
a cause is something real which possesses reality as a
constituent? This is wrong, for we have shown that this leads
to a regress.

(Naiyäyika:) But since everything (empirical) is asat
(according to you), how can one tell what is a cause at any
particular time?

(Answer:) You'll run into the same trouble if you take
existence as common to both that which is a cause and that
which is not a cause.

(Naiyäyika:) If existence is taken as the nature of a
cause, it is obedient to the canons of induction, both positive
and negative concomitance (anvayavyatirekd). But on your
view, since everything is equally nonexistent, there could only
be negative, never positive concomitance. And this negative
concomitance cannot be certain (and is therefore useless) since
sometimes there will be an effect without a cause, and
sometimes there won't be.

(Answer:) You are no better off. For in saying "there is
no positive concomitance" one admits that there is positive
concomitance, and if this positive concomitance has
nonexistence as its constituent, then there are the difficulties
specified above.

(Naiyäyika:) But on your theory those who imagine
having sweets and those who (really) have them will enjoy the
same experiences! How can this be?

(Answer:) We have already shown that it doesn't matter
whether existence is constitutive or not. Anyway, sometimes
we do experience tastes, etc. when we imagine sweet things.

(Naiyäyika:) How can an effect be nonexistent?
(Answer:) If the effect be understood as necessarily

having existence as an element, then the same difficulties
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follow as we spelled out before for "cause". But if you think
that existence is not an element, then your view is the same
as mine.

Thus we agree that being a cause necessarily involves
antecedence. But the discussion of the existence or
nonexistence of a cause (prior to the effect) is futile, since it
lies outside the true nature of a cause.

(Naiyäyika:) How can one ascertain which nonexistent
things are causes? For according to you the cause does not
necessarily exist prior to an effect, and a nonexistent cause
can't distinguish an effect from what is not an effect.

(Answer:) Just like this: In the case of a cause {which
is really existent) we have the idea (huddhi) that it necessarily
exists prior to the effect.

(Naiyäyika:) That involves an extremely broad, indeed
overextensive, application of the term buddhi, for anything we
(mistakenly) think to have prior existence would become a
cause.

(Answer:) Sure. "Being a cause" is not the same thing
as being a cause that really exists. You hold that these are
identical. We hold that they are distinct. Surely, you too want
to hold the distinction between what is prima facie wrong and
what is wrong upon investigation-otherwise, all theories
would be equally true.

(Naiyäyika:) But how about the time when there is no
content for this idea of cause-then what is the difference
between cause and non-cause?

(Answer:) This is the difference: A cause is sometimes
the object ofthat idea, noncauses are never the object ofthat
idea. If you don't admit this, explain how an idea held at one
time can prove the reality of a cause at some other time. You
must bring the notion of possibility in here, for if you argue
that the reality which you conceive now abides at some other
time, you admit the same sort of argument we believe in.

The Advaitin holds that what the Naiyäyika calls
"reality" is what the Advaitin calls "conventional existence"
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(samvätisattä or vyävahärikl satta).
(Naiyäyika:) But this conventional existence-is it real

or not? If it's real, you cannot have it, and if it isn't, then it
can't differentiate a cause from a noncause.

(Answer:) First, we both agree that it is an awareness
(jnänd) of some sort. All thought, action, speech of the
ordinary sort rests on awareness. Now, if we investigate this
awareness and find it true, then thoughts, actions, etc. based
on it are based on a true idea; if false, they are based on a
false idea. And in this case, the cause can be differentiated
from the noncause in the same way as in error the object of
error differentiates the erroneous idea from the valid one.

Discussions should be started without discussing the
truth or falsity of an idea; otherwise, we should never get
started, since we are at the outset "in the mire of thought"
(matikardame). After all, you admitted yourself that in
knowledge about the future, an unreal object could be the
basis of ordinary thought and action. And the thing which
distinguishes any given causal power from any other one is
what? Nothing more nor less than the future effect,
nonexistent at present!

(Naiyäyika:) But look! On our view, the future effect
exists at some time, namely, in the future; but on your view
it never exists at any time-thus our views are quite different.

(Answer:) No, for at the time of the speech, action and
thought about the cause, both the effect and the idea (which
is the object of cogniton) are future and so nonexistent. Since
my theory will take care of these facts, yours is superfluous.
(It's like the waking up of the watchman after the house has
been cleared out by thieves.)

1.66-80 (E31-47; T25-36) (GJ) The view finally to be
accepted is one which partially agrees with the theory of the
Vijfiänavädins, according to whom nothing is real but thought
or idea. The reality of thought is guaranteed. It is on this view
only that the validity of thought can be established, while the
theory of the Naiyäyikas, according to which each direct
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cognition requires an aftercognition (anuvyavasäyd) to
establish and guarantee it, finally invalidates all thought.
Consciousness (yijnäna), the reality of which the Vedäntin
acknowledges, differs essentially, however, from the vijfiäna of
the Vijfiänavädins; for it is absolutely nondifferentiated and
eternal.

KP: Another theorist (viz., the Vijnänavädin) says: We
are not willing to say either (1) that ideas are empty or (2)
that the whole universe is nonexistent; therefore what we say
is that consciousness (yijnäna) is self-illuminating
(svaprakäsa). When there is consciousness, nonvalid awareness
can occur in any of three ways: (1) doubt (samsaya)--"do I
know or don't I?", (2) error (yiparyaya)--"l do know" (when I
don't), (3) right cognition to the contrary (yyatirekaprama)-J'l
am not aware of x" (when I am).1

xJha provides the following footnote here: "The distinction
between the three cases is explained in the Vidyäsägan as follows:--
A 'wrong cognition1 is the cognition of a thing as something which
it is not; in the case in question, the cognition 'I do not know', while
actually there is knowledge. A 'doubt' is in the form 'Do I know or
do I not know?' A 'right cognition to the contrary' is the cognition in
the form 'I do not know the thing' which appears, when actually the
thing is not present, and hence is not cognised. The idea underlying
this threefold division is that these are the only possible alternatives
with regard to a thing which though sought to be known, is not
rightly cognised.

It may however be pointed out that when the thing is
actually known (which is what is meant by cognition taking place),
the cognition 'I do not know' cannot be 'right'; and hence the third
item in the above is not quite properly introduced. And it appears
that the author, wishing to exhaust all cases of non-right cognition,
lost sight of this apparent anomaly: the absence of right cognition
applies to the first two only; it is the absence of cognition that
applies to all three."

But even this itself cannot be correct, since a wrong
cognition cannot be an absence of cognition. But it is, like the other
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When there is absence of all three of these, a consciousness
is true (pramä). This is a necessary and sufficient condition for
truth, for if, even when there no other obstacles, we still only
had doubt and uncertainty, it could not be truth. Therefore,
the mere cognition of a thing by all men is sufficient to prove
that it is rightly conceived.

(Naiyäyika:) No. There are two kinds of cognitions: (A)
a judgment (yyavasäya), e.g., "this is a pot", and (B) an
aftercognition {anuvyavasäyd), e.g., "I know the pot". If (A) is
correct it will be followed by (B), which alleviates doubt,
error, etc.

(Advaitin:) Not so. For there is sometimes doubt about
the aftercognition! E.g., some Buddhists (sünyavädins, i..e.,
Mädhyamikas) do not admit that cognition of objects exists
(i.e., they do not admit contentfilled perception). For them,
therefore everything is doubtful, starting with the
aftercognition and ending with the existence of any real things
whatsoever, the contents of (A)s. But our view (of self-
illumination) does not allow any doubt, for the object and the
instrument of knowledge are the same. And ours is the only
view that avoids infinite regress.

(Naiyäyika:) But we merely hold that, though each
cognition of type (A) is the content of another cognition (B),
yet by its mere existence it accomplishes everything relevant
to itself-and thus for practical purposes there is no infinite
regress on our view.

(Answer:) No! How do you justify an (A)? What

two, a cognition which fails to correctly cognize what it cognizes. It
is this feature-i.e., the absence of knowledge -which the author is
apparently trying to analyze. Once again we have been victimized
by failure to distinguish between cognition (which can be either true
or false) and knowledge (which must be true).
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demonstrates its validity? This is the question.
(Naiyäyika:) True, there will always be doubt about

(A)s (and thus an infinite series of tests?), but there is no
doubt, surely, that (A) is a cognition. The content may be
cognized rightly or wrongly, but the cognition is there. Now if
the reality of this cognition is what needs to be justified, surely
the activities to which the cognition gives rise will provide the
justification, or perhaps also the memory of the object
cognized will.

(Answer:) No, for how are these activities justified? To
justify one thing, one must justify the whole chain-if one stops
at any link, the whole thing breaks down (quoting
Dharmakirti).

1.81-98 (E48-60; T37-44) (GJ) Nor can the theory that
cognition is self-illumined or self-validated be objected to on
the ground that one and the same thing cannot be "cognizer"
(yisayin) and "content" (visaya). In the first place, we do not
admit this alleged incompatibility of cognizer and content, and
in the second place theoretical doubts on this point have no
force against undeniable facts of consciousness. Neither self-
consciousness (the "I-cognition") nor cognition of any object
would be possible if content and cognizer were necessarily
distinct entities. We therefore, while being at one with the
Buddhist as to the undefinability and consequent unreality of
all that is not cognition and consciousness, hold that cognition
or consciousness is completely proved by itself.

1.99-102 (E61-65; T44-47) Nonduality is in a certain
sense proved by the very doubt regarding it which our
adversary sets forth. And it is fully proved by the inherently
authoritative, Vedic texts that declare it.

1.103-120 (E65-78; T47-57) There is no force in the
objection raised by the Naiyäyika that the Vedic texts which
declare universal nonduality are refuted by the ordinary
instruments of knowledge, perception in the first place, which
reveals to us a world characterized by diversity. No tenet with
a claim to universality can be established by perception, which
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never extends to more than a limited number of contents and
the difference of these objects from one another. It does not,
on the other hand, establish either the difference of those
contents from the cognitions of them, or of the several
cognitions from each other. In this latter sphere therefore the
Vedic declaration of nonduality at once asserts itself, without
being encountered by any valid counter-authority: and if the
general nondifference of the content from the cognition, and
of cognitions from each other, has once been admitted, we are
driven to view the difference of contents of thought from each
other as a mere false appearance which, just as individual false
appearances are due to some defect of the individual mind or
sensory apparatus, is due to the great cosmic defect (avidyä or
mäyä) which somehow is attached to what alone is real, the
principal of universal nondual intelligence. All arguments
which the Naiyäyika brings forward in order to prove that
cognitions differ from each other and that hence their objects
also must be allowed to be different, can be shown to be
fallacious.

1.121-127 (E78-84; T57-64) (KP) Further arguments by
Bhättas (quotes from Kumärila's Slokavärttika) and
Präbhäkaras against the position of the Naiyäyika. The
Präbhäkara frequently invalidates his reasoning by making an
initial assumption of the reality of difference, which premise
the Advaitin refuses to accept.

1.128-151 (E85-98; T63-74) (GJ) We, moreover, the
Advaitin continues, call upon the Naiyäyika to give a valid
definition of the difference between things which he says are
evidenced by perception. A thorough examination of the
several definitions proposed shows them all to be destructive
of the very thing they are used to define. For if, on the one
hand, difference is viewed as entering into the essential nature
of the things that differ, the relation between the latter, if duly
thought out, is found to be one, not of difference, but of
identity. And if, on the other hand, difference be held to be
something extraneous to the things that differ, the need of
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establishing a connection between difference on the one hand
and the things differing on the other hand drives us into the
assumption of an endless series of relations—which explains
nothing.

1.152-165 (E99-106; T75-79) That the scriptural texts
which convey the idea of nonduality themselves bear the
characteristics of plurality does not disprove nonduality being
the absolutely real. Scripture itself, as well as the process
through which it gives rise to the knowledge of nonduality,
lies within the sphere of the unreal, illusory. "Knowledge" in
the true sense, i.e. universal consciousness of Brahman, is
never produced; it eternally is.

1.166-172 (E106-110; T79-81) The "arguments of
refutation" which it is our task to set forth are of universal
applicability; they may be used by any philosophical disputant
to disestablish the position of his antagonist.

1.173 (El 11; T82) (GJ) The first "argument of
refutation" is that none of the definitions, given by our
opponents, of the categories of reality are valid.

1.174-178 (E112-116; T82-86) In the first place the
definition given by the Naiyäyika of knowledge (prama) is
untenable. Knowledge cannot be defined as direct awareness
of a thing's thatness (tattvänubhüti), because on none of the
explanations which may be given of the meaning of "thatness"
can it be shown how such thatness can be rightly cognized.

1.179-184 (E116-120; T86-90) And next, it is not
possible to accept the so-called "direct awareness" (anubhüti)
of the Naiyäyika, which, according to him, is a generic term
denoting all primary cognition, i.e., any cognition not of the
nature of remembrance or representation (smrti). The tenet
that all awareness is either anubhüti or smrti cannot be
upheld; it in fact is at once seen to be upset by those
cognitions which we comprise under the term "recognition"
(pratyabhijnä), in which there evidently is an inseparable
fusion of a direct presentative and an indirect presentative
element.
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1.185-208 (E121-136; T91-104) None of the other
theories given of the nature of recognition can be upheld. It
cannot be regarded (a) as comprising distinct cognitions, one
of the nature of direct awareness and the other of the nature
of indirect, for the idea of the nondifference of the this, i.e.,
the thing actually perceived, and the that, i.e., the thing as
which the this is recognised, is neither directly apprehended
nor remembered. Nor (b) can it be viewed as one cognition
which is in part direct and in part memory; for any attempt to
distinguish and characterize in separation these two elements
proves futile. Nor (c) can it be viewed as pure memory, for
reasons analogous to those which tell against (a). Nor (d) can
it be conceived as but direct experience, for the cognition of
nondifference of the past from the present can be based
neither on sense-contact, which is the direct cause of all direct
experiences, nor on a trace, since of that nondifference-of
which we are conscious not earlier than in the act of
recognition itself-there can be no previous trace. Nor could
we, on this theory, account for cases of doubtful recognition.
And finally, if recognition, although due to traces, were to be
classed as direct experience, other kinds of remembrance also
would have to be similarly classed, and the distinction
between direct experience and memory thus would be lost
altogether. As thus it appears that direct experience does not
denote a truly distinctive kind of cognition, its employment as
a factor in the definition of pramä renders that definition
nugatory.

1.209-219 (E136-144; T105-112) Nor may the
Naiyäyika plead that the term anubhüti, though not perhaps
excluding recognition, yet does serve to exclude other kinds of
memory. The case of "(shell)silver", e.g., which is supposed to
be due to remembered silver, cannot be explained without
reference to some sense-element; here also, therefore, there is
a mixture of memory and direct experience.

1.220-223 (E145-146; Tl 13-114) Direct apprehension
cannot be defined as "what is other than memory", for the
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characteristic features of direct apprehension as well as of
memory are found to coexist in recognition, and moreover this
difference from memory cannot be shown to be either from all
memories or from any individual memory.

1.224-231 (E146-154; T115-120) Direct apprehension
cannot be defined as "what is destitute of the generic character
of memory", for an absence of memoryness may also be a
mutual absence (i.e., difference) and the latter is present in
memory also. Nor can absolute absence be intended, since this
also would make the definition too wide. Nor lastly can it be
argued that between two acts of memory there holds good
neither pure negation nor difference, but difference combined
with some kind of nondifference, and that hence the absence
of memory cannot subsist in any memory. For there is nothing
to show that in direct experience also there may be difference,
as well as some kinds of nondifference, from memory.

1.232-247 (E154-168; T121-130) The Naiyäyika now
argues that while it may be admitted that the difference
between memories is present in individual memories, the
presence of absolute absence of memory is quite inadmissible.
But this we meet at once by denying that there is any real
difference between these two kinds of absences. Every attempt
of the Naiyäyika to prove that difference upon a difference of
the counterpositives of the two kinds of absence lands him in
difficulties from which he is unable to extricate himself. He
cannot, e.g., argue that while difference has for its
counterpositive identity, absolute absence has for its
counterpositive mere connection or coexistence. For were it so,
the destruction of a jar would not be a case of an absolute
absence.

1.248-253 (E168-174; T131-135) Nor can direct
apprehension be defined as "that in which there is absolutely
the absence of the character of memory." For the mere
addition of the word "absolutely" does not free the definition
from the objections put forward in paragraphs 222 ff.)

1.254-256 (E174-176; T135-137) It has been shown that
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direct apprehension cannot be defined in a general way as that
which has not the character of memory. In the same manner
it can be shown that we cannot define it as being without this
or that particular characteristic of memory, for the simple
reason that it is not possible to mention any characteristic
feature of memory; that is, it is not possible to define memory.

1.257-260 (E177-183; T138-143) Having proved the
inadequacy of the definition "recognition is direct awareness
of a thing's thatness" by showing that neither "thatness" nor
"direct experience" can be satisfactorily defined, the author
now proceeds to consider the said definition of knowledge
[prama) as a whole.

1.261-266 (E184-191;T143-148) Knowledge (pramä)
cannot be defined as that direct apprehension (anubhavd)
which is yathärtha, i.e., in keeping with the thing as it is,
because no adequate explanation of what constitutes yathärtha
can be given.

1.267-279 (E191-197; T148-155) Sriharsa proceeds to
refute the definition of knowledge proposed by Udayanäcärya
as "right discernment" (samyakpariccheda)~the objection
against this being that the words of the definition are not
amenable to any reasonable explanations.

1.280-281 (E198-199; T155-156) For similar reasons-
the impossibility of affording adequate explanation of the
words of the definition-we reject a fourth definition
"knowledge is an apprehension which is not defective".

1.282-287 (E199-204; T156-161) On similar grounds
Sriharsa rejects the fifth definition of knowledge, proposed by
Dharmaklrti-that it is that apprehension which is not
incompatible with the object cognized.

1.288 (E204-205; T161-162) We cannot accept the sixth
definition that "knowledge is that cognition which is not
sublated", because it is not possible to fix the meaning of the
phrase "not sublated".

1.289 (E205; T162) The seventh definition-that
knowledge is cognition other than the ratiocinative, the
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doubtful, the wrong and the remembered-cannot be accepted,
because of the arguments already explained.

1.290-291 (E205-207; T162164) The eighth definition-
that knowledge is that which belongs to the class of right
knowledge-has to be rejected, because in the first place, this
would involve crossconnection (jätisamkard), and secondly,
no real explanation of "being knowledge" is available.

1.291-293 (E207-208; T164-165) Lastly, knowledge
cannot be defined as "being possessed of knowledgeness"
which is a particular kind of power or efficiency, because it is
not possible to ascertain what this efficiency is, and every
definition that may be advanced is bound to be too wide.

1.294-312 (E209-225; T166-181) It having been shown
that no adequate definition of knowledge is possible, Sriharsa
next proceeds to demonstrate the untenability of all the
definitions that have been proposed of "instrument of
knowledge" (pramänd).

An "instrument of knowledge" cannot be defined as an
"instrument of right cognition", because no adequate definition
of "instrument" is available.

1.313-336 (E226-244; T181-201) The author now
proceeds to refute the definitions of "operation" (vyäpära)--a
term that has been introduced by the opponent into the
definition of "instrument".

1.337-363 (E245-272; T202-226) Having refuted the
definitions of the instruments of knowledge, the author
proceeds to refute the definitions of the different kinds of
knowledge, and begins with the refutation of sense perception.

The first definition taken up is that propounded in
Nyäyasütras I.1.4: "Perception is a judgment which is produced
from connection between sense organ and object..."

1.364-410 (E273-315; T226-268) It is not possible to
define what the "immediateness" of a cognition is.

1.411-415 (E315-321; T269-275) Definitions of
perception having been proved to be impossible, the author
proceeds to show that the definition of inference (anumäna)
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is partly untenable. Of the principal factors in the inferential
process, the author begins with the probans (hetu), and shows
that no adequate definition of this is available.

1.416 (E321-323; T275-277) The explanation of the
character of the sädhya is as impossible as is that of the he tu.

1.417-456 (E323-368; T277-313) The defining of the h
and the 5 has been proved impossible; it is not possible for the
Naiyäyika to supply an adequate explanation of the pervasion
(yyäpti) upon which all inference is based.

1.457 (E369; T313) Having refuted the upädhi, the
author resumes the thread his refutation of pervasion from
441.

1.458-463 (E369-375; T313-319) The author proceeds
to refute the definition of paksadharmatä (the "minor
premiss"), wherein the relation between the hetu and the
paksa is asserted. Having discarded that, he refutes the
definition of the paksa itself.

1.464-476 (E376-390; T319-335) The defining of
perception and inference having been found impossible, the
author proceeds to show that no adequate definition of
comparison (upamäna) is possible.

1.477-486 (E391-399; T335-346) The fourthinstrument
of knowledge-language or verbal testimony (sabda) -is next
taken up. It is shown that the Naiyäyika cannot provide an
adequate account of this instrument, as no correct explanation
can be given of "trustworthy" or of "sentence" or of "assertion".

1.487-491; E400-406; T347-355) The fifth instrument
of knowledge-presumption (arthäpatti) -cannot be
maintained; as no adequate explanation can be provided of the
inconsistency upon which presumption is sought to be based.
In fact, most of the explanations given are impossible.

1.492-498 (E407-412; T355-364) Nonperception
(anupalabdhi) is the sixth instrument of knowledge admitted
by the Mimämsaka. The Naiyäyika admits its validity, but
includes it under perception. This the author rejects on the
ground that no logical explanation is possible of the manner
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in which an absence can serve as a means of cognition.
1.499-501 (E413-415; T365-368) Having refuted the

definition of the instruments of knowledge themselves, the
author proceeds to refute the definitions of what have been
called "false instruments" (pramänäbhäsd), and from among
these as it is the "fallacy of the reason" (hetväbhäsa) that is
likely to be most used by the Naiyäyika against his opponents,
the Vedäntins and the rest, the author takes up the
demolishing of the entire fabric of fallacious reasons, specially
as of all false instruments it is the fallacious reason that has
been singled out by the writers on Nyäya for special treatment.

Of all fallacious reasons, the most important is the
"unproved" (asiddhd), which is therefore taken up. first; and it
is shown that no adequate definition of the unproved reason
is possible.

In 499 the Naiyäyika argues that a reason to be
fallacious must fail to do at least one of the following three
things: (1) fail to pervade the sädhya, (2) fail to qualify the
paksa, or (3) fail to be properly cognized. But to define
"unproved" thus would make it the only kind of fallacious
reason, since (l)-(3) jointly characterize every such fallacy.

1.502-509 (E415-420; T368-377) The Naiyäyika enters
a strong protest against the above, and proceeds to explain in
detail-up to 599-how the unproved reason cannot include
every other kind of fallacy. The Naiyäyika explains which
fallacies can be included under the "unproved" reason. (1-3)
constitute the list, and fallacies such as unproved pervadedness
(yyäpyatväsiddha), proving what is already proved
(siddhasädhand) and deviation (savyabhicärd) can be classed
among them. But others cannot be (so classed): those called
contradictory (yiruddhd), deviating (anaikäntikä), counter-
balanced (satpratipaksa), sublated (bädha).

1.510-517 (E422-431; T377-390) To the above
objections of the Naiyäyika, objecting to the inclusion of all
fallacies under the unproved class and the consequent
rejection of all those by the rejection of this one fallacy, the
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Advaitin argues against all efforts to define the unproved
reason.

1.518-523 (E431-436; T390-396) Having shown the
impossibility of explaining the unproved reason, the Advaitin
proceeds to show that no adequate definition of the
contradictory reason is available.

1.524-539 (E437-457;T396-419) From the refutation of
the contradictory reason the author leads on to the refutation
of the deviating (savyabhicärd) reason, of which also no
adequate explanation is possible.

1.540-556 (E458-483; T419-444) Refutation of the
definition of another kind of fallacious reason-the
counterbalanced (satpratipaksa).

1.557-570 (E484-502; f 444-458) Refutation of sublated
(the last kind of fallacy).

CHAPTER II: On the Ways to Lose an Argument
IL1-3 (E503-507; TII.1-4 (Having found that it is not

possible to propound suitable definitions of the instruments of
knowledge-perception, inference and the rest-or of the
fallacious instruments, whereby the validity of the Vedänta
view could be vitiated, the Naiyäyika now falls back upon his
"ways of losing an argument" (nigrahasthäna), which afford
him the means of silencing his opponents in discussion. And
he takes up first the admission of a property of the opponents'
example in one's own example (pratijfiähäni)

II.4-6 (E507-513; TII.4-10) The first way of losing an
argument having been disposed of, the author takes up the
second, viz., when one changes his hypothesis under fire
(pratijnäntard).

II.7-9 (E514-519; TII.10-15) When the thesis and the
reason contradict each other (pratijnävirodha) (that is) the
third way of losing an argument.

11.10-17 (E520-530; TII.16-23) The (Naiyäyika)
opponent, being unable to answer the objections uged by the
Advaitin, makes an attempt to turn the tables on the latter,
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and seeks to silence him by arguing that in the course of his
reasonings against his antagonist, the Advaitin, with a view to
obtain victory, has recourse to these same fallacies and ways
of losing an argument that the Naiyäyika has adopted. Hence
the objections that he urges against these as employed by the
Naiyäyika are equally applicable to their employment by
himself. The answer of the Advaitin is that he uses against the
Naiyäyika the implements that the latter himself has forged,
and whose effectiveness he cannot deny; but as for the
Advaitin himself, inasmuch as he does not admit their
effectiveness, they can have no force against him.

11.18-36 (E531-553; TII.23-40) In not accepting the
utility of retaliatory argument the Advaitin incurs the wrath of
self-contradiction (apasiddhänta), the twenty-first way of
losing an argument enumerated by Gautama in hs
Nyäyasütras. He proceeds to show the impossibility of an
adequate explanation being provided of this way of losing an
argument also.

CHAPTER THREE: Criticism of the Meanings of Pronouns
III. 1-6; (E554-560; TII.41-48) With a view to remove all

chance of any reasonable objection being taken against the
Advaita philosophy, Sriharsa has shown that it is impossible
for the Naiyäyika to provide any adequate explanation either
of an instrument of knowledge, the incompatibility whereof
might be urged against Advaita, or of fallacies, which might be
detected against the Advaita view of things, or of the ways of
losing an argument and other details of disputation which
might have been put forward to the mouth of the Advaita
disputant. He now proceeds to show that it is not possible for
the Naiyäyika to put any question-in a reasonable form-to the
Advaitin in the course of any discussion; and in this
connection he begins with showing that no adequate
explanation can be given of the pronouns "what", "who" and
the like with which all questioning begins.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Refutation of the Objects of Knowledge
IV.1-6; (E561-567; TII.49-56) Having dealt with the

instruments of knowledge, Sriharsa takes up the objects of
cognition. The character that is common to all of them is that
of being an entity. So before refuting the definitions of the
individual entities, he proceeds to show that it is not possible
to provide an adequate account of what constitutes an entity
(bhävd). And with a view to keep up a connection with what
has gone before, he turns the fresh discussion onto the subject
of God, who is one of the Naiyäyika's objects of knowledge.

IV.7-23; (E568-563; TII56-70) Having refuted the
conception of a (positive) entity, the author next takes up the
idea of a (negative) entity, i.e., an absence, and he turns this
also onto the subject of God's existence.

IV.24-29; (E564-589; TII.71-77) Having demolished the
notion of negation, Sriharsa takes up the definition of such
special categories as substance, quality and the rest, as the
definitions of every one of these involves the notion of being
qualified (yisista), which is inseparable from all the
definitions. As the function of definition consists in the
pointing out of the peculiar qualifications of a thing, it means
that when a qualification is pointed out the thing defined is
"qualified" by that qualification.

IV.30-36 (E590-594; 11.77-81) The definition of the
category of universal property {sämänya) is next taken up-it
becoming necessary in connection with the last argument to
determine the exact nature of a universal property, which is
held by the Naiyäyika to belong to substances and qualities
alike.

IV.37-39 (E595-597; TII.82-84) The definition of
universal property is meant to exclude individuation; thus the
next topic taken up is that of the individuator (yisesa).

IV.40-46 (E598-605; TII.84-89) The refutation of the
definition of relation (sambandhd) is next taken up.

IV.47-62 (E605-615; TII.89-101) The notion of
substratum (ädhärd) is next taken up.
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IV.63-80 (E616-637; TIL 101-118) The refutation of
substratum having turned on the exact nature of the subject-
object relation (yisayavisayibhäva), the author proceeds to
show the impossibility of explaining it.

IV.81-98 (E637-662; TII.118-133) The last discussion
having led on to difference (bhedd), the author proceeds to
demolish the conception of difference.

IV.99-105 (E663-668; TII139-144) The author now
reproduces those arguments in support of the notion of
difference which have been propounded by Udayanäcärya in
his Atmatattvaviveka, concluding with the claim that difference
means all three of these three features of a thing: (1) its
essential nature, (2) its being mutually absent with another
thing (itaretaräbhäva), and (3) its having different properties
from what it is not.

IV.106-120 (E669-685; TII144-158) Against the above
account of difference as provided by Udayanäcärya, the author
analyzes the passage quoted from the Atmatattvaviveka pretty
much line by line.

IV.121-138 (E685-707; TII.158-179) The discussion on
difference leads on to the subject of cause, as the last
argument of the Naiyäyika has been to the effect that sense-
object contact is the cause of the notion of difference. So the
author next proceeds to discuss the nature of cause.

IV.139-150 (E708-716; TII.179-186) Cause having been
defined as the necessary antecedent, it becomes necessary to
determine what is meant by "before", and as "before" and
"after" are only manifestations of time, the author proceeds to
examine the explanation of time provided by the Naiyäyikas.

IV.151-156 (E717-727; TII.187-196) Finding it
impossible to provide an adequate explanation of the
distinctions of time, the opponent, instead of being
represented as defeated, is made, with a view to introduce and
demolish the Naiyäyika's conception of doubt, to say that "no
one can deny that the distinction of present, past and future
is real; under the circumstance, if we are unable to provide an
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adequate explanation, we may regard the explanation as
doubtful, accepting the fact as unsettled." This provides the
Advaitin with an occasion for taking up the Nyäya account of
doubt.

IV.157-165 (E727-737; TII.197-206) It has been held
that there is contradiction (yirodhd) between the two objects
that appear in a doubtful cognition. This leads the author to
take up the criticism of the idea of contradiction or
incompatibility.

IV.166-180 (E738-753; TII.206-223) The Naiyäyika
depends for his refutation of other systems on reductio ad
absurdum (tarka), which consists in bringing home to the
opponent the incongruities involved in his statement. So the
author takes up the refutation of this tarka and introduces it
through the subject of contradiction, representing the
Naiyäyika as putting forward, in support of his view of
contradiction, the reasoning that certain undesirable
contingencies arise if being and nonbeing are not regarded as
contradictory.

IV.181-194; E753-763; TII.223-233) The subject of self-
dependence and the rest has been dealt with hitherto with a
view to expose the defect in the definition of tarka, and it has
been taken for granted that all these are real instances of
tarka. The author next proceeds to show that even this is not
possible. Self-dependence, mutual interdependence and the
rest cannot be rightly regarded as tarka.

IV. 195-202 (E764-774; TII.233-243) Having refuted
tarka proper in its five forms accepted by all Naiyäyikas, the
author takes up the other five kinds of tarka which have been
postulated by the "older" Naiyäyikas, viz., no choice
(avinigamd), abandoning (utsarga), complexity of conceptual
construction (kalpanägaurava'), simplicity of conceptual
construction (kalpanäläghava), and unsuitability (anaucitya).

IV.203-204 (E775-777; TII.243-246) Sriharsa now
proceeds to show that none of these five can be maintained,

IV.205 (E777-779; TII.246-247) Concluding remarks.
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20.GAUDESVARA JNÄNOTTAMA or SATYÄNANDA (1175)
Jnänasiddhi

R. Thangaswami and V.A.Sastri inform us that this
writer was the teacher of Citsukha. Citsukha indeed quotes a
passage from the Nyäyasudhä.24 "Jnänottama is described by
his disciple Citsukha as an äcärya of Gaudesvara and as an
ascetic.25 He is also said to have belonged to gaudadesa
(Bengal)."2^ Anantakrishna Sastri, gives another name for him:
Ärädhyapäda. For ms. citations see NCC VII, 342.

21.GAUDESVARA JNÄNOTTAMA, Nyäyasudhä
For mss. citations see NCC VII, 342

22.ÄNANDÄNUBHAVA (1190), Nyäyaratnadipavail
All we know about Anandänubhava is that he is said to

be a pupil of Näräyanajyotis. His date seems to depend on the
dating of Vimuktätman, on whom Anandänubhava
commented, and Citsukha, who commented on
Anandänubhava.

V. Jagadisvara Sastrigal and Kalyanasundara Sastrigal
edited this work for the Government Oriental Manuscripts
Library Series No. 166, Madras 1961. In their Introduction
they provide the following summary.27

Summary by V. Jagadisvara Sastrigal and Kalyanasundara
Sastrigal

"The first chapter...begins with the discussion about the
validity of the Vedic testimony. By means of elaborate
discussion, Anandänubhava vindicates the view that the Vedas,
which are of superhuman origin (apauruseya), are an
instrument of knowledge. This is followed by a discussion
about truth. There are four views regarding truth. According
to the Sämkhyas, both truth and error are intrinsic. They
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maintain that truth and falsity are inherent in awareness. An
awareness is known to be true or false by the conditions of the
awareness itself. An awareness must have truth or falsity on
its own account and hence must be self-evident. According to
the Naiyäyikas, both truth and error are extrinsic. No
judgment is true or false on its own account. The truth and
falsity of awarenesses are conditioned by extrinsic conditions
other than the conditions of awareness themselves. The
Bauddhas maintain that error is intrinsic and truth extrinsic.
According to them, all judgments are invalid by their very
nature. The truth of an awareness consists in its capacity to
produce successful action. Truth is the result of successful
activity. Prior to successful activity, every awareness, according
to the Bauddhas, is to be treated as invalid. The Advaitic view,
as well as the Mimämsä view, is just the opposite of the
Bauddha view. According to Advaita, truth is intrinsic and
error extrinsic. The truth of an awareness is due to conditions
that are intrinsic to awareness itself. Truth must be known
from the conditions of awareness themselves. Falsity is
accidental and externally conditioned. After refuting the rival
views, Änandänubhava establishes the Advaitic view with
regard to truth. The Mimämsä view that since the purport of
the scriptural utterances is action they do not give information
about anything existent is also refuted in this chapter. While
discussing the controversial question regarding the causality of
the universe, the author...maintains the view that the pure
Brahman along with mäyä (mäyä-sabalita-brahma) is the
material cause."

"In the second chapter Änandänubhava discusses very
elaborately the different theories of error. He refutes the
akhyäti of the Präbhäkaras, the ätmakhyäti of the Yogäcära
Buddhists, the asatkhyäti of the Mädhyamikas and the
anyathäkhyäti of the Naiyäyikas, and finally establishes the
anirvacanly akhyäti of the Advaitins. He then establishes the
positive nature of ajnäna. The refutation of atomic theory
(paramänuväda) of the Vaisesikas, the asatkäryaväda of the
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Naiyäyikas and the satkäryaväda of the Sämkhyas is also
contained in this chapter."

"After establishing that sabda or verbal testimony gives
rise to immediate knowledge (aparoksajnänd) Änandänubhava
discusses in the third chapter the place of karma in the
discipline leading to the attainment of knowledge. He refutes
the view that karma is directly conducive to the attainment of
liberation. The theory of the combination of knowledge and
action (jnanakarmasamuccaya) is also discussed and refuted.
This is followed by a discussion about the scriptural sanction
with regard to sanriyäsa of the Ekadandin type and of
Tridandin type. It is in this Chapter we come across the most
important discussion about the locus (äsrayd) of avidyä. One
of the important points of difference between the Bhämati
school and the Vivarana school, both of which came into
existence in the post-Samkara period, is in respect to the locus
of avidyä. There are two ways in which the answer to the
question about the locus of ignorance can be given. According
to one explanation, Brahman or the Self is the locus of
ignorance. This is the standpoint of Prakäsätman, the author
of the Pancapädikävivarana, and it has come to be known as
the Vivarana view. According to the other explanation,
associated with Vacaspati, who is the author of the Bhämati,
the self (jiva) is the locus of ignorance, and it has come to be
known as the Bhämati view. Änandänubhava upholds the view
that pure Brahman is the locus of ignorance. Regarding the
question whether there is one or are many selves,
Änandänubhava gives his preference to the view that the self
is one and maintains the soundness of the view in an
admirable manner."

"The fourth chapter discusses the nature of release, the
removal of avidyä and liberation in the living state
(jivanmukti). Änandänubhava's discussion about the removal
of ignorance (avidyänivätti) is elaborate, and he takes sides on
this issue as he does with regard to others. Some Advaitins
like Mandana equate the removal of ignorance with Brahman-
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realisation. Others explain it as a fifth indefinable something
(pancamaprakära). Änandänubhava gives his preference to the
latter view. Like other Advaitins, Änandänubhava admits
jivanmukti or liberation in the living state. From the ultimate
pont of view even jivanmukti, says he, must be considered to
be mäyä. Brahman or the Self, which is nondual, can never be
said to be born or destroyed. In the absence of creation and
destruction, there is no bondage; and in the absence of
bondage, there is no seeker after liberation and there is none
free from bondage."

A similar, somewhat briefer summary, by V. R.
Kalyanasundara Sastri, can be found in Preceptors ofAdvaita,
op. cit., pp. 131-132. Kalyanasundara Sastri also provides us
with a more detailed analysis of two sections of the work, the
first from Chapter Three concerning the locus of ignorance,
the second from Chapter Four on the removal of ignorance.

"The post-Samkara Advaitins take sides in answering the
question concerning the locus of avidyä. While Prakäsätman
holds the view that Brahman, the pure impartite
consciousness, is the locus of ignorance, Vacaspati argues that
the self is the locus. Änandänubhava follows the standpoint of
Prakäsätman, which has come to be known as the Vivarana
view."

"The four possible alternatives that one might think of
with regard to this question are (1) that Brahman is the locus
of ignorance, (ii) that God who is omniscient, etc. is the locus
of ignorance, (iii) that an insentient object is the locus of
ignorance, and (iv) that the self is the locus of ignorance. By
showing the untenability of the last three alternatives,
Änandänubhava maintains the view that Brahman, the pure
consciousness alone, is the locus of ignorance."

"God who is omniscient cannot serve as the locus of
ignorance, for God himself comes into being as a result of the
association of ignorance with the self-luminous consciousness.
Since ignorance is posited even prior to God, the latter cannot
be the locus of the former."
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"It may be argued that Brahman or the Self cannot be
the locus of ignorance, as the two are diametrically opposed
to each other. Brahman is of the nature of knowledge, and
ignorance is just the opposite of it. If so, how can Brahman be
the locus of ignorance? Änandänubhava answers this objection
by pointing out that there is no opposition between the self-
luminous Brahman and ignorance. It is only the knowledge
which arises from instruments of knowledge which being
opposed to ignorance removes it. The Self which is self-
luminous consciousness is not only not opposed to it, but
reveals it as a lamp reveals the existence of an insentient
object, say, a pot. Änandänubhava cites the case of deep sleep
to show how ignorance can co-exist with the self-luminous
consciousness (svarüpa-jnäna)."

"The view that an insentient object can serve as the
locus of ignorance is untenable. For one thing, there is no
instrument of knowledge which reveals the existence of
ignorance in an insentient object, nor is it made known
through the witness-self, as there is no relation between
consciousness and the insentient. Secondly, the positing of
ignorance in an insentient object does not serve any purpose.
The two-fold work of ignorance is concealment and projection:
that is to say, ignorance conceals the true and projects the
false. What is by its very nature insentient and therefore does
not reveal itself need not be concealed. So it is impossible to
think of an insentient object as being the seat of ignorance."

"Let us now consider the view that the self (jiva) is the
locus of ignorance. There are two reasons which contribute to
the plausibility of this view. First, the self is sentient, and so
while an insentient object cannot be the seat of ignorance, the
self can. Second, the experience of 'I am ignorant' shows that
the self is the seat of ignorance. Änandänubhava argues that
this view, too, is not acceptable. The self is what it is because
of the association of the internal organ (antahkarana) which
is itself a product of ignorance. How can the self, being
dependent on a product of ignorance which is therefore
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earlier, be the locus of ignorance? Further, those who uphold
the view that the self is the locus of ignorance must clearly
specify whether the self as qualified by the ego-maker
(ahamkärädi-visista-jiva) is the locus or the self as indicated by
the ego-maker (ahamkära-upalaksita-jivd) is the locus. The self
is a complex of consciousness and internal organ (constituted
of ego-maker, etc.). The former view considers the relation
between consciousness and the internal organ as that of the
qualified and the qualifier, similar to the relation between a
rose and the red color. The latter view takes the internal organ
as a mark (upalaksand) indicating consciousness in the same
way as a crow serves to indicate the house on the top of which
it is perched. Änandänubhava argues that the former view is
untenable, for it seeks to rest ignorance on the internal organ
too, which qualifies consciousness, and this amounts to
maintaining that the cause, viz., ignorance, is seated on its
own effect, viz., the internal organ."

"It may be argued that ignorance and its product, viz.,
the internal organ, form a series in such a way that the one is
preceded by the other alternatively constituting a chain
backwards like the seed-sprout series; and so the difficulty of
the cause (ignorance) resting on its own effect (internal
organ) does not arise. And also the object of infinite regress is
not possible, since the series is beginningless. This argument,
according to Änandänubhava, overlooks an important point of
difference between the two. In the case of the seed-sprout
series there are individual differences (yyakti-bheda) with
regard to seeds and sprouts. But this is not possible in the case
of ignorance. It is true that erroneous cognitions and their
traces are many; but all of them are the product of ignorance
which is one and the same."

"Änandänubhava brings out the difficulty involved in
this view in another way also. If it be said that the self
qualified by the gross body (sthüla-sanra-visista) is the locus
of ignorance, the destruction of the subtle body in the state of
liberation will also involve the destruction of consciousness of
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the individual. If it is argued that the subtle body is not
destroyed in the state of liberation, then there is no difference
between liberation and bondage. For all these reasons, the
view that the self qualified by the internal organ is the locus
of ignorance is untenable. The view which considers the
internal organ as a mark (upalaksana) will lead to
Änandänubhava's standpoint; for the internal organ as a mark
is separated from consciousness which it serves to indicate,
and so ignorance is seated only in consciousness."28

"After refuting the explanation of the nature of
liberation given by the Naiyäyikas, the Sämkhyas and others,
Änandänubhava sets forth the Advaita view that the removal
of ignorance (avidyä-nivrtti) is liberation. He states the
possible objections against the view, criticises them and finally
establishes the soundness of the Advaita view of liberation."

"The critics are interested in proving the untenability of
the very conception. They argue that the removal of ignorance
cannot be said to be real or unreal or both or indeterminable.
If it be said to be real, is it other than Brahman or identical
with Brahman? If it is other than Brahman, it will give rise to
dualism which is not acceptable to the Advaitiri. The other
alternative, so the critics argue, fares no better. In what sense
can it be said to be identical with Brahman? There are two
possible alternatives here: either the removal of ignorance gets
itself merged with Brahman or Brahman gets itself merged in
the removal of ignorance. If the former, then it is eternal
inasmuch as Brahman is eternal, and so knowledge is not
required; if the latter, Brahman has to be treated as a negative
entity inasmuch as a removal is negative. Can it be said to be
unreal? Even this possibility is ruled out by the critics. If it is
unreal like the sky-flower, there arises again the futility of
knowledge. If it is unreal, it cannot be brought into being. If
it be argued that it can be brought into being, then the sky-
flower, etc. which are unreal can also be brought into being,
and this is absurd. It cannot be both real and unreal at the
same time, as it goes against the lav/ of contradiction. Since
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ignorance is said to be indeterminable, the removal of
ignorance too cannot be indeterminable."

"The critics further point out that it is not possible to
explain the removal of ignorance as a fifth mode (pancama-
prakarana) other than the four possibilities mentioned above.
First, there is no instrument of knowledge which would justify
it. For the sake of argument let us suppose, so the critics
argue, that there is the removal of ignorance which is a fifth
mode. It is incumbent upon the Advaitin to say whether it is
a removal or not. It cannot be removal by knowledge; the
latter can remove only ignorance, and there is no other means
available to the Advaitin to bring about its disappearance.
There is also another difficulty here. The disappearance of the
removal of ignorance will mean the re-emergence of
ignorance, which is not desirable. The other alternative, viz.,
that is is not removable, may now be considered. The question
that arises here is whether it is knowable or not. If it be said
that the removal of ignorance which is not removable (i.e.,
which is eternal) is knowable, the Advaita view that 'whatever
is perceived is illusory' has to be given up. If the removal of
ignorance is said to be eternal and also is knowable, the world
also which is knowable may be said to be eternal. It is not
open to the Advaitin to formulate the pervasion as 'whatever
is perceived other than the removal of ignorance is illusory'.
To the Advaitin there is no real other than the removal of
ignorance. If it be said that it is not knowable, then no efforts
need be taken for attaining it. The critics, therefore, argue that
it is impossible for the Advaitin to show that the conception of
the removal of ignorance is intelligible and tenable. The
untenability of the conception of the removal of ignorance
will, according to the critics, undermine the central thesis of
Advaita, viz., that the Self is nondual and that the world
which is a product of ignorance is illusory."

"Änandänubhava argues that the explanation of the
removal or ignorance as a fifth mode is quite sound and that
the critics have not really shown the conception to be
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unintelligible and untenable. Since ignorance is
indeterminable, its removal has to be explained only as a fifth
mode. It cannot be real, for in that case ignorance too will
become real. Since it has ignorance as its counterpositive and
also since it is brought into being, it cannot be unreal like the
sky-flower. Nor can it be both real and unreal as that amounts
to breaking the law of contradiction. It cannot be
indeterminable, since ignorance is indeterminable. So it has to
be explained as a fifth mode, as something other than all the
four mentioned above."

"It is true, says Änandänubhava, that the removal of
ignorance is different from real and unreal in the same way as
ignorance itself is different from real and unreal. But that is no
reason for characterising it as indeterminable. If ignorance is
said to be indeterminable, it is not because of its being
different from real and unreal (sadasadvilaksana), but because
it is removable by knowledge. In other words,
indeterminability, according to Änandänubhava, is to be
explained in terms of removability by knowledge
(jnänanivartyatva). Ignorance is indeterminable, because it is
removable. But the removal of ignorance is not removable by
knowledge. On the contrary, it is brought into being by
knowledge. It is knowable inasmuch as it falls within the scope
of experience. It is wrong to think that it is not removable.
Only if it is maintained that it is not removable will it be
prejudicial to the inference by which the Advaitin proves the
illusoriness of the world. Änandänubhava cites the authority
of scripture to show that the removal of ignorance too is
removable. The Bähadäranyaka text says: 'In it there is no
diversity' (BrUp IV.4.19) The purport of this text is to show
that there is nothing else, either positive or negative, other
than Brahman, and in this total denial the removal of
ignorance is also included. Änandänubhava takes pains to
show that his standpoint is quite consistent with the view of
Vimuktätman the author of Istasiddhi. The explanation of the
removal of ignorance as a fifth mode is acceptable to
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Vimuktätman, as he himself adopts this mode of interpretation
in the Istasiddhi. It is true that he equates the removal of
ignorance with the nondual Self subsequently in the same
work. Änandänubhava's elucidation of Vimuktätman's position
makes it clear that any suggestion that Vimuktätman is
vacillating between these two explanations and that he is not
consistent is unwarranted. Since there is nothing else, either
positive or negative, other than the Self, the removal of
ignorance cannot be given a permanent standing as a negative
something coeval with the Self. If Vimuktätman seeks to
equate the removal of ignorance with the Self, it is to show
that the Self, indicated by avidyänivätti, is bereft of
everything, positive as well as negative."29

23.ÄNANDÄNUBHAVA, Vivarana on Vimuktätman's
Istasiddhi

Consult NCC II, p. 261 and VII, p. 350.

24.ANANDANUBHAVA, Padarthatattvanirnaya
This work "seeks to refute the categories of the

Vaisesika system".30

25.ÄNANDÄNUBHAVA, Tarkadipikä
Consult NCC II, pp. 118-119; VIII, p. 144 for mss.

citations.

26.ÄNANDÄNUBHAVA, Veddntacandra
Cf. NCC II, p. 119 for ms. citation.
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27.JNÄNOTTAMA MISRA (1190), Vivarana on
Vimuktätman's Istasiddhi

Extracts of this commentary are printed.31 N.
Veezhinathan32 says that this work is "derived from
Anubhütisvarüpäcärya's commentary" (i.e., our #23)«

28.JNÄNOTTAMA MISRA, Candrikä on Suresvara's
Nais karmyas iddhi

Long ago now Mysore Hiriyanna wrote a few pages in
his impeccable style about the author of this commentary.
They appear as part of his Introduction to G.A.Jacob's edition
of Suresvara's work with this commentary, our "E".33 Hiriyanna
tells us that the author seems to pay his respects to a
Satyabodha as his teacher, and speculates that Jnanottama or
Jnänänanda is the same as his pupil. (However, Thangaswami,
p. 407, identifies Satyabodha as the author of this Candrikä
and says he was Jfiänottama's diksäguru.) Both he and his
teacher are identified as "occupying the pontifical seat at the
advaita-matha in Conjeeveram" on the basis of the notorious
Srrigeri list.

Summary by V.S.V.Guruswamy Sastri

CHAPTER ONE
The efficacy of religious actions (karman) as a means

to liberation is discussed in detail. These actions consist in the
performance of Vedic rites.

According to Advaita, no activity, whatever its form, can
be sufficient to bring about liberation. Knowledge of the Self
alone is sufficient to attain it and nothing else. Advaita does
not condemn the performance of Vedie rites. Motiveless
actions help to purify the mind and bring about a state in
which spiritual enlightenment (ätmajfiäna) becomes possible
and easy. As such, the perennial and occasional rites
(nityanaimittikakarman) are always recommended as a means
to purity of mind (cittasuddhi). They are considered indirect
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means.
The Advaitins deny the utility of ritual acts only in the

final stage of the ideal life and do not discard them altogether.
The routine rites (nityakarman) are assigned a very important
place in the scheme of discipline. But religious rites should not
be depended on as the sole supporting means to achieve
freedom from empirical existence.

Also, the combined path of action and knowledge
(jnänakarmasamuccaya) is discussed in detail and totally
refuted.

I.I (E6) Reverence to that Hari, the destroyer of
darkness and witness of the intellect, in whom the world
consisting of space, air, fire and water exists in mere
appearance, like the snake which appears to exist in a garland.

1.4 (E7-8) The true nature of the inner reality functions
solely to provide a witness to and support of everything.

1.6 (E8-9) This work is composed with a view to test
the correctness of Suresvara's teaching by rubbing in the
testing stories of God-realized persons.

1.7 (E9) Freedom of the self is the removal of
ignorance, and nothing other than this can be obtained.

1.8 (E9-10) Action is not opposed to ignorance by
nature or in subject-matter, for both are inert (jada).

1.9 (E10) (Bhätta:) Liberation comes through (ritual)
action.

1.16 (E13) If liberation while living (jivanmukti) is the
ideal, the testimony of the Vedas, which is invoked only in
matters beyond the sphere of positive experience, is not
essential. The orthodox conception of liberation, however, is
really eschatological (yidehamukti), and therefore necessarily
beyond the scope of mere reason. Action is designed to bring
about results in lives which follow.

1.20 (E15) Even if knowledge exists, no harm results for
our position that liberation depends on ritualistic action, for
whether knowledge be regarded as subservient to action or as
eminently superior to it, in either case there are texts pointing
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out that it must be combined with ritualistic action for
liberation.

Jfiänottama explains the combined path in three ways:
(1) knowledge is subservient to action, (2) action is
subservient to knowledge; (3) both knowledge and action are
equally important. He also quotes Vedic sentences in support
of these three arguments.

1.22 (E15-16) (Answer:) Suresvara: "These are words
spoken by the complacent denizens of the sacrificial temples-
wise in their own conceit. It is the sacrificial smoke that has
clouded their vision." Jnänottama explains: They are happy
thinking that they would get heaven and liberation, without
sacrificing their beloved relatives, sons, friends and wife, by
performing karma alone. Imagining without any reason or
Vedic authority that the cause of this world is due to karma
and that the absence of karma will bring beatitude, their
vision has been clouded over by the sacrificial smoke.

1.23 (El6) The opponents' words are refuted not by
quibbling, etc. Our words are capable of generating positive
knowledge (tattvajnäna).

1.24 (El6-17) Since liberation is not subject to any of
the four processes involved in action, it cannot be attained
through action. The four processes are producing (utpatti),
acquiring (äpti), altering (yikrti) and improving (samskrti).

Action is an effect of ignorance and hence it cannot
destroy it. The two are not incompatible either in respect of
their nature or of their field of operation.

1.25 (El7) Supposing that actions bring about freedom,
we have to ask whether it is brought about by one action or
by all actions. It it is brought about by one action other
actions will be useless. If it is produced by all actions, then all
actions will reduce themselves into one action to be performed
by the one who is desirous of freedom. But different results
are assigned to different action; they cannot be regarded as
one. Different acts are prescribed for different persons
occupying different stages of life. The duties of a householder
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are not the duties of a brahmacärin. So no one can perform all
actions. Even if one performs all those actions which are
prescribed for a particular class, we cannot suppose that
liberation will result. For liberation is of one undifferentiated
character and cannot be the result of different actions.

1.28 (E18) Suresvara writes: "Since you admit our
whole basic position your criticism against us is no better than
that of the mother-in-law in the story." Jfiänottama tells the
story: A certain daughter-in-law, when living with her mother-
in-law, turned a beggar with the word(s) "we have nothing for
you here in the house". The mother-in-law heard her and
shouted "what right have you to tell the beggar that there is
nothing in the house?" Then she turned to the beggar and said
"Go away, there is nothing for you in the house"!

1.31-32 (E22) The nature of liberation is such that no
action is necessary or possible with regard to it. (1) There are
cases in which we may wish to get a thing which through a
mistake does not appear to us to be in our possession. A lady,
for instance, may have an ornament on her neck but, not
realizing it to be there, she may search for it and try to get it.
(2) We may try to get rid of something which in fact is
already absent from us. We may in our delusion take our own
shadow for a ghost and run away from it. (3) There are cases
in which we may try to obtain what we have not got. And (4)
we may get rid of what is with us.

1.33-34 (E23) For obtaining things which are not in our
possession, and for getting rid of those which are with us, we
have to engage ourselves in some activity after ascertaining
the proper methods. But in cases where things to be obtained
are already in our possession and where those that are to be
discarded are not with us, action can do nothing, because the
only thing that stands between ourselves and the object is our
delusion (mo/ia), which can be removed only by knowledge.

1.39-40 (E27) We find that one becomes eligible for
scriptural action only when one has by an illusory
superimposition identified oneself with the body. Different
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actions are prescribed for persons of different castes. It is only
when a person has taken himself to be a Brahmin or a Ksatriya
that he finds some specific duties prescribed for him.
Brahminhood belongs to the body and it does not pertain to
the Self. This being so it is evident that we subject ourselves
to scriptural injunctions and prohibitions only by illusory
superimpositions. When we free ourselves from such illusions
by knowledge we are no longer slaves of scripture.

1.45 (E29-30) Suresvara writes: "Somehow by great
fortune there arises nonattachment (yaimgya) in the heart of
the transmigrator afflicted with pain, if he has amassed much
merit and if his mind has been purified by the performance of
obligatory rites." At this point the worldly duties die. But they
die with their affairs in good order, as they have arranged
with their son that he should attend to their business after
they have gone. Just as a son carries on the religious duties of
his father after he is dead and is a substitute for him, so
residual karma takes one's place and will achieve what
remains to be achieved.

1.66 (E38) Knowledge and action are mutually
contradictory as to their causes, nature and effects, like
darkness and light. There can be no association between them.
The cause of knowledge is an instrument of knowledge; its
nature is the light of the ultimately real; its effect is the
destruction of ignorance. The cause of action is ignorance in
the form of desire, etc.; its nature is nonluminous; its effect is
producing, etc. Thus the pairs of causes, natures and effects
are mutually contradictory. Hence knowledge and action
cannot cooperate to produce liberation.

1.69 (E39-40) The doctrine of jnänakarmasamuccaya
(the combination of knowledge and action) can be consistently
maintained neither by those Bhedäbhedavädins who hold that
the self and Brahman are identical even in samsära, nor by
those who hold they are different. For on the view that they
are identical, failure to attain Brahman can be due to
ignorance alone, and on the view that they are different
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liberation is impossible.
1.79 (E45) The three kinds of jnänakarma-

samuccayaväda (cf. 20 above) are refuted respectively by three
examples: to say that knowledge can combine with action is
like saying that darkness can combine with the sun; to say the
reverse is like saying that coolness can occur with fire; and to
say both is like saying that water is hot.

1.90 (E51-52) Suresvara says: Since the fruit of
knowledge is immediately experienced and destroys
phenomenal existence forever, your statement (implied in 36
above) that it is useless appears to be a trifle wide of the
mark. The comment is that your statement may apply to
actions which bear their fruit after a long interval of time,
because in their case, as the result does not immediately
follow, we don't know without the help of an injunction
whether there will be any result at all. But it is utterly
inapplicable in the case of Self-knowledge, because there
knowledge brings forth the result, the destruction of rebirth,
by its very nature, just like eating, which brings satisfaction by
itself.

1.92 (E53) Suresvara: "Moreover, it is just as difficult to
establish the possibility of the performance of ritualistic actions
on your principles as it is for those who adhere to the doctrine
of one Self." According to Jnänottama, the argument is that
the Mimämsaka accepts the idea of future experiences in a
body other than the present one, and this inevitably commits
him to accept the existence of an eternal changeless self totally
distinct from the body. Such a self, since it is eternal, must be
partless and incapable of assuming agency, which involves
motion.

1.99 (E57) Therefore liberation does not arise for men
of all stages of life through diligent performance of their duties
in thought, word and deed, but through knowledge alone. This
summarizes the case against karma and contradicts the
ritualist opinion stated in verse 21,
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CHAPTER TWO
In this chapter the nature of the Self is discussed. The

Self cannot be identified with the body or the mind. The Self
is taken in the sense of the subject which knows and this
knower can never be identified with that which is known. The
subject can never become an object. Neither the body nor the
mind can be the Self. Even the ego is not the Self, because it
is an object of our sense of egoity. The pure subject is
consciousness itself which is present in every one of us.

The Self, which is free from all objectivity, can be
known by neither perception nor inference. Self-knowledge
can come only from some revelation. Advaita does not take
the declaration of scripture merely on trust nor does it believe
that the truth can be found through literal interpretation of
verbal testimony.

The declared truth is verified and validated by direct
intuition. It is ever with us and we know it by a sudden
reversal of our attention, for which the scriptural declaration
serves as the relevant occasion.

II.2-3 (E59-60) Three of the four ways of attaining Self-
knowledge ("the ultimate end") are due to pure chance. Only
in the case of one who is reminded does Self-knowledge arise
through the deliberate intention of the knower. Examples of
each of the four ways are provided: Viräj, who woke to the
nature of the pure Self without the aid of any sentences at all;
Bhägu, who was taught by his father (TaittUp III.l) and
suddenly realized Brahman as bliss-here we have Self-
realization through spoken word but after an interval of time
and through memory; Svetaketu, to whom the formula "that
art thou" had to be repeated nine times by the teacher; and
Pisäca, who overheard the great sentence, etc., and though he
did not verbally understand it, it roused certain traces from
previous lives and thus he attained illumination.

CHAPTER THREE
In this Chapter the meaning of the Vedic declarations
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"tat tvam asi" and "aham brahma asmi" are discussed in detail.
The main contention of Advaita is that the individual is
identical with Brahman and this fact is revealed in such Vedic
passages.

Further, it is explained that these statements are not to
be interpreted as injunctions given to us to meditate upon the
Self as Brahman, because (1) the form of these statements
does not permit this interpretation nor is it warranted by their
contexts, (2) meditation is incapable of securing for us the
everlasting freedom of our self from the bondage of the world.

III.36 (E129) Jfiänottama refers to the method by which
one may effect what is called padärthasodhana and come to
discriminate between the Self and its empirical adjuncts. The
method is helpful only in convincing oneself that there must
be such a ground. Whatever knowledge of its nature we
acquire is not immediate, nor does it signify the ultimate unity
of Being. For getting such an immediate knowledge of it and
for realizing within oneself the final unity, the aid of holy texts
is absolutely necessary.

111.62 (E145) Jfiänottama pertinently raises the question
how it can be claimed that ignorance is absent in deep sleep,
since it has only recently been proved to be present. The point
of verse 62 is to show that though ignorance is present in deep
sleep it is not present to the pure Self. It is the Self as (falsely)
associated with the ego that becomes aware of ignorance in
deep sleep retrospectively after one has woken up.

CHAPTER FOUR
A summary of the teachings of the preceding three

Chapters is given in this last Chapter. A number of passages
are quoted from Samkara's works to show that what is said in
this book is also supported by him.

There is a discussion at the end about the duties of a
knower (jnäniri). The author is of the opinion that a person
who has attained knowledge has no duties to perform. As the
world does not exist for him, he cannot possibly engage
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himself in any action, either positively or negatively. The
enlightened sage will go on performing virtuous acts, not with
the view of securing any ulterior ends, but as a natural
consequence of his own good nature. The acts will flow
naturally from him but will not be performed with a sense of
duty.

Virtuous acts purify the mind and thus are a condition
for the rise of knowledge. As they are performed as a part of
duty by the aspirant after release before he has gotten
knowledge of the Self, he acquires the habit of doing them
and actually goes on performing them even when knowledge
has been attained.

29.JNÄNOTTAMA BHATTÄRAKA or SATYÄNANDA (1190),
Vidyäsn on Samkara's Brahmasütrabhäsya

Manuscript citation at MT3783, according to NCC, p.
349.

30.UTTAMAJNÄNA YATI (1200), Tippani on Jnänaghana's
Tattvasuddhi

If Thangaswami is right in identifying this writer as a
pupil of that Jnänottama Misra of the Cola country, author of
Nyäyasudhä-that is, our Gaudesvara Bhättäraka (cf. #s 20-21
above), he was the teacher of Vijfiänätman and Citsukha and
his date can be estimated as about the beginning of the
thirteenth century.

E.P.Radhakrishnan, op. cit., notes that this "commentary
is in the form of short notes. A copy of the commentary is
available in the Madras Library, D. 15730 and in Trivandrum
Curator's Library, Cat. No. 291."
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31.UTTAMAJNÄNA YATI, Vyäkhyä on Padmapäda's
Pancapädikä

Ms. citations at NCC II, p. 298.

CITSUKHA (1220)
Dr. V. A. Sharma, whose book34 provides the only

complete printed study in English of Citsukha, gives an
exhaustive assessment of Citsukha's date in his Introduction.
The data on which the discussion is based has been known for
many years. There are two Telugu inscriptions "found in the
temple at Simhäcalam, Vizianagaram Estate, Vizagapatam
district in Andhra Pradesh...One is dated saka 1142
corresponding to A.D.1220. This is the record of a gift of land
made to the temple by Citsukhabhattäraka alias
Narasimhamahämuni. The other records a gift of gold by
Brahmanadäsapändya to Citsukhasomayäjin who was
managing the temple. This was in saka 1206, i.e., A.D.
1284."35

Essentially the same information is provided by
N.S.Anantakrishna Sastri in the introduction to his edition of
Citsukha's and Änandapürna Vidyäsägara's commentaries on
Mandana Misra's Brahmasiddhi (Madras 1963), p. 19.
Anantakrishna Sastri cites an alternative name of this
Citsukha, viz., Nrsimha Muni (which is the name used in the
inscription on the Sinhacalam temple mentioned above).

32.CITSUKHA, Adhikdranamanjan
"It is a brief summary of the contents of the

adhikaranas in Samkara's Brahmasütrabhäsya. It is printed
and published in part up to the second quarter in the second
adhyäya in Calcutta Sanskrit Series No. 1, part III; and also
published in full in the Journal of Oriental Research Vol. 5,
part IV"36, pp. 261-270.
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33.CITSUKHA, Adhikaranasamgati
"It gives introductory links for various adhikaranas.

There is difference in the enumeration of the adhikaranas
between the two books...It is printed and published in part like
the above book in the Calcutta Sanskrit Series."37

34.CITSUKHA, Abhiprayaprakasika on Mandana Misra's
Brahmasiddhi

"A brief commentary on Mandana's Brahmasiddhi,
probably written on the lines of Väcaspati's Tattvasamiksä,
(the) earliest commentary on it, of which no ms. is known to
be available."38 As noted above, it has been edited by
N.S.Anantakrishna Sastri.

Ram Murti Sharma, The Veda and Veddnta (Delhi
1996), pp. 63-67, has analyzed a few passages. The following
is based on his treatment. "E" refers to Anantakrishna Sastri's
edition cited earlier, "T" to R.M.Sharma's discussion.

(E30; T63) Thinking upon the blissful nature or
änandasvabhävatä of Brahman, it comes to mind that änanda
according to the Advaitin is either absence of pain
(duhkhäbhäva) or something else. The answer to this is that
the absence of pain is worldly pleasure (laukikasukha) and so
is decidedly different from the supreme bliss (paramänanda).
Citsukha admits worldly pleasure as part of the supreme bliss
on the basis of scripture.

(Objection:) How can the indeterminate absolute
Brahman have parts?

(E38; T63) (Answer:) Just as partless space takes the
shape of a pot or a cloth due to adjuncts, likewise it is the
supreme bliss originally which takes the form of worldly
pleasure because of the obstruction of the internal organ, etc.

(Objection:) If supreme bliss is accepted as the eternal
nature of Brahman, then there will be a possibility of the state
of liberation while living always and thus there will remain no
place for the state of the world (samsäradasä). There is no
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doubt about the permanent blissful nature of the Self, but it is
on account of ignorance that the individual soul is not capable
of realizing its own blissful nature. In this manner, till the
ignorance is removed, there will be a full scope for worldly
states. But after the removal of ignorance, the blissful nature
of Brahman will be realized and in that state there will only be
the state of Brahman-the blissful supreme reality.

(E43; T64) Citsukha finds a difference between the
liberated while living (jivanmuktd) and the ignorant one
[ajnänin). He says that an ignorant person sees a difference of
name and form while the knower when liberated but still
living understands the world as dual and not dual, and thus in
his eyes the world is nondual.

(E43; T64) Citsukha mentions some Buddhist views
regarding the state of Brahman and liberation. According to
one Buddhistic view, the state in which the afflictions created
by traces (yäsana) are destroyed, is called the state of the
attainment of Brahman. Attainment of Brahman is liberation.
According to another view, after the destruction of the traces
and objectivity, when the pure knowledge is attained it is
called the state of attainment of Brahman. Really speaking, the
above two Buddhist views are not much different from the
Vedäntic view of knowledge.

(Objection:) It is not proper to understand Brahman as
an entity without beginning or end. If that is accepted there
will be nothing to gain and nothing to lose. Secondly, if it is
understood that Brahman has knowledge as its nature, that is
also not true, because permanent knowledge does not cease
nor is it attained. Furthermore, if it said that ignorance is the
nature of Brahman, that is not right, since because of the
eternity of Brahman ignorance can never be removed.

(Answer:) To the first objection it can be said that
because of ignorance the beginningless and endless Brahman
is not realized. But the moment real knowledge of Brahman is
initiated the highest objective of liberation or Brahman-
knowledge is achieved as a matter of fact. So also it may be
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mentioned that Brahman has knowledge as Its nature, but it
is on account of ignorance that the true nature of Brahman
remains veiled; thus it is after attaining knowledge that
ignorance is destroyed.

(E67; T67) (Objection:) If hearing, considering and
meditating (sravana, manana, nididhyäsanä) are said to
constitute ignorance how can they remove ignorance, since the
removal of ignorance by ignorance is not logical. If it were
admitted it would lead to infinite regress.

(Answer:) Hearing, etc. are related to the highest,
Brahman, to an extent and therefore after removing the
ignorance of name and form they also do not stand, as they
themselves also are the form of ignorance, one way or the
other. The example of the stone that removes itself at the
same time it removes the mud from the water is offered. In
the same manner ignorance, being the adjunct, is the creator
of selfhood, but after knowledge of Brahman the ignorance is
also removed.

(E70; T68) As poison can be cured with poison, so
ignorance can be cured by ignorance. Ignorance in the form of
hearing, etc., is that through which a person gets over his
mortality, because ignorance's content is Brahman, while
Brahman-knowledge is an operation of the internal organ
having Brahman as its object.

35.CITSUKHA, Bhävaprakasika on Samkara's
Brahmasütrabhäsya

"It is a commentary...showing a reconciliation of the
Vivarana and the BhämatI schools. This is evident from the
fact that Citsukha uses the same phrases as Prakäsätman and
Vacaspati here and there. It is printed and published up to
päda ii in chapter II of the Vedänta-sütra in Calcutta Sanskrit
Series (1, 1933, 1941) in three parts."39
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36.CITSUKHA, Bhävadipikä on Sriharsa's
Khandanakhandakhädya

MA commentary which clearly explains the method of
dialectic evolved by Snharsa..." It is available in the
Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series 82,1936, 1947. Esther Solomon
remarks that this work is "very scantily published".40

37.CITSUKHA, (Bhavo)Tattvaprakäsikä on Suresvara's
Naiskarmyasiddhi

V. A. Sarma terms this "a commentary on Suresvara's
Naiskarmyasiddhi and an abridgement of Jnänottama's
commentary on the same called the Candrikä. It is available in
ms." at R. 3271 in the Madras Govt. Ms. Library.41 Mysore
Hiriyanna, op. cit., p. xxxv reports having examined it and
found it to be the same text as Jnänottama's Candrikä "with a
number of discussions and alternative explanations left out
and with verbal alterations of a minor character made here
and there."

38.CITSUKHA, Vivrti on Anandabodha's Nyäyamakaranda
Presumably it is this commentary that is printed along

with Anandabodha's text in the edition by Balarama Udasina,
Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series 11, 1907, although (as noted by
V.A.Sarma, p. 4, note 14) E.P.Radhakrishnan ascribes it to
Citsukha's pupil Sukhaprakäsa.

39.CITSUKHA, Viväti or Vyakhyä on Anandabodha's
Pramänamälä

Available in manuscript: R. 3273, according to
V.A.Sarma (p. 6).
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40.CITSUKHA, Tätparyadipikä or Bhävadyotanikä on
Prakäsätman's Pancapädikävivarana

This work has been edited by S. Srirama Sastri and
S.R.Krishnamurti Sastri from the Government Oriental
Manuscripts Library (Madras 1958), Volume 2.

41.CITSUKHA, Citsukhi or (Pratyak)Tattva(pra)dipikä

Summarized by Paul Kuepferle, Sukharanjan Saha and
Karl H.Potter

This is Citsukha's major work. Our "E" is the edition;
with Pratyaksvarüpa's Nayanaprasädini by Yogindrananda,
published in the Udasina Samskrta Vidyalaya Granthamala
series #5, Kasi 1956. There is no complete translation. Our
summary here consists of two parts. The first portion of the
summary is based on two treatments of the opening sections.
One treatment is the translation by Paul Kuepferle in his
unpublished doctoral thesis at Banaras Hindu University titled
"The Advaita Vedänta Conception of Self-Luminosity
(svaprakäsatäY. The other is the translation of a couple of
sections by Sukharanjan Saha in Essays in Indian Philosophy,
edited by Sukharanjan Saha (Calcutta: Jadavpur University
1997), pp. 47-94. This is our "S". We provide here the
complete, though somewhat revised, translation by Kuepferle
of the opening section, with some of the footnotes Kuepferle
provides for greater clarity and explanation. Saha's
"elucidations", not provided here, are of great help in
understanding the line of thought followed in the earlier
portions of the work, and his article contains the texts of the
passages he translates. The summary, our "T", of the remaining
portion is based on V. A. Sharma, Citsukha's Contribution to
Advaita (Mysore 1974), which provides a re-ordered summary,
almost a translation, of most of the work.

In rendering Kuepferle's and Saha's translations, and in
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reworking Sharma's, we have made some changes, the most
important one being that, as usual, we prefer to translate
"jnäna" as "awareness" or (sometimes) "cognition", so as to
avoid the misleading implication of the standard translation
"knowledge" that by using the word "jnäna" the validity of
what is referred to is implied. Likewise, we translate "visaya"
as "content", not "object", in order to avoid the implication that
the things referred to by that word actually exist. Certain other
technical terms are provided translations which either accord
with past practice in this Encyclopedia or appear to provide
greater clarity to the exposition.

CHAPTER ONE

A. Arguments against the definition of self-luminosity
(El-5; S48-71) (Opponent:) Now, what is the definition

of self-luminosity? Does it mean: (Dl) That which has a
nature of its own and is self-luminous, or (D2) That which
illumines itself is self-luminous, or, (D3) That which is not
illumined by any other illuminating source similar in nature
to what is illuminated is self-luminous, or, (D4) That about
which it cannot be said that there is absence of its illumination
during any phase of its existence is self-luminous, or, (D5)
That which is the cause of (linguistic) usage about itself and
is of the nature of illumination is self-luminous, or, (D6) That
which is not a content of any awareness is self-luminous, or,
(D7) That which although not a content of awareness is yet
immediate is self-luminous, or, (D8) That which although
applicable through empirical usage yet is not a content of
awareness is self-luminous, or, (D9) That which does not
depend on anything similar to itself for (linguistic) usage
about it is self-luminous, or, (D10) That which is not cognized
by perception (avedya) yet is a content of immediate empirical
usage is self-luminous, or,' (Dl l ) That which is not a content
of awareness yet is capable of being so is self-luminous?

(E5-8; S48-62) Dl is not acceptable, for an awareness,
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conceived (in some system of philosophy) e.g., as a (linguistic)
usage, is conceived (in Nyäya) as requiring some other
cognition (like an aftercognition) for its revelation, and thus
that awareness would fall under Dl.

D2 is also not valid, because the definition is impossible
to conceive, in that it suffers from the logical fallacy of
regarding the same thing as both an action (of illumining) and
the agent of that action.

D3 is not acceptable because a jar will become self-
luminous according to the proposed definition.

D4 is not proper because the definition will overextend
to emotions like happiness, etc., which are never unmanifest
whenever they occur (as one never doubts if he has
experienced the emotion of happiness when it occurs). But,
these emotions like happiness, etc. are nevertheless not self-
luminous (because they cannot manifest themselves but rather
are lit up by the "witnessing consciousness" or säksi).

D5 is also too wide as it applies to the lamp, etc. which
are not self-luminous. The lamp, etc. are the cause and the
illuminator of awarenesses of them. Now, if you want to say
that awareness is the cause of the awareness of itself,1 then
this would be in consonance with the (Nyäya) doctrine of
anuvyavasäya (but not with the Advaitist idea of self-
luminosity). Although awareness is knowable, its mere
manifestation is the cause of the awareness of it, and, "this is
an awareness of the lamp"--this type of "cause of an
awareness" is also too extensive since it applies (in addition to
cognition of awareness) to (the ability to talk about) the lamp.
Moreover, what exactly do we mean by the phrase "the cause
of the awareness of itself? Is it an attribute? Or, is it a

xThe phrase "cause of its own vyavahara" may be translated in
a number of ways since the word "vyavahara" has three primary
meanings: jnäna (awareness), sabda prayoga (the use of words),
and prayojana (utility). In the present context, "vyavahara" refers
specifically to "awareness".
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denotation? It cannot be an attribute because it would not
apply (to the Ätman) in the state of liberation (moksa) and in
the dissolution of the phenomenal world (pralaya) (where no
empirical characterizations are existent). Nor can it be
denotative because even if the qualification is denotative it will
still suffer from the above-mentioned defects. If we abandon
the idea that the qualification is denotative and maintain that
"the cause of the awareness of itself is the essential nature
(the thing itself) then, as a consequence, only "manifested
awareness" will remain as the definition. This being so, the
definition will be impossible (as it is not possible to define
"manifested awareness" merely by the words "manifested
awareness", just as it is impossible to define a jar as a jar.

D6 is not proper because self-luminosity is attested to
by means of instruments of knowledge such as inference and
scripture. If the instruments of knowledge are not contents of
awareness then it would not be possible to discuss this matter
of self-luminosity.

D7 is repudiated because it is impossible to conceive of
"not being a content". If the word "visaya" is intended to
convey karmatva (being an object of an action), then this
meaning will extend to the conception of the Ätman as held by
the Präbhäkara school. They (the Präbhäkaras) maintain that
the Ätman is not a content of an awareness but still hold that
the immediacy of cognitions is due to the fact that awareness
resides in the Ätman (which is the locus of awareness, and is
not due to the fact that the Ätman and self-luminosity are
identical).

(E8-9; S65-72) D8 is not correct because it is liable to
the previously-indicated defects (that it will not apply to the
self at the time of liberation, etc.). Furthermore, this definition
will apply to illusions on the Präbhäkara's akhyäti theory of
error, where it is maintained that the contact between the
shell and the illusory silver is something which prompts
empirical activity but is not a content of awareness.

D9 is not proper because both the lamp and the jar
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would be included within the scope of the definition as they
are invariably related to themselves in empirical usage and are
not dependent on any other homogeneous illuminating factor.
If (in order to remedy this defect) you, the Advaitin, maintain
that the lamp and the jar are homogeneous because the class
"existence" resides in both (and therefore the jar would be
dependent upon a member of its own class, the lamp, for its
illumination) then, the characteristics enumerated by the
definition will be totally absent from the definiendum (i.e., the
logical fallacy of impossibility {asambhava) will result, because
the Advaitin's Ätman is not an object of empirical awareness).
Furthermore, the proposed definition will also apply to (the
Mimämsä conception of) adrsta (unseen potency)1 which
(being the cause of the fructification of the fruits of all
endeavors and being existent-although not a content of
awareness) is dependent upon the same class for causing the
production of those results.

D10 is also unacceptable because it has been shown
that if a thing is not a content of awareness then it cannot be
the content of an instrument of knowledge like inference, etc.
As a result, discussion on this topic would be impossible. It is
clearly indicated by the words "a content of immediate
empirical usage" that it is an object of immediate awareness,
and if it is also said that it is "not a content of awareness" then

lrrhe Mimämsä holds that adrsta or apurva is the unseen link
between one action and its result. Since a sacrifice is ephemeral-
lasting only a few hours or days-and is supposed to give specific
results which do not necessarily materialize immediately (i.e. long
life and prosperity), therefore we must assume some unseen power
or medium. Adrsta is the positive force created by the sacrifice. It
resides in either the agent or the act and did not exist prior to the
sacrificial act. The proof for the existence of adrsta can be had on
the authority of the Veda or inferred from a particular stroke of
good fortune which must have a prior cause.
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this is as contradictory as saying "my mother is barren".
Furthermore, the definition will not be applicable (to the self)
in the state of dreamless sleep, during the dissolution of the
empirical world, and to the Self at the time of liberation,
because there is no trace of empirical applicability in these
states and consequently it.will be impossible for any content
of awareness to exist.

Dl l is also defective because it must be ascertained
whether this "capability" is the essential attribute of self-
luminosity or merely a characteristic of it. If capability is a
characteristic of self-luminosity then it will not be applicable
to the state of liberation and will be a position contrary to the
accepted tenets of Advaita Vedänta (as there are no
characteristics of the Ätman which are essentially real). And
if capability is regarded as the essential attribute then, in
respect to the Ätman which is pure knowledge by nature,
"empirical usage" will be applicable to the Ätman and the
Ätman will be eternally opposed by this capability of empirical
usage. Therefore, we do not see any valid definition of self-
luminosity.

B.Proof of Self-luminosity42

(E10-12) (Objection:) There no instrument of
knowledge to uphold the notion of self-luminosity.

(Answer:) Yes there is. Here is a valid inference:
(Infl) "Experience (anuhhüti) is the illumination of the
cause of empirical usage of 'experience', because it is
experience; that which is not the illumination of the
cause of empirical usage of 'experience' is not
experience, like an insentient jar".
(Objection:) The thesis of Infl involves an unknown

qualifier (aprasiddhavisesana), because it is established in
other schools as well that the manifestation of anything is the
cause of its experience in the phenomenal realm. Therefore,
the essential nature of the "experience" you're talking about is
a matter that still needs to be examined..
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(Infl) also has defect of proving what is already proved
(siddhasädhand). You might try to say that the sädhya (the
illumination of the cause of empirical usage of "experience")
has been cognized already through an aftercognition
(anuvyavasäya) (and so needs to be proved now). But this
contention is not appropriate, because (you) Advaitins do not
acknowledge the concept of an aftercognition, so how can it
be considered to be the source of the cognition of Infl?

(Answer:) The afore-mentioned charges against Infl are
not binding, because if the paksa (experience) is found
existing where the sädhya (the illumination of the cause of
empirical usage of "experience") is definitely known to exist,
then Infl is not an only-negative (kevalavyatirekin) inference
(as the formulation of Infl implies it is), and if the hetu is
nonexistent or is not located where the sädhya is definitely
known to exist, then the inference will suffer from the
inferential fallacy of too-specific-ness (asädhämna anaikäntikd)
(i.e., no sapaksa can be given). And since the hetu (-property)
is found in the paksa the problem of proving what is already
proved will be difficult to remove.

(Objection:) Since the aftercognition of the sädhya is
known to exist, the defect of proving what is already proved
cannot be avoided by merely stating that the aftercognition
theory is unacceptable to Advaitins.

(Answer:) This is not proper. Otherwise, when the
upholders of anyathäkhyätiväda want to prove that the
cognition "this is silver" (when it is really shell) is based on the
cognition of an object actually present before them, and the
Advaitin rejoins that the defect of proving that is already
proved occurs in respect to the presented silver which is
actually indeterminable (anirvacaniya), then the anyathä-
khyätivädin can avoid the defect of proving what is already
proved merely by stating that he does not consider the silver
to be indeterminable. Now, if this rebuttal of the
anyathäkhyätivädin is not actually in reply to those who hold
the silver to be indeterminable, because the latter hold that
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the defect is not proving what is already proved (but because
of some other reason) then the anyathäkhyätivädin must
remain silent. Similarly, this device of avoiding the defect of
proving what is already proved merely by stating "such a
theory is not acceptable to us" cannot be used by the
proponents of aftercognition against the Vedäntins, because in
one part of the inference (viz., "experience wThich is the cause
of the empirical usage of 'experience'") the defect of proving
what is already proved will occur (if we interpret it as
upholding the theory of introspection). And, as far as those
who advocate the self-luminosity of experience are concerned,
they have already accepted the self-luminosity of experience
(and do not interpret the inference as upholding
aftercognitions). Therefore, the application of this rebuttal by
the advocates of aftercognition will be useless, because we
must ask: "for whom is this rebuttal intended?"

(El2-15) Now, although it can be contended that if
aftercognition is particularized by the word "disputed" (that is,
if we add the word "disputed" to Inf 1 so that it- would read
"The disputed experience which is the cause of the empirical
usage of 'experience'"), it would be an admission that the
sädhya is not definitely known to exist, but rather is a matter
of dispute. But if we interpret (A) as presupposing
aftercognition the sädhya will be definite: then the word
"disputed" wTill not unintentionally pervade the paksa but
actually become part of the paksa. Even then, if we accept
aftercognition, it will constitute a case of having already
established the qualification of the sädhya and subsequently
the only-negative form of inference will be destroyed. If we do
not accept aftercognitions, the defect of having an unproved
sädhya will remain as it is. Now, if it is maintained that the
sädhya is already established according to the opponents (the
Naiyäyikas) (and hence the defect of unproved sädhya would
not occur for them), then their use of the only-negative form
of inference is not proper.

Moreover (it must be ascertained whether
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"vyavahärahetu-tva" or "being the cause of the empirical usage"
is a qualifier (yisesana) or an indicator (upalaksand) of
illumination.1 If "being the cause of awareness" is a qualifier of
illumination then, if illumination is absent in the state of
liberation, self-luminosity will also be absent. And, if "being
the cause of awareness" is construed merely as "capability of
being the cause of awareness", the question arises if this
capability (yogyata) is the essential nature of self-luminosity
or something else? In either case, the defects previously
enumerated will occur. I.e., if the capability is the essential
nature of self-luminosity, self-luminosity will always be
opposed by this ability to be manifested in the phenomenal
sphere, and will never be manifested in its pure,
nonphenomenal state. If the capability is something other than
the essential nature of self-luminosity, being merely an
indicator, it will not be existent in the state of liberation and
hence self-luminosity will not occur in that state. On the other
hand, if "being the cause of awareness" is regarded as an
indicator which always accompanies the sädhya and thus the
self-luminous Self is construed as the sädhya indicated by
being the cause of awareness, even then the same defects
occur. If this indicator qualifies the sädhya without pervading
it, then the sädhya should be regarded as only "in the form of
illumination" (prakäsarüpatä) (and not pure illumination
itself). Since such a term has been established elsewhere (in
the notion of an aftercognition), there would be no occasion

lA qualifier is an adjective which qualifies by limiting the
subject, whereas an indicator qualifies without limiting the subject.
One is a qualification in presence whereas the other is a
qualification in absence. When we say "a red horse", the qualifier
"red" must always be united with the horse. In the case of an
indicator such as a crow's presence on Devadatta's house, even after
the qualification, the crow's presence, has been removed when the
crow has flown away, it still serves to qualify the subject, the house
of Devadatta.
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to use the only-negative form of inference.
By the same reasoning, the (alleged) defect, as well as

other defects which have been alleged from the beginning of
the objection which were based on that idea, that "awareness
is not experienceable because it is experience itself is also
refuted. Here also the defect of an unestablished qualifier is
unavoidable. And, since a contrary argument is possible, e.g.,
"awareness is knowable (yedya), because it is an actual entity
(yastu), like a jar", the defect of counterbalance
{satpratipaksata) will occur.

(Objection:) The reason "being an actual entity" in the
last-mentioned argument is unestablished (since there may be
no actual objects).

(Answer:) It doesn't matter. Awareness is knowable
whether its contents are actual entities or not.

(Objection:) What type of knowableness does the
sädhya (in "awareness is knowable") possess? Does it require
its content's (a) real existence? or only its (b) phenomenal
existence? or (c) both? If (a), no ordinary thing (like a jar)
can be knowable (since only Brahman is real, and it is
unknowable according to Advaita), and if the other two you
are merely proving what is already accepted.

(Answer:) No. Self-luminosity cannot properly be said
to be known in the same way in which a jar, say, is said to be
known in common usage. Moreover,

(Inf2): The word "experience" is produced by the
awareness which is the field (gocara) of that word's
own field, because it is a word, like the word "jar".
(Objection:) In Inf2 does the word "field" mean merely

(a) any content iyisayd), or (b) the thing spoken of, or (c)
what is figuratively meant? Not (a) or (b), since that is merely
proving what is already accepted: the word "experience"
clearly refers to an awareness, i.e., a functioning of the
internal organ (antahkarana). And not (c) either, for that
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would allow for wandering (yyabhicärd)}
(Answer:) No, since indeed all the words in Inf2 are

used in their figurative senses, and consequently the awareness
produced by the inference must also be construed in its
figurative sense.

(Objection:) If "experience" (in Inf2) is taken in its
literal sense, is self-luminosity to be understood in a literal
manner as well? Or is it to be taken figuratively? The first
alternative is not palatable as you will be accepting a position
not in consonance with the tenets of your own school (as
neither experience nor self-luminosity are literally objects of
cognition according to Advaitins). Nor is the second alternative
tenable because, according to your opponents, the defect of
unproved locus (äsrayäsiddha) will occur. That is to say, some
unknown thing which has no characterisation is, in your
opinion, the figurative significance of the word "experience";
but this is not accepted by other schools of thought.

Furthermore, if there is any instrument of knowledge

:The defect of "wandering" or inconstancy (yyabhicara) means
that the hetu is not uniformly concomitant with the sädhya and does
not lead to one single conclusion but to various conclusions. The
opponent is contending that if we use the metaphorical meaning in
respect to Inf2 it will take the following form: the word "experience"
is produced by the knowledge of the object to which it indirectly
applies, because it is a word, like the word "Gangä". If we give scope
to the figurative interpretation of the meaning of the word it may
not lead to any one particular significance. For example, in
ascertaining the meaning of the word "Gangä" in the phrase "there
are boats on the Gangä", the word "Gangä" is the cause of knowing
that the word means the flow of the Gangä, which is a derivation
based on the literal meaning of "Gangä" and not its figurative sense,
indicative of the bank of the river. Hence a vacillation would occur
as to whether the boats are actually floating in the river or are tied
to the bank?
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adduced for self-luminosity, then that instrument becomes
knowable and self-luminosity (as the Advaitin conceives it)
would be contradicted. And if (this defect is sought to be
remedied by contending that) no instrument of knowledge is
adduced to establish self-luminosity, then self-luminosity
cannot be established. Therefore, the followers of the
Upanisads (i.e., the Advaitins) are tossed between the two
horns of a dilemma, neither of which is acceptable (lit. "are in
the predicament of a rope with knots at either end").

C. The Advaitin Replies
(E16-21; S73-88) Here it is said:

(Sütra) I.I: Where is the impossibility of our
definition of self-luminosity, viz., (Dll) that
what is self-luminous is not a content of
awareness and yet is capable of (being spoken of
as) immediate in ordinary usage?

This definition of self-luminosity is not impossible. The
opponent has objected that if "capable of being (spoken of as)
immediate in ordinary usage" is accepted as an attribute of
self-luminosity then the definition will not apply to self-
luminosity at the time of liberation, and that if it is held to
apply at the time of liberation then the Advaitin will be
accepting a position contrary to the tenets of his school. The
objection does not carry weight because we construe the
meaning of "capability" (yogyata) in a technical sense to mean
"what is not the locus of the absolute absence of that
capability", just as (the Nyäya school holds that) substance is
defined as what is not the locus of the absolute absence of a
locus of qualities. On the basis of this technical sense, the
definition wrill not extend to the self in the state of liberation.
Nor can we be charged with committing the defect of holding
a position contrary to the tenets of our school (apasiddhäntd),
because we accept that there are imaginary characteristics
predicated of the self in the embodied state. As Suresvara has
said: "Why do you suffer from the poverty (inability) of
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imagining explanations to account for this phenomenon
(effect) in the self. Can't you see that the entire world is
imagined here due to ignorance?" (Bähadäranyakopanisad-
bhäsyavärttika I.4.129) And (Padmapäda), the author of the
Pancapädikä, has also said: "Joy, experience of objects, and
eternity are the characteristics (of the Ätman. Although they
are not different, they appear to be different from pure
consciousness)."

Although the above-mentioned characteristics cannot be
predicated of the self in the state of liberation, they do exist
under certain conditions (when the phenomenal world is
manifest). Therefore, we have indicated the proof (of the
capability to manifest these qualities) as "not being the locus
of the absolute absence (of these qualities) just as it is done in
respect to the characterization of a substance as the locus of
qualities.

For the sake of avoiding the consequence of self-
luminosity being applicable to a jar, we have added the
qualification "not a content of awareness".

(Question:) Why shouldn't "not being a content of
awareness" alone be the definition?

(Answer:) Because it would make the definition
overextend to past and future things which are always
inferable (and hence contents of awareness) as well as to
(karmic) merit and demerit (dharma, adharma) (which are
not contents of awareness at all).

(Objection:) Merit and demerit are known from the
Vedas and so are contents of awareness.

(Answer:) They are not contents in the sense that they
are not (lit.) "pervaded by the results" (phälavyäpyä), that is,
presented as a "this". They are to be sure "contents" in the
sense that they are grasped by the internal organ, but not in
the special Vedäntic sense of "content" meaning what is
cognized as external and constituting a personal confrontation
with a thing as "this".

(Objection:) Yogis can perceive merit and demerit, etc.,
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in an immediate manner.
(Answer:) No, since merit, etc. can be known only by

means of the Veda.1

(Objection:) If yogis cannot see merit, etc., how is it
that they are called "all-perceiving" (sarvadarsin)?

(Advaitin:) "All-perceiving" means the ability to see all
normally visible objects; here we agree with (Kumärila who
has said in Slokavärtikä II, 114:) "Whenever any extraordinary
ability is witnessed in the functioning of the senses of anyone,
even in such cases the senses cannot go beyond the scope of
their respective objects. Therefore, it may be that some people
can see a very distant or subtle thing, but it never is the case
that ears can see a color." This is a general rule. Therefore,
since "not a content of awareness" alone (in sütra 1) would be
cut off from applying to merit, etc., the qualification "capable
of immediate ordinary usage" is necessary.

(Objection:) The definition (in sütra 1) still suffers from
overextending to include ignorance, properties of the internal
organ like desire, etc., and the (shell)silver, because they are
immediately known but not presented (by a sense-organ) as
"this". Similarly, the experience "I am ignorant" is capable of
immediate ordinary usage (and this invalidates the second part
of the definition in sütra I.I).

(Answer:) True. Those things are immediate, but they
are not immediately known in themselves but are felt to be so
because they are superimposed (on consciousness which
provides the capability of) immediate empirical awareness. As
a result, ignorance, etc. are felt to be immediate but are really
insentient.

(Objection:) Since the awareness of the shell (wrongly
judged to be silver) is immediate, we maintain that it is
capable of being immediately known.

lMimamsasutra 1.1.2 states that the Veda is the only instrument
of knowledge for merit, etc., and 1.1.4 denies that perception can be
such an instrument.
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(Answer:) No, for even though the shell appears to be
like silver it is not capable of being used as silver, hence it is
not capable for immediate ordinary usage.

(Objection:) If this is the case your qualification "not a
content of awareness" will not exclude anything if explained
in the above manner. On your view, due to the fact that the
jar, etc. are superimposed (on pure consciousness) there will
never be any case of "capability for immediate ordinary usage".

(Answer:) We maintain that such things are capable for
immediate ordinary usage in the phenomenal realm because
they are objects of the instrument of knowledge called
"perception".

(Objection:) Then why shouldn't the definition read
"although not a content of awareness yet immediate", since
this definition will not be subject to the defect of wandering.

(Answer:) It is true that due to the fact that they are
contents of immediate awareness we consider the jar, etc. to
be immediate. But if we hold that here also (in the case of
self-luminosity) it is immediate merely because it is a content
of immediate awareness, then how can we still hold that it is
not a content of awareness? (This contradiction is very
blatant; we have posited "capable of immediate empirical
awareness" and not just "immediate".) Furthermore, it is
conceded by the opponent as well that the self is immediate
because it is capable of immediate empirical awareness and
not because it is immediate.

(Objection:) How can there by capability for immediate
empirical awareness in something which is not a content of
awareness?

(Answer:) What exactly do you mean? Do you contend
that if it is not a content of awareness then it will face the
undesirable consequence that it will not be capable of
immediate awareness, or do you imply that it should be a
content of awareness from the premiss that it is capable of
immediate awareness? The first alternative is not proper
because you cannot hold that undesirable consequences will
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occur because both the premiss and the consequence are not
accepted by you, the opponent. (The Naiyäyika opponent
holds that everything is knowable and everything is available
to empirical awareness.) Nor is the second alternative possible
because it will be refuted when counterbalance (satpratipaksa)
is refuted. Therefore, the definition of self-luminosity is
defectless.

D. The Inference to Prove Self-luminosity
(E21-25) Here is an inference to prove self-luminosity.

(Inf3) Experience is self-luminous, because it is
experience, like unlike ajar.

(Objection:) The qualifier (in Inf3, viz. self-luminosity)
is unproved.

(Answer:) No.
1.2. When the qualifier can be established by a
sämänyatodrsta inference, how can it be said
that the paksa is unproved?

The sämänyatodrsta inference here is:
(Inf4) Knownness (yedyatvd) is the counterposi-
tive of an absolute absence (of unknownness),
because it is a property, like whiteness.

Though one may not be able to support Inf4 with a sapaksa
(since unknownness cannot be positively exemplified), still the
property of unknownness is certainly existent in some place or
other. Thus both parties must agree that some kind of
experience must be capable of immediate awareness, so the
defect of being unproved does not vitiate an only-negative
inference.

Or let us prove this another way. It is commonly
accepted that:

(Inf5) That object is certainly a content of some
instrument of knowledge which, were it not
acceptable, would occasion various consequences
such as infinite regress, etc.

In the present case, is awareness a content of awareness or
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not? If such a doubt occurs due to the objections of an
opponent and awareness is held to be a content of some other
experience, then an undesirable consequence (of infinite
regress or some other) will follow. Since this undesirable
consequence results, the awareness must certainly by the
content of some instrument of knowledge. In a similar fashion,
when any awareness takes place, it is known by a specific
instrument of knowledge. And when you want to know7 the
instrument in the present case, our only-negative inference
Inf4 is provided. So the charge of our argument's being
unproved does not apply against us. Otherwise (if the
opponent does not accept this) how can the Naiyäyikas
establish that desire, etc. (which are special qualities of a self)
depend upon a substance (the self) which is other than the
normally accepted eight substances? Any other substance other
than the eight substances is, ex hypothesi, unknown, and as a
result, the defect of being unproved will take place. If on the
other hand the qualification is established and a reason aduced
for its existence, then since a positive-negative
Canvayavyatirekin) form of inference is used, an only-negative
form of inference will not longer be possible. If a reason is not
adduced for the existence of the qualification, the defect of
too-specific-ness will occur.

(Objection:) If this were so, then under no conditions
can the fallacy of being unproved occur.

(Answer:) This is a moot point because the fallacy has
full occasion to be applied outside of this kind of case, e.g.,
against the argument "this field has been plowed by the horns
of a hare".

Furthermore, unknownness {avedyatvd) can also be
established by a mahävidyä inference thus:

(Inf6) This is a jar, although it is different from
that jar-being different from what is not the
locus of a content of awareness-because it is the
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meaning of a word (padärthd), like a cloth.1

1This mahavidyä form of inference is found in the
Mahävidyäsütra of Kulärka Pandita exemplified in its first sütra:

"apaksasädhyavadvrtti vipaksänvayi yan na tat
sädhyavad vrttitäyuktam sädhyate sädhyavarjite "

which may be translated as "That qualification which does not exist
in either the sapaksa or the vipaksa can be established by linking it
with the existence of the sapaksa in the vipaksa"

Here is a simplified example. Let's suppose that there is an
objective situation where there is a book on a table. One can still be
speaking the truth if one says: "the book is not on the table via
inherence", because the book is on the table through contact and not
inherence. So, even when the book is present, one can say that it is
not present through inherence.

In the present case, the sädhya is "although it is different
from that jar it is still different from what is not the locus of a
content of awareness". Pure consciousness is everywhere as the locus
of the phenomenal display, but an object which is qualified by its
difference from this particular jar will only be found to be a cloth,
etc. Therefore, the qualified content of an awareness is a cloth, e t c -
something which is a content of awareness but different from both
"this jar" and "that jar" or some content of cognition other than the
two jars. One might ask: "why is the sädhya established in cloth?"
The sädhya was established in cloth because cloth is "different from
this jar". However, the paksa is "this jar" and not "that which is
different from this jar". Thus, in order to establish the connection of
the sädhya to the paksa we are compelled to posit "what is not the
locus of the content of the awareness", i.e., the nonlocus of the
cognition which is qualified by its difference from this particular jar.
And that which is different from it will be the paksa, viz., this jar.
Only in this way can we establish the inherence of the sädhya-
property in the paksa by linking it with the sapaksa in the vipaksa.

The Advaitin will later defend ths use of this mahavidyä form
of inference and his use of "the non-locus of cognition", because it
is the only way he can proved that the state of being immediate
actually exists in immediacy.
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So unprovedness does not qualify unknownness because
in Infl the thing qualified, namely experience, is established,
i.e. proved. For this very reason, the charge that the hetu has
no locus is also nullified. Nor can it be maintained that the
hetu does not exist in the paksa (the defect of svarüpäsiddhi).
No contradiction can be found (in the hetu) when we consider
that the property of being experience is like that of moonness.
Just as we can imagine a class of several moons (through the
multiplicity of reflections, though there is really only one
moon), so we may consider experiences a class of several
consciousnesses (though there is only one consciousness, viz.,
Brahman).

(Objection:) The hetu (of Inf4) is unproved.
(Answer:) You (Naiyäyikas) yourselves also consider

experienceness to be a term for a universal property.
(Objection:) But you consider experience to be

imaginary, while we hold it to be real, and due to this
difference the defect of not being accepted by the other
disputant (anyataräsiddhi) occurs.

(Answer:) Regardless of whether or not experience is
false or real, both parties consider it to have experienceness
(anubhütitvd). Otherwise the defect of unprovedness will
occur in reference to the hetu "smoke-possessing" (in the stock
inference "the mountain has fire because it has smoke")
because it is imagined to reside in this or that particular place.
(I.e., if you don't accept that smoke-possession characterizes
the class of smoking things, then each instance of smoke, be
it the kitchen or the hill, will be unique and hence no
inference will be possible.)
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(E26-34) (Objection:) Experience (the hetu in Inf3) is
not pervaded by self-luminosity (the sädhya), (i.e., there is
unproved pervadedness (yyäpyatväsiddhi).

(Answer:) No, because unproved pervadedness applies
only to a hetu which involves an obstruction {sopädhi), and,
according to the canons of logic, it is impossible for an
obstruction to exist in the hetu of an only-negative form of
inference. An obstruction (upädhi) is defined as that which
while pervading the sädhya does not pervade the hetu,
showing that there may be a hetu which is not a sädhya. Now
in an only-negative inference there are no sapaksas, i.e., no
positive examples (i.e., instances of hetu and sädhya other
than the paksa) are possible; so how could there be a hetu
which is not a sädhya?

(Objection:) Then it is already established that the
paksa is pervaded by the sädhya (and we don't need an
inference to show it)!

(Answer:) This is not correct because, up to this
moment, it is still a matter of controversy whether or not the
paksa is pervaded by the sädhya. Once it is established that
the sädhya pervades the paksa then my aim (to establish that
experience is self-luminous) has been accomplished, and
consequently, what trouble can an obstruction pose for me?

(Objection:) No obstruction can occur where the sädhya
is definitely known to exist, but an obstruction can take place
where the sädhya is known not to exist.

(Answer:) This position is untenable, because wherever
the obstruction occurs the sädhya will not be present (i.e., an
obstruction is the determiner of the absence of the sädhya,
because the obstruction is necessary in order to prove the
absence of the sädhya). Otherwise, if you say that an
obstruction is that which is pervaded by the sädhya, and not
that which pervades the sädhya, and hold that the absence of
the sädhya pervades even when the obstruction exists, the
sädhya cannot be absent since it is that which pervades, and
thus there can be no obstruction in the sädhya. Furthermore,
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the sädhya cannot be acknowledged to reside in the paksa
because it will be pervaded by the hetu only because it (the
paksa) is restricted by an obstruction. Therefore, it will have
to be maintained that the sädhya can exist only if the
obstruction is existent elsewhere, and consequently, the only-
negative form of inference will not be applicable.

(Objection:) (If the obstruction must be concomitant
with the absence of the sädhya, then) in the present case as
well (in the establishment of self-luminosity) the absence of
self-luminosity must be proved on the basis of this only-
negative inference:

(Inf7) "Experience is not a content of awareness,
because it is a content, like a jar".
(Answer:) No, since it is not possible that there is an

obstruction in Inf7 due to the fact that (since the hetu of Inf7,
being a content, is all-pervasive, everything knowable being a
content) it is impossible to adduce an instance where the hetu
is absent.

Therefore the reason of our inference Inf3, viz.,
experience, is not unestablished. Nor is it contradictory
(yiruddha), because it is not found in a contrary instance (like
a jar, etc.) which are contents of awareness. Nor can it be
alleged that the hetu experience is subject to the defect of too-
specific-ness (where the hetu is unrelated to things in which
the sädhya exists and unrelated to things in which the sädhya
does not exist) because there is no such instance available.

(Objection:) It must be so subject to too-specific-ness,
since the Advaitin cannot produce any argument that
contradicts our own inference (that experience is knowable
just as objects are knowable).

(Answer:) On the contrary, your inference must be
rejected, since if experience is a knowable object then infinite
regress will occur.

(Objection:) No matter, since if experience is knowable
as an object practical activity can ensue merely by the
existence of a thing.
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(Answer:) This is not defensible, because no instrument
of knowledge can be applied in respect to an entity whose
existence is not certain, and consequently no practical activity
can result.

(Objection:) Now, at some time or other when the
desire arises to know this entity whose existence is not yet
certain, inferring it can be achieved using practical utility, etc.
as the reason.

(Answer:) This conjecture is not proper because apart
from the two cognitions "this is a jar" and "I know the jar"
(cognition and aftercognition) no other series of cognitions
occurs. At some time one cognition will have the other
cognition as its content (and this will account for a series of
cognitions with many contents since at every point the
preceding cognition must be known to the latter as its
content). If the existence of this series of cognitions is not
accepted then the inquiry into an instrument of knowledge
regarding the existence of an object cognized will be useless.
If, on the other hand, this series of cognitions is accepted on
the basis of another instrument of knowledge, then the above-
mentioned defect of infinite regress will remain. If it is
maintained that in spite of not having an instrument for the
second cognition it will nevertheless illumine its object (viz.,
the first cognition) because of its special nature (like the eye),
then this is not valid because the purpose can be served by the
initial cognition without an instrument of knowledge (if one
acknowledges the self-luminosity of cognitions) and therefore
the series of cognitions will be useless. If we accept the
opponent's counterargument that experience is experienced as
an object, then the nature of all experience will be vitiated.
Thus the charge that a too-specific fallacy is committed carries
no weight.

Moreover, if at the time of cognizing a content the
experience were also not cognized, then in the instant
following the awareness of the content the person desiring
knowledge (of this object) will doubt his experience (have I
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had this awareness or not?), or else may have a contrary
experience (I have had the awareness of the nonexistence of
this object), or have a directly opposite awareness (I did not
have that experience). But, when the individual is asked in the
instant following his experience he neither expresses doubt nor
admits of a contrary experience nor of one directly opposite,
but firmly says "I have seen this thing". Therefore it is
reasonable that consciousness, being self-luminous, produces
the practical activity (yyavahära) concerning the content.

(Objection:) Happiness, etc. (not being self-luminous)
are dependent on something else for their illumination, but are
nevertheless not doubted. (Likewise, experience is also
illumined by something else (viz., an aftercognition.)

(Answer:) This is untenable because if it were so, then
since the aftercognition must be known as a content of
awareness, infinite regress will ensue.

Moreover, since the awareness of the jar was produced
by contact between the internal organ and the jar, does the
production of the aftercognition take place through that
contact with the internal organ or through another contact
with the internal organ? The first option is not possible,
because if both the original cognition and the aftercognition
were to arise from one contact with the internal organ they
should be produced at the same time, but since the original
cognition is the content of the aftercognition in addition to
generating it, they cannot occur simultaneously.

(Objection:) The one contact with the internal organ
will give rise to the two cognitions one after the other.

(Answer:) No, since the noninherence cause
(asamaväyikärand), the contact of the self with the internal
organ, alone is the determinant of differences between
awarenesses. Otherwise, if no other contact were necessary,
the cognition of the jar, the memory of the jar, and the
cognition which has both of these as its content will be
produced at the same time. Therefore, the production of
successive effects cannot be produced from a non-successive
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cause. If one accepts the successive order of the effects owing
to the difference in the succession determined by the complex
that is the sufficient condition (viz., the object, the sense, and
the contact between them), then since the senses are in
contact with numerous objects like a jar, a cloth, etc. the
awarenesses of those will all occur at the same time. (But this
obviously doesn't happen.)

The second option (viz., that the production of the
aftercognition takes place, not with the first contact of the
internal organ with the jar, but with another contact of the
internal organ with the jar) is also not tenable. At the time of
the awareness of a jar there must be some activity of the
internal organ which produces the contact. In the subsequent
moment, there must be a disjunction (produced by the initial
contact). In the third moment there is a destruction of the
previous contact produced due to the disjunction. In the fourth
moment contact with a third element occurs. And in the fifth
moment the aftercognition will take place. Due to such a delay
of many moments, the aftercognition, which should be
produced after the destruction of the initial awareness, will
not immediately apprehend the previous awareness, because
an unmanifest content cannot be immediately apprehended.

Moreover, just as the eye, etc. are not self-luminous
(but are illumined by something other than themselves), so
too will awareness be produced by an awareness which is
other than itself, and consequently awareness will not be the
cause of practical activity with respect to an object.
Furthermore, since insentient objects are neither self-luminous
nor illumine each other, they cannot be luminous. On this
model awareness also will be nonluminous. And if awareness
is nonluminous the entire world will remain in darkness.

(Objection:) Your inference for self-luminosity is
opposed by strong reasons, since mediacy can be felt in
consciousness on the basis of these two experiences: "I know
the jar" and "the jar is known".

(Answer:) These two experiences can be accounted for,
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without making awareness an object, by accepting that
awareness is self-luminous.

Moreover, mediacy is felt in respect to the jar in the
after-cognition "this jar is known", but mediacy is not felt in
respect to consciousness (which is immediate) because
"knownness" is an attribute of the jar and does not pertain to
consciousness. Even if we suppose that perception of
consciousness occurs (through aftercognition) it is still not
perceived as a content of experience. Therefore, there is no
contradiction (to the immediacy of consciousness) by
consciousness being perceived. Otherwise, if the initial
cognition which is the content of the aftercognition can be
apprehended as a content of cognition by aftercognition, then
aftercognition can apprehend itself as a content of cognition,
since aftercognition will be the qualification of the content of
cognition. Consequently you will be following the Buddhist
(Saugata, i.e., Yogäcära) conception (of svasamvedana) which
holds that the same thing is both the perceived and the
perceived.

(Objection:) The inference that x is knowable because
it is an actual object will militate against Inf4.

(Answer:) This objection has no force, because there is
no invariable concomitance between being knowable and
being an actual object. That is to say, the person who proves
that something is knowable on the basis that it is an actual
object will have to accept the pervasion expressed in "whatever
is an actual object is knowable". And it needs to be asked: At
the time of apprehending the pervasion between the two, is
the awareness that apprehends the pervasion illumined or not?
(i.e., is this awareness which apprehends the pervasion also
included as an actual object or not?) On the first alternative,
awareness will be self-illumined, so either you are committed
to the Yogäcära view or to the Advaita position. On the second
alternative (the awareness that apprehends the pervasion is
not believed to exist at the time of apprehending the
pervasion), if a thing which is characterized as awareness is
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not luminous, the case for all pervasion is lost. When
pervasion is thus abandoned, how can any inference ensue?
and how can the he tu in question (viz., experience) establish
your (or any) position? Similarly, the Bhätta Mimämsaka
theory (that consciousness is not self-luminous but inferred
from the knownness of a content) suffers from the defect of
wandering (since they do not accept that consciousness is a
content of awareness, but do hold that it is an actual object).
The Naiyäyikas, who accept that consciousness is a content of
awareness, must admit the possibility that an immediate object
must exist somewhere because knownness (yedyatva) is a
property (dharma) which is the opposite of an absolute
absence and must exist somewhere. Since the absence of this
property of being a content of awareness is possible
somewhere, "being a content of1 must be regarded as only-
positive (i.e., there are no contents of awareness that don't
exist), and the use (in argument) of absence of knownness
cannot be employed without providing distinct arguments to
support it.

(Objection:) Here is such a distinct argument: If
experience is avedya, i.e., not a content of awareness, then it
cannot be a real entity.

(Answer:) Experience doesn't have to be a content of
awareness to be real: it can be self-luminous. Furthermore, if
the opponent proposes to rephrase his objection as (a) "if
experience is not a content it can't be figuratively signified
(laksya)" or (b) "...it can't be established as a Nyäya content",
the same problems arise.

(Objection:) In (a), by using "figuratively signified" as
the h instead of "not being a real entity" it can be inferred that
the awareness produced by (a) is an object of figurative
significance.

(Answer:) No, since it is the literal meaning of
"experience", not its figurative meaning, that is in question.
Moreover, what exactly do you mean here? Are you talking of
(1) the awareness created by the figurative sense, (2) the
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awareness whose content is the figurative sense, (3) merely
awareness, or (4) an operation of the internal organ whose
content is the figurative sense? (1) is not tenable because it
would suffer from the fault of wandering (i.e., it would
include too much) in respect to the contents of past
experiences. And the other three options suffer from the defect
of proving what is already accepted. This is because the
awareness of the essential nature of an awareness is also a
content of that awareness. This being so, experience may be
regarded as pure illumination because it is of the nature of
illumination, or as being in the form of an operation of the
internal organ.

(E34-38) (Objection:) Is the word "experience"
(anubhüti) to be taken in its literal or in its figurative sense in
the definition of self-luminosity?

(Answer:) It doesn't matter, since both sides have
accepted that self-luminosity is established by immediacy alone
(whether it is literal or figurative won't affect its being
immediate). Otherwise, this defect will be unavoidable in the
case of your hetu, vedyatva.

(Objection:) Your inference for self-luminosity is like
the absurdities in

(Inf8) Ajar is self-luminous, because it is ajar.
That which is not like this is not like this (i.e., is
not ajar).

(Answer:) No. You cannot prove self-luminosity in a
thing (such as ajar) which has qualities like contact and form,
because it is established by an accepted instrument such as
eye-contact that a jar has a broad bottom, etc., so that
perception perceives a property opposed to self-luminosity in
the jar. Nor can you establish self-luminosity in a jar by some
extraordinary means which is contrary to normal perception,
because this means cannot be established.

(Objection:) You have not shown that what is not a
content of awareness is experience.

(Answer:) If there were no experience, then we could
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not enter into a dispute whether it is a content of awareness
or not.

(Objection:) The Advaitin faces a dilemma. If you
adduce an instrument of knowledge for self-luminosity then
self-luminosity becomes known (yedya), and if no instrument
is produced it falls to the ground of its own accord.

(Answer:) Although the type of objectivity that applies
to a jar, either as the locus of awareness produced by an
instrument of knowledge or as an action, is absent in
experience, still self-luminosity is not impaired if it is accepted
that it is an object to the extent that it is pervaded by a
modification of the internal organ that is produced by an
instrument of knowledge. Although the above-mentioned way
(yrttivyäpyatä) of being an object commits the offense of not
being pervaded by illumination it is nevertheless not
unauthoritative because the only-negative form of this (where
it is not phalavyäpyatä it will not be authoritative) is absent.
We can support this on the authority of the Bhätta school
which acknowledges that although the above-mentioned
phalavyäpyatä is absent in past" and future objects, it is
nevertheless subject to an instrument of knowledge because it
is pervaded by a modification (of the internal organ).1 The
content of inference marked by activity, etc., even in being the
basis of another cognition, is self-luminous because it is not
dependent upon any other awareness in producing the

aThe opponent contends that whatever is subject to an
instrument of knowledge must be an object that is presented in front
of one as a "this". The Advaitin says that self-luminosity is subject to
an instrument of knowledge which is not presented as a "this" but
is presented as a content of an antahkaranavätti, technically known
as vrttivyäpyatä. It is an object in the sense that we can speak about
it. And this vrttivyäpyatä status does not impair its authoritativeness,
as past and future things as well can also be known as vrttivyäpya.
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immediate awareness of its own content. (That is, self-
luminosity is not that which is not the content of any
instrument of knowledge, but rather that which is not
dependent upon any other awareness for being immediately
known.) Moreover, this only-negative inference related to
individuals can be phrased "your awareness is capable of being
immediately known and is not a content of cognition, because
it is a cognition, like my cognition.".

(E38-42) Here is another inference to establish the self-
luminosity of the Self:

1.3. (Inf9) The Self must be self-luminous,
because it is the form of consciousness (cidrüpa),
because it is not an object (karmari) (of an
action), and is declared to be so by scripture.

Inf9 is used against the Präbhäkara school's argument:
(InflO) The self is in the form of consciousness
(samvit), because it is immediate without being
a content of awareness, like consciousness.

Against Nyäya we use the following inference:
(Infll) The relation between ajar and awareness
of it exists in the self, because that relation is a
content of the self s awareness, like the meaning
of a word.

The contrary argument to InflO, viz., Infll (which does not
require the self to be consciousness) may lead us to doubt
InflO, but nobody experiences any doubt regarding himself as
"do I or don't I exist?", nor does anyone feel I do not exist".
These experiences cannot occur unless the Self is
consciousness itself.

(Objection:) Even without the Self being consciousness
itself it is proved that pain, etc. are in the form of awareness
(because nobody doubts whether or not he experiences pain).

(Answer:) This consequence doesn't arise because the
existence of pain, etc. is exhausted in being known (and hence
they cannot be of the nature of consciousness). And this
condition of a thing's being existent only as long as it is known
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cannot apply to the Self because, on this criterion, the state of
deep sleep would not occur (since in deep sleep the Self is not
determinately known but nevertheless still exists).

(Objection:) (Infl2) The relationship between
awareness and the Self exists in the not-Self, because it
exists in awareness, like existence.
(Answer:) Infl2 carries no weight with us because there

is absence of any relation between awareness and the Self for
those of us who hold that the Self is (itself) awareness.
Consequently Infl2 is subject to the defect of unproved locus
(äsrayäsiddha).

(Objection:) The author of the (Nyäya) text called
Mänamanohara (Vadi Vaglsvara) has established a relationship
between the seer and the seen in the scriptural passage (BrUp
IV, 3.23) "the sight of the seer is never lost".

(Answer:) He has not established a relationship
between the seer and sight because this scriptural passage is
only repeating a relationship which is understood in common
parlance. This scriptural passage is devoted to proving the
absence of any cessation in the sight of the seer (and does not
establish a relation between the two) as the rule says:
"scripture is significant only when it gives information not
obtainable by other sources." If this sentence is taken literally,
it will contradict the overall purport of Advaita scripture.
However, just as the phrase "the head of Rähu" is appropriate
when meant in its figurative sense, so can scriptural passage
indicating a relationship (between seer and sight) be used in
their figurative sense. (Rähu is the head of a mythological
creature which consists only of a head, and hence the
expression "the head of Rähu" does not mean the head of
Rähu, because Rähu is the head.) This is merely a case of
apposition like "the city of Varanasi" and is not meant to be
taken literally.

(Objection:) A contradiction will occur if scriptural
passages declaring relations and those advocating nonduality
are placed on the same footing.
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(Answer:) The contradiction does not occur, because
there is a distinction in that the scriptural passages declaring
nonduality are devoted to the true purport of the Upanisads
whereas the scriptures indicating relationships are not devoted
to the true purport. Why should it not be the case that the
scriptural passages, teaching as they do nonduality as
established by the use of the (six) criteria-beginning,
conclusion, etc.--for ascertaining the meanings of scriptural
words, supersede those sentences which indicate relationships
merely as a concession to common usage? Just as the phrase
"Devadatta who is the mover" (intends no relation but
indicates the identity between Devadatta and the mover) so
too is it the case with the phrase "the sight in the form of the
seer" or "the seer who is in the form of sight", in which cases
there is no difference between the two terms.

(Objection:) The two words are related, since both are
in the same genitive case.

(Answer:) This is baseless, because it is not
grammatically fitting that they should be in different cases. (It
cannot be concluded that a relation exists merely on the
identity of kinds of case-endings, since the genitive case-
endings can stand in relation as qualifier to qualified or as
applying to the same thing.) As in the opposition of
grammatical cases in the scriptural passage (BrUp III.4.2) "You
cannot see the seer of sight", it is the same in the present
matter. Even if the opposition of grammatical cases indicated
a relationship there will be no difference between the twro
terms since "the sight of the seer" indicates a change in the
internal organ which is the sight of the seer, or a change in
the internal organ which is the seer whose seeing is done by
the witness consciousness. Therefore, when it is possible to
speak in terms of relationships and not violate the purport of
scripture's declaring nonduality, the imagining of substance-
attribute relationships (in these passages) merely shows one's
ignorance of the rules of textual interpretation.

Moreover, according to those who acknowledge a
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difference between a self (jiva) and God (Jsvara), which one
is the eternal seer? This must be clarified. It cannot be the self
because it is accepted that the awareness of a self is
noneternal. It is said in the Maitreyi Brähmana "Oh, Maitreyi,
the husband is not dear for the sake of the husband but for
the sake of the self. Beginning from this passage, where it is
said that the husband or wife are not dear in themselves but
for the jiva, and extending up to the passage "the jiva comes
out (as a separate entity) from these worldly elements and any
relation with them is destroyed with their destruction", the
indestructibility (changelessness) of the Self is proved, having
initially questioned whether or not the Self is destroyed. "This
Self is indestructible, its nature is indestructible, it loses
contact with the mantras, it does not see, or even if it sees it
does not see anything because there is no cessation of the
sight of the seer since it is eternal." The states which follow
waking are depicted in the Jyotirbrähmana: "When he is in
deep sleep he does not desire anything, nor does he dream" as
referring to the state of deep sleep, and by this statement: "It
does not see, or even seeing it does not see because the
cessation of the sight of the seer does not occur", it is shown
that although no specific awareness occurs essential (svarüpa)
knowledge does exist.

As for God, it cannot be maintained that His knowledge
is not of particular things, because He is omniscient and does
not enter into states like deep sleep (where there is an absence
of constructionfilled awareness).

Therefore, we have established that the inference which
tries to postulate a relation which does not exist between
knowledge and the Self suffers from (the fallacy of) unproved
locus. An inference such as "knowledge is not (identical with)
the self, because it has attributes like qualities and
noneternality" is refuted because it is not indicative of the
position held by the school'addressed (here, the Advaitin's).

(E43-49) (Objection:) If the inference "the relation
between a jar and the awareness of it resides in a quality,
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because it exists in awareness, unlike existence" is not
accepted, then the feeling "I know" will be unsupportable since
that awareness spoken of (as "I know") will have no
supporting object.

(Answer:) This is not valid, because we can use the
same reason to support an opposite view: "The relationship
between form and its awareness exists in a substance, because
it exists in awareness, like existence". Similarly, the proof of
the experience "I know" can also be understood as residing in
the knower who is the locus of an operation of the internal
organ. Furthermore, the following scriptural passages prove
that the Self is consciousness: "Brahman is knowledge and
bliss"; "Brahman is wisdom (prajna)", and "(Brahman) is deep
knowledge".

(Objection:) The word "awareness" implies that it has
something other than itself as its locus.

(Answer:) We do not hold that position, because it is
contrary to Advaita scripture (and because awareness does not
need to reside in anything since it is awareness itself.)

Therefore, the Self is designated as consciousness itself
on the basis of the above-mentioned proofs.

The Self is also proved to be self-luminous because it is
not a content. If the Self is regarded as a content of
awareness, then due to its being its own content the
contradiction of being both subject and object will follow. (If
the Self is the locus of an act of awareness then it will be a
knower, and if it is the locus of the result of that awareness,
i.e. an object which is produced from that action, then it will
be an object as well, hence the defect will follow.)

(Objection:) The self is a content of awareness when it
is qualified by happiness, as in the feeling "I am happy", and
it is an agent (or subject) (kartr) when it is unqualified (in its
pure form). Hence, there is no contradiction in what we have
said in respect to the Self in its different modes of
apprehension.

(Answer:) This is not proper. There is no contradiction
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based on different modes of apprehension with reference to
actions such as going, etc., if one accepts that the pure Self is
the subject and qualifications such as going, etc. are objects.
According to this methodology, the distinction between the
subject and object will be eradicated everywhere (as the Self
is the only real).

(Präbhäkara:) (Although the self is not an object) even
then the self is not self-luminous, because it is the locus of
awareness of various objects. Hence, awareness can take place
(even though the self is not self-luminous). Neither should it
be maintained that the self is an object because it is the locus
of the result produced by an act of awareness, because the self
is not the result of an act of awareness illumined by something
else (but it is illumined by itself). Neither should it be
maintained that if we accept this type of noncontehtness in
respect to the self then the self will be similar to mental
perception, because the verbal root of the verb "to know" is
transitive and hence always involves an object. Subsequently,
if that which pervades awareness is removed, then that which
is pervaded, viz., awareness, will also be removed from the
mental awareness.

(Answer:) This line of argument is self-defeating
because it is a rule that the immediacy (of an object) other
than awareness will only occur if it is a content of awareness.
Therefore (on the Präbhäkara contention that the self is other
than awareness itself and is not a content) the immediacy of
awareness cannot occur.

(InflS) "The knower can never be immediate by
means of being the locus of awareness, because
it is immediate, like awareness."

Do not argue that the counterposition to InflS cannot be
sublated because (it can be sublated by indicating that) if the
common usage of self depends on another awareness in order
to be known to exist, then it is bound to be (at some time)
separated from that awareness (simply because that awareness
is an "other"). Consequently, at some time a doubt will arise
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in regard to the existence of the object (the self, which will be
in the form "Do I or don't I exist?"

Furthermore, if (according to the Präbhäkara) it is
accepted that the self is luminous when knowing a jar, etc.,
then it will become like the jar (and become visually
perceived) because it will become a content of the sense of
sight due to the fact that the sense of sight is nothing other
than the illumination of awareness produced by the eye. If the
Präbhäkara says "then let it be a content of the sense of sight",
it cannot be so because a substance which has no form cannot
be the content of the sense of sight. Therefore, "the self cannot
be illumined by awareness produced from the sense of sight
because it is a figureless form, like the sky." This opposite
inference also has scope.

The Self can also be proved to be self-luminous on the
basis of BrUp IV.3.9 "In this state the self becomes self-
luminous".

(Objection:) That passage pertains to the state of
dreaming where the mind continues to illumine the self. Thus
the self is not really held to be self-luminous. Nor should the
Vedäntin contend that in sleep the mind, having been changed
into the form of an elephant, etc., becomes the object of
dream-awareness rather than of an instrument of knowledge,
and since there is no other instrument of knowledge the self
must be considered as self-luminous. This contention of the
Vedäntins is fallacious because the mind is a sense-organ and,
like the eye, it cannot be a content of perception. (Therefore,
it could not have been modified to take the form of an
elephant, etc.) As a result, the self is called "light' due to the
fact that it is the source of all knowledge generated by contact
with the mind or due to the fact that it is the means of light
as per BrUp IV.3.5 "Through (by means of) light in the form
of speech", and (BrUp IV.3.4) "Through (by means of) light in
the form of fire". It is indicated in these passages that light is
the illuminator of fire, etc., but it is not indicated that the self
is self-luminous due to the fact that the self is a substance and
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is not a quality.
(Advaitin:) In reply to this we say:

1.4. The mind is perceptible because it is the
substratum of the relationship of the
noninherence cause (viz., the contact of the self
with the mind) of awareness, and its status as a
sense-organ is unimpaired.

The mind can be proved to be perceptible by the following
inference;

(Infl4): The mind is perceptible, because it is the
substratum of the noninherence cause of
awareness, like the self (which is the other
relatum of the noninherence cause of
awareness).

Nor can it be properly held that if we hold that the mind is
perceptible its status as a sense-organ will be endangered.
Although the mind is known by the witnessing consciousness
it is beyond the scope of the senses since it is not a content of
awareness by a sense-organ. Therefore, since all defects have
been refuted, it is established that the self is self-luminous.

(At this point we leave off providing translation and
begin providing a summary of certain sections based on S.)

(E49,55; S35) Vs. the Nyäya view that darkness (tamas)
is an absence, Citsukha views it as a positive substance and as
perceptible. This is against the view of the Nyäya that it is the
absence of light.

(E67; S59-60) Here Citsukha gives his definition of
falsity (mithyätva):

1.7. GDI: Whatever is a counterpositive1 of an
absolute absence in its own locus is false.

A certain cloth (c) is the counterpositive of not-c (the absolute

^harma's translation of pratiyogin is "counter-correlate". We
replace it systematically with the translation we are using in this
Volume, viz., "counterpositive". We also use "absence" instead of
"non-existence", e.g.
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absence of c). c is located in its component threads. Therefore,
c is a counterpositive of the absolute absence of c, which
absence is in the threads, c's locus. Therefore c, according to
GDI, is false (mithyä). Even a substance like space, which is
apparently without any locus, is false according to GDI, for
everything other than Brahman is an effect and is located in
its cause, Brahman, which is its locus. So GDI is not
underpervading. Nor is there overpervasion, for Brahman (to
which it may be feared the definition might extend) is
locusless (niräsrayd) and true, and as such is not a
counterpositive of an absence in its own locus.

(E69-71; T60-61) (Objection:) What kind of absence is
this absolute absence whose counterpositive is found in its
own locus? Is it real (prämänikd) or illusory (prätibhäsika)? If
it is real its counterpositive also should be real and not false.
And an absolute absence of this sort cannot be illusory either.
Supposing a piece of silver is mistaken for lead: the silverness
of the silver may be denied in the cognition "this is only lead
and not silver". The silverness is a counterpositive of its
illusory absence in the silver. But it is not false, since
silverness in silver is real. In this respect GDI does not hold
good.

To this, Citsukha replies that if the absence is real,
nondualism (Advaita) which exists positively would not be
affected by it. For the truth of Advaita is established by the
instruments of knowledge of truth (tattvävedaka-pmmäna). So
it is not vitiated by entities or nonentities that are established
by empirical instruments of knowledge (yyävahärika-
pramänd). For example, in the illusory perception of
(shell) silver the contact between the "this" part of the shell
and the silver-form which is presented in the perception "this
is silver" is a counterpositive of that contact's absence; and it
is veridical This contact, according to Naiyäyikas who hold the
theory of anyathäkhyäti, is nowhere and at no time valid. The
Präbhäkaras too do not admit the reality of this contact which
is presented to cognition by the combination of the words 'this
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is silver'. Also the Buddhists say that the externality which is
superimposed on the silver and which is within the mind is
veridical. So things whose absolute absence is real need not
themselves have reality.

The second alternative (viz., that this absence with
which a thing as its counterpositive is found in a locus is
illusory) does not arise for us since no absence which is
veridical is accepted in Advaita.

(E72; T62) In the context of refuting the Buddhist
concept of relative truth (samvrtisatya), Kumärila objects to
the concept of ignorance by saying "relative or worldly
existence cannot have reality and its difference from absolute
reality is also not real. If worldly existence is real how can it
be false? If it is false, how can it be real? Reality cannot be
common to both the false and the real, since they are contrary
to each other. Treeness cannot be a common property of both
a tree and a lion." (Kumärila, Slokavärttika 5, 6-7) But that is
not correct, for strictly speaking, an illusion is real until it has
been sublated. The identification of the body as the self is real,
and makes both worldly and Vedic practices possible until it
is sublated by knowledge of Brahman.

(E81; T66) Another problem regarding the concept of
falsity arises when the question of proving the falsity of the
inference to the unreality of the world, to wit: If the falsity of
this inference is proved by another inference there will be
infinite regress. If it is proved by the same inference it is
paradoxical that an inference which is itself false proves
something. But there is no contradiction in an inference's
proving that all others are false, as the word "word" signifies
itself as well as other words, and as the inference proving the
reality of the world (according to the Naiyäyikas) proves its
own reality, and as the Vedic injunction to study the Vedas
includes itself as that which is to be studied.

(E97-102; T71-75) Citsukha defines avidyä in the
following way:

I.9.That which is positive and beginningless and
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is removed by an awareness (vijfiäna) is false.
(Objection:) If ignorance is positive and beginningless

it cannot be destroyed, like the Self.
(Answer:) The significance of attributing a positive

nature to ignorance which is, strictly speaking, neither positive
nor negative, is to show that it is not a total nonexistence.

Various arguments are offered to prove the positive
nature of ignorance. For example, the awareness "I did not
know anything (while I was asleep)" is evidence for positive
ignorance. It is not a judgment concerning the absence of
awareness as the Naiyäyikas think on the basis of the
etymological sense of the words ajfiäna or avidyä. For an
awareness of the nonexistence of a thing presupposes the
possibility of awareness of that thing. If there is no thing
whose absence is to be cognized, awareness of its absence is
not possible. An absence, in itself unrelated to its
counterpositive, unlike difference (Jbhedd) and similarity
(sädrsya), cannot be a content of constructionfree cognition
(nirvikalpakabuddhi). For then the absence would become a
positive entity like difference and similarity, since the
opponents' definition of an entity is that it is a content of a
constructionfree cognition.

(Objection:) The awareness about sleep, viz., "I did not
know anything", is not a direct awareness of the experience in
sleep but an inference to the absence of any experience in
sleep drawn by one who has awoken from sleep.

(Answer:) This argument is not reasonable, for there is
no reason on which to base such an inference. The absence of
any apparatus necessary for awareness is not the reason, since
it is not proved. Such an absence cannot be inferred from the
absence of any other awareness. For the latter is inferred from
the former and this would breed the defect of mutual
dependence {anyonyäsrayata). So the awareness (t!I did not
know anything") about sleep is not one about an absence but
rather of the experience of a positive ignorance.

(Objection:) Since the Advaitins hold that positive
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ignorance, like the absence of awareness, is dispelled by
knowledge, the experience and usage "I do not know it" would
not be possible concerning a thing of which one is aware.

(Answer:) Ignorance is known by the witness and not
by any ordinary instrument of knowledge. Even before the
awareness arises, ignorance and its content are known by the
witness. It is said in the Vivarana that "everything is a content
of the witness-intelligence either as known or as
unknown"»43

(E102; T75-76) Another definition favored by Citsukha
is that ignorance is the basis (upädäna) of an erroneous
cognition (hhramd). This does not overextend to cover the
Self. For the Self, which is unchangeable (kütastha), does not
by itself become the material cause of erroneous perception.
If a real thing were the cause of an illusion, the illusion would
be real too. But this does not deny that an illusion as illusion
is real For if it were not real even in that sense, the sublation
in the form of the disappearance of the illusory object would
be impossible as in the case of veridical awareness. The
recognition "so far it has appeared as silver" is not thereby
contradicted, as the illusion is not an absence though it is
indeterminable. With regard to a thing which really exists by
itself (svarüpasat) there need not be a recognition that it
existed. Recognition (anusandhäna, pratisandhäna) is implied
in such expression as "so far there has existed a face in the
mirror", "the crystal has been red so far".

(E136-141; T88-91)1 I.13.The indeterminable is not
impossible to define, but it cannot be determined

Citsukha starts off to discuss anirvacamyatva of the
superimposed with a reference to Udayana's attack on the concept
(Tätparyaparisuddhi, p. 414: kim idam anirvaca-nlyatvam? kim
niruktivirahah? etc.). Udayana contends that anirvacaniyakhyäti is
contrary to experience. For it is possible to define the illusory
cognition as "this is silver" and so on.
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in terms of set ideas such as "existent" or
"nonexistent" or both.

If a definition is to be given of what is indefinable it can be
only with reference to its negation. In other words, the
indeterminable is a thing sublated by knowledge.

(Objection:) This definition overextends to cover a
previous awareness (that is sublated by knowledge) or a trace
destroyed by knowledge.

(Answer:) No, for even though those two are destroyed
by a following knowledge they are not sublations of an
awareness. Sublation is the knowledge of the absence of an
object in the locus where it is supposed to appear. There is no
knowledge of an absence or the trace in the locus, i.e., the
Self. And even the knowledge of God only destroys the world,
as a club does a pot, and does not cognize its nonexistence.
Similarly, the shell and Brahman are not indeterminable,
though they are the contents of negating awarenesses, in the
form of the locus. For they are not counterpositives to the
absence that is cognized by the negating awareness. That is
why some Advaita teachers say that "sublation is the
awareness that in all the three times in the accepted locus that
the counterpositive was not there, is not now there and will
not be there, and what is sublated is the object of such
negation."

It is not (as the Naiyäyika has it) that it is real silver
somewhere else which is negated by saying "this is not silver".
If it exists somewhere awareness of its not existing at all is not
correct. So real silver elsewhere is not the counterpositive of
its absence in the shell, since it is the content of an illusory
appearance. Otherwise there would be no silver at all in the
world. The opinion of the author of the Vivarana (i.e.,
Prakäsätman) that empirically real silver is the counterpositive
referred to in "this is not silver", which appears to contradict
the above conclusion, is to be interpreted as saying that
empirically real silver is the counterpositive of the absence in
the three times spoken of in "this is not empirical silver", But
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that is not anyathäkhyätU for anyathäkhyäti says that real
silver elsewhere is perceived here where it is not. According to
(our) anirvacamyakhyäti theory the silver is neither real nor
unreal.

(Objection:)1 Awareness of the content (of a false
judgment) is possible because the object exists elsewhere, and
thus denial of its existence here is appropriate.

(Answer:) No, since its existence elsewhere cannot be
the cause of the awareness of it at a given place. And that
object elsewhere cannot be cognized as absent, because it is
not cognized at all, that is, it is not immediately presented.

(Objection:) The object cognized in an erroneous
judgment both exists and does not exist.

(Answer:) That is self-contradictory, which is why our
theory (of anirvacaniyakhyäti, that the object of an erroneous
judgment is neither real nor unreal) is preferable. If what is
known exists, it is not error, but if it doesn't exist, its
appearance would be impossible.

(E142-146; T91-93) Citsukha offers a proof of
indeterminability: X is indeterminable because it is sublated.
Whatever is not sublated is not indeterminable, like the Self."

(Objection:) It is a relation betwen X and something
else that is sublated (not X itself).

(Answer:) If so, the objects related should be separately
perceived after the perception of their relation.

(Objection:) Indeterminability is an unproved qualifier
(i.e., you haven't shown there is any such thing which both
exists and doesn't exist).

(Answer:) 1.14. Existence and nonexistence are
counterpositives to their absolute absences in one
and the same thing, because they are properties,
like color and taste.

And the thing in question is, e.g., the illusory silver.

V.A.Sarma in a footnote here identifies the opponent addressed
here as the author of the Mänamanohara.
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(Objection:) If this is so, the sublating experience "this
is not silver" must itself be contradictory.

(Answer:) No, for what is negated (in sublation) is the
thing's capacity for efficient causation (arthakriyäkäritva). It is
not that the word "silver" cannot be used for what is
indeterminable.

(Objection:) An indeterminable thing cannot be
cognized at all.

(Answer:) Yes it can. Awareness is possible of the silver
as superimposed on consciousness, as a transformation of the
ignorance in the shell-awareness of the cognizer.

(Objection:) But there is no contact with a sense-organi
(Answer:) No contact is required for a false "perceptual"

awareness. Otherwise, even for you there can be no false
perception of illusory silver. We both agree that for perceptual
error there must be sense-contact with a thing erroneously
perceived. But in the case of false silver, its perception is not
invariably concomitant with its sense-contact and vice-versa,
since when its locus becomes known the ilusory silver is no
longer seen.

(Objection:) Even after sublation, since there may
continue to be contact with the object through touch, the eye
may continue to see the illusory silver.

(Answer:) In an illusion arising out of similarity (e.g.,
of silver to shell) the similarity is itself known through the
same sense. Otherwise you cannot explain the gustatory error
expressed by "the jaggery is bitter" where it tactually known to
be sweet. The bitterness that is superimposed is only perceived
through the sense of taste, not the sense of touch, which can
only grasp substances.

(Objection:) Then you must be a believer in the akhyäti
theory of error, since there are being said to be two (valid)
judgments here, one the gustatory judgment that this is bitter,
the other the tactual judgment that it is sweet.

(Answer:) No, since the objects cognized by both
judgments are cognized by the witness-consciousness as "this",
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whereas the cognition of the silver is a transformation of
ignorance and is only an apparent awareness (jnänäbhäsd).

(E146-159; T96-99) (Präbhäkara:) Words do not have
the power to denote their individual meanings unless they
refer to an action or something that is to be achieved. For in
empirical usage the denotative power of a word wTith regard
to its meaning is understood only when it is connected with or
has reference to an action. As the words in the Vedic passages
have the same meaning that they have in empirical usage it
necessarily follows that Vedic words can be significant only if
they refer to action or something to be achieved. Since the
Upanisadic passages are statements of what already exists
(siddha) they cannot be considered as conveying anything. It
is true that all words do not necessarily point to something to
be achieved (kärya). In some cases they have indirect
reference to it. The words "you are blessed with a son"
(putraste jätah), which apparently refer to an event that has
happened, must be understood through their secondary
meaning (laksana), for there is no sign which surely points to
the real cause of happiness in the hearer. Even in the
statement "the bee drinks honey from the lotus", the new word
meaning a bee refers to what is to be done based on the
meaning of the other familiar words used along with it,
pointing to the particular result of the activity of drinking
honey.

(Answer:) It is not intelligible that the words have the
capacity to signify an object referring to what is to be done,
for the word (s) "what is to be done" {käryd) cannot have
another kärya to which it could refer.

(Mimämsaka:)1 There is nothing wrong in the word
"kärya" referring to the kärya to which another word points.

(Citsukha:) The Vedäntic passages do primarily mean
the existent (siddha), i.e. Brahman. Such meaning can be

reply is ascribed in T to the author of the Nayaviveka, i.e.,
Sälikanätha Misra.
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understood even for sentences like "you are blessed with a
son". There is no impossibility of arriving by elimination
(parisesävadhäran-änupapatti) at the particular fact that
Sälikanätha speaks of.

1.15. For example, the person who knows that Caitra's
happiness is due to hearing the news of child-birth can
witness a man going to Caitra with a cloth bearing the
footprint of the child and showing him the cloth.

He comes to know definitely that Caitra's happiness is only
due to hearing the news of childbirth. The happy delivery of
his wife cannot be deemed the cause of Caitra's happiness as
there is nothing which shows that, as the cloth or the child's
footprint does, Since the use of words can primarily point to
an existent object there is no point in treating it as figurative
(laksanikd) and as dependent on the sense of what is to be
done (kärya) that is primarily signified. For in "your son has
come from a distant place", "your son is going", etc, the word
"son" directly causes awareness of their own object (and not
kärya),

(Objection:) An Upanisadic passage like "it is to be
seen" (drastavyah) expresses the injunction to know the self,
and those like "Brahman is knowledge and bliss" (vijnänam
änandam brahmd) are subsidiary to such injunctive sentences
which enjoin self-knowledge.

(Answer:) "It is to be seen" also means that Brahman is
worthy of being realized. And "Brahman is knowledge and
bliss" is not subsidiary to an injunction, for it cannot possibly
be pertinent to any of the three kinds of things which can be
enjoined, viz., verbal awareness (sabdiri), contemplation of
meaning (bhävanätmika) or realization (säksätkämlaksana).
Verbal awareness cannot be enjoined, as it arises
spontaneously from the words used in such an injunction as
"one who desires heaven should sacrifice". Contemplation
cannot be enjoined because it is known to cause merely the
intensity of awareness. For example constant contemplation of
the rise and fall of musical notes intensifies the enjoyment of
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music. Lastly, the realization that is nothing else but Brahman
and hence eternal is not something which can be enjoined.

Moreover there is prolixity in saying that the capacity
ôf words signifying existent things indirectly points to
something to be done, since the purpose of words is in fact to
convey their own meaning.

1.16. What is accepted as existent by the opponent is
acceptable as the meaning of a word, because it is the
content of an instrument of knowledge and in
accordance with reasoning, like your own "what is to be
done" is (according to you).
(Objection:) (Käryatva is an upädhi here, i.e.,) it is just

the meanings of words expressing what is to be done which
are contents of knowledge in accordance with reasoning.

(Answer:) No, since the negative pervasion "what is not
something to be done is not a meaning of a word" is false.

(E192-195; T100-102) The existent thing denoted by
Upanisadic passages is Brahman, which is one and undivided
(akhandaikarasa). Citsukha provides this definition:

(DU): Undivided meaning is that which produces
knowledge that is not conveyed by the syntactical
relations of nonsynonymous words.

As usual he shows DU to be free from fallacies of
contradictoriness, etc. There is no contradiction in DU, for in
sentences like "the moon is that which has a brilliant light"
knowledge of the moon is intended and not the syntactical
relation of the word "moon" to other words.

. (Objection:) Even a sentence expressing DU has a
meaning conveyed by a relation, since it distinguishes the
moon from other things.

(Answer:) No. Does it show the distinction directly, or
indirectly? Not directly, as there is no word in DU expressing
that distinction. And not indirectly, for an indirect sense is a
sense that is not the ' primary meaning of a word.
Sabarasvämin also says: "the meaning (known) from a word
is an object, not an injunction" (yascärthäd artho na sa
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codanärthah). So the definition points simply to the nature of
the thing defined. And its distinction from others is later
understood.

(E215-216; T104) 1.21. Intrinsic validity (svatah-
prämänyä) of an awareness (J) is J's truth not being
produced by a cause other than a sufficient condition
for J itself.
1.22. A true judgment is not caused by any other cause
than the cause of the judgment itself, because it is
different from error, like a cloth.
(E236-267; T105-107) Citsukha holds that the validity

of scripture is independent and absolute, and that without any
external merit (gund) or the absence of demerit (dosäbhävä),
the Vedänta passages point to Brahman on the strength of
their own capacity (svasakti).

This capacity or sakti accepted in Advaita is something
different from the concept bearing the same name in other
systems. For example, the Tärkikas (Naiyäyikas) accept it in
the form of the presence of auxiliaries along with the essential
nature of a thing (svarüpasahakärisamavadhänay. One of the
auxiliaries is the absence of obstruction (pratibandhakäbhävd).
For example, the fire blazes in the absence of any obstruction
caused by things like a gem, an incantation, etc. And since
there is no evidence for it, the Naiyäyikas will say that sakti as
conceived in the Advaita system is not acceptable.

In reply to this Citsukha quotes scripture as an
instrument of knowledge. Sakti is not an auxiliary, as it is
propounded after rejecting auxiliaries such as what is to be
done (kdrya) and cause (s) (kärana). It is not even the
essential nature of a thing, since that it is different is indicated
by the genitive case in the expression "the power of another"
(pardsya saktih). Also in "tästu saktayah" powers (sakti) are
said to be many and they cannot be identical with the one
Brahman. These passages are not merely supplemental
(arthavdda) since by the devices of interpretation
(tätparyalinga) it is understood that they point to the nature
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of God, who is also accepted by the Naiyäyikas.
Citsukha gives additionally presumption and inference

as evidence, since they please the Naiyäyikas more than
scripture does. The argument from presumption is that
without capacity it would be impossible for the effect to burst
forth (sphotädi-käryänyathänupapatti). And for the Advaitin it
is the presence of a set of jointly-sufficient conditions that is
responsible for the effect coming into existence and not the
absence of any obstructing elements.

Inference too is evidence for capacity, e.g., "Fire is the
locus of a positive entity which does not rest in two things,
being supersensible and different from elasticity, because it
possesses qualities, like a pot.

Thus the concept of capacity being established, words
too have capacities which are responsible for conveying
meanings. Knowledge of the concomitance of the word-
meanings is caused through implications (secondary meanings,
laksana) of the meanings determined by the capacities, with
the aid of auxiliaries like contiguity.

This is the Bhätta theory of ahhihitänvayaväda which
the Advaitins prefer to that of the Präbhäkaras, according to
which the individual word in a sentence has its meaning as
connected (but not independently as in the former view) with
that of the rest and thus makes the sentence as a whole
convey its meaning. In support of the Bhätta view Citsukha
refers to Mandana and Vacaspati, and interprets Samkara in
favor of it, in preference to the Vivarana school which favors
the Präbhäkaras in this regard.

(E273-275; T108-109) The phonemes (yarna) (of Vedic
passages) are eternal like space, all-pervading, and they do not
have any order either in time or in space. But they can be
articulated temporarily in a particular order. The order of a
subsequent articulation may depend on the previous one. Such
articulation of phonemes in Vedic passages may depend on
human beings who utter them. This may be the case even at
the time of creation. So in this sense the Vedas can be said to
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be of human origin (pauruseyd). If however that is interpreted
to mean that the Vedas are composed by God, taking the
theme from some other source, it is not acceptable. Nowhere
in scripture do we find that the Vedas are so written. Hence
they are eternal.

(Objection:) The sentences of the Vedas are of human
origin, since they are sentences.

(Answer:) Do you mean they originated from human
beings or that they were handed down by human beings? If
the latter, you are proving what is already accepted by us. We
can even accept that study of texts at the time of creation
presupposes previous texts, for the Advaitin accepts creation.
But the Vedas are not of human origin, since their "authors",
about whom we hear from tradition, are only propagators of
traditions, and did not create the Vedas in the way that, e.g.,
someone actually initially wrote down the Mahäbhärata.
Otherwise passages declaring the eternal nature of the Vedas
would be contradicted.

CHAPTER TWO
(E285-298; Tl 10-116) The concept of difference

(bhedd) is fundamental to all other systems, realistic or
idealistic, for acceptance of more entities than one involves
difference. Citsukha divides these schools into two: those
which hold that difference is the nature (svarüpd) of things
and those which maintain that it is a property (dharma). The
Buddhists and the Präbhäkaras favor the first theory, with the
difference that the Präbhäkaras say that difference is the
nature of the locus where the absence of an attribute is
cognized. Of the second group, the Naiyäyikas bring difference
under the category of mutual absence (anyonyäbhävd), and
the Bhättas view it as a quality (prthaktvd).

The Buddhists hold that difference is the very nature of
things. Citsukha gives as many as five reasons for the
refutation of this view. In the first place, something, a
counterpositive, from which the object in question is to be
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differentiated is necessary for knowledge of difference. But if
the difference is the same as the object differentiated in the
form of its nature, there would be no necessity for a
counterpositive. Further, as difference is one with the object
its counterpositive also would get into the body of the object,
which would imply the nonduality of everything. It cannot be
outside the object because, if it is external, then the difference
which is of the nature of the object cannot be shown by such
an external thing.

Moreover, if an entity is by nature different in the sense
that it breaks apart then it could not be one, since difference
would be opposed to singularity. Even an atom would not
keep its onejiess, and the combination of atoms into a whole
unit, the knowledge of which the Buddhists uphold
(ekasthülääipratyaya), would be impossible. Even if the
concept of natural difference (svarüpabheda) is interpreted so
as to include its dependence on another thing in order to
avoid the above criticism, it is yet open to objections on the
same account that when difference is one with the object it
does not require another thing as a counterpositive and there
could be no doubts or errors.

Having refuted the view that difference is the very
nature of objects, Citsukha takes up for criticism the view that
it is a property of a thing or what differentiates a thing from
its attribute. No evidence can be provided for property
difference. The perception of difference between a qualifier
and what it qualifies is possible only when both of them and
their mutual relation are cognized at one time, according to
the Bhättas. But the cognition of the object as qualified by the
attribute is not simultaneous with the cognition of the
qualifying attribute and of their difference. It follows the
latter. Also according to the Vaisesikas (Vaisesikasütra VIII. 1.9
quoted), for example, in "the cloth is white" the cognition of
the property whiteness is the cause and the cognition of the
cloth as white is the effect, and there is no simultaneity
between them.
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If difference is a property, in order to differentiate the
difference between a thing and its property another difference
is required, and for that another and so on.

(Objection by the author of the Mänamanohara:) There
is no basis for such an infinite regress. The difference that is
already there in the thing as its nature can as well be the
qualifier, it need not be separately cognized for this purpose.

(Answer:) No. Such a qualifying difference is not
noticed in the* mixture of milk and water, or between two
trees seen as one from a distance. It is not that distance, etc.
are the causes obstructing the perception of difference. For
they are only not seen as different, though they are different:
there is no necessity for introducing a cause.

No example about which we would both agree can be
provided of something by which there is mere awareness of
different objects as qualifier and qualified. There is also the
defect of mutual dependence (itaretaräsrayatä) since the
relation of a thing and its counterpositive is possible only
when they are seen as different, and the difference is
perceived only when there is a counterpositive. It is not that
in constructionfree awareness the difference and the
differentiated appear simultaneously and this gives rise to the
constructionfilled awareness "this is different from this". For
there is no evidence for the sort of difference which has no
counterpositive. Here Udayana's answer is also refuted.

(Naiyäyika:) Difference is merely mutual absence
{anyonyäbhävd).

(Answer:) Mutual absence of what from what? Let's
say: of a pot from the rest of the world. Then another
difference must be brought in, the difference between the
difference which is that mutual absence and the rest of the
world. This leads to infinite regress. On the other hand, if
difference is identical with what it differentiates then the the
pot and the world are the same thing, and this supports
Advaita.

(Vaisesika:) Difference is just two things, say a pot and
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a cloth, having different properties (yaidharmyd).
(Answer:) Then you will have to posit a vaidharmya to

explain the difference between the pot's vaidharmya and the
cloth's vaidharmya, thus leading to infinite regress. On the
other hand, if there is only one vaidharmya then nondualism
{advaitd) will result.

(Bhätta:) Difference is just the quality called
"separateness" (prthaktva).

(Answer:) In that case, in things that are without
qualities (e.g., in a quality itself) there would be no difference.

(The author of the Mänamanohara:) Here is a
mahävidyä-type inference proving separateness:

(Infl6): Space is the locus of two qualities which
do not inhere in two things simultaneously which
is the noninherence cause of qualities belonging
to the tangible substances, because space is a
substance (or an element), like the threads that
make a cloth.

Now these two qualities must necessarily be the number one
and separateness.

(Answer:) We do not accept that a substance such as a
cloth is separate from the threads making it up, so your
sädhya is absent from your sapaksa. Secondly, your h (viz.,
being a substance or an element) includes tangible substances,
so the inference is fallacious.

After this, citing the words of Sriharsa
(Khandanakhandakhädya I.19) and explaining his view,
Citsukha shows that no difference as property (dharmabheda)
can be established for want of proof, for there is no locus
where the difference could rest. Does the difference rest in
things which are different or not? In the first case there will
be no end to the number of differences to be assumed. This
assumption would virtually mean that in order to explain the
differences that are past and future, all things will have to be
accepted as eternal. If, on the other hand, it be assumed that
all the differences rest in the things at one and the same time,
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the contention that difference rests in the things that are
different will have to be abandoned. If it is said that because
of the relation to the difference the things become different,
then there would be no reason to choose any particular thing
as different. Finally, so many differences could be assumed
only if there is a cognition to that effect. If that is absent,
there is no valid reason to assume a series of differences.

(Objection:) Difference is the possession of diverse
definitions (yailaksanya).

(Answer:) Vailaksanya means "fit for having many
definitions" (nänälaksanayoga), and manyness (nänätva)
involves difference, which is yet to be proved.

(E298-301; T116-118)
II.4. The definition of a substance as the (DQ1)
locus of qualities will not do. The definition
underpervades because in its first moment a
substance is without any qualities. And it
overpervades to include qualities, because the
number of qualities (in the Nyäya-Vaisesika
system) is twenty-four and number is a quality--
so some qualities have qualities (whereas
according to Nyäya-Vaisesika only substances
have qualities).

It is to avoid such difficulties that modern Naiyäyikas define
"being the locus of a quality" as (DLQ1)) "being the nonlocus
of the absolute absence of quality".

Prasastapäda says that the five categories of quality, etc.
(viz., quality, action, universal property, individuator and
inherence) are without qualities or motions. But that allows
the overpervasion of DLQ1 to absences, since an absence is the
nonlocus of the absolute absence of quality.

DQ1 overextends to include qualities, etc., since a
quality can be the locus of number and of separateness
(prthaktvd) (both of which are counted as qualities by
Vaisesika).

(Udayana:) It would lead to infinite regress if a quality
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is said to reside in a quality. So the cognition of number and
separateness in a number is only illusory.

(Answer:) Perhaps so, if it is the same quality that is
said to reside in a quality (i.e., for example, a color cannot
reside in another color). But this does not affect the case
where a different kind of quality is said to reside in a quality,
For example, number and separateness can reside in color, etc.

II.5. The definition "a substance is that which has
the universal (property) substanceness (inhering
in it)" cannot stand. For there is nothing (else)
which can be the manifestor (yyanjaka) of that
universal (property) substanceness.

If a substance is manifested as qualified by a quality, then its
qualifier (yisesana) must be substanceness, and so, for
example, a color, e.g., (which is a quality), having a quality
like number, which is a manifestor of substanceness, would be
a substance!

Anyway, what is a "manifestor"? If it is capacity for
being known independently, what does that mean? It is not
capability of being known without awareness of its locus, for
then a word, etc. would be a manifestor. Nor can "manifestor"
be defined as "not resting on any locus", for then a whole,
which has parts, could not have substanceness as its
manifestor, since a whole rests on its parts. So there can be no
manifestor of substanceness.

(Srivallabha (in Nyäyalüävati):) "Space, time and
(spatial) direction have a universal different from existence
(satta), because they are causes of contact and disjunction, like
a motion. Being a motion is cognizable, because it cognized
through the perception of movement."

(Answer:) The Präbhäkaras, who do not accept motion
as perceptible, will not allow this inference. Motion just is a
series of contacts and disjunctions.

(E306-309; Tl 18-120) II.6. (Sridhara's Nyäyakandali
defines "quality" (guna) as) "That which has a
universal property but has no quality and is not
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an independent cause of contact and
disjunction." This is not sound, because only
when the nature of a quality is known can we
define it as that which does not have a quality.

In order to avoid this problem Srivallabha (in Nyäyalüävati)
defines it as "that which has a universal, has no motion and
which is not an inherence cause". But this also does not appeal
to reason. For it has already been shown that qualities like
color may be inherence causes.

Udayana defines a quality as "that which has a universal
property but no touch, which is dependent on a substance and
different from motion". But it is not clear what the difference
is between a quality and a motion. So, as Udayana himself
says in Kiranävali, the view expressed in the (Nyäya)Bhüsana
(of Bhäsarvajna) is better because according to it motion is
itself a quality.

The definition "a quality is what has the universal
property qualityness {gunatvaY won't do, since there is neither
a manifestor of such a universal nor any instrument of
knowledge to prove it.

(Objection:) Yes there is: The manifestor is its "having
a universal while not generating the two effects contact and
disjunction", and the proof is the inference "contact has a
universal property other than contactness, because it is
something having a universal property, like motion".

(Answer:) That manifestor won't do, since it involves
mutual dependence. Your manifestor can be established only
when the universal existence or the universal qualityness has
been established, and vice versa. The definition would be
contradicted in that the quality of merit (dharma) generated
by performance of a certain action in view of avoiding the
undesirable and obtaining the desired object is the cause of
contact with the desirable and disjunction from the
undesirable.

(Objection:) This is so only because merit is an
instrumental cause, not an inherence or noninherence cause.
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(Answer:) No, since the adrsta (i.e., the merit and
demerit) which is the cause of contact and disjunction in the
self is the noninherence cause in that it resides in its cause
(the self) together with its effect (contact). Further, as the
difference between substance, quality, etc. is not known, the
difference between an inherence cause and a noninherence
cause cannot be understood.

Your proof (four paragraphs back) for qualities is
baseless, since your reason, "because it is something having a
universal property" has yet to be proved.

(E309-318; T120-123) Srldhara defines motion
(karmari) as an independent cause of contact and disjunction.
But it cannot be an independent cause, since it is dependent
on God's will, space, time, adrsta and its inherence cause.

(Objection:) Those are all precluded because they
precede motion.

(Answer:) When a later contact is to take place, the
destruction of a previous contact succeeding disjunction is
needed.

(Objection:) An action does not require a positive
succeeding cause (and the destruction of the previous contact
is negative).

(Answer:) No, since the moment at which the
destruction of the previous contact is a positive entity and is
required as well as the destruction.

(Objection:) Then a motion is that after which contact
and disjunction occur.

(Answer:) This overextends to the causes of contacts
and disjunctions.

(Srivallabha:) Motion is the noninherence cause of
contact and disjunction. There is no overpervasion to contacts
and disjunctions themselves, which are noninherence causes
of other contacts and disjunctions respectively, for those are
the causes of only contact or disjunction, not of both. Motion
on the other hand is the cause of both.

(Answer:) This cannot apply to the case of a particular
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motion. Thus, in the following example we see that motion
gives rise to only disjunction and not contact as well.
Supposing that the motion of some cloth-parts, e.g., the
threads, etc. which constitute it, causes their separation from
some other parts, and at the same moment motion is caused
in the cloth. Then the destruction of the contact (of the parts,
which is the cause of the whole) and the disjunction of the
whole occur simultaneously, the former due to disjunction in
the parts and the latter due to the motion of the whole. There
is no subsequent contact (uttarasamyoga) produced, for after
the destruction of the contact of the parts, which are the
inherence causes of the whole, the whole has ceased to exist.

(Objection:) After the motion of the parts no motion
occurs in the whole.

(Answer:) Not so, for it is seen that when the branches
of a tree move, the tree also moves.

(Objection:) But if the motion produces no subsequent
contact that is irrelevant.

(Answer:) Its relevance is in giving rise to the
disjunction of the whole.1

For the same reason the definition of motion as the
noninherence cause of a disjunction which is not generated by
another disjunction is not sound. The adjective "not being
generated by disjunction" is useless because there is nothing
that can be excluded by it. It is not that a disjunction is
generated by another disjunction, but the motion itself
generating one disjunction becomes the cause of another, and
nowhere is a disjunction seen giving rise to another. In this
context Citsukha refutes the Vaisesika view that a disjunction
jpves rise to another as well as the views of Udayana, etc.
Siväditya's definitions are also criticized because they are all
of manifestors, and the concept of manifestor has been already
disproved (above). Definitions referring to the property of

lA lengthy analytic exposition of this argument is provided in
T, footnote 39, pp. 122-123.
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motionness are also not correct as the concept of universal
property is next discussed.

(E318-324; T123-125) What is a universal property
{sämänya)? Is it (1) a cause of an awareness of a common
feature? Or is it (2) that which has such an awareness as its
proof? Or is it (3) the property of being shared (i.e.,
common)? Or (4) being common while being eternal? Or is it
(5) one eternal (thing) which is inherent in many?

11.10. None of these. (l)-(4) all are overpervasive
through applying to parts (as well as the whole)
of the definiendum.

(l)-(4) cannot be right, since a "common" or "shared" feature
is itself a universal property. (5), given by Snvallabha, does
not stand analysis. What does "being inherent in" mean? Does
it mean (a) "being inherent in those qualified by a number
more than one"?, or (b) "being inherent in that which has a
mutual absence whose counterpositive is any locus"?, or (c)
"being inherent in that which is the locus of the
counterpositive of its own mutual absence"? Not (a), since the
definition would overextend to the universals qualityness and
motionness, for they do not have number. Not (b), for it
applies to the last individuator (or infima species, antyavisesa)
and the colors of atoms, neither of which is inherent in
something that itself is located somewhere. And not (c), since
if "its own" designates a universal there is the fault of self-
dependence.

Again, in (5), what is eternality? Is it (a) having
existence not touched by any destruction of its own"? or (b)
"not being the locus of counterpositiveness to its own
destruction (pmdhvarnsa)"? or (c) "not being the locus of
counterpositiveness to its own destruction"? Not (a), because
a universal cannot have another universal residing in it. Not
(b): What is this counterpositiveness of which the eternal is
not the locus? It is not "being the describer (nirüpaka) of a
destruction", since the statement "destruction is different from
a universal" is also a describer of destruction and would
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become noneternal. Nor is "counterpositiveness of which the
eternal is not the locus" a thing's not existing together with its
own destruction. For in earth existence, substanceness and
earthness do not exist together with the destruction of a pot.
And not (c), for the destruction of a universal does not occur
and thus its counterpositiveness can't occur either.

(Objection:) Why shouldn't a universal be accepted as
eternal, since Brahman is so accepted by you Advaitins?

(Answer:) Brahman is devoid of any attribute, and thus
devoid of the attribute eternality. It is said to be eternal since
its destruction cannot be proved.

(Objection:) Then the destruction of anything should be
counted as eternal (since its destruction cannot be proved).

(Answer:) No, for since anything (other than Brahman)
is inexplicable (durnirüpa) it is not absolutely real in itself and
cannot be eternal. On the other hand, according to
Prasastapäda the three categories beginning with universals
(the other two being individuators and inherence) are
accepted to be eternal. But their eternal nafure can as well be
equated with that of the destruction of a pot.

(Siväditya:) A universal property is that which is not
the locus of that existence which is inherent in but different
from those properties that inhere in eternal things, excepting
for internal-organ-ness and self-ness.

(Answer:) This is not correct since it involves mutual
dependence (anyonyäsrayatvd). Since universal properties
themselves are not established, existence, intemal-orgaii-ness
and self-ness which are also universals are not established.

(E324-330; T126-129) Sridhara defines individuators
(yisesa) as "those which invariably reside in only those
substances which are eternal". But

11.12: There is overpervasion in selfness and
internal-organ-ness, as they too invariably reside
in eternal substances only.

But according to Advaitins the internal organ is not eternal,
and selfness is not a universal property.
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(Objection:) Selfness and internal-organ-ness do not
reside in every eternal substance, not for example in time,
space, etc.

(Answer:) All individuators do not reside in every
eternal substance, and Sridhara's definition cannot be applied
to each individuator individually.

(Objection:) Well, the definition of an individuator
should then read: An individuator is that which belongs to the
class of those which reside in eternal substances alone". "

(Answer:) No, for Naiyäyikas do not accept a property
of individuatorness.

Srivallabha and Udayana define individuators as "those
which have one substance alone for each as the locus and
which exist by themselves (i.e., do not have the universal
existence (sattä) inhering in them)". But what is this "having
one substance for for its locus (ekadravyataY? Is it (1) "being
inherent in a substance qualified by being one" or is it (2) "not
residing in two"? Not (1), for then the definition would
overextend to the universals of substances since they are also
inherent in substances having the number one and do not
have the universal existence inhering in them. (A universal
inhering in another universal is unacceptable to the
Naiyäyikas.) What does (2) "not residing in two" mean? Is it
(2a) "residing in one and not residing in another"? or is it (2b)
"not residing in that which has the mutual absence of its locus
as its counterpositive"? Not (2a), for universal properties also
reside in one and not in another, since they do not exist in all.
And not (2b), for the same reason.

If the definition is modified to read "the individuator of
a particular substance is that which exists in that particular
substance and not in any other eternal substance", there is
again the defect of mutual dependence. For as individuators
are intended to differentiate eternal substances, only when an
individuator is known can the differences between eternal
substances be known and vice versa. And if the distinction can
be known from a different source awareness of individuators
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will seiye no purpose.
Siväditya defines an individuator as "that which is other

than selfness and internal-organ-ness and which is inherent
only in the eternal entities and which is devoid of sattä". This
also is not faultless, for there is overpervasion in universal
property largest-size-ness (paramamahattva).

(Objection:) Then iargest-sized-ness is not a universal
property.

(Answer:) Yes it is, since it inheres in the largest size
(mahatparimäna), which is eternal. Furthermore, what is
meant by "being inherent in only eternal entities"? It can be
neither being inherent in one eternal entity nor being inherent
in all eternal entities. For in either case there is the defect of
underpervasion. All individuators do not reside in one eternal
entity, and each individuator does not reside in all eternal
substances. Not only that: "individuator" cannot be defined,
and there is no instrument of knowledge that proves it.

Srlvallabha offers inferences to prove individuators, but
they are not valid. Here they are:

(1) Atoms possessing the same universal property as
well as qualities, motions and effects, have attributes inherent
in them which (attributes) distinguish one from another,
because they are substances, like a cow, etc. Here the
attributes that distinguish one from another are individuators.

(2) Existence (sattä) does not have association with a
positive entity different from a universal and inherence,
because it is a universal property like cowness. Through this
inference the entity that does not inhere in the positive
categories other than universal property and inherence must
necessarily be an individuator.

In (1), the fallacy is proving what is already accepted,
since separateness serves the property of distinguishing the
atoms. (2) cannot be accepted from the point of view of the
Präbhäkaras and the Bhättas. For the Präbhäkaras do not
accept existence as a universal property and so the h has an
unproved locus (äsrayäsiddha). According to the Bhättas the
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paksa in (2) has an unknown qualifier since inherence is not
accepted by them.

The inference offered by the author of the
Mänamanohara too cannot pass. It runs: "Space has something
other than a quality and a universal inhering in it, because it
is a substance, like a pot." According to the Präbhäkaras this
inference proves what is already accepted, since that
"something" may be a power {sakti), which resides in space
and is something other than a quality or a universal.
According to the Bhättas and the Vedäntins, who do not
accept inherence, the p has an unproved qualifier.

(E330-341; T129-134) Prasastapäda's definition of
inherence is that it is a relation which is the cause of the
awareness "this is here", where this is what is contained and
here is the container and the two are inseparably related
(ßyutasiddhä).

Citsukha shows the fallacies in this definition. In the
first place, it can apply as well to the relation of the qualifier
and the qualified (yisesanavisesyabhävä), as e.g. in "there is
absence of pot on the ground". Between the absence and the
ground there is inseparable relation. For though the ground is
in its parts, the absence of the pot does not have any locus
apart from the ground and there is the relation between
container and the contained, as well as awareness of them
existing here.

(Objection:) Inherence relates only positive entities.
(Answer:) Even then the definition would overextend

to include the relation of the qualifier and the qualified in "the
inherence of color is in cloth and cloth has inherence of color".

Another definition of inherence approved by Udayana,
Srivallabha, Vädiväglsvara and Sarvadeva is: "Inherence is the
eternal relation". But this overextends to the qualifier-
qualified-relation existing between eternal entities, since that
relation is also eternal. And inherence must be noneternal if
it is in noneternal entities.

Siväditya adds to the definition the clause "while being
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positive in character" to avoid overapplication to absences."
Even then there is overpervasion in the contact between
beginningless things (ajasamyoga), which overpervasion
cannot be denied, for it can be proved through the inference
"space is related to a self through contact since it is a relatum
like a pot".

There is no valid means also through which inherence
can be proved. If the perception of the cloth in the threads is
cited as evidence, it has to be analysed. Does inherence in this
case cause awareness of the locus or of the content or of both?
But the threads and the cloth can be the contents of awareness
without inherence playing any part.

(Objection:) Anyway, a universal and the particular in
which it inheres are inseparably related.

(Answer:) Is inherence here dependent (a) on the
universal and the particular, or (b) on some other entity, or is
it (c) independent? Not (a), for dependence on universal and
particular is dependent on another relation (between universal
and particular). Not (b), for if inherence is dependent on some
other thing, the relation would involve that thing and not the
universal and particular. And not (c), for the relation will not
be cognized anywhere if it is independent itself, nor is its
dependence on the relata seen when the relation is
nonexistent.

Inference too cannot prove inherence, for there is no h.
(Objection:) Here is an inference:
(Infl6) The awareness of "being here" presupposes a

relation since it is an uncontradicted awareness,
just as the awareness that berries are here in the
basket.

(Answer:) This does not prove inherence, for the
awareness spoken of can refer to the relation of the qualifier
and the qualified, or of container and contained, etc. Thus
there is here the fallacy of proving what is already accepted.

(Objection:) The inference under discussion is intended
to prove the qualifier-qualified relation.
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(Answer:) Then inherence is not proved, since the
qualifier-qualified relation occurs in instances where inherence
is not relevant, e.g., in "there is absence of pot on the ground".

We Advaitins do not accept inherence as relating a
quality and its possessor to be the cause of common talk about
relatedness, since such talk is possible by virtue of the nature
of the things themselves (svabhävasämarthycO, just as the
Nyäya-Vaisesikas accept a self-linking connector to relate
inherence to its relata, avoiding another relation, although
they require inherence to relate other relations like contact.
The Advaitins argue against this prolixity, saying that self-
linking connector itself, accepted in the case of relating
inherence to its relata, can as well be extended to the analysis
of other relations like contact, and then inherence can be
dropped entirely.

Thus difference cannot be proved on the basis of there
being different veridical definitions.

(E341-353; T134-140) (Buddhist:) Differences between
things have to be accepted on the basis of opposite properties
like the ability and nonability of things. For example, a seed
in the granary is not capable of producing a sprout, whereas
when supported by auxiliaries (sahakärin) it is. A seed which
is by nature capable cannot be incapable at any moment, for
the same thing cannot have two natures. So the difference
existing between that which produces an effect and that which
does not is based on the association of opposite attributes like
ability and nonability. The following arguments confirm this
conclusion:

(Infl7) The seed in the granary is different from
that related to auxiliaries, because they are
associated with opposite properties, like fire and
snow,

and
(Infl8) The seed in the granary is different from
that which produces a plant, since it is associated
with a moment different from the moment
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immediately preceding the effect, like a pot.
On the strength of these pervasions, the (Buddhist)
ksanabhangavädins hold the theory of momentariness based
on the premiss that whatever is existent is momentary.

(Answer:) In the first place, the very concept of
difference is not acceptable to the Advaitin, who denies all
differences. So there is no possibility of our admitting
difference in attributes or differences of those who possess
attributes.

Contrariness of properties (dharrnavirodha) cannot be
explained as "not coexisting at the same time", for at a
moment (the contrary properties) productivity and
nonproductivity can exist in different loci. Contrariness of
properties is not "not coexisting in the same place", because
productivity and nonproductivity reside in the same locus: a
thing produces one effect and does not produce another.
(Several other explanations of contrariness are likewise
dismissed.)

Furthermore, the contrariness of properties is present in
the momentariness theory itself. For it has to be made clear
whether the entity which produces the effect in the presence
of auxiliaries is capable of doing so in their absence or not. If
it is so capable, it must produce even in the absence of
auxiliaries. If it is not capable, the same thing is both capable
and incapable, and contradiction cannot be avoided.

(Buddhist:) Both of us agree that with respect to a
given thing immediately after the auxiliaries are present the
producing of the effect occurs, but in the absence of the
auxiliaries the effect will not occur. But the believer in
persistence (the sthäyivädiri) must accept that though the
capacity found in the presence of auxiliaries exists even before
the production, the effect will not be produced before the
cause comes into relation with the auxiliaries.

(Answer:) The same applies in your (Buddhist) theory
as well. If according to you incapacity of the auxiliaries obtains
even when they are present, then the effect will not be
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produced even when the auxiliaries are present. The
auxiliaries are not the same as the total set of conditions
sufficient to produce the effect; otherwise they would occur
only when the capacity (to produce the effect) is realized. The
auxiliaries are things like the presence of earth, air, water and
light. There is no incongruity in these auxiliaries being
identical with and different from the sufficient condition since
their indeterminability as being the same or different is
accepted (by us). But this does not harm the notion of
causality as accepted in the world.

Further, momentariness does not stand to reason. Is
momentariness (1) being connected with a moment, or (2)
being connected with a moment while not being connected
with a different moment, or (3) being connected with a
moment while not being connected with a different one alone,
or (4) existing at the moment of creation, or (5) existing at
the moment of its own creation, or (6) existing at its own
creation-moment alone, or (7) existing for a moment, or (8)
being qualified by not existing for several moments? Not (1),
for we accept that even in a persisting thing like a pot is
connected with moments. Not (2), as it is irrelevant, for even
though there is no connection with a different moment,
connecting with more moments than one is possible-for
example, things like a pot do have connection with many
moments, though not with that of their destruction. Not (3),
for it is self-contradictory: the moment which is connected
with the thing is also another moment from the standpoint of
any other moment. Not (4), since even if there is connection
with many moments a thing can be related to the moment of
its creation. Not (5) for the same reason. Not (6): If by "its
own" is meant a moment confined to a plant alone, say, then
the moment of its own creation is not found in the pot, etc.,
and the pot would not be .momentary and hence would not
have such an existence. If "its own" refers to all things the
definition is impossible. Not (7): even those who accept
existence for several moments also accept existence for one
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moment. And not even (8): even a continuant (sthira) which
exists at a certain moment does not have existence at many
moments, such as that of its posterior absence.

(Objection:) Momentariness is being the counterpositive
of destruction occurring at the moment immediately
subsequent to the moment of creation.

(Answer:) This also is not sound, because even a thing
which is not momentary can be the counterpositive of such a
destruction.

(E353-356; T140-141) Difference cannot be established
on the ground that recognition (pratyabhijnä) is not one
awareness but two awarenesses, the two being different in
their having the instrumentality and combination of dissimilar
attributes. For that recognition is one awareness is proved,
since the sense-contact and trace of a past awareness together
form the sufficient condition which gives rise to recognition as
one awareness.

Inference, too, cannot prove difference, because
difference is contradicted by recognition; also because
inference is based on the relation of pervasion between the
pervader and the pervaded which itself presupposes difference,
which falls afoul of the fallacy of mutual dependence.

Verbal testimony cannot afford evidence for difference,
since it depends on the awareness of the difference between
an expression and what it expresses.

Comparison is not a source of evidence for difference,
for its main feature is similarity between a gavaya and a cow,
which are known through a different instrument of knowledge,
viz., perception, which is not accepted (for the foregoing
reason).

The evidence cannot be provided by presumption,
which depends on the impossibility-otherwise of an object's
existing. In such cases as "the oil (taila) comes from tila alone"
or "curds is from milk" the knowledge of the fact requires
knowledge of the causes (tila, milk) as different.

Absence too is not able to establish difference because
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of the same problem of mutual dependence: Absence is
dependent on the (awareness of) difference between an
absence and its countercorrelate in cognitions like "this is not
here", etc.

(E356-378; T141-149) The definition of Gautama in
Nyäyasütra I.1.4 is now partially quoted ("perception is
awareness produced from sense-object connection which does
not wander (avyabhicära).,."). What is meant by "does not
wander" is not clear. If it means "being generated by a
defectless apparatus" then the absence of defect in the
apparatus, which is not perceptible, cannot be known through
perception. If it means "being free from sublation", the
question arises whether all persons should find it unsublated
or the cognizer alone. The first alternative is not possible,
because one who is not omniscient cannot know whether a
particular awareness is free from sublation for all people. And
the other alternative won't do, for if the cognizer is in some
other place or dead and if there is no sublation (immediately
after perception), even the perception of a mirage would be
consistent with its object, i.e., it would not wander.

(Objection:) What is meant is an awareness' capacity to
prompt activity (pravrttisämarthya). By "activity" here is meant
the desire or the activity of the cognizer, and its connection
with the effect, like water (in a mirage) is the capacity to
prompt activity.

(Answer:) Does this capacity show merely that
perception is an awareness, or does it show that the judgment
is correct (i.e., that it doesn't wander). If the first, the
definition overextends to error and awarenesses in dreams as
well. If the second it involves mutual dependence, since the
capacity to prompt activity depends on truth and truth
depends on that capacity. (Further discussion of further
problems with "nonwandering", with references to arguments
by Vacaspati, Dharmaklrti and others to show its
defectiveness.)

Is nonwanderingness the same universal as truth
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(pramätvd)? If so cross-connection of universals (jätisankara)
results. Moreover, Gautama's definition cannot be correctly
applied to God's awareness, which is eternal and not caused
by sense-contact.

(Objection:) The definition is of human perception; it
is not meant to apply to God.

(Answer:) Then the definition applies to inference,
which is caused (on your own Nyäya view) by the contact of
the internal organ with the self.

(Objection:) Then revise the definition to specify that
the relation of object to sense must be (not any old
connection) but sense-object contact.

(Answer:) Then the definition will not cover the yogi's
perception of atoms, nor the perception of the "that" part in
recognition ("this is that Devadatta"). For if through contact
that part be perceived, in inferring fire on a mountain the fire
should also be perceived, which is not the case.

Truth cannot be a universal property since it would lead
to cross-connection, as was said above. To hold that truth is
not a universal but an imposed property (upädhi) in regard to
the "this"-part is not logical. For in that case all universals can
be considered as imposed properties and the concept of
universal given up.

If cross-connection is not accepted as a basis for
denying universalhood to a property, even then truth cannot
be a universal property for want of a mark (yyanjaka) to
manifest it.

(Objection:) The manifestor is the nature of any
experience that is uncontradicted, or of an experience true to
its object, or of an experience which does not have deviation.

(Answer:) No, for these features are found in erroneous
awareness up to the time of sublation.

(Objection:) Truth is being as the object is
(yathärthatva).

(Answer:) Yathärthatva cannot be defined. As there is
no invariable association between an awareness and its object,
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and as they do not belong to the same time and place, their
nondeviatingness cannot be established. And likewise, to
define truth as that which is distinguished from doubt, error
or memory is not logical, for doubt, error and memory cannot
be defined. (A lengthy section provides a running account of
just why not.)

Two other definitions of perception are considered and
dismissed. One defines perception as direct {aparoksd)
awareness, the other as immediate (säksät). Both are said to
involve cross-connection and thus be deficient. Some efforts by
Mimämsakas and by the Vrttikära are also considered and
refuted.

(E378-387; T149-153) Inference is defined by
Naiyäyikas (such as Vacaspati Misra and Udayana) as that the
cause par excellence (karand) of which is the third
consideration (or application) of the hetu (lingaparämarsa).
But (says Citsukha) the application cannot be the cause par
excellence, since that sort of causal condition must have an
operation (yyäpärd), and in inference it doesn't. For example
there is no other operation in the application "so it (the paksa,
the mountain) has smoke" occurring to a person who sees the
same smoke on the mountain and understands the pervasion
between smoke and fire having seen an example of it in a
kitchen. So application cannot be treated as the cause par
excellence. Nor can the remembrance of a reported past
inference be such a cause.

What is a hetu, (here, a lingd)?
(Naiyäyika:) The hetu is that which is pervaded

(yyäpta) (by the sddhya) and which pervades the paksa
(paksadharmata).

(Answer:) What is this "pervasion" (yyäpti)? Is it (1)
invariable concomitance (avinäbhäva) or (2) a natural relation
(sväbhävikasambandha) or (3) an unobstructed (nirupädhika)
relation? Not (1).

11.23: If pervasion is invariable concomitance, the
concomitance must either exist (la) between two
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particular individuals (or individuators, vise so),
or (1b) between two universals, or (1c) between
two things which have universals, or (Id)
between that which has sädhya-ness and that
which has hetu-ness.
11.24: But it cannot be a relation (la) between
two particulars, since there are innumerable
particulars and it is impossible to know the
relations among all individuals.

Invariable concomitance cannot be a relation (lb) between the
universal properties of the two terms, since e.g. smokeness and
fireness have different loci. Also (lc) these loci are again
innumerable. And it is not (Id) a relation between the
property of possessing the sädhya (sädhyavattvä) and the
property of possessing the hetu (sädhanavattvd), for example,
between smokeness and fireness. Even if a few individual cases
(of fire and smoke) are cognized there is no necessity for an
inference. If more than one cognition of fire-possessing-ness is
related to several smoke-possessing-nesses cognition of
concomitance would be impossible, whereas if there is only
cognition of each the original difficulty (about two individuals)
cannot be avoided. If the mountain is already known to have
pervasion of smoke by fire then inference is not necessary, and
if it is not already known there cannot be any awareness of
pervasion.

Invariable concomitance cannot be the coexistence of
the s and the hetu, since that relation is absent in a (valid)
only-negative inference. And it can't be coexistence of the
absence of the hetu with the absence of the sädhya, since that
is lacking in a (valid) only-positive inference. And it can't even
be both, for though both are present in the positive-negative
(anvayavyatireka) case they are lacking in the other two (i.e.,
the only-negative and the only-positive) cases!

This also refutes (2) pervasion's being a natural
relation, since the above problems vitiate (2) also. Moreover,
the meaning of "natural" is not clear. It is not "being affected
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by the nature of the relata", since that definition would not
apply to cases involving inherence, which is eternal and not
affected, or to the inference of color from taste through their
co-inherence in the same object, and it overextends to the
contact between a cloth and a pot which is not invariable. Nor
is naturalness "being dependent on the nature of the relata",
since that would make the contact between a cloth and a a
natural relation. Nor is naturalness "being occasioned by their
nature" (prayuktd). If what is meant is "being generated
(janyatva)" that begs the question, while if what is meant is
rather "being pervaded" that involves self-residence, since the
pervasion is precisely what is yet to be proved.

Moreover, pervasion is not "not exceeding the relata"
(tadanatiriktatvd), since this would overextend to include the
relation of the qualified and the qualifier to the ground, since
you do not accept the absence of pot as the relation here. And
it would not apply either to the inherence of two things in one
locus in the case of inferring color from taste, since the
pervasion there exceeds the nature of the relata. And this
same argument vitiates (3) pervasion's being an unobstructed
relation, whether the relata are individuals, universals or
anything else. Moreover, the knowledge of pervasion as
unobstructed is dependent on one's awareness or lack of
awareness of any obstruction (upädhi), so (3) falls afoul of
mutual dependence. Unless pervasion is already established,
an obstruction's pervading the sädhya and not the hetu cannot
be known, but unless an obstruction is known the pervasion
which is free from that cannot be understood.

(E388-397; T154-157) 11.25-26. Furthermore, by what
instrument of knowledge can pervasion be grasped
(yyäptigräha)? Not through perception, as all individuals
would have to be known to exemplify the pervasion either
positively or negatively, and that is not possible-and if it
were possible, inference would be unnecessary. Not through
inference-that would lead to infinite regress. Not through
comparison (upamäna), since comparison is based on
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similarity (sädrsya) and cannot help establish pervasion.
Presumption (arthäpatti), like inference itself, cannot be
useful. And absence (abhävd) is not capable of proving
pervasion. If it could, it would be in the form "if smoke existed
without fire it would be perceived; since it isn't so perceived
it doesn't exist without fire". If this is supposed to claim the
absence of deviation in all individual cases, that cannot be
determined and the doubt cannot be removed. If the person
who does not see the object is the sole criterion, it is not
convincing, since a forest-dweller may see a gavaya though a
city-dweller has never seen one. Nor is pervasion known
through the awareness of the nonexistence of a perceptible
thing, since Srivallabha (Nyäyalüävatl quoted) does not accept
it.

(Objection:) Pervasion is proved through reducing the
vipaksa to absurdity (tarka).

(Answer:) Tarka is itself based on pervasion, so there
would be infinite regress.

(Udayana in Nyäyakusumänjali III.71): The infinite
regress is avoided by requiring that in the course of reasoning
only such doubts should be raised which do not involve
contradictions of action, etc.

(Answer:) No, since even tarka so qualified is based on
pervasion.

(Objection:) Since there is only one pervasion
observation of concomitance in a few cases free from
obstruction and deviation suffices to make the inference
possible.

(Answer:) No, since neither obstruction nor absence of
deviation can be plausibly explained, and Snvallabha's
comment (cited above) applies here too.

The pervasion of the paksa by the hetu (i.e.,
paksadharmatä is also difficult to understand. A paksa is

xThe entire verse is quoted by Pratyaksvarupa in his
commentary.
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defined as that which possesses a doubtful sädhya
(sandigdhasädhyavän). But this is not clear. Is it the doubt of
the ones debating or of the judges of the debate that is
intended here? Not the first, for they are expected to feel
certain (niscitd) about their positions. Not the second, for the
judges are free from doubt, being experts in the systems of the
debaters.

(Objection:) Apaksa is that having the property which
is to be made known.

(Answer:) No, since in inference for oneself there is no
such making-known.

(Objection:) Then it is that which is desired to be made
known.

(Answer:) Even when there is no desire to be make
something known, as in knowledge about an evil-smelling
corpse, there may need to be inferences about it.

(Objection:) The paksa is what has the sädhya as
qualifier.

(Answer:) Whether by "sädhya" here is meant what is
doubted, what is to be made known or what is desired to be
made known, the above difficulties cannot be avoided.

(Objection:) O.K., then it is that (the property of) which
is as yet unknown.

Answer: It is not entirely unknown, for according to the
Naiyäyikas who accept a combination of instruments of
knowledge (pramänasamplava) inference is possible with
respect to a thing that has already been known by a different
instrument, even by a different inference.

(Objection:) Then it is what is unknown at the time.
(Answer:) But if wThen it is a time that is being inferred

(about) it cannot be so!
The definitions of Prasastapäda, Dignäga and Sabara

are quoted and dismissed on the foregoing grounds.
(E395-405; T157-160) Definitions of each of the five

members of an inference are now considered and rejected, and
it is shown that all five members are not required.
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(E405-424; T160-166) (MImämsaka:) Comparison
(upamänd) is the knowledge of an object not in relation to the
sense-organs through perception of (its) similarity (to
something presented to the senses), e.g., the knowledge that
this is a gavaya on the basis of knowing that it is similar to a
cow. It is a separate instrument of knowledge. It is not
inference, since there is no linga. It is not memory, since a
gavaya has not been seen before.

(Answer:) 11.29. But you construe similarity in terms of
the connection of the universals in the various parts
(e.g., hoof-ness, ear-ness, etc. in the case of acow), and
say that this connection is cognized through
constructionfree awareness as cowness

as long as the gavaya has not been seen, and that the
connection is recognized (pratyabhijfia) when the gavaya is
seen. But the Bhätta MImämsakas do not accept similarity as
a separate category. They say that even in constructionfree
perception similarity is cognized, since it presupposes a
relatum as constructionfilled perception does. Otherwise their
notion that difference is cognizable in constructionfree
perception would be contradicted.

(Präbhäkara:) Similarity is a separate category. It is not
a substance, as it is found in qualities as well; for the same
reason it is not a quality nor a motion. It is not any of the
remaining three-universal property, individuator, inherence-
since it qualifies these as well. Nor is it a power (sakti), since
a power is not a percept while similarity is. It is not number,
since it inheres in numbers. We can say, for example, that this
(number) one is like that (number) one.

(Answer:) If similarity is a separate category does it
have (the quality) touch or not? If it does, it is nothing but
substance. If not, and it resides! in a single entity, it is either
quality, motion or individuator. And if it exists in many it is
either universal property or inherence.

(Objection:) If similarity is a category it cannot reside
in universals, etc.
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(Answer:) This is not convincing. If it is only based on
tarka that is not enough to prove it (since tarka itself is not
an instrument of knowledge). Or if it is claimed that as there
is similarity between universals it cannot be any one of the six
categories. This is not accepted by the Bhättas who hold that
similarity is a universal.

(Objection:) We experience similarity between
universals, e.g., that gavaya-ness is like cowness; so similarity
cannot itself be a universal.

(Answer:) How do you come to know that universals
are similar? Not from experience, since then one could
similarly prove that the sky is blue.

(Objection:) But it cannot be included in any accepted
category other than the category of universals.

(Answer:) It has to be. The judgment (wrongly) taken
as comparison, e.g., "this woman wearing gold earrings is
similar to that woman wearing the same", shows similarity
between substances. The similarity of the taste of fruit and
sugar shows similarity between qualities, and "this swan's gait
is like that swan's" shows similarity of motions. But similarity
cannot be seriously regarded as an actual entity, and thus it
must not be counted a category. It is like absence (abhävä) in
this regard, for in both cases the counterpositive is a positive
object. Just as an absence requires awareness of its locus, so
awareness of a cow's nature is the criterion for the ascription
of similarity to the gavaya that is seen.

It is shown that similarity can be proved through
perception, through inference, through comparison (if one
accepts that) and through presumption (if one accepts that).
Udayana too agrees that similarity and dissimilarity are known
by presumption, since otherwise it would necessitate a
different instrument of knowledge.44

(Naiyäyika:) Comparing (upamäna) is the instrument
producing comparison (upamiti), which is the awareness of
the meaning of a sentence in which is uttered a new word, the
relation of which is not known. A townsman hears that a
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gavaya is similar to a cow, sees a gavaya in the forest and so
becomes aware that this particular animal was called a gavaya
by a reliable person (äpta). This comparison (upamiti) is not
through testimony; if it were, even one who does not see a
gavaya could have it. It is not through perception, since it is
not possible to know that this thing is a gavaya for someone
who has not learned the meaning of the word. It is not even
through perception aided by the memory of the instruction
that a gavaya is like a cow, for the quality of being expressed
(yäcyatva) cannot be something perceived. Though a pot is
perceived its väcyatva isn't. And neither inference nor
presumption can make the väcyatva of gavaya known. They
might make the similarity of one cow to another known, but
not the similarity of a cow to a gavaya.

(Answer:) Your alleged function for comparison is not
needed, since an inference can show the relation of an
expression to what it expresses, e.g.,

II.30."This word (yäcaka) denotes a gavaya as
there is no other function (yätti), since it is used
in that sense by elders, just as the. word "cow"
denotes cowness.

"As there is no other function" rules out the charge of
unproved qualifier (yisesanäsiddhi), since secondary meaning
is not possible here.

(E424-429; T166-171) (Mimämsaka:) (Sabara at
Mimämsäsütrabhäsya on 1.1.5 says): Verbal testimony is (A)
"the awareness of what is not nearby through the knowledge
of language", that is, through the knowledge which is the
content of words. I.e., testimony is an instrument of
knowledge which has for its object that which has not been
previously known and which is not contradicted, as is brought
out by Kumärila in Slokavärttika, anumäna section 55-56,
quoted. And the Präbhäkaras agree with this interpretation.
Alternatively, verbal testimony may also be defined as (B) the
knowledge of that which is not near which arises from the
verbal awareness of word-senses. The Bhättas accept (B) also.
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(Answer:) (A) overextends to include a speaker's
inference that there is someone inside the house from hearing
him reciting the Vedas. (B) too overextends to the inference of
fire from hearing the word smoke.

(Objection:) Then add to (A) that the awareness must
not arise from awareness of a hetu, etc.

(Answer:) Right, and then you can just omit "through
the knowledge of words" from (A).

Anyway, what is this "language" (sabda) (in "knowledge
of language")? Is it a word {padd) or a sentence (yäkya)? It is
not a word since a word is nothing but a reminder (smäraka,
i.e. that which helps to recall the sense or object) and it does
not give rise by itself to the knowledge of an object outside
sense-contact. It is not a sentence either. A group of words is
not a sentence, for then "cow, horse, man and elephant" would
be a sentence.

Panini's definition of a word (Astädhyäyl I.4.14:
suptinanantam padam), meaning essentially that words are
letters having cases at the end, is criticized and rejected, as is
a definition, ascribed to "modern writers", which defines a
word as consisting of phonemes and giving rise to linguistic
knowledge while not being caused by linguistic knowledge.

What is the object of linguistic knowledge?
II.31.Does it operate as a sign of the speaker's
intention, or of the speaker's knowledge, or of
the thing conveyed by the sentence? Not the first
two, since there is deviation, and not the others,
for lack of connection {asahgati).

Neither the speaker's intention (the Buddhist theory) nor his
knowledge (the Vaisesika theory) is a sign of the object, since
even with an intention a madman may speak nonsense, and
what a liar speaks of is what he knows not to be true. And the
thing conveyed by a sentence (the MImämsä theory) is not
connected to the words used either spatially or temporally.

(Objection:) The connection stems from the relation
between the expression and the thing it expresses
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(yäcyaväcakabhävd).
(Answer:) But how can that be if the thing is not

related to the expression spatially or temporally?
11.32. Linguistic knowledge is not (as Nyäya
suggests) what is conveyed in the sentence of a
reliable person, because there is deviation, since
it overextends to (the sentences of a
nonscriptural work such as the) Mälatimädhava.
And the word "reliable" is not intelligible,

because if by "reliable" is meant a person who speaks
according to his awareness, one who is subject to illusion is
reliable. And if a reliable person is one whose awareness is
gained through instruments of knowledge, even so he can
make slips of the tongue, and furthermore anyone who ever
talks about what he does not know through an instrument of
knowledge will not be a reliable-person.

(Objection:) Linguistic knowledge is what is expressed
by a statement corresponding to its object (yathärthaväkyd).

(Answer:) We have already refuted that (in E356-378
above).

(The Bhüsanakära (i.e., Bhäsarvajna):) "Linguistic
knowledge is that gained either by similarity or through direct
experience" (Nyäyasärall.3.:samayabalenasamyakparoksänu-
bhavasädhanam).

(Answer:) This fails to cover cases where the
understanding is gained through gestures or signs known to
only a few. E.g., only merchants know that the number ten is
to be inferred from a raised forefinger, and only soldiers know
to proceed in battle when they hear the conch blow.

(E429-453; T171-174) Citsukha next explains the
Bhätta account of presumption (arthdpatti) and crticizes it
from the Nyäya standpoint.

The Bhättas accept absence (abhdva) as an additional
instrument of knowledge, being the cause par excellence of the
nonperception {anupalabdhi) of what is fit to be perceived in
normal conditions (yogydnupalabdhikaranakam arthdbhdva-
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jnänam). Nonperception is not perception, since it is not
caused by sense-object-connection. And it is not inference,
since like the eye it is itself not cognized-if it were, there
would be infinite regress, another nonperception being
required to cognize theiirst one, etc.

Citsukha asks: What is this nonperception that is caused
by an absence? Is it (1) the prior absence of perception, or (2)
its posterior absence, or (3) its mutual absence, or (4) its
absolute absence? Not (1), since when a pot is destroyed at
the moment it is seen it is not the prior absence of the pot
that is the cause of the awareness that the pot is nonexistent;
rather it is the posterior absence of the pot. But the
nonperception cannot be (2) the posterior absence of
perception either, since its counterpositive has not yet arisen.
And not (3), since then awareness of the pot's absence would
occur at the same time as awareness of its presence. And not
(4), since having perceived the pot there is no question of
cognizing its complete absence everywhere.

And nonperception cannot be a cause par excellence.
Such a cause is defined as having an instrument (yyäpäravat
karanam), but here no instrument can be found. E.g., neither
memory of the counterpositive nor apprehension of the locus
can be the instrument, since they are positive things and
negative experiences cannot cause them.

What is absence? If it is that which is other than
presence (bhävd) then "presence" will have to be defined, and
it can't be. So difference can't be established on the basis of
absence, the definition of, and evidence for which, are not
possible.

(E453-470; T176-179) Citsukha refutes three inferences
that may be offered to prove Vaisesika atomic theory.

Infl7: A minimum perceptibilium (trasarenu) has parts,
because it is a perceptible substance, or because it has
motion while being of large (mahat) size.
Infl8: Earthness exists in the eternal entities, because
it is a universal property residing in a cloth while it
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reside in a pot, like existence (satta).
Infl9: This pot is different from any mobile entity
which is different from a noneternal entity and different
from this pot. The mobile substance different from
oneternal substances is the atom.
Infl7 is guilty of irrelevance (arthäntara), since it says
nothing about an atom and merely proves the minimum
perceptibilium having parts.
(Objection:) The minimum perceptibilium can't be the

smallest-sized thing, since the qualifier "perceptible" (or
"having motion while being large-sized") shows that it has
parts.

(Answer:) No, since atoms are perceptible by yogis.
(Objection:) Read "perceptible by us", then (to rule out

yogis)!
(Answer:) No, since you're now assuming what you are

trying to prove.
Infl8 is fallacious by the same reasoning as Infl7. And

since sattä doesn't reside (according to you) in eternal things
the sapaksa of Infl8 fails to apply.

As for Infl9, it proves an eternal earthy pot having
parts, which is countered by "Earthness only occurs in
noneternal things, since it only occurs in earth".

Moreover, things which have no parts cannot be in
contact.

(Vaisesika:) If atoms are not accepted the absence of
contact in them cannot be proved, since they themselves are
not proved.

(Answer:) Its not necessary to accept atoms, since the
inference is that anything that has contact necessarily
possesses parts. The atom accepted by you has no parts; so it
cannot be in contact. And a thing that has contact with one
thing may have a second contact with another. Consider this:
One earth-atom and one water-atom are combined first, and
then the earth-atom combining with another earth-atom makes
an earth-dyad and the water-atom combining with another
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water-atom makes a water-dyad. Prasastapäda sanctions this
(käranäkäranasamyogapürvakah käryäkäryagatah samyogah,
quoted from Prasastapäda's Padärthadharmasamgraha,
Bombay 1919 ed., p. 223).

A whole cannot be single in number, as the Naiyäyikas
claim, since one thing cannot be the locus of opposing
qualities such as shaking and stillness, concealing and
revealing, etc. The whole cannot remain one when its parts
are heterogeneous, since that would mean their separability
(yutasiddhi). Thus a substance cannot inhere in its parts, and
the Naiyäyika analyses of contact, disjunction, duality, etc. are
thus incorrect.

(E470-479; T179-181) Contact (samyogd) has been
defined as (1) the connection of things which are not
connected (by Udayana), (2) a noneternal relation (by the
author of the Mänamanohara), (3) producedness, (4) a
nonlocuspervading relation, (5) having a lower universal
qualityness occurring in the noninherence cause of a
substance. However,

11.40. None (of (l)-(5)) succeed, because of
being mutually dependent, because of
overpervasion, because of underpervasion, and
because of failure to apply to unborn contact.

(1) overextends to the inherence between the cloth and its
threads; since there cannot be any relation at all between
them before the cloth comes into existence. Also, (1) does not
apply to the contact between beginningless things such as
space, selvfes, etec. (2) fails for the same reasons. The
qualification (3) that the definition should only apply to
something produced does not help because it makes the
definition overextend to relations like that of owner and
owned (svasvämibhävd). (4) fails to apply to contact between
beginningless things. And even (5), Siväditya's definition, fails,
since the concepts of quality, universal property, etc. have
been refuted already. Furthermore, like inherence contact also
can be eternal.
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Disjunction has been defined (1) (by Prasastapäda as)
a disconnection preceded by connection, (2) (by Sarvadeva as)
a quality opposed to contact, (3) (by Siväditya as) a lower
universal below qualityness, which does not reside in contact
but which is in the noneternal substances and spatial
directions. However,

11.41. None of (1-3) succeed, because of self-
residence, because of overpervasion, because of
unfittingness, because of deviation, and because
of having an unknown qualifier.

(1) is not sound. If by disconnection is meant disjunction the
fallacy is self-residence. If it means merely absence of any
relation this overextends to the destruction of contact. (2) will
not do either. If by "opposition" is meant contradiction
(yirodha), that is, "not existing together", this would conflict
with the Naiyäyikas' acceptance of the theory that the contact
and disjunction have the same locus. If "opposition" means,
"that which removes" (nivartaka) then (2) overextends to
adrsta and God's desire (which remove contact).

(Srivallabha:) The quality opposed to contact, viz.,
disjunction, has to be in both the disjuncts and not be motion.

(Answer:) But motion itself can destroy contact in one
locus!

II.43.And (3) cannot be accepted as contact,
quality-ness and universal properties have
already been refuted.

(E479-499; T181-185) Is the existence of duality
(dvitva) proved by perception or by inference?

II.44.Neither. Perceptual cognition of duality
should be otherwise explained in terms of
combination of unities, and inferential cognition
of duality involves self-residence and can be
explained away through the different temporal
limits of the different sädhyas.

(Srivallabha:) Does perception have this "combination
(of unities)" in general as its content, or rather a particular
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one? Not the general, for since (you say) there is no
particularity in the object there would not arise any awareness
of the appropriateness of any particular number like two,
three, etc. And if a particular combination is meant, then how
is this particularity caused? Is it because of the difference in
the unity of the combined things or in the qualities of the
combined? Not the first, since unities are the same everywhere
and cannot be different. Not the second, since you don't accept
duality or triplicity, whether real or superimposed.

(Answer:) The same problems arise if you explain the
perception of duality in terms of enumerative cognition
(apeksäbuddhi) (as the Naiyäyikas do). If the enumerative
cognition has for its content the associations of unities it
cannot cause the difference in the numbers like two and three,
since the difference between two and three, etc. cannot be
made out. Whatever you invoke to explain the awareness of
twoness and threeness, the same explanation can merely be
used to explain the usage of "two", "three", etc.

(Objection:) There must really be twoness somewhere,
since even what is superimposed has to be real somewhere.

(Answer:) Yes, the superimposed must be real
somewhere-i.e., according to some deluded folk, and even if
it is not real anywhere it can still be the content of an illusion
just like the (shell) silver.

(The author of the Mänamanohara:) (Here is the reason
why inference can prove duality.) The concept in question,
viz., duality, is the locus of qualities produced by awareness,
because it is a substance.

(Answer:) This is not convincing, for it involves the
fault of irrelevance (arthäntard), since all things like the pot
and the cloth are the locus of qualities such as colors which
are generated by God's awareness.

(Prasastapäda:) Duality is generated by enumerative
cognition.

(Answer:) It needn't be "generated" by it; it could as
well be suggested by it.
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(Objection:) If then the duality, like singularity, is
cognized before the enumerative cognition, the two cognitions-
-of duality and singleness-would happen simultaneously.

(Answer:) But that isn't possible, since there is no
manifestor to distinguish them. Unlike what Udayana and the
author of the Mänamanohara think, qualities which have the
same locus and universal properties, and which are cognized
by the same sense-organs, can be suggested by different
manifestors such as size and length.

(Udayana, Srivallabha:) Duality is the combination of
the singular numbers.involved.

(Answer:) No, for unity cannot be defined apart from
the essential nature (svarüpa of a thing.

(Udayana, Srivallabha:) It must be a combination of
numbers, since otherwise the awareness of a series in "this is
one, this is another" would not happen, for the natures of
things are different.

(Answer:) That cannot be avoided even if one accepts
oneness. For the oneness of the quality would be different
from the number of the substance. Anyway, there is no
evidence for the concept of number. We judge "the qualities
are twenty-four" (so if a number is quality it must have a
quality, which is rejected by the Naiyäyikas). This is not a
secondary usage, since the primary one is not contradicted.
And nobody can deny that (in Nyäya) the qualities are twenty-
four (in number), and so on.

So there is no evidence for duality as a number, and the
definition that duality (the-number-two-ness) is a subordinate
property of numberness cannot be right.

So, the conception that all effect-substances
(käryadravyd) arise in the order of dyads, etc., from prime
atoms which have contact and the same universal property is
not sound, for the concept of atom, contact, universal
property, etc. have been refuted. Moreover, the formation of
dyads is not indispensable; prime atoms can constitute triads
directly.
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(Objection:) Then triads will not have large-sized-ness
{rnahattvd),

(Answer:) The large-sized-ness of the triad comes in
virtue of the numerousness of its causes, viz., the prime atoms.

(Objection:) The number of constitutive atoms cannot
function as cause (since each new whole, starting with the
dyad, is a unit).

(Answer:) Then two atoms cannot cause a dyad. And
even accepting dyads the problem remains that when large-
sized-things are broken they will dissolve into atoms and
become invisible.

Incidentally Citsukha examines the concept of size
(parimänd) in atomic theory. The definition "size is the cause
of the usage of measurement" (mänavyavahärakärana) is
defective because adrsta and God are general causes of such
usage. To define size in reference to duality, universals, etc. is
not convincing because these concepts have already been
refuted. The arguments given by Vädiväglsvara (in
Mänamanohara) are not sound because of obstructions and
the possibility of counterarguments.

Another important principle in the Nyäya-Vaisesika
theory is that the qualities in the effect correspond to those in
the cause. But this principle is not correct. When the pot is
being baked the redness seen in it in the process of baking is
not present in the clay before baking, which is its cause. To
say that the black pot is gone and a red one is produced is not
correct, for we recognize it as the same pot.

(E499-526; T185-189) II.53.Causality, as the relation of
prior and posterior with reference to time or
space, is not understandable, as time, etc. are not
proved.

Perception is not evidence for time. Visual or tactual
perception cannot prove it, since it is without form or touch.
The internal organ (manas), which is independent of the
external sense-organs, cannot function externally, so mental
perception (mänasapratyaksd) doesn't prove time. Inference
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is not evidence for time either, since it is not possible to
provide a viable hetu for such an inference. Priority and
posteriority, simultaneity and nonsimultaneity, slov/ness and
quickness cannot be the required fretu(s), since they
presuppose time already. The argument of Srivallabha that
time has to be accepted as related by inherence in what is in
contact with what is in contact (samyuktasamyogisamaväya)
(time is in contact with the body, the sun is in contact with
time, and the sun's movements are inherent in the sun) is
rejected, since one needn't invent another ubiquitous substance
other than an already-accepted one, such as the self.

Spatial direction (dik) is also not intelligible. It is not
perceived, and there are no data from which to infer it.

So causality cannot be accepted, since the concepts of
time, etc., involved in that notion are thus disproved, even on
the basis of difference-cum-nondifference (bhedähhedd). A
cause and an effect cannot have the same locus. If they seems
to it is only due to their inseparability. But the inseparability
of cause and effect does not presuppose their identity-cum-
difference, for the Bhättas, for example, accept that a self and
space, though absolutely different, are inseparably related.

CHAPTER THREE
(E528-550; T190-197) Now Citsukha takes up

consideration of verbal testimony as an instrument of
knowledge, its place and significance as the direct means
leading to self-realization.

(Objection:) If verbal testimony is an instrument of
knowledge it is included in perception and is not a distinct
instrument.

(Answer:) A yogi has direct knowledge of external
objects but it is not gained through the senses.

(Objection:) The instrument of knowledge for self-
realization is the internal organ (i.e., through thinking).

(Answer:) No. Scripture tells us that immediate
knowledge is provided directly through scripture.
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(Objection:) Then all that is necessary for release is
hearing (sravana); there is no need for manana and
nididhyäsana.

(Answer:) No, for the latter two are needed to remove
distractions of the mind which cause us to think wrongly or
not to think at all about Brahman.

(Objection:) Verbal testimony helps the mind gain self-
knowledge.

(Answer:) No, the mind is not the cause of realization;
otherwise hearing would be unnecessary. Brahman-knowledge,
as understood from various scriptural passages, removes
ignorance.

Until one gets ripe spiritual wisdom one has to perform
actions. When wisdom is ripe it leads to liberation of its own
accord without the help of action. The purpose of action stops
with giving rise to the ripe spiritual knowledge which is the
only means ultimately leading to liberation (kaivalya).

Thus Citsukha effects a synthesis between the two
traditions (of Mandana Misra and Vacaspati Misra on the one
hand, and Samkara and Suresvara on the other) in that he
brings out the spirit of Advaita by favoring the view on verbal
testimony that it is a cause of immediate knowledge, as
against the Naiyäyika view to which Mandana agrees, and by
allowing its own place to action as means which gives rise to
knowledge, self-realization being attained finally by knowledge
alone, as against the Mimämsakas.

CHAPTER FOUR
(E551-570; T198-208) Liberation is the fruit of the

practice discussed in the third chapter. Citsukha refutes the
theories of liberation conceived by some of the other schools
of philosophy (viz., the Madhyamaka, Yogäcära, Nyäya and
Sämkhya theories) by dialectical method as usual before
stating the Advaita theory.

Mädhyamikas say that liberation is the cessation of the
series of cognitions tarnished by the forms of objects. But this
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is not sound, for the cessation or destruction of the cognitional
series is the destruction of the self, since the self is (for
Buddhists) nothing else but a series of cognitions. The self is
loved most by all. Hence its destruction is not the ultimate
value of life. And the etymological sense of the word for
liberation, "mukti", is release from bondage. Hence the
conception of liberation as the destruction of the person who
is bound is absurd.

The Yogäcäras hold that liberation is the rising of the
series of cognitions free from the contamination of content-
forms. But that is not right, since it would again mean the
destruction of the person who constitutes the series at each
moment, and thus since there is no one to be liberated there
is no liberation.

(Objection:) Liberation is when a contaminated
cognition ceases and an uncontaminated one appears.

(Answer:) And why should this happen? The intensity
of the thought (bhävanäprakarsä) is not the cause, for it can't
have any fixed locus. The cognitional series is not an actual
thing (avastu), for the possessor of it changes every moment,
so no intensity of thought is possible.

The Naiyäyika's definition that liberation is the
complete cessation of frustrations (ätyantikiduhkhanivrtti) is
also not acceptable. For the past frustration is already
removed, present frustration cannot be removed since it is
present, and future frustrations cannot be removed as they are
not yet experienced.

(Objection:) By the word "complete" (dtyantika) it is
meant that the frustration once removed does not arise again
in the self.

(Answer:) If by this "not arising" is meant a prior
absence, a prior absence is not caused, and so cannot be made
to happen.

(Srivallabha:) Liberation is the absolute absence of
frustrations. Though it is eternal and cannot be caused, its
relation to a particular self can be caused, and this relation has
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the form of destruction of the root of all troubles
(asesaklesahetunäsd), which can be caused but cannot be
destroyed.

(Answer:) To what entity does this destruction belong?
Not to the self; the self has absolute absence of frustrations,
just as it has absolute absence of color, though there is no
destruction of either color nor the root of all troubles in it.
Furthermore, if this destruction is caused it cannot be endless.
And the absolute absence of frustrations cannot be real if its
counterpositive is only superimposed, just as the destruction
of an elephant seen in a dream is not real.

(Objection:) Liberation is the destruction of the
frustrations of a particular self which is in him and which is
different from the destruction of frustrations simultaneous
with the frustrations that are in that particular self.

(Answer:) This "roundabout" (yakra) argument proves
what is already accepted, for nobody denies the absence of
frustrations in a liberated self. (Some more definitions are
given the gist of which are that liberation is the destruction of
frustrations and negative in character, which Citsukha does
not accept.) Liberation is not negative; in liberation the self is
full of bliss (scriptural passages invoked). If the self were not
blissful it would not be the object of utmost love
(paramapremäspadd). The desire not to die but to live is the
evidence for this. It is not merely the wish entertained for fear
of bodily destruction, for even that fear would not arise if the
self were not the object of utmost love. It is so loved not
because of the nonexistence of frustrations but it is bliss
positively.

The Sämkhya holds that liberation is the withdrawal of
the self (purusa) into himself which follows from
discrimination between purusa and prakrti. But this is not
acceptable, for according to this system the realization of
satisfaction is the aim of men, etc., and as the blissful nature
of the self is not accepted, purusa remaining in his original
state alone is not the highest end (purusärtha).
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Furthermore, it is the mind (buddhi) that is in bondage,
not the self (purusd). There is no reason why the bondage and
release of the mind should be attributed to the purusa.

(E570-581; T208-209) Is the locus of ignorance the self
(jivd) or Brahman? Citsukha favors the latter answer.

(Objection:) Since Brahman is omniscient It cannot be
ignorant.

(Answer:) No. Omniscience is of two kinds: it is either
the nature of Brahman or got through instruments of
knowledge. If the former, then without ignorance Brahman,
devoid of any association with anything, cannot have
awareness of anything. So Its ignorance has to be accepted. If
the latter, the relation of awareness to content cannot be
accounted for without indescribable ignorance. Thus
Brahman's being omniscient presupposes Its ignorance in
either case.

Brahman is also the content of ignorance. In cognitions
like "I do not know myself the self as the content of ignorance
is proved in experience.

(Objection:) If Brahman is the locus of ignorance there
cannot be any difference between the ignorant and the wise,
between teacher and pupil.

(Answer:) This is not reasonable, because so long as
ignorance lasts all these differences and distinctions continue
as in a dream. When it is removed there are none of them. It
is only the pure consciousness which is free from all
distinctions such as that it is in samsära witnessing distinctions
created by its ignorance. Notions like that of teacher and pupil
are based on such forms of distinctions created by ignorance.
It is not that Brahman itself is literally limited by ignorance.

(E581-589; T209-213) Criticism of the theory that there
is only one individual self (ekajivavädd) is answered by
Citsukha in the context of refuting the claim that meditation
(upäsana) is the only meaning of the tattvamasi text.

(Objection:) In the theory of one self there would not
be any distinction between a bound person and a released one.
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According to the opponent, scriptural passages expressing
oneness, such as "neha nänä" and "eko devah" do not point to
the one-self theory but to God, and other such texts only show
the differences between the self and God and among the
selves.

(Answer:) There is no evidence to show that in "that art
thou" meditation is meant, so that the difficulties of the one-
self theory can be avoided.

(Objection:) The identity of the individual self with
Brahman is contradicted by various instruments of knowledge.

(Answer:) No, since neither the Self nor Brahman are
known by any other means except scripture, which attests to
their nondifference. So difference between them cannot be
established. It is only an appearance, like a reflection. Citsukha
discusses a number of scriptural passages that require the
single-self interpretation. He also considers and rejects the use
of other instruments of knowledge to disprove the theory.

(Objection:) Your "witness-self (säksin) is just another
name for the knower (pramäta). It cannot be (as you claim it
is) pure consciousness (aluptacidrüpä), since then it could not
function in empirical affairs, being revealed in liberation alone.
There is no evidence to show that it is separate from the
knower. E.g., the argument that it is needed as the cognizer of
desires, etc. is fallacious, for desires can as well be the objects
of God's perception.

(Answer:) The witness-self is not the cognizer of
desires, and it is different from the knower, since even in the
absence of instruments of knowledge such as the senses, etc.
the witness-self proves the existence of ignorance in deep
sleep. The witness-self is not associated with ignorance, for
ignorance assumes the status of the doer only when the
witness places it in that position. That individual self which is
consciousness is called "witness" because of its relation to the
kinds of contents (that can only be cognized by a witness).
Citsukha defines the witness-self as the pure Brahman inside
one, the same as the jiva. And since happiness, etc. are not
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qualities of the self, differences among selves on that account
are baseless. So the theory of one ignorance and one self, and
that it is Brahman which is in samsära because of its ignorance
and is released by its knowledge, holds good.

(E590-603; T214-217) Then Citsukha refutes criticisms
against the theory of many selves {nänäjlvaväda). The
appearance of many selves is possible because of the
innumerable and endless delimitations of ignorance on the
locus of Brahman. It does not defy logic. Even one self is
accepted to have many ignorances. Authors like Vimuktätman
who are known to favor the one-self theory do not object to
such a view. Though one ignorance can explain differences as
differences are not real, it is not purposeless to accept many
ignorances since the distinctions between the wise and the
ignorant, the teacher and the taught, the bound and the freed,
is the purpose of it.

Thus Citsukha see no inconsistency in accepting both
the apparently divergent views about the locus of ignorance.
He explains the accommodation with two examples. Ignorance
can be said to belong to the individual self though its support
is Brahman, (1) as a mirror is said to be with the reflection (of
a face) though it is actually near the face, and (2) as a pot is
referred to as associated with the space that limits thought it
is actually in unlimited space. These examples further indicate
that the theories of the nature of the self~the reflectionist
theory (pratibimbaväda) attributed to the Vivarana according
to which the self is Brahman reflected in ignorance, and the
limitation theory {avacchedaväda) attributed to the Bhärnati
which says that it is Brahman delimited by ignorance, are both
acceptable to Citsukha.

(Naiyäyika:) The removal of ignorance {avidyänivrtti)
cannot be an existent {sat) for you, since admission of a
second existent different from the self means admission of
duality. If it is not different then there would never be any
bondage {samsära). Since this removal is caused by self-
knowledge it does not exist before the rise of that knowledge,
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and the Self, which (you say) is identical with it would also
not exist before. Nor can the removal of ignorance be
nonexistent {asat) for you, for if it is totally nonexistent
(tuccha), like the hare's horn, it cannot be related to
awareness. If it is a definable nonentity that results in duality;
if it is indeterminable, there cannot be any release from it
since its cause, ignorance is also there. Further, the removal
cannot be the absence of an ignorance that is neither an entity
nor a nonentity, for the absence of a thing is its opposite. Nor
can the removal of ignorance be indeterminable
(anirvacaniyd). If it were it would be either the same as
ignorance or its effects. Nor is the removal of ignorance some
fifth kind of entity, since that is also other than what exists
and what doesn't exist, and hence indeterminable, for the
indeterminable is defined as what is different from what exists
and what doesn't exist (sadasadvilaksana) in Advaita.

(Answer:) The removal of ignorance is the Self itself
which is qualified as known. Even if this qualification is
removed the Self continues to be liberated after realization
just as a cook continues to be a cook even after finishing
cooking. So Brahman, which is one, of blissful nature and true
knowledge, and which is reflected in the mirror of the mental
state, which has assumed the form of Brahman on account of
Vedänta passages, is negation of ignorance with all its effects.
This is proved by the inference "the removal of error is the
same as the locus known, because it is a that, like the
(shell)silver". Only scriptural passages can convey the primary
meaning that all the world of plurality is nothing but the Self.
Otherwise, if the removal of ignorance is understood as
indeterminable or of some fifth kind the Self can never be
itself and there would be no difference between the self bound
and the self released. And further, scriptural passages
indicating the isolation of the Self would be contradicted.

(E603-610; T217-220) (Objection:) If the Self itself is
the removal of ignorance there is nothing to account for the
awareness of the body etc. in liberation while living
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(jivanmukti).
(Answer:) (citing the words of his teacher Jnänottama

in his Nyäyasudhä:
V. 10-11. In liberation while living a little fraction
of ignorance {avidydlesd) continues on. It is
responsible for carrying out worldly activities
after liberation. It continues because of the
powerful karma that has already begun working
(prärabdhd) which obstructs knowledge.

This little fraction includes elements of three sorts: (1) that
which is responsible for the belief that worldly existence is
real, (2) that which creates things which lead to fruitful
activity (arthakriya), and (3) that which creates the form of an
object that appears in a direct cognition. (1) is destroyed by
the definite realization that nonduality is real. (2) is removed
by the realization of the truth about things. (3) continues even
during the released state, presents before the realized self the
appearance of a body and the world, and is removed only in
the final absorption in meditation (samädhi) when the
pmrabdhakarman is spent out.

Citsukha distinguishes two kinds of karma: (1) that
which is responsible for bodily existence, and (2) that which
is the cause of awareness. (2) gives the results of awareness
in a body caused by (1), and thus makes liberation while
living possible. Otherwise, if the karma responsible for
awareness should itself create a body, then immediately after
the rise of knowledge the body would fall and there would be
no such state as liberation while living.

(Objection:) How can a little fraction of ignorance
persist when its contents have been destroyed?

(Answer:) Even if the particular aspects of things are
destroyed, the general aspects of them may continue. It is not
that the aspirant enters into a new existence, since then he is
beyond all stages; nor can freedom from desire be achieved
without realization of the supreme Self. Hence to deny
liberation while living because one does not like it also is
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impossible.
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Solomon, op. cit., p. 7. Dr. Solomon also provides us with the
nine opening and closing verses of Sriharsa's text on pp. 23-
24.
54.V.A.Sharma, op. cit., pp. 7-8.
55.This section is analyzed in M.M.Trivedi, "Citsukha's view of
self-luminosity", Journal of Indian Philosophy 15, 1987, pp.
115-123.
56."sarvam vastu jnätatayä ajfiätatayä vä säksicaitanyasya
visaya eva" (Pancapädikävivarana, Vizianagaram Sanskrit
Series No. 5, p. 13)
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abandoned, abandoning (utsarga), abandonment - 40, 108-
109, 303, 365, 369, 371, 377-380, 490-493, 503, 508,
541, 551, 582, 610, 632, 659

äbhäsa, see fallacy; reflection
abhäva, see absence
abheda, see identity; nondifference
abhihitänvayaväda - 164, 192, 194-196, 200, 202-204, 646,

654
abhivyakti, see manifestor
ability/inability - 242, 509, 601, 607, 610, 612, 662
ablative, see case, ablative
ablution - 371
abode, see locus
absence (abhäva) - 25, 37, 59-60, 70, 78, 85, 87, 93, 96, 122,

126,128-129,136-140,144,155,161,236,245,.253-254,
261-264, 266-269,283, 285-286, 289, 316-317, 344, 348-
349, 383, 385-386, 399-401, 405-407, 418, 436, 446,
449, 453-454, 487, 492, 506, 526, 536-537, 555, 568,
572, 634-635, 637-639, 645, 647, 651, 660-661, 669-670,
674, 677-678, 692
, absolute (atyanta-) - 565, 610-611, 614, 624, 634-635,

640, 651, 678, 687-688
, counterpositive of, see counterpositive
, mutual (anyonya-, itaretara-) - 77-78, 129, 245, 565,

647, 649, 656, 658, 678
, posterior (dhvamsa-) - 141, 167, 244, 261, 322-323,

480, 488, 664, 673, 678, 686
, prior (präg-) - 113, 127, 129, 141, 167, 244, 261, 322-

323, 374, 385-386, 402, 418, 455, 480, 678, 687
of absence - 129
of the world, s.v.

Absolute, see Brahman
absolute absence, s.v.
abstention (uparati) - 40
absurd(ity) - 19, 554, 581, 625, 687

, reduction to, see tarka
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äcärya, see teacher
accomplished, what is to be, see done, what is to be
accusative case, s.v.
achieved, what is to be (sädhya) - 186, 190-191, 358, 361,

368, 372, 456
act, action (karman, kriya) - 5, 14-15, 25, 39-40, 48, 55-58,

61, 64-65, 68, 89-90, 106, 109, 113, 115-117, 141, 143-
144,146-147,183-187,189-192,196-201, 221, 254, 258,
278, 281, 285, 302, 312-313, 320-322, 325, 337, 357-358,
360-362, 364-366, 368-371, 390, 393,403,405,407,411,
415, 420-421, 4323 437-438, 441-442, 449, 451, 453-454,
456, 466, 473-474, 476, 490, 498, 505, 507, 512-516,
521, 531, 537, 539-543, 545-546, 548-553, 558, 576, 586,
588-590, 592-593, 598, 600-603, 625, 631-632, 641-642,
651, 653-654, 671, 686
, cessation of an - 454
, enjoined or prescribed, see injunction
, linguistic - 187
, mental - 14, 140, 313, 337, 415, 420, 502
, motiveless, see rite, ritual
, negative, see inactivity; withdrawal
, occasional (naimittika-) - 356
, optional - 357
, positive, see activity
, prescribed (nitya-) - 356, 372, 432, 435
, prohibited Inisiddha-) - 64, 356-357, 453, 455
, religious, see ritual
, ritual, s.v.
, subsidiary/principal, s.v.
, successful, s.v.
, wrong or bad (see also evil) - 41, 379, 542
-cum-knowledge (jnänakarmasamuccayä), see combined-

path view
-less - 143, 168, 188, 407
-organ (karmendriya) - 221, 473

activity (pravrtti) - 15, 23, 44, 119, 146, 155, 182-184, 198,
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237, 241, 274, 276-278, 286, 304-305, 325, 342, 368,
374-376, 379, 410, 414, 433-435, 437-438, 449, 451-454,
478, 489-490, 505, 507, 513-516, 530, 546, 560-561, 585,
588, 602, 622, 626, 642, 666, 692
, fruitful, see efficiency
(kriya) - 322, 483
, negative, see inactivity
, practical or purposive (yyavahärd) - 162, 189-193, 243,

246, 287, 368, 619
, prompting to (samärthya) (see also bhävana) - 437-438,

449^ 451-453, 456, 492, 514-516, 602, 666
, ritual, s.v.

ädhära, see substratum
adharma, see demerit
adhikarana, see locus; means; scripture, section/topic
32Adhikaranarnanjan (Citsukha) - 602
33 Adhikaranasangati (Citsukha) - 603
adhikärin - 433
adhisthäna, see substratum
adhyäsa, see superimposition
adhyayana, see injunction to study the Vedas
adhyesana, see request
Ädisükara Midira, see Bhoja
Äditya I, see Vikramäditya II
adjective {anvayiri) - 201, 304, 441, 444, 606, 655
adjunct, limiting {upädhi) - 12, 27, 71, 115-118, 162-163,

170-171,181-182,184,188,191, 211-212, 244, 255, 268,
323, 326, 334-336, 347-348, 351-355, 357, 359-360, 362,
400, 412, 420-421, 423-424, 428, 473-475,484-485, 488,
516, 526-527, 555, 600, 603, 605
-less (nirupädhika) - 314

adrsta (see also demerit; merit; results, karmic) - 44, 178,
" l86 , 227, 246, 251, 291-292, 294, 306, 309, 315-316,

322-323, 331-332, 344, 386, 389,484, 611, 661-662, 689,
692

advaita, see nondualism, nonduality
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18 Advaitasataka (Gahgädhara) - 547-556
advitiya, see nondual
aftercognition (anuvyavasäya) - 567-568, 609, 613-615, 628-

631
ägama, see scripture
agantuka, see nondependent
age, see eon

, old, s.v.
agent {kartr) - 25, 39, 51, 55, 57, 61-62, 65-66, 89, 109, 112-

113, 152, 178, 183-185, 191, 208, 227, 230-231, 236,
285, 306, 346, 370-371, 373, 377, 415, 467, 482, 484,
498, 504, 507, 524, 556, 609, 6 l l , 639, 698

aggregate (samudaya) - 61, 178, 195, 201, 208, 238, 514
of names - 238
(skandha) - 61

Agni - 457, 554
agnihotra - 365, 370, 373-374, 382, 524
agraha, see nonapprehension; nonawareness
aham, see ego

-kära, see ego-maker
aham hrahmäsmi, see "Brahman, I am"
aim of life (purusärtha) - 13, 103, 172, 318, 370, 373, 400,

403, 487, 539, 694, 695
air or wind (yäyu) - 43, 65, 161, 497, 499, 501

, vital, see breath
aisvarya, see lordship
Aitareyopanisad - 184
ajahallaksanä, see meaning, nonexclusive
ajasamyoga, see contact of beginningless things
ajnäna, see ignorance

-dähi, the word - 488
, the word - 407, 417, 645

äkänksä, see expectancy
äkära, see aspect
akarmatva, see noncontentness
äkäsa, see Self; space
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akhanda, see partless; sense, impartite theory of
akhyäti(väda) - 84-85, 90, 107, 124-132, 135, 256, 261, 264,

392, 412, 514, 584, 610, 649
Aklujkar, Ashok - 33
äkrti, see aspect; shape
aksa, see dice
aksara, the word - 45
älambana, see object, supporting
älaya, see storehouse

-vijnäna, see consciousness, storehouse
altering (yikrti) - 595
alms - 377
Alston, Anthony J. - 406, 703
ämalaka - 500
ämantrana, see invitation
Amarakhandana (Sriharsa) - 557
ambiguity - 15, 101
ambition - 318
amrta(tva), see immortal(ity)
anädi, see beginningless
anaikäntika reason, see reason, inconclusive
analogy, see comparison
änanda, see bliss
Änandabodha (1150) - 29, 512-547
Änandänubhava (1190) - 583-593
Änandapürna Vidyäsägara (1350) - 602, 707
Änandapürvasi - 511
ananta, see endless
Ananyänubhavänanda (945?) - 72, 405-406
anaucitya, see unsuitability
anavasthä, see regress, infinite
ancestors, path of the (pitryänd) - 482, 488
andha, see blind
Andhra Pradesh - 602
anekäntaväda, see Jain
anger - 549
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animal - 220, 364, 488, 502, 552, 682
, lower - 482
sacrifice - 465

anirvacaniya, see indeterminability
-khyäti - 82, 90, 254, 257, 266, 517-518, 535, 584, 644-

646
anrta, see untruth
anta, see end
antahkarana, see organ, ineternal

-vrtti, see vrttivyäpyatä
antaryämin, see witness
antecedent, dispensable/dispensable

((an)anyathäsiddha) -198, 225, 232, 245, 256, 260, 267,
293, 329

anthill - 397
antyavisesa - 664
anubhava, see experience, direct
anubhüti, see experience, direct

, the word - 571-572
Anubhüti Svarüpäcarya (1270) - 557, 592, 706-707
anumäna, see inference
anupalahdhi, see nonapprehension
anus - 489
anusandhäna, see recognition
anustubh metre - 547
anuväda, see restatement
anuvyavasäya, see aftercognition
anuyogin, see referend
anvaya, see concomitance, positive

. -vyatireka, see inference, positive-negative
anvayin, see adjective
anvitäbhidhänaväda - 164, 200-204, 434, 459-460
anyathäkhyäti - 20, 84-85, 92, 107, 113, 118, 124-125, 134-

135, 258-259, 263-265, 344, 413, 515, 584, 613, 643, 647
anyathäsiddhi, see antecedent, dispensable
anyonyäbhäva, see absence, mutual
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anyonyäsraya, see dependence, mutual
op (as), see water
aparoksa, see mediate/immediate
apasiddhänta, see contradiction, self-
Äpastambhadharmasütra - 367
apauruseya, see authorless
appearance (äbhäsa, pratibhäsä) - 14, 20, 22, 27, 38, 75, 80,

82, 92, 94-95, 124, 140, 153, 166, 168, 177, 181, 188,
238, 241, 248, 260, 262, 268-269, 273, 278, 281, 305,
308, 316, 330, 338, 340-341, 350, 359-360, 362, 390-391,
472, 516, 561, 570, 594, 647-648, 698-699, 705
otherwise - 124-125, 515
, world- , s.v.

applicability, universal - 571
apposition (sämänädhikaranya) -171,173,184,195,211-214,

219, 223, 259, 277, 280, 298-299, 301, 303, 350, 495,
636

apprehension (grähd), (see also awareness; grasping)
, co-, s.v.
, direct, see experience
, non-, s.v.

aprämänya, see false
äpta, see person, reliable
äpti, see attainment
apürva (see also adrstd) - 459, 524-525, 611
Ärädhyapada, see Gaudesvara Jnänottama
argument, see inference

/roundabout (yakra) - 696
, ways to lose an (nigrahasthäna) - 578

Arjuna - 377
äropa, see superimposition
arrow - 398, 502
artha, see aim of life; objective; prosperity; purpose; thing

-antara, see irrelevance
-kriyä, see efficiency

arthäpatti, see presumption
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arthaväda (see also eulogy; praise) - 223-224, 354, 434, 501,
521, 653

articulation, instrument of, see voice
Äruneyopanisad - 379
asafoetida - 292
asat, see nonexistent; unreal

-käryaväda - 54, 283, 286-287, 485, 584
-khyäti(väda) - 20, 90, 92-93, 95-96, 133, 515-516, 584

ascetic(ism) - 379-380, 500, 583
asiddha

, anyatam- - 633
reason, see reason, unestablished
, svarüpa- - 633
, vyäpyatva- - 577

Äsmarathya - 50
äspada, see support, immediate
aspect or form (äkära) - 81-83, 94, 98, 115, 118, 121-123,

125, 130-133, 150, 152-153, 166, 170, 172, 178, 223,
262, 267, 408, 412, 414, 437, 701

aspirant, see seeker
äsrava, see contaminant
äsraya, see locus
association, invariable - 674
assumption - 3-6,17, 72, 74, 80-81, 89, 91, 94,103, 146, 148,

150, 152-155, 174, 190, 207, 224, 226, 232-235, 237,
246,249-253, 260-266,270, 275, 280-281, 283, 292, 295,
297, 300, 315, 319, 322, 325-326, 328, 333, 336, 338-
339, 346-347, 352, 357, 359-361, 372, 374-375, 377, 384,
386, 390,393, 395, 398-399,403-404,410,412-413,416,
418, 421, 423, 432, 440, 453, 460, 474, 480, 508, 513,
516, 523-524, 549, 551-552, 555-556, 560, 563, 570-571,
598, 658-659, 687, 698, 700

Astädhyäyi (Pänini) - 684
Äsuri - 52
asva, see horse
Atharvanabrahmopanisad - 379
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ativyäpti, see overpervasion
Ätmahodha (Samkara?)

43.Vyäkhyä (Citsukha) - 702
ätmakhyäti(väda) - 21, 84, 90, 107, 135-136, 257, 516, 584
ätman, see Self

, jfva-, see self
Ätmasiddhi (Yämuna) - 73
ätmäsraya, see self-residence
2Ätmatattva (Ananyänubhava) - 72
Ätmatattvaviveka (Udayana) - 589
Ätmaväsa (1120) - 511
atom (paramänu) - 54, 58-61, 186-189, 315, 334, 426, 470,

584, 656-657, 675, 678, 686-687, 691-692
, color of an - 664
, size of an, s.v.
, yogi's perception of, see perception, yogic

atonement - 368, 374
Ätreya, the, see Brahmanandin
attachment Qrägd) - 257, 339, 379-380, 527
attainment (äpti) - 112, 368, 401-403, 457, 539, 604
attribute, essential - 562, 612
attributive theory of sense, see sense, qualified or attributive

sense of
atyantäbhäva, see absence, absolute
Audulomi - 50
auspicious - 550-551, 556
austerity - 365, 372
authorlessness of the Vedas, see Vedas, authorlessness of the
authority - 5, 48, 51, 184, 204, 237, 294, 569

, Vedic, see Vedas, authority of the
, verbal, see testimony, verbal

auxiliary (sahakärin) - 427, 429, 653
avaccheda, see limitation; part
avacchinna, see limited
avadhi, see limit
avarice - 549
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avasthä, see form
avatar (avatärd) - 476
avayava, see part (/whole)
avayavin, see (part/)whole
avedya, see perception, not cognized by

-tva, see unknownness
aversion (see also hatred) (dvesa) - 75, 163, 180, 187, 189,

550
avidyä, see ignorance

-nivrtti, see destruction of (what is) nonexistent
avinäbhäva, see concomitance, invariable
avinigama, see choice, no
avyäkrta, see undeveloped
avyakta, see (manifest/) unmanifest

-prakrti, s.v.
avyäpti, see underpervasion
awakening -4 , 18, 437, 566
awareness (jnäna, pratiti, samjnä, vrtti) (see also grasping)

, allpervasiveness of, see omnipresence of awareness
(buddhi), s.v.
{cit, citta), see consciousness
, constructionfilled, -free (sa/nirvikalpaka-) - 197, 270-

272, 278, 513, 638, 645, 657, 681
, contentfilled/less (nirälambana, nirvisaya) - 99, 151,

304, 320, 568
, direct/indirect (paroksa/aparoksa),

see knowledge, mediate/immediate
, false (mit/iyd-), see error
, immediate, see knowledge, mediate/immediate
., mediate/immediate, see knowledge, mediate/immediate.
of an awareness, see awareness, self-apprehending or self-

illuminating
of oneself, see self-awareness
of the ego, see ego, awareness of
of the Self, see Self-awareness
{samvit) - 320, 323, 325, 330, 335, 344, 455, 478, 537,
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635
, self-illuminating (svaprakäsa) - 69, 76-77, 88, 92, 105,

443-444, 451, 453, 465, 567
, self-validating, see self-validity
, sense, sensory, see perception
, true or valid, see truth
, unsublated, see sublation
, valid, see knowledge
(yijnäna) , see consciousness

ax - 253, 403, 499
ayogya, see unfit
ayutasiddha, see inseparability; separability
bad action, see action, wrong or bad
Bädaräyana (50?) - 48, 66, 70-71, 434, 446, 451, 454, 457,

469-471
Bädari - 70-71
bädha, see sublated
Bakre, Mahadeva Sastri - 34
Bälaräma Udäsina (1867) - 512
Balasubramanian, R. - 705-706
bamboo - 379
bandha, see bondage
bank of a river - 220, 435, 489-490, 617
bare

ground, s.v.
locus, s.v.

Bärhaspatya, see materialism
basis, see object, supporting
basket, berry in a - 669
battle - 685
beast, see animal
bee - 650
before, see prior(ity)
beggar - 596
beginning - 12, 36, 43, 46, 56, 100, 135, 159, 220, 247, 256,

376, 428, 430, 460, 499, 520, 533, 562, 603
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beginningless (anädi) - 3, 5, 8, 16-18, 21, 35, 37-38, 47, 86,
88,103,127,150,158,160-161,184,188, 217, 229-231,
238-239,246,310, 315,359-360,391,394,410,415-416,
421-422, 424-426, 431-432, 472-474, 486, 505-506, 518,
528, 536, 552, 588, 604, 644, 668, 688

benediction - 231, 540
Bengal - 583
BhagavadgM - 52, 150, 161, 377, 397, 454, 457, 476, 509
Bhämati, see Brahmasütrabhäsya-Bhämatl

school - 6-7, 9-13, 15, 17-18, 20, 22-23, 29, 34, 593, 613
Bhandarkar, R. G. - 435
Bharati, Agehananda - 704
Bhartrprapanca (550) - 5
Bhäsarvajna (950) - 661, 685
Bhäskara (750) - 93

's school - 23
Bhäskara, T. - 547-556
Bhäskarivarman of Kerala - 436
Bhätta (Mimämsä) - 20, 34,139,164, 200-202, 296-297, 298,

319-323,400-401,460-461, 515,524,570, 594,631, 634,
654-657, 667-668, 681, 683, 685, 693

bhautika, see elemental
bhäva, see entity; presence
bhävanä (see also contemplation) - 460-461, 522, 651, 694
Bhavasuddhi (Änandapürna Vidyäsägara), see Brahmasiddhi-

Bhavasuddhi
bhavati, the word - 457
bhaya, see fear
bheda, see difference
Bhedäbhedaväda - 5, 391, 411, 597
Bhoja, Adisükara Mihira (636-685) - 33
(King) Bhoja (1010-1062) - 511
bhrama, see error
Bhramatattvasamiksa (Väcaspati Misra), see (Bhrama)Tattva-

samiksd
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bhüta, see element; substance
, the word - 43
-yoni, the word - 44

Bihar - 33
bijänkura, see seed/sprout analogy
bimba, see prototype
bird - 342, 400, 472, 474, 546, 552
birth (janma, bhüman) - 52, 94,101-102,113,115,157,159-

160,197,234, 250,274,276-277,279,282-283,285-287,
292, 330, 336,-337, 339, 347, 364, 366, 388, 401, 418,
457, 467, 473, 497, 512, 548, 554
, a child's - 195-196, 651
, future - 70, 379
as a god - 364
of the universe, see world, creation of the
-s, past - 40, 197, 379, 550, 552

bitter - 649
black - 130, 154, 186, 209, 298, 692

-smith - 55
blind (andhd) - 35, 119, 121, 127, 136, 295, 371, 380
bliss (änanda) - 4, 25, 27, 36, 40, 75, 83, 163, 171-174, 205-

206,214,222-223,305,316,349-353, 369,395,399-401,
403-404, 418, 422, 431, 437, 449, 467, 478, 480, 484,
493-495, 498-500, 503-504, 507, 521-522, 525-527, 530-
531, 538-539, 547, 549, 552, 554, 599, 603-604, 639,
696, 700
, the word - 216, 219-220, 525
-ful nature of the Self, see Self, blissful nature of the
sheath - 501

blue (niZa) - 288-289, 3190311m 323m 328m 456m 508, 513-
514, 519, 582, 682
lotus, see sky-lotus

blunder - 26
boat - 492, 617
Bodas, R. S. - 511
3.(Nitya) Bodhagana (945) - 73
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hodhi, see enlightenment
body, physical (deha, sanra) - 18, 23, 35-37, 62, 64-65, 89,

111, 153-154,178-180,183,185,191,230-231, 234, 315,
334-336,344, 347,395, 397-398,419,421-422,425,428,
441-442,488,493-495,498, 502, 512-513, 527,536, 547-
548, 550, 552-553, 555-556, 559, 588, 596, 598, 693,
700, 701
, causal - 551, 554
, dead - 53, 680
, God's, s.v.
-less - 420
, räjasa - 65
, sättvika - 65
, subtle (süksma-) - 70, 425, 480-481, 497,-499, 550-551,

554, 588
, tämasa - 65
is the self, theory that the - 247, 304-309, 333, 342, 644
, universal - 548

boil - 249, 252
bondage (bandha, samsärd) - 3, 67, 89, 94, 107, 113, 151-

152, 157-159, 163, 181, 184, 205, 207, 400, 402, 440,
454,472,475,478-479,481-482, 504, 508, 526-527, 553,
586, 588, 600, 692, 696, 699
, freedom from, see liberation

bracelet - 41, 110
Brahma - 149, 228, 231, 353, 436, 549, 5'54
Brahmadesa - 435
brahmacarya,-carin, see student
brahmaiva, the word - 457
brahmajnäna, see knowledge of Brahman
brahmaloka, see Brahman, world of
Brahman

, adjunct of - 188
as language (sabdabrahman) - 98
, consciousness of, s.v.
, direct realization or achievement of (säksätkära), see
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, "I am" (brahmäsmi) - 152, 223, 316, 387, 456, 492-494,
506

, world of (brahmaloka) - 45, 72
as language (sabdabrahman) - 98
's omniscience - 44, 114, 358, 361

Brahmanadäsapändya - 602
Brahmanandin (500) - 505
brahmända, see egg, cosmic
Brahmasiddhi (Mandana Misra) - 20, 34, 39, 164, 169, 511,

602
(BrahmajTattvasamTksä (Väcaspati Misra), s.v.
12.Vyäkhyä (Samkhapäni) - 511, 706
34Abhipräyaprakäsikä (Citsukha) - 603-605
Bhavasuddhi (Änandapürna Vidyäsägara) - 707-708

Brahmasütra (Bädaräyana) - 28, 43, 89, 434, 440, 470, 605
Bhäsya (Samkara) -6, 15, 26, 28, 34, 404, 438, 602

Pancapädikä (Padmapäda) - 6, 15-16, 22-23
l.Bhämati (Väcaspati Misra) - 6, 33-71
Sänrakanyäyamanimälä (Ananyänubhavänanda) - 72
8.fSärfrafcamFmäm.sä)Nyäyasamgraha

(Prakäsätman) - 434-436
29.Vidyäsrl (Jnänottama Bhattäraka) - 601
35.Bhävaprakäsikä (Citsukha) - 605

Sribhäsya (Rämänuja) - 405
Brahmin (brähmanä) - 290, 365, 371, 375-376, 500, 507, 539,

553, 596
, killing a, s.v.
, Namboodiri - 511

Brahmopanisad - 379
branches, see tree/branches
breath(ing), vital air (präna) - 43, 237, 397, 418-419, 481,

493-494, 497-498, 510, 556
sheath, see sheaths

Brhadäranyakopanisad - 49,171-172,176-177,181-182,184,
205, 207, 217,'221, 223, 228, 231-232, 237-238, 243,
316, 324, 329, 334, 343, 354, 357, 365-369, 378, 380,
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385-387, 397, 403, 420, 440, 442, 457, 481, 536, 591,
636-637, 641
-Bhäsya (Samkara) - 369, 378, 380, 385, 476, 507

-Värttika (Suresvara) - 11, 235, 505, 508, 510
Brhaspati, followers of, see materialism
hrhaspatisava - 374
bricks - 181
bright, brilliance - 35, 171, 208-209, 213-214, 219, 269, 452,

502, 548, 652
Brooks, Richard W. - 414
broomstick - 25
Buddha - 469
buddhi, see idea; knowledge)

, apeksä-, see cognition, enumerative
Buddhism'- 37, 52, 61-63, 136, 167-168, 251, 265, 268, 288,

310, 426, 444, 468, 470, 513, 515, 559, 569, 604, 643,
655-656, 670-671, 684, 692

buffalo - 401
burning - 19, 71, 88, 95, 333, 397-398, 417, 475, 492, 499,

535
caitanya, see consciousness
Caitra - 19, 290, 298, 650-651
cake - 457
caksus, see eye
calf - 298
calm, see peace
Cammann, Klaus - 405-406
candle - 71, 346
candra, see moon
canvas for a painting - 84
capacity, capability (sakti), see power

, denotative (grhita-), see denotation
, symbolic or significative, see meaning
-theorist (-vädin) - 249
(yogyata), see competence

carpenter - 118, 178, 183, 185
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cart - 179
Cärväka, see materialism
case

, ablative - 465
, accusative - 272, 320
, genitive - 637, 653
, grammatical - 494, 604-605
, imperative - 460, 521, 524
, nominative - 272, 452
, optative - 459-460, 462-465
ending, s.v.

caste (jäti, varna) - 376, 379, 438, 441, 596
, out- - 379

category (padärthd) - 233, 341, 426, 528, 543
, Nyäya - 580, 655, 681-682
, Präbhäkara - 681
, Vaisesika - 173, 681-682

cattle - 372
causal

body, s.v.
condition, see cause
efficacy, s.v.

causative factor (kärakd) - 455
cause, causality (kärand)

, Brahman as, see Brahman as creator
, defective - 168
, efficient or instrumental (nimitta-) - 21, 44, 46, 51-52,

180, 183-186, 315, 408, 430-431, 458, 466-476, 504,
648

, generative (janin) - 283
, inherence (samaväyi-) - 485, 661-663
, instrumental, see cause, efficient
, internal (antahkarand) , see organ, internal
, manifesting (jnäpakd) - 46, 285
, material (upädänä) - 16-17, 21, 24, 44, 46, 51, 56-60,
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294, 357, 391, 408, 410, 413, 416, 421, 424, 426-
428, 430-432, 440, 458, 465, 467, 480,470, 473, 475,
518, 528, 584, 646

, noninherence- (asamaväyi-) - 430-432, 440, 458, 465,
467, 470, 473, 475, 518, 528, 584, 646

, productive (kärakä) - 46
, principal - 294
, root Qietu) - 53-54, 495
, subordinate or subsidiary {sahakärin) - 249-253, 307
of the world, s.v.
par excellence (karana) - 676, 685-686

celibacy - 371, 380
certain(ty) (niscayd) - 497, 503, 679
cessation (see also liberation)

of an act, s.v
of frustration, see frustration, removal of

Chaitanya, Atma - 24
chance - 599
Chändogyopanisad - 42-43, 45, 48-49, 51, 69, 71. 167, 172,

184-185, 205-206, 217, 237, 239-240, 242,303, 316,333-
335, 349, 354, 357, 363, 366, 368, 391, 395, 397-398,
403, 415, 485, 496, 500
Commentary (Brahmanandin) - 485
Bhäsya (Dravidäcärya) - 485

change - 29, 35, 41, 51, 55, 107-113, 118-119, 124-125, 133,
150, 153, 174, 177, 320-321, 336, 402, 424, 488, 546,
637, 641, 695
of change - 108
of color, s.v.

changeless - 86, 88, 127, 157, 447, 450, 488
-ness in Brahman, see Brahman, changelessness of
ness of the Self, s.v.

character
, chief - 358
, generic - 572
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characteristic, see property
chariot - 178, 183-186, 191, 296-297
charity, see giving
Chatterjee, Kamala - 705-706
cheerful, see happiness
child(ren) -165, 192, 195-196, 201, 211, 256, 281, 368, 372,

376, 444, 539
-birth, see birth, a child's
-ish talk - 244, 252, 295, 318
's footprint - 651

Chintamani, T.R. - 704
choice, no (avinigama) - 590
Chola - 435
cidrüpa - 635
cit, see consciousness
citadel of eight - 510
Citsukha Bhattäraka (1220) - 28-29, 511-512, 582-583, 601,

607-702 "
Citsukha Somayäjina (1284) - 602
41.Citsukhi or Tattvapradipikä (Citsukha) - 607-702

-Nayanaprasädini (Pratyaksvarüpa) - 607
citta, see consciousness
city

-dweller - 679
in the sky or the clouds, see Gandharvas, city of the

clay (see pot-clay analogy)
cloth - 56, 58, 60, 149, 159, 165, 186, 264, 279, 296, 301,

323, 331, 361, 378, 431, 451, 479, 603, 624, 630, 642,
651, 653, 656, 658, 663, 668-669, 678, 687-688, 690
, burnt - 396, 398
, cognition of a - 80

cloud - 246, 354, 420, 549, 595
club - 647
co-absence and co-presence, see condition, sufficient
coals, red-hot - 294
co-apprehension - 312-313
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codanä, see command; injunction; instruction
code, traditional, see smrti
coexistence - 573, 677
cognition, see awareness

, enumerative (apeksäbuddhi) - 690-691
, means of - 576
of identity - 132
of meaning, s.v.
otherwise, see anyathäkhyäti
-s, simultaneous - 64, 126, 142, 277, 282, 286, 323

cognizable - 92, 113-114, 119-120, 138, 151-152, 154, 232,
235, 242, 267, 275, 281, 288, 301, 303-304, 310, 312-
313, 319, 321, 326, 328-329, 336, 341, 347, 361, 384,
388, 399

cognizer (see also knower)
(yisayin) - 542, 569

coin, silver - 257
co-inherence, see inherence, co-
Cola - 601
collocation, see apposition

, unfitness {ayogyata) for - 278
color (rüpci) - 59, 77, 85, 87, 116, 119, 121, 131, 142, 169,

176, 220, 234, 271, 278, 288-289, 292, 299-310, 323,
328, 355, 357, 399, 407, 426, 433, 439, 460, 508, 513,
620, 648, 660-661, 664, 668, 678, 690, 696

coloring - 421, 450
colorless - 379, 696
coma - 25
combination (sabala, samuccaya) - 58-59, 61, 246, 292, 304-

306, 451, 457-458, 535, 654, 673, 689-690
, loose - 58-59
, syntactical, see connection, syntactical
of action and knowledge, see combined-path view
of instruments of knowledge (pramänasamplavd) - 680

combined-path view (jnänakarmasamuccayd) - 5, 369, 473,
487, 529, 585, 594-595, 597, 602-603
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command {codanä, praisa) - 5, 192-193, 433, 446, 459, 521,
523, 525

commendation (prasastya) - 434
comparison (upamdna) - 45, 138, 178, 243, 325, 514, 576,

673, 679, 681-683
compassion (karuna) - 553
compatibility, competency (yogyatä) -179,193,412,434, 541
competence (yogyata) - 168, 193, 201-204, 277, 283-285,

442-443, 447, 455
complex(ity), see heavy (ness); condition, sufficient
composite (bhautika), see elemental
compound term (dvandva) - 15-17, 49, 407
concealment - 264, 427, 483, 587

, power of - 413
conceit - 595

, mental - 10
concentration, see meditation

, seedless (asamprajnäta) - 24
concomitance (anvayd) - 654, 679

, invariable, see pervasion
, positive and negative {-vyatirekd) - 197-198, 493, 562

condition, causal (karand) - 56, 63, 86, 250, 252, 259, 275,
437, 561, 676
, adventitious limiting (upädhi), see obstruction
, eternal - 86
, necessary - 51
, necessary and sufficient - 232, 568
, sufficient - 63, 76, 224-225, 250-251, 256, 267, 282-283,

329, 408, 588, 630, 653-654, 672-673
conditioned (5opäd/zifca)/unconditioned(ntrupäd/iifca)

Brahman, s.v.
configuration, see shape
confusion (mo/ia) - 18, 53, 542
congruence - 452
connection

, cross-, see universal properties, crossconnection of
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, mutual - 210
connector (sambandha), self-linking (svarüpa-) - 303, 417,

670
consciousness (caitanya, cit, citta, vijnäna)

, destruction of - 588
, fluctuation of (cittavrtti) - 88
, pure or immediate or nondual (anubhavd) - 3-4, 17, 40,

114, 223, 241, 270, 317, 344, 359, 381-382, 414,
421-424, 427, 441, 453, 457-458, 462, 475, 480-482,
485-486, 502, 504-505, 510, 528, 586, 593, 619, 621,
624, 697-698

, reflection (äbhäsa) of- 492, 504-505, 510
, self-luminous, see luminosity, self-
, storehouse (älaya-) - 69
, stream of (samtäna) - 63-64, 399
, witness-, s.v.
{samvit), see awareness (samvit)

consequence (in inference), see conclusion
consideration of the h, third - 676
considering, see contemplation
construction, conceptual (kalpanä, vikalpa) - 37, 54, 56, 163,

477, 582
-filled/free, see awareness, constructionfilled/free

contact (samyoga, sannikarsa) - 58, 60, 131, 186-187, 224,
233, 281, 299-302, 315, 321, 323, 3285 362, 402, 424,
486, 610, 624, 629, 633, 638, 641, 643, 660, 689, 693
, cessation or destruction of - 191, 663, 689, 693
, sense-object (indriyärthd) - 92, 119, 131, 165, 178-179,

188, 217, 246, 249, 255, 290, 326, 401, 427, 469,
572, 581, 630, 649, 673, 676, 684

, visual, see eye-contact
-ness (-tva) - 191, 268
of beginningless things (aja-) - 669, 689, 691, 693
of mind and body - 421
of purusa and prakrti - 190-191
of self and internal organ - 187, 315, 323, 401, 642, 675
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container-contained relation - 668-669
contaminant, contamination (äsrava) - 62, 695

of awareness - 695
contemplation (manana) - 11, 13-14, 53, 68, 204, 207, 229,

231, 314,365, 370-378, 385-386, 388-389, 399,406-407,
429, 441, 446, 530, 538, 605, 644, 655
(bhävana) - 522, 651
(nididhyäsanä), see meditation, sustained

content (of awareness) (yisayd)
-filled/free, see awareness, contentfilled/free
-less (nirälambanä), see awareness, contentfilled/free
of ignorance, s.v.

contraction, see expansion/contraction
contradiction (yirodha, viruddha) - 30, 48, 116, 129, 148,

154, 160, 166, 176, 178, 186, 211, 226, 240, 242, 245,
248, 258, 264-265, 267, 269, 303, 313, 341, 343, 348,
371, 378, 390, 412, 420, 428-429, 463, 466, 478, 492,
493, 495, 503, 517, 520, 531, 559, 561-562, 581-582,
621, 625, 636-637, 644, 652, 671, 679, 689
, self- (apasiddhänta) - 133, 166, 321, 579, 648, 672
, law of - 589, 592

control - 44, 501, 553
, self- (damd) - 378, 387, 454
of the mind - 441
of the sense-organs - 377, 381, 442
of speech - 441

controller - 44, 401, 484
, final - 431
, inner (antaryämin), see witness
of the universe, see God

convention(al) - 54, 66, 186, 491
meaning, s.v.

cook(ing) - 148, 321, 700 •
, the word - 255, 497

cool(nes) - 333, 335, 467, 547
coordination, see apposition
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copper, pouring molten into a mold - 501
co-appearance and co-absence, see condition, necessary and

sufficient
coquetry - 549
corpse, see body, dead
correspondence (yathärthatvd) - 574, 676, 685
counterbalanced reason, s.v.
counterpositive or countercorrelate (of an absence)

(pratiyogin) - 59, 75-78, 87, 270, 274-278, 281, 324, 330,
390, 409, 414, 462, 469, 513-514, 530, 533, 541, 572,
590, 622, 642-645, 647-648, 655-657, 664-666, 673, 682,
686, 696

courage - 490
courtesan - 549
cow (go) - 122-123, 192-194, 196-197, 200-202, 208-209,

220, 298, 306, 376, 459, 489, 508, 667, 673, 681-683
, the word - 193-194, 201-202, 225, 227, 235, 442, 459,

486, 489, 683-684
-dung - 53
-ness - 122, 298, 424, 508, 667, 681-683
's urine - 502

craving, see desire
creation (kalpa)

, the time of - 654-655
of the world or universe, see world, creation of
(srsti) , see emanation

creator
, Brahman as, see Brahman as creator
= God, see God, the creator

crossconnection of properties, see universal properties,
crossconnection of

crow on a house - 430, 450-451, 466, 588, 615
crystal, reflection of a red, see reflection of a red crystal
curd, see milk/curd
cycle of birth and death, see rebirth
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dahara
, the word - 45
-äkäsa, see space in a small place

dama, see control, self-; restraint
dance - 119-120
dappled - 514
darbha grass - 491
dark(ness) (tamas) - 87, 105, 126, 130, 204, 284, 288, 326-

327, 338, 353, 361, 407, 410, 415, 417-418, 473, 478-
479, 485, 510, 519, 594, 597, 630, 642
, the word - 510

darsana, see school; view
Dasgupta, Surendra Nath - 72, 405, 528, 705
daughter-in-law - 596
dead body, s.v.
death (mrtyu) - 64, 67-68,101,113,141, 343, 347, 399, 428,

479, 512, 548, 550-551, 553-554
debate (yäda) - 542, 680

, conditions of, s.v.
, rules of, s.v.

debater - 705
debt - 370, 380
decrease, see increase/decrease
dedication - 488
deed, see act
defect (dosd) - 8, 24, 36, 85, 99, 105, 120-122,130-131,134,

146, 165, 168-169, 175, 177, 180, 198, 219, 239, 242-
243, 246-247, 249-251,255-258,260, 266-268, 303,313-
314, 319, 328, 333-334, 342, 352, 361, 374, 378, 394,
400,408,410,414-415,424,428-430,437-438,460,471,
476, 480, 485, 507, 533, 535, 542, 546, 570, 582, 610,
612-618, 621-625, 627-628, 632-633, 636, 639, 642, 645,
657, 666-667, 674-675
in the senses, see senses, defective

defective - 53, 191, 253, 259, 297, 307, 485, 674, 612, 692
cause, s.v.
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senses, s.v.
definition, see mark

, too narrow, see underpervasion
, too wide, see overpervasion
-s, diverse (yailaksanyd) - 659
by indicator, s.v.
by qualifier, s.v.

degrees
of excellence, s.v.
of reality, s.v.

deha, see body
delight - 550, 553
delimitation - 268, 316, 347, 699

theory - 421
delusion (moha) - 11, 18, 118, 155, 265, 322, 361, 413, 477,

484, 498, 515, 517-518, 527, 549-550, 596, 690
demerit (adharma, dosa) - 66-67, 120, 173, 179-180, 227,

229-231, 336, 353, 364, 431, 483, 495, 553, 619, 653,
662

denial (apaväda) - 79,139,145-146, 279, 281, 368,471, 558,
591, 648

dependence - 40, 60, 233, 237, 520, 656, 669
, mutual or reciprocal (anyonya-, itaretaräsrayä) - 7-8, 18,

62, 108,132,146,157,170,179,190,192,194, 203,
228, 230, 234, 275, 290-291, 311, 331, 345, 353,
358, 360, 367, 485, 512, 533, 582, 645, 657, 660,
664, 666, 673-674, 678

, self (ätmäsrayd) - 98, 108, 275, 345, 360, 439, 582, 664
dependent origination (pratityasamutpäda) - 61-62
describer (nirüpaka) - 665
desert - 438
designation (samäkhyä) - 66, 438
desire (käma) - 27, 40, 51, 71, 75, 95, 111-114, 149, 154,

157,163,172,179-180,187,191,197-199,204,214-215,
248, 297, 313, 317, 325, 337, 339-340, 365-366, 369,
372, 376-377, 380, 382, 384, 397, 404, 435, 441, 445,
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459-460,462-464,471,481, 510, 523-525, 531, 535, 539,
545-546, 549, 551, 554, 556, 597, 620, 623, 628, 638,
651, 661, 674, 680, 696, 698
, cessation of or freedom from - 372, 379, 461, 480, 702
not to die, see will to live
-s, God's - 227, 230, 473, 689
to know (jijnäsä) -15, 35, 39-40, 139, 242, 277-278, 429,

440, 539
desired/undesired end, see end, desired/undesired
destiny, karmic (apürva) - 182, 226, 284, 398
destructibility, natural - 311
destruction (dhvamsa, näsa, pmdhvamsä) - 60, 63, 100-101,

110, 115, 127, 141, 158, 175, 231, 234, 250-252, 276,
288, 290, 293, 311, 330, 339, 367, 394, 398, 401, 426,
440, 454, 506-507, 526-527, 537, 539, 673, 586, 588,
598, 604, 630, 638, 662-665, 672-673, 689, 695-696
by a thing's nature - 294
of an adjunct - 115-117, 347, 398, 527
of a pot, see pot, destruction of a
of bondage, see liberation
of consciousness - 63, 311, 330, 586
of content, s.v.
of ignorance (avidyänivrtti) - 19,47, 107, 149, 160-163,

439, 451, 526-530,597
of light - 291
of the universe (see also pralaya) - 459
of the world, s.v.
of (what is) nonexistent {avidyänivrtti) - 94, 100, 103

detachment - 229, 379-380
determinant (prayojaka) - 175, 193, 209, 629
determination/indetermination - 184, 317, 385, 388, 421,

501, 562
deva(ta), see god
Devadatta - 171, 173-174, 208-213, 219, 221, 223, 226, 236,

303, 308, 321, 419, 443, 448, 450, 490, 525-526, 538,
615, 637, 675
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Devänanda - 436
devatädhikarana - 206
Devesvara - 435-436
Devi - 554
deviant, deviation, see wandering

reason, see reason, inconclusive
devolution, the time of, see pralaya
dewlap - 489
dharma, see aim of life; duty; merit; property

-sästra - 294, 368
Dharmaklrti (620) - 569, 574, 685
dharmin, see property-possessor; qualified thing
dhätu - 61-62
dhrti, see support
dialectics - 29, 433, 605, 694
dice (aksd) - 255
difference or distinction (bheda) (see also absence, mutual) -

3-8, 25-27, 35, 39, 41, 50, 54-56, 60, 64, 75-83, 87, 91,
93, 95, 97, 102, 106, 111-120, 124-125, 127, 129, 137-
139,144-149,151-157,166-171,173,177,181-184,189,
192-190, 211-213, 215-217,234-235,243,248, 255, 266-
267, 277-281, 283-284, 290-292, 298-300, 304-306, 308,
310-314, 322-324, 327-329, 331-332, 334, 341-343, 345,
347-358,375,390,397,402-403,407,411,415-418,421-
422,429,439-440,447,451,453,460-461,463-464,467,
474, 476, 479, 484-485, 487, 490, 497, 501-502,, 504,
506, 508, 512-515, 519-520, 526, 528, 532-534, 536-538,
544-547,552,555,557, 559,564-565,569-571,573, 581,
588-589, 591,604, 624-625, 629-630, 632,638, 644-645,
.655-659, 661-662, 670-671, 673-674, 681, 686, 689-691,
697-700
, non-, s.v.
, nongrasping of (yivekägrahd) - 39
-cum-nondifference, see identity-in-difference
in identity, see identity-in-difference

Dignäga (510) - 680
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digvijaya, see victory tour
diksäguru - 593
dilemma - 618, 634
direct or immediate (säksätkära)/indirect

awareness, see mediate/immediate
Brahman-knowledge, see knowledge, Brahman-
intuition - 75

direction, spatial (difc) - 660, 689, 693
disappearance - 296, 344
discernment (pariccheda), right (samyak-) - 574
disciple, see student
discipline - 585, 593

, mental - 530
discrimination or discernment (yivekd) - 132, 135, 159, 258,

500, 548, 574
, negative - 170
, non-, see nondiscrimination
of purusa from prakrti - 696
of what is eternal - 40

discrepancy - 335
discussion

, futility of - 517
, philosophical - 435, 561
, rules of - 558-560

disease, eye, s.v.
diseased person - 166, 369, 515
disgrace - 501
dish - 282, 348, 491
dishonesty - 549
disjunction (yibhäga) - 58, 60, 224, 308, 315, 328, 403, 442,

572, 630, 660-663, 688-689
dislike, see aversion
dispute - 40, 179-18880, 189, 220, 263-264, 287, 540, 614,

634
dissolution, see pralaya
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distinction (see also difference)
(pariccheda) - 350
, subject-object - 3, 407, 599, 639

distraction - 694
divergence (yaiyadhikäranyd) - 452
diversity, see difference
divine - 233, 497, 552

-being (yaksa) - 393
element - 42

divinity, see god
divisibility - 175
doer, see agent
dog - 488, 549
done, what is to be (karya) - 168, 181, 192-200, 208, 329,

371, 383, 521, 523-525, 528, 650-652
donkey - 549
dosa, see defect; fallacy
double-atom (dvyanukd), see dyad
doubt (samsaya) - 7, 22, 83, 101, 164, 179, 185, 196, 209,

232-233, 237, 257-258, 260-261, 310, 362-363, 418, 429-
430, 465, 494, 497, 554, 567-569, 572, 574, 581, 609,
623, 628-629, 635, 640, 656, 666, 679-680
, freedom from - 168, 379
-ful reason, see reason, doubtful
(yikalpd) - 554

drastavya, see seen, to be
Dravidäcärya - 485
dravya, see substance
dream {svapnd) - 22, 27, 71, 95, 104,107, 119, 130-131,141,

143, 178, 201, 244, 271, 310, 320, 328, 362-363, 393,
396, 421, 439, 458, 467-469, 472, 476, 479, 482-484,
498-499, 502, 534, 538, 544-545, 547-548, 551, 554, 638,
641, 674, 696-697
-less sleep, see sleep, deep
elephant, s.v.

drgdrsya, see seer-seen relationship
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drink - 297, 369, 468, 650
drk, see seer
drowning - 151, 396
drstänta, see example
drsti, see vision

-srsti, see emanation limited to what is perceived
drsya, see known; visible
drtihari, see leather, one who steals
dualism (dvaitavädd) - 26-28, 144, 159-160, 239, 245, 304-

305, 342, 389-391, 393, 589
duality {dvitvd) - 25-27, 29, 59, 79, 93, 146, 162, 165-168,

177, 240-241, 243, 247-248, 296, 331, 343, 428, 433,
438, 442, 444, 446, 453-454, 471, 476, 479, 491, 493-
494, 503, 507, 533, 538, 547, 604, 688-692, 700

duhkha, see frustration; misery; pain
dumb - 136, 281, 295
dung, see cow-dung
Durgä - 554
durghata, see unbalanced
durnirüpa, see inexplicable
duty (dharma) - 227, 229, 365, 367-368, 377-380, 521, 523-

524, 554, 594-596, 598, 601
, daily, see rite, daily

dvaita(väda), see dualism, dualist
dvandva, see compound term
dvesa, see aversion; hatred
dvicandra, see moon, double
dvija, see twice-born
dvirüpa, see nature, double
dyad (dvyanuka) - 58-60, 688, 470, 688, 691-692
ear - 234, 479

-ring - 41, 682
earth (prthivi) - 42, 54, 61, 65, 168, 174-175, 177-178, 204,

292, 306, 322, 327, 330, 334, 357, 394, 465, 472, 475,
497, 499, 665, 672, 687-688
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effect or result (käryd) - 7, 10, 18, 37, 41, 51, 53-57, 60, 62-
63, 68, 86, 93, 96, 112, 157, 167, 175, 183, 185-187,
189, 217, 230, 250-253, 257, 281-288, 292-293, 295-296,
298-300, 302-305, 307, 313, 315, 333, 389, 391, 394,
396, 398, 416, 418, 421, 424-425, 427, 431, 445, 481,
486, 494, 499, 517-518, 527, 562, 564-566, 588, 595,
597, 600, 643, 654, 662, 670-671, 692-693
's being present in the cause, see satkäryaväda
's not being present in the cause, see asatkäryaväda

efficacy,efficiency (arthakriyä(kärita)) - 37, 142, 293-295,
559, 562, 575, 701, 706

efficient cause, s.v.
effort, human (yatnd) -187,190-191,235,349,351-352,442,

464, 523, 531, 535, 538, 550, 578, 590
-less(ness) - 26, 69, 144, 161, 367, 551

effulgence - 12, 213, 217-218, 222-223, 305, 309-310, 326,
328, 330, 334, 355, 363, 404

egg, cosmic (brahmändä) - 497, 499
ego (aham) (see also self) - 305-306, 308-310, 313, 411, 423-

424, 599-600
, awareness of, see self-awareness
-ism or egoity - 24, 36, 322, 336, 397, 552, 555, 599
-maker or -sense (ahamkära) - 414, 421-422, 474, 481,

588
Ekadandin - 585
ekarasa, see sense, impartite theory of
elasticity - 654
elder (vrddhd) - 194, 460, 521, 683

, intermediate (madhyama-) - 192, 195, 200-201, 523
, superior older - 523
-s, usage of - 168, 486

element (bhüta, tattvd) - 22, 41, 43, 65, 70, 167, 183, 188,
219, 307-308,425, 562-565, 571-572, 638, 654, 658, 701
, divine - 42
, linguistic - 454
-s, five - 61-62, 322, 481, 492, 499, 510, 555
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-s, four - 304-305
-s, great (mahä-) - 430
, temporal, see time

elemental (bhautika) - 61, 167, 183, 188
elephant - 193, 298, 333, 336, 684

, a dream - 271, 322, 324-325, 498, 641, 696
eligibility/noneligibility - 264, 380

to perform a ritual, see ritual, eligibility to perform
for study - 370-371, 374-379, 406

elimination - 30, 427, 430
, arriving by - 651
of words- 192, 211

embellishment - 105-106
empirical

existence, see existence, relative
transaction, s.v.

empty, emptiness (sünya(ta)) - 40, 66, 96, 98-105, 144, 167,
207-208, 236, 269, 280-281 351-352, 379, 382, 399-400,
403, 568

end (anta) - 55, 83, 87, 144, 207, 213, 236, 248, 351-352,
379, 382, 403, 426, 428, 533, 552, 559, 599, 618
, desired/undesired - 197-199, 382, 460, 462-463, 523,

525, 545
, supreme, see liberation
-less (ananta) - 77, 83,127,160,171, 214, 394, 410, 472,

571, 604, 696, 699
ending, grammatical- - 430, 455, 459, 465, 684
enjoy - 11, 64, 113, 147, 159, 178, 208, 230, 270, 307, 318,

342, 344, 347-348, 352, 364-365, 369, 372, 383, 400,
480, 504, 507, 550-551, 553, 564, 651

enlighten(ment) (bodhi) - 384, 433, 529, 593
(ätmajnäna), see Self-knowledge
, noninert (ajada) - 88

entity (tattvd)
, actual, see thing, real
, positive, see presence
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entrance- 501
eon (kalpa)'- 18, 41, 47, 49, 117, 206, 231, 236, 428

-s, time between, see pralaya
epics - 36, 362
epistemology, see knowledge, theory of
equivocal reason, see reason, inconclusive
era, see eon
error (bhrama, viparyäsa, viparyaya) - 3, 5, 15-17, 20-22, 26-

27, 29, 36, 38-39, 70, 73, 82-83, 85-91, 93, 95-96, 99,
103-104, 108,118-126,130-131,133-138,141,144-145,
152,157-158,160-161,170, 239-245,248-252, 254, 259-
260,264, 266,290, 295,313-319,392,407-408,410-411,
412-421, 425, 427, 429. 432, 438-439, 444, 458, 463,
468, 473-474, 476, 479, 483, 501, 503, 515-517, 518,
534-536, 541-547, 566-568, 570, 576-577, 583-584, 587-
588, 600, 625, 642-644, 646-649, 652-653, 656, 674-676,
705
, Advaitic view of, see anirvacaniyakhyäti
, freedom from, see truth
, removal of - 700
, theories of (khyätiväda) - 20, 34, 98, 392, 514-517, 610

eschatology (yidehamukti) - 594
essence, see nature, intrinsic
eternal(ity) (nitya(tva)) - 40-41, 62, 86, 99, 113, 127-128,

137, 172, 182, 215, 217, 230, 236-237, 312, 340-341,
394, 474, 485, 500, 560, 652, 658, 664-669, 678, 687,
689
, non-, see noneternal

etymology - 644, 695
eulogy (arthavädd) - 240, 247, 343, 365, 557
evening - 271
evidence - 22, 53-54, 56, 143, 164, 180-181, 199, 204, 206,

224-227, 229, 231-233, 235-237, 239-241, 244-245, 290,
303-305, 308-309, 320, 329-330, 340-341, 348, 350-351,
353, 363-364, 387-390, 392, 435, 560, 645, 652, 669,
673, 696
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evil - 46, 317-318, 366, 550, 552-553
evolution, see transformation
example (drstäntd) - 165, 174-175, 177-178, 185, 239, 252,

335, 34^ 398
, negative, see vipaksa
, positive, see sapaksa

excavation - 453
excellence - 320-321, 399, 404, 457

, degrees of - 180, 531
exclusion (yyavacheda) - 169-171, 209-210, 374
exclusive

-cum-nonexclusive, see meaning, exclusive-cum-
nonexclusive

meaning, s.v.
exertion (krti) - 524
exile- 381
existence (sattä) - 21, 37, 47, 56-57, 60, 81, 91-92, 94, 96-97,

101, 111, 115, 120, 124, 137, 139-140, 144, 155, 165,
167, 169-171, 175, 186, 190, 206, 211, 244, 251, 253,
255, 257, 266, 283, 293, 295, 297, 310, 328, 330, 390,
392-393,446,455-456,467,484, 515, 528, 534-536,544,
549,552, 560-562, 564-565, 568,616, 623,627-628,639,
641, 648, 660-661, 665-667, 672-673, 687
, absolute, intrinsic, pure or real or mere (svarüpa-) - 25,

172, 217, 561-563
-otherwise, see anyathäkhyäti
practical, relative, conventional (samvrti) - 313-319, 341,

365, 391, 565-566, 594, 598, 644, 701
existent (sat), see reality
existential proposition, s.v.
expansion/contraction - 336, 549
expectancy (äkäiiksa) - 201-202, 204
experience

, direct (anubhava, anubhüti) - 45, 162, 453, 500, 572-
574, 685

-ing (preksa) - 431
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-ness irtvd) - 625
of the world - 64, 422
, ordinary - 23, 69, 162, 263, 420
(yathärthatvd), see correspondence

expert - 445, 680
explanation (of words)

, conventional or derivative - 45
, impressive, see pracaksatä

extension, undue, see overpervasion
external

object, s.v.
perception, s.v.

extrinsic property, see property, intrinsic/extrinsic
eye (caksus) - 35, 122, 130, 146, 251-252, 254, 257, 269,

284-285, 299, 338, 350, 355, 366, 389, 535, 628, 630,
641, 649
, defective or diseased - 166, 515
-ball - 413
-contact - 281, 633
-ointment - 251
-sight, functioning - 35, 519

face - 195
in a mirror - 359-360, 362, 509, 544, 646, 699

factor, causative (käraka) - 445
factual statement - 53
faculty, sense-, see sense-organ
failure to apprehend, see nonapprehension
faint(ing) (mürchä) - 25, 552-553
faith (sraddha) - 40
faithful - 7, 705
fallacy (ähhäsa, dosd) - 159, 174, 577, 609
false (aprämanya, mithyä) awareness, see error
falsity (alikd) - 38

of the world, s.v.
fame - 379
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family - 549
man, see householder

farsighted(ness) - 178
father (pitr) - 195-196, 279, 549-550, 599

, duties of a - 597
fault, see defect
fear (bhayd) - 89, 172, 180, 204, 207, 455, 501, 550, 696
feature

, common or general, see universal property
, individuating, distinguishing, specific universal

(sämänyavisesd) - 120
, particular, s.v.

feeling (yedana) - 61, 318, 335, 639
ferocity, fierceness - 221, 490
fictitious - 513
field (gocara) - 510, 595, 616, 623

, knower of the - 509-510
, the word - 616

fifth status (pancaprakärd) - 22, 74, 393, 488, 530, 586, 590-
592, 700

fig tree - 498
figurative

language - 42, 448, 480
meaning, s.v.

figureless form - 641
finger

, boil on a - 249
, fore- - 684
-tip - 193

finite - 36, 185, 334-335, 340, 354, 356, 360, 402, 420
fire {tejas) (see also light) - 19, 42, 46, 54, 61, 65, 88, 95,

116, 122, 126, 130, 141, 160, 249-250, 252, 269, 292,
294, 298, 307, 360, 458-459, 479, 497, 499, 535, 555,
594, 598, 641, 653-654, 670
, flames of a - 288, 291
, sacred - 291
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-ness - 678
-sacrifice, see agnihotra
-smoke - 476, 625, 675-676, 679, 684
and burning power - 19, 253, 517, 455

fishnet - 473
fitness, see competence
fitting/unfitting - 637, 689
floor, see ground
flower - 294

, sky-, see sky-lotus
following for a stronger reason, reason

(satpratisädhancO - 327
food - 111, 183, 379, 441, 497

, the word - 497-498
-sheath - 502
for thought - 433

foolish - 550
foot (pada) - 322, 333, 335

-print - 651
-step - 201

force, injunctive, see injunction
forefinger - 684
foresight - 367
forest (yana) - 227, 379, 683

, the word - 278-279
-dweller (-prastha) - 679

form (see also aspect; matter; name and form; shape)
, being a (rüpatva) - 350
, essential, see nature, essential
, manifest/unmanifest, s.v.
, verbal - 461
-less - 331. 356, 420
(avasthä) - 410

fortune - 550
, good- 597, 611

fourth (turiya) - 548
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fraction (lesya) of ignorance, see ignorance, fraction of
fragrance, see smell
freedom, see liberation
friend - 532, 542, 549-550, 553, 595
fruit

, ämalaka - 500
, karmic, see result, karmic

frustration (duhkha) - 36, 53, 62, 116, 145, 160, 172, 400,
419, 437, 476-477, 500-501, 530-532, 695
, removal or cessation of - 40, 402, 441, 481, 695-696

fuel, see fire/fuel
futility, see useless
future

, knowledge of the - 127
births, s.v.
time, s.v.

gait - 682
Ganapati - 2967-297
Gandharvas, city of the - 206, 241
Ganesa - 406
GaAgä, the river - 219, 221, 490, 617
Gahgädhara (1167?) - 539-548
Garigesa (1320) - 436
gardens, (ruined) pleasure- - 227, 230-231
garland, snake in a, see rope-snake
garlic-eating - 441. 461-463
gati, see going; path
Gauda, see Bengal
Gaudesvara Jnänottama or Bhattäraka (1175) - 583, 601
gaurava, see heaviness
Gautama, see Buddha
Gautama, author of the Nyäyasütras - 579, 674-675
gavaya - 673, 679, 681-683
Gäyatri, the word - 491
gem, see jewel
generality, see universal property
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generated (janyd) - 543, 641, 661, 674, 678, 690-691
generation, see birth

, organ of - 497
generative, s.v.
genitive case, s.v.
gesture - 685
ghee - 555
ghost - 596
giving (däna) - 365, 440
glasses - 250
goat - 101, 549
gocara, see field
god (deva(ta) - 46, 48, 58, 144, 342, 357, 488,. 493, 496, 502

, birth as a - 364
, sun-, s.v.
-s, meditation by the - 48
-s, path of the - 67-68, 482
-s, unconscious - 48
-s, world of the (devaloka) - 67-68, 367, 483, 488-489

God (isvara) - 44, 57, 66, 72, 179-180, 185, 188, 191, 223,
227, 229-232, 235-237, 353, 355-356, 377-378, 384, 399-
400, 437, 439, 442, 448, 462, 467, 469, 473-477, 482,
485, 486-487, 504-505, 548-549, 552, 554-555, 580, 594,
638, 647, 654, 692, 698
as author of the Vedas - 228, 230, 655
, meditation on - 399-400
'sbody- 179-180
's desire, s.v.
's grace - 494
's ignorance - 178, 483, 505, 586
's knowledge -143,180-181, 229, 355, 476, 685, 690, 698
's mäyä - 188, 357, 472, 476, 473
's omnipresence - 143, 476
's omniscience, s.v.
's power or causality - 72, 183 184-184, 470, 477, 482-

483
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's rebirth - 180
's will, see will, God's
, singleness of - 343

going (gati) - 70, 286, 321, 329, 496, 640
gold - 41, 81-82, 110-111, 142, 187, 189, 206, 403, 602, 682
good (sreyas) rebirth, s.v.
(King) Govindacandra (1104-1154) - 557
grace, God's - 384, 494
gradual (krama)

efficiency, s.v.
liberation - 89, 482
production - 225
/simultaneous manifestation, s.v.

grähya, grähaka, gräha , see grasped/grasper/grasping
grammar (yyäkaranä) - 49, 2278, 232, 272, 373
Grammarian (vaiyäkarand) - 47, 97-98, 224-226
Granoff, Phyllis - 30, 557, 704-705, 707
grasped/grasper/grasping (see also awareness) - 38-39, 64,

119, 130, 138, 165, 204, 226, 290, 292, 329, 352, 355,
370,408-409,426,442-443,447,450,453-454,456,468-
471, 549, 551, 555, 619, 649, 678

grass - 160, 272, 401-402, 492, 497
grhastha, see householder
grief, grieving - 419, 547, 550
gross/subtle body, s.v.
ground - 274-277

, bare - 274-277
, crack in the, s.v.

guna, see merit; quality
-laksanä, see meaning, gaum
-s, three (of Sämkhya) - 53, 322

Gurjara Pratihära dynasty - 33
guru, see teacher

, initiation (diksa) by - 593
habit - 601
hair - 53, 183, 185, 379
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hand (hasta, kara) - 497, 499, 552, 554-556
, berry in one's, see berry in one's hand

happiness (sukha) - 11, 195-197, 235, 271, 315-316, 349 -
353, 368, 401, 404-405, 512, 523, 595, 609, 629, 639,
650-651, 699

hardness - 168
Hari - 594
harm - 239, 244, 318, 367, 550
Harzer, Edeltraud - 34-72
hasta, see hand
hatred (dvesa) - 313, 337, 339, 397, 527, 531-532, 549-550
head - 335, 379, 497

, cut-off - 320
, Rähu's, s.v.

hearer - 204, 255, 306, 385, 406, 445, 459, 466,
hearing, see listening
heart (hrdaya) - 65, 315-316, 324, 334, 502, 542, 591
heat (usma) - 63, 298, 342, 458, 488

in water - 241, 244, 402, 598
heaven (svarga) - 113, 154, 206, 213, 239, 372-373, 388,

392-393, 446, 460, 479, 482, 506, 522, 524, 551, 595,
651

heavy(ness), complexity, prolixity (gaurava) - 201-203, 261,
582, 652, 670

hell - 64-65, 482, 539, 551
Heramba - 296
herb - 313
hermit - 544
hetu (term) (h) - 144-145, 160, 176, 240, 242-243, 262, 277,

. 320-321, 335, 337, 342, 532, 536, 541, 543-545, 576,
613, 617, 625-627, 632-633, 676-678, 680, 684, 693

hetu, see cause; reason
hide, see conceal
hierarchy - 435
hill, see mountain
Hiranyagarbha - 47, 239, 452, 597-499
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Hiriyanna, Mysore - 73, 593, 606, 707-708
home - 379
homogeneity - 58-59, 184, 217, 219, 222-223, 310, 362, 385,

611
honey - 650
hoofness - 681
horn

, a man's - 517, 544
-less - 508
of a hare - 623, 700
-s of a dilemma, see dilemma

horse (asva) - 101, 192, 201-203, 220, 403, 424, 442, 460,
466, 490, 615, 684
sacrifice, see asvamedha

house (grhd) - 117, 178, 189, 448, 466, 549, 553, 566, 596,
684'
, crow on a, see crow on a house
holder (stha) - 380, 596

hrdaya, see heart
human

aim, see aim of life
being - 36, 48, 168, 206, 231, 233, 246, 316, 318, 342-

343, 353, 364, 370, 373,400-401, 403-404, 430, 432,
440, 442, 444, 457, 464, 486, 497, 503, 527-528,
548-549, 654-655, 675

value, see aim of life
humility - 397
husband - 49, 638
hypothesis, intellectual - 24
I, see ego
idea (buddhi) - 565-567
idealism, Buddhist, see Yogäcära
identification (in Buddhism) (samjna) - 61, 96, 101
identity (abheda; tädätmya) - 23, 41-42, 50, 63-64, 80, 96,

123, 134, 144, 155, 171, 210-212, 259, 268, 273, 296
-in-difference (bhedäbhedd) - 23, 74, 296, 299-300, 304-
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305, 391, 526, 698
of body and self - 536, 548
of seen and Self - 79, 81-82
of self and Brahman - 12, 55, 57, 81, 205, 208, 221, 223,

318, 334, 353-357, 359, 377, 391, 526, 698
proposition - 452, 525-526

ignorance (avidya) - 3-8, 10, 12-18, 20-24, 26-29, 38, 40, 47,
50, 55-56, 61, 65-66, 82, 84, 86-87, 91, 93,103-107,113,
115-116,118,146-147,151-152,156,158-163,165,170-
171, 174, 178, 181-182, 188-191, 215, 217, 236, 243,
257,266-274,281,287,295-296, 311,318-319, 324, 328,
340-341, 343, 347, 350, 352, 354, 356, 359-364, 391,
395-398, 402, 404, 407-422, 424-428,437-440, 444-445,
447-449,451,453,457-458,461,463,465,468-478,480-
484,486-489,494-495, 497, 504-511, 517-522, 536, 539,
543, 547, 549, 552-554, 589-591, 594-595, 597-598,600,
604-605, 619-620, 637, 644-646, 649-650, 694, 699-700
, Brahman's, see ignorance in Brahman
, derivative (tula- or kärya-) - 19
, destruction (näsä) of, s.v.
, false (mithyä-), s.v.
, fraction of, see ignorance, residuum of
, God's, s.v.
, locus (äsraya) of - 7-8, 12, 69, 85, 97, 138-139, 252,

335-341, 389-391, 403, 411, 430, 445, 448-449, 451,
475, 477, 496-497, 549
, modes or powers of (sakti) .- 16, 54, 58, 486

, primary or positive (mulct-) - 9, 20, 22, 418, 645
, reflection of - 21

., removal (-nivrtti) of - 3, 22, 40, 88, 90, 117, 149, 162,
171, 221, 341, 387-391, 393-395, 398,440,480,488,
540, 544, 585-586, 589-592, 594, 604-605, 699-700

, residuum (lesyä) of - 84, 428, 701
, transfiguration of - 174
(mayo) - 21, 69, 71, 78-80, 87-91, 93, 97, 101, 103, 106-

107,109,112,115,119,122-123,125-131,136,138,
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141-144, 145, 149, 158, 171, 173, 177, 180, 193,
203, 211, 218, 224, 226-229, 241, 248, 253, 274,
281, 290-291, 294, 297-299, 318, 322, 326, 334-336,
368, 371, 377, 385, 387-388, 405-406, 430,441, 444-
445, 447-448, 453-454, 468-469, 488, 496, 501, 514-
515, 518, 535, 548-551, 554, 573, 604, 606, 642,
647, 653-654

illumination, illuminator, see light
, self, see self-illuminating

illusion (mäyä) (see also errror; ignorance {mäya)
imaginary, -tion (kälpanika, parikalpa, samkalpa) - 25, 84,

149, 306, 316, 422, 479, 555, 618, 625
immediate, see direct/indirect; mediate/immediate

realization of Brahman, see knowledge, Brahman-
immortal(ity) (amrta(tvd) - 395, 397, 505, 539
immovable, see inert
impartite, see partless

-ness of the Self, s.v.
theory of sense, see sense, impartite theory of

impediment, see obstruction
imperative

case, s.v.
meaning, s.v.
mood, s.v.
suffix, s.v.

imperceptible, see perceptible/imperceptible
implication (lingo) (see also meaning, secondary
impossible {asambhava)

-otherwise - 673
reason, see reason, impossible

impression, see trace
impurity, see purity/impurity
inability, see ability/inability
inactivity inivrtti) - 162, 190-191, 362, 593

, absence of - 445
incantation - 653
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incentive (to act) - 515, 525
incoherence - 30
incompatibility - 193, 483, 485,-526, 569, 574, 579, 595
inconceivability (see also indeterminable) - 27, 107, 146
inconclusive - 209, 213, 230, 235, 250, 254, 284, 305, 325,

333, 352
reason, s.v.

inconsistency- 8,159,192,194, 200, 224, 226, 240-241, 248,
260-261, 263-264,266, 268, 272-273, 279-281, 284, 299-
301, 307-308, 312, 325-327, 330, 333, 338, 341, 370,
375, 450, 470, 484, 537, 576, 699

inconstancy, see wandering
increase/decrease - 151, 292
indefinable, see indeterminable
independence - 105
indescribable, see indeterminable
indestructible - 418, 473, 638
indeterminable, inexplicable (anirvacaniya) - 8,16,17-18, 20-

22, 38, 52, 75, 82-84, 87, 89-91, 93, 96-97, 99, 102, 105,
129,137,159,160-163,184,191,215,217-218,254-257,
260, 264-269, 281, 283-284, 287, 288, 319, 337, 340,
342, 348, 389-394,412-413,458,485, 517-519, 528-530,
533, 536, 543, 546, 552, 589-5901, 613, 646-649, 665,
697, 700

indicator (.upalaksand) - 451, 458, 588-589, 615
(.prayojakd) - 489

indirect, see direct/indirect
indispensable antecedent, s.v.
individual, see particular
individuator (visesa) - 60, 121-122, 543-544, 580, 659, 664-

667, 677, 681
, the last, see species, infima

indivisibility - 116, 255, 403, 514
Indra - 554
indriya, see sense-organ
induce(r) (_pravarta(ka)) - 197-200, 230, 525, 546
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inert (jada) - 16, 26-27, 45, 48, 51, 53, 61, 65-66, 75-76, 88,
94,101,103-107,114,130,141,147,151,156,160, 183,
185,189-191,194, 215-217, 219, 241-243, 306-307, 322,
327, 335, 338, 340, 355, 363-364, 397, 400, 417, 419,
423, 425, 458, 467-468, 470-477, 482, 486, 501, 503,
505-506, 519, 537, 538, 543-544, 552, 555-556, 586-587,
612, 620, 630594

inexplicable, see indeterminable
(durnirüpä) - 665

inference (.anumänä) - 11, 22-25, 29-30, 43, 46, 50-51, 54,
56, 60, 70, 75, 90,103,114,135,144-145,152-153,165-
166,168-169,172-173,175-180,183-185, 188-189,191,
197, 203, 206, 208, 213, 219, 224, 227, 235-237, 241-
242, 247, 250, 252, 254, 259-260, 263, 265, 282, 284,
286-288, 290-292, 294-296, 304, 308-311, 314,316, 320,
322-329, 332-334, 336, 338-330, 342-344, 347, 349, 351-
353, 355, 360-361, 371, 377, 381-383, 386, 388, 392,
404, 418, 425, 427, 430-431, 433, 437, 460, 467, 472,
476, 485, 487, 512-514, 518, 520, 522-523, 528, 536,
540-542,544-547, 559, 565, 575-576, 578, 581, 588, 591,
598-599, 608, 610-614, 616-618, 622, 623-625, 627-628,
630-635, 638, 640-642, 644-647, 652-654, 658, 660-661,
670,673-684,686-687,689,692-693,696,698, 700, 705
, fallacies of, see fallacy
, mahävidyä - 623-625, 658
, members (avayava) of an - 680
, only-negative (kevalavyatireka) - 613-614,616,622-623,

626-627, 634-635, 677
, only-positive (kevalänvayiri) - 632, 677
, positive-negative (anvayavyatireka) - 623, 677
, speaker's - 684

infinite (nityd) (see also eternal) - 151, 154, 163, 177, 185,
215, 223, 237, 303, 334, 349, 353, 356-357, 500-501,
503, 536, 569
, the word - 217
consciousness - 403
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knowledge - 431
regress, s.v.
size - 431

inherence {samaväya) - 37, 57, 60, 300-303, 455, 485-486,
543, 624, 659, 665, 667-670, 678, 681, 688, 693
, co- - 678
cause, s.v.

injunction (niyoga, vidhi) - 4, 12-14, 22, 48, 204, 208, 224,
229, 317-318, 343, 354, 364-365, , 368, 370-371, 373-
374, 376, 380-382,385,407,440-442,461-466,480,488,
521-522, 524, 595-598, 651-652
, Vedic - 204, 349, 351, 357, 386, 432-433, 440-442, 460,

465, 479-480, 521, 524-525, 550, 597, 644
, prohibitory- 318, 378-379, 441-442,461-463, 480, 491,

500, 597
to hear - 406, 500
to know - 23, 380-385, 406-407, 440, 463, 651
to meditate - 205, 208, 354, 406, 538, 600
to study the Veda (adhyayand) - 370, 372-373
to teach - 375-377, 500, 644
(codana), see instruction

injunctive suffix, s.v.
injury to others, causing - 317
innumerable - 58, 63, 87, 202, 342, 362, 550, 677, 699
inquiry

into Brahman, see Brahman, desire to know
inscriptions, Telugu - 602
insentient, see inert
inseparability (ayutasiddhi) - 60, 301-302,328, 571, 580, 668-

669, 693
instruction (codana) - 10, 314, 317, 397, 462, 506, 653, 683
instrument

-al cause, see cause, efficient or instrumental
-al value, s.v.
of knowledge, s.v.
(vyäpärä) - 575, 676, 686
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insult - 305
intellect, see mind
intermediate elder, see elder, intermediate
intention - 17, 407, 460, 496, 510, 599

, speaker's (tätparyd) - 446, 459, 684
internal

organ, s.v.
perception, see perception, external/internal

interval, temporal, see moment
intoxication - 307
intrinsic

property, s.v.
value - 521

introspection - 555, 614
intuition - 10-12, 164

, direct (säksätkära) - 75, 207, 522, 599
, final - 10, 530

invalidity, see error
invisible, see visibility
invitation (ämantrana) - 523, 525
invocation - 437, 489, 493, 497
iron, red-hot - 423
irrelevance (arthäntard) - 21, 108, 215, 240, 244, 252, 292,

296, 307, 312-314, 318, 326, 339, 384, 563, 663, 672,
687, 690

Isopanisad - 365-366, 511
11. Vivarana (Uvatäcärya) - 511

IST, see sense, impartite theory of
is ta

-sädhanatä, see means to a desired end
4.1stasiddhi (Vimuktätman) - 20-22, 29, 73-163,

"405, 510, 591-592
23.Vivarana (Änandänubhava) - 592
27.Vivarana (Jfiänottama) - 593

isvara, see God
13.1svaratirtha (1140) - 511
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iteretaräbhäva, see absence, mutual
itihäsa - 224, 511
Iyer, S. V. Venkateswara - 435
Jäbälopanisad - 371, 379-380
Jacob, G. A. - 593, 707
jada, see inert
Jagadgururatnamälästava-Susamä

(Ätmabodhendra Saras vat!) - 435
jagat, see world
jaggery - 649
jahadajahallaksanä, see meaning, exclusive-cum-ncnexclusive
jahaüaksanä, see meaning, exclusive
Jaimini'- 40, 48, 66, 70-71, 469
Jain(ism) - 52, 54, 296, 302, 333-334, 336, 399-400, 512-513,

527, 706
(King) Janaka - 365, 540
janma, see birth
janya, see generated
jar, see pot
järä, the word - 225, 238
jäti, see caste; universal property

-samkara, see universals, crossconnection
jaundice - 515
jewel - 81, 187, 189, 204-205, 249-250, 292, 509, 596

, red color of a, see reflection of red color
Jha, Ganganatha - 557-582
jijnäsä, see desire to know

, brahma-, s.v.
jiv(ätman), see self

-anmukti, see liberation while living
jfiäna, see awareness; knowledge

-kända, see Veda, jnäna section
-karmasamuccaya, see path, combined
-nivartyatva, see removability by knowledge

Jnänaghana (965) - 21-22, 72, 163-404
Jnänänanda, see Jnänottama
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20 Jnänasiddhi (Gaudesvara Jnänottama or Satyänanda) - 583
jnänin, see cause, generative; knower
Jnänottama Bhattäraka (1190) - 601
Jnänottama Misra (1190) - 74, 593-601
jnäpaka, see cause, manifesting
jndta, see known

-ta, see knownness
jndtr, see knower
jfieya, see knowable; known
joy - 353
judge (in a debate) - 680
Jyotirbrdhmana - 638
jyotistoma - 424
kdla, see time
kälätyayäpadista, see reason, mistimed
kali - 555
kalpa, see eon
kalpand, see construction, conceptual
kälpanika, see imagination
kdma, see desire
kämakotipitha - 435
kämyakarman, see rites, optional
Kanada - 54
Kanauj - 33
Känyakubja - 557
Käpälika - 52, 527
Kapila - 52
Kar, Minati - 705
kam, see hand
käraka, see cause, productive
karana, see cause par excellence; condition, causal
kärana, see cause
karma (karmari) (see act(ion); activity; merit; demerit;

-kdnda (section of the Vedas), see Veda,
karmakända

destiny, karmic; object, grammatical; result, karmic; rite,
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ritual, karmic)
to be worked out in this life (prärabdha-) - 68, 89, 398,

428, 550, 701
kartr, see agent; maker
karunä, see compassion
kärya, see done, what it to be; effect

-anväyin, see adjective, kärya
-avidyä, see ignorance, derivative

Käsakrtsna - 50
Kathopanisad - 372, 386-387, 403, 502
Kausltakyupanisad - 67
Kerala - 436, 511, 705
kesondraka - 269
kevala

-anvayin, see inference, only-positive
-vyatirekin, see inference, only-negative

19.Khandanakhandakhädya (Sriharsa) - 28, 557-582, 658, 708
36.Bhävadipikä (Citsukha) - 606
Sisyahitaisim (Anubhüti Svarüpäcärya) - 557, 706
Vidyäsägara (Änandapürna Vidyäsägara) - 557

khyätiväda, see error, theories of
killing - 65, 480

a Brahmin - 4, 366
king {räjan) - 556-557
Kiranävali (Udayana) - 661
kitchen - 541, 625, 676
klesa, see trouble
knot - 618
know (knowable, known, knowledge, known)

, injunction to, see injunction to know
knowable {jneya, vedyd) (see also content) -
knower (jnätr, pramätr, jnäniri)

, liberated - 89
of the field, see field, knower of the
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knowledge (buddhi, jfiäna; pramä; pramiti; upalabdhi; vidya)
(see also awareness)
, desire for, see desire to know
, God's, s.v.
, illusory, see illusion
, instrument of (pramänd) - 9, 25, 36, 42, 48, 55, 66, 78-

79, 83, 90, 103-104, 106-107, 120, 139-143, 149,
152,155-156,159-160,162,165-168, 171,176, 181,
184,186,193, 201, 204, 213-214, 218-219, 221, 223,
228, 232, 23239, 242, 245-249, 254, 269, 281, 290,
306, 308-309, 313, 317, 328-329, 341-342, 355, 358,
361, 387, 392, 399,408-409, 432,443-44S, 447,453,
455-457, 467-468, 473-474, 486-487, 514, 520, 541-
542, 558, 560, 575-576, 579, 583, 587, 590, 597,
611-612, 617-618, 620-623, 634-635, 641, 646, 652,
661, 667

, mediate/immediate - 23, 69, 164, 314, 317, 382, 387-
388, 396, 408-409, 412, 420, 571-574, 645

, right (samyak-) - 19, 575
, speaker's - 228, 233, 684
, verbal or linguistic (sabdapramiti) - 10, 149, 195-197,

200-201, 203, 388, 433-434
-ness - 105-106, 575
of Brahman (brahmajndna) - 12, 40, 48, 87-88, 95, 104,

147, 149, 204-208, 215-216, 221-222, 237, 358-359,
361, 363, 380, 382, 385, 388-389, 391, 393, 395,
437, 440, 442, 463, 466, 522, 604-605, 644

of the Self, direct/indirect - 9-12, 19, 24-25, 35, 50, 160,
238, 240-241, 332, 370-380, 386, 388, 440-441, 450,
454, 456-458, 464, 468, 479, 482, 487-488, 539-540,
593, 598-699, 601, 651, 694, 699

section of the Vedas, see Veda, jnänakända
sheath - 502
(upalabdhi) - 52
(vijnänä), see consciousness
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known (drsya; jnäta; jneya)
(drsya) - 98
-ness (-to; vedyatva) - 141-142, 144, 160, 622, 631-632

Kocmarek, Ivan - 489-511, 705
kramayoga, see liberation, gradual
kriyä, see action; activity; motion; verb
Krsna, (Sri) - 377, 395
Krsnananda Sagara - 74
krti, see exertion; volition

-sädhyapradhäna, see accomplished, what is to be
ksana, see moment
ksapanaka - 296, 300
Kuepferle, Paul - 607
Kulärka Pandita - 624
Kumärila (660) - 38, 136-137, 459-460, 560-561, 570, 620,

644, 683
kusala, see good; right
kütastha, see changeless
lady - 596
läghava, see simplicity
laksana, see definition; mark
laksanä, see meaning, secondary
läksanika, see meaning, figurative
laksya, see meaning, figurative
lame - 122, 371, 380
lamp (pradipa) - 12, 71, 182, 291-292, 326, 338-339, 410,

417-418, 587, 609-611
language (sabda) - 12, 71, 182, 291-292, 326, 338-339, 410,

417-418, 587, 609-611
large (mahat)

-est size (paramo.-) - 667
size, s.v.

law
of karma, s.v.
of (non) contradiction, see contradiction, law of

learned - 59, 145, 165, 202, 204, 247, 308, 353, 379, 459
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learning, language-, s.v.
leather, one who steals (drtihari) - 488
length - 691

of life, see life, short/long
of a sound - 392

lesya, see residuum
of ignorance, see ignorance, fraction of

letter (see also phoneme) - 36, 47, 55, 124, 232, 308, 370,
373-375, 480, 509, 684

liar - 684
liberation (apavarga, moksa, mukti) - 3, 5, 14, 17, 19, 35, 39,

42, 50, 67-68, 70, 83,' 88-90, 94, 96, 101, 106-107, 113,
117,148-152,156,158,161-163,172,190,205-207,239-
240,270, 309,315, 354-355,359, 362,364-366,368-369,
372, 377-378, 380-381, 385, 390-391, 396-397, 400-404,
406,411,428,437-439,453-454,457,472-473,475,479-
480, 482, 484, 487-488, 493, 496, 504, 507, 527-531,
539-540, 585-586, 589, 594-598, 603-604, 610, 612, 615,
618-619, 694-696, 698, 706
, (one who is) desirous of (mumuksu) - 40, 156-157, 441
, gradual (krama-) - 48
, path (märga) to - 3, 40, 147, 365-369, 489, 593-595
for all tsarva-) - 148, 150-151
of Brahman, see Brahman, liberation of
while living (jivanmukti) - 22-23, 395, 397, 399, 435,

496, 586, 594, 700-701
light (prakäsa, tejas) - 35, 46, 71, 127, 217, 284-285, 291-

292, 313, 324, 327-328, 338, 378, 417-418, 421, 424,
519, 537-538, 544, 550, 597, 641

lily, see water-lily
limbs of the body - 333, 336
limit (avadhi) - 22, 46, 73, 90, 180, 268, 399, 534

-less - 36, 117, 169, 351, 420
limitation (avacchedd) (see also adjunct) - 67, 217, 223, 289,

311, 316, 334, 354, 415-416, 421, 480, 502, 505, 507,
509-510, 615, 699
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-ism (yädd) - 9, 706
(niyama) - 112

limited (.avacchinna) - 36, 163, 267-268, 312, 315-316, 333,
335, 347-348, 353, 357, 374, 402, 420, 422-424, 442,
466, 474, 482, 501, 503, 689, 697

lin, see mood, optative
linga, see implication

in inference, see hetu term; reason
linguistic

action, s.v.
element - 455
knowledge, s.v.

lion - 490, 644
, "Devadatta is a" - 221, 308, 490
, the word - 490

listening (sravand) - 13-14, 22, 55, 151, 192, 195-196, 200-
201, 203, 225, 234, 305, 317, 375, 379, 382, 385-389,
407, 429, 442, 445, 453-454, 456, 459, 472, 488, 494,
497, 500, 605, 651, 684
, the word - 490

livelihood - 376
locus, abode or seat (äsrayä) (see also substratum) - 13, 23,

36, 56, 59, 61, 73, 90, 99, 109, 152-153, 170, 257, 267-
269,299,305,320-321,323,325,328,330-331,339-340,
342,344-345,347-348,351-352,360,362,390,394,409,
414-418,420,422-424,425-426,428,438,457,462,465,
478, 503-506, 513. 532-534, 537, 587-588, 610, 618-619,
623-625,634,639-640,642, 665-666,669, 671,678, 682,
686, 688-690
, bare - 462
, unproved, see reason, unestablished
-less - 668
of ignorance, s.v.

logic (see also inference) - 29, 294, 343, 626, 676
Logicians, see Nyäya
loka, see world
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Lord, see God
lordship {aisvaryd) - 71, 172, 449-450, 484, 495, 504
lotus {padma, utpala) - 650

, blue (nüa-) - 214, 350, 452
in the sky, see sky-lotus

love (prema) - 49, 83, 437, 532, 549, 595, 695
, limitless (nirupädhika) or utmost (parama-) - 351-352,

523, 532, 696
luminosity, see light

, self-, see self-illuminating
Madhusüdana Sarasvati (1570) - 435
Madhyamaka, Mädhyamika - 20, 40, 269, 399, 515-517, 527,

568, 584, 694
madman - 684
Madras University - 47, 75
magic(ian) - 397, 413, 483

-show - 107, 483
Mahäbhärata - 655
mahäbhüta, see element, great
Mahädeva, son of Vardhana - 435
Mahänäräyanopanisad - 181, 366-368
mahat, see huddhi; size, large
mahäväkya, see sentence, great
mahävidyä inference, s.v.
Mahävidyäsütra (Kulärka Pandita) - 624
Mahendrapäla (885-911) - 33*
Maitra - 19, 298
Maitreyl - 49, 638
Maitreyi Bmhmana - 638
Maitryupanisad - 172, 333-334, 342, 348
maker (kartr) - 178, 282, 284-286

, ego-, s.v.
, pot-, see potter

Mälatimädhava - 685
Malayalam script - 547
Mämalladevi - 557
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man, see human
Mänamanohara (Vädi Vägisvara) - 636, 657-658, 668, 688,

690-692
manana, see contemplation; thinking
manas, see internal organ; mind
mänasapratyaksa, see perception, mental
Mänavadharmasästra - 368, 370, 376
Mandana Misra (690) - 5, 7-10, 18, 23, 33-34, 39, 75, 164,

169,454,476, 511, 529-530, 585, 602-603, 654, 694, 706
's school, see school, Bhämati

manifestation (vivarta)/nonmanifestation - 3, 16-17, 21, 23,
40, 44, 46, 95-96, 98, 101-102, 138, 157-158, 170, 178,
180-181, 210, 217, 222, 225, 231, 256, 260, 265, 282-
283,285-287,305,307,311,330-332,337-339,341,345-
346, 351, 353, 358-359, 381, 385, 388, 411, 415, 422-
424,427,470-471,476,478,484,486-487,508-510, 517,
519, 527, 554, 581, 609-610, 612, 615, 619, 630, 660
, self, s.v.
cause, s.v.
(prakätyä) - 346

manifested, see cause, manifest/unmanifest
manifestor (abhivyakti, vyaiijakd) - 143, 282, 286, 660-661,

663, 675, 691
Manoratha - 547
mantra - 224, 638
Manu (see also Mänavadharmasästra) - 54, 370, 441-442
Manukuläditya, King - 435-436
many, see also plurality

/one, see one and many
-ness (nänätva), see plurality

märga, moksa-, see liberation, path or means to
mark (laksana) - 29, 37-38, 162, 173, 187, 295, 326, 340,

382, 397, 412, 414, 426, 456, 466-467, 490, 570-578,
580, 582,608-612, 618-622, 633, 642-643, 645-647, 652-
653,659-661,663-664, 666,668, 670,672, 674-676,678,
680, 684, 686, 688-689, 691-692, 695-696, 706
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defining (svalaksana) - 466
(upalaksand), see indicator
(yyanjaka), see manifestor

massage, bodily - 23
master (svämiri) - 194
materialism (Bärhaspatya, Cärväka) - 74, 82, 152, 239, 305-

306, 486
materiality, see prakrti
Matilal, Bimal Krishna - 704-705
matter (rüpä) - 61, 486
maxim - 428
mäyä, see ignorance; illusion

, God's - 476
-mäyä - 93

meals, giving up - 539
meaning - 4,16-17, 29, 47, 166-167,172, 176, 183-184, 192,

194-196, 201-204, 206-207, 210, 214-216, 219, 221-222,
224-229, 233, 235, 237-240, 243, 248, 318, 329, 370,
374-376,380,382,384-388,398,406,434,446-447,448,
450,455-456,461-462,465,476,489,492-500, 502-503,
522, 533, 542, 544, 571, 574, 579, 584, 591, 595, 599,
610, 632, 636-637, 650, 652-654, 677
, ajahatsvärtha - 492
, cognition of - 224, 226, 238
, common (prasiddha) - 489
, conventional (rüdhi) - 44-45, 212, 220, 228-229, 236,

247, 255
, derivative (yoga) - 44-45, 220
, exclusive (jahallaksanä") - 220, 223, 448, 453
, exclusive-cum-nonexclusive (jahadajahaüaksanä) - 221-

223
, figurative (läksanika, laksyä) - 42, 48, 52, 65, 83, 118,

220, 308, 448, 480,. 616-617, 632-633, 636, 651
, gaum, guna - 221, 448
, jahadajahatsvärtha - 492
, jahatsvärtha - 492
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, nonexclusive (ajahallaksana) - 220
, nonpredicative - 526
, nonrelational - 526
, primary (mukhya-) - 66, 88, 245, 430, 443, 446-454,

456-457, 462, 464, 489, 609, 652, 700
, six tests of, see Mimämsä rules or interpretation of Vedic

sentences
, secondary (laksana) -171, 209-222, 245, 247, 374, 430,

443,448-454,458,463-464,467,489, 492, 650, 654,
683

, sentence-, s.v.
, syntactical, see relation, syntactical
, word- - 98, 135, 192-197, 201-204, 220, 224, 232-233,

235-236,245, 254,279, 329,372-373, 375, 377, 383-
386, 431, 442-443, 445-448, 459-460, 486-487, 489,
500-503, 521-522, 525-526, 617, 624, 635, 637, 650,
652, 654, 683

-ful - 8, 46-47, 168, 205, 209, 213, 215-216, 219, 225,
351, 357, 443, 455, 460, 509

-less - 80, 550
means (see also instrument)

, principal/subsidiary - 14, 306, 385-387, 389
to a desired end (istasädhanatä) -197-199, 462, 464, 546
(adhikarana), s.v.
(käraka) - 209

measurement (mänd) - 692
mediate (paroksa)/immediate (aparoksa, säksät) (see also

direct/indirect)
awareness, s.v.
elder, s.v.
knowledge, s.v.
sequence, s.v.
support, s.v.

meditation (nididhyäsana, prasamkhyäna, samädhi; upäsana) -
5, 9-10, 14, 22-23, 30, 45, 48, 68-69,164, 174,176, 205-
208, 229, 334, 354, 367, 370, 378-379, 385-387, 389,
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399,406-407,427,429,441-442,453,482,494,499-500,
510, 527, 530, 538, 552, 554, 600, 605, 697-698, 701
on God, see God, meditation on
(prasamkhyänä) - 5, 9, 13, 497

memory (smrti) - 21, 23, 39, 47, 85, 90, 120, 130-132, 134-
136, 143, 193, 196, 202-203 , 224-227, 231-233, 236,
258-260, 262-263, 266, 269-272, 289, 306, 324-326, 384,
411-413, 418, 428, 432, 437, 487, 514, 569, 571-575,
629, 676, 681, 683-684, 686

mental
act, s.v.
awareness, s.v.
perception, s.v.

mendicant - 371
merchant - 685
merit (dharma, guna) - 66-68, 120, 173, 179-180, 227, 229-

231, 237, 250,' 254, 336, 353, 364, 431, 434-435, 495,
553, 597, 619-620, 653, 661-662

metal - 492
metaphor (upacärd) - 35-36, 218, 305, 484, 617
milk - 130, 192, 555, 657, 673

/curds - 58, 110, 187, 191, 673
(Pürva) Mimämsä - 34, 66, 144, 265, 426, 479, 486, 584,

611, 684
, Bhätta, s.v.
, Präbhäkara, s.v.
, rules for interpreting Vedic sentence, six - 67, 184

Mimämsäsütra (Jaimini) - 245, 317, 428, 469, 620
-Bhäsya (Sahara) - 331, 683

mind (manas) (see also internal organ) -10-12,14,18, 68-69,
71,116,130-131,172,179-180,187,193, 217, 229, 258,
318, 322, 337, 341, 344, 346-347, 353, 378, 381, 386-
387, 389, 411, 421, 423, 427-429, 433, 441, 453-454,
471-473, 481, 484, 491, 497, 502, 508, 528, 535, 539,
549, 551, 553, 555-556, 570, 593-594, 597, 599, 601,
641-642, 644, 694, 697
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minimum sensibilium or perceptibilium (truti, tryanuka,
trasarena) -58-59, 470, 686-687, 691-692

mirage - 37-38, 206, 239, 316, 437, 476, 560, 674
mirror (see also reflection) - 313, 35, 83, 311, 354, 356, 359-

360, 415, 453, 700
, dirty - 83
, face in a, see face in a mirror
-image - 420

misapprehension or misconception (yiparyäsa), see error
misery (duhkha) - 11, 216, 219-220, 315-316, 363, 367, 401,

480-481, 527, 539
Misra, Sri Narayana - 34-72
mistimed (kälätyayäpadista) reason, s.v.
Mithilä - 33
mithyä, see false

-jnäna, see awareness, false
mixture/nonmixture - 278, 280, 364, 471, 572, 657
mobile/immobile - 499, 687
modification (parinäma, see form; transformation

, mental - 27, 42, 509
of the antahkarana - 268, 336, 522, 530
-s, mass of - 244
, Self-, s.v.
(vikära) - 470

moha, see delusion
moksa, see liberation
moment (ksana) - 47, 50, 61-64, 86, 153, 270, 285, 290-294,

313, 317^ 332, 349, 383-384, 562, 630, 659, 662-663,
670-673, 686, 695
, last - 63, 288, 293
of creation, see creation, time of

momentary(ness) (ksanika(tva)) - 63, 80, 90, 136, 288-289,
291-294, 296, 513J 519, 671-673
of a word - 486
of consciousness, s.v.

mood (of verbs) - 383, 460
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, imperative - 384, 460
, optative - 384, 460
, resigned (yairägya) - 553

moon (candrd) - 46, 64-65,135, 209, 213, 219, 452-453, 534,
538, 554, 625, 652
, double (dvi-) - 79, 130, 152, 166, 168, 241, 413, 438,

476
morning - 271, 324-325
mother - 549-550

, barren (an impossibility) - 92, 166, 612
-in-law - 596

motion (kriya) - 57, 60, 173, 175, 302, 399, 453, 543, 598,
659-663, 667, 681-682, 686-687, 689
, perpetually upward - 527, 706
-ness - 163, 664

motive, see inducement
mountain - 178, 246, 476, 541, 625, 675-677
mouth - 397
movable/immovable (see also removable) - 482, 552, 555
mover - 637
mrtyu, see death
mud - 605

-born (pankaja), see lotus
Mukherji, Makhanlal - 433-434
mukhya meaning, see meaning, primary
mumuksu, see liberation, (one who is) desirous of
mukti, see liberation
mülävidyä, see ignorance, primal
mumuksu, see liberation, one who is desirous of
Mundakopanisad - 44, 181, 205, 221, 358, 363, 366, 372,

'387, 403 "
mürchä, see faint (ing)
music - 651
mutual

absence, s.v.
connection - 210
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superimposition, s.v.
mystic (al) - 30
mythology - 636
Näga, Srimän, s.v.
naimittikakarman, see act, occasional
Naisadhiyacarita (Sriharsa) - 557
Naiskarmyasiddhi (Suresvara) - 11, 73, 606, 707

28.Candrikä (Jnänottama Misra) - 593-601
37.(BhävalTattvaprakäsikä (Citsukha) - 606-702

Naiyäyika, see Nyäya
name (näman) - 46, 54, 70, 154-155, 190, 198, 200, 218,

222, 243, 303, 376, 433, 457
and form (-rüpa) - 62, 238, 507, 604-605
-s, aggregate of-238

Nampoothiri, E. Easwaran - 435, 705
nan, see particle, negative
nänä(tva) - see many(ness)
Narasimhamahämuni, see Citsukha Bhattäraka
Näräyanajyotis - 583
natural, see nature, essential

relation, s.v.
nature

essential or intrinsic or own (svabhäva, svarüpa) - 37, 39-
40, 70-71, 76-77, 99, 103, 108, 111, 168-169, 181-
183, 184,186-189, 209-212, 217, 243, 253, 262-263,
278-279, 281, 289, 298, 304-305, 316-317, 320, 324-
325, 327-328, 345, 349-353, 355, 360, 385, 388, 393,
400, 402-404, 430, 439, 484, 487, 495, 498-499, 502,
504-505, 507, 514, 570, 581, 610, 612, 615, 633,
653, 691

(ätman), see self
Nayaviveka (Sälikanätha Misra) - 650
necessary

and sufficient condition, see condition, necessary and
sufficient

necklace - 110-111, 187
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negation (see also absence) - 59, 65-66, 74, 78, 139, 167,
169, 219, 244, 249, 252, 262-266, 270-271, 275, 289,
299, 304, 341, 344, 355-356, 368, 390, 462, 514, 580,
647
, fifth kind of, see fifth status
, fourfold (catuskoti) - 393
, "not this, not this", see neti neti
, pure - 573

negative (yyatirekd)
, only-, s.v.
entity, see absence
particle, s.v.

neti neti - 450, 454-456, 484
nididhyäsana, see contemplation; meditation, sustained
night - 326
nigrahasthäna, see way to lose an argument
nihilism - 175, 534
nüa, see blue

-utpala, see sky-lotus
nimittakärana, see cause, efficient-or instrumental
nin - 352
nirälambanajnäna, see awareness, contentfilled/free
nirguna Brahman, see Brahman, qualified/qualityless
niwdha. see restraint
nirupädhika, see adjunctless

-prema, see love, limitless
niscaya, see certain(ty)
nisedha, see injunction, prohibitive
nisiddhakarman, see act, prohibited
nisprapancatva of Brahman, see Brahman, acosmicness
nitya, see eternal; permanent

-karman, see action, prescribed
Nityabodhigana, see 3.(Nitya)Bodhagana
nivartyatva, see removability
nivrtti, see inactivity; withdrawal
niyama, see limitation; restraint, external
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niyoga, see injunction; rule
nominative case, s.v.
nonapprehension or nonawareness, see ignorance

of difference, see difference, nongrasping of
(akhyäti), s.v.
(anupalabdhi) - 78, 121, 290, 408, 545, 576, 685

nonattachment (vairägyd) - 40, 553, 597
nonawareness or noncognition, see ignorance
noncontentness of the Self, s.v.
nondifference (abhedd) - 14, 41-42, 50, 54-56, 75-79, 81-83,

97, 111, 114,117,138,144,154-156,169,177,185, 259,
273, 297-298, 300-301, 304-305, 310, 351, 353, 355-357,
490, 411, 424, 451, 520, 529, 570, 572, 593, 698
, difference-cum-, s.v.

nondiscrimination (avivekd) - 85, 132-135, 146
nonduality (advaita) - 27, 128, 158, 165-168, 171, 238, 240-

241, 247-248, 343, 449, 528, 569-571, 636-637, 656, 701
nonentity, see nothing
noneternal (anityd) - 36, 40, 59, 80, 86, 100, 173, 175, 206,

217,231,234-235,330,333-336,340,368,401-402,466,
500, 638, 665, 668, 687-689

none volution - 129
nonexclusive meaning, s.v.
nonexistence, -t (asat) (see also absence) - 22, 40, 56-57, 63,

78, 83, 90-98, 101-103, 109, 124, 127, 137, 139-140,
144, 150, 152, 155, 159, 166, 170, 175-176, 181, 184,
187, 191, 211, 223, 231, 239, 244, 250, 252-254, 261-
262,264-266,268,271,275,279,281-288,293-295,297,
308, 311, 314, 318, 320, 325, 332, 337, 356, 390, 392-
393, 411-412, 414, 471, 485, 488, 503, 515, 517-518,
535-536, 561-567, 613, 629, 645647-648, 669, 679, 686,
696, 700
, apprehension of, see asatkhyäti
(tuccha), see nothing

noninherence cause, s.v.
nonsense - 24, 112, 145, 487, 684
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notes, musical - 651
nothing (tucchd) - 3, 37, 55-56, 58, 63, 93-95, 100, 104-105,

127, 133, 178, 185, 253-255, 261, 266, 269-272, 294,
324-326, 356, 433, 514, 516-517, 533-535, 541-542, 544,
561, 700

not-self, not-Self-1-3,106-107,113, 305, 314, 327, 388,414,
425, 438, 636

noun - 461-462, 464
Nrsimha - 296-297
Nrsimhagiri - 511
Nrsimhamuni - 602
Nrsimhottaropanisad - 184
Nrsimhottara Uttamtantra - 303
number (samkhya) - 11, 44, 49, 59, 151, 182, 315, 342, 409,

465, 658-660, 664, 666, 681, 685, 690-692
-ness - 691
of selves, s.v.

nyäya, see reasoning
Nyäya - 20, 24, , 28-30, 37, 54, 74, 85, 91, 127, 139, 172,

186-188, 227-228, 249-250-251, 265, 269, 285, 299-302,
313-315, 322-323, 345, 349, 399, 426, 437, 440, 466,
515, 519, 527, 543, 546, 544, 558-559, 561-564, 566,
568-573, 576-582, 584-585, 589, 609, 614, 618, 622-623,
625,632,632,635-636,642-645,647, 653-655,657,659,
666, 675-676, 680, 682, 685, 688-691, 694-695, 699
-Vaisesika - 52, 54, 85, 659, 670, 692

17.Nyäyadipävali (Anandabodha) - 540-547
44.Sambandhokti (Citsukha) - 702

Nyäyakandali (Sridhara) - 660
Nyäyakanikä (Väcaspati Misra), see under Vidhiviveka
Nyäyakusumänjali (Udayana) - 679
NyäyalUävatl (Snvallabha) - 660-661, 679
14.Nyäyamakaranda (Anandabodha) - 29, 512-530

38.Vivrti (Citsukha) - 512, 606
22.Nyäyaratnadlpävall (Änandänubhava) - 583-592, 707

Vedäntaviveka (Änandagiri) - 707
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Nyäyasära (Bhäsarvajfia) - 685
(Nyäya)Bhüsana - 661

Nyäyasücinibandhana (Väcaspati Misra) - 33
21.Nyäyasudhä (Gaudesvara Jnänottama or Satyänanda) -

583, 601, 701
Nyäyasütra (Gautama) - 33, 323, 575, 579, 674
Nyäyasütroddhära (Väcaspati Misra) - 33
(Nyäyavrttika)Tätparyasuddhi (Udayana) - 646
obeisance - 75
object {artha, jnäta, visayd) (see also known; content)

, actual, see real thing
, external - 48, 63-64, 134, 423, 442, 453, 469, 471, 480,

543, 545, 693
, physical - 141

, sense- - 64, 217, 365, 408
, supporting (älambana) - 119, 245, 309, 639
-cognition - 519
(drsya), see known

oblation - 446
obligatory rites, see ritual, prescribed
obstacle, see obstruction
obstructed (pratibaddha)

fruit, s.v.
obstruction(/nonobstruction) (pratibandha; upädhi) - 233,

238, 249-250, 252-254, 256, 310, 382, 385-386, 388-389,
398, 430, 444, 488, 494, 502, 505, 507-510, 537, 543,
603, 626-627, 653, 678-679, 692

occasional {naimittiakd) rites, s.v.
ocean - 115, 178, 396, 401-402
offence - 366, 368
oil

lamp - 71, 82
of sesame seed - 294
-wick - 292
(taild) - 673

ointment, eye- - 251
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old age - 211
omnipresence or all-pervading (yibhu) - 60, 67, 70, 142, 425,

495, 693
of a universal property - 424
of Brahman, see Brahman, ubiquitousness of
of self, see self, all-pervasiveness of a
of space - 142

omniscience (sarvajnatvd) - 42, 44, 52, 57, 71, 121, 126, 139,
142, 145, 154, 172, 177, 223, 236-237, 358, 400
, Brahman's, s.v.
, God's - 47, 57, 177-182, 362, 476, 483, 505, 543, 586

one
and many - 296, 462
-ness or singularity - 44, 81, 122, 182, 184, 225, 227,

240, 281, 296, 308, 342, 347-348, 354,413,415,425,
431, 465, 539, 656, 691, 698

"only without a second" - 36, 163, 167, 184, 219, 238,
240, 526

only-negative inference, s.v.
only-positive inference, s.v.
operation (yyäpärd) - 53, 539, 634
optative

mood, s,v.
suffix, s.v.

organ
, action, s.v.
, internal (antahkarana, manas) -10, 39-40, 72, 172, 187,

223, 246, 268, 270, 311-312, 315, 317, 322-323, 331,
334, 336, 341, 345, 347-349, 351-354, 356-357, 369,
379, 386-387, 394, 401, 403, 415-419, 423-424, 439,
453,473, 476,481, 497-499, 506-510, 522, 530, 587-
589, 603, 605, 616, 619-620, 629-630, 633-634, 637,
639, 665, 675, 692-693

, sense-, s.v.
{indriyd), see sense-organ

origin, see beginning
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original, see prototype
origination, see birth
ornament, see jewel
overpervasion or -extension (ativyäpti) - 37, 104, 157, 261,

320-321, 325, 545, 565, 573, 575, 609, 619-620, 643,
646-647, 659, 662, 664-666, 667- 669, 688-689

ovum - 552
owner-owned relation (svasvämibhava) - 688
pada, see foot; word
padärtha, see category

-sodhana - 600
Padärthadharmasamgraha (Prasastapäda) - 688
24.Padärthatattvanirnaya (Änandänubhava) - 592
padma, see lotus

-räga, see stone, precious
-utpala, see sky-flower or -lotus

Padmapäda (740) - 4, 6-7, 12, 15-17, 20, 69, 405-407, 418,
454, 602, 619

pain (duhkhd) -19, 37, 70,153,189, 314-316, 322, 333, 335-
336/341-342, 347, 369, 378, 418, 427, 431, 513, 527,
532, 597, 603, 635
-fill rites, s.v.

painting - 75, 84, 151
paksa (p) (in inference) - 51, 168, 234-235, 290, 532, 536,

541, 576-577, 613-614, 622, 624-627, 668, 676, 679-680
-dharmatä - 576, 676, 679

palace - 189
pancamaprakära, see fifth status
Pancapädikä (Padmapäda), see Brahmasütra-Pancapädikä

ß.Vivarana (Prakäsätman) - 10, 3, 15, 17, 22-23, 29, 164-
165, 405-433, 585, 619, 708

31.Vyäkhyä (Uttamajiiäna Yati) - 602
40.Tätparyadlpikä or Bhävadyotanikä (Citsukha) - 607

10.Pancaprakriyä (Sarvajnätman) - 489-511, 705
Pande, Rabindra Kumar - 706
Pänini - 227, 368, 375, 452, 455, 684
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pankaja, see mud-born
Pansikar, Vasudev Laxman Sastri - 34
paradox - 644
paramaprema, see love, limitless
pramahamsaparivräjaka - 379
paramänu, see atom
paramärtha, see real
paramätman, see Self
paratah, see mediate/immediate

-prakäsa, see self (-other)-illumination
-prämänya, see self (-other)-validity

parikalpana, see imagination
parimäna, see size
parinäma, see transformation; form
paroksa, see mediate
parrot in a cage - 399
parsimony, see simplicity
part {avaccheda, avayavd)

-less (akhanda) - 135, 187-189, 334-335, 403, 415, 443,
447, 450-452, 454-455, 467, 473, 482, 498, 598, 603

-lessness of the Self, s.v.
-s of speech - 46
/whole, s.v.

particle - 186-189, 269, 292, 315, 335, 385, 402
, negative (nan) - 166-167, 461-463

particular (yyakti) - 123-124, 132, 202-204, 219, 222, 251,
255, 258, 261-262, 273, 297-298, 321, 332, 350, 472,
485, 669, 677
-ity - 220, 380, 690
, pure (svalaksand) - 399

passage
subsidiary/principal (sesa/sesiri), see subsidiary/principal

passion (rägd) - 446
past

birth, s.v.
time, s.v.
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Patanjali - 26-28
path (gati) - 198, 206-207

, combined, see combined-path view
of illumination - 400
of the gods, see gods, world of the
to liberation, s.v.

peace (sänti) - 27
penance - 374, 377, 399, 539
perceived/perceiver, identity of (svasamvedana) - 592
percept - 639
perceptibility/imperceptibility - 128, 333, 447, 473, 602

, the word - 644
perceptibilium, minimum, s.v.
(sense-) perception (pratyaksd) - 10, 21, 36, 39, 43, 48, 56,

75-77, 80, 82-83, 106, 119-120, 126,135, 139, 149, 162,
165-166, 168-171,176-177,179-181,189, 210, 225-227,
229,232-233,239,241,245-248,259-260,264,285,288-
291,296,298,303-306,308-310,313-314, 320,324, 326,
332, 337-338, 341-343, 349, 353, 355, 381, 383-384,408,
411, 419, 427, 437, 439, 445, 458, 461-462, 467, 469-
472,474,497-498, 500,503, 508,513-514, 520, 522-523,
527-528,533-534,536, 578,599,620-621,631, 633, 640-
641,643,646,648-649,656-657,660,669, 673-676, 678,
681-683, 686, 689-690, 693, 698, 705-706
, constructionfilled/free, see

awareness, constructionfilled/free
, contentfilled - 568
, erroneous, see error
, internal/external - 11, 326, 337
, mental (mänasa-) - 229, 692
, not cognized by {avedyd) - 608
, tactual, see touch
, yogic - 675

perfection - 69, 365, 377, 496
perfume - 428
perishable - 527, 537, 556
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permanence, see eternal
of the Self, s.v.

persistence (sthäyiväda) - 26, 268, 290, 427, 671
person (purusa) -

, qualified - 429
, reliable (äpta) - 683
, silly - 558
, skilled - 366
, supreme, see God

pervasion (yyäpti) - 123, 143, 145, 178, 243, 255, 260, 276-
277, 284, 289-291, 293, 316, 327, 333, 344, 385, 543,
548-549, 555-556, 576-577, 590, 614-615, 626-627, 631-
632, 634, 640, 652, 671, 673, 676-679

pervasive contact, s.v.
phala, see fruit; result, karmic

-kärya, see subservience
-sädhanatä, see awareness of a thing's conduciveness to a

result
-vyäpyatä - 619, 634

Phillips, Stephen - 29, 704
phoneme (varnd) - 40, 45-47, 124, 224-227, 230, 233-234,

236,238-239,285, 376, 392,431-432,455, 509, 654, 684
picture - 84, 323
Pisäca - 599
pitr, see father
plant - 670, 672
play - 550
pleasure (sukha) - 23, 70, 83, 153, 172, 189, 192, 235, 314-

316, 322, 333, 335, 341-342, 347, 349-351, 367, 369,
372, 378, 403, 427, 431, 437, 449, 462-463, 513, 527,
531-532, 551, 603
, heavenly - 113
, sensual - 368
-garden, s.v.

plurality (nänätvä) - 8-9,19-20, 58, 74, 83, 93,116,158,163,
166, 170, 178, 186, 211, 238, 246, 280, 296, 323, 342,
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347, 513, 571, 659, 700
of selves, s.v.

poem, stray - 227, 231
poison - 19
pondering, see thinking
positive (bhäva)

-negative inference, s.v.
assertion, s.v.
entity, see presence

posterior - 481, 518, 692-693
absence, s.v.

pot (ghata) - 33, 35, 54-55, 58, 80, 84, 104, 116-118, 120,
128,' 141, 158, 162, 165-166, 185, 187-188, 248, 263,
268, 274-77, 279-280, 273-277, 280, 283-285, 288-290
293,296-298,301,320, 322-323,330-332,338,345,350,
353, 356, 393-394, 426, 431, 451, 482, 499, 537, 543-
544, 555, 563, 573, 603, 609-611, 624, 629-631, 633,
635, 638, 641, 657, 558, 670, 672, 678, 683, 686-687,
690, 692, 699

potency (sakti, väsana) (see also power; trace) - 8,18-19,117,
190, 201, 238, 249-250, 252-253, 293-294, 505, 518
, causal - 524
- denotative - 521
, unseen, see adrsta

potential - 524
defects - 24
, varied (yicitra) - 58

potter - 115, 178, 183, 185, 282-284, 286, 431
power (sakti) - 9, 18-19, 47, 53-54, 64, 71-72, 89, 118, 122,

164, 167, 177, 179, 181, 184, 186, 249-250, 253, 255,
257, 348, 380, 383, 413, 416, 419-420, 422-423, 427,
432, 468, 476, 486, 525, 544, 554, 566, 575, 584, 598,
600, 604, 608, 611-612, 615, 618, 620-622, 625, 653-
654, 660, 668, 670-672, 674, 679
, Brahman's - 54, 431
, God/s, s.v.
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, intoxicating - 309
of ignorance - 14, 16-17, 54, 58, 475, 477, 517
of the gods - 58, 496
of word(s) - 445, 457, 650

Prabandhakosa (Räjasekhara) - 557
Prabhäkara (700) - 521, 543
Präbhäkara MImämsä - 20, 85, 139, 164, 192-193, 197-200,

202,274-276, 320-321,344-345,400,440,445,453,455,
459,461-462,464,478, 512-515, 519, 521-525, 528, 537-
538, 545, 570, 584, 610, 635, 640-641, 643, 650, 654-
655, 660, 667-668, 681, 683

pradhäna, see prakrti
-vädin - 156

pradipa, see lamp
prägabhäva, see absence, prior
praisä, see command
praise - 33-34, 48
Prajäpati - 353

vow - 461
prajfiä, see wisdom

, sthita-, see intelligence, fixed in
prakaranasama reason, see reason, question-begging
prakäsa, see bright; light
Prakäsätman (975) - 6, 18, 22-23, 72, 164, 405-434, 540,

585-586, 605, 607, 647
präkatya, see manifestation
prakrti - 17, 42, 44-45, 52-53, 93, 142, 156-157, 188-192,

357, 382, 430, 458, 471, 475-476, 527-528, 696
, contact with purusa, see contact
, unmanifest or root- (avyakta-, müla-) - 16, 45, 430

pralaya - 42, 53, 70, 101, 122, 231, 238, 507, 610
pramä, see knowledge; truth
pramäna, see knowledge, instrument of

, absence as a, s.v.
Pramänalaksana (Sarvajfiätman) - 435-436, 705
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15.Pramänamälä (Änandabodha) - 530-540
39.Vivrti or Vyäkhyä (Citsukha) - 606

Pramänavrttinirnaya (Vimuktätman) - 83
prämänika, see real(ity)
pramätr, see knower
prarniti, see knowledge
präna, see breath
prapanca, see world
prärabdhakarman, see karma to be worked out in this life
prasamkhyäna, see meditation
Prasastapäda (530) - 659, 665, 668, 680, 688-690
prasasti, see commendation
prasiddhalaksanä, see meaning, common
Prasnopanisad - 45, 49, 391, 403
pratibaddha, see obstructed
pratibandha, see potency
pratibhäsa, see appearance
pratibimba, see reflection
pratijnä, see thesis

-antara - 578
-häni - 578
-virodha - 578

pratisandhäna, see recognition
pratityanvayin, see adjective, pratiti
pratiyogin, see counterpositive
pratyabhijnä, see recognition
pratyaksa, see perception
Pratyaksvarüpa (1400) - 607, 679
pratyaya, see condition
prayartaka, see inducer
pravrtti, see activity
prayatna, see effort
prayer - 374
prayojaka, see indicator
prayojana, see utility
precept - 434
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preceptor, see teacher
precipice - 550
predicate - 425, 525
predication - 214, 244, 255, 279, 450, 526, 618=619
preksä, see experience
prema, see love
premiss, minor, see paksadharmatä
prescribed rites, s.v.
presence {hhäva) - 18, 46, 56, 94, 128, 136-137, 139-141,

144, 159, 169, 190, 224-225, 230, 249, 251, 253, 256,
259, 267, 269-270, 272, 275, 282-283, 291, 322, 329,
408-409, 426, 444, 446, 531-532, 562, 615, 645, 662,
667, 672, 686

presentation - 170, 250, 289, 304, 464
presumption (arthäpattQ - 90, 172, 224, 233, 236, 249, 252,

324-325, 330, 336, 341-343, 347-348, 353, 363, 384, 397,
410, 418, 425, 441-442, 454, 465-466, 514, 533, 536,
547, 576, 654, 673, 679, 682-683, 685

priesthood - 376
principal (sesin), see subsidiary/principal

cause, s.v.
prior(ity)

, spatial - 692
, temporal - 692
absence, s.v.

probans, see hetu, the term
produced, production (utpatti) - 413, 424-428

of light, s.v.
producer, see maker
productive cause, s.v.
productivity/nonproductivity - 671
progeny, see children
prohibited (nisiddhd)

action, s.v.
rites, s.v.

prohibition, prohibitory injunction, see injunction, prohibitory
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projection - 16, 587
, power of - 413

prolix, see heavy
prompting to activity, see activity, prompting to (see also

bhävanä)
pronoun - 579
pronunciation

of the Vedas (siksä) - 238, 373
of words - 234

property (dharma)
, general, see universal property
, imposed (upädhi) - 675
, universal, s.v.

proposition
, identity- - 525
existential - 521

propriety as a test of meaning - 240, 304
proscription, see injunction, prohibitory
prosperity (artha) - 429^ 611
prototype (bimbo) - 9,187, 322, 350, 353, 356, 362, 419-420,

472, 538
prover, see hetu term
proverb - 393
proving what is already accepted (siddhasädhana) - 229, 264,

577, 613-614, 616, 633, 655, 667, 669
proximity (sannidhi) - 201-202, 459, 475, 498
prthaktva, see separateness
prthivi, see earth
psychosis - 267

of T, immediate - 10
pumdn, see purusa; Self
pupil, see student
Puränas - 36, 362
pure (suddhd)

negation, s.v.
particular (svalaksana) - 399
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reality, see reality, ultimate
/impure mind, s.v.

purification - 39-40, 292, 369, 375-376, 387, 429, 441-442,
450, 457, 539, 593, 597, 601

purity/impurity (suddhi/asuddhi) - 83, 317, 353, 367, 369,
482, 593

Purkayastha, Sujata - 705
purport, see meaning
purpose (artha) 3, 28, 40, 55, 65, 120, 157, 163, 172, 205-

207, 220, 240, 247-248, 315, 334, 343, 348, 358, 363,
370, 382, 440, 547, 560, 568, 628, 694, 699
, highest - 465, 689
, human - 370, 444, 457, 503
, speaker's, s.v.

purusa (see also person; self)
, highest see God
-artha, see aim of life
-prakrti connection or contact, see contact of purusa and

prakrti
puryastaka, see sheets, eight
putra, see son
qualification - 172, 276, 279, 290, 303, 376, 384, 441, 491,

493, 506-507, 580, 610, 614-615, 623, 631, 640, 658, 700
qualified

-qualifier relation - 171-172, 217, 290, 303, 350, 450,
494, 496, 588, 637, 657, 668-670, 678

consciousness, s.v.
sense, see sense, qualified or attributive theory of

qualifier (yisesana) - 290, 450, 458, 466, 615, 657, 660, 680,
687
, unknown or unproved (a(pra)siddha) - 612, 616, 622,

640, 656, 668, 683, 689
quality (guna) - 57, 59, 84, 109,141,180,186, 200, 235-236,

278, 283, 292, 299-303, 306, 314, 316, 322, 328, 339-
340,349-351,399,422,440,452-453,491-492,499,541,
543, 580, 638, 642, 655, 658-662, 668, 670, 681, 688-
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689, 691
, generative - 392
-less - 498
-ness - 664, 688-689
of Brahman, see Brahman, attributes/lessness of
specific to a self (yisesa-) - 235

question-begging reason, s.v.
QST, see sense, qualified or attributive theory of
quibbling - 585
Radhakrishnan, E. P. - 163, 601, 606
räga, see attachment; passion
Rähu's head - 636
räjä, see king
Raja, C. Kunhan - 34
räjasa body, s.v.
Rämänuja (1120) - 405
Ram-Prasad, C. - 706-707
Rao, Seshagiri, see Seshagiri Rao
Rao, T.A.Gopinatha - 435
rasa, see taste
(ultimately or transcendently) real thing, reality {paramärtha,

sat(tva), prämänika, vastu)
, knowledge of, see knowledge
, attributeless, see Brahman
, criterion of - 3-4
-grades - 21-22
-ity of the world, s.v.
neither, nor unreal, see indeterminable

realization (see also liberation; meditation) - 25
, of Brahman, direct or immediate, see knowledge of

Brahman
, self- - s.v.
Self-, s.v.

reason (hetu, linga) (see also cause)
accepted already (sädhyasama) - 269, 327
, anaikäntika, see reason, deviating
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, asiddha, see reason, unestablished
, contradictory (yiruddha) -166, 168, 178,180, 243, 293,

313, 578
, counterbalanced (yiruddhavyabhicäri-) - 227, 236, 243
, deviating (anaikäntika, savyabhicärd),

see reason inconclusive
, doubtful (sandigdha(prayojaka)) - 166, 169, 179, 185,

237
, empirical (nyäya) - 368, 403
, equivocal, see reason, inconclusive
, fallacy of the, see fallacy
, inconclusive (anaikäntika, savyabhicärd) -179-180,185,

187-188, 229, 235, 242, 263, 269, 272, 313, 325,
327, 333-334, 347, 350, 352, 547, 578

, indeterminate, see reason, inconclusive
, mistimed (kälätyayäpadista) - 232, 234, 241, 290, 293,

347
, question-begging (prakaranasama) - 327
, sufficient, see condition, sufficient
, too specific (asädhärana anaikäntika) - 623
, unestablished or unproved (asiddha) - 166, 169, 231,

234-235, 251, 285, 301, 312, 333, 577-578, 616-617,
623,625,627, 636,638,652,667

following from a stronger inference (satpratisädhana) -
327

undesired by the proponent - 191
with an unknown qualifier, see qualifier, unknown

reasoning (tarka, yukti) -10, 52-54, 79, 93-94,107,162, 177-
178, 320, 385, 427, 442, 450, 453, 540, 652

rebirth (samsära) - 3, 88-89, 101, 1 6 \ 207, 318, 364, 411,
445^ 458, 480, 482, 488, 531, 539, 548-549, 554
, cessation of, see liberation
, good or higher - 429
, lower - 364
, of Brahman, see Brahman, rebirth of
, worthlessness of - 481, 531
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recitation, Vedic, s.v.
recognition (pratyabhijnä) -171,196, 211, 226, 234-236, 261,

290-291, 293, 296, 309, 311-312,469, 507-508, 526, 535,
546, 571-574, 673, 675
, doubtful - 572
(anusandhäna, pratisandhänd) - 646

red - 490, 535, 588, 615, 646, 692
color of a jewel, see reflection of red crystal

reductio ad absurdum - 582, 679
re-emergence - 590
referend, substrate (anuyogiri) - 76-78, 121, 142, 165, 534,

536
reflection (pratibimba) - 9, 13-14, 22, 83, 353, 361-363, 418-

420, 504-505, 520, 532, 534, 538, 698
-ism of -theory (-väda) - 9, 420-421, 699, 706
of red crystal in a mirror - 35, 116, 415,
of a face in a mirror, see face in a mirror
of ignorance, - 396
of space in water - 356
of the Self - 453, 458, 506
of the sun or moon in water - 498, 534, 625
(äbhäsa), see consciousness, reflection of
(manana), see contemplation
(nididhyäsana), see meditation

regress, infinite (anavasthä) - 37, 47, 76-77, 86, 98, 102, 108,
110-111,116,135-136,141,144-145,153, 242-243, 250,
253-254, 257, 268, 286-287, 295, 299, 303, 316, 338-339,
390, 404, 410, 416, 451, 455, 459, 474, 485, 533, 537,
560-561, 564, 568, 580, 605, 622-623, 627-629, 644, 657-
659, 678-679, 585

rejection - 542, 577
relation (sambandha) -

, explicable/inexplicable - 486
, natural (sväbhävika-) - 676-678
, obstructed/unobstructed - 678
qualified/qualifier (yisesanvisesya-), s.v.
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, self-linking, see connector, self-linking
, subject-object, s.v.
, syntactical - 193
(505thfO - 491

relative - 553, 585
existence (samvrtisat), s.v.

relatum (sambandhin) - 60,105, 299, 301-303, 394, 440, 455,
642, 669-670, 678, 681

release, final, see liberation
reminder (smäraka) - 684
remnant, see residuum
removability (nivartyatva) by knowledge - 530, 536, 590-591
removal (nivrtti) - 411, 488, 496, 589-590

of frustration, s.v.
of ignorance, s.v.

renouncer, renounced - 108
renunciation of ritual acts - 366, 370-371, 377-378, 380
repetition - 69, 169, 240, 273, 547
request (adhyesana)- 523, 525
resemblance, see similarity
residence, self- (ätmäsraya) - 678, 689
residue, karmic, see trace
residuum (lesya) of ignorance - 5, 23, 89, 428
resignation (titiksa) - 40, 554
resignation (yairägya), see nonattachment
resolve - 461-463
restatement {anuväda) - 443, 454, 463, 466-467
restraint (damd) - 40

, external (yama) - 441-442
, internal (niyamd) - 441
of mental modifications (cittavrttinirodha) - 27

result (see also effect)
, ämalaka - 500
, karmic (adrsta, karman, phala), see karma
, obstructed (pratibaddha) - 252, 257, 317, 381-382
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revelation - 23, 165, 287, 323, 332, 341, 353, 417, 538, 609
, self- - 77, 325, 332, 346, 599

reward - 23
Rgveda - 237, 287
rice, analogy of cooking - 141
right (kusala, samyak)

knowledge - 19, 575
ripe - 555, 694
ritual (Vedic) (karman) - 39-40, 195-196, 313, 342-343, 348,

364-373, 376, 379, 400, 403, 429, 456-457, 464, 470,
480, 507, 488-489, 494, 585, 586, 593-595
, daily - 429
, eligibility to perform - , 318, 374, 377, 494, 520, 596
, obligatory or prescribed (nitya-) - 364-368, 370, 593
, occasional (namittaka-) - 364-368, 370, 593, 597
, optional (kämya-) - 364, 366-367, 377
, painful - 367
, prohibited (nisiddha) - 364, 366-367
/renunciation of - 370, 377
, sacrificial, see sacrifice
, seasonal - 429
section of the Vedas, see Veda, karmakända

river - 11, 178, 220, 435, 490, 617
robe - 379
room - 291
root - 440, 457, 696

-meaning, see stem-sense
cause, s.v.
of the world - 453

rope - 187, 431, 503, 618
-snake - 37, 76, 89,145-146,161-162,167,177, 204-206,

258, 313-314, 319, 391-392,438,454,468,475,492,
534

rose - 588
row - 227
rsi, see sage
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rüdhi, see meaning, conventional
Rudra - 549
rule {niyogd)

of debate - 542, 558-560
-s of textual interpretation, see Mimämsä rules for

interpreting Vedic sentences
running - 89, 203, 272, 310
rüpa, see color; form matter; nature
sabala, see associated entity
sabda, see language; sound; testimony, verbal

-brahman - 98
-paroksa - 434

Sabara(svämin) (400) - 331, 461-462, 652, 680, 683
7.Sabdanirnaya (Prakäsätman) - 433-434, 705

l6.Dipikä (Änandabodha) - 540
säbdika, see verbal
sacred fire - 291
sacrifice (yajnd) - 39-40, 65, 291, 317-318, 365-366, 369,

376-377, 383-384, 387, 427, 441, 462-464, 466, 469-470,
480, 482-483, 492, 494, 524-525, 539, 611, 651
, animal - 465
(agnihotra), see fire-sacrifice
(asvamedfta), see horse-sacrifice

sacrificial smoke, s.v.
sadasadvilaksana - 591
sddhya (see also achieved, what is to be) (5, the term in

inference) - 235, 242, 269, 293, 297, 312-313, 327, 348,
540, 543-544, 576-577, 613-617, 624, 626-627, 658, 676-
678, 680-681
, unproved, see reason, unestablished
-sama, see reason accepted already

sädrsya, see similarity
sage Q-si) - 26, 33-34, 52, 54, 227, 353, 407, 435, 455, 553,

601, 640
, Vedic - 469

saguna Brahman, see Brahman, qualified
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Saha, Sukharanjan - 607, 705
sahakärin, see auxiliary
sahopalambaniyama - 64
Saiva - 33, 52
säksät, see mediate/immediate

-käralaksana of Brahman, see knowledge of Brahman
säksin, see witness
saktL see capacity; potency; power

, avidyä-, see ignorance, modes or powers of
Sälikanätha Misra (925) - 650
salt - 402
salutation - 232, 237, 512
sama, see tranquility

-samaya, see simultaneous
samädhi, see concentration; meditation

, nirvikalpaka- - 24-28
sämänädhikaranya, see apposition
sämänya\, see universal property

-todrsta inference, s.v.
-visesa, see feature of a specific universal

samärtha, see semantic connection
sämarthya, see activity, prompting to
samaväya, see inherence
sambandha, see connection; relation
sambandhin, see relatum
same, see nondifferent
samjfiä, see identification (in Buddhism)
samkalpa, see imagination
Samkara(äcäjya) (710) - 4-7,13,15-17, 21-27, 33-35, 37, 39,

.42, 50, 63, 72, 404-407, 412, 435-436, 439-441, 468,
476,484, 608-510, 562, 585-586, 600-602, 605, 654, 694,
702

Samkara Misra (1430) - 562
Samkhapäni (1070) - 511, 706
samkhyä, see number
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Sämkhya - 16, 28, 42, 44, 48-49, 52-54, 156-157, 189-191,
274, 277-278, 287, 322, 346, 458, 510, 512, 527-528,
583, 585, 589, 694, 696

9.Samksepasäriraka (Sarvajfiätman) - 435, 436-489, 510
samplava, see combination
samprajnätasamädhi, see concentration, seedless
samsära, see bondage; rebirth
samsaya, see doubt
samskära, see trace
samskrta, see Sanskrit
samuccaya, see combination
samudaya, see aggregate
samvit, see awareness; consciousness
samvrtisat, see existence, relative; truth, empirical or lower
samyak, see right
samyoga, see contact
Sanätana (940) - 33
sänctification - 375-376
sandal(wood) - 333, 335
sangati, see competence
Sankaranarayanan, S. - 33, 705
Sankhapäni, see Samkhapäni
sannidhi, see proximity
sannyäsa - 380, 539, 585

-äsrama - 435
Sanskrit - 15, 406, 562

grammar - 272
sänti, see peace
sapaksa (sp) - 168, 540-541, 613, 622, 624, 626, 658, 687
Sarasvati - 406
Sarasvati, Satchidanandendra - 6, 16, 21-22, 29
sarira, see body
Sarma, see Sharma
Sarvadeva (1200) - 648, 689
Sarvajfiätman (1027) - 405, 435-511
sarvajnatva, see omniscience
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sarvamukti, see liberation for all
sasthi, see relation
sästra, see science
Sastri, N. S. Anantakrishna - 406, 583, 602-603, 707
Sastri, S. Kuppuswami - 511, 706
Sastri, Srikantha - 164, 705
Sastri, S. R. Krishnamurti - 405, 607
Sastri, S. Srirama - 405, 607
Sastri, S. S. Suryanarayana - 34, 47, 163, 405
Sastri, S. Subrahmanya - 530-547, 702
Sastri, S. Vittala - 6, 407
Sastri, V. Anjaneya - 583
Sastri(gal), V. Jagadisvara - 583-592, 707
Sastri(gal), V. R. Kalyanasundara - 583-592, 706-707
Sastri, V. S. V. Guruswamy - 593-601
sat, see reality

-pratisädhana reason, see reason following from a stronger
reason

, samvrti-, see existence, relative
, svarüpa-, see existent by itself

13.Satasloki (Isvaratirtha) - 511
Satchidanandendra Sarasvati, s.v.
satisfaction (sukhd) - 53, 62, 172, 418, 598, 696
satkäryaväda - 53-54, 102, 287, 293, 585
satkhyätiväda - 107
satpratipaksa reason, see reason, counterbalanced
sattä, see existence

, individual or intrinsic or mere or pure, see existence,
svarüpa

sattva - 167, 322, 450
sättvika body, s.v.
satya, see real; truth
Satyabodha - 593
Satyänanda (1175) - 583
Satyänanda (1190) - 601
Sauträntika - 38, 63-64
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savyabhicara reason, see reason, inconclusive
Schepetin, Ira - 24-28
scholar, see sage
school (darsana, siddhäntd) - 6, 33, 38, 54, 163, 186, 422,

612, 617, 655
, BhämatI, s.v.
, Bhäskara's, s.v.
, holding a position opposed to one's (apasiddhäntä) -

617-618
, post-Samkara Advaita - 4, 6
, Vivarana,. s.v.

science (sästra) - 153, 431, 444
scorpion - 53, 424
script, Malayalam - 547
scripture (ägama, sruti) - 14, 25-27, 30, 35-36, 39-40, 42, 46-

49, 51-55, 64-68, 70-72, 75, 83, 92-94, 96, 98, 101, 106-
107, 113, 136, 149-150, 154, 160, 167, 170, 172, 177,
181-185,205-207, 216-217,221-222,224,229,232, 237-
238,244-248,287,303,305,313-319,329,333-336,342-
343, 347-349, 351, 353-354, 356-358, 361-362, 365-373,
378-380, 383, 385-387, 390-393, 397, 399,402-404, 406,
427, 429-430, 437-438, 441-447, 459-462, 465-471, 475-
476,479,483,486-488,491-493,495, 500,502-504, 506,
508, 514, 520-522, 524,526, 528, 530, 532-533, 536-540,
548-549, 571,584-585, 591,595-597,599, 603,610,635-
637, 639, 650, 653-655, 693-694, 696, 698, 700
, section or topic of (adhikarana) - 434, 602-603

season - 61, 429
seasonal ri^es, s.v.
seat, see locus
seed - 499, 535

, sesame - 294
/sprout analogy (bijänkurd) - 8, 19, 61-62, 70, 552, 588,

670
seeing, see vision
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seeker - 24, 156-157, 258, 351, 372, 441-442, 471, 499, 507-
508, 586, 601, 701

seen, to be (drastavyd) - 651
/unseen effect, see effect, seen/unseen

seer {drk) (see also sage) - 68, 75-78, 104, 176, 638
-seen relationship - 79-83, 93-94, 407, 636-637

self, soul (jiva)
, allpervasiveness of a - 36, 153, 235, 268, 315-316, 323,

331-336, 339-340, 344
, blissfulness of, see bliss
, embodied - 475
, empirical existence of, see rebirth, falsity of
, not, s.v.
, qualified (sopädhika) - 334
, witness-, s.v.
-awareness - 10, 30, 35, 79, 269, 311-313, 406
-contradiction, s.v.
-control, s.v.
-dependence, s.v.
-effulgent - 12, 217-218, 222, 309, 312, 338, 340, 355,

363
-es, clever/ dunces - 532
-established, see self-validating
-evident- 584
-extraction/contraction of, see expansion/contraction of a

self
-illuminating {svaprakasa-) - 69, 76-77, 88, 92, 105, 319,

324, 329-330, 337, 339, 417, 444-445, 451, 453, 465,
473-475, 478, 537, 567-568, 607-610, 612, 614-619,
621-622, 625-628, 630-635, 708

-internal organ contact, see contact of self and internal
organ

-knowledge or realization -10, 12-13, 154, 313-314, 317,
331, 399-400, 472, 599, 651, 693-694, 699

-linking connector, s.v.
-manifesting - 78, 140, 223, 307, 312, 322-324, 347, 439,
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475
-ness - 360, 472, 605, 665-667
(purusa) - 179-181, 495, 653
-realization, see self-knowledge
-residence (ätmäsrayd) - 678, 689
-ves, plurality/singleness of (see also solipsism) - 13, 22,

151, 154, 347-348, 479, 512-513, 585, 699
-(/other-) validating (svatah/paratah-prämänya or -siddhi)

- 36, 39, 122,165, 239, 247, 249-254, 265, 313, 364,
465, 486-487, 561, 569, 653

Self (paramätman) -
, allpervasiveness of - 268
, blissful nature of the - 4, 25, 75, 83, 163, 171-174, 205,

207, 215, 223, 305, 316, 349-353, 369, 395, 399,
403-404, 422, 431, 437, 450, 467, 484, 493, 495,
498-501, 503, 505, 507, 522-523, 526, 531-532, 538-
539, 554, 599, 603-604, 639, 651, 700

, changeless (kutasthd) - 108, 118, 158, 174-177, 638
, knowledge of the - 24-25, 207, 370, 372, 378-380, 440-

441,450,454,456-458,464,468,479,487-488, 540,
598-599

, not-, s.v.
-awareness - 3, 422, 445, 470
-effulgent - 223
-realization (of identity with Brahman), see Self-

knowledge
(äkäsa) - 304

semantic connection (samärthd) - 492
semen - 552
Sengupta, Bratindra Kumar - 406
sense (see also meaning)

, auditory, see ear
-(object)-contact, see contact, sense (-object)
, impartite theory of (1ST) - 208-216, 219, 525-526, 528,

539
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-organ or faculty (indriya) - 10, 14, 37-38, 77, 92, 119,
130-131,142,165,169,179, 225-227, 229-230, 235,
246, 249, 251,255-258, 266-267, 270, 292, 300, 324,
326, 331, 335, 337-38, 344, 347, 349, 353, 377, 381,
386-387, 395, 398, 401, 408, 427, 469, 481, 486,
527, 546, 620, 641-642, 649, 681, 691-692

, qualified or attributive theory of (QST) - 208-210, 213
-s, God's, see God's senses

sentence (yäkya) - 40,193, 206-207, 221, 225, 228-229, 232-
233, 237, 279, 308-309, 357, 369, 384-385, 431, 434,
446-447, 451-452, 455-456, 459-460, 462, 487-488, 490,
492, 521-522, 525, 576, 599, 637, 651-652, 585
, great (mahä-) 17, 69, 238, 354, 448, 450, 454, 456-457,

462, 493-497, 500, 599
, subsidiary, see arthaväda
, Vedic, see scripture
-meaning or sense -164,171,195-196, 200-204,208-222,

245, 247, 373-374, 383, 430-431, 442-443,445, 452-
454, 456, 458-459, 462-464,467, 489,492, 500-504,
526, 538, 650, 654, 682, 683^684

sentient/nonsentient, see inert
separability (yutasiddhd), see inseparability/separability
separateness (prthaktva) - 306, 658-660, 667
separation, see disjunction
sequence, immediate - 562
series - 421, 474, 527, 561, 569, 571, 588, 628, 658-660, 694-

695
, awareness of a - 691
, beginningless, see beginninglessness

servant - 455
-master relationship - 484, 544

sesa/sesin, see subsidiary/principal
sesame seed - 294
Seshagiri Rao, V. N. - 7-13, 18-20, 704
shadow - 596
shaking - 688
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shape (akrtO - 152, 193-194, 201, 209-210, 308, 315, 423,
439, 489, 603

Sharma, Ram Murti - 603
Sharma, V. Anjaneya - 602, 607-608, 642, 704, 707-708
sheath (kosa) - 501-502
sheets, eight (puryastaka) - 399
shell, conch - 614, 685

-silver illusion - 20-21, 84-88, 90-95, 99-101, 104-105,
107, 112-113, 118, 120-138, 144-146, 165-166, 170,
218, 239, 246-248, 251, 255-260, 262, 265-269, 277,
290, 300, 340-341, 345, 359-360, 390-392, 410-413,
438-439, 458, 464, 469-470, 514-516, 535, 540, 545-
547, 572, 610, 613, 620-621, 643-644, 647, 649, 690,
700

shelter - 377-378
sherd, pot-, see pot-sherd
shining - 288, 291-292
shore, crossed to the other - 553
short

life - 545
phoneme, s.v.

shyness - 172
siddha, see existent

-sädhana, see proving what is already accepted
sight, see vision
signifier-signified (upalaksana-upalaksitd)

relation - 97-98, 212
signification, see meaning
signified, see signifier-signified relation
sikhä, see tuft
siksä, see pronunciation of the Vedas
silver (the metal) (sukti) - 39, 84-85, 130, 515-516, 535, 545-

546, 643
, illusory, see shell-silver illusion
, momentary - 90
coin - 257
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silvery (colored) - 87
Simhäcalam temple - 602
similarity (sädrsya, särüpya) - 85, 130, 154, 221, 234-235,

243, 257-258, 290-291, 293, 326, 433, 438, 514, 645,
649, 673, 679, 681-683, 685

simplicity (läghava)- 148, 163, 178, 189, 203, 258-259, 430,
582

simsapä tree, s.v.
simultaneity, -eous (samasamaya) - 76, 100, 102, 267, 304,

309, 312,331-332, 337, 342,402, 562, 656-657, 663, 693
cognitions, s.v.
efficiency, s.v.
liberation for all (sarvamukti) - 19
of awarenesses, see awarenesses, simultaneity of
/successive - 293-294, 296, 307, 323

sin, see evil
single, see one
singularity, see one (ness)
Siva - 554, 556
Siväditya (1150) - 663, 665, 667-668, 688-689
size (parimänä) - 36, 180, 315, 333, 470, 691-692

, atomic- 36, 59, 115, 333-336, 346, 470
, infinite - 431
, large - 58-59, 180, 686
, largest - 667
of a thumb - 502
of the body, see body

skandha, see aggregate
skill - 366
sky (see also space) - 311, 399-400, 452, 549, 555, 641-642

, city in the, see Gandharvas, city of the
-lotus or -flower (padmotpada) - 37, 163, 165, 171, 173,

201, 206, 209-210, 214, 254-256, 276-277, 281-285,
288-290, 304, 312, 342, 346-347, 351-352, 382-383,
391-392, 444, 452, 476, 487, 508, 541, 589, 591
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sleep (svapna) - 119, 130, 324-326, 352, 503, 641, 645
, deep or dreamless - 4, 14, 17, 22, 25-27, 43, 65, 126,

143, 158, 270-272, 326, 328, 353, 403, 406-4087,
410-411, 413-419, 421, 424-425, 437, 475, 479, 484,
498-499, 502, 505, 509, 548, 554, 556, 587, 600,
603, 612, 636, 638, 698

, waking from, s.v.
Slokavärtika (Kumärila) - 38, 136, 560, 570, 620, 644, 683
smäraka, see reminder
smell - 292, 322, 335, 343, 349, 428, 452, 497, 541, 680
smoke - 294, 677, 679

, sacrificial - 595
, the word - 684
-fire, s.v.
-ness - 677

smrti (see also memory; traditional text)) - 36, 46, 52, 93,
' 102,287,363, 365,367-370, 372,374-376,378-379,391,

393, 397, 429, 483, 496, 585, 539-540, 571, 655, 694
snake - 100, 146, 479, 534, 594

in a rope, see rope-snake
snow - 670
softness - 350
soldier - 685
solipsism - 19-20, 22, 479
Solomon, Esther - 557, 606, 706, 708
son (putrd) - 83, 305, 381, 532, 597, 651

of a barren woman - 542
's friend - 532

sopädhika
self, s.v.

sorrow - 11, 36, 180, 215, 494, 503, 532, 539, 549-550, 553
, cessation or removal of - 206-207, 352, 378

soul, see self
sound (sabda) - 36, 46, 55, 98, 201, 203, 224-227, 234-236,

339, 355, 531
, length of a - 124, 392, 509
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-ness of an inference, see inference
sovereign, see lordship
sp, see sapaksa
space (äkäsd) - 25, 43, 45, 60, 65, 111, 117, 119, 128, 130,

144, 171, 230, 236, 238-239, 244, 268, 284, 291, 322-
323, 333, 348, 353-356, 412, 439, 449, 453, 472-473,
475.476, 481-482, 495, 497, 499, 533, 541, 594, 643,
654, 658, 660, 662, 666, £68-669, 680, 692-693, 699
, allpervasiveness of - 142. 333
, divisions of - 216, 323, 480, 482, 603
, pot-, analogy of, see pot-space analogy
, reflection of in water - 420
in a small place ((dahara-) - 45-46

speaker
inference, s.v.
's intention, s.v.
fs knowledge, s.v.

species, infima (antyavisesa-) - 664
speech (see also language) - 69, 387, 432, 491, 497, 556, 561,

566, 641
, control of - 441
, functioning (yrtti) of - 69
, parts (yäcakd) of - 46
, tone of, s.v.
-less (ness) - 542

spell - 249, 313
sphere, human - 497
sphota - 46-47, 224-227
spider - 183, 467
spiritual - 24, 306, 593, 694
sraddhä, see faith
sravana, see listening
Sresthänanda - 436
sreyas, see good
Sri - 554
Sridhara (991) - 660, 662, 665-666
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Sriharsa (1170) - 28-30, 557-582, 606, 658, 704-708
Srihira (1140) - 557
Srivallabha (1140) - 660-662, 664, 666-668, 679, 689, 691,

693, 695
Srngeri

list - 72, 164, 435, 593
matha - 511

srsti, see emanation
sruti, see assertion, direct; scripture; testimony, verbal

,cira-, = ChUpVI.14.2
-jnä.na, see scripture, study of

stability - 291, 293
star, pole- - 119
statement

, entrance - 501
, factual (yihitänuvädd) - 13
of control - 501

staying (sthiti), the act of - 321
stem (verbal) - 452, 455

-sense - 192-193, 321, 375, 384, 46, 465, 524, 640
sthäyiväda, see persistence
sthita, see staying
stick - 25, 192, 201, 263, 303, 379, 503, 534
stomach - 379
stone - 401, 542

, precious (padmaräga) - 327-328
, self-removing - 605

stoop, see stupid
storehouse-consciousness, s.v.
story - 596
stream

of cognizers - 147
of consciousness, s.v.
of ignorance - 18, 473
of memory - 23
of superimpositions - 18, 424
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strength, God's - 229
striver, see seeker
student (ship) (brahmacärin, -cärya) - 6,72,149-151,154-156,

362, 375, 397, 342, 375-376, 393, 397, 405, 435-436,
442, 446, 453-454, 482, 494, 496, 512, 583, 593, 601,
606, 697

study, see contemplation
, eligibility for, s.v.
, Vedic, see injunction, Vedic; injunction to study the

Vedas
stultification - 479
stupidity - 156
Subbamma, P. C. - 163-164, 404
subject (see also ego; knower) - 513, 599, 639-640

-object distinction, s.v.
-object relation (yisayivisayabhävd) - 25, 543, 581
-predicate relation - 524-526
of a sentence - 279, 536, 542-543, 594, 615

subjectivity - 319
of the self - 332

sublated, sublation/non- - 3-4, 8,19, 38, 66, 79, 84-86, 88-92,
94-96, 99, 104-105, 107, 118, 121, 126, 131, 138, 144-
146, 148, 152, 165-166, 168, 183, 185, 189, 211, 217,
232, 234-235, 239-243, 246-248, 257-258, 260-261, 263-
266, 268-269, 271-272, 289, 301, 33, 310, 313-316, 318,
,320, 340-342, 348, 392, 398, 414, 417, 419, 422, 469,
472, 476, 479, 487, 495, 515-518, 520, 533-536, 541,
544-546, 574, 577-578, 640, 644, 646-649, 674-675

subservience (phalopakärya) - 10
subsidiary (sesa)/principal (sesin) - 176, 194, 306, 371-373,

375-380, 386-387, 389, 454, 461, 463, 480-504, 651
cause, s.v.

substance, substantive (dravyd) - 54, 57, 60, 109, 121-123,
141,172-173,175,183-188,193,201,203,209-210,213,
222, 236, 259, 263, 271, 285, 292, 297, 299-300, 302-
304,306, 315,321-322,327-328,330,332,334, 339-340,
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346, 350-351, 354, 399, 402, 424, 452, 463, 466-467,
518, 539, 543, 580, 618-619, 623, 637, 639, 641-643,
649, 658-662, 665-668, 681-682, 686-691
, allpervasive - 235, 693
, atomic, see atom
, partless, s.v.
-ness or -hood - 262, 430, 660, 665

substantive-adjunct, relation of, see adjunct-substantive
relation

substrate {adhisthänd), see substratum
{anuyogin)^ see referend

substratum (ädhära, adhisthänd) - 76-78, 121, 142, 165, 177,
256, 260, 267-269, 315, 341, 421, 438, 481, 527, 534,
536, 549, 580-581, 642

subtle, see gross/subtle
success (ful), see efficiency
succession, -iveness -19, 47, 80,191, 209-211, 224, 294, 309,

312, 338, 432, 471, 497, 499, 629-630
suddha, see pure
suddhi, see purity
sudhi mind, see mind, pure/impure
suffering, see frustration; misery; pain
sufficient

condition, s.v.
suffix

, imperative - 521
, injunctive - 525
, optative - 462-464

sugar - 682
-cane - 555

Suka - 362, 475
sukha, see pleasure; satisfaction
sukla, see white
sukti, see silver
sun - 48, 105, 130, 171, 282, 461, 479, 485, 554, 598, 693

, rays of the - 311
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fs reflection in water - 498
-god - 48
-light - 46, 127, 501
-spots - 246

Sundaram, P. K. - 75
sünya(ta), see empty (ness)
sünyaväda, see Madhyamaka
superfluity - 40, 198-199, 208-209, 216, 351, 566
superimposition (adhyäsa, äropa) - 15-16, 18, 21, 27, 35, 37-

38,102,114,131,146,150,173,176-177, 208, 215, 219,
267-269, 303-306, 308, 313, 315-316, 318-319, 321, 350,
352, 364,406,408,410-412,414-416,421-427, 437-440,
453-454, 458, 471, 473-475, 481-482, 486-487, 492-493,
534-536, 596-597, 620-621, 644, 646, 649, 690, 696, 705
, mutual - 438, 440, 447, 450, 456

support, immediate {aspada) - 439
supporting (dhrti) - 45

, self- - 143
object, s.v.

supposition, see assumption
Suresvara (740) - 4, 6-7, 11, 13, 15, 17, 25, 72-73, 160, 235,

435, 437, 504-505, 508-510, 593-598, 606, 618, 694
surface, earth's, s.v.
sütra

-s, Nyäya-, etc., s.v.
-s, Pänini's - 375

svahhäva, see nature, essential
svalaksana, see mark, defining, particular, pure
svämin, see master
svapna, see dream; sleep
svaprakäsa/paratahprakäsa, see self-illuminating
svarga, see heaven
svarüpa, see nature, essential

-sambandha, see connector, self-linking
svasvämibhäva, see owner-owned relation
svasamvedana, -vedya - 295, 631
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svatahprakäsa, see svaprakäsa
svatah/paratah-prämänya, see self-validating
svatahsiddhi, see self-validating
Svayamprakäsänubhava, see Prakäsätman
Svetaketu - 599
Svetäsvataropanisad -176, 181, 188, 205, 228-229, 231, 243,

333-334, 340, 343, 347, 357, 363, 366, 391, 403
swan - 682
sweet (s) - 564, 649
swordblade - 509
syena sacrifice, s.v.
syllable, see phoneme
synonym(ity) - 17, 21, 137, 188, 208-209, 279-280, 451-452,

555, 652
syntactical

connection, s.v.
meaning, s.v.
relation - 652

table - 624
tädätmya, see identity
taila, see oil, taila
Taittinyopanisad - 49, 171, 173, 182-183, 205, 216-217, 221,

349, 353,' 366, 387, 403, 465-466, 549
tall,xthe word - 36
tamqs, see darkness
tärriasa body, s.v.
tarka, see also reasoning; reductio ad absurdum) - 559, 582,

679, 682
tärkika, see Nyäya
25.Tarkadipikä fÄnandänubhava) - 592
taste (rasa) - 77, 130, 142, 169, 209-210, 234, 278, 299-300,

325, 349, 497, 564, 648-649, 678, 682
tätparya, see intention, speaker's
tattva, see element; entity
(Pratyak)Tattva(pra)dipikä, see Citsukhi
Tattvabindu (Vacaspati Misra) - 34
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tattvamasi - 9, 69, 218-219, 223, 354, 493, 500, 503-504, 697
Tattvapradipikä (Citsukha), see 41.Citsukhl
(Bhrama)Tattvasamiksä (Väcaspati Misra) - 34, 39, 536, 603
5.Tattvasuddhi (Jnänaghana) - 21-22, 163-404

3O.Tippam (Uttamajnäna Yati) - 601
teacher (äcärya, guru, sästf) - 26, 33, 54, 72, 146, 149-151,

154-156,174, 232, 359, 362, 375-376, 389, 395-397,405-
406, 435-436, 441-442, 446, 453, 458, 479, 482, 484,
494-496, 500, 503, 553-554, 583, 586, 593, 599, 601,
647, 697, 699, 701, 705

tejas, see fire; light
Telugu - 602
temple - 436, 595, 602
tenth man - 11, 69
testimony, verbal (sabda, sruti) - 9-12, 42-43, 48, 51, 66, 69,

164, 168, 170-171, 184, 193, 204-208, 210, 213-214,
217-218, 221,232, 245-248, 308-309, 324, 329, 335-336,
341-343, 347-348, 353, 363, 389, 432, 437, 528, 576,
583, 585, 594, 599, 673, 683, 693-694, 706
, Vedic, see scripture

text (yäkyd)
, beginning of a, see beginning of a text
, great, see sentence, great
, sacred, see scripture
, supplementary, see arthavdda
, traditional, see smrti
, Vedic, s.v.

Thangaswami, R. -511-512, 547, 583, 593, 601
that art thou, see tattvamasi
thatness (tattya) - 571, 574
theory or thesis (darsana, pratijna) - 8-13, 18-20, 22-23, 42-

43, 47-51, 55, 58, 64-66, 68-69, 73, 82, 88,122,124-125,
134, 156-157, 163, 165, 173, 176, 204, 216, 225, 235,
249, 265, 273, 277, 282-283, 314, 320, 325, 327, 332,
339, 361, 377, 394, 411, 417, 429, 444, 452-453, 456-
457,459,462,465,470-471,475,477,511-512, 529-530,
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532, 547, 561-562, 565-566, 568, 570, 578-579, 583-591,
593, 597, 601, 656, 694, 705, 708

thief - 559, 566
thing (arthd)

meant by a word (pada-), see category
, real (vastu) - 38, 120, 169, 239, 256, 360, 392, 395,

413, 438, 538, 568, 646
thinking, thought (see also contemplation) -13, 55, 205, 270,

317, 336, 357, 386, 486, 494, 603, 693
thorn - 335
thread (s)

, sacred (upanayana) - 375, 379
/cloth, see cloth

three worlds - 444
thumb, size of a - 502
tila - 673
time (käla) -

, future - 70, 88, 120, 151, 182, 198-200, 256, 289, 330,
351, 433, 458, 472, 495, 523-524, 536, 546, 566,
581, 598, 619, 634, 658, 695

, past - 119-120, 130, 182, 198, 209-212, 221, 226, 288,
289, 306, 309, 312, 330, 447, 472, 523, 546, 572,
581, 619, 634, 658

, present - 26, 119-120, 140, 182, 203, 209-212, 221,
289, 309, 312, 330, 383, 541, 572, 598

Tirumüllikkulam temple - 436
Tiruvalla temple - 436
titiksä, see resignation
touch - 35, 249, 290, 335, 487, 549, 649, 661, 581, 649, 692
townsman - 682
trace (samskära, väsana) (see also result, karmic) -18, 23, 38,

61-62, 64, 68, 84-85, 89, 120, 134, 136, 141, 182, 224-
226,255-259, 266-267,270-271, 290, 306, 309-312, 359,
386,398,410-411,414,416,418,427-428,438-439,473,
481, 488-489, 498, 510, 516, 536, 552, 556, 572, 588,
599, 604, 612, 647, 673
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tradition - 4, 48, 113, 376, 393, 420, 429, 470
-al literature or texts, see smrti

tranquility, tranquilized (sama) - 40, 354, 377, 380, 387, 556
transaction, empirical or worldly - 170, 239, 245, 259, 344-

346
transcendental reality, s.v.
transfiguration of ignorance, s.v.
transformation (parinäma, vikärä) - 51, 54, 84,174-175, 177,

424-425, 470-472, 481, 486-487, 506, 649-650
transmigrant - 342
transmigration, see rebirth
trasarenu, see minimum sensibilium
traveller - 321
tree (vrksa) - 59, 220, 246, 278-279, 424, 439, 452, 455, 552,

644, 657
, fig - 499
-ness - 644
/branches - 301, 663

triad, see minimum sensibilium
Tridandin - 585
Trilocana (920) - 33
triplication - 497, 690
Trivedi, M. M. - 708
troubles (klesa), the root of all - 696
true awareness, s.v.
trustworthy/untrustworthy - 205, 228, 232-233, 237, 388,

559, 576
truth (pramä, satya) - 11, 36, 40, 65, 82, 87-89, 120, 130,

136,143-144,148-149,162,197, 213-214,217-219, 224,
228, 233, 235, 239, 244-252, 254, 261, 263, 265, 268,
304,317, 343,378, 387-389,392-393,396,419,426-427,
432,437,449,455-456,471,479,500-501,515-516,519-
520, 534-535,538, 566,569-570, 576,583-584, 599,608,
612, 624, 643-644, 646, 649, 653, 670, 674-676, 701
, absolute or highest - 177, 218, 248, 355, 530, 554, 558
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, empirical or lower or relative (samvrti) - 55, 218, 248,
470, 519-520, 536, 644

, extrinsic/intrinsic, see self (-other)-validating
, the word - 216-217, 219-222, 500

truti, tryanuka, see minimum sensihilium
tuft {sikhä) - 379
tuccha, see nothing
tulävidyä, see ignorance, derivative
turiya, see fourth phase
twice-born (dvi/a) - 370, 374, 376
two, see duality
ubiquity, see omnipresence
Ud^sina, Balarama - 512, 606-607
Udayana (954) - 542, 546, 557, 559, 661, 663, 666, 668, 676,

679, 682, 688, 691
ultimate reality, s.v.
umpire in a debate - 560-561
unbalanced (durghatd) - 105-106
unborn (ajd) - 83, 120, 143, 166, 688
uncertainty, see doubt
unconcern - 532
unconditioned, see adjunctless

Brahman, see conditioned/unconditioned
unconscious, see inert
underpervasion (avyäpti) - 37, 667, 688
understanding (yidyä) - 3, 5, 13-15, 67, 103, 107, 147-148,

155, 270, 395-396, 398-399, 445, 459, 464, 511, 522,
554, 560, 685
, direct (yividisa) - 14
, lack of, see ignorance
, linguistic - 49, 375, 429, 437, 443, 446, 450, 490, 493,

496, 503
, speaker's -4591
, wrong (see also error) - 430, 440, 515, 618

undeveloped (avyäkrta) - 16
unending, see endless
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unestablished reason, s.v.
unification - 306-308
unfit (ayogya) - 185, 193, 277, 285, 380, 689
uniformity, semantic - 44-45, 51, 53
unity (see also one(ness)) - 163, 485

, syntactical - 200
of all existence, knowledge of, see knowledge of Brahman

universal property (jäti, sämänya) - 57, 59-60, 121-124, 132,
202-204, 220, 222, 235, 261-262, 273, 297, 301, 305,
328, 350, 414, 424, 452-453, 455, 472, 485, 491, 508,
543-545, 548, 563, 580, 625, 659-662, 664-669, 674-675,
677-678, 681-682, 686, 688-689, 691-692
, crossconnection of - 575, 675-676, 681

universe - 16, 38, 47, 53-54, 56-57, 90, 114, 127, 145-146,
163, 280, 287-288, 295, 396, 424, 428, 454, 470-472,
475-477, 479, 501, 504-505, 533, 536, 541, 543, 548,
555, 567
, cause of the - 42-43, 46, 51-52, 54, 56-58, 72, 93, 287,

431, 458, 475, 477, 483-484, 486, 510, 584
, controller of the, see world, creation of the
, destruction of, see destruction of the world
, falsity of the, see world, falsity of
, maintenance of the - 117
, reality of the - 538, 543

unknown (ajfiäta, asiddha, avedya) - 91, 102-106, 145, 147,
196, 273-274, 298, 332, 366, 381, 468-470, 477, 617,
623, 646, 680
-ness - 104-106, 147, 160, 622-623, 625

unlearned - 558
unmanifest (avyakta), see manifest/unmanifest

prakrti, s.v.
unobscured, unobstructed - 539
unproved, see unestablished

-ness - 625
reason, see reason, unestablished

unreal (asat) - 87, 120, 245, 256, 480, 536, 545, 547
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unsuitability (anaucitya) - 582
unsurpassability - 72, 207, 215, 223, 227, 305, 316-317, 353,

395, 399, 441, 523
untruth (anrtd) - 40
upacära, see metaphor
upacitakarman, see karma, accumulated
upädäna, see cause, material
upädhi, see adjunct; obstruction
upalabdhi, see knowledge
upalaksana, see indicator
upalaksita, see signified
upamäna, see comparison
upanayana, see thread, sacred
Upanisad - 4-5, 9,11-12, 14, 24, 26, 29, 35, 42-46, 48-49, 51-

52, 65, 67, 69-71, 163, 167, 171-174, 176-177, 181-185,
188, 204-208, 216-217, 219, 221, 223,228-229,231-232,
237-238, 240,243, 303,316, 318-319,324,329,333-335,
340, 342-343, 347-349, 351, 353-354, 357-358, 363, 365-
369, 371-372, 378, 380-381, 384-387, 391, 395, 397-398,
403,415,420,427-428,441-442,445,450,453-455,457,
464-466,468,470-472,477,538, 591,599, 613,636-637,
641, 650-652

uparati, see abstention
upäsanä, see meditation
up(wards), going - 395
urine, cow's, s.v.
usage, linguistic

, empirical or ordinary or common - 79, 107, 139, 146,
159,166,168-169,186,195-197, 202, 205, 212, 217-
218, 230-231, 236, 241-245, 247-248, 255, 257, 259-
267, 275, 278-280, 294, 296-297, 300, 304-306, 317,
329, 332, 336-340, 344-349, 351, 364, 397,402,413,
429,439,456,487,490-491, 531, 535, 542, 544-545,
547, 608-609, 611-614, 616, 618, 620-621, 637, 640,
646, 650, 690-692

of elders, s.v.
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primary/secondary, see meaning, primary, secondary
useful(ness) - 54
useless(ness) - 24, 47, 113, 127, 173, 191, 204, 210, 215,

230, 232, 247, 286-287, 308, 314, 317, 349, 367, 373,
388, 502, 518, 564-565, 572, 589, 595, 598, 614, 628,
663

usma, see heat
utpala, see lotus
utsarga, see abandoning
Uttara Bhärata - 512
Uttamajnäna Yati (1200) - 601
utterance (see also sentence; word) - 453, 459, 542, 584
Uvatäcärya (1150) - 511
väcaka, see speech, parts of; word
Väcaspati Misra (960) - 6-13, 17-20, 22-24, 33-73, 164, 420-

421, 530, 536, 585-586, 603, 605, 654, 674, 676, 694
vacillation - 592, 617
väcya, see expressed
väda, see debate
Vädi Väglsvara (1050) - 636, 657-658, 668, 690-692
vaidharmya, see property, difference in
vailaksanya, see definitions, diverse
vairägya, see nonattachment
Vaisesika, see Nyäya-Vaisesika)
Vaisesikasütra (Kanada) - 656
Vaisnava - 527
vaisvänara, the word - 222, 492
Vaisya - 374
vajapeya - 463
Vajrata - 511
vakra, see argument, roundabout
väkya, see sentence; text
valid (ity), see truth

, self, see self-validity
awareness, s.v.
of the Veda, s.v.
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value - 103, 695
, instrumental - 521
, intrinsic - 521

vana, see forest
Van! - 554
Varanasi - 74, 636, 707
Vardhana - 435
variegated, see plurality
varna, see caste; phoneme
väsanä, see trace
vastu, see thing, real
väyu, see air or wind
Veda - 4-5, 40, 46, 52-54, 66, 168, 173, 176, 183-185, 188,

308,224,227-231,233,238-241,246,317,329-330, 337,
343,349, 351,357-358, 367,370-375,378,380, 382-383,
386, 411, 429, 431-432, 437, 441-442, 446, 456, 462,
464-465,477,479,486-487,489,492,495-496, 521, 533,
553, 570, 583, 595, 599-600, 603, 619-620, 650, 654
, authority of- 181, 354, 423, 569, 594-595, 611
, authorlessness (apauruseyatvd) of - 227-233, 237, 423,

459, 486-487
, beginninglessness of - 231, 238-239, 431
, changeableness of - 41
, composition or creation of - 47, 227-228, 655
, eternality of - 228-229, 231-232, 237, 655
, jnänakända of - 83, 239, 248, 304, 313, 315, 380, 441
, karmakända of- 83, 239, 247, 304, 315, 380, 441, 494
, knower, knowledge of the - 52, 147, 163, 247, 427, 441,

444
, means or signs for interpreting, six - 240
, one's own branch of the - 375
, recitation of the - 229, 428, 684
, study of - 229, 231, 365, 370-371, 373-375, 406, 409,

441, 644
, validity/invalidity of the - 52, 217, 220, 227, 238, 248,

538
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-s dependence on/independence of Brahman - 233, 237-
239

-s, God's authorship of, see God as author of the Vedas
vedanä, see feeling
Vedänta, see Upanisad
26.Vedäntacandra (Änandänubhava) - 592
42.Vedäntasiddhäntakärikämanjan (Citsukha) - 702
Vedäntasütra, see Brahmasütra
Vedic

injunction, s.v.
language - 432-433
performance, practice - 539, 644
rite - 400, 593
sage - 469
sentences, see scripture
sound, see scripture

vedya, see knowable
-tva, see knownness

Veezhinathan, N. - 435-436, 593, 706-707
veil - 12, 217, 361, 437, 457-458, 468, 477-478, 605
verb (kriya) - 193, 320, 375, 443, 455, 457, 459, 462, 464,

521
, transitive - 320-321

verbal (säbdikd)
form - 461
knowledge, see knowledge, linguistic
testimony, s.v.
(bhävanä), s.v.

veridical, see true
verification - 599
vibhu, see omnipresent
vicitra, see potential, varied
victory - 579

tour (digvisaya) - 435
videhamukti, see eschatology
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vidhi, see injunction
Vidhiviveka (Mandana Misra)

Nyäyakanikä (Vacaspati Misra) - 33-34, 39
vidyä, see knowledge; understanding
view (darsana) (see also thesis)

, conventional, s.v.
(King) Vijayacandra (1169) - 557
vijnäna, see consciousness; knowledge
Vijiiänätman (1220) - 564
Vijfiänaväda, see Yogäcära
vikalpa, see construction, conceptual; doubt
vikära, see transformation
Vikramäditya II - 435
vikrti, see altering
village - 321, 376, 379, 435

, a Brahmin - 290
"on the Gafigä" - 220

Vimuktätman (1000) - 20-21, 23, 63-163, 405, 436, 510, 512,
583, 591-593, 699

Vinäyaka - 554
vipaksa (vp) - 168, 624, 679
viparyäsa, see error
viparyaya, see error
Viräj - 498, 599
virodha, see contradiction
virtue - 367, 424, 427, 601
viruddha

reason, see reason, contradictory
-vyabhicära, see reason, counterbalanced

visaya, see content of awareness
visayin, see cognizer
visesa, see individuator; species

-guna, see quality, specific (to a self)
visesana, see qualifier

-visesya, see qualifier-qualified relation
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visibility, visible {drsyd) - 78, 106, 153, 165, 176, 234, 246,
262, 274-275, 277, 424, 470, 537-538, 540-541, 543, 545,
548-549, 555, 620, 692

vision (drsti, iksand) - 24, 66, 94, 417, 595, 636-638, 641
, sense of, see eye 4

visista, see qualified
-artha, see sense, qualifier or attributive theory of
-visesanasambandha, see qualifier-qualified relation

Visnu - 437, 453, 493, 512, 539, 554
visual contact, see eye-contact
visvajit (nyäya) - 367
Vivarana, see Pancapädikävivarana

school - 6-10, 12-13, 15, 17-20, 22, 29, 34, 406-407, 585,
605, 654

vivarta, see manifestation
vividisä, see understanding, direct
Vizagapatam district - 602
Vizianagarm Estate - 602
voice - 69, 234, 509

, middle - 375
void, see empty(ness)
volition (krti, (pra)yatna) - 235, 337, 513, 523-524, 531, 535-

536, 545-546
vow, Prajäpati - 461
vp, see vipaksa
vrddha, see elder
vrksa, see tree
vrtti, see function; operation

, akhandäkära - 12
-vyäpyatä - 634

vyäkarana, see grammar; Grammarians
vyakti, see particular
vyanjaka, see manifestor
vyäpära, see instrument; operation
vyäpti, see pervasion
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Vyäsa - 406, 437
, followers of - 40

vyatireka, see negative
vyavaccheda, see exclusion
vyavahära, see activity, practical
vyavasäya, see judgment
waking (state) - 27, 95, 104, 125, 130-131, 148, 150, 270-

272, 324-325,328,385,395-396,421,468-469,472,475,
479, 483-484, 498-499, 502, 509, 547, 554, 638
, first moment of - 269-270, 324
up, see awakening

walking - 69, 207, 321
wandering/nonwandering - 238,399, 544, 577, 617, 674-676,

679, 684-685, 689
(vyabhicärd), see reason, inconclusive

waning (of the moon) - 135
Warrier, E. I. - 512-530
watchman - 566
water (op) - 37-38, 42, 54, 61, 63, 65, 115, 235, 297, 306,

354, 356, 420, 465, 467, 488, 497-499, 594, 605, 657,
672, 687-688
, heat in, s.v.
in a mirage - 37, 534, 560, 674
-lily tutpala) - 171, 173, 209, 312

wave, see ocean, waves in a
waxing (of the moon) - 135
way to lose an argument (nigrahasthänä) -578-579
wealth - 549, 553
well - 144, 286, 453

, ruined - 227, 231
white (sukla) - 58, 121, 141, 154, 192, 200-201, 203, 209,

279-280, 323, 328, 460, 514, 622, 656
whole/part {avayavin/avayava) - 19, 41, 109, 131-133, 175,

178, 181-182, 187-188, 194, 219, 298, 305, 335, 434,
482, 569, 660, 663, 688, 692

wife - 49, 549, 553, 595, 638, 651
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will, see volition
to live - 696

wind (väyu), see air or wind
wine - 307
wisdom (prajna) - 146, 178, 247, 377, 396-398, 472, 478,

495, 549-550, 554, 639, 694, 697, 699
withdrawal (nirvrtti) - 378, 441-442, 444, 457, 462, 498
witness (-consciousness) (saksin) (see also controller, inner) -

11, 22, 86, 43-44, 136,'152, 174, 176, 182, 222, 256,
267,270,273-274,281, 315,319, 328,336-343, 347-348,
409, 415, 418, 427-428, 449, 453, 484, 498, 504, 586-
587, 594, 609, 620, 637, 642, 646, 649, 651, 697-698

woman - 553, 582
, barren - 166, 485, 582
, conversation with (a) beautiful - 549

womb - 366, 549, 552-553
wood - 88, 183, 189

, arani - 291
word (pada, sdbda, väcaka) (see also language; sound;

testimony, verbal) - 36, 40, 47, 97, 106, 167, 195, 197,
200, 208, 212, 216, 225-226, 228, 233, 237-239, 245,
278,281,303,381-383,386-388,430-431,442,446,460,
479-480, 486, 489, 493, 520-522, 528, 536, 538, 542,
553, 574, 595, 598-599, 616, 644, 650, 660, 682-684
, eternality/noneternality of - 40, 233-236
, power of the (,-sakti) - 195, 445
, sense, see meaning, word-
, the word - 98, 644
-meaning, s.v.
-s, elimination of, see elimination of words
-s, novelty of, s.v.
-s, Vedic, see Veda
-usage - 205, 212, 278-279, 559, 609, 651

work
-s, good - 429
, useful, capacity for - 186
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world (jagat, loka, prapanca) - 16, 20-21, 23, 26, 35, 41, 46,
70, 75-84, 89, 115, 136, 144, 151-152, 158, 162, 165-
168,171,175-177,189-190,204,206,218,222-223,228,
233, 238, 246, 248, 258, 296, 305-306, 329-330, 336,
341, 350, 357, 361, 363, 369, 378, 388, 390, 397, 400,
418, 437, 439, 444, 477, 497-498, 504, 508, 532, 549,
552, 556, 569, 590, 604, 630, 657, 700-701
, Brahman-, see Brahman, region or world of
, cause of the -17, 21, 23, 42, 89,174-176,181, 183-186,

189-191, 222, 431, 457, 465-466, 470-471, 476-477,
595

, creation of the - 18, 44, 115, 178, 182, 187-188, 190,
246, 359, 430, 454, 706

, destruction of the - 40, 187, 430, 453-454, 647
, experience of the - 64, 422, 600
, falsity of the, see world, reality/falsity of the
, reality/falsity of the - 83, 89, 150, 192, 218, 246, 278,

313, 343, 359, 391, 399, 438-440, 453, 529, 540,
547, 591, 594, 619, 644, 706-707

-dream - 177, 551
-liness,lessness of Brahman, see Brahman, worldly

/nonworldly
-ly transaction, s.v.
-s, three - 444
of the gods, see gods, world of the
(samsära), see rebirth

worm, glow- - 126
worship - 206, 357, 377, 400, 483
worthlessness of rebirth - 531
yajna, see sacrifice
Yajnavalkya - 49
Yajurveda - 448
yaksa, see divine-being
Yoga (system) - 24, 27-28, 52, 441, 527-528
Yogäcära - 64, 309-313, 516
Yogindränanda - 607
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yogya(tä), see comp at ability; competence
yukti, see reasoning
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